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- LETTER OF PROMULGATION 

1. The Naval Air Training and Operating Procedures Standardization 
Program (NATOPS) is a positive approach towards improving combat 
readiness and achieving a substantial reduction in the aircraft accident 
rate. Standardization, based on professional knowledge and experience,
provides the basis for development of an efficient and sound operational 
procedure. The standardization program is not planned to stifle 
individual initiative but rather, to aid the Commanding Officer in in
creasing his unit's combat potential without reducing his command 
prestige or responsibility. 
2. This manual standardizes ground and flight procedures but does not 
include tactical doctrine. Compliance with the stipulated manual proce
dure is mandatory except as authorized herein. In order to remain 
effective, NATOPS must be dynamic and stimulate rather than suppress 
individual thinking. Since aviation is a continuing progressive profession, 
it is both desirable and necessary that new ideas and new techniques be 
expeditiously evaluated and incorporated if proven to be sound. To this 
end Type/Fleet/Air Group/Air Wing/Squadron Commanders and subordi
nates are obligated, authorized and directed to modify procedures contained 
herein, in accordance with OPNAV Instruction 3510. 9 series and applicable 
directives, for the purpose of assessing new ideas, in a practical way, 
prior to initiating recommendations for permanent changes. This manual 
is prepared and kept current by the users in order to achieve maximum 
readiness and safety in the most efficient and economical manner. Should 
conflict exist between the training and operating procedures found in this 
manual and those found in other publications, this manual will govern. 
3. Checklists and other pertinent extracts from this publication necessary 
to normal operations and training should be made and may be carried in 
Naval Aircraft for use therein. It is forbidden to make copies of this 
entire publication or major portions thereof without specific authority of 
the Chief of Naval Operations. 
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_APPROACH 
-

SCOPE 

The NATOPS Flight Manual is published by the au
thority of the Chief of Naval Operations and under the 
direction of the Commander, Naval Air Systems Com
mand, in conjunction with the Naval Air T raining 
and Operating Procedures Standardization (NATOPS ) 
Program. It combines the " user" developed operating 
procedures with the latest information from the manu
facturer. Read this manual carefully from cover to 
cover. I t 's your responsibility to have a complete 
knowledge of its COntents. 

SOUND JUDGMENT 

This manual provides the best available operating 
instructions for most circumstances, but no manual is 
a substitute for sound judgment. Multiple emergencies, 
adverse weather, or terrain may require modification 
of the procedures contained herein. 

ARRANGEMENT 

The manual is divided into eleven sections as follows: 

Section I, AIRCRAFT, consists of four parts which 
describe the aircraft, its systems, servicing require

ments, and operating limitations. Part 1 provides a 
general description of the aircraft, console and instru
ment board illustrations, and a description of the 
engine and afterburner. Part 2 describes aircraft sys· 
tems, excluding tactical systems, and presents special
ized system operating procedures. Part 3 provides 
servicing and handling information for operating from 
strange fields. Part 4 provides aircraft operating lim
itations. Some additional limitations applying to spe
cialized operations are found in sections III, IV and 
V, and in other parts of this section. 

Section II, INDOCTRIN ATION, summarizes aU re
quirements necessary for qualification in the F-8. 
Ground training, flight training, flight qualification, 
and personnel Bying equipment requirements are in
cluded in this section. 

Section Ill, NORMAL PROCEDURES, provides rec
ommended procedures for operating the aircraft under 
normal conditions. Part 1 contains briefing and de
briefing procedures. Part 2 provides mission planning. 
Part 3 presents complete shore-based ground and Bight 
procedures. Part 4 presents only those procedures 
peculiar to carrier operation. 

v 
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Section IV, FLIGHT PROCEDURES AND CHAR UP·DATING THE MANUAL 
ACfERlSTICS, consists of two parts. Part 1 contains 

To ensure that the manual 	contains the latest proprocedures for transition and familiarization, parade 
cedures and information, a review conference will beand tactical formation, formation rendezvous, infught 	 --held periodically as necessary. 

refueling, and fiight test. Part 2 provides aircraft 
Bight characteristics and recommended pilot tech
niques. 

Section V, EMERGENCY PROCEDURES, is divided 
into four partS covering ground emergencies (part 1), 
takeoff emergencies (part 2), inBight emergencies 
(part 3), and landing emergencies (part 4). 

Section VI, All-WEATHER OPERATION. Parts 1 
and 2 provide simulated and actual instrument pro
cedures. Part 3 covers flight in icing conditions, rain, 
snow, thunderstorms and turbulence, cold weather, 
hot weather and desert. 

Section VII, COMMUNICATIONS PROCEDURES, 
contains information on radio discipline and pro
cedures, and hand signals. 

SECTION VIII, WEAPON SYSTEMS, contains de
scriptions of, and normal operating procedures for, 
the fire control system, guns, and other weapon systems. 

Section IX, FLIGHT CREW COORDINATION, is not 
applicable to the single-place F-8. 

Section X, STANDARDIZATION EVALVATION, 
describes the standardization program and presents re
quirements for ground and inBigbt evaluation. The 
section also provides grading. criteria, information 
pertaining to records and reports, the evaluation ques
tion bank, and evaluation forms .. 

Section XI. PERFORMANCE DATA, contains charts 
and other data from which aircraft performance can be 
determined. 

HOW TO GET COPIES 

To be sure of getting your manuals on time, order 
them before you need them. Early ordering will ass~re 
that enough copies are printed to cover Y0lll' reqUire
menrs. Procurement of manuals may be effected in 
accordance with NAVSVP Publication 2002, Section 
Vlll, Part C. Additional information is presented on 
page A of this manual. 

NATOPS POCKET CHECK LISTS 

The NATOPS Pocket Check Lists provide essential 
information in abbreviated form for operation of this 
aircraft. These Check Lists may be obtained in the same 
manner as the NATOPS Flight Manual. Changes to 
them are concurrent with, and dated the same as, the 
NATOPS Flight Manuals. 

YOUR RESPONSIBILITY 

NATOPS Flight Manuals are kept current through. an 
active manual change program. If you find anythIDg 
you don't like about the manual, if you ha",e informa
tion you'd like to pass along to others, or If you find 
an error in the manual, submit a change recommenda
tion to the Model Manager. 

FLIGHT MANUAL INTERIM CHANGES (FMIC) 

Flight Manual Interim Changes (FMIC'S) .are changes 
or corrections to the NATOPS Flight Ma.nuais, Pocket 
Check Lists, and Supplementary publications pro~ul
gated by CNO or NAVAIR. FMIC'S may be recelved 
by the individual custodian as a printed page or pages, 
or by the command as a Naval Message_ After the 
completion of the action directed by a printed FMIC, 
it shall be retained in front of the flyleaf of the manual 
unless the FMIC contains authorization to discard the 
page. 

INTERIM CHANGE SUMMARY 
T he Interim Change Summary in each manual is pro
vided for the purpose of maintaining a complete record 
of all FMIC'S issued to the manual. Each time the 
manual is changed or revised, the Interim Change 
Summary will be up-dated to indicate disposition 
and/or incorporation of previously issued FMIC'S. 
When a regular change is received, the Interim Change 
Summary should be checked to ascertain that all out
standing FMIC's have been either incorporated or can
celled. Those not incorporated should be re-entered 
and noted as applicable. 

CHANGE RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommended changes to this manual or other 
NATOPS publications may be submitted by anyone 
in accordance with OPNAV Instruction 3510.9 series. 
Change recommendations of an URGEN T (safety of 
Bight etc. ) nature should be submitted directly to the 
NAT OPS Advisory G roup member in the Chain of 
Command by priority message. 

Routine change recommendations are submitted to 
the Model Manager on OPN A V Form 3500/ 22. 

Address routine changes to: 	 VF 124 

Miramar NAS 

California 
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WARNINGS, CAUTIONS, AND NOTES 

The following definitions apply to "Warnings," "Cau
tions," and "Notes," found throughout the manual. 

WARNING I 
Operating procedures, practices, etc., which will result 
in injury or death, if not carefully followed. 

SERVICE CHANGE SUMMARY 

Operating procedures, practices, etc., which, if not 
strictly observed, will damage the equipment. 

Note 
An operating procedure, condition, etc., which is essen
tial to emphasize. 

CHANGE SYMBOLS 
Revised text is indicated by a black vertical line in 
either margin of the page, like the one printed next 
to this paragraph. The change symbol shows where 
there has been a change. The change might be material 
added or information restated. 

Following is a list of service changes which apply to this manual but which may not be incorporated in the aIr
craft. The service change is briefly described and, where applicable, information is given for visual determination 
of incorporation. 

Service Change 
(Type Change and Description Visual Identification 
Change Number) 

Aviation Clothing Modifies MK-F5 ejection seat to provide a Orange decal on LH side of drogue para
and Survival Equip ground-level escape capability and re chute container with minimum ejection 
ment Bulletin 22-61 designates to MK-F5A capability and "ACSEB 22-61" printed 

thereon 

Aircrew Systems Incorporates visual indicator type top latch Visual indicating type top latch mechanism 
Change No. 19 mechanism and visual ejection seat align and red-painted trip rods for the drogue 

ment indicators for verifying security of gun and timed release mechanism 
the ejection seat installation in the aircraft 

Aircrew Systems Adds indicator on bottom of drogue gun Presence of indicator 
Change No. 56 firing mechanism for verifying that firing 

mechanism is cocked 

Airframe Change Adds circuit to flash radar scope indicator 
No. 487 lights, warning pilot of low altitude or 

fire during "head in boot" flying 

Airframe Change Adds Shoehorn India equipment to F-8H Adds ECM control panels to right-hand 
No. 490 (Part IV) aircraft console 

Airframe Change Converts MK-F5A seat to MK-F7 designa Decal on left-hand side of seat head box reads . 
No. 491 tion by adding a rocket capability and an "MK-F7" and indicates seat capability 

RSSK-6 survival kit. Modified seat pro
vides an improved escape envelope for 
ejection at minimum altitude and airspeed 

Airframe Change Add stores release switch and 3-position Presence of 3-position gun switches above 
No. 493 gun switches the left-hand console 

Airframe Change Provides protective armor in fuselage and By reference to Jog entry 
No. 499 vertical tail. Protects critical flight con

trol components, engine and pilot 

Airframe Change Adds speech security equipment to F-8H Adds speech security equipment controls to 
No. 502 aircraft LH longeron switch panel 

Airframe Change Adds smoke abatement system Presence of smoke abatement switch on 
No. 503 throttle quadrant 

Changed 1 December 1967 vi-A/vi-B 
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Service Change 
(Type Change and 

Change Number) 
Description Visual Identification 

Airframe Change 
No. 506 

Modifies armament pneumatic system and 
feed chutes. Minimizes pneumatic system 
pressure loss and reduces excessive flexure 
of flexible feed chutes 

Presence of manual control valve adjacent to 
the vent screen in each gun bay 

Martin-Baker ECP 159 Raises altitude limi~er minimum altitude for 
barostatic opening of parachute from 
10,000 feet to 11,500 feet 

ECP 159 entry in ejection seat logbook 

Airframe Change 
No. 520 

Installs check valves at UHT actuators to 
reduce the violence of pitchover at the 
time of complete loss of both pc systems. 
Provides pilot additional time and more 
favorable g environment for ejection. 

Changed 1 December 1967 vii 
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Aircraft and Engine 

PART 1- AIRCRAFT AND ENGINE 

AIRCRAFT 

DESCRIPTION 

The F-8H is a single-place, carrier- or land-based super
sonic aircraft equipped with radar to provide an all
weather combat capability. The airplane is equipped 
to carry wing stores which further increases its combat 
capability. 

The aircraft (figure 1-1) is identified by a long 
slender fuselage with a large air intake duct mounted 
under the nose section, and two ventral fins mounted 
on the lower aft section. A thin, swept-back, two
position wing is mounted high on the fuselage and 
is raised for takeoff and landing. The wing contains 

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT 

an integral fuel cell and incorporates flaps, ailerons 
(which also serve as flaps when the wing is raised) 
and a full-span leading edge droop. The entire hori
zontal tail moves as a unit to provide elevator control. 
A single, large speed brake is mounted on the fuselage 
underside just forward of the main landing gear. 
Figure 1-2 presents the general arrangement of the 
aircraft. 

Cockpit instrument board and consoles are illustrated 
in figures 1-3 through 1-5. 

After AFC 499 provisions are made for the installationI
of armor plating in the nose bulkhead area, cockpit 
area, engine gear box and accessory area, and around 
power control units in the empennage and wing. 

Wing
Span, maximum.._...____.____ ___________._.._ _____________.___ ______..____________ _________________..._____35 ft 8 in. 
Span, wings folded __________._________.___________________ ___.__ ___ _______________________ __ _____.________22 ft 6 in. 

Chord (streamwise)
At rOO L ______._____._.___ ____ ______ ___ _.____________ •___ ._________.____•._____..__ •___••..._____16 ft 10 in. 
At construction tip (theoretical extended section at tip) __________..__.________.____ __ . _ _____________ .4 ft 8 in. 
Mean geometric... ____ _______________.._____._ __________ ________________._.____________._.________________ . .141.4 in. 

Incidence at mean aerodynamic chord______ ._.__.___...______ __ __ _________________._ __......___....___ _ ___-10 
Sweepback of 1;4 chord line_._ ____..._ ___._ ...._______ ..__..___.._.__..___ ____ ________...._____.._.______________420 
Dihedral._______ _______ _____.__.__._.______ _______________.___..___.____._________ _________ __._____.______._-50 
Aspect ratio_____.____ __ ____ _____ _________.._____________ ._____._._______________._..._____.___________._..._ ____._ _3.4 

Tail 
Horizontal 

Span _____ ..____._.___. ____ __ _____._..______ ___ _____.__________________ ._._ ____________. _________18 ft 2.4 in. 
Sweep of 1;4 chord line__________________ ._._______ _____._.________________........_____.._ ____ _._ ____ ____.. _ .450 
Dihedral ._____ _ ______.__ ____ __ ____ _____... __.__.____________ .____ ________..______..___..._.._.___.....___ 50 25' 
Aspect ratio (including enclosed fuselage area) ____._ ._ _______________ ___________________.________ ._ ___ .__.__..____ ..3.5 

Vertical 
Sweep of 1;4 chord line ._____ ._ .______ ____ ___________________ ___.__________________ ___ _ ._____ ____________________.____45° 
Aspect ratio _____ _______. _______._ ___.___ ______.____________ _______ _________._____.__ _____ __ ________________. ____ ______1.5 

Height (overall, static ground position; this height will not be exceeded with the wings folded) _._____ 15 ft 9.1 in_ 
Length (overall, static ground positionL_._._______ ________...__ _____ ___ __ _______. ..___.55 ft 3_2 in. 

Approximate weight (less usable fuel, ammunition, pylons and stores, and pilot) __ ._..________.___._19,800 lb* 

Note 

Refer to AN 01-IB-40, Handbook of Weight and Balance for 
specific airplane weight. 

*Includes weight of following AFCs: 
491 (MK-F7 Rocket Seat), 502 (Juliet), 503 (Smoke Abatement) 

and 506 (Improves Pneumatic System and Modifies Gun Feed Chutes) _._____. ___________ ___________ .. ___. ______ approx 170 lb 
490 (Shoehorn} ____ _____ ____ ._________.____ __ __ _____________________ ___ ________ ____.________________._ .approx 350 lb 
499 (Protective Armor Provisions) __..____ __ __ ___________._______.__ ._..______ ____ _____ ________._._...•_____ ____approx 50 lb 

(When a full load of armor plate is carried add an additional 500 lb.)
" -.-" 
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Aircraft and Engine 

INSTRUMENT BOARD---------------

I 

• 

1. 	Rudder neutral trim light 17. Engine fuel pump warning light 32. Fuel quantity test switch 
2 . Aileron neutral trim light 18. Course indicator 	 33. Turn-and-bank indicator 
3 . 	Speed brake light 19. Navigation (bearing-distance- 34. Fuel boost pumps warning 
4. 	Inflight refueling probe light heading) indicator light 
5. 	Wing-wheels-droop warning light 20. Fuel dump switch 35. Attitude indicator 
6. 	Landing gear position indicators 21. Fuel transfer switch 36. Nose trim indicator 


!three) 22. Fuel tra nsfer pump caution light 37. Armament panel 

7. 	Engine pressure ratio indicator 23. Clock 38. Duct bypass door indicator 
8. 	Tachometer 24 . UHF preset channel indicator 39. Duct bypass door switch 
9. 	Angle-of-attack indicator 25. Oxygen warning light 40. Leading edge droop indicator 

10. Inflight refueling probe switch 26. Transfer fuel quantity indicator 41 . Altimeter 
11. Engine oil pressure indicator 27. Hydl'au lic pressure indicators 42. Airspeed-Mach number 
12. Radio altitude indicator 28. Engine oil and hydraulic pres- indicator 
13. Fire warning light 	 sure warning light 43. Acceleration indicator 
14. Fire warning test switch 29. Liq uid oxygen q uantity indicator 44 . Rate-of-cI im b indicator 
15. Fire control radar scope* 30. Main fuel quantity indicator 45. Exhaust temperature indicator 
16. Fuel low-level warning light 31. Fuel flow indicator 

AX-S- 12-66 

Figure J-3 
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Aircraft and Engine 

LEFT CONSOLE------------- --

1. 	 G valve 
2. 	 Speed brake override switch 

3 . 	 Anti-exposure coverall ventilation 
switch 

4. 	 Ventilation / oxygen panel 

5. 	 Wing downlock handle 

6. 	 Emergency droop and 

wing incidence guard 


7. 	 Wing incidence handle 

8. 	 Wing incidence release switch 
9. 	 Throttle 

10. 	 Fuel control switch 
11. 	 Manual fuel control light 
12. 	 Emergency brake handle 
13. 	Smoke abatement switch 
14. 	 Left-hand switch panel 
15. 	 Engine master switch 

16. 	 Autopilot master switch 
17. 	 Autopilot heading hold 

disable switch 
18. 	 Emergency power handle 
19. 	 Autopilot engaged light 

20. 	 Landing gear handle 
21. 	 APC/TRIM panel 
22. 	 Throttle catapult handle 
23. 	 Throttle friction wheel 
24. 	 Rudder trim knob 
25. 	 Microphone switch 
26. 	 Speed brake switch 
27. 	 Radar set control panel 
28. 	 Fire control panel 
29. 	 Fuse control panel 
30. 	 Oxygen disconnect 

AX-7- 10 - 67 

Figure 1-4 

6 Changed 1 December 1967 
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Aircraft and Engine 

RIGHT CONSOLE---------------

l. Cockpit pressure altimeter 
2. Engine anti-icing indicator lights 
3. Arresting gear handle 
4. Engine anti-icing switch 
5. Pitot heat switch 
6. Emergency power indicator light 
7. Emergency generator switch 
8 . Air-conditioning panel 
9 . Autopilot control panel 

10. Chaff dispenser control panel 
1l. Exterior lights control panel 
12. 	 Interior lights control panel 
13. 	Armament panel dimming knob 
14. Cockpit emergency air 

ventilation knob 
15. 	Wingfold controls 
16. 	Approach light hook bypass 

switch 
17. 	Gunsight camera test switch 
18. 	ECM fuse panel 
19. 	 Instrument-console light panel 
20. IFF panel 
2l. Coder (SIFI group panel 
22. 	Compass panel 
23. 	UHF panel 
24. 	TACAN panel 
25. 	ECM control panel 
26. 	Master generator switch 
27. 	Main generator indicator 

I 

AX-6-IO-67 

Figure 1-5 
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ENGINE AND AFTERBURNER 

DESCRIPTION 

The aircraft is equipped with a Pratt and Whitney 
]57-P-20 or ]57-P-20A continuous-flow gas-turbine 
engine with an afterburner for thrust augmentation. 
The axial-flow compressor is split into two mechan
ically separate rotors which provide greater flexibility 
for starting and permit part load operation. Each rotor 
is driven by a separate turbine. During starting, the 
external starter is connected to the high-pressure rotor 
since it is smaller and requires less torque. With the 
high-pressure rotor turning at governed speed, the 
low-pressure, low-speed rotor rotates so as to ensure 
optimum airflow through the compressor. Flow match
ing between compressors and turbines and prevention 
of surge are accomplished by interstage bleeding be
tween the rotors. Engine speed is based on high
pressure rotor operation and is varied by a hydro
mechanical fuel control unit. 

Ice prevention is provided by hot air, bled from the 
diffuser section of the engine and routed through 
hollow sections in the engine inlet struts and guide 
vanes. An engine anti-icing switch permits selection of 
anti-icing system operation at the discretion of the 
pilot. To prevent an excessive decrease in performance, 
an automatic regulator reduces the flow of hot air 
through the anti-icing system when compressor 
exhaust temperature rises. Cockpit indicator lights are 
provided to reduce the possibility of inadvertent 
operation. 

Test stand static thrust ratings of the engine are: 

Military thrusL___ __ __ __________ I0,700 pounds (J57-P-20) 

11,400 pounds (J57-P-20A) 


Maximum thrust (afterburner) __________ 18,000 pounds 

(either engine) 


Engine controls are illustrated and described in figure 
1-6. 

ENGINE OPERAl"ION 

Engine Fuel (See figure 1-7.) 

Fuel is pumped from the main and forward main 
fuel cells through a motor-driven engine fuel shutoff 
valve to the engine fuel pump. The pump directs fuel 
to the fuel control unit for automatic fuel metering. 
Metered fuel then passes through the oil-fl:lel heat 
exchanger for fuel preheating and oil cooling. A pres
surizing and dump valve directs the fuel to six dual 
orifice fuel nozzles for atomization in each of the eight 
burners and provides an overboard drain for the engine 
fuel manifolds after engine shutdown. 

The engine-driven fuel pump serves both the engine 
and the afterburner. The pump consists of a centrif 
ugal booster stage and separate gear stages for the 
engine and afterburner. The pump mounts a transfer 
valve which routes afterburner fuel to an internal 
recirculating line when the afterburner is not in use. 
If the engine stage of the pump fails completely, the 
transfer valve automatically transfers afterburner stage 
output to the engine fuel control unit and reduces fuel 
flow to the afterburner fuel control unit during high 
thrust conditions. Complete failure of the engine stage 
will be indicated by illumination of the engine fuel 
pump warning light. 

The fuel control unit provides a speed governing 
control by metering fuel to compensate for variations 
in ambient conditions, compressor inlet temperature, 
and burner pressure to maintain optimum engine 
operation for various throttle settings. During rapid 
acceleration, the unit limits fuel flow to prevent surge, 
overtemperature and overpressure. During rapid decel
eration, a minimum fuel flow is maintained to prevent 
engine flameout. 

If a malfunction occurs in the automatic metering unit, 
engine operation may be continued by switching to 
manual fuel control. With the fuel control switch in 
MANUAL, all automatic fuel metering functions are 
reduced and fuel flow is manually controlled by 
throttle movement. Care should be exercised when 
accelerating. Compressor stalls and overtemperature 
may result if throttle movement is too rapid. At 
normal climb airspeeds, EGT will increase with an 
increase in altitude. Throttle settings must be reduced 
as necessary to remain within allowable EGT limits. 

Smoke Abatement 

After AFC 503 a smoke abatement system is provided 
to minimize visual detection during tactical operations 
by eliminating gas turbine engine exhaust smoke. Ap
proximately one gallon of usable Combustion Im
prover -2 (CI-2) additive, contained in a tank in the 
right-hand engine bay, is injected into the main fuel 
system on pilot demand for this purpose. 

The smoke abatement additive is introduced into the 
main fuel system between the engine shutoff valve and 
the engine driven fuel pump. (See figure 1-7). A con
tinuous flow of fuel from the pressure side of the 
engine fuel pump through an injector provides the 
force, or motive flow, necessary to inject the additive. 
A solenoid valve is installed between the CI-2 tank and 

8 Changed 1 December 1967 
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the injector. This solenoid valve is controlled at pilot's 
discretion by an OFF-ON switch located on the throttle 
quadrant. 

Note 

Flight operation or servicing of the smoke 
abatement system is not recommended if, be
fore starting the engine, the surface air tem
perature is 30° F (-1.1 °C) or less. The prob
lem is created by the fact that CI-2 freezes to a 
solid state at 28°F (-2.2°C). If the engine is 
started at a higher temperature and the air
plane flown in to lower ternperature air (such 
as high altitudes) , the CJ-2 will not freeze 
because of residual heat in the engine bay 
where the smoke abatement tank is located. If 
an attempt is made to use the system with the 
CI-2 frozen, damage is not anticipated. How
ever, operation would be degraded. 

Engine Oil (See figure 1-8.) 

Oil is supplied from a tank by direct gravity feed to 
an engine-driven gear-type pump and directed to the 
main engine bearings and to the accessory drives for 
pressure lubrication. 

Note 

During zero or negative g conditions, oil 
pressure fluctuations may be apparent. The 
fluctuations are normal and should damp out 
within approximately 30 seconds after resum
ing positive g conditions. 

The oil is pumped from the engine by six gear-type 
scavenge pumps. Oil temperature is stabilized by a 
thermostatic bypass valve which senses oil temperature 
and permits oil to flow through or bypass an oil-fuel 
heat exchanger. Oil is returned to the tank from the 
valve or heat exchanger. 

Changed 1 December 1967 SA/SB 
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ENGINE CONTROLS--------------

AX-1 7(1) -I O-67 

Fi9ure J-6,(Sheet J) 
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ENGINE CONTROLS 

Nomenclature Functiorl 	 
1. 	 Exhaust temperature indicator Indicates average engine exhaust gas tempera ture in degrees centig rade. 

2. Throttle friction wheel R otat e to adjust throttle ' friction. 

3. 	 Fuel contr ol switch 

4. Throttle 

NORMAL - activates automatic fuel m etering of fue l contro l u nit. 
MAN - bypasses automatic fuel m etering of fuel control unit, giving manual control 

with th rottle p osition. sr:T FOIL SM =7' I>«AJ wI/irA.- .."v, rc-IM-I) -I'S£ &c::'/,Fl-

OU - shuts off fuel fl ow from fuel control unit. 

CRANK - momentary position, initiates engine ground cranking cycle. 

IGNITE - momentary position, energizes ignition timer for engine starting. 


IDLE - adjustable stop , p revents inadvertent retarding to O FF. 


M ILITARY - selects maximum thrust without after burner. 

MA X - placed outboard, selects m axim um thr ust with after bur oer. 


5. Manual fuel cont rol light Light on w hen fuel control u nit in manual throttle. 

6. Smoke abatement switcht ON  opens solenoid valve permitting CI-2 add itive to be injected into main fuel Sys
tem to eliminate exhaust smoke. 

OFF  closes solenoid valve. 

Continuous engine ignition switch * ON  momentary position, initiates engine ignition and energizes continuous ignition 
timer. Timer automatically sh uts o ff ignition after 411z to 511z minutes o f continuous 

operation. Sw itch is spring-loaded to off. 

7. Engine master switch ON - accomplishes the following: 
1. 	 Admits aircraft fuel to engine driven pu mp by op eniog eogine fuel shutoff valve. 

2. Energizes crank and ignite switches. 
3. 	 Energizes temperature sensing element of oil cooler door temperature control 

unit. 
4. 	Energizes boost p umps. 
5. 	 Energizes fu el traosfer switch. 

8. 	 Engine pressure ratio indicator Indicates r atio of turbine outlet pressure to engine inlet p ressure. 

9 . T ach ometer 	 Indicates h igh-pressure roror speed by percent based on 9,976 rpm a.~ 100%. 

10. Engine oil p r essure indicator I ndicates oil p ressure in psi. 

11. Engine fuel pump warning light On indicates insu fficient fuel pressure from engine stage of fuel pump and engine 
operating from after burner stage. (;{I"'If5$ 0'1/ GY ' OS- P.5/ (J/2. /"C~. 

12. Engine oil/hydraulic pressure On ind icates low p ressure in one o f the fo llow ing systems: engine oil, utiliry h ydraulic, 
warning light Or eich er p ower control hydraulic system. 

13. Anti-icing ind icator lig hts O N - ( LH ON or RH ON ) indicates corresponding engine anti·ici ng valve is open. 

14. Anti-icing switch ON  opens two engine-mounted m otor-actuated valves to permit hot engine bleed 
air to fl ow through the engine inlet guide vanes for prevention of ice formation. 

15. Fuel Bow indicator 

16. Oil cooler door switch 

17. Oil cooler door indicator 

I ndicates r ate of eng ine ( but not afterburner ) fuel fl ow in pounds per hour. 

AUTO - nor mal position; system automatica lly controlled. 


OPE N and CLO SE - per mits p ositioning of oil cooler door if automatic control fails. 


O PEN - indicates oil cooler door open. 

CLOSE - indicates oil cooler door closed . Barberpole indicates door in intermediate 
pOSition or electrical power not con nected . 

*Airplanes with AF C 45 1 but w itham AFC 503 ( AFC 503 changes lhe switch). 
tAirplanes with AFC 503. 

AX-17(Z)-IO-67 

Figure 1-6 (Sheet 2 ) 
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ENGINE FUEL---------------

Il C ( ( [ ( {) 
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Heat Exchanger 
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Engine 
Fuel 
Shutoff 
Valve 

Smoke 
Ejector 

Engine Fuel (Normal Flow) 
Engine Fuel (Emergency Flow) 

Afterburne r Fuel 
Control Pressure 
Linkage 

Wiring 

-

Spee d-Reset 

Sensing Line 

(JS7-P-20 Engine Only) 


Afterburner Fuel 

Control Unit 


Afterburner 
Mechanical 
Shutoff Valve 

AX 11- 10- 6 7 

Figure 1-7 
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ENGINE OILUSE!' Nfl L l- .2JC'11 

I"aw., 

Pressure 

~ a::=-:> Return
Duct Bypass a:rr:rm ScavengeDoor 

Fuel 

Wiring 

Ram Air~ Engine (Ref) 

Bypa;s~'/ 
.........__~-- Door Actuator '~ 


/1
To main engine bearings 
and accessory drives 

, : ~ 

To engine 
manifold 

\ 
Engine Driven 
Oil Pump* 

Heat 
Exchanger 

15-;;/, j j -@It'U 

/-ilr f(,c,C,TUJJ-1/0'V 

r ~ /1/0£1 \l l :z:- I Pressure Ratio , * Internal Engine Components.Switch 
Low Pressure 
Warning Light 

A X - 3 - 12 - 66o/v J~(.,O t;,/ .? t t~ I 

Figure J-8 

A low pressure warning lig ht comes on in the cockpit pressure in the intake duct. The door opens automat
when the oil pressure drops below 34 psi. The warning ically in the 1.60 to 1.74 IMN speed range unless a 
light also indicates a low-pressure condition in the missile is installed on the upper left-hand dual-pylon 
power control or utility hydraulic systems. The engine station. A three-position switch in the cockpit provides 
and hydraulic pressure indicators should be referred manual control of the door. The switch is normally 
to when the warning light comes 00. positioned in AUTO with the OPEN and CLOSE positions 

used only if the pressure ratio switch fails to position 
To~l system capacity ~s 5 gallons. 01(" j...,It,I->T Bc- the door. Do not manually open the door if a missile 
CI}-C(A'\~ h },-mllV ~ M/A.Jt"r&'S O f SCAJ VCNc;.c: is installed on the upper left-hand dual-pylon station.
Ji c/("v,GCJJ l tV .0 .
Duct Bypass Door Opening the door under this condition will disrupt 

airflow into the left-hand afterburner cooling scoop. 
The duct bypass door, formerly the oil cooler door, is This could cause destruction of the engine exhausr 
opened by a pressure ratio switch to relieve ram-air nozzle through overtemperature. Duct bypass door 
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position will be indicated in the c?~kpit by a du~ Qy~ 
pass door indicator. Iv'() OIL UJUL;,;..I{.'" FU,.UC/1CtV 

Engine Operating Umltatlons 

Refer to section I, part 4 for engine operating limits. 

Compressor Stalls ell. (. {) 0(:-0... /.5. 10,5'" - ( 
@) 3~o 1ff1 15 IZ- - I 
Compressor stalls result from conditions under which 
engine compressor blades operate at an excessive angle 
of attack in much the same way as stalling occurs on 
an airplane wing. Although compressor stalls may be 
caused by engine damage or accessory malfunctions, 
they are more commonly associated with high-altitude 
operation. Stalls may occur in either the high- or low
pressure compressors of the engine and are accom
panied by an eventual engine speed drop to between 
40% and 60% rpm. Some stalls do not make themselves 
known by noise or surges, but result in not being able 
to accelerate the engine, or loss of rpm with no move
ment of the throttle. At the other extreme, stalls may 
be characterized by severe vibration and a loud bang
ing noise. It is often difficult at high altitude for the 
pilot to determine whether a compressor stall or an 
engine flameout has occurred; exhaust gas temperature 
is the most positive indicator. 

Compressor stall recovery may be accomplished by 
retarding the throttle to idle to reduce the amount of 
fuel admitted to the engine and increasing airspeed 
to admit more air into the engine. It may be necessary 
to sacrifice as much as 10,000 feet to obtain recovery 
below 50,000 feet and even more at higher altitudes. 
Exhaust gas temperature must be monitored and if it 
exceeds the limits, the engine must be shut down_ 

Airstart may be accomplished as soon aher shutdown 
as practical. However, increased airspeed and lower 
alti tude are favored for the relight. Aircraft electrical 
power will be available if engine windmilling speed is 
high enough (at 220 KIAS the generator drops off the 
line 8 to 10 seconds after flameout); otherwise, the 
emergency power package should be extended. Engine 
windmilling speed is presented in figure 1-9. Cockpit 
pressurization may fluctuate as ignition occurs. 

Acceleration stalls, or "chug stalls," are not normally 
experienced in this aircraft. If unstable engine condi
tions persist and exhaust temperature does not return 
to normal following a stall, land ,as soon as practical. 
Continued engine operation with unstable engine con
ditions is dangerous. U,M c FF-(;;'G T (!... I-UJ, F -t
OU6T P£ft.5..S.l./R.E @ 1-'>0 KT.> 4 /J-.JU7VE 
AFTERBURNER OPERATION 

Afterburner operation is initiated when the micro
switch in the throttle quadrant is actuated by placing 
the throttle outboard in the afterburner detent. The 
switch energizes a solenoid in the afterburner fuel 
control unit permitting fuel to flow through the con-

Aircraft and Engine 
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Figure 1-9 

trol unit. The afterburner fuel control unit auto
matically meters this fuel for changes in burner 
pressure as affected by throttle movement and altitude 
changes. The metered fuel is then directed to the 
afterburner fuel nozzles and to the afterburner igniter 
valve. The igniter valve directs a charge of this fuel 
into number 3 burner can. A flame streak then passes 
througb the turbine into the afterburner section and 
ignites the fuel discharged by the afterburner fuel 
nozzles. At the same time, the igniter valve sends a 
compressor bleed air signal to the afterburner exhaust 
nozzle control to open the exhaust nozzles. The after
burner is normally ignited at MILITARY thrust; how
ever, it may be ignited at any point above the after
burner aft detent stop. 

A speed-reset feature is incorporated in the J57-P-20 
engine to provide automatic retrimming of the engine 
fnel control for optimum afterburner conditions. A 
fuel pressure sensing line senses aherburner fuel 
control outlet pressure and causes a servomechanism in 
the engine fuel control unit to increase the engine 
fuel flow when afterburning is initiated. Significant 
increases in engine pressure ratio, engine speed, and 
turbine outlet temperature occur when speed-reset 
occurs. J57-P-20A engines have no speed-reset feature., 
but are uptrimmed to equal J57-P-20 performance in 
afterburner and to exceed it in military thrust setting. 
Normally, no trim changes are associated with after
burner ignition but an immediate increase in airspeed 
will be evident at all alti tudes. Thrust may be varied 
during afterburner operation by varying throttle posi
tion in the afterburner detent. 
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AFTERBURNER EXHAUST NOZZLE- ------------

Afterburner 
Igniter ValvecM - Air 

Fuel 

00 Wi ring 

Air Control Pressure 

Exhau st Nozzle 
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To Engine Fuel 
Control Unit 

From Throttle 
Engine 
Compressor 

.~ 
~ 

A X - 13 -12-66 

Figure 7-70 

Ar, or above, an alritude of approximarely 40,000 feer, 
afterburner lighroff may nor be obrained on rhe firsr 
anempr using JP-4 fuel. If firsr arrempr is unsuccessful, 
place rhrorrie in MILITARY and wair 15 seconds before 
reselecting afterburner. This delay is necessary because 
vaporizarion of JP-4 in rhe fuel manifold creares a 
pressure which resisrs recycling of rhe afrerburner 
ignirer. This delay is nor necessary when using rhe 
less vola rile JP-5 fuel. A relighr should be obrained 
wirhin rwo arremprs if rhe engine is operaring nOr
mally. Afrerburner lighroff is mosr reliable abm'e 0.85 
IMN and below 40,000 feet. 

Afterburner Exhaust Nozzle (See figure 1-10.) 

The exhausr nozzle area is auromarically increased 
when an air signal from rhe afterburner ignirer valve 
posirions rhe exhausr nozzle actuaror control ro direcr 
engine compressor bleed air ro rhe eighr exhausr nozzle 
flap actuators. The acruators are mechanically linked 
ro rhe exhausr nozzle flaps and hold rhe flaps open 

14 

during afrerburner operarion. When afterburner is 
sropped, rhe exhausr nozzle control unir directs air ro 
rhe actuarors ro close rhe flaps and hold rhem closed. 
If rhe exhausr nozzle fails ro close, rhere will be a 
rhrusr loss of approximarely 20% ar MILITARY. In such 
a case, rhronle senings approximarely 3% ro 5% rpm 
higher will be required ro maintain approach rhrust. 
Selection of afrerburner will resrore full-rhrusr opera
rion if required for a wave-off. The exhausr nozzle 
flaps open auromarically whenever rhe rhrorrle is ar rhe 
IDLE srop and close when rhe rhrorrle is advanced our 
of lOLE, 

The engine is equipped wirh a nozzle-closed lighroff 
(NCL) sysrem. The NCL sysrem, insralled primarily 
to improve lighroff characrerisrics ar high alrirudes, 
prevenrs momenrary loss of rhrusr during afterburner 
lightoff ar aU aJrirudes by delaying exhausr nozzle 
opening until lighroff has occurred. This feature is 
particularly advantageous when afrerburner is selected 
in raking a wave-off. 
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PART 2 - SYSTEMS 
AIR·CONDITIONING 


DESCRIPTION 

The air-conditioning system provides the following 
services: 

• 	 Cockpit temperature control and pressurization. 
• 	 Ventilation for the anti-exposure coverall. 
• 	 Windshield defogging and rain removal. 
• 	 Automatic pr~ssurization and cooling of the inte

grated electronic package. 
• 	 Automatic cooling of the unpressurized electronic 

compartment. 
• 	 Automatic pressurization of the fuselage fuel cells 

and wing tank. 
• 	 Automatic pressurization and cooling of the radar 

set. 

Hot bleed air from the engine compressor section is 
directed through the air-conditioning unit which cools 
this air by means of a heat exchanger and an expan
sion-turbine refrigeration unit. The heat exchanger 
reduces the temperature of the engine bleed air by 
transferring heat through coils to ram air from the 
engine intake duct. The refrigeration unit further 
cools some of the warm air from the heat exchanger 
by expansion through the turbine. 

Air flow to the.air-conditioning unit is shut off by the 
bleed air shutoff valve when the pilot dumps cockpit 

KPIl PRESSURIZATION ---~ l..~v~~~2J~~~

pressure, resulting in loss of all air-conditioning and 
pressurization functions except for radar and pres
surized electronics package pressurization. 

The temperature of the air entering the cockpit is 
controlled by mixing hot air from the temperature 
control bypass valve with cold air from the turbine. 
When automatic control is selected, t he cockpit tem
perature controller automatically regulates operation 
of the bypass valve to maintain the temperature 
selected by the pilot. With manual control selected, the 
pi lot controls the bypass valve directly by adjusting the 
cockpit temperature knob for each change in flight 
conditions. 

The cockpit air pressure regulator automatically regu
lates pressurization of the cockpit at altitudes above 
8,000 feet by limiting outflow of air into the nose 
cone. (See figure 1-11 for cockpit pressurization 
schedule.) 

T he cool air that passes through the cockpit air pres
sure regulator is vented overboard througb vents in 
the nose cone. Negative cockpit pressure is automati
cally limited to 0.25 psi maximum, and positive pres
sure is automatically limited to 5.5 psi maximum by 
the cockpit air safety valve. This valve also opens to 

depressurize the cockpit when the pilot elects to dump 
cockpit pressure. 

o 
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AIR CONDITIONING CONTROLS (TYPICAL)---------
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AIR 	 CONDITIONING CONTROLS (TYPICAL)---------
N omenclalure 

1. Antie;xposure coverall vent valve OF F to HIGH range - regulates the volume of ventilating air flowing into the anti  I
( decaled PRESS SUIT VENT AIR ) exposure coverall from the air-conditioning system Or from an external air supply. 

OFF - stops the flow of ventilating air. 

2. Rain removal selector switch SIDB - directs high velocity stream of WIWD air across the left-hand side panel to 
deflect rain. 

CTR - directs high velocity warm air over center windshield panel to deJlect rain. 

3. Cockpit pressure altimeter Indicates cockpit pressure altitude. 

4. Cockpit emergency ventilation knob Pulled and rotated to control volume of ram airflow into cockpit for emergency 
ventilation. 

5. Defogger switch DEFOG - directs hot airflow to windshield and side panels through windshield mani
folds. 

6. Rain removal switch RAIN REMOVE - directs high velocity stream of warm air across windshield or left
hand side panel to deflect rain. 

7. 	 Cockpit pressure switch CABIN PUSS - provides pressuriZlltion for cockpit and air pressure for wing fuel 
transfer. 

CABIN DU MP - dumps cockpit pressure and shuts olf engine bleed air to air-coodition
ing unit, thus stopping all airflow from air-conditioning unit. 

8. Temperature knob COLD to HOT range selects temperature of cooditioned air entering cockpit and anti
e:xposure coverall. 

9. MlUluai override switch AUTO - permits cockpit inlet air temperature to be automatically controlled to the 
controller knob setting. 

MAN - permits cockpit inlet air temperature to be manually controlled by the pilot. 

10. 	Antiexposure coverall ventilation NORM CABIN PRESS - directs temperature controlled air to both antierposure coverall 
switch (deQtled SUIT VENT and cockpit. 
CONTROL ) COOL - shuts off temperature controlled air to cockpit and directs air to antiexposure 

coverall 

11. Coverall ventilating air connection Serves as receptacle for aotiexposure coverall air-line. A X-' R (') -1- 6 7 

Figure 1-12 (Sheet 2) 

Compressor bleed air is directed from the engine bleed 
air control manifold to the radar and integrated elec
tronics package for pressurization. Air circulation 
(internal cooling ) within the package is provided by 
an internal fan. External cooling is provided by ram 
air circulated around the outside of the package. If 
pressurization is lost due to engine flameout or a system 
malfunction, a check valve traps the pressure in the 
package. 

Warm air flows directly from the heat exchanger 
through the rain removal valve and is diSCharged at 
high velocity on the exterior of the windShield or 
the left-hand side panel for rain removaL Fog is 
removed from the inside of the windshield by directing 
hot air from the heat exchanger through the defogger 
valve and mixing this air with cool air t rom the au
conditioning unit. This air is then discharged on the 
windshield side panels thruugh the windshield mani
folds. Air from the heat exchanger is also used to pres

surize the fuselage fuel cells and wing tank. {Refer to 
FUEL CELL PRESSURIZATION AND VENTING, 
this section. ) 

Ram air up to 60°C (1400 P) is directed to cool the 
integrated electronics package (externally ), the unpres
surized electronic compartment and the radar unit. 
Above 60°C (l40°F), ram air valves, receiving their 
signal from the ram air temperature transmitter, shut 
off the flow of ram air to these units. A radar cold air 
valve opens to allow cool air from the air-conditioning 
unit to flow to the radar. 

External air for ground cooling of both the radar and 
the anti-exposure coverall is connected to a ground 
cooling socket in the radio compartment. A system 
schematic is presented in figure 1- 13. 

Air-conditioning controls are illustrated and described 
in 1igwe 1- 12. 
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Figure 1-13 
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AIR CONDITIONING CONTROLS (TYPICAL)---------
Nomenclature 

1. Antiexposure coverall vent valve OFF to HIGH range  regulates the volume of ventilating air flowing into the anti
(decaled PRESS SUIT V1!NT AIR ) exposure coveraJl from the air-conditioning system or from an external &.i.r supply. 

OFF  stops the 1I0w of ventilating air. 

2. Rain removal selector switch SIDE - directs higb velocity stream of warm air across the left-band side panel to 
dellecr rain. 

CTR - directs high velocity warm air over center windshield panel to deflect rain. 

3. Cockpit pressure altimeter Indicates cockpit pressure altitude. 

4. Cockpit emergency ventilation knob Pul1ed and rotated to control volume of ram airflow into cockpit for emergency 
ventilation. 

5. Defogger switch DEFOG - directs bot air.6ow to windshield and side panels througb windshield mani· 
folds. 

6. Rain removal switcb RAIN REMOVE - directs high velocity stream of warm air across windshield or left· 
hand side panel to deflect rain. 

7. 	Cockpit pressure switch CABIN PRESS - provides pressurization for cockpit and air pressure for wing fuel 
transfer. 

CABIN DU MP - dumps cockpit pressure and shuts off engine bleed air to air-condition
ing unit, thus stopping all airflow from air-conditioning unit. 

8. Temperature knob COLD to HOT range selects temperature of conditioned air entering cockpit and anti· 
exposure coveraJ1. 

9. Manual override switch AUTO - pennits cockpit inlet air temperature to be automatically controlled to the 
controller knob setting. 

MAN - permits cockpit inlet air temperature to be manual1y controlled by the pilot. 

10. 	Antiexposure coverall ventilation NORM CABIN PUSS - directs temperature controlled air to both antiexposure coverall 
switch (dec,aled SUIT VENT and cockpit. 
CONTJl.OL ) 	 COOL - shuts off temperature controlled air to cockpit and directs air to antiexposure 

coverall. 

11. Coverall ventilating air connection Serves as receptacle for antiexposure coverall air-line. AX- l~(? ) -1- 67 

Figure 1-12 (Sheet 2) 

Compressor bleed air is directed from the engine bleed 
air control manifold to the radar and integrated elec
tronic.~ package for pressurization. .Air circulation 
(internal cooling ) within the package is provided by 
an internal fan. External cooling is provided by ram 
air circulated around the outside of the package. If 
pressurization is lost due to engine Bameout or a system 
malfnnction, a check valve traps the pressure in the 
package. 

Warm air Hows directly from the heat exchanger 
through the rain removal valve and is discharged at 
high velocity on the exterior of the windshield or 
the left-hand side panel for rain removaL Fog is 
removed from the inside of the windshield by directing 
hot air from the heat exchanger through the defogger 
valve and mixing this air with cool air trom the au
conditioning unit. This air is then discharged on tbe 
windshield side panels thruugh the windshield mani
folds. Air from tbe heat exchanger is also used to pres· 

surize the fuselage fuel cells and wing tank. (Refer to 
FUEL CEll PRESSURIZATION AND VENTING, 
this section.) 

Ram air up to 60°C (140°F) is directed to cool the 
integrated electronics package (externally), the unpres
surized electronic compartment and the radar unit. 
Above 60°C (140°F) , ram air valves, receiving their 
signal from the ram air temperature transmitter, shut 
off the Bow of cam air to these units. A radar cold air 
valve opens to allow cool air from the air-conditioning 
unit to Bow to the .radar. 

External air for ground cooling of both the radar and 
the anti-exposure coverall is connected to a ground 
cooling socket in the radio compartment. A system 
schematic is presented in figure 1-13. 

Air.conditioning con£rols are illus£rated and described 
in figwe 1- 12. 
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NORMAL OPERATION 

Air.Conditioning and Pressurization 
(See figure 1- 12.) 

To operate the air-conditioning and pressurization 
system, position controls as follows: 

1. 	 Cockpit pressure switch - CABIN PRJlSS 

2. 	 G Valve - AS DESIRED 

3. 	Antiexposure coverall ventilation switch 
NORM CABIN PRESS 

• P lace 	the switch in NORM CABIN PRESS unless 
there is a requirement for ground cooling of 
the antie.'Cposure coverall. If this requirement 
exists, p lace the switch in COOL unti l ready for 
takeoff, then return it to NORM CABIN PRESS. 

Only in NORM CABIN PRESS can full cockpit 
pressurization be obtained. 

4. Manual override switch - AUTO 

S. 	 Temperature knob - AS DESIIIJID 

If it is desired to repressurize the cockpit at any alti· 
tude : 

1. 	T hrottle - IDLE 

2. 	Cockpit emergency ventilation - OPEN 

3. 	Cockpit pressure switch - CABIN PRESS 

4. Throttle - CRUISE RPM 

S. 	 Cockpit emergency ventilatioQ - CLOSE 

Defogging 

The defogging system may be operated continuously 
to provide additional cockpit heat during loiter or 

Section I 
Systems 

cruise above 30,000 feet. If fogging occurs, proceed 
as follows: 

I. 	Defogger switch - DEFOG 

• 	During negative g operation, long periods of 
cruise, or at supersonic speeds, oil vapor or 
smoke may be emitted from the air-condition
ing system when the defogger switch is turned 
on. 

2. Temperature knob - HOT 

3. 	 Throttle - 909b RPM MINIMUM 

• 	 After fog clears, reduce throttle to desired 
position and adjust cockpit temperature as 
desired. 

Rain Removal 

Operate the rain removal system as required during 
takeolf and landing. 

1. 	Rain removal selector switch - SIDE or CTB 

2. Rain removal switch - RAIN RJlMOVE 

• 	Do not operate the rain removal system above 
200 KIAS or the windshield and air·condition
ing cooling turbine may be overheated. Over
heating may cause the windshield to crack. 

• 	If left on after takeoff, a considerable reduction 
in cockpit pressurization will occur as altitude 
is gained. 

• 	If the rain removal system has not been oper
ated for several flights, oil accumulation in the 
system may result in oil being blown on the 
windscreen when the system is first activated. 

ANGLE-Of-ATTACK INDICATING 

DESCRIPTION 

The angle·of-attack indicating system and the approach 
lights provide the p ilot and the landing signal officer 
with visual indications of aircraft angle of attack. 
Indications are presented on the angle-of-attack indi
cator under all flight conditions and may be used tor 
such purposes as stall warning and for establishing 
maximum endurance flight altitudes. For convenience 
in controlling airspeed in landing approacbes, indi
cator readings are supplemented by lights on the angle
of·attack approach indexer which is mounted on the 
windshield frame. T he approach lights, mounted on 
the nose gear flipper door , provide the LSO with a 
similar indication of angle of attack as illustrated in 

figu re 1-14. (Refer to EXTERlOR LIGHTS this sec
cion, for addirional information concerning approach 
light operation. ) Electrical power for the angle-of
attack indicating system is supplied by the emergency 
dc bus. 

The angle-oE-attack transducer, located on the right
hand side of the fuselage, transmits to the indicator 
a signal representing the relative angle of the fuselage 
to the airstream. This information is presented to the 
pilot as the position of the indicator pointer over a 
scale reading from 0 to 30. Each unit on the indicator 
dial is equal to 1.5° of indicated angle of attack or 
approximately 5 knots indicated airspeed in the region 
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AMBER approach 
light on 

~-~-~-.::-

speed at OPTIMUM 
No correction needed 

AMBER approach 
light on 

Approach speed 3 to 5 knots FAST 
Angle of aHack 0.5 0 to 1.S D low--- Slight NOSE-UP corredion needed 

Section I HE-1 
Systems 

ANGLE-OF·ATTACK INDICATIONS ------------
~ fn1--.....~-.., 

---... ---••~ ';R~ACH 
TRANSDUCER INDICATOR INDEXER liGHTS 

SLOW 14.25 Units Approach speed more than 5 knots SLOW 

Pointer at or above 

UPPER CHEVRON upper edge of approach 

lighted inc!ex marker 


Angle of attack more than 1.5 0 high 
NOSE-DOWN correction needed 

GREEN approach 
light on 

Approach speed 3 to 5 knots SLOW 
Angle of aHack 0.5 0 to loS · high 
Slight NOSE-DOWN correction needed 

AMBER approach 
light on 

Angle of attack and approach 

Figure 1-14 

MODERATELY SLOW 

UPPER CHEVRON 
and CIRCLE lighted 

OPTIMUM 

CIRCLE lighted 

MODERATELY FAST 

LOWER CHEVRON 
and CIRCLE lighted 

13.75 

I-~ " 

-lJ I , 

Pointer just above 
center of approach 
index marker 

13.25 Units 

Pointer near center 
of approach index 
marker 

12.75 Units 

Pointer just below 
cenfer of approach 
index marker 

LOWER CHEVRON 
lighted 

Pointer at or below 
lower edge of approach 
index marker 

RED approach 
light on 

Approach speed more than 5 knots FAST 
Angle of attack more than 1.5 0 low 
NOSE-UP correction needed 

.-./ 

AX - 2 -1 2 - 66 
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of the optimum approach angle of attack. The traos
ducer also supplies information to tbe approach power 
compensator system computer . (Refer to APPROACH 
POWER COMPENSATOR SYSTEM this section. ) 

The angle-of-attack indicator controls operation of 
the approach indexer and the approach lights to pro
vide indications of high, optimum, and low angle of 
attack in the landing condition. The indexer and 
approach lights are operated relative to pointer move
ment about the reference index marker at the 3 o'clock 
position on the inclicator (figure 1-13). 

The angle-of-attack system is ground boresigbted and 
the indicator dial is set so that an indication of 13.25 
units, corresponding to the optimum approach angle 
of attack, coincides with tbe center of the approach 
index marker at the 3 o 'clock position. If the aircraft 
is .flown so that the indicator pointer is held at an 
indication of 13.25 units (centered on the approach 
index marker ) the optimum approach speed for aoy 
aircraft gross weight within the allowable limits will 
result . A preflight check should be made as prescribed 
in figure 3-1 to assure that the angle-of-attack vane or 
arm is not bent. 

NORMAL OPERATION 

T he cockpit emergency ventilation port must 
be closed when using the angle-of-attack 
system as a flight reference. The port, when 
open, disturbs air flow, resulting in erroneous 
angle-of-attack indications and faulty opera
tion of the approach power compensator 
system. 

An inflight cbeck of the angle-of-attack system may 
be made as follows: 

1. 	 Descend below 5,000 feet and maintain straight 
and level flight. 

~, 2. Raise wing and lower landing gear. 

3. 	Stabilize airspeed at recommended value for air
craft gross weight corresponding to 13.25 units (fig
ure 3-12). 

4. 	 Angle-of-attack indicator pointer should indicate 
13.25 units. 

System. 

The approach indexer lights function only when the 
landing gear handle is in WHLS DOWN and the 
approach indexer dimming knob is rotated out of the 
OFF position. lndexer light bdghtness is controlled by 
positioning the approach indexer dimming knob on 
the left-hand console as desired between OFF and BRT. 

Since the indexer will be used as the principal ref
erence for controlling airspeed in landing approaches,. 
it is advisable to check operation at the beginning of 
the landing approach by making a sligh t porpoising 
maneuver and observing that all of the indexer lights 
operate in the proper sequence. Also observe the 
airspeed indicator to verify that the recommended 
angle of attack corresponds to the correct approach 
airspeed. 

The approach is flown by coordinating throttle and 
stick movemeots to esmblish tbe desired glide path at 
optimum angle of attack. The stick is used to bring 
angle of attack to the optimum value, as indicated by 
illumination of the indexer circle (donut ) . As angle 
of attack goes high or low, with resulting decrease 
or increase in airspeed, the indexer upper or lower 
chevron will be illuminated to point the direction in 
which the nose should be moved to return to the 
optimum angle of atmck. The throttle is manipulated 
to control rate of descent so as to establish the desired 
glide path. The relationships of the various indications 
to angle of attack and airspeed are shown in figu re 
1- 14. 

If the indexer lights fail, the approach may be flown 
with reference to angle-of-attack indicator readings. 
In this case, attitude is corrected to keep the indicator 
pointer as close as possible to the center of the 3 o'clock 
reference index. Indications above and below the 
index indicate that tbe approach is being made more 
tban 5 knots slow or fast. 
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ANTIBLACKOUT CONTROLS 

•••••• 

•••••• 

NomenclaJure 	 Function 

1. 	G valve button Depressed and r eleased, permits inflating the suit for body massage to lessen fatigue 
and to check operation of G valve. If valve tends to stick or fails to close, it should 
be replaced. 

2. G valve H1 - supplies a pressure of 1.5 psi for each g over 1.75 g up to 10 psi. 
LO - supplies a pressure of 1 psi for each g over 1.75g up to 10 psi. 

3. Anti-g ConnectiOD 	 Serves as quick-disconnect for anti-g suit line. 

AX-19-1-67 

figure J- J5 

ANTIBLACKOUT 

DESCRIPTION 

Antiblackout pressure is automatically supplied by 
routing engine bleed air through the G valve and into 
the pilot'S suit. The G valve, opened by centrifugal 
force, regulates suit pressure as g-loads are applied or 
reduced. A HI and LO range may be manually selected. 

The antiblackout connection is made at the pilot's 
services disconnect located on the left console. The 
antiblackout line is routed from the G valve through 
the base of the console to the disconnect. The anti
blackout fitting at the disconnect serves the anti-g suits 
worn with flight coveralls. 

Antiblackout controls are illustrated and described in 
figure 1-15. 
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APPROACH POWER COMPENSATOR 
DESCRIPTION 

The approach power compensator system consists of 
a computer, an accelerometer, a servo amplifier, a 
servo actuator, a pilot's control panel and tbe existing 
angle-of-attack detector. The computer, servo amplifier 
and accelerometer are located in the left-hand wheel 
well. The servo actuator is located in the engine bay 
(left-hand side ) . Electrical power for the system is 
supp] ied by the secondary ac and dc buses. 

The system is designed for use when the aircraft is 
in the landing (wing-up ) configuration. The aircraft 
can be fiying straight and level, climbing, descending 
or turning at the time of engagemenr. Upon landing, 
the system will disengage automatically. 

The system senses deviations in normal acceleration 
and angle of attack that would slow down or speed up 
the aircraft from its best approach airspeed. These 
deviations initiate automatic corrections through the 
system to alter the engine power setting. During a 
normal approach using the APC, the system should 
maintain airspeed within a range of ±4 knots in light 
to moderate turbulence. 

System components operate as follows: The system 
accelerometer and angle-of-attack detector supply their 
respective information to the system computer. When 
normal acceleration is 1 g and the angle of attack is 
optimum for a landing approach, the computer sends 
no corrective signal and the throttle position does not 
change. When acceleration and angle of attack deviate 
from these values, the deviations are interpreted by 
the computer as either offsetting each other or as 
requiring a change of engine power setting. If a power 
change is required, the computer sends an electrical 
signal to the servo amplifier. The amplified signal is 
then sent to the servo actuator. The servo actuator 
moves the engine fuel control cross-shaft, mechanically 
changing engine power and throttle pOSition. 

The system will not retard the tbrotde below apprOXI
mately 75% rpm. Upon touchdown, compression of 
tbe main landing gear shock strut actuates the deck 
compress switch to cause the system to disengage auto
matically, leaving the throttle at approach power_ The 
system will also disengage if the throttle is overridden 
with a force of 12 to 22 pounds in either direction, or 
if the landing gear is raised with the system in opera
tion. The system may disengage inadvertently if 
throttle friction is excessive. 

T he system is normally maintained in operation by an 
engage switch, which is magnetically held in ON 
against spring tension by a holding coil. The switch 
springs back to OFF anytime power is removed from 
the holding coil. This occurs under the conditions 
described for disengagement in tbe preceding para
graph. If the 12- to 22-pound throtde force will not 

disengage the system, the system .:an be disengaged by 
turning off the engage switcb unless the engage switch 
itself has failed or the servo actuator gears are jammed. 
If the system does not disengage when the airplane 
touches down, it can be disengaged by turning off the 
engage switch or overriding tbe tmottle. 

If certain gears in the servo actuator jam, the throttle 
will be stuck until a shear pin in the actuator output 
shaft is sheared. Applying a force of 36 to 53 pounds 
to the throttle will shear the pin. ( It is preferable to 
shear this pin with a forward throttle force to avoid 
retarding the throttle to OFF.) 

If the engage switch fails in ON, normal throttle over
ride will not disengage the system, and it may not be 
possible to shear the pin. If the APe cannot be dis
engaged by any other method, turn off power to the 
system (master generator switch - OFF) and extend 
the power package to regain emergency and primary 
buses. 

Even though the system automatically disengages with 
weight on the gear or with the landing gear retracted, 
it can be placed into operation if the engage switch 
is placed on and held there. This action is not 
recommended. 

Since engine performance varies with ambient air 
temperature, the system has a three-position tempera
ture switch to compensate for this effect. This switch 
must be placed in COLD below 4°C (40°F), in STD 

from 4°C (40°F ) to 2ioC (80°F ) , or in HOT above 
27°C (80°F ). 

System controls are illustrated and described in figure 
1- 16. 

NORMAL OPERATION 
Before landing 

WARNING 


Do not engage the system with the fuel 
control switch in MANUAL. Automatic 
throttle movements associated with system 
operation are rapid which could result in 
compressor stall and engine dameout. 

1. Aircraft - LANDING CONFIGURATION 

2. Throttle friction wheel - MINIMUM FRICITON 

3. Fuel control switch - NORMAL 

4. Cockpit emergency ventilation knob - CLOSED 

• 	If the emergency ventilation port is open, air
flow around the angle-of-attack vane will be 
disturbed resulting in erroneous system inputs. 

5. 	Temperature switch - HOT, STD, or COLD (accord
ing to ambient air temperature) . 
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APPROACH POWER COMPENSATOR CONTROLS --------

N omenclalur8 	 Function 

1. Engage switch 	 ON - engages system to correct for deviations to normal acceleration and angle-of· 
attack during approach. 

OFF - disengages system. 

2. Engage indicator light On, indicates system engaged. 

3. 	 Temperature switch HOT - compensates for ambient temperatures above 27°C ( SOOF ) . 
STD - normal posicion when ambienttemperarure is between 4°C (40°F ) and 27°C 

(80°F) . 
COLD - compensates for ambient temperatures below 4°C (40°F). 

A X - d - 12 - 6 6 

Figure J-'6 

6. 	Engage switch - ON (engaged) 

7. Engage indicator light-ON 

8. 	Throttle - OBSERVE MOVEMENT 

• 	If it is desired to disengage the system, the 
engage switch can be placed in OFF or the 
thronle can be pushed or pulled to manually 
overpower the sysrem. 

9. 	Check that optimum angle of anack is obtained 
when airspeed stabilizes at the recommended ap
proach value. 

After Landing 

1. 	Throttle - Reposition as required 

• System will disengage 	at touchdown, leaving 

throttle at approach power. 


2. 	 Engage indicator light - OFF 

• Check that light has gone out 	automatically. 

3. 	Engage switch - OFP 

• Check 	that switch has moved to OFF position 

automatically. 
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ARRESTING OOK 
RH Console 

~_.....-.::;}_ Air 
Utility 
Hydraulic 
p,."ure 

tQ. 	Utility 
Hydraulic 
Return 

l"am•1 
P,.lIureaver-cente, I 

Linkage I c=:n Return 

I -==:;) Retrad 
L 

<£.I:ID 	 Extend 
(Accumulator P,e,,)

Downloclc Linkage 

Uplock An.,ting Gear Hook 	 Unlocking 

Cylind.r
(cloHCI with ~ Wiring 


handle in 
 Linkage
"HOOK UP" ) 


Rettridor
- (Arrow denatet 

free flow) 


A X - t S- 12-66 

Figure 1-17 

ARRESTING HOOK 

DESCRIPTION 	 which is connected to a spring-loaded linkage unlock
ing cylinder. Approximately 8 seconds are required 

The arresting book (figure 1- 17) is retracted by util  to fully extend the hook. If accumulator pressure is 
ity hydraulic pressure and extended by pressure from lost, the hook will drop into position when the arrest
an accumulator. T he hook is normally held retracted ing hook handle is placed in HOOK DOWN. 
by hydraulic pressure, and with loss of hydraulic 
pressure, by a mechanical uplock latch. The hook is Arresting hook controls are illustrated and described in 
held extended by overcenter locking-gear linkage ligure 1-18. 
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ARRESTING HOOK CONTROLS -----------

Nomenclature Function 

1. Arresting hook handle HOOK DOWN - relieves hydraulic pressure, retracts uplock latch, and enends hook. 
HOOK UP - energizes selector valve, positions uplock latch, and retracts hook. 

2. Arresting hook wlUoing light ON - Arresting hook handle and hook positions do not agree. 
( in arresting hook handle ) 

A X- 2.0-1- 67 

'1,Nllr£1J TO J5-t) I"fT..5 , lS- M4 
Figure J-18 
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AUTOMATIC PILOT 

DESCRJPTION 

The autopilot is operated electrically and is energized 
by the secondary ac and de buses. Although the auto
pilot and the flight stabilization systems operate inde
pendently of each other, they use common amplifiers 
and actuators (see figure 1- 20 ) . The autopilot con
trols the aircraft only in the roll and pitch axes, with 
the yaw stabilization system and the aileron-rudder 
interconnect providing any needed yaw control. In 
the normal mode of operation, the autopilot maintains 
either the roll and pitch attitude existing wheo the 
autopilot is engaged or subsequently commanded by 
the bank controller and pitch trim knob. The bank 
controller permits the pilot to perform banked turns 
under autopilot control. Additional modes of auto
pilot operation provide for automatic altitude holding 
and heading holding. 

Autopilot controls are illustrated and described 10 

figure 1-19. 

Bank Controller 

The bank control function of the autopilot permits 
the pilot to perform banked turns, with the autopilot 
engaged, at bank angles up to 70°. The autopilot 
automatically maintains the roll attitude selected by 
the pilot with the bank control knob. The bank angle 
commanded by the autopilot will be limited to 78°. 
If bank angle exceeds 78° due to system malfunction 
or stick movement, the autopilt will disengage. 

Heading Hold 

The heading hold function of the autopilot is con
nected with the MA-l compass gyro and operates to 
maintain any selected heading. If the aircraft deviates 
from the selected heading, the heading hold circuits 
will command a banked turn until the aircraft returns 
to the heading reference maintained by the MA-l 
compass directional gyro. If the compass is inoperative 
or the gyro is precessing, the heading hold function 
may be disengaged by a swiech located on the auto
pilot panel in order to prevent the aircraft from 
continually seeking the selected heading. When the 
bank controller is actuated to select an angle of bank 
greater than ;0, and the aircraft responds, the heading 
hold function will automatically disengage, then re
engage when the wings are within ;0 of level. 

Altitude Hold 
The altitude hold function of the autopilot operates 
to maintain the aircraft at the pressure altitude exist
ing when the altitude hold mode is engaged. Before 
engagement of the altitude hold function, a barom.~tric 

altitude controller follows changes in pressure alti-I 
tude as the aircraft climbs or dives. At engagement, 
{he condition established by the altitude controller 
becomes the reference pressure altitude, and the con
troller senses changes in altitude above and below 
the reference altitude and originates correction signals 
that are sent to the pitch amplifier. 

NORMAL OPERATION 

To operate the automatic pilot, the flight stabilization 
system must be operating, and the aircraft must be 
in the dean condition (wing down) operating on 
normal electrical power. The aircraft must be in trim
med flight at the time the autopilot is engaged or 
the exact conditions of engagement will not be held. 
Refer to section IV, part 2 for additional information 
concerning Hight characteristics with the autopilot 
engaged, and to figure 1- 21 for typical mission illus
tration. When the aircraft is safely airborne, proceed 
as follows: 

1. 	Autopilot master switch - ON 

2. 	Autopilot engage-disengage switch - DEPRl!SS 

• 	 Attain climb speed schedule and trim the air
craft for a climb, then depress the engage-dis
engage switch to engage the autopilot. 

After reaching the desired altitude: 

1. 	Autopilot engage-disengage switch - DEPRESS 

• Depressing the switch will disengage the auto
pilot. 

2. 	Trim the aircraft for straight and level Hight on 
the desired heading. 

3. Autopilot engage-disengage switch - DEPRESS 

• Depressing 	the switch will engage the auto
pilot. 

• 	The heading hold function is automatically 
placed into operation when the autopilot is 
engaged, unless the heading hold disable switch 
has been intentionally turned off. Use the bank 
controller to make heading corrections. 

• 	If bank angle exceeds 780
, the autopilot will 

disengage automatically. 

4. 	Altitude hold switch - AS DESlRlID 

• Below ao 	altitude of 25,000 feet, do not per
form transonic decelerations on altitude hold 
at rates faster than those produced with mili
tary thrust. 
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Al,uaft without stores ..I.else switch Aircraft with siores release switdt 

N omencltZlure 	 Pum/ion 

1. Autopilot master switch ON - energizes autopilot system for engagement with engage-disengage switch. 
OFF - deenergizes autopilot system. 

2. Heading hold disable switch ON (guarded position) - beading hold function is engaged when autopilot is 
engaged. 

OFF - disengages beading hold function. 

3. AU,topiiot eogage light On, indicates that the autopilot is engaged. 

4. Pitch trim knob 	 Controls pitcb reference attitude when autopilot is engaged. 

5. Roll trim knob 

6. Bngage-disengage switcb * 

Provides vernier control of roll reference attitude when autopilot is engaged with 
the beading bold disengaged. 

Pushed once, engages autopilot in normal mode. Pushed a second time, disengages 
autopilot. 

7. 	 Bank ~ontrol knob Rotated left or right, with autopilot engaged, controls roll attitude (bank angle) 
within autopilot limits in proportion to amount of rotation. With autopilot dis
eogaged, knob foUows roll motions of aircraft. 

8. Altitude bold engage light O n, indicates that altitude hold function is engaged. 

9. Altitude hold engage switch ENGAGE - engages altitude bold function of autopilot when normal mode is engaged. 
OFF - disengages altitude bold function. 

10. Autopilot/nose gear steering Pushed once, with wing down, engages autopilot in non:na1 mode. Pushed a second 
engage·disengage switcht time, disengages autopilot. 

*Aircraft without stores release switch. 

t.Aircraft with stores release switch. AX - 16-12- 66 


Figure J-J9 
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AUTOPILOT OPERATION 
PITCH CONTROL TRIM AND STABILIZATION 

SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
Sanses rate of pitch 
oscillotions, signals amplifier 1 Pitch Trim Knobto damp oscillation • DISENGAGE 

••
•• (selects desired

I ::s Cb..... RATE - ~ GYRO •••• _ •• _......... •• • ••••••••••••• -1·· reference attitude)~I ~ O ENGAGE 
• 
e • 

• DISENGAGE : ~ 
, PITCH ~ • .~r.-', ~~ SYNCHRONIZER • - •• • •• 0 •••• ~I BlEEDOFF I. .. PITCH 


.. c: ~~___ _ , .. ENGAGE -. • AMPLIFIER 

~~~~~~_____ _ • L-___________ ~ I :--- - -~-~~ Sense amount and direction of : Permits slow retum to 

/ -- deviation from reference pitch attitude, • basic trim setting . • • • • • 
/ ,__ signal amplifier to make corredion : ~hen normal mode IS • Pitch Actuator 

, " • disengaged I' '--- ____ __ u__ _____ BAROMETRIC • OFF • i~CJ;;;J..---.., .... 
~- 57:y_~ ______ _~ ALTITUDE •••....-.. ••••1 BLEEDOFf 
~ _ ~ ,. ~ CONTROLLER ENGAGE To horizontal 

tail power control z 
Senses deviations from engagement Pennits slow retum to pitch I package
reference altitude, signals amplifier attill.lCle hold when altitude ~ 
to make correction hold is disengaged ;iii 

oI -~ROLL CONTROL TRIM AND STABILIZATION 
SYSTEM COMPONENTS :x: 

• IHEADING ........................ ....... I -
:x: 


Roll Trim Knob
SYNCHRONIZER (seleds roll 

reference attitude 
ENGAGE ... 

.....-------... 0 • • •••• c',·-
'!I 

Sense deviatiorl$ from engagement • • • • • • • .. : with heading hold 
disabled)reference direction, signal amplifier : ENGAGE • I. 

•• 
•• 

to make corrections. I · 
~&<1 I' I·ROLLSYNCHRONIZER •••• • : • ROLL 

• Pilot's Bank Control Kno.b • AMPLIFIER 
Sense amount and direction of deviation· (permits pilot to seled • I 
from reference roll attitude and signal: desired bank angle for tums) : ••
amplifier to mo.ke correction •••••••••••••••••••• _ •••••••••• • •••• 

Roll Actuator 

I 
To aileron

Disengage autopilot when excessive .. power control
bank angles are attained , ~rpackageI --_.AX - 3Z - I -67 ... 

(II 0 
3 ~ 

~ Figure 1-20 '" 
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~ AUTOPILOT MODES 
(TYPICAL MISSION) 

Autopilot Master Switch On 

DESCENT TECHNIQUES 

Engage Normal Mode after beginning descent 
Use Pitch Trim to vary aHitude as required 
Disengage while still in descending aHitude, or 
Disengage afte·r reaching level flight 

OR 

2 Engage Normal Mode before beginning descent 
Use Pitch Trim to establish descent, varying 

as desired 
Disengage at completion of letdown 

~ 

CLIMB 

Trim Airplane for climb 
Engage Autopilot 

Maintain Mach No. with Pitch Trim 

Bank Controller as required for Turns 

Yaw Trim as required 


LEVEL FLIGHT 

Normal Mode 
Altitude Hold 
Bank Controller as r~quired for Turns 

LOITER OR HOLD 

Normal Mode 
DESCENT 

(See DESCENT TECHNIQUES 1 and 2) 

Landing Condition VECTOR 
automatically disengages 

Normal Mode 
autopilot Altitude Hold 

Bank Controller 
CIS required to 
change heading 

~ A X - 33-1-67 

~ 


III III 
'< III .. n....
III _. 

..3 g 

z 
;t. 
< 
;t. 
iii 
o.... 
J. 
11\ 
::J: 
::J: 
rn,.... 

Altitude Hold or Pitch Trim 
Bank Controller as required 
for Turns 

Figure 1-21 
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ATTITUDE LIMITATIONS 

The attitude limitations for engagement of the auto
pilot are as follows: 

Normal mode may be engaged at any pitch attitude 
from + 15° nose up to - 50° nose down if heading 
hold is on; otherwise -+- 50°, and at any roll attitude 
up to 70° right or left. Depending on beading, the 
aircraft may begin to wallow as pitch attitude in
creases above IS° while operating on heading hold. 

Altitude bold may be engaged at any roll attitude up 
to 70° right or left and at rates of climb or dive up 
to 2,000 feet per minute. 

Heading hold is engaged any time normal mode is 
selected and wing position is within S° of level, unless 
the heading bold switcb has been placed in OFF. 

TRIMMING LIMITATIONS 

Pitch trim may be used while in normal mode to 
make small changes in pitch attitude, but is not recom
mended as a method of changing altitude. To change 
altitude, turn altitude hold function off, fly the air
craft on normal control to the new altitude, then 
reengage the altitude hold function. The autopilot 
will disengage if emergency pitch trim is used. 

USE OF STICK 

With the autopilot engaged in the normal mode, the 
application of stick force will change pitch or roll 

Systems 

attitude without affecting the pitch or roll attitude 
reference maintained in the autopilot. Upon release 
of the stick force, the aircraft will abruptly return to 
the attitude at which tbe automatic pilot was engaged. 
Tbe use of stick force, therefore, is not recommended 
as a method of cbanging attitude or altitude (with 
altitude hold disengaged ) . Disengaging the autopilot, 
maneuvering as desired, and tben reengaging tbe auto
pilot at the new altirude or attitude will result in 
smoother operation. Should the aircraft be flown off 
heading or altirude (altitude hold ON) with stick 
force, it will immediately return to the engagement 
heading and/or altitude when stick force is relaxed. 

DISENGAGEMENT 

When disengaging the autopilot at flight conditions 
nearly equal to those that existed at engagement, no 
transients will occur. On the other hand, i f flight con
ditions have changed so that there is disagreement 
between pitch trim wheel setting and the position of 
the horizontal tail as commanded by the autopilot, 
the tail will move smoothly to agree with the pitch 
trim wheel. This action will appear to the pilot as a 
slow trim change to be corrected in the usual manner. 
If large changes in flight conditions have occurred 
prior to disengagement, allow at least 30 seconds 
before reengaging the autopilot. This will allow for 
complete bleed off of pitch attitude or altitude errors. 

Either intentional or inadvertent disengagement of 
the autopilot results ' in a return to preengagement 
pitch and roll trim conditions. 
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DESCRIPTION 

The one-piece clamshell-rype canopy is attached to 

the aircraft by pivots or arms at the aft end of the can
opy. A counter balance stru t is provided to aid the 
p ilo t in raising and lowering the canopy without the 
aid of power devices. Cockpit p ressure sealing is pro
vided by a striker and diaphragm arrangement. T he 
canopy is locked in th e closed position by four rotat
ing hook latches that can be operated from ei ther inside 
or outside the cockpit. 

A cartridge-operated emergency canopy actuator pro
vides for canopy jettisoning in landing emergencies, 

ditching, ground rescue and as part of the ejection 
sequence. Pulling the ejection seat face curtain han
dle, the secondary firing handle, or the emergency 
canopy jettison handle while in Bight fires the canopy 
actuator cartridge. This blows open tbe canopy locks 
and forces the canopy up into the airstream where it 
is separated from the aircraft by air loads. On the 
ground, pulling the emergency canopy handle or 

either of the two exterior rescue handles fires the 
aCtuator to release the locks and forcibly open tbe 
canopy. If the aircraft has little or no forward speed, 
the canopy may not leave tbe cockp it area. 

Canopy controls are illustra ted and described in fig ure 
1-22. 
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CANOPY CONTROLS--------------

••••••• 
~~----~. 

••••• 

1. Rescue handles Pulled Out to full length of lanyard. Dres canopy actuator to release canopy J.oc:ks 
and open canopy. 

2. Emergency canopy jettison handle Pulled OUt fully, fires canopy actuator to release canopy loeb, and opeos canopy. 

3. Interior canopy release handle Open canopy - extend handle, pull aft and rrumually open canopy. 
Close canopy - pull and hold handle aft while manually closing canopy and then 

push handle fully forward. Stow handle. 

4. Canopy handle lock indicator Stripes Visible - canopy handle not stowed. 

Stripes not visible - canopy handle in fully locked nosition and handle stowed. 


5. Canopy lock indicator Indicates canopy locks in locked Or unlocked position. 

6. Exterior canopy release handle Open canopy - push forward end of handle, grasp aft end and pull outboard. Open 
canopy DUlnually. 

Cose canopy - close canopy manually and push aft end of handle inboard. 

figure 1-22 
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DESCRIPTION 	 parachutes are deployed by the action of a drogue 

IBefore AFC 491, the airplane is equipped with a 
Martin-Baker MK-F5 or MK-F5A ejection seat (illus
trated in figure 1-41). The minimum ejection altitude 
for the MK-F5 seat is 50 feet at an airspeed of 120 knots 
in level or climbing flight. The MK-F5A seat has an 
improved ejection capability and is readily identified 
by an orange decal, located on the left-hand side of 
the drogue parachute container (figure 3-3), which 
reads as follows: 

Martin-Baker MK-F5A Seat 
Ejection Seat Capability 
120 knots - Min on Runway 
ACSEB 22-61 

IThe low-level escape capability of the MK-F5 or 
MK-F5A ejection seat is obtained through the use of a 
telescoping long-stroke ejection gun to achieve high 
seat velocity. The telescoping gun makes high velocities 
possible with acceptable peak acceleration and rate of 
increase of acceleration. The use of drogue parachutes 
to stabilize and decelerate the seat and occupant and 
to deploy the pilot's parachute further ensures con
trolled action under all ejection conditions. 

The seat is equipped with a pilot's restraint harness 
that accommodates standard suits with integrated har
ness provisions, but employs a special Martin-Baker 
parachute packed in "horseshoe" form and positioned 
behind the pilot's shoulders. This parachute position 
is used to permit positive parachute deployment at the 
moment the pilot is released from the seat. A leg 
restraint system is provided to prevent leg injuries 
during ejection. The leg restraint lines, one for each 
leg, are secured to the airframe and to the seat. The 
lines are routed through the pilot's leg restraint garters,

I 	two garters for each leg, so as to draw the legs back 
against the front of the seat during ejection. The pilot's 
legs are restrained until release occurs before deploy
ment of the personnel parachute. 

The seat bucket accommodates a PK-2 pararaft kit 

Iand CV15-416070 seat pan assembly or an RSSK-6 
survival kit. The seat pan or survival kit contains the 
emergency oxygen bottle. Seat height adjustment is 
provided by an electrical actuator that raises or lowers 
the bottom portion of the seat with respect to the upper 
portion. A wedge~pad mounted above the parachute 
pack serves as the pilot's headrest, and there is no 
headrest adjustment. AQ adjustable backpad cushion 
ensures proper posture for the occupant. 

The upper housing of the seat contains the controller 
and stabilizer drogue parachutes and serves as a mount
ing for the face curtain handle and the canopy inter
rupter release handle. The housing is peaked at the top 
to ensure proper penetration of the canopy in a 
through-the-canopy emergency ejection. The drogue 

NAVAIR Ol-4SHHE- l Section I 
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gun piston that is fired automatically during ejection 
to drag the 22-inch controller drogue into the slip
stream. The 5-foot stabilizer drogue is automatically 
drawn into the slipstream and deployed by the con
troller drogue. 

An acceleration limiter (g-controller) and an altitude 
limiter (barostat) delay operation of the seat timed 
release mechanism to control deployment of the 24
foot personnel parachute under varying ejection con
ditions. The g-controller delays the parachute deploy
ment and harness release sequence until the seat and 
pilot decelerate to approximately 4 g. The altitude 
limiter delays the sequence until the seat and pilot 
have descended to a minimum pressure altitude of 
10,000 feet. * 

A pilot's services disconnect, mounted on the left con
sole, holds the antiblackout line and the anti-exposure 
coverall ventilating air line in position to ensure 
proper separation at ejection. The oxygen supply line 
from the seat pan is separately connected to the oxygen 
receptacle on the left console. Provision is made for 
automatic actuation of the emergency oxygen supply 
upon ejection. Communications connection between 
the pilot's equipment and the aircraft is automatically 
completed when the oxygen li ne is connected to the 
console fitting. 

Ejection seat controls are illustrated and described in 
figure 1-23 Ejection seat components are illustrated 
in figure 1-24 . 

NORMAL OPERATION 

See figure 1-25 for a descrip t ion of the ejection 
sequence and figure 1-26D for a list of pilot's equip
ment that may be used with the Martin-Baker seat. 

EMERGENCY RELEASE FROM THE SEAT 

In landing emergencies, in ditching, and in the event 
of the automatic release failing to function in ejection, 
the pilot can release himself, his parachute, and his 
survival equipment from the seat by pulling the emer
gency harness release handle. Pulling the handle 
releases the leg restraint lines and the lap and shoulder 
harness, and trips the guillotine which cuts the link
line that connects the stabilizer drogue parachute to 
the pilot's parachute w ithdrawal line. Separa tion of the 
pilot from the seat should break the p ilot's services 
connections at the disconnect on the left console. Para
chute deployment under these conditions is attained 
by pulling the parachute ripcord D-ring on the left 
shoulder harness strap. When ditching, the pilot should 
release the shoulder harness fittings before pulling the 
emergency harness release handle, and should manually 
separate the pilot's service connections to ensure sep
aration. 

*On seats with Martin-Baker ECP 159 incorporated, the minimum altitude for barostatic opening of the 

parachute is raised to 11,500 feet. 
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MK·F5, ·F5A EJECTION SEAT CONTROLS---------

I 

-
Nomenclature 	 Function 

1. 	 Secondary firing handle Pulled upward fully, jettisons canopy and ejects seat. 

2. 	 Emergency harness release handle Button pressed, handle rotated sharply aft, releases integrated harness, leg restraint 
lines, and parachute from seat, permitting the pilot to leave the seat with para
chute and full survival equipment. 

3. Face curtain handle 	 Pulled down fully, jettisons canopy and ejects seat. 

4. 	Canopy interrupter handle Pulled fully forward, bypasses canopy firing and overrides interrupter, permIttIng 
complete travel of the face curtain or secondary firing handle to eject the seat 
through the canopy. 

5. 	Shoulder harness lock lever Pulled aft against tension, unlocks shoulder harness inertia reel so that the pilot may 
lean forward. 

Neutral position holds unlocked condition. 

Pushed 	ro forward position, locks inertia reel ro prevent any forward motion of 
the pilot. 

6. 	Leg restraint release lever Pushed forward, releases leg restraint snubber to permit additional length of line 
to be pulled out. 

Pulled aft, releases leg restraint line plug in fitting from front seat to permit normal 
exit from aircraft. 

7. Seat adjustment switch UP or DOWN raises or lowers seat pan to desired height. 

AX-2.2-8-67 

Figure 1-23 
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MK ·F5, ·F5A EJECTION SEAT COMPONENTS--- - ----

Shoulder Restraint Harness """":::::----.;Qf-'-1 ....."'==~~:7~ 

Martin-Baker Parachute 

Guillotine Firing 
Mechanism 

Leg Restraint 

Lap Belt 

Ma·)!_ 

Safety Pin Container 

Adjustab le Backpad 

Seat pan and Pararaft Kit 

I 

A X- 23- 8- 67 

Ejection .eot controls ore described seporately in figure 1-23 . 

1. Link-line 
2. 	Controller drogue parachute 


withdrawal line 

3 . 	Top latch mechanism 
4. 	Emergency release guillotine 
5. 	Drogue gun 
6. 	Drogue gun trip rod 
7. 	Canopy interrupter 
8. 	Drogue shackle scissors 
9 . 	Controller and stabilizer drogue 


parachute container 

10. Handle restraint strap ~~ 

T1. Timed release mechanism 
!including barostat and g-controllerl 

12. Seat catapult seconda ry charges 
13. Timed release trip rod 

·With BACSEB 9 -63 . 

Figure 1-24 
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MK·F5, ·F5A EJECTION SEQUENCE ----- ------

To canopy 

(BELOW 10,000 f EU' ) 
LOW- ALTITUDE SEQUENCE 

Forces canopy 
up and aft 

1
When either the face curta i n handle or the sec

ondary firing handle 0 is pulled, initial travel 

of the handle pull s the canopy firing cable ® 

to fire the emergency canopy actuator © ' whi c h 

opens the canopy locks and jetti sons the canopy. 

Catapult 
Gun 

Unlocks --'"'1== ====1 
co nopy 

2 
As the canopy separates from the aircraft, it 
pulls a lanyard to withdraw a pin from the canopy 
interrupter @ , permitting the interrupter to 
release either eiection control (face curtain or 
secondary firing handle) for further travel. Con
tinued motion of the eiection control withdraws the 
catapult firing sear CD at the top of the catapult 
to fire the seat primary cartridge. 

3 


As the seat begins to move upward, the drogue 

gun firing mechanism and timed release mech

anism trip rods are pulled free and both mech

anisms are armed CD ; the drogue gun is fired 

after 1-second delay (D.5-second delay MK-F5 

seat). Initial motion of the seat also causes the 

leg restraint lines, which are secured to the air

frame by shear pins, to be drawn up to place the 

pilot's legs in the Rroper position against the front 

face of the seat © . The leg restraint snubber in 

the bottom of the seat holds the pilot's legs in the 

restrained position until harness release occurs. 
When the seat is fired, the pilot's services are 
automatically disconnected and the IFF is automat
ically switched into operation in the emergency 
mode. The Shoehorn destruct switch is actuated as 
the seat leaves the aircraft. As the seat rises, the 
auxiliary cartridges are automatically fired to in
crease seat velocity. 

• Below 11,500 feet with Martin · Boker ECP 159 incorporoted. A X-34 ( t ) - 8 - 6 7 

Figure 1-25 (Sheet I) 
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MK-F5, -F5AEJECTION SEQUENCE-----------
The drogue gun ejects a piston which withdraws the controller drogue from the 
seat upper housing and pulls it into the slipstream where it tilts the seat into a 
horizontal attitude and, in turn, withdraws the stabilizer drogue. 

The timed release mechanism, which is armed by initial seat movement, releases 
the drogue shackle scissors and permits the drogues to withdraw and deploy the 

5
pilot's parachute 1.75 seconds (1.5 seconds MK-F5 seat) after acceleration reduces 
to 4.0 g's. The higher the speed, the longer the g-controller prevents operation of 
the timed release mechanism . This permits the seat and pilot to decelerate to safe 
speed before the parachute is deployed. The timed release mechanism also actuates 
the integrated harness release devices to allow the pilot to be separated from the 
seat by the drag of the parachute. 

6
To prevent the pilot from delaying seat separation by holding onto the face 
curtain longer than is desirable, the curtain is freed from the seat when the para
chute deploys. To ensure clean separation of the pilot and seat, two friction fasten
ings (sticker tabs' briefly restrain the pilot in the seat after harness release occurs. 

· ·r'(Jo 

Controller 
drogue extracts 
stabilizer 
drogue. .~ i~ 
.~ Seat. ~n-d occupant 

- stabilized and after ejection.(-1-.>-"---' =< - - decelerated by 1.75 (1 .5 seconds~~ At seconds 

.;-- - MK-F5 seat) after decelerat ion
drogues . 

to 4g's , the timed release mech 
anism releases harness, permits 
drogues to extract pilot's para
chute. (The time delay due to 
the g-controller varies from 0 .5 
seconds to 4.0 seconds de
pending upon speed.) 

ward 270 
0 

after 
clearing airplane. 

Drogue gun fires. Seat tumbles for

~;' HIGH ALTITUDE SEQUENCE 
(ABOVE 10,000 FEn·) 

Operation of the Martin-Baker seat in high-altitude ejections is 
similar to that at low altitudes except that a barometric altitude 
limiter (barostat' prevents the timed release mechanism from 
deploying the pilot's parachute until the pilot and seat have 
descended to approximately 10,000 feet* pressure altitude. During 
the descent the drogues stabilize and slow the seat and the pilot 
is automatically supplied with oxygen from the emergency supply in 
the seat pan. At 10,000 feet*, the altitude limiter releases the timer 
and permits parachute deployment and harness release to occur 
as in a low-altitude ejection . 

• Above 11,500 feet with Martin-Boker ECP 159 incorporated. AX-34(2)-8-67 

Figure 1-25 (Sheet 2) 


Changed 1 December 1967 Figure 1-26 deleted. 37 
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MK..F7 EJECTION SEAT 
DESCRIPTION 

After Airframe Change 491, the ejection system uti lizes 
the Martin-Baker MK-F7 ejection seat, equipped with 
an RSSK-6 survival kit. T he system p rov ides the pi lot 
w ith a means of escape from t he aircraft with no min
imum airspeed or altitude requi rement except for 
limits imposed by sink rate and bank or dive angles. 
(Information to be supplied later.) The escape cap a
bility of the MK-F7 e jection seat is obtained through 
the use of two major components: a telescoping, long
stroke ejection g un, w hich propels the seat from the 
aircraft, and a rocket motor which ignites after the seat 
has traveled six feet upward. T he rocket pack makes 
high velocities possible with accelerations reduced from 
those obtained from a pure ejection gun type seat. The 
use of drog ue parachutes to deploy the pilot's parachute 
ensures controlled action under all ejection conditions. 

The MK·F7 seat is created by adding a rocket capabili ty 
to the MK·F5A seat. Basically, the conversion (AFC 
491) consists of replacing the seat bucket with a 
similar seat bucket having a rocket motor mounted on 
the bottom. The parachute support and parachu te are 
replaced by a new support and parachute. A po er 
harness retractor mechanism is installed tf) ensure cor
rect pilot positioning at ejection. 

T he seat is equipped with a pilot'S shoulder restraint 
harness that accommodates standard suits with inte
g rated harness provisions. A Skysail E parachu te 
packed in a hardshell container is positioned behind 
the pilot'S shoulders. This parachute location was 
selected co permit positive parachute deployment at the 
moment the p ilot is released from the seat. The shoul
der resrraint harness is equipped with a power retractor 
m echanism which positions the pilot before ejection to 
ensure p roper center-of-gravity position of the ejected 
mass. W hen the face curtain is pulled, the shoulder 
restraint harness power retractor cartridge is fired . 
Expanding gases from the cartridge supply the energy 
to spin a reel and draw the pilot back against the seat 
in a safe position for ejection. Leg resrraint lines, one 
for each leg (two garters ), are secured to the airframe 
and to the seat and are routed through the pilot's leg 
restraint garters so as to draw the legs back against 
the front of the seat during ejection. The pilot's legs 
are restrained until release occurs before deployment 
of the personnel parachute. 

The seat bucket accommodates an RSSK·6 survival kit. 
The kit is in two halves . The upper half contains an 
emergency oxygen bottle, which is automatically actu· 
ated by a cable attached co the cockpit structure as the 
seat moves upward during the ejection sequence. The 
bottle may also be actuated at any time during flight 
when emergency oxygen is required, such as following 
normal oxygen system failure . In such cases, the 
bottle is manually actuated by pulling the emergency 
oxygen lanyard . The bottom half of the kit contains 
a life raft, a radio transmitter and a survival equipment 

bag. T he radio transmitter is switched on automatically 
either by displacement of the sea t during the e jection 
sequence, or by pulli ng upon the automatic emergency 
oxygen lanyard. Either action wi ll result in a strong 
emergency beacon signa l being transmitted on Guard 
ch annel frequency. 

After ejection and subsequent parachute dep l ymenr, 
when tiI;lle and altitude per mit, pulling up On the 
release handle on the r ight.hand sid of the su rviva l 
kit will allow the bottom half of the kit to separate 
from the top half and fall the length of a retaining 
lanyard, deploying and inflating the life raft. This 
deployment aliows the bottom ha lf of the k it, survival 
equipment and life raft, to contact the surface firs t. 

WARNING I 
A small pi lot uti lizing the MK-F7 ejection 
seat should rise the seat as high as practical 
while on the ground and in the traffic pattern . 
T his is to ensure a favora ble ejection seat 
center-of-gravi LY position. In the somewhat 
unli kely vent that a small p ilot had the seat 
fully lowered and was forced to e ject at close 
to zero-zero conditions, a safe e j ction cO\.lld 
be jeopardized d ue to unfavorable seat cg 
position. 

Seat height adjustment is p rovided by an electrical 
actuator that raises or lowers the bottom portion of the 
seat w ith respect to the upper portion. The parachute 
container rves as the p ilo t'S head rest and backrest. 
T here is no headre t ad justment, A backpad cushion 
ensures proper posrure for the occupant. 

The upper housing of the seat contains the controller 
and stabilizer drogue parachutes and ser es as a mount
ing for the face curtain handle and the canopy inter
rupter release handle. The hOllsing has breaker points 
mounted on each side of the head box to nsure proper 
penetration of the canop y in a through- the-canopy 
emergency ejectjon. The drog ue parachutes are de
ployed by the action of a drogue g un p iston that is 
fi red automatically dur ing ejection to drag a 22-i nch 
COntroller drogue into the slipstream. A 5·foot stabil
izer drogue is automatically drawn into the slipstream 
and deployed by the contro ller drogue. 

Deployment of the personnel parachute begins 2.25 
seconds after initial seat movement unless delayed by 
the altitude limiter (barostat). If above approximately 
11,500 feet, the alt itude limi ter w i!! delay openi ng 
until passing th rough that alt itude. 

A pilot'S services disconnect, mounted on the left 
console, holds the antib lackout line and the anti
exposure coverall ventilating air line in position to 

ensure proper separation at ejection. The oxygen 
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supp ly line from the seat pan is separately connected 
to the oxygen receptacle in the left console. Communi
ca tioos connection between the p ilot's equipmen t and 
the aircraft is automatically completed when the oxy
gen line is connected to the console fitting. 

Ejection seat controls are illustrated and described in 
figu re 1-26A. Ejecrion seat components are illustrated 
in figu.re 1-26B_ 

OPERATION 

The ejection procedure is described and illustrated in 
Section V. See fig ure 1-260 for a descrip tion of the 
ejection sequence and figure 1-26C for a list of p ilot'S 
equipment that may be used with the Martin-Baker 
seat. 

EMERGENCY RELEASE FROM THE SEAT 

In landing emergencies, in ditching, and in the even t 
of the automatic release failing to function in ejection, 
the pilot can release himself, his parachute, and h is 
survival equipment from the seat by pulling the emer
gency harness release handle. Pulling the handle re
leases the leg restraint lines and the lap and shoulder 
harness , and trips the guillotine which cuts the li nkline 
that connects the stabilizer drogue parachute to tbe 
pi lot's parachute withdrawal line. Separation of the 
pilot from the seat should break the pilot's services 
connections at the disconnect on the left console. Para
chute deployment under these conditions is attained 
by pulling the parachute ripcord D-ring on tbe left 
shoulder harness strap. When ditching, the pilot should 
release the shoulder harness fittings before pulling the 
emergency harness release handle, and should manually 
separate tbe pilot'S services connections to ensure sep
aration. 

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY 


DESCRIPTION 

T he system flow and d istribut ion is ill ustrated In fig
ure 1-27, 

In normal operation, all electrical power is supplied 
by a 20-kva ac generator which is engine driven 
through a constant-speed drive unit. The main gen
erator supplies a three-phase ac output at 115/200 
volts, 400 cycles. Main generator output voltage and 
frequency are automatically monitored by a super
visory system for protection against improper operat
ing conditions. 

If the system goes off the line because of a fault, the 
supervisory system can be reset by the pilOt. If the 
fault remains, the system may be reset manually but 
will trip off again. If the fault is cleared, normal 
system operation will resume. 

DC power for all needs is obtained from a I50-ampere 
transformer-rectifier' which supplies power to [he de 

buses during op eration on either external or main 
generator electr ical power. 

Emergency electrical power is supplied by ram-air
driven ac and dc generators in the emergency power 
package, which is extended by pneumatic system pres
sure. The ac generator is rated at 2.5 kva and delivers 
1I 5/ 200-volt, 360- to 440-cps, 3-phase ac power to the 
primary and emergency ac buses. The dc generator 
is rated at 10 amperes and delivers regulated 28-volt 
de power to the emergency and p rimary de buses. 

If a flameout occurs, engine windmilling speed may 
not be adequate to drive the main generator to oper
ating speed. If main generator indicator indicates 
power failure (barberpole), power from the emer
gency generators must be used for engine ignition for 
an airstart. After an airs tart, the main. generator will 
automatically supply power to the secondary buses 
(master generator switch in ON) but will not supply 
power to the emergency bus or the primary bus until 
the emergency generator switch is p laced in OFF. 

Electrical supply system controls are illustra ted and 
described in figure 1-28. 
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MK-F1 EJECTION SEATCONTROLS -----------

Nomenclature 	 Function 

I. Secondary firing handle Pulled upward fully, jettisons canopy and ejects seat. 

2. 	 Emergency harness release handle Button pressed, handle rotated sharply aft, releases integrated harness, leg restraint 
lines, and parachute from seat, permitting the pilot to leave the seat with para
chute and full survival equipment. 

3. Face curtain handle 	 Pulled down fully, jettisons canopy and ejects seat. 

4 . 	Canopy interrupter handle Pulled fully forward, bypasses canopy firing and oveccides interrupter, permitting 
complete travel of the face curtain or secondary firing handle to eject the seat 
through the canopy_ 

5. 	Shoulder harness lock lever Pulled aft against tension, u'nlocks shoulder harness inertia reel so that the pilot may 
• lean forward. 

Neutral position holds unlocked condition. 


Pushed to forward position, locks inertia reel to prevent any forward motion of 

the pilot. 

6. 	 Leg restraint release lever Pushed forward, releases leg restraint snubber to permit additional length of line 
to be pulled out. 

Pulled 	aft, releases leg restraint line plug in fitting from front seat to permit normal 
exit from aircraft. 

7. Seat adjustment switch UP or DOWN raises or lowers seat pan to desired height. 

AX-160-B-67 

figure 1-26A 
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MK·F7 EJECTION SEAT COMPONENTS----------

Points 

1. 	 Pa rachute withdrawal line 
2 . 	Parachute locking pin 


withdrawal line 

3. 	 li nk-line 

4. 	Contro ll er drogue parachute 

withdrawa l line 


Emergency
5. 	Drogue shackle scissors 

Harness 
6 . 	Top latch mechanism Release 
7 . 	 Emergency release guillotine Handle 
8. 	Drogue gun Guillotine Adjustable9. 	Drogue gun trip rod Firing Backpad

10. 	Seat catapult secondary Mechanism -------..... 
charg es 

11. 	Canopy interrupter 
12. Contro ller and stabilizer 

d rogue parachute container 
13. 	Power retracto r gun 
14. 	Handle restraint bungee 
15. Timed re lease mechanism 

(includ ing barostat and 
9 co ntrollerl 

Rocket Pack16. 	 Timed release trip rod 
(located b e neath 

17. 	Canopy breaker points seat structure)

-#-u-

Eje cf ion seat controls are described separate ly in 
Figure \ - 26A . 

I 

AX-1 6 1- 8- 67 

Figure 1-268 
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MK-F7 EJECTION SEQUENCE ------------
To canopy 

LOW-ALTITUDE SEQUENCE 
(anow 11 ,500 FEn) 

1
When either the face cur

tain handle or the second 

a ry firing handle @ is 
p ulled, initial travel of the 

handle fires the shoulder 

harness power retract o r 

cartridge ® dra wing the 

pilot back a g ainst the seat 

i n a safe pos i tion for eiec

tion. At the sa me time, the 

canopy firin g cable is 

pulled © , f i ri n g the 

emergency ca no py actu

ator © which opens the 

can op y locks and iettisons 

the ca nop y. 


"-Unlocks 
canopy 

®~ 
Retractor Cartridge 
(witt. pneumatic tube 

leading to spool) 

® 

Pilot 
drawn 
back 
against 
leat 

2
As the ca nopy separates from the aircarft, it 
p ulls a la nya rd to w it hd raw a pin from the canopy 
in ter rup ter ® , permitting the interrupter to 
relea se ei ther eiection control (face curtain or 
secondary firi n g handle) for further travel. COr)

ti nued moti on of the eiection control withdraws the 
ca ta p ul t f iring sear CD at the top of the catapult 
to fi re t he sea t p rimary cartridge. As the seat rises, 
heat fro m the p rimary cartridge fires auxiliary car
tri d ges in rapid succession to increase seat velocity. 

3
As the seat begi ns to move upward, the drogue 
gun firin g mecha nism and timed release mech
a nism trip rods are !=lulled free and both mech
anisms a re armed © ; the drogue gun is fired 
a fter a O.75-second delay. Initial motion of the 
sea t al so causes the leg restraint lines, which are 
secu re d to the airfra me by shear pins, to be drawn 
up to p lace the p il ot's legs in the proper position 
a g a inst the- front f ace of the seat (Ij) . The leg 
res traint sn ub ber in the bottom of the seat hold:; 
t he pil ot 's legs in the restrained position until 
harne ss release occurs. When the seat is fired, 
th e p il ot 's services are automatically disconnected 
a nd the IFF is automatically switched into opera
tion in the emergency mode. The Shoehorn destruct 
switch is a ctuated as the seat leaves the aircraft. 
As the sea t rises, the auxiliary cartridges are auto
matically fired to increase seat velocity. 

Prima ry 
fire. 

AX-t5S(t)-S-67 

Figure J-26C (Sheet J J 
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MK-F7 EJECTION SEQUENCE-----------

4
When the ejection seat has lifted the length of the rocket motor firin g lanyard (six 

feet), the lanyard withdraws a sear from the rocket motor initiator, firing the 

rocket motor. 


5The drogue gun ejects a piston which withdraws the contro ller drogue fro m the 

seat upper housi ng a nd pu ll s it into th e slipstream where it tilts the sea t into a 

horizontal att itude and, in tur n, withdraws the stabi lizer drogue. 


6 
The timed release mechanism, which is armed by initial seat movement, re leases the 

drogue shackle scissors ond permits the drogues to withdraw and deploy the pilot's 

porachute 2.25 seconds after initial seat movement. The timed release m<!!cha nism 

also actuates the integrated harness release devices to allow the p ilot to be sepa 

rated from the seat by the drag of Ihe parachute_ 

7
To prevent the p ilot from delaying seat separptio n by holding onto the face 

curta in lo nger tha n is desirable, the curtain is freed from the seat wh e n the para 

chu te deploys. To ensure clean separatio n of the pi lo t a nd seat, two frictio n fa sten 

ings {sticker tabs) briefly restrai n the pilot in the seat a fter harness release occurs. 


/~->- -\Il~>" t;"
\ -- -- ~ "-- ~ '-.:. 

,- \f>-:t~~'~ 
\ - I _~~ :~ ~~~~.

\ -= .- '''''''''>0 _~ 
- N. 

Controlle r ~"'?~,V\ 
drogue e Jl:l rocts ~~.,..:.' 
stabilizer \ -" Porach ute 
drog ue . Seat and occupantJ 

I 
fully open

'--...... stabilized and . ( ' approxi
~ _.~ decelerated by At 2.25 seconds after initial mately 4 
~ drogues. seat moveme nt, the timed re- seconds after 

lease mechanism releases hero" ejection.r\-y--  ness, permits drogues to extract 
( ; - - ' Seat tumbles (or- pilot's parachute . 


ward (95 percentile 

-- p ilot) or aft (5 


percentile pilot) )~ 

Drogue gun ofter clearingI aircraft. 

HIGH ALTITUDE SEQUENCEI~' (ABOVE 10,000 fEET' ) 

Operatio n of th e Marti n- Baker seat in high-altitude ejections is{ s imilar to that a t low a lti tudes except that a barometric altitude 
lim ite r ( barostat) prevents the timed release mechanism fr o m 

::\~ deploying the pilot's pa ra chute until the pilot a nd sea t have 
\.~ ') . descended to approxi ma te ly 10,000 feet'" p res sure a lt itude. During\)~ 

'''' Six-foot la nyard the desce nt the drogu es stab ilize and slow th e sea t a nd the pilot 
) ~PU.IIS sear pi n, is a uto maticall y sup plied with oxygen from the emergency sup p ly in 

f'rlng racket the seat pa n. At 10,000 fe e t*, the alti tude li mite r rel eases the timer 
motor. and permits parach ute dep loy men t and harness release to occur 

as in a low- alti tude e jection . 

' 11,500 feet w it h Martin· Baker ECP 159 incorporated . AX 158 (2) 8 67 

fires . 

Figure J-26C (Sheet 2J 
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NAVAIR 01-45 HHE-1 Section I 
Systems 

PILOT'S EQUIPMENT - - ------ ------
FOR USE IN MARTIN-BAKER EJECTION SEAT 

Em e rg e ncy Oxyg e n 
Lanyard " Green Apple" 

Seat Pan-to- Con sole 
Oxygen Hose F-493211 0 -9 
or -17 (Firewell 

1. 	Standard flight coveralls , MS22015 torso 

harness, and type Z-3 anti-g suit 


or 

Type Z-2 anti-g coveralls and MS22015 Sticker Tab 

torso harness 


or Emergency Oxygen 
S-470 integrated coveralls and type Lanyard 
Z-3 anti-g suit 

or 
MK-5A anti-exposure coverall and type 
Z-4 anti-g su it CY15-416070 Seat Pan/ PK-2 Pararaft Kit 

2 . 	Type A 13-A face mask (or RSSK-6 Shown Below) 
3. 	Type APH-5 helmet 
4. 	Mini-Reg hose 


Survival Kit-to-Face Mask
5 . 	 MK-3C flotation vest 
Oxygen and Communications Line

6. 	Oxygen hose F-4932010-3 or -15 

(Firewell 
 Console-to-Survival Kit 

~g\:/J 
Right l
~~tr~~~~ 

Left 

Light (White) 


Sticker Tab 

~~ Pararaft Kit, Survival Equipment, 
and Eme rgency Transmitter 

Martin-Baker color-coded leg restraint garters 
AX- 3 5- S- 67 

PK-2 Pararaft Kit 

Lap Belt 

Figure J-26 0 
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLY -------------
EXTERNA L POWE R EM ERGENCY POWER 

MAIN GENERATOR RECEPTACLE PACKAGE 

speed 
compress 
ro to r. 

AC~POWER 0 0 
o 0 era 

Ra m 
Air 

The master generator switch is posi tioned The emergency generator switch is posi
to O N to supp ly p ower f rom the ma in tioned to O N or LAND to supply power 
generator or to TEST to supp ly power from from the emergency power package. 
an externa l power source. 

USESAC 

E~E~GENCY 

Altimeter vibrator Cockpit temperature control 
Attitude indicator Forw-Qrd main fuel pump (Boost) 
Emergency pitch trim Integ~ated e lectronics package 
Instrument transformer: A DF ra d io 

Engine fuel flow IFF rada r identificati on 
Engine oil pressure UHF Comma nd radio 
Hydraulic pressure MA- 1 compass 
Navigation indicator Main fuel quan t ity 

Pitch tri m O xygen quantity 
Primary interior lights Pitot heat 
Roll trim and stabilization TACAN radio 
Wing position lights Tail position light 

Trcm sf er fuel q uanti ty 
Yaw trim and stab il ization 

.BMW' 
•••••• 11. External AC Power 

4 Aircraft AC Power 

<: Aircraft DC Power 

SECONDARY 

Aft main fuel pump (Boost) 
Aft transfer fuel pump 
Air bottle heaters 

AN/ALQ-Sl 
Anti-collision lights 
Approach power compensator system 

Autopilot 
Center main fuel pump (Boost) 
Duct bypass door actuator 
Engine pressure ratio indicator 

Fire control system 
Formation lights 
Forward transfer fuel pump 
Gun interlock 
Inflight refueling probe light 
Inverted flight fuel pumps 
IR detector 
Main cell forward wall fuel pump 
Missile power 
Radar 
Radar altimeter 
Ra dar recorder 
SEAM system 

Seat adiustment 
Secondary interior lights 

AX-134 ( 1) -1 0- 67 

Figure 1- 27 (Sheet 1) 
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLY----------- --
EMERGENCY GENERATOR SWITCH - ON EMERGENCY GENERATOR SW ITCH - LAND 

1£l1l;~j(D

Angle of attack indicator and indexer 

Approach lights 

Emergency spot light 

Engine fuel pump warning light 

Engine fuel shutoff valve 

Engine ignition 

Engine oil/hydraulic pressure 

warning light 

Exterior light control 
Fire detector 

Flood lights 
Fuel control unit changeover 

Landing gear position indicators 

Landing gear warning light 

Leading edge droop 
Manual fuel control light 
Roll trim and stabilization 

Stabilization warning lights 
Transfer fuel pump warning light 

Wing fuel dump valves 

Wing pressurization 
Wing-wheels-droop warning light 

Afterburner fuel control 
Emergency generator warning 

light 
Engine cranking control 

Integrated electronics package 

ADF radio 
IFF radar identification 
UHF command radio 

Jettison (salvo) 
Jettison (selective) 

MA- 1 compass 
Speech security equipment 

Speed brake 
TACAN radio 
Yaw trim and stabilization 

l)OIV' j- ft:li-j) /It/,A-i;"'5 ArfTt;/l £.A-.N''oIA-t;: 

oIJ T/rf !7 /'2--r:f T 

~ 
BUSES 

146;0 

-,->!VJ)C ~ 

lU+5t1;O 

AC 

Ram Air 

DC 

AN/ALQ-51A ECM 
Approach lights flasher 

Approach power compensator system 

Armament bus 

Arresting gear 

Automatic ignition 

Autopilot 
Boost pumps 
Chaff dispenser 

Continuous engine ignition 

Duct bypass door cont rol and indicator 

Electronic package fan 

Engine anti-icing 
Engine cranking air valve 

Fire control system 

Fuel boost pumps warning light 

Fuel low level warning light 

Fueling valves 

Gun camera 

Gun vent doors 

Inflight refueling system 

IR detector 
Landing and taxi light 
Landing gear down lock solenoid 

Launch/alert 

Missile cooling 

Missile firing 

Missile power 

Neutral trim indicators 

N ose gear steering 

Oxygen warning light 

Radar 
Radar altimeter 
Radar recorder 

SEAM system 
Smoke abatement 

Statistical accelerometer 
Wing selector valve lock 

Wingfold sequencing 
AX-134 (2)-10-67 

Figure J-27 (Shee t 2) 
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Section I NAVAIR 01-45HHE-l 
Systems 

ELECTRICAL SUPPLYSYSTEMCONTROLS 

Nomenclature Function 

AX-26-1-67 

1. Emergency power handle 

2. Main generator indicator 

3. Master generator switch 

4. Emergency generator switch 

5. Emergency power indicator light 

Pulled, extends emergency power package. Package cannot be retracted In flight. 
(Refer to POWER CONTROL HYDRAULIC SUPPLY for information on emer
gency hydraulic pump.) 

ON - indicates that main ac generator is producing electrical power within proper 
limits. 

Barberpole indicates that main ac generator is not operating properly and is not 
connected to the buses. 

ON - connects power from the main ac generator or from extern'll power source to 
ac buses and to transformer-rectifier (dc power to buses). In this position, transfer 
from external power to aircraft power is automatic when the main generator 
voltage and frequency are within the prescribed limits. 

TEST - connects external ac power to the ac buses, to the transformer-rectifier (dc 
power to buses), and disconnects generator power from ac and dc buses (main 
generator indicator will still be operating) . 

Off-RESET - disconnects main generator or external power from buses. Readies elec
trical system for reset when placed in ON or TEST. 

ON - (emergency power package extended) connects power from emergency gen
erators to emergency and primary ac and dc buses. 

LAND - (emergency power package extended) connects power from emergency gen
erators to only the emergency ac and dc buses. This decreases electrical load on the 
emergency power package to improve package performance at low airspeeds. 

OFF - disconnects emergency electrical power from buses. 

ON - (emergency generator switch in ON) indicates that power is being supplied 
by emergency generators and serves as a reminder to place emergency generator 
switch in LAND (with engine running) prior to landing, or in OFF if making a 
flameout landing. 

Off indicates emergency geneFator switch is in LAND or OFF. 

Figure 1-28 
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EXTERIOR LIGHTS 

DESCRIPTION 

The exterior light system consists of fuselage- ami 
wing-mounted low-intensity for mation lights. anti
collision lights, carrier landi ng approach ligh ts, a 
land/taxi light, convenriorlal position (navigation ) 
lights, and an inAight refueling probe illu mina ting 
lig hr. 

The fuselage-mounted formation lights are amber 
strip ligh ts positioned [Q ensure visibility over a wide 
range of for mation positions. The wing-mounted for
mati.on ligh ts are red and green light-emitting panels 
installed on the wing tips just aft of the normal wing 
position lights to permit wing attitude to be observed 
from positions aft and above or below the aircraft. 
Botb the wing and fuselage formation lights are 
powered hom tbe secondary ac bus and will nOt be 
available when operati ng on emergency electrical 
power. 

T he an ticoll ision lights are high-intensity red lights 
mounted on the top and bottom of the fuselage at the 
centerline. These lights, which are powered from the 
secondary ac bus, flash off and on approximately 80 
times per minute. 

The conventional red and green w ing posi tion lights 
are powered from the emergency ac bus. W hen operat
ing on emergency electrical power, these lights w ill 
burn only when DIM is selected wi th the w ing light 
switch . The wh.i te tail posit ion ligh t is powered from 
the pri mary ac bus. W hen operating on emergency 

electrical power, these lig h ts are available only when 
the emergency ge nerator swi tch is in the ON posicion. 

The land/taxi light, mounted on the righ t ma in gear 
strut, is a high-intensity wh ite light powered from the 
secondary dc bus. T he light is not ava ilable when oper
ating on emergency electrical power. 

T he separate red, g reen and amber approach lights 
are mounted on the nose gear flippe r door and are 
powered, through rhe angle.of- atrack indicating sys
tem, fro m the emergency dc bus. The approach lights 
come on automatically when the landing gear handle 
is placed in WHLS DOW N and weight is off the gear, 
regardless of the position of the exterior lig h ts switch. 
An approach lig ht hook bypass circuit permits selec
t ion of approach light ope ration for eir her carrier 
landings or for field landings (field mirror land ing 
practice ). Refer to ANGLE-OF-ATTACK INDICAT
ING, this section, for info r ma t ion coocern ing 
seq uence of approach light operation. An exter ior 
light master control circuit is provided with a switch 
located above the throttle to permit signaling to cata
pu lt officer and for rapid rum-out of all exterior lights 
in tact ica l operations that require blackout. 

Exterior light controls are illustrated and described In 
figure 1-29. 

Refer to INFLIGHT RE FUELiNG for descrip tion and 
operation of the inflight refueling probe illu minating 
light. 
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Syste ms 

EXTERIOR LIGHT CONTROLS ------------

•••••• 

••• 

Nomenctature 	 Function 

I. Land/£axi light switch ON - turns on taxi light when landing g ear handle is in W HlS DOWN. 
-  --  -

2. Exter ior light switch NORM - energizes exterior master control light switch circuit to permit selection of 
desired exterior lights. 

.~ . W ing light switch BRT * - causes wing navigation lights to burn brightly. 
DIM '" - causes wing navigation lights to burn dimly. 

4. trip light switch BRT - causes all fo rmation lights to burn brightly. 
DIM - causes ail form ation lights to burn dimly. 

5. Taillight switch BRT* - causes tail n avigation lights to burn brightly. 

DIM * - causes tail navigation lights to burn dimly. 

6. Anticollision light switch ON - turns on red anticollision lights. 

7. Approach light dimming switch DAY - selects bright lighting of approach lights for daylight operations. 

NIGHT - selects dim lighting of approach lights for night operations, except when 
on emergency power.* 

8. 	 Approach light hook bypass switch CARRIER - causes approach lights to flash if arresting hook is not down when land
ing gear handle is in down position and no weight is on the gear. The lig hts will 
not flash when operating on emergency electrical power. 

FIELD - permits approach light to burn steadily for field mirror landing practice 
when arresting hook is up, l anding gear handle is in down position, and w eight is 
not on the gear. 

*With exterior light switch in ON. 	 A X-30-1-67 

Figure 1-29 
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NAVAIR 01-45HHE-l Section I 
Syste ms 

I 

DESCRIPTION 
Abnormally high temperatures in the engine or after
burner compartmeots is sensed by the system, resulting 
in illu mination of the fire warning ligh t. The system is 
comprised of the warning ligh t, detection control 
assembly and heat sensing elements. Electrical power 
is provided by the emergency dc bus. T he system w ill 
operate any time the master generator swi tch is in ON 

or TEST with the engine running or with external elec
trical power connected. 

FIRE DETECTOR SYSTEM CONTROLS 

I n ai rcraft after Airframe Change 487 unligh t d r ad ar 
ind icator lig hts flash whenever the fire warning light 
or low altitude limit light comes on. T he feature is 
intended to warn the pilot dur ing "head-in-boot" fly
ing. T he landing gear handle must be in the WHLS UP 

position for the indicator lights to flash. 

Fi re detector system controls are illustrated and de
scribed in figure 1-30. 

• ••• • • ••• 

N omenclatttre Fllnction 

1. Fire warning light Light on ( F IRE) ind icates fire or overheat con dition in engine bay Or afterbu rner 
compartment area. 

2. fi re warning test switch Depressed, checks system circuit continuity and operat ion o f fire warn ing ligh e. 

3. R adar information lights Flashing of informat ion ligh ts not a lready lighted indicates fire warning light or 
altitude limit light is on .* 

*Aircraft after Airframe. Change No. 487. A X -41-1-67 

Figure 1-30 
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Section I NAVAIR Ol-45HHE-l 
Systems 

FLIGHT CONTROLS 

DESCRIPTION 

The flight control system uses the control stick and 
rudder pedals to operate mechanical linkage to posi
tion the slider valves o f hydraulic power control cylin
ders. In response to this movement the slider valves, 
through mechan ical linkage of the power control cyl in
ders to the control surfaces (aileron, horizontal tai l, 
and rudder) , cause movement of the desired surface. 
As this irreversible system has no airload feedback to 
the control stick or rudder pedals, artificial "feel" is 
introduced into [he system by feel springs, bobweights, 
and viscous dampers. The amount of simulated feel 
introduced is proportional to the amount of surface 
deflection. The feel springs return the control stick or 
rudder pedal to neutral after the stick or pedal has 
been actua ted and released . Movement of the control 
su rfaces is also controlled by the trim and stabilization 
system. Operation of this system does not affect the neu
tral position of the control stick or the rudder pedals. 

An assembly of links and levers in the horizontal tail 
pushrod system reduces control sensitivity in the 
vicinity of neutral stick position by changing the ratio 
of stick travel to surface movement as the stick is 
moved away from neutral By reducing surface travel 

FLIGHT CONTROLS 

for a given stick displacement, the variable gain link
age eliminates high pitch corrections at high airspeeds. 

When the wing is raised to the landing position, the 
ailerons and flaps are automatically drooped 20° from 
the cruise neutral position. This is accomplished by 
means of mechanical linkage from the wiog to the 
aileron power control hydraulic slider valves and t~e 
flap segment inboard of the ailerons. Aileron droop 
and flap action provide increased lift and stability 
when the wing is raised and the wing leading edge is 
extended. 

A wing spoiler control surface is installed flush with 
the upper surface of the wing forward of each aileron 
to increase rate of roll at low altirudes and high air
speed. The spoilers are slaved directly to aileron con
trol and function in botb the clean condition and 
landing conclition. When tbe aileron is deflected more 
tban 2° above the aileron dean condition neutral, the 
spoiler control surface is deflected an amount pro
portional to aileron deflection. Maximum spoiler de
flection is 49°. Mechanical linkage from the aileron 
power control package positions a slider valve, allow
ing PC 2 hydraulic pressure to actuate the spoiler 
control surface. The spoilers will be inoperative with 
loss of PC 2 hydraulic system. 

N omenclat14re Fumtion 

Pilot's control stick Controls aileron deflection of 15° up and 45° down in landing condition (wing 
raised and ailerons drooped ). 

Controls aileron deflection of 15° up and 15° down in d ean condition ( wing 
lowered and aileron cruise neutral restored) . Over~idable clean condition stops are 
encountered at 9 '12 0. 

Controls horizontal tail deflection between 26° 30' nose up and 6° 45' nose down. 

Rudder pedals Control rudder displacement between 17° left and r ight of neutral with wing raised. 
Control rudder displacement between 6° left and right of neutral with wing down. 

Rudder pedal adjustment crank Rotated right or left adjusts rudder pedal assembly fore or aft. 
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FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS 

ATTITUDE INDICATOR 

T his indicator (35, figure 1-3) presents a pictorial 
indication of the aircraft pitch and roll attitude with 
respect to the real horizon. The system functions 
throughout 3600 of roll attitude, but is limited to -+-820 

from the horizon in pitch attitude. A gyro caging 
switch is not provided because the system gravity
sensing erection circuit corrects induced errors at a 
rate of approximately 10 per minute. The indicator is 
operative any time the aircraft electr ical circuits are 
energized. The OFF flag will appear when ac power 
is removed. A pitch trim knob, located on the face 
of the indicator, is provided for the purpose of setting 
tbe artificial horizon to the "zero pitch" position when 
in level fligh t attitude. 

TURN·AND-BANK INDICATOR 

The gyro of this indicator (34, figure 1-3) is operated 
by bleed air from the engine compressor section. 

ACCELERATION INDICATOR 

This indicator (43, figure 1-3) is self-contained and 
indicates continuously the existing g-load on the air
craft during fl ight. It also indicates the maximum 
positive and negative loads tbat were imposed on the 
aircraft during any particular flight period. 

AIRSPEED - MACH NUMBER INDICATOR 

T his picot-static pressure indicator (42, figure 1-3) 
provides indicated airspeed readings of 80 to 850 knOtS 
and indicated Mach number readings of 0.4 to 2.5. 
An airspeed correction card p rovides calibrated air 
speed data. Conventional p itot tube anti-icing is pro
vided. 

RATE·Of·CLlMB INDICATOR 

This indicator (44, figure 1-3), opera ted by static pres
sure, p rovides rate-of·climb and rate-of-descent infor
mation in feet-per-mi nute. 

ALTIMETER 

This instrument (41, figure 1-3), operated by static 
pressure, indicates pressure altitude based on the baro
metric pressure of a given station previously set on 
the barometric scale of the instrument. The altimeter 
permits readings to 80,000 feet. 

An instrument vibrator is incorporated in the altimeter 
to p revent erroneous readings caused by sticking of 
the indicator. Vibrator electrical power is supplied by 
the emergency ac bus. A momentary lag w ill occur as 
the needle passes zero on each revolution during a de
scent with the vibrator inoperative. This lag may be 
overcome by a light tap on the instrument face as the 
needle approaches zero each time. After level fli ght 
is attained, altimeter reading wi ll become normal. 

ANGLE·Of·ATTACK INDICATOR 

T he indicator (9, figure 1-3) provides continuous 
angle-of-attack indications for use primarily as an aid 
in controlling attitude and, bence, in controlling air
speed in landing approaches. The indications can also 
be used in establishing various otber flight conditions. 
The indicator also controls operation of the angle-of
attack approach indexer and the approach lights. Refer 
to ANGLE-OF-A ITACK INDICATING, this section, 
for details of system operation. 
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FUEL SYSTEM 

DESCRIPTION 

Refer to fig ure 1-31 for system illustration. 

Fuel is supplied to the engine from the main fuel cell, 
through the engine fuel shutoff valve, by six fuel 
boost pumps. Four of these pumps operate at all times 
when the engine master switch is on and provide 
proper fuel flow for aU upright flight attirudes. Two 
of the boost pumps are controlled by an attitude switch 
to supply fuel at inverted attirude. T he inverted flight 
boost pumps operate when pitch attirude exceeds 130° 
DOse up or 10° Dose down, or when roll attitude ex
ceeds 90°. Only the forward main fuel boost pump 
operates when e1ectrical power is being supplied by 
the emergency power package with the emergency 
generator switch in ON. With the emergency genera
tor switch in LAND, none of the boost pumps operate 
and flight operation must be restricted to avoid flame
outs. Fuel from the midfuselage cells of the main 
system flows into the main cell by gravity feed. 

The transfer fuel system, composed of forward and 
aft fuselage fuel cells and the wing tank, semiauto
matically sequences flow of transfer fuel to the main 
cell . Op timum cemer-of-gravi ty conditions are main
tained provided the t ransfer switch is in the proper 
position. Float va lves in the main cell open to admit 
fuel from the transfer system when the main cell 
fuel level drops to a predetermined point. Forward 
and aft fuselage fuel is transferred under p ump pres
sure. Wing fuel is transferred by air pressu re supplied 
by the air-conditioning system. The transfer fuel 

FUEL WEIGHTS 

pumps automatically shu t off when the inverted flight 
boost pumps are operating. 

Fuel system controls are illustrated and described lO 

figure 1-32. 

FUEL QUANTITIES 

Fuel load indications will vary dependi ng upon tem
perature and type of fuel used. Under extreme tempera
ture changes, gage readings can vary as m uch as 10% 
(6% gage tolerance and 4% fuel density change ) of 
the average quantities. 

With partial refueling selected (fuel selector switch 
in REF UEL PARTIAL ), the main system cells will be 
fueled to the transfer level and tbe transfer system 
will be completely refueled for a total fuel load of 
1,255 gallons. With only main cell refueling selected 
(fuel selector switch in REFUEL MAIN CELL ) , the main 
cell will be completely refueled ( 425 gallons ). On 
some aircraft, the solenoid-operated check valves be
tween the main fuel cell and the mid£uselage cells are 
being replaced with acceleration check valves. On 
these aircraf t, p lacing the refueling selector switch in 
REFUEL MAIN CELL will refuel the midfuselage cells 
in addition to the main cell for a total fuel load of 
513 gallons. 

Any desired fuel load can be attained by selecting 
REFUEL TOTAL, fue ling to full load, then defueJing to 

the desired quantity. 

PouruJs - Pounds - US
Puel Cell JP-4 IP-5 Gallom 

Main Fuel System 

Main 
Left·hand midluselage 
Right-hand mid fuselage 

MAIN SYSTEM TOTAL 

2,762.5 
286.0 
286.0 

3,334.5 

2,890.0 
299.2 
299.2 

3,488.4 

425 
44 
44 

513 

Transfer Fuel System 

Left·hand fwd t ransfer 
(aft fusel age ) 

Right-ha nd fwd transfer 
(aft fuselage ) 

Ldt-hand aft transfer 

292.5 

292.5 

266.5 

306.0 

306.0 

278.8 

45 

45 

41 
R ight·hand aft transfer 
W ing tank 
Forward fuselage 

TRANSFER SYST EM TOTAL 
TOTAL AIRCRAFT FUEL 

266.5 
3,718.0 

591.5 
5,427.5 
8,762.0 

278.8 
3,889.6 

618.8 
5,678.0 
9,166.4 

41 
572 
91 

835 
1,348 
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FUEL CELL PRESSURIZATION AND VENTING 

Pressurization and venting maintain a constant pres
sure in the fuel cells and cell cavities during climbs, 
dives, fueling, defueling, and fuel transfer. Air pres
sure is used to transfer wing tank fuel. Pressure in 
all the cells prevents excessive fuel loss due to boiling 
at high altitude. 

Pressurized air is bled from the engine compressor 
section and cooled by the air-conditioning system. The 
air passes through a check valve to the combined wing 
tank pressure regulator and relief valve and to the 
fuselage cells pressure regulator. The regulators admit 
the air to the fuel cells and wing tank as required. 
A check valve is installed in each pressure line to pre
vent fuel transfer between the cells and to keep 
fuel from entering the regulators. For all flight con
ditions except negative g, an emergency airscoop auto
matically admits ram air to pressurize the fuselage 
cells if the pressure regulator fails in the closed posi
tion, or the air-conditioning system is shut off. An 
emergency ram-air scoop prevents negative pressures 
in the wing tank. 

The wing tank pressure regulator is electrically con
trolled to permit selection of fuel transfer conditions 
by the pilot. When the fuel transfer switch is placed 
in ON or PUMP OFF, the pressure regulator admits air 
to the wing tank at sufficient pressure to cause wing 
fuel to flow to the main cell when the condition of 
main cell fuel level and aft transfer fuel boost pres
sure permit. Placing the fuel transfer switch in PRESS 

DUMP shuts off the flow of air to the wing tank and 
vents the existing pressure to discontinue transfer of 
wing fuel. Slight positive pressure is maintained at 
all times to prevent boiling. Upon loss of normal wing 
tank pressurization (air-conditioning system failure or 
shutdown or cockpit pressure switch placed in CABIN 

DUMP), wing tank fuel transfer is negligible. 

The fuselage fuel cells are vented overboard through 
interconnected lines to a vent mast on the fuselage 
left-hand midsection. The common vent line is con
nected to a pressure relief valve which relieves cell 
pressure above 1.0 (±0.25) psi to prevent excessive 
pressures if the fuselage cells pressure regulator fails 
in the open position. A float valve in the main cell 
prevents main cell fuel from being vented overboard 
during maneuvering flight by shutting off fuel trans
fer when the vent outlet is covered. Check valves are 
installed in the other cell vent lines to prevent fuel 
from entering the vent lines during maneuvering or 
inverted flight. 

FUEL SYSTEM MANAGEMENT 

For takeoff, the fuel transfer switch is placed in ON 

which energizes the forward and aft transfer pumps 
and pressurizes the wing tank. Flow of transfer fuel 
to the main fuel cell is then automatically sequenced 
until all transfer fuel is consumed. Sequencing is ob
tained through variations in fuel line sizes and pres
sures to maintain aircraft center-of-gravity within 
limits at all times. The forward transfer cell empties 
first, the aft transfer cells empty second, and the wing 
tank empties last. The aircraft then consumes main cell 
fuel until landing. During transfer from the aft cells, 
there will be a noticeable transfer from the wing tank. 

Failure of the aft transfer pumps (or loss of main 
electrical power) will result in as much as 1,200 
pounds of aft transfer fuel being trapped in the cells, 
while forward transfer fuel will gravity feed to the 
main cell upon loss of power or pump failure. Wing 
tank fuel transfer will continue in such cases. 

In level cruising flight, intermittent illumination 
progressing to steady illumination of the transfer 
pump caution light provides usable indication that 
the fuselage transfer fuel cells are empty. When the 
transfer cells are empty, there will be from 1,500 
pounds to 3,000 pounds of wing tank fuel remaining, 
depending upon when the transfer pumps are turned 
on. When the transfer pump caution light comes on 
under these conditions, turn the pumps and light off 
by placing the fuel transfer switch in PUMP OFF. For 
operational convenience, the transfer fuel quantity 
indicator is marked with an orange reference mark at 
2,000 pounds fuel remaining (the nominal transfer 
quantity at which the fuselage transfer cells empty). 
This is a reminder to turn the transfer pumps off. 

When the transfer pumps are turned off, wing fuel 
transfer will continue until the wing tank is empty. 
In some cases, because of slight inaccuracies in fuel 
gaging, wing fuel transfer will continue for a short 
period even after the transfer fuel quantity indicator 
reads zero. To prevent wing tank air from entering 
the fuel lines, two pressure shutoff valves in the wing 
fueling manifold are automatically closed when the 
wing tank is empty or a fuel outlet is uncovered. 

If the fuselage pumps are turned off too soon (as 
might be the case if turned off because of the caution 
light flickering during maneuvering flight), a small 
amount of fuel may be trapped in the aft cells. If this 
occurs, there will be an indication of transfer fuel 
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AIRCRAR 	FUEL-------------------
Pressure Relief Wing Pressure Restrietor Opens 
And Dumping Regulator For Increased 

( ••• I ) Pressurization 

c===no 	Fuel Dump lines 

Engine Fuel Flow 

( ( ( ! ! I [) 	One-Way Pressure Transfer = _)Pressure Fue ling and Transfer 

6 Check valve (opened electri" 

cally to permit reverse flow 


_ for refueling ). * 

00 
 Wiring 
~Check va lve (arrow indi

cates free flow) 

Eng ine Fuel Pump 
Warni ng Light 

~~~:---_ Manual FuelLow-Level 
Shutoff Valve 

'From Inflight 
Refueling 
Probe 

*Solenoid-operated valves between main and mid
fuselage cells replaced by acceleration check valves 

Forwa rd Transfer 
Cell 

on some aircraft. Refer to I=uel Quantities, this section. 
Engine Master Switch * * Smoke abatement inlet (See figure 1-7). 

AX- 36- I O-67 

Figure 1-3' 

50 Changed 1 December 1967 
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FUEL SYSTEM CONTROLS-------------

N omenclalllre Pllnetion 

1. Engine w aster switch ON  energ izes fuel boost pumps, attitude switch ( w hich controls i nverted lIight 
boost pumps ) and fuel transfer switch. 

2. Infligb t refueling- probe out light O n, indicates probe door is open. 
O ff, indicates probe door is closed. 

3. In lligbt refueling probe switch OUT - opens probe door, extends probe, deenergizcs the transfer fuel system, and 
relieves wing tank pressure. Probe illuminating light will come on when p robe 
door opens if exterior ligbt switch is in NORM. 

IN - retracts probe, doses p robe door, energizes the transfer fuel system. and repres
surizes wing tank. Probe illumi nating light w ill go our when probe door d oses. 

O FF - deenergizes probe door valve and energizes the transfer fuel system. 

AX-24( 1 ) -1-67 

Figure , -32 (Sheet J) 
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FUEL SYSTEM CONTROLS-------------

N ornenelature 	 Function 

4. Fuel quantity test switch D epressed momentarily, checks continuity of main and u ansfec fuel quantity indi
cating circuits. 

5. Fuel boost pumps wlUrung light FU EL BOOST P U MPS - 00 when fue l boost pressure drops to 4 psi. 

6. Main fuel quantity ind icator Indicates total weig ht of fuel in main fuel ~)'stem cells. 

7. 	 Fuel low level warning light L OW LEVEL - on when fuel level in main cell drops to approximately 1,000 pounds 
(JP-5) in level flight. 

8. Fuel d ump switch 	 DUM P - jettisons fuel from wing tan k. 

9. 	Fuel transfer switch PRESS DUMP - relieves wing tank pressure and shuts off transfer fuel pu,mps to dis
continue all fuel transfer . 

ON - energizes transfer fuel pumps and provides wing tank pressure. 

PUMP O f F - shuts off transfer fuel pumps but permits wing fuel t ransfer to continue. 


10. T ransfer fuel pump caution light TURN PUMP OFF - stead y light with fu el transfer switch 00, over 3,500 pounds ttans
fer fuel remaining and aircraft in normal flight attitude indicates u ansfer fuel 
p ump failur e. 

Intermittent lighting progressing to steady indicates aft fuselage transfer fuel pressure 
drop ioduced by maneuvers or low level in aft fuselage tr ansfer cells. 

11. Transfer fuel quantity indicator 

Fuel selector switch 

( left m ain wheel well ) 


W ing tan k manual fuel shutoff valve 
( left main w heel well) 

I ndicates tOtal weight of fuel in t ransfer fuel system cells . 

Positions fuel valves during cencral-point fueling for selection of different types of 
fuel loads or for defueling. POWER OFP is the flight position. 

OP EN - allows normal operation of fuel system. Engine cannot be started nor fuel 
transferred from or to w ing tank unless valve is in this position. 

e r.OSE - prevents leakage of fuel from wing to m ain cell while aircraft is secured; 
also, aids defueling of main system after wing is empty by stoppiog airflow from 
win g. 

Wing [8..nk visual quantity indicator Appearance of red spherical float indicates wing tan k is full . 
( left wing leading edge) 

AX- 2 4 (2) -t- 67 

Figure 7-32 (Sheet 2) 

remalOlDg late in the flight w hen all fuel transfer 
would normally have been completed. This fuel can 
be pumped out by placing the fuel transfer switch in 
ON for a brief period. Maintaining a nose-up attitude 
will aid in pumping out the aft cells. 

WARNING I 
Aircraft loss from main fuel depletion can 
result from fuel transfer failure in conjunc
cion with either misread quantity indications 
or failure to monitor main fuel quanti ty. 
Main fuel quantiry must be regularly checked 
for proper indication except during maneu
ver ing flight. Do not mistake transfer quantity 
gage (500-pound graduations ) as main fuel 
quantity gage ( IOO-pound graduations) . 

Excluding afterburner operation at high Mach num
bers (see note ) , the main fuel quantiry indicator d ur
ing flight at normal cruise attitude should read 2,400 
to 2,700 pounds until the transfer fu I system is empry. 
The main system quantiry indicator may read below 
2,400 pounds during prolonged nose-down auitudes 

and when there are approximately 1,500 pounds re
maining in the transfer system in certain other flight 
profiles. But in no case shall it read below 2,200 pounds 
before the transfer system is completely emptied. With 
the transfer fuel from the fuselage depleted, there will 
be negligible transfer from the wing in nose-down 
attitudes. Normal w ing transfer will be regained with 
a return to normal Bight attitude. The main system 
q uantity may indicate between 2,200 to 3,100 pound 
depending upon the flight profile. 

Note 

During afterburner operation at high Mach 
numbers, the transfer f uel system may not 
supply sufficient fuel to the main cell to hold 
the fuel level in the main cell at the transfer 
level. Upon termination of afterbu rning, tbe 
transfer system will refill the main cell to the 
transfer level or until the transfer system is 
empty. The transfer rates are sufficient to 
prevent the main cell from being run dry 
while there is still transfer fuel available. 
W ith continuous maximum engine demand 
the main system will contain approximately 
898 pounds when the transfer system empties. 
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The main fuel quantity indicating system will indicate 
accurately only in steady wing-level flight between 
200 nose-up and 100 nose-down. The transfer fuel 
quantity indicating system, a capacitance system de
signed for use in cruise control, will be accurate only 
between 100 nose-up and 4° nose-down. 

The fuel low-level warning light will be on when the 
fuel in the main cell is at approximately 1,000 pounds. 
The light will indicate accurately at aircraft atti tudes 
between 25° nose-up and 25 0 nose-down. 

The fuel flow indicator, which indicates engine fuel 
flow in pounds per hour, may momentarily indicate 
zero flow when the throttle is retarded to IDLE from 
a high power setting. Should the indicator continue 
to reflect zero flow at a sustained IDLE power setting, 
advancing the thr ottle momentarily to obtain a higher 
fuel flow rate may restore proper indications. 

WING TANK FUEL DUMPING 

An electrically operated variable orifice restrictor, 
installed upstream of the wing tank pressure regula
tor, controls wing tank air flow for pressurization or 
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Systems 

provides a high fuel dump rate by allowing a greater 

air flow to the wing tank during fuel dumping. Two 

electrically operated dump valves, one in each out
board corner of the wing tank, permit fuel to be 

dumped overboard. Placing the fuel dump switch in 

DUMP fully opens the restrictor and opens the d ump 

valves. After fuel has been dumped, the fuel dump 

switch should be placed in OFF. 


Note 

A nose-up attitude must be maintained to 
obtain the maximum rate of fuel dumping. 
Engine power setting is also critical during 
the dump cycle and 87% rpm or above will 
always ensure a maximum rate of fuel dump
ing. A power setting of 80% or Jess with a 
nose-down attitude may stop fuel dumping 
completely. 

When the cockpit p ressure switch is placed in CABIN 


DU MP, wing tank fuel dumping may be accomplished 

at a reduced rate under pressure supplied by the wing 

tank emergency ram-air scoop. 
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PROBE CONTROL----------------------------------------~To~Ex-te-ri-or-L~i9~h-t~Sw~i-tch~ 

Utility 
Hydraulic 
Pressure 

( _ M ) 

- MM) 
It 

Pressure 

Return 

Door Cylinder 

Restrictor 

Flow 
Regulator 
(A"ow denotes 
regulated flow) 

Open (door) and Extend (probe) 
Retract (probe) Clnd Clole (door ) 
Wiring 

o 
Probe Illuminating Light 

/'Door _ / 
Cloling 
Sequence 
Valve 

Probe (Extended) 

A X - ,29 - \-6 7 

Figure 1-33 

INFLIGHT REFUELING 

DESCRIPTION 

Note 

The infught refueling system should be 
ground checked for leaks before a flight on 
which firing of guns is anticipated follow
ing inflight refueling. 

A retractable probe (fig ure 1-33) , mounted in a well 
on the left side of the fuselage, is extended and re
tracted by utility hydraulic pressure. Placing the in-

flight refueling probe switch in OUT deenergizes the 
transfer pump, deptessurizes the wing tank, positions 
the fuel valves to accept fuel, opens the probe fairing 
door, and extends the probe. The infIight refueling 
probe out light on the instrument board will also be 
illuminated when the fairing door opens. With the 
probe engaged in the taaker's drogue, fuel is admitted 
into the aircraft fuel system. If desired, partial refuel
ing of the main cell up to the transfer level can be 
performed with the inBig bt refueling probe switch 
jn OFF. Total time for refueling depends upon fue l 
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Fun(:t ion 

L lnflight refueling probe out light 	 On, indicates probe door is open. J 5""0 ..,-r5 O~ 
Off, indicates probe door is closed. 

2. In llight refueling probe switch O UT - opens probe door, extends probe, deenergizes the transfer fuel system and 
relieves wi ng tank pressure. Probe ilIu.minating light will come on when probe 
door opens if exterior light switch is in NORM. Jd7J v? 1'1:::¥~ 7u7At.- '-O?L) 

IN - retracts probe, closes probe door, energizes the transfer fuel system and repres
su.dzes wing tank. Probe illu.minating light will go out when probe door closes. 

OFF - deenergizes probe door valve and energizes the transfer fuel system. 

A X -3 7 -1-67 

figure J- 34 

on board when fueling commences and type of tanker 
supplying fuel. When the desired amount of fuel has 
been taken aboard, as indicated by the fuel quantity 
indicators, a slight reduction in airspeed will disen
gage the probe. Holding the inflight refueling probe 
switch in the IN position will reenergize the transfer 
system and reposition the fuel valves for normal opera
tion, retract the probe, and close the fai ring door. 
Hold the switch IN for 5 seconds after tbe probe out 
ligh t goes off before releasing to OFF. Releasing the 
switch to OFF will deenergize tbe door selector valve. 

The ioflight refueling system is powered from the 
secondary dc bus. In the event of an electrical system 

failure reqwrmg extension of the emergency power 
package. inflight refueling can not be accomplished. 

A p r be illuminating light, Bush mounted on tbe left 
hand side of the fuselage JUSt below the windshield 
side panel, serves to illuminate the refueli ng p robe t ip 
and the tanker drogue d uring night operations. The 
light comes on when the probe fairing door is opened 
with the exterior light switch in ORM. 

Refer to section IV, part 1, for inflight refueling tech
niques and procedures. System controls are illustrated 
and described in fi gure 1- 34. 
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Section I NAVAIR 01-45HHE-l 

Systems 


INTERIOR LIGHT CONTROLS ------------

•••• 

• 

Nomenclature 	 Function 

1. Chartboard light dimming knob Rotated between OFF and BRT, tuens on and controls intensity of chartboard fl ood
lights. 

2. 	 Emergency iloodlight switch Effective when console lights dimming knob is in position other than off. 
DIM - intensity of floodlights at dim, comes on when console lights are on. 
MED - raises intensity of floodlights co a medium level. Turns on instrument and 

gyro horizon indicacor lights. 
BRT - places fl oodlights, instrument and gyro horizon lights at h igh intensity. 

3. Approach indexer dimming knob Rotated between OF F and BRT, turns on and controls intensity of angle-of-attack 
approach indexer lights. 

4. 	 Flight instrument light dimming DAY - selects lig ht intensity of all w arning and indicator lights, rum s off primary 
knob instru ment lights. 

Rotated between OFF and BRT, switches warning and indicacor lights co low intensity 
and controls intensity of primary instrument lights. 

5. 	 Nonflight instrument light Rotated between OFF and BRT, controls intensity of secondary instrument lights. 
dimming knob 

6. Console light dimming knob Rotated between OFF and BRT, turns on and controls intensity of the fol1owing lights : 
All console-mounted panels 
Armament panel 
Exterior light control panel 
Gyro caging switch panel 
Hook bypass switch panel 
Landing checklist 
T akeoff checklist 
Also tu rns on console floodlights but does not control their intensity. 

7. Armament panel dimming knob Rvca "d between DIM and BRT, controls intensity of lighting on edge-lighted arma
m(..c\ p anel when c nsole lig h ts are on. 

8. Spotlight switch 	 ON -- turns on spotlight. 

AX 127 1 67 

Figure J-35 
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NAVAIR 01-45HHE l Section I 
Systems 

INTERIOR LIGHTS 

DESCRIPTION 

The interior l ig hting system provides optimum illumi
nation of all indicatOrs, panels and panel nomenclature 
for nigh t or foul-weather fl ying. G lare-free illumina
tion of panel nomenclature is provided on the instru
ment board and on most of the console-mounted panels 
through use of edge-lighting. Separate dimming con
trols are provided for the console lights and for the 
instrument lights to ensure flexibility in selection of 
ligh ting intensity. Separate dimming controls are also 
p rovided for the chartboard lights, the approach in
dexer and for the armament panel. Two instrument 
ligh t circuits are provided, the fi rst for primary flight 
instruments and t be second for secondary flight instru
ments and position indicators. Emergency floodlights 
are provided for both consoles and the instrument 
board. A spotlight mounted above the right-hand con
sole can be lifted from its holder and used like a flash
ligh t. There is an on-off switch on the spotlight. 
T he interior lighting is divided into primary lighting, 
powered from the emergency ac bus, and secondary 
lighting, powered from the secondary ac bus, as fol
lows: 

Primary Lights 

Airspeed-Mach number Instrument board emergency 
indicalOr floodlights 

\uX. 
#,f/A. : I.£vlfe-p 

LAN DING 

DESCRIPTION 

Normal operation is accomplished by means of utility 
hydraulic system pressure. Two doors covering each 
main gear autOmatically unlock and open when gear 
extension is selected. A third main gear door (fairing) 
and the nose gear doors are mechanically linked to 
the gear and extend with it. In emergency extension 
of the gear, pneumatic system pressure unlocks and 
extends the main gear doors, unlocks the main gear, 
and extends and locks the nose gear. The main gear 
falls by its own weight and is locked by airloads acting 
on it. A down-lock solenoid safety circuit prevents 
accidental gear retraction while weight is on the left
hand main gear. This circuit can be overridden to 
permit emergency retraction. 

The pneumatic system is normally used to extend the 
landing gear following loss of utility hydraulic pres
sure. However, the pneumatic system also can be effec
tive in extending the gear in some cases where utility 
hydraulic pressure remains but has proven ineffective 
in extending the gear. This would be the case, for 

Primary Lights (Contintled) 

Altimeter N avigation indicator 
Attitude indicator Radar altitude indicalOr I

Chartboard lights Rate of climb indicator 
Course indicator Tachometer 
Console emergency Turn and bank indicator 

floodlights 

Note 

Only the primary lighting is available when 
operating on emergency electrical p ower. 

Secondary Lights 

Accelerometer rnflig ht refueling panel 
Angle-of-attack indicator Land ing and takeoff checklists 
Armament panel La nding gear pa nel and posi-
Clock tion indicators 
Cockpit pressure altimeter Leading edge droop indicator 
Console panel lights (all) Oxygen quanti ty indicator 
Engine oil pressure indicalOr Main fuel q uantity indicator 
Exhaust temperature Missile release indicalOr 

indicator Duct byp ass door indicator 
Fire test panel Pressure ratio indicalOr 
Fuel flow indicator Standby compass 
Fuel panel Transfer fuel indicalOr 
Hydraulic system panel 

Interior lighting controls are illustrated and described 
in figure 1-35. 

GEAR 

example, if the landing gear hydraulic selectOr valve 
became jammed (the pneumatic system has its own 
selector valve) or if the hydraulic return lines had 
become restricted (use of the pneumatic system causes 
hydraulic return fluid to be relieved overboard). 

A mechanical linkage will center the nose gear during 
retraction provided the nose gear is within 30° of 
center position. If the nose gear is turned beyond the 
30° limit, the landing gear handle can be raised and 
the main gear will retract, but the nOse gear will 
remain extended due to interference between the cen
tering linkage and the strut. The main gear must be 
extended and the nose gear steering switch depressed. 
This moves the nose gear toward center to permit the 
mechanical centering mechanism to center and release 
the nose gear for retraction. 

Refer to figure 1-36 for system illustration. System 
controls are illustrated and described in figure 1-37. 

The armament system is dearmed when the landing 
gear handle is down, and the approach lights are 
energized when the gear is extended. 
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VI 

UI 	 en en 
co 	 ,<CDLANDING GEAR----------------------- 

!:.!lEmergency Down 	 1. Nose Gear Cylinder CD -.
3 gLock Release Switch 	 2. NOSie Gear Door 

(permits handle to be 	 3. Torque Tube 
placed in "WHEELS UP" 	 4. Down Lock Arm 
in emergency with 	 5. Remictor 
airplane on ground.) 	 6. Shuttle Valve 

7. Emergency Air Control Valve 
From Main Gear a Deleted 
External Lock 9. Door Cylinder 

10. 	Main Gear Door 
11. 	Main Gear Cylinder 
12. 	Down-Lock Indicator Micro5Witch To Opposite Side 
, 3. 	Bypa5S Valve 
14. 	Seledor Valve 
15. 	Uo-Lock Indicator Micro5Witch 
16. 	 Check Valve (Arrow denotes 

free flow) 

10 
Landing Gear Handle z
(warning light in 

handle) 
 ~ 

:a 
o...Microswitch closed 

when gear is ~ 
:J:locked down :J: 
'l'

To Structure -

Pressure ' r PneulTlatic Supply 

return linkage
Wing·Wheels-Droop To Left Hand 	 _ _ Open and btend a g WiringWarning Light Main Gear = =Retract and Close Pivot----* 

Emergency Air 

Landing Gear 

Indicators 


AX-42-1-67 

figure 1-36 
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I SectionNAVAIR Ol-4SHHE-l 
Systems 

LANDING GEAR CONTROLS 

N Qmenclature 

1. Landing gear handle 

2. 	 Landing gear warning light 
(in landing gear handle ) 

3. 	landing gear posit ion indicators 
( three ) 

4. Wing-wheels-droop warning light 

WHLS UP -- wi th aircraft airborne and nose gear centered, retracts and locks gear in 
up position. 

WHLS DOW N -- extends and locks gear in down position. 
Emergency extension (pneumatic) is obtained by placing handle in WHLS DOWN, 

pushing in, rotating clockwise, and p ulling aft. landing gear ha ndle must be placed 
in WHLS DOWN for nose gear dow n lock and indication. 

On, indicates pO! ition of one or more gears differs from selected position , or gear 
moving (0 selected position. 

Off, indicates all gears locked in position indicated by handle position. 

UP -- indicates corresponding gear up and locked. 

Miniarure wheel, indicates corresponding gear down and locked. 

Barberpole, indicates position of corresponding gear differs from selected position, 


gear m oving to selected position, or electrical power not connected. 

Flash ing (WING-WHEELS-DROOP ) when: 
Landing gear handle up -- wing Dot down and locked 
Landing gear handle down -- wing not up 
Wing down -- one or more land droop pistons u nlocked 

Emergency do wn lock release switch For Emerge1Jcy Use Only. Up, per,mits mm'ing landing ge.ar handle to WHLS UP while 
( inboard side forward LH aircraft is on ground ( nose gear need not be centered ) . 
console ) 

A X -122-1-67 

Figure 1-37 
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Section I NAVAIR 01-45HHE-l 
Systems 

MA- l COMPASS 

DESCRIPTION 

T he MA-l compass system combines the action of the 
remote compass transmicter and the directio nal gyro 
to provide accurate, reliable, and continuous azimuth 
headings on the navigation (bearing-distance-heading) 
indicator. T he system can be set to operate by either 
of two methods - slaved or free gyro. The slaved 
method is normally used since inherent gyro drift 
errors are au tomatically corrected by the remote com
pass transm i tter. During operation by the slaved 
method the system has a normal slaving rate of approx
imately n~o per minute. For example, if aerobatics 
cause a 3° heading error, the directio nal gyro will be 
p roperly aligned and the navigation indicator will 
read true magnetic heading in about 2 m inutes. 

T here are times when the remote compass transmit 
ter is not dependable, such as when making sustained 
turns, oc w hen flying in polar regions or near large 
masses of iron. If it is likely that the compass trans
mitter will be subjected to such magnetic disturbance 
for more than 1 or 2 minutes, the free gyro method 
should be used. When this method is used the com
pass transmitter is disconnected from the directional 
gyro, and since the directional gyro is then subjected 
to a drift of less than 4° per hour, the navigation 
indicator should be reset whenever an accurate head
ing can be obtained. 

A stand by compass mounted on the windshield frame 
indicates magnetic heading. 

With the gunsight camera installed 	and the 
cam era motor operating, the standby compass 
is 	unreliable. 

MA-1 compass controls are illustrated and described in 
figure 1-38. 

NORMAL OPERATION 

Slaved Method 

1. 	 Power failure indicator flag - NOT SHOWING 

2. 	Mode selector switch - AFTER 2-MINUTE WARMUP, 

PLACE IN SLAVED 

3. 	Setting knob - PULL OUT AND SET 

• 	Turn un til white bar of synchronizing indicator 
is centered under arrow. 

The w h ite bar most move to the right wit h 
clockwise rotation or to the left w ith coun
terclockwise rotation of the compass setting 
knob. If it does not, the navigation indicator 
compass card will refl ect an erroneous indi
cation. Continue rotation of knob until w hite 
bar moves in correct di rection and is centered. 

Free Gyro Method 

1. 	Power failure flag - NOT SHOWING 

2. 	Mode selector switch - FREE N. LAT or FREE S. LAT 

• 	 After 2-minute warmup, set selector to hemi
sphere in which you are flyi ng. 

3. Compass setting knob - PULL OUT AND SET 

• 	Turn until navigation indicator reads desired 
heading. (Ignore synchronizing indicator). 

4. 	Latitude setting knob - SET 

• 	 Turn knob to latitude at which you are flying . 
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Section NAVAIR Ol-45HHE·l 
Systems 

COMPASS CONTROLS 

STANDBY COMPASS ' .•••••e • 
••••. . 

N om enclature 	 Function 

1. Navigation (bearing-distance Top index indicates aircraft magnetic heading on compass card. 
heading ) inclicator 

2. 	 Synchronizer indicator Alignment of the white bar of the synchronizi ng indicator with the arrow above the 
window (by rurning compass setting knob) indicates that the compass system is 
"slaved in " and correctly synchronized . Constant oscillation of the white bar is a 
normal condition and provides another check that the system is operating normally. 

3. Power failute flag O FF -- inclicates that power is not connected to system. (Flag disappears 5 to 10 
seconds after power is turned on. ) 

4. 	Latirude setting knob Ad justs system to the degree of latitude at which you are flying, when operating 
system by free gyro method. This compensates for apparent drift of gyro due to 

earth's rotation. 

5. 	Mode selector switch SLAVED -- con nects r emote compass transmitter to system which constand y corrects 
gyro drift. 

FREE N. LAT -- disconnects remote compass tran!>mitter from system to allow free 
gyro operation north of equator. 

FREE 	 S. LAT -- disconnects remote compass transmitter from system to allow free 
gyro operation south of equator. 

6. 	Compass setting knob Pulling and rurning (clockwise or counterclockwise as applicable) when operating 
system by slaved method, synchronizes directio nal gyro with remote compass 
transmitter and aligns navigation indicator compass card with exact magnetic head
ing of aircraft. 

Pulling 	and rurning when operating syste,m by free gyro method adjusts navigation 
indicator compass card to any desired heading. 

AX- 2.7-1-67 

Figure J-38 
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Section I NAVAIR 01-45HHE-l 

Systems 

DATA RECORDING CAMERA SET KS·76A 

DESCRIPTION 

The data recording camera set p hotographs radarscope 
presenta tions (IR or radar ) on 16 mm fil m as an aid 
to pilot tra ining. The scope presentations are reflected 
through a peri scope that covers the scope face, imo the 
lens of a camera which is mounted on tOp of the scope 
housing. T he periscope may be adju ted to control tbe 
intensity of the scope image to the p ilot without affect
ing the scope image to the camera. An intervalometer 
automatically varies camera speed according co the 
mode.of radar or IR operat ion. F ilm can be reloaded 
in flight. A camera-erector assembly can be removed 
in fli ght and stowed in a container on tbe r ight con
sole to improve forward visibili ty. Electr ical power is 
supplied by the secondary ac and de buses. 

Camera contro l and components are ill ustrated in 
figu re 1-39. 

BEFORE OPERATING 

Before using the camera set, adjust the radar set to 
the minimum intensity compatible w ith an acceptable 
p resentat ion (excess ive intensi ty will cause apparent 
defocusing or overexposure ) . Make all further adjust 
ments with the variable red polaroid control or the 
intensity polaroid control. Install the viewing hood 
p rov ided fo r use w ith the camera set if radarscope 
observations are co be made and the camera set used 
with bright sunlight entering the cockpit. 

TITLING 

If desired, a mISSIOn t itle can be placed at the begin
ning of the film at some time before ini t iating the 
radar or lR intercep t. Using a grease pencil, write 
the desired information on a t ransparent cider that 
comes wi th the camera set or on a similar clear piece 
of plastic. Insert the t id er in the titler slot, and pro
ceed as follows to photograph the title on one frame 
of the film: 

1. Scope p resentation - SEARCH MODE 

2. Titler -	 INSERT 

3. Power switch - ON 

4. 	 Test switch or radar acqrusltlon switch - HOLD 

DEPRESSED (3 to 5 seconds) , then RELEASE 

5. 	 Power switch - OFF for approximately 15 seconds, 
then ON 

6. 	Test switch or radar acqws1t1on switch - HOLD 

DEPRESSED (2 to 3 seconds ), then RELEASE 

7. Titler -	 REMOVE 

Note 

If not desired to continue filming the search 
mode after 	titling, return power switch to 
OFF. 

NORMAL OPERATION 

Operation of the set is initiated by placing the power 
switch in ON with the rada r or IR operating in search 
mode. In search mode, one frame of the film is exposed 
during each azimuth sweep. A green camera-on light is 
illuminated when the camera is operating. In acqui
sition or track mode, or with t he test switch depressed. 
the intervalometer increases film rate co 3.3 frames per 
second . An amber film rem ining light comes on at 
a predetermined poine which is 5 to 15 feet from the 
end of tbe film. 

Note 

W ben the camera set is running, do oot rely 
on bearing information from the standby 
compass. The camera motor produces a mag 
netic disturbance which causes the compass 
to deBect. 

INFLIGHT FILM RELOADING 

180

The fi lm is conta ined in a magaz ine for ease in reload
ing the camera during fligbt. Tbe camera is mounred 
on a movable erector assembly which must be rotated 
horizonta lly to provide room for reloading. Rotate 
tbe camera-ereeror assembly (maximum rotation is 

0 
) and squeeze the film magazine door latches to 

gether. The spring loaded door w ill open, permi tting 
the magazine co be detached from the door by p ulling 
the magazine straight back. Whenever the door is 
opened, the mechanism controlling the fi lm remaining 
light is autOmatically reset co 50 fee t , tbe capaci ty of 
tbe film magazine. (Because of th is automatic reset
tiog fea ture, a reliable indication o f film remaining 
is not available when a partially run magazine is 
installed. ) The new magazine must be installed in 
the camera with the recessed sprocket gear on the 
bottom left side of tbe magazine. Slide the magazine 
in (without using excessive force ) unti l it is posi
tioned against tbe StOps. To ease installation, place 
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I NAVAIR 01-4SHHE·l Section 
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DATA RECORDING CAMERA SET CONTROLS AND COMPONENTS 

Film 
.Magazine 
Door 

•••••••••••• • 

N o71te1'~ clatllre 	 Punction 

1. 	 Power switch O N - initiates set operation with radar or IR in search, t rack or acquisition modes, 
or when test switch is depressed. 

2. Fi lm remai nlOg light On, indicates five to fifteen feet o f film remaining (exact foo tage at which light 
illuminates is p reselected ). 

3. Camera·on l ight O n, ind icates camera operating. 

4. T est switch Depressed, per mits camera operation to be tested without scope p r esentation. 

5. Intensity polaroid control Rotated, var ies light intensity of image seen b y pi lot. 
----- 

6. Variable red polaroid control Rotated, varies red ness of image seen by pilot. 

AX-25-1-,.67 

Figure 1-39 

the power switch in ON before closing the door. The 
sw itch can be returned to OFF after the door has been 
closed. The door w ill not close if the magazine bas 
been installed improperly. 

Note 

Make sure ( by feel and by visual alignment 
of the white stripe below the power switch 
with the corresponding stripe on the per i
scope ) the camera-erector assembly ball 
detent snaps into position when the assembly 
is swung back to its norm al recording posi
tion. Failure to detent p roperly (going past 
the detent posi tion is the most probable 
cause of misalignment) will result in optical 
misalignment and, consequently, poor p ic
tures. 

CAMERA-ERECTOR REMOVAL AND 
STOWAGE 

During fli g ht, the camera-erector assembly is removed 
for stowage by disconneccing the camera electrical 
connector, securing the connector on the Velcro tape, 
p ulling ou t on the erector release handle and lifting 
the assembly off the per iscope. If continued radar 
viewing is desired after the camera-erector assembly 
has been removed and stowed, an opening in the top 
of the periscope (housing the ambient light attenuatOr 
lens) must be covered to prevent sunligh t f rom enter
ing the periscope. A cover provided for this purpose 
is attached by Velcro tape to t he outside of tbe camera
erector stOwage container when no t in use. Erector 
assemblies are not inter~hangeab le. 
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Section I NAVAIR 01-45HHE-l 
Systems 

NOSE GEAR STEERING - - --------------


Sh utoff Valve 
(E ne rgized Util it y 

Hydraulic 
Pre ssure 

Steering 
Potentiometers 

Nose Gear 
Steering Switch 
(opens shutoff 
valve) 

"* Ope ns past 60° of gear 
rotation to permit full swivel 

w~vCt'/;(. C (..(.//~£;: /-FE"'!; S '-U/r~)1 Tv 
/) '--'I£" p/(.-C;'T cAC-4c.-E . .A- 6-~ 'VG.'"" 7 Figure J-40 
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Pt1..5e tUO,v' F /Ze ~4'l..T /IV /.I")f NOSE GEAR STEERING 

I!BW" 
---D. Pressure 
_iiiiiiiiO- Ret u rn 

__ M ) Steering Pressure 

~ Check Valve 
(Arrow denotes free flow) 

....ll..I1..- Electrical 

Utility 
Hydraulic 
Return 

A X - 130- 1 67 
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DESCRIPTION 

The nose gear steering system (figure 1-40) provides 
d irectional control on t he ground. The system also 
provides for automa tic shimmy damping and powered 
cen tering of the nose gear. 

Mechanical centering is p rovided for a nose gear off 
center condition up to 30 0 right or left. If travel 
beyond 30 0 exists the gear cannot be fu lly retracred. 
In this case powered centering is made available by 
reextending the gear and depress ing the steering 
switch, which drives the nose gear to tbe centered posi
tion regardless of rudder pedal position. 

The dampIng fu nctton is automatically accomplished 
by the steer-damper servo cylinder. An accumulator 

64 

is p rovided to prevent cavi tation during damping oper
ation due w unequal p iston area disp lacements. 

Unpowered 360 0 nose gear swivelling is available when 
the steering system is not actuated. The steer ing system 
can be energized only when the aircraft weig ht is on 
the main landing gear and the nose gear is down and 
locked. Nose gear steering is not avai lable when oper
ating 00 emergency electrical power or when tbe 
uti li ty hydraulic system has failed. 

Steering is made available by depressing a nose gear 
steering switch on tbe stick grip. W ith the switch 
depressed, steering is obtained through movement of 
the approp r iate r udder pedal. 

After Airframe Change N o. 493, the au topilot eogage
disengage switch becomes the stores release switch and 



NAVAIR Ol-45HHE-l Section I 
Systems 

NOSE GEAR STEERING CONTROLS - - - --------

I 

N omenc/ature Function 

1. N ose gear steering switch* Depressed while taxiing, directs hydraulic pressure to steer-damper cylinder_ Steering 
is effective when rudder pedals ace moved_ 

Depressed after takeoff, directs hydraulic pressure to steer-damper cylinder to center 
nose gear if automatic centering has not been effective, permitting gear to be 
retracted. 

Autopilot! nose gear steering 
engage-disengage switcht 

Depressed while taxiing, with wing up, directs hydraulic pressure to steer-damper 
cylinder. Steering is effective when rudder pedals are moved 

Depressed after takeoff, directs hydraulic pressure to steer.damper cylinder to center 
nose gear if automatic centering has not been effective, permitting gear to be 
retracted. 

2. R udder pedals Control steering with steering switch depressed. 

*Aircraft without the stores release switch. 

t Aircraft with the stores release switch. AX 1 3 1- 1-67 


Figure 1-4J 

the nose gear steering switch serves both the autopilot 
and nose gear steering. With the wing down, the steer
ing switch is used to engage and disengage the auto
pilot. Nose gear steering is unavailable with the wing 
down. With the wing raised, the steering switch ener
gizes the steering system. On aircraft without the stores 
release switch, partial nose gear steering is available 
when the wing is down. 

With the steering switch depressed, utility hydraulic 
pressure is admitted to the steer-damper cylinder to 
rotate the nose gear. Powered steering is limited to 
60° right or left by a steering cutout switch, which 
opens to deenergize the system whenever the nose gear 
rotates more than 60° in either direction. 

System controls are described in figure 1-41. 
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Systems 

OXYGEN 


DESCRIPTION 

Pure gaseous oxygen is supplied by a 5-liter vacunm
insulated liquid oxygen converter through the pilot's 
oxygen valve on the left-hand console to the miniature 
regulator of the modified face mask. This regulator 
delivers a constant positive safety p ressure du ring use. 
Above 35,000 feet, the mask-mounted regulator will 
automatically deliver the req uired pressure for pres
sure breathing in the event cabin pressurization is lost. 
Figure 1-42 presents a graphic illustration of oxygen 
duration. 

An emergency oxygen supply in the seat pan provides 
breathing oxygen upon manual actuation while in the 
cockpit or upon automatic actuation in the case of 
ejection from the aircraft. 

The emergency oxygen supply can be activated by 
either of two means. A "green apple" located at the 
forward edge of the seatpan permits manual opera
tion of the emergency oxygen supply. A separate 
lanyard is attached to the structure of the aircraft so 
as to activate the oxygen bottle automatically upon 
ejection. 

Oxygen controls and indicators are illustrated and 
described in figure 1-43. 

NORMAL PROCEDURE 

Before each flight, check the following: 

L Velit and buildup valve - BUlLD U P 

• 	 Access panel cannot be secured unless valve is 
in BUILD U P. 

2. System quantity - CHECKED 

Note 

The liquid oxygen system must not be per
mitted to go dry or be exposed to surrounding 
atmosphere. Water vapors or other gases may 
condense in the converter bottle, causing sys
tem malfunction Or contamination. If ex
posure to atmosphere has occurred for any 
extended period, the system should be 
purged with hot dry nitrogen prior to use. 

3. Pilot's oxygen valve - OFF 

4. Oxygen warning light - ON 

OXYGEN DURATION--------------

CABIN GAGE INDICATION - LITERS 
ALTITUDE 

FEET 5 4 3 2 1 1/2 
Below 

1/2 

40,000 
& Above 

35,000 

30,000 

25,000 

20,000 

15 , 000 

10,000 

5,000 

Sea Level 

30;18 

18:30 

13:36 

10:12 

8:00 

6;24 

5:00 

4:12 

3:30 

24;12 

14:48 

10:54 

8:12 

6:24 

5:06 

4:00 

3:18 

2:48 

18:12 

11:06 

8:12 

6:12 

4:48 

3:48 

3:00 

2:30 

2;06 

12:06 

7;24 

5:24 

4:06 

3:12 
2:36 

2:00 

1:36 

1 :24 

6:00 

3:42 

2:42 

2:00 

1:36 

1:18 

1:00 

:48 

:42 

- 
1:48 

1:24 

1:00 

:48 

:36 

:30 

;24 

:18 

~ 
0- ....CII CIl

ctI CII 

'0 "-
Co 
ClIOt.)o 
~ o~ 
Q .... 

Consumption data per Specification MIL-1-19326 (AER) taken fr om NAVAER 03-50-517. 

Duration is given in hours and minutes. 
Consumption data assumes the use of properly fitted oxygen equipment 
Face mask leakage will decrease tabulated duration 

A X - 43-t-67 

figure J-42 
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OXYGEN CONTROLS 

Oxygen 
Receptacle 

••o••o
•o 

o
••••.

••••. 

0 
0 

00 
00 

.0 
.0 

oo·." 

Nomenclature Function 

1. Oxygen valve OF F - closes oxygen supply. 
ON - opens oxygen supply. 

2. Oxygen warning .light On ( OXYGE N ) when liquid oxygen quantity is at, or below, Y2 liter or wheo oxygen 
pressure drops in l ioe [0 oxygen receptacle. 

3. l iquid oxygen quantity gage Reflects q uan tity of liq uid oxygen in converter. 
- ---  -

Emergency bottle p ressu.te gage Indicates emergency borcle pressure. 
(located in forward left-hand 
portion of seat pan) 

Vent and buildup valve ( in area BUILD-UP - normal position. Close system for au tomatic buildup of operating pres
berund liq uid oxygen fi ll r valve sure. 
access panel 00 right side of nose VENT - opens system to allow venting during refilling.

section) 


Figure 1-43 
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5. 	 Mask connections - CONNECTED 

• 	Connect face mask hose to hose leading from 
aft right-hand side of seat pan . Connect hose 
leading from aft left-hand side of seat pan to 
the oxygen receptacle to complete the connec
tion to the aircraft supply. 

6. 	 Pilot's oxygen valve - PROPER OPERATING POSITION 

• Allow oxygen to flow before p lacing mask to 
face. 

7. 	 Oxygen warning light - OFF 

• Check oxygen flow by breathing several times. 
If difficulty in breathing is experienced, the face 
mask regulator or the oxygen supply system is 
not functioning properly. 

• 	 Following servicing in which the bottle has 
been filled, the light will sometimes illuminate 
intermittently. 

8. 	Oxygen connections - CHECKED 

• Complete or intermittent loss of radio commu
nications or illumination of the oxygen warning 

light may indicate that oxygen connections are 
not fully engaged. 

9. Emergency bottle - CHECKED 

• Check bottle for 1,800 pounds pressure when 
ejection seat is inspected before each flight. 

During flight, frequently check the following: 

l. 	Gage indication - OXYGEN REMAINING 

2. 	Mask - CHECK FOR LEAKS 

3. Breathing tube coupling - CHECK FULLY ENGAGED 

Upon completion of flight: 

1. 	Oxygen valve - OFF 

2. 	 Mask - DISCONNECTED 

• 	If flow continues from mask after shutoff, check 
for possible inadvertent actuation of the emer
gency system. If the system has been actuated, 
disconnect supply hose before emergency supply 
is depleted. If supply is allowed to become de
pleted, system will require purging. 

POWER CONTROL HYDRAULIC SUPPlY 

DESCRIPTION 

T he two power control hydraulic systems (figure 
1-44) , P C 1 and PC 2, each supply hydraulic pressure 
at 3,000 psi. The systems are completely separate and 
operate independently of each other. Both systems 
function in the same manner through identical com
ponents and act together to operate the flight control 
surfaces through the slider valves of the surface power 
control cylinders. The slider valves, positioned by the 
control stick, tbe r udder pedals or the trim and 
stabilization system servo actuators control the direc
tion and amount of control surface deflection. The use 
o f dual power control hydraulic con trol systems en
sures full controllability of tbe aircraft in case of 
failure of one of the systems. 

The only difference in operation of the twO systems 
is that the aileron spoilers and the yaw stabilization 
system operate only off the PC 2 system, while roll 
stabil ization operates only off the PC 1 system. An 
emergency hydraulic pump in the emergency power 
package is connected to the PC 1 hydraulic circuit to 
permit pressurization of the PC 1 system in case of a 

failure that does not involve loss of fluid from the 
system (pump failure). The emergency pump is placed 
in operation whenever the emergency power package 
is extended, but the pump will pressurize the system 
only when normal system pressure has been lost. 

Refer to section V for procedure to be employed upon 
failure of the power control hydraulic systems; to 
section I, part 4, for flight restrictions imposed with 
one PC system inoperative; and to section IV, part 2, 
for flight characteristics encountered when operating 
on only one PC system. 

Note 

The engine oil/hydraulic pressure warning 
light will illuminate when either PC pressure 
drops below 1,500 psi , when the utility hy
draulic pressure drops below 700 psi or when 
the engine oil pressure drops below 34 psi. 

Power control system controls are illustrated and de
scribed in figure 1-45. 
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POWER CONTROL HYDRAULIC SUPPLY------------
Hydraulic 
Filler 

Emergency 
Pressure 
Indicating 
Switch 

Typical PC Cylinder Bel/crank 
(RH Aileron Shown) 

Port ( Typ ) 

To Pilot ' s 
Control Stick * 

Spring 
CONTROL SURFACE NEUTRALIZED 

luaw., 
==== Pressure - Trapped Fluid 

:::::=:iI Return * Pivot 

* 

PC 1 

PC 1 Shown 

PC 2 Identical 
With Exception Of 
Emergency Pump Circu it 

PC 2 Serves 
W ing Spoiler 
Circuit 

~ 
" , 
'~PC 

To PC Cylinders and 
Trim and Stabilization 

~-e.~__ 

Transmitter 
Pump (Emergency 

Pressu re ~ One Way Restrictor 
IXXX.:X> 

Emerg PC Preu ~ (Arrow Denotes Free Flow) 

Return 

Powe r Package) 

~ Check Valve 

-'2...>L Wiring 

...... ~Aileron Hinge 

....... 

~ ,
,~vaIV' 

I 

CONTROL SURFACE IN 
MOVEMENT (DOWN) 

Figure 1-44 
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POWER CONTROL SYSTEM CONTROLS----------

••••••• 

•_-""E
•• 

Nom enclature 	 Punct ion 

1. 	 Emergency power handle Pulled to extend emergency power package and connect emergency hydraulic pump 
to PC 1 system. (Refer to ELECTRICAL SUPPLY for information on emergency 
generators. ) 

2. Hydraulic pressur e indicators Indicate pressure in power control systems. 

3. Engine oil/hyd raulic p ressure warn  On ( ENG/HYD O IL P RESS) when pressure drops excessively in either power control 
ing light syStem, utility h ydraulic or engine oil ~l'stem. 

AX-125 - 1-67 

figure 1-45 

PNEUMATIC SUPPLY 

listed. There is no cockpit indication of air bottle 
pressures. Bottle pressures are checked before flight 

This system ( figure 1-46 ) supplies air from two during the exterior inspection (figure 3-1). (Refer 
high-p ressure bottles for operation of the circuits to part 3, this section, for servicing information. ) 
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Manifold 
Check Valve 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Pressure Reducer Valve 
Minimum Pressure Valve 
Emergency Air Valve 

fLH Consol. - FWDI 

To Landing Gear 
Emergency Air Valve Pressure Gagel fone for each boHle' 

Filler Valves (one for each boHle' 
Pressure Relief Valve 

To Wheel ::::~1-361 \ 

Emergency Air Valve 
(fig. 1-36) 

375 cu-in. 
Air BoHle 

To Wing Incidence and 
Landing Droop Emergency 
Air Valves (fig. 1-571 

---

1,100 cu-in. 

To Cruise Droop 
Emergency Air Valve 
(fig. 1-57) 

To Gun Circuit 
(fig. 8-101 

Emergency Power 
Package and 
Aduoting Cylinder 

375 cu-in. Air Supply 
1,100 cu-in. Air Supply 

Air 80HIe I Ii. Emergency Air 
Linkage (Emergency! 

Pneumatic Circuit Function 

Gun charging 
Gun vent doors 
Emergency power package 
Londing gear 
Wheel brakes 
Wing leading edge 

Two-polition wing 
Wing leading eelge 

1,10D-Cu-ln. Air Bottle Circuits 

To arm guns. 
To open and clo.e doors. 

For extension of package. 

For emergency extension of landing gear. 

For emergency operation of wheel bra~es . 

For emergency extension of cruise droop side of wing leading edg.. dual-element cylinders. 

37S-Cu-ln. Air Bottle Circuits 

For emergency ... ising of two.posilion wing. 

For emergency extension of landing droop side of wing leading edge dual-element cylinders. 


Figure J-46 
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RADIO EQUIPMENT 

DESCRIPIION 

The aircraft is equipped with UHF command radio, 
ADF, TACAN, radio altimeter, and IFF radar. An 
integrated electronics package provides a cooled and 
pressurized housing for the UHF, ADF, and IFF com
ponents. 

Primary ac and dc bus power is connected to the 
modified UHF receiver-transmitter, IFF receiver-trans
mitter, and an ADF electronic control amplifier in the 
electronic package through the UHF function switch 
(figure 1-47). 

Compressor bleed air is directed to the integ rated 
electronics package for pressurization, and cooling is 

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 

provided by ram air circulated around the outside of 
the package. An in ternal fan, powered by secondary 
ac bus power, provides air circulation within the pack
age. If pressurization is lost due to engine flameout 
or a system malfunction, a check valve traps the 
pressure in the package. Tests have shown that the 
electronic package may be operated for extended 
periods of time without the internal fan in operation 
with no damage to the equipment. However, con
tinuous use of the integrated electronic package equip
ment without forced air cooling may result in damage 
from overheating. During ground operation, do not 
operate the UHF, IFF, or ADF systems longer than 30 
minutes. When this limit has been reached, shut the 
equipment off and wait 30 minutes before continuing 
operation. 

LocationType Designtllion Function Rtmge of Controls 

Direction Finder AN/ ARA·25 Indicates bearing of received Line of sight UHF panel 
(ADF) Group (modified) rf signals ( right console ) 

Radar Identification AN/ APX-6B Identifies aircraft as friendly Line of sight IFF panel 
(IFF) Set (modified) w hen challenged. (right console) 

AN/APA-89 Coder group for IFF . Line of sight SIF panel 
(right console) 

Radio Navigation 
(TACAN) Set 

AN/ ARN-21D Provides range and bearing 
information in reference to a 

Lne of sight TACAN panel 
(right console) 

selected beacon. 

UHF Command AN/ ARC-27A Two-way voice communication. Line of sight UHF panel 
Radio Set (right console ) 

Throttle grip 
Radar control 

grip 
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COMMAND RADIO CONTROLS 


I 

o•••• 	 •o 
o•• o 

••••• 

o 

••
• 

•••••• 	 o 

o 
o 

•• o 
oo o. 	
o 

o0 
0 o. 

0 
0 

0 00 
00 0 

,,0 

Nomenclature FrenctiofJ 

1, 2. Microphone switch Puts receivers in standby and operates transmitter. 

3. Preset channel indicator Indicates which of 20 preset chan nels is selected for operation. 

4. Channel setting button Locks preset frequencies in related channels for automatic channel selection. 

5. Frequency selector dials Used for selecting frequency w hen channel selector switch is at M or for presetting 
frequencies in channels selected by channel selector switch. 

6. Sensitivity trim switch Adjusts receiver sensitivity. 

7. 	 Function switch T / R - puts main receiver in operation and transmjtter in standby. 
T / R + G - puts main and guard receivers in operation and transmitter in standby. 
AD!' - puts direction fi nder group ( AN / ARA·25 ) in operation. 
OFF - nuns off AN / ARC-27 A and AN / APX ·6B sets. 

8. 	Channel selector switch M - permits manual selection of frequency channels. 
G - permits reception and transmission on guard channel. 
At all other positions, permits selection of 20 preset chan nels. 

9. UHF volume control knob Controls headset volu me. 

AX- 29-1 -67 

Figure 1-47 
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COMMAND RA DIO SET ANIARC-27 A 

DESCRIPTION 

This set provides the pilot with 1,750 channels for 
radio-telephone communications in the ultra-high
frequency range (225.0 to 399.9 me). Twenty chan
nels and a guard channel can be preset for automatic 
selection. 

After AFC 502, TSEC/KY-28(V-2), Speech Security 
Equipment is installed in the aircraft and is used in 
conjunction with the ANI ARC-27 A Command Radio. 
Refer to Section I Confidential Supplemental NATOPS 
Manual for detailed information on the Speech Se
curity system. 

Command radio set controls are illustrated and de
scribed in figure 1-47. 

NORMAL OPERATION 

1. 	 Function switch - T/R Or T/R + G 

• 	 Allow a I-minute warmup time before attempt
ing to transmit. 

2. 	 Channel selector switch - DESIRED CHANNEL 

3. 	 UHF volume control knob - ADJUSTED 

4. 	 Sensitivity trim knob - ADJUST 

• 	 Sensitivity must be adjusted for each frequency 
(except guard, which is preset) to assure max
imum reception. 

• 	 Rotate SenSitivity trim knob clockwise until a 
background noise is heard, then slowly rotate 
the knob counterclockwise. Stop rotation the 
instant the background noise disappears. 

• 	 To increase reception range, it may occasionally 
be necessary to adjust sensitivity to a point 
where background noise is audible. 

CHANNEL PRESET PROCEDURE 

Channel presetting is a mechanical procedure which 
does not require electrical power. 

1. Channel selector switch - DESIRED CHANNEL 

2. 	 Frequency selector dials - FREQUENCY TO BE PRE

SET 

3. Channel setting button - SET 

• 	Turn button one-quarter turn clockwise, de
press and release. 

• 	Channel is correctly preset if index line assumes 
a vertical position. 

Changed 1 December 1967 74 
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DIRECTION FINDER (ADF) GROUP -ANIARA-25 

DESCRIPTION 

The ANIARA-25 direction finder group operates in 
conjunction with the UHF command radio set. ADF 
signals are received by the main receiver of the com· 
mand set, and a command set control is used for operat
ing the ADF system. 

ADF controls are illustrated and described in figure 
1-48. 

ADF CONTROLS 


NORMAL OPERATION 

To start operation: 

1. UHF function switch - ADF 

2. Channel selector switch - DESIRED CHANNEL 

To stop operation: 

1. UHF function switch - ANy POSITION 'EXCEPT ADF 

Nomenclature Function 

1. Navigation (bearing-distance Pointer No. 1 indicates magnetic bearing of UHF station in relation to aircraft. 
heading) indicator 

2. UHF function switch ADF - starts direction finder group operation. 

AX- 3 1- 1- 67 

figure J-48 
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IFF RADAR CONTROLS--- - --- ------

Nomenclature Function 

1. Code selector dials 

2. l i p switch 

3. Mode switches 

4. Master switch 

Permit selection of mode codes as determined by mission. 

l i p - provides reply impulse for approximately 30 seconds, after releasing switch, 
in mode 1 or mode 3 interrogation. 

OUT - deenergizes circuit. 

MIC - transfers reply impulse aCtivation from l i p switch to microphone switch. 


Permit selection of reply signals and codes. 

OFF - deenergizes set. 

STDBY - energizes receiver·transmitter for immediare operation if UHF funCtion 
switch is in a posirion other than OFF. 

LOW - provides partial receiver sensiriviry In me presence of strong nearby inter· 
rogarions. 

NORM - allows full receiver senslfIvlty to provide maximu.m performance. 
EMERGENCY - provides full receiver sensiriviry and allows special emergency replies 

ro be rransmined when a mode 1 or mode 3 inrecrogarion is received. A pushbut· 
ton guard (nexr eo the master switch) prevenrs accidenrally swirching the ANI 
APX·68 ineo emergency operation. 

A x- 38 - 1 67 

Figure 1-49 
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IDENTIFICATION SET ANIAPX-6B CODER GROUP ANI APA-89 


DESCRIPTION 

T he ANIAPX-6B identification set is an airborne 
transponder used in conjunction with the AN I APA-89 
coder group to provide a system of electronic identi 
fication and recognition. The purposes of the equip
ment are: 

• T o 	identify the aircraft in w hich it is installed 
as fr iendly when correctly challenged by 
friendly shore, shipboard, and airborne radars. 

• 	 To permit surface tracking and control of air
craft in which it is installed. 

• 	 To transpond automatically with an emergency 
reply signal following ejection, providing UHF 

fu nction switch is in any posi tion except OFF. 

The use of tbe AN/ APA-89 coder permits changing 
of mode 1 and 3 codes from cockpit; mode 2 is preset. 
Mode 1 code is on anytime the UHF and IFF switches 
are in any position except OFF. Modes 2 and 3 are 
energized by switches on IFF panel. 

IFF controls are illustrated and described 10 figure 
1-49. 

NORMAL OPERATION 

To place the AN/APX-6B and ANIAPA-89 equip
ment in operation, p roceed as follows: 

1. 	 U HF function switch - Any position except OFF 

2. 	 IFF master switch - STDBY for 3 minutes then NORM 

3. 	Mode switches (UF and coder) - Position deter
mined by mission 

4. IFF lip switch - OUT 

Note 
ANI APx-6B should be energized (master 
switch in N ORM , LOW, or STDBY) during every 
flight to m inimize tbe possibility of package 
failure due to moisture condensation. 

RADAR SET (RADIO ALTIMETER) AN/APN-22 


DESCRIPTION 

T he ANIAPN·22 radar set is a microwave radio altim
eter which is designed to measure the terrain clearance 
of the aircraft without the necessity for externally 
mounted equipment. The equipment operates in the 
4200- to 4400·mc band and is designed to provide 
reliable operation from 0 to 10,000 feet over land and 
o to 20,000 feet over water. This equipment is accurate 
to 2 feet from 0 to 40 feet and 5% of the indicated 
terrain clearance from 40 to 20,000 feet. 

The radio altimeter may be set to provide a reference 
for flight at constant terrain height or to provide a 
warning of descent below a preset terrain clearance 
up to 20,000 feet. The adjustable index marker (bug) 
at the outside of the scale can be positioned at the 
desired reference height by turning the on-limit knob. 

On aircraft after Airframe Change 487, unlighted indi
cator lights on the radarscope flash whenever the 
altitude limit light or fire warning light is on. The 
feature is intended to warn the pilot of these condi
tions during "head-in-boot" flying. The landing gear 
handle must be in WHLS UP for the indicator lights to 
flash. 

A reliability circuit disables the indicator when the 
signal is tOO weak, and the head of the pointer will 

assume an offscale position behind the dropout mask 
below the 0 scale mark. 

WARNING I 
Radio altimeter indications become erroneous 
at airspeeds over 300 KIAS. Aircraft bank 
angles of m ore than 30° will cause the 
pointer to become erratic and assume the 
offscale position. 

Radio altimeter controls are illustrated and described 
in figure 1-50. 

NORMAL OPERATION 

To start operation: 

1. 	On-limit knob - ON 

Allow at least 12 minutes warmup time after 
starting the equipment to ensure final accu· 
racy. 

2. On-limit knob - SET TO DESIRED HEIGHT 

3. 	Limit light - ON (if below designated height) 
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RADIO ALTIMETER CONTROLS 

Nom enclature 	 Funct ion 

1. Radio a ltitude indicator Indicates terrain clearance on a scale with increnlents that vary from )0 feet, at low 
levels, co 5,000 feet, at high levels. 

2. Dropout mask 	 Indicates unreliable signal when pointer assumes off scale p osition behind mask. 

3. In dex marker 	 l nd icates reference height selected by the pilot. 
--- . --- -------- 

4. 	 R adar information lig hts Flashing of information lights not already lighted indicates aircraft is below height 
indicated on marker or fire warning light is on.* 

5. 	 Limit light On - if aircraft is below height indicated by index marker. 
Off - if ai rcraft is above height indicated by index marker. 

6. 	O n- limit kno b In itial clockwise rotation - turns set on. Further clockwise turning increases setting 
of height index marker. 

Turned 	counterclockwise - decreases setting of height index marker. Turned fuJly 
counterclockw ise tUIns set off . 

*Aircraft after Airframe Change No. 487 . 
A X - 39- ' -67 

Figure I-50 
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RADIO NAVIGATION (TACAN) AN/ ARN-21D 

I
DESCRIPTION 

The signal transmitted by the surface beacon contains 
reference (fixed) and variable bearing information, 
the range reply signal, and the station identification 
signal. 

The aircraft receiver-transmitter compares the differ
ence berween the fixed and the variable bearing sig
nals, and transmits the resulting bearing signal to 
pointer No. 2 of the navigation (bearing-dis tance
heading ) indicator. 

The slant range in nau t ical miles from the aircraft to 
the surface beacon is determined from the time it 
takes a coded interrogation signal from the receiver
transmitter to reach the surface beacon and the time 
required for a reply. The resulting computation is 
shown in the range indicator window of the naviga
tion indicator. 

Station identification signals are received in the head
set in the form of Morse code identifying characters. 
T ACAN is operative on emergency generator power 
when emetgency generator switch is in ON. 

When operating in the air-to-air mode, if 
more than one aircraft in a formation is 
interrogating another distant aircraft on the 
same channel, the distance information dis
played in the interrogated aircraft may be 
unreliable. 

The set also furnishes range information between rwo 
similarly equipped aircraft simultaneously operating 
63 channels apart on the bilateral air-to-air mode. 

Controls are illustrated and described in figure 1-51. 

NORMAL OPERATION 

1. 	Master switch - REC (bearing only ) 
-T/ R ( bearing and r ange) 
- A/A (air-to-air range) 

• Allow 90-second warmup. 

2. Channel selector knobs - DESIRED CH ANNEL 

3. Volume control- MIDPOINT OF RANGE 

If either RIlC or T/R is selected, pointer No. 2 of the 
navigat ion indicator should stop and indicate bearing 
of surface beacon with relation to aircraft. If A/A is 
selected, pointer No.2 will continue to rotate. 

If T/ R position was selected, the range dials w ill rotate 
for a short period, then stop to display slant range of 
surface beacon from aircraft. If A/A is selected, only 
slant range berween cooperating aircraft is disp layed. 

Turn the T ACAN set off a t altitudes above 
50,000 feet to prevent damage to equipment 
as a result of arcing. 
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TACAN CONTROLS 
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N ome-tl clatuTe 	 Fun ction 

1. 	Course indicator Vertical bar shows position o f aircraft in relation to the set course. 
To-from window indicates whether selected course will take aircraft to or from the 

station. 
Course set knob permits setting of course heading in course window. 
Relative heading needle indicates angle between magnetic heading of aircraft and 

selected course. 
W arning flags show as result of power failure or loss of station signal. 
H orizontal bar not used. 

2. Navigation (bearing·distance Pointer N o. 2 indicates magnetic bearing of TACAN surface beacon with relation 
heading) indicator to aircraft. 

Numerals in window display slant range (nautical miles) to surface beacon station 
or air-to-air slant ranget (nautical miles) t o cooperating aircraft. 

3. Master switch OFF  deenergizes r adio set. 
REC  energizes bearing circuit only. 
T I R  energizes both bearing and range circuits. 
AI A - energizes air-to-air r ange circuits. 

4. Volume control knob 	 Controls volume of audible signal to headset. 

5. Channel selector switch Combined settings of both knobs select desired channel. 

Figure 1-51 
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SPEED BRAKE - - ---------------
Wing Up Switch 
(closes speed brake and 

To Utility opens speed brake switch 
Hydraulic Return circuit with wing upl 

Reducer-Relief Valve 
(permits partial closing 
of speed brake with 
high air loads) 

Utility 
Hydraulic 
Pressure 

Actuating 
Cylinder 

Speed Brake 
Switch 

/' 

Microswitch ----~~.....
(Fuselage mountedl 

Speed Brake 

I!NW" 
Pressure 0 a Wiring 

Return Restrictor~ -
Extend 

~ Check Valve 
Retract (Arrow denotes === 	 ~ 

free flow) 

AX-4 6 -1-67 

.,»))t3e.P t3MJrtr W/c.(.. /3e; t::t.<?.!oc2) 
Figure J-52,)Y TJJ€ fol.- to r"V IN?' 
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DESCRIPTION ) . 	 to pen. The brake is p revented from being fully 
extended by the same function at very high speeds. As 

The speed brake is operated by utility hydraulic pres airspeed decreases the brake can be further extended. 
sure and can be fully or partially extended. The brake 
is automatically closed and the speed brake switch 

With loss of main generator electrical power thecircuit is broken by the wing-up switch when the 
speed brake automatically closes and is inoperativewing is raised. An override circuit permits brake exten
until electrical power from the emergency powersion with the wing up. 
package is connected (emergency generator switch in 

To prevent the brake from contacting the runway ON), During ground operations, a safety circui t pre
when the override feature is used, the pilot must vents opening of the speed brake when weight of the 
remember to retract the brake before touchdown. 	 aircraft is on the main gear. 

The speed brake will partially close when excessive 
airloads exerted on the extended surface neutralize The system is illustrated in figure 1-52. System controls 
hydraulic pressure and cause a pressure relief valve are illustrated and described in figure 1-53. 
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SPEED BRAKE CONTROLS -------------

N omenclalftre 	 Function 

1. Speed brake override switch 	 OVER RIDE - permits extension of · speed brake (by use of speed brake switch ) with 
wing raised. 

N ORMAL - is normaJ flight position. 

2. 	 Speed brake switch OUT - extends speed brake. 
OFF - holds speed brake in any extended intermediate position. 
IN - closes and holds speed brake dosed. 

3. Speed brake light 	 On (SPEED BK OPEN) , indicates speed brake is open. 

A X- 118-1 -67 

Figure 1-53 

TRIM AND STABILIZATION 


DESCRIPTION 

This system senses fl ight deviations about the yaw and 
roll axes and autom atically applies corrective stabiliza
tion signals to the control system. N ormal yaw, pitch 
and roll trimming, and emergency pitch trimming are 
provided through cockpit controls. 

Roll stabilization signals are automatically initiated 
by .roll rate gyros. Y aw stabilization and "stiffening" 
signals are initiated by lateral accelerometers. The 
stabilization functions can be turned off and on by 

controls on the left-hand console. Roll and pitch trim 
k nobs are located on the stick grip and the r udder 
trim knob is on the left-hand console. Pitch trim is 
calibrated w ith the wing in the landing condition and 
the control stick in neutral. With the w ing in the 
clean condition, full nose up trim at th e control sur
face is reached prior to full movement of the control 
knob. Movement of the trim knob does not affect the 
position or feel of the control stick. 

System operation is illustrated in figure 1-54. System 
controls are illustrated and described in figure 1-55. 
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NAVAIR Ol-45HHE-l Sedion I 
Systems 

TmM AND~BluznroN~~~~~R-O-LL-T-R-IM~AN-D~DA-M-P-IN-G~~~~~-

luam.• 
Damping Signals

Roll rate gyros detect roll ....0_... (Landing Condition) 
motionB (osc1llationB) and 

•••• "_••• Trim Signalss ignal amplifier to oppose 
(damp) t hese motions . Autopilot Signals• •• 0_0 •• 

Roll stabilization 
warning light 

Amplifier r ela ys signal from Roll actuator moves a il eron 
roll tri m potentiomenter and power control cylinder linkage 
gyros and a utopilot signals to t o reposition ailerons in dir ec
roll actuator. tion a nd amoWlt commanded 

by a mplifier. 

In the landing condition, the 
r oll gain changers m odify 

Raising the wing changes signal from r oll rate gyros
roll amplifier gain for land a s stick position changes.
ing condition and adds con 
trol stick gain changer toRoll trim potentiometer 
circuit.signals amplifier that 

s urface trim is needed. 1. Roll tr im and damping operates electrically from emergency bus es 
and hydraulically from PC No.1 system. 

2. 	 A monitor system maintains a constant check of roll actuator. If the 
two channels within the actuator get more than 20% out of agreement, 
the monitor shuts off the sys tem and it locks in neutral. 

3. 	 With the emergency power package extended and the emergency 
generator switch in LAND, the roll monitor is overridden. To 
prevent energizing a malfunctioning system (if the monitor has 
previously shut off the system because of a malfunction and the 
system could not be reset), the roll stabilization switch should 
be placed in OFF before the emergency generator switch is 
placed in LAND. 

4. 	 No emerge ncy r oll trim is provided because the electrohydra ulic 
actuator will lock at neutral if electical or hydraulic power is lost. 

Figure 1-54 (Sheet 1) 
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NAVAIR 01-45HHE-1 Section I 
Systems 

TRIM AND STABILIZATION~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 


YAW TRIM AND DAMPING 

Yaw gain changer modifiesYaw actuator moves r udder power 	 Ailer on inter connect 
signal fro m accelerometercontrol cylinder linkage to reposition 	 gain changer modifie s 
in the clean condition asrudder in direction required to 	 signal fr om ailer on 
a ltitude changes. Gain istrim airplane or provide yaw 	 position potentiometer 
fixed in the landingstiffening and damping. 	 as a ltitude changes. 
condition. 

Accelerometer detects nose
left and nose-right motions 
(oscillations) and signals 
amplifiers to oppose (damp) 
these motions. 

Amplifier transmits Rudder trim potentiometer (left-hand
signals from acce lerAileron position potentiometer sig	 console) signals amplifier that sur
ometer, trim potennals am plifier to deflect rudder an 	 fac e trim is needed.
tiometer, and aileron amount dependent upon aileron de
position potentiometerfle c tion fr om the clean condition 
to yaw actuator. neutral , alti tude , and deflection of NOSE

the horizontal tail. LEFT 

Figure 1-54 (Sheet 2J 
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1. 	 Yaw trim and damping operates electrically from primary buses and 
hydraulically from PC No. 2 system. 

2. 	 This system incorporates dual servo channels with dual components 
throughout. 

3. 	 No emergency yaw trim is provided because the actuators will lock at 
neutral if electrical or hydraulic power is lost. 

4. 	 A monitor system maintains a constant check of yaw actuator. If the 
two channels within the actuator get more than 20% out of agreement, 
the monitor shuts off the system and it locks in neutral. 

loaw·· 

..... --....... Damping Signals 

Clean Conditions 

O. 0 0 0_0.00. ° Trim Signals 

------------ Aileron - Rudder 

Interconnect 


AX~ ~ 6- 1 - rj,7 
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NAVAIR 01-45HHE-l Section I 
Syste ms 

TRIM AND STABILIZATION 
PITCH TRIM 

Wing incidence potentiometer 
automatically signals ampli 
fie r to retrim rorizontal tail 
when wing inc idence is changed. 

Emergency Pitch Trim 

Channel Selector 
 Pitch t r im actuator m oves horizontal 

tail power control cylinder linkage to 
reposition horizontal tail i n direction 
and amount commanded by am pl ifier • 

............/}
. 
~ 

~ =--

Pitch amplifier transmits normal 
and em ergency trim signals t o pitch 'naw.,
trim actuator . Also processes auto

I •• ~••••Pitch trim potentiometer pilot correction and damping signals 	 Normal Trim Signals 
s ignals am plifier that sur and transmits them to actuator. ........-.--- .. Emergency Trim Signals 
face trim is needed. 

•••_ ••• -Autopilot Signals 

1. 	 Normal and em ergency trim circuits are power ed from the 
emergency ac bus 

2. 	 The dual channel pitch trim system includes a two-channel 
amplifier and a dual elect ro- m echanical s crewjack which 
acts as an extendible link in the contr ol linkage to t he hor iz 
ontal tail power control cylinder. 

3. 	 Pitch damping is provided only with autopilot engaged. 

4. 	 Actuation of the emergency pitch trim handle automatically 
disengages the autopilot. 

Figure 1-54 (Sheet 3) 
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NAVAIR 01 -45HHE-lSection I 
Systems 

TRIM AND STABILIZATION CONTROLS 

•••••••• 

••••• 
••• 
• 

.
••• 

••• 
•• 

••••.•• 

Nomenclature 	 P,.nction 

1. Rudder trim knob 	 Rotated left or right adds corresponding yaw trim. 

2. Yaw stabilization switch OFF RESET --- shu ts off yaw damping and trim circuits, and resets system after cut-out 
by comparator circuit. 

ON --- makes hydraulic power available for yaw trim damping. 

3. Roll stabilization warning light Ligh t on (ROLL STAB OF F ) indicates system not operating. 

light off i ndicates system operating. 

4. Yaw stabilization warning light Light on (YAW STAB OFF) indicates yaw stabilization system not operating. 
light off indicates system operating_ 

5_ Emergency p itch trim channel Allows selection of either of the twO pitch trim channels when emergency pitch 
selector switch trim has been selected. 

6. 	Roll stabilization switch OFF-RESET shuts off roll damping and trim circuits, and resets system after CUtout 
by comparator circuit. Also causes autopilot to disengage (in both axes) if in 
operation. 

ON makes hydraulic power available for 	roll damping and trim. 

7. 	 Emergency pitch trim handle Pulled, cutS off normal pitch trim and places emergency trim circuit in standby. 
Also causes autopilot to disengage in both axes if in operation. 

NOSE DOWN or NOSE UP --- adds desired trim to horizontal tail through emergency 
trim channel selected with emergency pitch trim channel selector switch. 

A X - 11 7 ( 1)- 1- 67 

Figure 1- 55 (Sheet J) 
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NAVAIR 01-4SHHE-l 
Section I 
Syste ms 

TRIM AND STABILIZATION CONTROLS 

Nomenclature Function 

8. P itch trim knob Rotated fo rward (nose down) or aft (nose up) adds pitch trim. (Calibrated in 
degrees o f trim for wing up position.) 

9. Roll trim knob Rotated left or righ t, adds corresponding roll trim. 

10. Ai leron neutral trim light On (AIL NEUT) indicates ailerons at 20° droop neutral (0° trim). 
Light off indicates ailerons not in neutral. 
Light inoperative with weight off landing gear. 

11. R udder neutral trim light O n (RUD N EUT) indicates rudder in neutral ( 0° trim ). 

Light off indicates rudder not in neutral. 
Light inoperative with weigh t o ff landing gear. 

12. Nose trim indicator OFF - indicates instrument inoperative. ( Deenergized w ith w eigh t o ff landing gear.) 
D egrees UP o r DOWN indicates amount o f pitch trim attained by the control surface 

with stick in neutral and wing up. Pitch trim available exceeds the limits of the 
indicator, but the indications are true within limi ts. 

A X - 117(2) - 1- 6 7 

Figure 1- 55 (Sheet 2, 
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TWO-POSITION WING 

DESCRIPTION 

The two-position w ing provides increased visibili ty at 
low takeoff and landing speeds by permit ting the 
angle-of-~ttack of the w ing to be increased without 
increasing the fuselage ang le. The w ing leading edge 
and ailerons are automatically drooped when the wing 
is raised to provide increased lift and stability during 
takeoff and land ing. 

The wing is normally raised or lowered and the lead
ing edge simul taneously extended to or retracted from 
the landing droop position by utility hydraulic system 
pressure. If hydraulic pressure is lost, the wing can 
be raised and the leading edge extended to the landing 
droop position by pneumatic system pressure. 

Figure 1-56 ill ustrates changes automatically effected 
by raising or lowering the wing. Figure 1-57 presents 
the system schematically. Two-position wing controls 
are presented in figure 1-58. 

T he wing actuating cyli nder has both a mechanical 
down lock, controlled by the downlock handle, and an 
integral locking mechanism. The downlock handle 
must be fully engaged in the UNLOCK detent before 
the wing incidence handle is actuated. Positioning the 
wing incidence handle with the dow nlock handle o ut 
of detent will cause misalignment of wing c:yjinder 
mechanical down lock and binding of handles. D u ring 
subsequent wing DN selection, mechanical interference 
between retracti ng c:ylinder and mechanical downlock 
will prevent furt her hydraulic or p neumatic operation 
of the wing and leading edge. 

With a force applied to the handle, it w ill be possible 
to move the ha nd le toward the LOCK detent, due to 
action of spring struts in the rigging, but not suffi
ciently so as to engage the detent. When [he downlock 
handle is in LOCK, a cam is posi tioned to prevent th e 
wing incidence hand le from being p laced in UP. 

T he wing c:yl inder internal lock locks the cylinder in 
position when it is not actuated or hen pressure is 
lost. During wing positioning, the lock will engage 
if g forces are applied d ue to hydraulic pressure being 
neutralized. T he wing will continue movement when 
g forces are removed . 

The wing hydraulic selector valve has a soleno id
operated dual lock latch , which locks the valve in the 
up or down posi tion and is conrrolled by the release 
switch. The dual lock latch is engaged when energ ized 
by secondary bus power and is unlocke by spr ing 

action when the cin:uit is broken by depressing the 
release switch or when electrical power is lost. 

The wing leading edge is drooped by six actuating 
cylinders. Normal operati ng p ressure is supplied by 
the utility hydrau lic system. Each cylinder is divided 
into two elements by a wall inside the cylinder bar
rel, and each has two pistons. One piston rod extends 
from each end of the cylinder barrel, wi th one rod 
connected (directly or ind irectly) to the wing and the 
other to the lead ing edge. Both elements of the 
cylinder are used to obtain the land ( fu ll) droop 
position and only one element is used to obtain tbe 
cruise droop position. One piston ( in the cruise 
element) is controlled by the cruise droop selector 
valve which is actuated electr ically by the cruise droop 
switch ( thro ttle grip). The other piston (in tbe land 
droop element ) is controlled by a hydraulic valve 
which is actuated by direct linkage from the wing inci
dence handJe in the cockpit. When the wing incidence 
handle is put in the UP position, the cruise droop 
selector valve is energized to include the operation of 
the cruise elements in obtaining full extension of the 
leading edge to the land droop p osition. 

Mechanical locks in the land droop elem ents p rovide 
droop locking. Emergency land droop can be obtained 
by using the pneumatic system. However, there is no 
emergency provision for o btaining cruise droop. 

NORMAL OPERATIONI 

To raise the wing and extend the leading edge, proceed 
as follows: 

1. Wing downlock handle - UNLOCK 
2. Wing incidence release switcb - DEPRESS 
3. W ing incidence handle - UP 

To lower the wing and retract the lead ing edge: 

1. W ing incidence release switch - DEPRESS 

2. Wing incidence handle - DN 

3. W ing downlock handle - LOCK 

To raise the wing and extend the droop p neumatically: 

1. Wing dow nlock handle - UNLOCK 
2. Wing incidence handle - DN 

3. Emergency d roop and wing incidence guard- RAISE 
4. W ing incidence release switch - DEPRESS 
5. W ing incidence handle - Full forward to extend 

droop, then inboard and aft to EMERG UP 
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WING INCIDENCE CHANGE--- - - - - -------
_/ u IIlIG/peiJG<5CLEAN CONDITION 

Rudder Stops
Overridable Clean Condition Stops (9 Y2 0) Engaged Engaged - 6° Throw 
Available Aileron Throw-15° Up and 15° Down Yaw Damper In and 
Roll Damper In and Roll Gain Changer Out Yaw Gain Changer In 
Ailerons at Normal Neutral 

-U-li-./ €GEC,T}:-ICAU, y 
Cruise Droop selected - Center 
Section leading edges drooped 6.8°and 
outer panel leading edges drooped 7° 

Automatic Trim 
Change - 5° Nose Up 
(actual trim is more 
nose up than trim 
knob calibration) 

Droop Up 

LANDING CONDITION Rudder Stops 
Disengaged - 17° Throw 
Yaw Damper In and 

Clean Condition StopS Disengaled Yaw Gain Changer Out 
Aileron Throw Changed to 15 Up and 

45° Down 
Roll Damper In and Roll Gain 

Changer In 
Ailerons Drooped 20° 

Pitch Trim at Neutral 
(trim knob and surface 
throw are calibrated ) 

Land (Full) Droop Position (center 

section leading edges drooped 25° 

and outer panel leading edges drooped 27°) 


A X -5 0 - 1-67 

Figure 1-56 
'-<IAJV 
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Section I NAVAIR 01-45HHE-l 
Systems 

WING AND LEADING EDGE --------------

From 

From Landing 
Gear System 

-
Pneumatic 
Supply 

- ------ From 
Pneumatic 
Supply 

t:;;;.jiiiiIIi ~ 

leadi ng Edge 

Droop Cylinder 
(Typical) 

Throttle (Cruise 
Droop Switch "UP") 

Wing Incidence Cylinder (wing down ) 


Pressure
2 Emergency Air Valve ~ 


3 Shuttle Valve Return 


4 Selector Valve (Mechan ically Operated) 
 cr::::::;:;;a: Lower (wing) and Retract (leading edge) 

5 Selector Valve (Solenoid Operated) 
Raise (wing) and Extend (leading edge)

6 Bypass Valve 


o::::r:r:n Emergency Air 
7 Restrictor (Arrow denotes free flow ) 


8 Sequence Valve Pneumatic Pressure
====r 
rrr:rn 

9 Pressure Relief Valve Linkage (Red denotes emergency) 

10 Restrictor Relief Valve -.ll... Wiring 
Check Valve 11 

AX 5 1 I . 7 

Figure 1-57 
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NAVAIR 01-4SHHE-l 
Section I 
Systems 

TWO-POSITION WING CONTROLS -----------

••• 

• 

I 

Nomenclatt~re 	 Ftmelio/I 

1. 	 W ing dow nlock handle UNLOCK - unlocks wing cylinder mechanical downlock and permits movement of 
the wing incidence handlc. 

LOCK - with wing incidence handle i n ON, locks wing in down position and rurns 
out wi ng-wheels or w ing-w heels-droop warning Hght with gear retraCted and 
landing droop locked up. 

2. 	 Emergency droop and w ing Raised, permits moving wing incidence handle to EME RG U P to raise winS_ 
incidence guard Raised, p er mits moving wing incidence h and le forward to blow landing droops down. 

3. 	 W ing incidence handle U P and ON - positions wing and leading edge seleCtor va lves for raising or lowering 
of wing and simultaneo us extension o r retraction of leading edge ( see figure 1-4 3 
for other changes taki ng place automat ically when wi ng is raised or lowered) 
w hen relaced controls aTe properly positioned . 

4. 	W ing incidence release switch Held depressed, unlocks w ing h ydraulic selector valve to permit positioning o f wing 
incidence handle. 

5. Wing-wheels-d roop warning light 

G. Lead ing edge droop indicator 

7. Cruise droop switch 

Flashi ng (W ING-WHEELS-DRO OP ) when: 
Landing gear handle up - wing nOt dow n and loc ked 
Landing gear handle down - wing not up 
Wing down - one oc more land d roop p istons u nlocked 

UP - in dicates leading edge in clean position or in travel toward the cruise d roop 
p osition. 

DN - indicates leading edge in cruise droop position or in travel toward the dean 
position, oc land droop pistons mechanically locked in land droop position 

Barberpole indicates one o r more land droop pistons u nlocked , or eleCtrical power 
not connected. Indica tion w ill normally occur d uri ng w ing tran sition, but will not 
occur w h en cycl ing droops between cruise and clean position. 

DOWN - extends leading edge to cruise position with wing incidence h andle in ON 
p osition . 

UP - retracts leading edge from cruise droop to clean posit ion with wi ng incidence 
handle in DN position. 

AX-119-1 - 67 

Figure J-58 
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WHEEL BRAKES 

Utility 
Hydraulic 
Return 

Pressure 
Relief 
Valve 

Check Valve --------./ 
(Arrow denotes Free Flow) 

Power Boosted 
Brake Cylinders 

Inaw·· 

) ) I J 

1'1 [I r [ 

Pressure 

Return 

Brake Pressure 

Emergency Air 

Pneumatic Supply 

Linkage (Emergency) 

Exhaust Air 

(" .. ";'''''''':'· 1 Accumulator Air 'jO" /1!-1 
~ From Pneumatic 

oj(.('wttf"l System 

Figure 1-59 

WHEEL BRAKES 

DESCRIPTION 

The self-adjusting wheel brakes are normally actuated 
by utility hydraulic system pressure. Mechanical link
age from the rudder pedal tips actuates the piston in 
the power-boosted brake cylinder which hydraulically 
operates the brake assemblies. The force applied to 
the. rudder pedal tips governs the amount of braking 
actIOn. A brake accU:IDulator provides hydraulic pres
sure for approximately 6 to 12 "boosted" brake appli
cations when utility system pressure is not available. 
, DCtv!;- J'LI'1P ftIU~(jE5' WI EY ;)cPE/v);/~ ,., 

,-.J t}lll'v/1- LI)TC~e. 'Ilt£ It'+~/) I ( If' 'i( 

S/j:, ";"cEL /,tle-a IS t',jcp Ie CI/I'IIU-e. 

92 :-It c Ir t,;..l. L/11 t.... L.~Tc~.e 

Manual (no boost) operation of the brakes is possible 
for ground handling without the engine cunning and 
with brake accumulatpr pressure depleted. If all brake 
hydr~ulic pressure is lost a pneumatic metering system 
proVIdes emergency brake pressure. Differential brak
ing action (applying pressure to one brake at a time) 
is not possible when using pneumatic pressure. 

A system schematic is presented in figure 1-59. System 
controls are illustrated and described in figure 1-60. 



I 
NAVAIR 01 -45HHE-l 

Section 
Systems 

WHEEL BRAKE CONTROLS 

Nomenclature F,t1lction 

1. Emergency brake handle Pulled toward ON, directs p neumatic pressure to both wheel bra ke c ylinders simul
(.7 :) F9 HAA taneously. Pressure is proportional [0 handle movement. ( If emergency brake 

system is used, hydraulic brake system must be bled before flight.) M.+ ....,~ .$ ,:<J~ / ~ 

OFF  shuts off pneumatic pressure and releases brakes. tt:>" PJ'I Uk.... N~ <

2. Rudder pedals Depressing tips directs h ydraulic pressure to wheel brake cylinders in proportion to 
amount of force applied. 

AX- 12 1-1-67 

Figure 1-60 
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UTILITY HYDRAULIC SUPPLY -------------
J .L.
(.. ~ {td ... Lo t\. 

Fluid Quantity
Indicator Pressure Regulator 

Fromand Relief 

Check Valve 

./
Pump Case 
Drain Line 

(Pump /
cooling) 

Filter 

Valve 

Pressu re 
Transmitter 

To Systems 

:;;;;;== Pressure 00 Wiring 

~ Check Valve :z:===~ Return 
(Arrow denotes 

=::::=Air Supply 
free flow) 

Figure J~1 

UTILITY HYDRAULIC SUPPLY 

DESCRJPTION 

'The system, illustrated in figure 1-61, provides hydrau
lic power to operate the following systems: 

Arresting Hook Speed Brake 
Fire Control Radar Antenna Two-Position Wing 
Inflight Refueling Probe Wheel Brakes 
Landing Gear Wingfold 
N ose Gear Steering W ing Leading Edge 

An engine-driven hydraulic pump supplies pressure 
( 3,000 psi) for the operation of the utility hydraulic 
circuits. Hydraulic pressure failure w ill be indicated 
by illumination of the engine oil/hydraulic pressure 
warning light. 

Illumination of the engine oil/hydraulic pressure 
warning light indicates that the utili ty hydraulic pres
sure has d ropped below 700 psi, either PC hydraulic 

94 

pressure has dropped below 1,500 psi, or the engine 
oil pressure has dropped below 34 psi. If illumination 
occurs, check hydraulic pressure and oil pressure indi
cators to verify the system affected. 

Note 
Utility hydraulic pressure may surge to 3,500 
psi when any of the systems are actuated. 

There is no utility hydraulic emergency system. Emer
gency operation of major utility circuits is provided 
by air pressure from the p neumatic system. A hydraulic 
pressure indicator indicates utility pressure. 

Refer to part 3, this section, for servicing information. 



NAVAIR 01-45HHE-1 
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Systems 

WINGFOLD 

I 

Utility HydraulicThe rmal Rel ief Valve 
Return 

Ut il ity Hydraulic 
Pressure 

Check Valve 

W ingfold 
Lever 

Warning Flags 

"* Energized open 

w ith hinge pin 

cy li nder retracted lock Safety latch
/ 

(Refer to figure 1-64

/ for locking details) 

Spread Sequence 
Valve (Mechanically 
opened with wing spread) 

To aft hinge pin 
cylinder 

/ 

Fwd Hinge Pin 
Cylinder (Unlocked) 

'!BW,' 

= Iiiiii 
CL:CJ 

~ 

~ 

Pressure 

Return 

Unlock and Fo ld 

Spread a nd l ock 

One-Way Restri ctor 
(Arrow dena tes free flow) 

linkage 
Wiring 

AX-123--1- 6 7 

Figure 1-62 

Wf(.4, #&r clf'fff2.,1,rcr w/r/olo'v.T c;LCc ,"C'LUC'".e 

W INGFOLD 

DESCRIPTION 

A wingfold schematic is presented in figure 1-62. 

The wing outer panels are folded or spread by utility 
hydraulic pressure. They may be folded or spread with 
the wing raised or lowered. When the wings are 
folded, red warning flags (figure 1-63) are extended 
mechanically and the lock safety latches are released. 
At the same time a selectOr valve is mechanically posi
tioned to supply hydraulic pressure to the hinge pin 
cylinders and the wingfold cylinders. The hinge pin 
cylinders retract the hinge pins. The wingfold cylin
ders are not actuated until the retracting hinge pins 
energize microswitches which open the fold sequence 

valves, permitting the wingfold cylinders to fold the 
outer panels_ 

During spreading the foldi!1g sequence is reversed. 
The wing is mechanically locked in the spread posi
tion by the wi ng hinge pins and the lock safety latches. 
The warning flags will be visible any time the lock 
safety latches are not engaged. 

Inspection ports are provided to permit a visual check 
of the wing hinge pin and lock mechanism to ascertain 
a positive wing-lock condition_ (Refer to figure 1-64. ) 

Wingfold controls are illustrated and described in 
figure 1-65. 
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NAVAIR 01-45HHE-l Section I 
Systems 

WmGFOLD WARNING FLAGS~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

E?\@lti 
The wings are NOT LOCKED in the spread position 

if the warni ng flag . are vi.ible. Check both left 

and right. 

Do not clear the airplan e for flight if any warning 

flag i. v isible . 

(LEFT WING TYPICALI 

Red Wing fold 

Warni"g Flag --::=--.;;::----.-;;.r\ 


AX-124 - 1- 67 

Fig ure 1-63 
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WINGFOLD SAFETY INSPECTION PORTS ----------

(LEFT WING TYPICALI 

LATCHED 
Forward Port 

I 

LATCHED 
Aft Port 

UNLATCHED UNLATCHED 
Forward Port Aft Port 

A X - 54 -1-6 7 

Figure 1-64 
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WINGFOLD CONTROLS-------------

Wingfold lever 

Function 

A ilerQ1ts must be neutral. Do not deflect stick during folding.1. 
(stows under wingfold Up (squeeze and pull up), hydraulically folds wings. 
lock lever) Down, hydraulically spreads wings. 

2. W ingfold lock lever U p (depress tab, squeeze latch and -pull up and back until the lever engages the 
detent) mechanically releases lock safety latches and extends w arning flags. 

Down 	(only after wings fully spread by placing wingfold lever in down position ) 
mechanically positions lock safety latches to lock the hinge pins and to retract 
warning flags. 

Warning /lags Extended, indicates hinge pins are not locked. 

(figure 1--63. ) Retracted, indicates hinge pins are locked. 

AX -1 20-1-67 

Figure 1-65 
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Section 
Systems 

CATAPULT PROVISIONS 

A catap ult pin on the underside of the fuselage front 
section transm its the thrust of the catapult to the 
aircraft structure. The holdback p in on the underside 
of the fuselage aft section restrains the aircraft d ur ing 
the buildup of thrust, then releases it when a break
able link snaps. The throttle catapult handle on the 
left-hand console perm its the throttle lever to be held 
in full forward position during catapult acceleration 
without locking the throttle lever. 

REAR VISION MIRRORS 

T hree adjustable rear vision mirrors are mounted In
board on the canopy frame. 

MAP CASE 

A fixed map case is mounted on the inboard side of 
the left-hand console. A removable map case is 
mounted on the inboard side of the right-hand con
sole. 

GUN CAMERA PROVISIONS 

Infiight recording of gunfiring performance is pro
vided by a gunstrike camera installed in the nose sec
tion to photOgraph action along the gun boresight 
line. The camera is started autOmatically when the 
trigger is depressed to the first detent for gun firing. 
Film capacity of the camera permits approximately 44 
seconds of recording. The camera has 3 seconds of 
overrun. 
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PART 3 - AIRCRAFT SERVICING AND HANDL NG 


SERVICING 

Refer to N AVA1R 01-45 HHD-2-1, General Informa
tion and Servici ng, for permiss ible panel removal and 
detai led servici ng i nsrrucrions_ Figur.e 1-66 illustrates 
aircraft servicing poin tS. 

FUELING 

Authorized fuels are listed under FUEL GRAD E in 
part 4 of this section . 

If tbe fueling facili ty is not equipped w ith a fl ow 
meter, only p rocedural checkpoints applicable to 
aircraft fuel quantity gages w ill be used . The aircraft 
main and t ransfer indicating systems must be operat
ing p roperly to ohtain valid checks. 

A p umping pressure of 40 to 60 psi should be used 
with a flow rate not to exceed 300 gpm. 

N o radio or radar activity is p ermissible within a 
radius of 75 feet during refueling. Check that the 
aircraft and fuel truck are p roperly g rounded. Dis
charge any static electricity from the fuel nozzle 
before attaching it to the fueling manifold. 

Failure of the vent system during fueling can cause 
cell rupture and strucnJral damage. 

To prevent the possibility of fuel cell rupture and 
structural damage, fuel venting must be monitOred 
during the fueli ng process. W ing cell venting is mon
iwred by a man u ti lizi ng a gage and hose assembly 
connec ted to the wi ng. Fuselage cell venting is moni
tored by a second man sta tioned at t he fuselage venL 
Connect the hose to {he p ressure sensing li ne quick. 
d isconnect fin ing loca ted in {he right-band wing access 
panel and hang the gage in the left gear well . Station 
the man at the fuselage vent (located in the left-hand 
ventral fin ) t'O check vent air fl ow dming fueling. 
Check venting by hold ing the hand near the vent and 
feeling air flow . Do not block the ven t by hold ing 
cupped hand over it. At the start of the cycle, after 
completing the primary and secondary checks, there 
wi ll be a strong continuous flow of air fro m the fuse
lage vent w ith a barely detectable i11dication on the 
wing p ressure gage. As the airflow from the fuselage 
vent decreases, wing vent pressure will rise to 11;4 to 
1V2 p si if the system is operating properly. Should 
t he gage reading exceed 1 Y2 psi, stop fueling imme
diately. 

If the aircratt is fueled with the fuselage aft section 
removed, check fuselage cells vent airflow at vent line 
disconnect on upper left·hand side of d isconnect bulk
head. If engine has been run with aft section rem oved, 
the CV I5·206325·1 drain hose must be removed from 
the ven t line before fueling. If aircraft is fueled with 
the wings folded, check wing vent airflow at fuel 
dump line (donut ) seal on right.hand w ingfold r ib. 

All fueling personnel .should be properly instructed 
before auempting refueling operation. The complete 
fueling p rocedure cannot be accompl ished wh ile the 
engine is in operation and is supplying electrical 
power since prim ary and secondary checks require 
external ac power with the master generator switch in 
TEST. Pressure fueling on the deck with the engine in 
operat ion and internal power being sup p lied should 
be limi ted to one such cycle between normal ground 
fueling operations. D uring every pressure fueling on 
the deck, with or w ithout the engine operat ing, the 
vents must be checked . During every pressure fueling 
without the eng ine operating, primary and secondary 
checks must be performed in accordance with the fuel
ing procedure. To permit complete fueling with the 
engine operati ng, the in fl igh t re fueling probe must be 
extended and the infiigh t refueling probe switch left 
in the OUT position; or external power must be applied 
with the IFR probe in and w ith the p robe switch in 
the OFF position. There must be enough wind across 
the deck to d issipate fuel fumes from the wing and 
fuselage vent outlets. 

Fueling Procedure - Static 

Check that fueling nozzle, aircraft and fueling unit 
are grounded. 

2. 	 Place engine master, fuel dump, all radio/radar, 
inflight refueling probe, emergency generator and 
master generator swi tches in O FF. 

3. 	 Connect external electrical power. 

4. 	Place master generator switch in TEST. 

5. 	 Open manual shutoff valve in wing fuel transfer 
line. Rotate fuel selector switch to CH ECK SEC

ONDARY. Check flowmeter and aircraft main trans
fer fuel quantity gages. 

6. Attach fueling nozzle to fueling manifold. If 
nozzle has m anual lever, lever must be locked fully 
open. Start fuel flowing into aircraft. 
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1. Electrical power 7. 	 Pneumatic system 

2. Engine oil 8. 	Tires 

3. 	Engine starter 9. Power control hydraulic systems 
(PC 2 shown, PC 1 in same location 

4. Fuel system (central-point fueling) 	 in LH wheel well) 

5. Utility hydraulic system 10. 	 Nitrogen system 

6 . 	Oxygen system 11. 	 Smoke abatement system 
AX -	 128- 10 -67 

Systems 

SERVICING POiNTS--------------

1 2. 

10 4 3 

PC 2 Reservoir U
Indicator 5 6 

I~> __--::.'\ 

I 

Figure 1-66 

7. 	 Fuel flow must stop before fuel admitted to aircraft 
exceeds 45 gallons on flowmeter, or 300 pounds 
rotal increase on gages. If fuel flow does not stop, 
disconnect nozzle immediately and notify proper 
maintenance personnel. 

Note 

This step is performed to prime the shutoff 
system. 

8. 	 Check flowmeter and aircraft main and transfer 
fuel quantity gages. Rotate fuel selector switch to 
CHECK PRIMARY. Fuel flow must srop before addi
tional 30 gallons on flowmeter or 200 pounds on 
gages is admitted to aircraft. If fuel does not stop, 
disconnect nozzle immediately and notify proper 
maintenance personnel. Monitor flowmeter and 
gages for no less than 30 seconds. If flow rate after 
shutoff exceeds 3 gal10ns per minute on flowmeter 
or 20 pounds per minute on gages, disconnect 
nozzle and notify proper maintenance personnel. 

9. 	Rotate fuel selector switch to CHECK SECONDARY 

and with switch in this position, repeat check 
of step 8. 

10. 	If steps 8 and 9 are acceptable, rotate fuel selector 
switch to fuel load desired. While monitoring 
fuselage and wing vents, complete desired fueling. 

11. 	Remove nozzle, place master generator switch In 
OFF and remove external electrical power. 

12. 	Rotate fuel selector switch to the OFF position. 

Fueling Procedure (Hot Refueling) External Power 

1. 	 Check that fueling nozzle, aircraft and fueling 
unit are grounded. 

2. 	 With pilot in the aircraft and engine running, 
turn master generator, all radio/radar, fuel dump, 
inflight refueling probe, and electrical switches off. 

3. 	 Connect electrical power. 

4. 	 Place master generator switch in TEST. Primary/ 
secondary fueling checks can be accomplished 
while the engine is in operation with external 
power supplied and master generator switch in 
the test position. If primary/secondary checks are 
not satisfactory, discontinue hot refueling and 
notify proper maintenance personnel. 

5. 	 Refueling procedure remains the same as steps 5 
through 12 under Fueling Procedure - Static. No 
restriction is placed on this refueling procedure 
providing satisfactory primary/secondary checks 
are completed. 
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Fue ling Procedure (Hot Refueling) Aircraft Power 

1. 	Check that fueling nozzle, aircraft and fueling uni t 
are grounded. 

2. 	 Wi th pilot in the aircraft and engine running, 
[u rn rad io/ radar, fuel dump, and electrical switches 
to off. 

3. 	 Extend inflight r fueling probe and leave p robe 
switch in out position and generator switch ON. 

4. 	 Attach fuel ing nozzle to fueling manifold. Start 
fuel flowing inco aircraft. Fuel ven ts must be 
checked dur ing this and all ground refueling 
operations. 

Primary/secondary fueling checks require ex
ternal ac power and cannot be accomplished 
while engine is in operation and supplying 
electrical power. Refueling to full load should 
be limited to one such cycle between normal 
ground fueling operations. 

5. 	 Complete desired fueling. For a full load fueling 
will automatically cease at completion. 

ENGINE OIL SYSTEM 

Service the engine oil system with gas turbine lubri
cating oil, MIL-L-23699(Wep). D o not overfill. 
Check oil level within 5 minutes after engine shut
down. If this is not practical, operate engine for a 
minimum of 30 seconds at 75% rpm before checking 
oil level. If checked at any other time, an erroneous 
reading will be obtained. 

W hen changing oil, the required oil quantity is ap
proximately 5 gallons. 

OXYGEN SYSTEM 

Service oxygen system with MIL-O-21749 (grade A, 
type I; or type II) liquid oxygen only. Liquid oxygen 
boils at -183°C (-297 .4°F). Keep oxygen away from 
oil, grease, or other combustible materials. Ensure ade
quate ventilation. 

UTILITY HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 

Service the system with red hydraulic fluid, MIL-H
5606A and dry air or nitrogen. U se only hydraulic 
fl uid manufactured by one of the companies listed 
below w ith the correct identification as shown. 

QJlalification Manufacturer Identificat ion 
R eference 

American Oil and 
Supply Company PQ 1296 WCLT R59-47 

Bray Oil Company Brayco 756 
Code P- l90 WCRT R55-11 

Brayco 756A ASRCE 61-88 
Brayco 7568 ASRCE 61-89 

California T exas Oil 
Company Caltex RPM 

No. 2 TSEAM 047-7 
PED 2585 ASRCE 61-92 
TL-3969 

Code 662 W CLT R59-17 
Humble Oil and 

Refining Company Univis J-43 
Code W S2997 WCRT R55-140 

Golden Bear Oil 
Company Code 566 WCRT R55-42 

Pennsylvania Refin
i ng Company Code 3587 WCLT R58-41 

Code 4751 ASRCE 61-65 
R oyal Lubricants 

Company Rayco 756 WCRT R55-11 
Rayco 756A ASRCE 61-90 
Rayco 756B ASRCE 61-91 

Shell Oil Company Aeroshell No. 4 WCLT R58-42 
Socony-Mobil Oil 

Comp any Mobil RL-102A TSEAL 4-044-61 
Standard Oil Com

pany of California RPM No.2 
312798B-R TSEAM 047-7 
PED 2585 ASRCE 61-92 

Texaco Incorporated TL-3969 
Code 662 WCLT R59-17 

POWER CONTROL HYDRAU LIC SYSTEMS 

Service the systems with red hydraulic fluid, MIL-H
5606A and dry air or nitrogen. Use only the hydraulic 
fluids listed under UTILITY HYDRAULIC SYSTEM. 
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PNEUMATIC SYSTEM 

Service with dry air or nitrogen to the pressures listed 
on the appropriate system decal. 

TIRES 

Service with dry air or nitrogen as follows : 

Main gear - With aircraft gross weight less than 
30,000 pounds: 
300 psi (land or FMLP) 
400 psi (carrier) 

- With aircraft gross weight 30,000 
pounds or greater: 
365 psi (land) 
400 psi (carrier or FMLP) 

Nose gear - W ith aircraft g ross weight less than 
30,000 pounds: 
165 psi (land) 
265 psi (carrier or FMLP) 

- W ith aircraft gross weight 30,000 
pounds or greater: 
265 psi (land, carrier , or FMLP) 

*Set to low pressure ratio. 

HANDLING 

EXTERNAL ELECTRICAL POWER REQUIREMENTS 

US-volt, 400-cycle, 3 phase ac 

ENGINE STARTER REQUIREMENTS 

Engine starting requires one of the following starting 
units: 

GTC-85 or GTE-8S gas turbine compressor 

MD-1A jet starting trailer* 

USAF Model MA-1TA gas turbine compressor 

USAF Model MA-2 gas turbine compressor* 

Boeing Model 502 gas turbine compressor 


MINIMUM TURNING RADIUS 

Minimum turning radius and approximate ground 
clearances while taxiing are illustrated in figure 1-67 

DANGER AREAS 

Exhaust, inlet, turbine, and noise danger areas are 
illustrated in figure 1-68. 
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MINIMUM TURNING RADlUS------------
(TAXIING) 

Turning radius with fu ll nose gear 
steering defledion 60 0 RIGHT or LEFT 

Nose gea r radius 

22 FEET 


/
\ 

Nos. cone radius Wing tip radius 
35 FEET 30 FEET 

r--------Clearance for 180 0 turn Is 6S FEET 

APPROXIMATE GROUND CLEARANCES. 

A-Wing tip Iwlng down) - 5 fEn 6 INCHES 
Iwlng up) - 3 fEn 6 INCHES 

I - Dud lip - - - - - -3 fEET 9 INCHES 
C - Tall cone 2 f EET 
o - Ventral fin 1 FOOT 4 INCHES 

• Clearanc.. vary llightly with alr_ft 
loading and Itrut and ti,.. ..rvicillg. 

B D A 

A X -55-1- 67 

Figure 1-67 
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DANGER AREAS-ENGINE GROUND OPERATION--------
NOISE DANGER AREAS 

100' ~------+-~--~~-----i------_4------_+---

120 db to 140 db 
Ear protection re
quired  U~e caution 

50' 1----+-----t"IIr- in exposure time . 

0 ' 

250' c-------,-------r------,~----~r_----~------_r------_r--------~------_r------_, 

--

_L______~ 

r-------+------+------~----~~----~~----_+------~------~------+_----~ 

r-------+---------r------i------_4~----_+------~------_+------_+------_+------~ 

'~------~------~----~~----~~--~~------_+------_+------_+------_+------~ 

100' 

150' 

200

250'~----__~______L____~______~______~____~_L_______L_______L______ 

200' ~~----i_------~----_4~----~~----~------_+------_+------~------_+------~ 

250' 200' 150' 100' 50' 0' 50' 100' 150' 2()()' 250' 

Approved ear-protective devices 
are specifi ed in Bu Med Inst. 6260. 

BASED ON: ESTIMATED DATA 
SEE : NATe Pro ject Report 

TED NO. PTR-PP-3675 

A X -56-1-67 

Figure 1-68 (Sheet I) 
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DAN GER AREAS - ENGINE GROUND OPERATION - - ------
IEXHAUST, INLET, AND TURBINE DANGER AR EAS 

TURBINE BLADE 
FAILURE 

DANGER AREA 

MILITARY Wiii@1 
59K 

105°F 
112K 
155°F 
206K 

Jet wake w ill Ihift with wind. Remove 
all objects under the ai rcraft that may 
cause damage if blown by the Jet wake. 
Rocks and dirt can be b lown as far as 
1 mile by afterburner blast. 

~~;~ 
10 70 30 40 SO 100 150 

fEET 

200 

160K 
360 °F 

83K 

180 °F 

39K 
140 °F 

IDLE 

--------------------- 

475K 
600° F 

178K 9SK 
390° F 280°F 

MAXIMUM 
AX 57 1 67 

Figure 1-68 (Sheet 2) 
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PART 4 - AIRCRAFT OPERATING LIMITATIONS 


Note 

Refer to the F-8 Tactical Manual NAVAIR 01-45HHA-lT (Confidential) for 
limitations dealing with the carriage of wing stores. 

INTRODUCTION 

This section specifies limitations that must be observed 
during the normal operation of the airplane. They are 
derived from actual flight tests and demonstrations. 
Refer to Supplemental NATOPS Flight Manual for 
additional information. 

limitations which are merely associated with a certain 
technique or specialized phase of operation are dis
cussed appropriately in sections III, IV, and V and in 
other parts of this section. 

INSTRUMENT M ARKINGS 

The operating limits indicated by flight and engine 
instruments are illustrated in figure 1-<59. These limits 
are not all repeated in the text. Should engine over
temperature or overspeed occur in excess of limita
tions listed, the engine should be shut down as soon 
as possible and the required maintenance inspection 
be performed before further operation. 

AIRSPEED LIMITATIONS 

The maximum permissible indicated airspeeds in 
smooth or moderately turbulent air are as follows: 

With arresting hook, landing 
gear, and speed brake re
tracted, wing leading edge 
droop retracted and wing 
down________________________ __ ___ _Refer to the Supplemental 

NATOPS Flight Manual 
With leading edge cruise droop 

Extending or retracting______________________500 KIAS 
Extended ______________________ _________________ _________550 KIAS 

With wing down and leading edge landing 
droop extended pneumatically_____________ __ _-300 KIAS 

With leading edge droop unlocked 
(barberpole indication) ____________________________ ___.300 KIAS 

For extension of emergency 
power package__________ _________690 KIAS or 1.50 IMN', 

whichever is less 

Note 

Refer to EMERGENCY POWER PACKAGE 
in section IV for handling characteristics 
when extending the package above 500 KIAS. 

With wing up, landing gear extended._______ ____220 KIAS 

Note 

Do not exceed 220 KIAS until a posltlve 
indication of manual wing incidence locking 
is observed. 

With arresting hook extended_________________________.350 KIAS 
With speed brake extended___________ ___________________1.50 IMN 
For operation of inflight 

refueling probe_____________________350 KIAS or 0.92 IMN, 
whichever is less 

POW ER CONTROL HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 

With one power control hydraulic system inoperative. 
operation is restricted to the following limits: 

Maximum airspeed - 600 KIAS or 0.92 IMN, 
whichever is less 

Maximum acceleration - (PC 1 out) 4.0 g 
- (PC 2 out) same as yaw 

stab out (refer to Supple
mental NATOPS Flight 
Manual.) 

Bank angle is not to exceed 90°. 

No abrupt flight control movements. 

No slipping or skidding. 


When operating on emergency power control hydrau
lic pressure with no electrical load on the generator 
(as in a dead-engine approach and landing), the mini· 
mum airspeed for adequate flight control response is 
140 KIAS. With the emergency generator switch in 
LAND under the same circumstances, minimum airspeed 
is 145 KIAS. 
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ACCELERATION 

Refer to figures 1- 1 
through 1-3, Supplemental 
NATOPS Flight Manual.. 

8ASED ON JP-5 FUEL 

"" I I/ 

9 ~ I 10 "':/~ 6- ' \, : 20"'~ 
7' , , ' 4 30-:: 

6 s _ 
::: 100 PEP NT 40~ 
-=-.....90 R 50~~ 

......../ 80 70 60 ~' 

// \\ 

1111/11\\\\ 

ENGINE SPEED 

• 106.3% - Absolute maximum rpm 
68 to 70% - Sea I.evel idle rpm 

MVt-- ~ 11;> 7r @ I S- C'/? .,.. 

OIL PRESSURE 

37 to 53 psi - Normal range 

HYDRAULIC PRESSURE 

~ 2,800 to 3,200 psi - Normal range 

TRANSFER FUEL QUANTITY 

Transfer pump should be turned off at ap
p roximately 2,000 lbs . fuel remaining , pro
viding the transfer fuel pump caution light 
is illuminated steadily. 

Z<i"'L 1 " i e' AI< it I' ~/I-C_ J,LJ ~ 

Sc.o- 1 o /v t"~~, 'of1,1 ~ , 7:.; 

Above 

f 
30, 000 ft . 

~ 
Below 

J57- P - 20 

° ,., ",',<\. 
Maximum (afterburner) - 665 C 

Military  655°C 

J57-P-20A 

Maximum (afterburner) - 665°C 

Military  665°C >t" AlI'I) 

A-c<.-t=L 07:'

-I ,I lil' 

Maximum (afterburner) - 635°C 

Military  625°C 

Maximum (afterburner) - 635°C 

Militar y - 635°C ]Cl 
"" .1111 

4( ( 1:; L /)'<.

Jr- A}"!' 

A X - S 8-1- /3 7 

Figure 1~9 
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TRIM AND STABILIZATION SYSTEM 
In the clean condition, with only the roll stabilization 
system inoperative, restrictions are not changed from 
basic aircraft restrictions. With yaw stabilization and 
rudder-aileron interconnect systems inoperative, the 
following restrictions apply: 

Maximum airspeed - 675 K IAS or 1.50 IMN, 
whichever is less 

Aileron deflection - Limited to clean condition 
stops and 1800 roll. No abrupt 

lateral stick movement. 
Maximum permissible load factors - Refer to the 

Supplemental 
NATOPS 

Flight Manual. 

With any of the stabilization systems inoperative, the 
maximum permissible speed in the landing configura
tion is 180 KIAS. 

MANEUVERS 
Refer to the Supplemental NATOPS Flight Manual. 

ACCELERATION LIMITATIONS 
Refer to the Supplemental NATOPS Flight Manual. 

FUEL SYSTEM ACCELERAliON 
LIMITATIONS 

The fuel system is not designed to operate at zero g 
for extended periods. However, the system will func
tion properly during rapid transient periods between 
positive and negative accelerations. 

To ensure adequate fuel flow to the engine at all times, 
flight in the range from +0.3 g to - 0.3 g is restricted 
to rapid transient conditions only. 

Avoid prolonged operation in the g ranges listed in 
figure 1-70. 

FUEL AVAILABILITY 

The following minimum fuel quantities must be main
tained in the main fuel system to p revent flameout 
under the operating conditions stated: 

Level BighL___________Military thrust - 150 pounds 
Maximum thrust - 300 pounds 

Best glide ratio. _ ___..._Idle thrust - 150 pounds 
Normal landing 

attitudes __ _______ ________Military thrust - 50 pounds 
Maximum thrust - 300 pounds 

900 climb ________. _____ ____Military thrust - 1,000 pounds 
Maximum thrust - 2,000 pounds 

700 climb ____________ ______Military thrust - 800 pounds 
Maximum thrust - 1,500 pounds 

Nose down attitudes__Military thruse - 150 pounds 
Maximum thrust - 1,000 pounds 

Note 

Since there is no instrument that indicates 
the very higb afterburner fuel flow rate, 
monitor main system fuel quantity carefully 
when using afterburner following depletion 
of transfer fuel. 

During operation in the allowable negative grange, 
fuel Bow is not sufficient to maintain military thrust 

FUELSYSTEM ACCELERATION LIMITATIONS ---------
( Note) 

With 1,500 pounds or more of main fuel, adequate fuel flow is available for sus"
tained operation at military thrust or less at any altitude and any Mach number 
while in the g range of +0.3 and above Or in the range of -O.3g and below. 

AltitudePower 
Main Fuel Quantity

Setting Below 45,000 II A bove 45,000 It 

MILITARY More than 1,500 pounds +O.3g to -O.3g* +O.3g to -O.3g* 

MILITARY Less than 1,500 pounds +O.3g and below* +O.3g and below* 

MAXIMUM More than 2,200 pounds + O.5g to -l.Og* + O.3g to -l.Og* 

MAXIMUM Less than 2,200 pounds +O.5g aod below * + O.3g and below* 

'" A void prolonged operation in these granges. 
AX-59-1-67 

Figure 1-70 
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ENGINE OPERATING LIMITATIONS ------- ----
-u·nw 

Limitations apply to both J57-P-20 and j57-P-20A engines 
unless otherwise designated. 

OperQJ;ng Contlit;on 

Max 
R pm 
(%) 

Max ExhQusJ 
Gas T nnp (CO) 

Below Above 
30,000 30,000 

T;m~ 
Limits 

Oil Pressure 
Normal Range (ps i) 

Starting -  610 610 Momentary - 
Idle -  340 -  Continuous 35 minimum 

Acceleration· -  675 675 4 minutes 45 (±8) 

Military Thrust (J57-P-20) 106.3 625 655 30 minutes 45 ( ±8) 

Military Thrust (J57-P-20A) 106.3 635 665 30 minutes 45 (:t:8) 

Maximum Thrust (Afterburner ) 106.3 635 665 5 minutes takeoff and 
ground operation 
15 minutes in flight 

45 ( :t:8) 

Normal Rated Thrust 106.3 560 580 Continuous 45(±8) 

Zoom Climb above 50,000 feet -  -  665 -  30 minimum 
(momentary) 

....Following engine acceleration, a thrust and temperature overshoot may be experienced. During this overshoot exhaust 
tempera ture must remain within engine acceleration limits. A X - 60-1- 67 

Figure 1-7l 

with less than 1,500 pounds of fuel in the main sys
tem or to maintain maximum thrust with less than 
2,200 pounds of fuel in the main system. 

In shallow dives (less than 10°), 1,400 pounds of wing 
tank transfer fuel will not be available because the 
fuel oudels are at the aft end of the tank. 

In dives exceeding 10°, the transfer booster pump 
shuts dow n and neither wing tank nor transfer fuse
lage fuel is available during the dive. 

No intentional slips or skids are permitted below 
35,000 feet during afterburner operation with less than 
2,000 pounds of main fuel. 

ENGINE LIMITATIONS 
Note 

Refer to the Supplemental NATOPS Flight 
Manual for classified limitations. 

ENGINE OPERATION 

For engine operating limitations, refer to figure 1-71. 


If engine pump warning light is on, use afterburner 
only in an emergency. 

To maintain adequate cooling for the engine com
partment, observe the limitations presented under 
COOLING FLOW LIMITATIONS. 

OVERTIME ENGINE OPERATION 

Engines should not normally be operated beyond the 
specified time limitations for maximum thrust and 
military thrust; however, if this becomes necessary for 
a particular mission, the engine should be operated 
continuously for the required period of use. Overtime 
operation can be sustained without immediate adverse 
results but the total operating life of the engine will 
be shortened. Operating continuously for one slightly 
longer period instead of using two or more shorter 
periods will avoid an additional heat cycling of the 
engine, which is detrimental to engine life. 
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COOLING FLOW LIMITATIONS FOR TARGET TOWING -------
TARGET TOWING CONFIGURATION 

40 

30 

20 

10 

o 
80 100 180 200 220 240 260 


INDICATED AIRSPEED - KNOTS 


Target Towing In 
This Airspeed 
Range Pennissible 
With Wing Up 

120 140 160 

/1~~/ 
Avoid I' I I I 

/Prolonged - _ Target 

1/ T arget I Towing In 
Towing - _ This Airs-peed 

II' Flight In I Range 
Excess o f 5 -: r- Permissible 

1/ Minu tes In I' "With Wing 
This Airspeed / Down 

1/ Range 

~V V / / ~ 
"IIKV / / / ~ 

A X-1SS - 3-67 

FUEL GRADE 

Note 

F-34, F-35, F-40 and F-45 fuels shall not be 
defueled into JP-5 (F-44) fuel storage on air
craft carriers because of their low fl ash points. 

Approved fuels are: 

Ashore 
P r imary grade 

JP-S (F-44) 

Acceptable alternates 

JP-4 (F-40) 

F-34 (Commercial grade Jet A-I) 


Emergency fuels-r 

AvGas grades 100/130 (F-lS ) 


and 115/145 (F-22) 

F-35 * 

F-42 * 

F-45 * 


Afloat 
Primary grade 

JP-5 (F-44) 

Emergency fuels-r 

AvGas grades 100/1 30 (F-1S ) 


and 115/145 (F-22) 


Figure 1-72 

COOLING FLOW LIMITATIONS 
Ram air from the engine inlet duct is used for cooling 
many compartments and components, the most impor
tant being the engine compartment, air conditioning 
compartment, electronic compartment and radar unit. 
During most fligh t conditions, the ram air pressure in 
the inlet duct is greater than ambient pressure, and air 
will flow from the inlet duct into the various compart
ments. On the ground and during flight at low air
speed with a high engine power setting , the cooling 
air flow reverses. Under these conditions, engine suc
tion creates a low-pressure area in the inlet duct 
causing air to flow from the compartments in to the 
inlet duct. 
T here are certain flight conditions for which the 
engine suction exactly matches the ram air pressure in 
the duct, and there will be no cooling flow. T he flight 
conditions for no cooling depend on airspeed, altitude 
and engine power setting, but generally occur only 
during transient conditions, such as climb or landing 
approach. However, there are three steady-state fligbt 
conditions that can cause reduced or no cooling from 
the inlet duct and are therefore restricted. These are: 

• 	Flight in the landing condition above 175 KlAS, 
limited to 5 minutes. 

• 	Flight io the clean condition below 200 KlAS, 
limited to S minutes. 

• 	 Target towing, limited as shown in figure 1-72. 

*May not be used for high altitude maximum range missions because of relatively high fuel freeze temperature. 
tUse of emergency fuel imposes restrictions which are required to prevent excessive fuel cell pressures or [0 prevent flameout due 
to booster pump cavitation. Emergency fuel restrictions, none of which apply to the primary or acceptable alternate fuels, are 
as follows: 

• 	 No afterburner operation above 6,000 feet or above 300 K IAS . 
• 	 Maximum rate-of-climb, 1,500 feet p er minute. 
• 	If less than 2,200 pounds of e.mergency fuel remains in the transfer system p rior to reaching 10,000 feet , do not exceed this 

altitude. This restriction does not apply when this fuel load ing is reached at altitudes above 10,000 feet. 
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Section I NAVAIR Ol-45HHE-l 
Aircraft Operating Limitations 

CENTER-Of-GRAVITY LIMITATIONS 

The center of gravity of the airplane will remain 
within acceptable limits if fuel sequencing is normal. 
Refer to section V for effects of the center of gravity 
exceeding aft limits as a result of fuel transfer system 
failures. Minimum takeoff distance and airspeed is 
increased when the center of gravi ty is forward of 20% 
MAC (refer to TAKEOFF PLANNING INFORMA
TION, section XI). Takeoff center-of-gravity locations 
forward of 20% will occur with most external store 
configurations. Refer to the Handbook of Weight and 
Balance Data AN 01-lB-40 to determine actual center
of-gravity location. 

WEIGHT LIMITATIONS 
. f.\ \) T \-\OQ.\ ~~_I()

The maximum Pet!omHuIA6ed gross weights are as 
follows: 

Field takeoff .... . _ .__________._. __ .... 34,280 pounds 

Field landing (minimum 
rate of descent) ._ ... _ 26,000 pounds 

Field landing (other than minimum 
ra te of descent), FMLP and field ~\\)O~ 
arrested landing (fly -in) _ , pounds 

Field arrested landing (roll-in) ..... .... 24,000 pounds 

Catapulting ...~pounds 

So/JOCO 

I}/C is '/vJrA-~c.c- ""'d:')t/e J7() /(is /11/ 

vI) (,.. dc' A,.?C- W / TA/- 5>-:-f.tI..J 0 {- (-

frL,L (ji-PN/J-"uUi ;?"UN> MI}!Je OI(,.Oc..~f'!:. UP . 

UN.5Irfff PJltdJ~5 -=9 J()O ffF..5 I ~)C M ......A 

6· 4- j"ylv! I r; JZC UUll C / I. ~ (Vec_ 1)J1r"/1 

U ODD if ) 2S-O c. tJ t- T IJ/~' lC5.5 tJ ;.-J!rX 

Carrier landing and carrier 
arrestments .. _ . .._~ pounds 

Barricade engagements .. .. ._. _ _ .. 22,000 pounds 

Roll-in field arrested landing restrictions require that 
the landing tOuchdown be at least 500 feet from the 
arresting wires, airplane ground speed at arrestment 
must be less than 148 knots, and all three landing gears 
must be in contact with the runway at hook engage
ment. Allowable combinations of weight and/or speed 
of F-8 aircraft can exceed capacity limits of some field 
arresting installations. Applicable arresting gear bul
letins must be observed. 

With full fuel and ammunition load, the 
maximum gross takeoff weight of 34,280 
pounds can be exceeded with some combina
tions of external stores. Refer to AN 01-1B -40 
Handbook of Weight and Balance for specific 
aircraft weight and to figure 1-73 for station 
weights for various combinations of stores. 
If the tOtal weight exceeds 34,280 pounds, 
wing fuel may be removed to reduce the 
gross weight. Do not remove more than 3,000 
pounds of wing fuel or the center of gravity 
will move forward of the takeoff limit. 
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NAVAIR 01-45HHE-l Section I 
Aircraft Operating Limitations 

EXTERNAL ARMAMENT ---- ---------

WEIGHT AND COMPATIBILITY TABLE - LIVE STORES 
This [able lIsts wing and fuselage StOre configurations and provides (0 determine tocal weight added [0 [he airerafc by all StOres and sup
several weights for each configuration useful in mission planning. To poning equipment. For an asymmeuicalJy loaded aircraft (mixed stote 
use [he [able, select desired win~ StOre and quantiry in left venical col loading). locate the weight of each side separately, rhen add [he twO 

umn headed " WING STORE' and the desired fuselage srore and weighrs co derermine roeal weighr added by all srores and supporting 
quantity ro the right of "FUSELAGE STORE." At the intersection of equipment. (Refer ro Nore 5:) Any wing Score configurarion shown 
[he twO choices is a weight which is [he [ota1 loaded weight of one side can be carried wirhour fuselage srores, or vice versa. Srarion weighr is 
of the alrcrafe. For a symmetrically loaded aircraft, double chis weight defIned in Note l. 

I 

Refer [0 Excernal Armameot Limiracions, F-8 Tacri.cal Manual, NAVAIR 
01-4 5HHA-lT, for additional information. 

WI N G STATION LOAD (O NE SIDE ONLY) FUS ELAGE LOAD (ONE SIDE ONLY) 
STATION One Side- T wo Zuni T wo Side- Four Zuni 
WEIGHT winder Rkrs in winders (2l0 Rkrs in tWo 

RACK AN D STORE Note I 
(210Ib) Zuni packs lb each) Zuni packs 
Note 2 ( 1 07 Ib each) Note 2 ( 107 Ib each) 

AERO 7A-1 EJECTOR BOMB RACK WITH: 
Srarion Wr Sracion Wr Sration Wt Srarion Wr 
313 lb 365 Ib 670lb 7741b 

One AN-M64AI GP Bomb 8131b 1,1261b l,1781b 1,483 lb 1,587 lb 
(565 lb) 

One MK 83 Bomb l,2l2 Ib 1,525 Ib l,577 lb 1,882 lb 1,9861b 
(985 Ib) 

One AN-M65AI Bomb 1,4 321b ['7 <1 5 1b 1.7971b 2,102 1b 2,20~ Ib 
(l,205 Ib) 

O ne MK 84 Bomb 2,1971b 2,510 Ib 2,562 lb 2,85 7 1b 2,971 lb 
(1,970 lb) (Note 5) (Note 5) (Note ·4) (Note 5) 

One AN-M66A2 Bomb 2.434 lb 2.7 47 1b 2,7991b 3,1041b 3,208 lb 
(2,207 lb) ( N Ote 5) (Note 5) (Note 5) (Note 5) 

One MK 77 Mod 1, 2 Fire Bomb 7471b 1,0601b l , l12 Ib 1,4l7 lb 1.5211b 
(520 Ib) 

, 
One MK 79 Mod 1 Fire Bomb 1,1391 b 1.4 52 lb 1.504 Ib 1.8091b 1,9131b 
(912 Ib) 

O ne Aero 7 0 Rocket Pack 658 Ib 971 lb 1,0231b 1,3281b l.4321b 
(43l lb w ith 19 rds 2.75-in. FFAR) 

One LAU-3A / A Rocket Pack 644 lb 9571b 1,0091b 1,3141b 1,4181b 
(4l7 lb with 19 rds 2.75-in FFAR) 

One Aero 6A-I, -2 Rocket Pack 400 lb 7131b 765 Ib l,070 lb 1.1741b 
(173 Ib with 7 rds 2.75-;n. FFAR) -- _.. - -
One LAU-32A/A or LAU-32B/ A R ocket 400 Ib 7131b 7651b l,070 Ib 1, 1741b 
Pack (173 lb with 7 rds 2. 7 5·in. FEAR) 

O ne LAU-IO/A Rocket 
(533 lb with 4 Zuni rockets) 

760lb 1,0731b 1,125 Ib 1,4 301b 1.534lb 

A/A37B-l MULTIPLE BOMB RACK WITH: 

Four MK 81 Bombs 1,4261b 1,739Ib 1,791 Ib 2,096 Ib' 2,2001b 
(260 Ib each) N ote 3 (Note4) 

Four MK 82 Bombs 2,494 Ib 2,807 Ib 2,859 Ib 3. 1641b 3,2681b 
(527Ibeach) Note 3 (Note 4) (Note 5) ( N ote 5) ( N ote 5) 

four MK 81 Snakeye 1 Bombs 
(300 lb each) N Ote 3 

1,5861b 1,8991b 1,95 l Ib 2 ,2561b 2,360 lb 

Four MK 82 Snakeye I Bombs 2,6461b 2,9591b 3,0 II Ib 3,3l61b 3,4201b 
(565 Ib each) Note 3 ( N ote 5) ( N Ote 5) (Note 5) (Note 5) 

Four AN-M88 Frag Bombs 1.3l0 lb 1,6231b 
(231 Ib each) Note 3 

1,67 5 Ib 1,980 Ib 2,084 Ib 

Four AN-M81 Frag Bombs 
(277 Ib each) Note 3 

1,4941b 1,807 Ib 1,859 lb 2,1641b 2.2681b 

Four A N-M57AI GP Bombs 
(289 lb each) Note 3 

1,5421b l,855 Ib 1,907 Ib 2,2121b 2 ,3161b 

-u-u-
Notes are preseoced on sheet 3. 
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Section I NAVAlR 01-45HHE- l 

Aircraft Servicing a nd Hand ling 


EXTERNAL ARM AMENT ----------- ---

WING STAT ION LOAD (ONE SIDE ONLY) FUSElAGE LOAD (ONE SIDE ONLY) 
STATION One Side- Two Zuni Two Side- Four Zuni 
WEIGHT winder Rkts in winders (210 RktS in two 

RACK AND STORE Note 1 
(210Ib) Zuni packs Ib each) Zun i Racks 
Note 2 (107 Ib each) Note 2 ~107 beach) 

A/ A37B-5 TRIPLE EJECTOR BOMB RACK WITH: 
Station Wt Station Wt Station Wt ration We 
313 Ib 3651b 670lb 7741b 

Three MK 81 LDGP Bombs 1,1121b 1,4251b 1,477 Ib 1,780lb 1,8861b 
(260 Ib each) Note 6 

Three MK 81 Snakeye Bombs 
(300 Ib each) Notes 6 and 7 

1,2321b 1,545 Ib 1,597 Ib 1,902 Ib 2,0061b 

Three MK 82 LDGP Bombs 1,913 Ib 2,2261b 2,2781b 2,583 Ib 2,6871b 
(527 Ibeach) Note 6 (Note 5) (Note 5) 

Three MK 82 LDGP Bombs 2,0271b 2,340 Ib 2,392 Ib 2,687 Ib 2,801 Ib 
Snakeye Tails (565 Ib each) 
Notes 6 and 7 

Two MK 83 LDGP Bombs 2 ,3021b 2,6151b 2,6671b 2,972 Ib 3,0761b 
(985 Ib each) Notes 8, 9 (Note 5) (Note 5) 

Three AN- M57Al GP Bombs with 1,I991b 1,5121b 1,564 1b 1,8691b 1,97 31b 
conical or unrerarded Snakeye 
tails (2891b each ) Note 6 

Three AN-M81 Frag Bombs with 1,1631b 1,4761b 1,5281b 1,8331b 1,93 7 1b 
conical or unretarded Snakeye 
tails (277 Ib each) Note 6 

Three AN-M8'8 Frag Bombs with 
conical or uoretarded Soakeye 
tails (231 Ib each) Note 6 

1,025 Ib 1,3381b 1,390lb 1,6951b 1,7991b 

One MK 77 Mod Y2 Fire Bomb 8521b 1. 16 51b 1,217 Ib 1,522 Ib 1,6261b 
( 520 Ib) Note 10 

Two LAU-I0/ A Rocket Packs 1.3981b 1,711lb 1.7631b 2,0681b 2,172 Ib 
( 5331b each) Note 11 

Two LAU-3A/ A Rocket Packs 
(417 Ib each) Note 11 

1,1661b 1,4791b 1,5311b 1,8361b 1,940lb 

Two LAU-32A/ A Or LAU-32B/A Rocket 6781b 9911b 1,0431b 1,3401b 1,452 Ib 
Packs ( 1731b each) Note 11 

Two LAU-56{A Rocket Packs 67 81b 9911b 1,04 31b 1,3401b 1,4521b 
(1 7 3 Ib each Note 11 

A/ A37B-6 MULTIPLE EJECTOR 
BOMB RACK WITH: 

Six MK 81 LDGP Bombs 2,0101b 2,3231b 2,3751b 2,680lb 2,7841b 
( 260 Ib each) Note 6 (Note 5) (Note 5) 

Six MK 81 Snakeye Bombs 2,2501b 2,5631b 2,6151b 2,920Ib 3,0241b 
(300 Ib each) Notes 6 and 7 (Note 5) (Note 5) (Note 5) (Note 5) 

Four MK 82 LDGP Bombs 2,5581b 2,87 1 Ib 2,92 3 Ib 3,2281b 3,332 Ib 
(527 Ib each) (Note 5) (Note 5) (Note 5) (Note 5 ) 

Four MK 82 LDGP Bombs 2,7101b 3,0231b 3,075 Ib 3,380lb 3,4841b 
Snakeye tails (565 Ib each ) (Note 5) (Note 5) (Note 5) (Note 5) 

Two MK 83 LDGP Bombs 2,4201b 2,7 331b 2,785 Ib 3,0901b 3,1941b 
(985 Ib each) Notes 8, 9 (Note 5) (Note 5 ) (Note 5) (Note 5) 

Six AN-M57Al GP Bombs with 2,184 Ib 2,497 1b 2,5491b 2 ,8541b 2,958 Ib 
conical or unretarded Soakeye (Note 5) (Note 5) (Note 5) (Note5) 
tails (289 Ib each) Note 6 

Six AN-M81 Frag Bombs wioh 2,112 1b 2,425 Ib 2,477 Ib 2,782 Ib 2,8861b 
conical Or unretarded Sn>"-eye (Note 5) ( Note 5) 
tails (277 Ib each) N o te .' 

-u·nw 
Notes ace presented 00 sheet 3. 

AX- 136 (2) - 1-6 7 

Figure 1-73 (Sheet 2) 
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Section I 
Aircraft Operating Limitation, 

NAVAIR 01-45HHE-1 

EXTE RNALARMAMENT 

I
W I N G ST ATION LOAD (ONE SIDE ONLY) FUSELAG E LOA D ( O N E SID E ONLY)-- 
-;,-- 

STATION Ono: Side- Two Z uni Two Side- Four Zuni 
winderWEIGHT Rkrs in winders (210 Rkts in cwo 
( 210Ib) Zuni packs Ib each) Zuni pack s

RACK AND STORE Nore I Nore 2 ( 107 Ib each) Nore2 (107 Ib each)
Seation Wt Stacion We Station We Station WeA/ A3 7B-6 MULTIPLE EJECTOR 3 131b 3651b 670lb 774 1bBOMB RACK WITH: 

Six AN-M88 Frag Bombs wirh 1.8 36 1b 2.1491b 2,2011b 2,5061b 2,6101b 
conical or unre carded Snakeye ( No,e 5) ( Note 5) 
,ails (23 I Ib each) No,e 6 

Two MK 77 Mod Y2 Fire Bombs 1,4 90 1b 1,80 3 1b 1.85 5 Ib 2,1601b 2,264 Ib 
(520 Ib eac h) Nor e 10 

-
Two LAU·IO/ A Rocke r P acks 1.51 6 1b 1,8 29 1b 
(533 Ib eac h) Nore II 

'Two LAU· 3A/ A Rocke r Packs 1.2841b 1.5 9 7 Ib 
(417 Ib each) No,e II 

- . 

Two LAU·32A / A or LAU·32B/ A Rocker 1, 109 1b7% Ib 
Packs ( 173 Ib each) No,e 1 I 


T wo LAU ·56/ A Rocke< Packs 
 796 Ib 1, 1091b 
( 173 Ib eac h ) No,e II 

1,8811b 

1,649 Ib 

1.l61 Ib 

2 , 1861b 2,2901b 

1,95 4 Ib 2.0581b 

-
1.466 Ib 1,5 70 1b 

1.l 6 11b 1.4661b 1,5701b 

'U-)it
1. 	 Stacian weight is StOre weight plus the we;g hr of a ll" equipmenr 

(pylon and racks 'or la unchers) necessary [Q fire or release the 

score. 


2. 	 AIM·9B (164 Ibs), AIM·9D (178 Ibs) and AIM·9C (210 Ibs) 

missi les may be used. Table reflectS AIM·9C weight. 
 AIRCRAFT/ EQUI PMENT 

WEIGHT
3. 	 Bombs loaded on ,he mulripl e bomb rack (MBR) need no' 


necessaril y occupy positions corresponding co (he dropping 

sequence of [h e rack . (See illustrarions of MBR dropping 

sequ e nce.) Under prese nt limitations, carri age of bombs on th e 

inboard stations of th e MBR is nOt permined. If only twO bombs 
 Approxim a te Aircraftare 	 load ed on the MBR. they should occupy stations 1 and 2. \'(/ e ight Refe r to Sect io n I.
Additional bombs shall be loaded on the outboard stations only. Pan 	4 Princ ipal Dime nsions
Dependent upon release mode employed, additional trigger a nd 	 \\leigh' Table . squeezes may be required CO bypass vaca nt in board MBR st a

tions. The MBR d(oppjng sequence is independent of wh ic h ( LH 
 Ae ro 7A-I Ej ecro r Bomb 
or RH ) pylon rhe rack has bee n attached to. Rack (Used wi,h all wing 

s rores) _... 52 Ib 
4. 	 Use of AIM·9D or AIM·9C missi les (weigh, shown) may result in 


ex ceeding the limita tion described in Note 5. This limitation can 
 Wing Pylon . 175 Ib 

nor be exceeded using AIM -9 B m iss iles. 


MBR (A / A37B·I Mul,iple 
Bomb R ack) .... .. ... .. . 15 9 Ib 

5. 	 Configuration may exceed maxi mum allowabl e takeoff gross w eight. TER .105 Ib 

Refer to " W e ight Limitations. " MER 223 Ib 


cl. 	 If the inboard MER/TER stations are [Q be loa ded (3 stores on Ammunitio n 

TER . 6 stores On MER ) and a dua l pyl o n is installed on rh e RH (500 Rounds) .355 Ib 

fliseJa ge. th e lower launcher muSt nOt be install ed On the pylon . 

In this case, subtract weight of th e launcher and associated Full Fuel Load 

(S idewind er or Zuni ) StOre from th e tOt a l w eig ht. If a lau nch e r OP·5) . .... _ .. .. .. 9,167 Ib 

and stOre is installed on the lower pylon, the inboard station of 

the TER or the forw ard-inboa rd scation of th e MER muSt nOt LAU- 7 / A La uncher 

be loaded . In this case, subtract the we ight of One StOre from (Fuselage) .90 I b 

the tOtal weighc. 


Ae ro 3A Launcher 
7. 	 M ay be carr ied and released from inbo a rd MER / TER st ation s in (Used wirh 


unret a rded mode only. AIM·9B) .. ..... ,49 Ib 


8. 	 Load forward -ce nr er a nd aft-outboard MER stations. 2.75" FFAR 18 .5 Ib 
9 . 	 Do not load these scores on inboard st a tions of MER/TER. 

10. 	 Load aft-center and/ or fo rward-ce nte r .MER stations and TER 
cenler st a tions only. 

11. 	 Load the forwar d-cent er and forward-outbo a rd MER stations or 
(he center a nd ou tboard TER stations. 

AX- 13 6(3) -1 0 -67 

Figure 1-73 (Sheet 3) 
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Section I NAVAIR 01-45HHE-l 
Aircroft Operating limitations 

EXTERNAL ARMAMENT~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
WEIGHT AND COMPATIBILITY TABLE - PRACTICE BOMBS AND PARACHUTE FLARES 

This table lists practice bombs and parachute Bare contiguracioru for the attack airp lane 
an d provides StOre and s ra rio n w eights for th ese coofigu rad oo, useful in mission pLan... 
Diog . fo r a symmctr ically loaded aircraft, doubJe th e sta ti on wei~ht CO determine (oral 
weight ad d ed ro the aircraft b y win g stores and supporring equ ipment. For an asym
metrically·loaded airc raft ( mi xed store loading) , add the separate station weights. 
Station weigh t is defined in N ote I. 

WING STORE ( ONE SIDE ONLY) STATION WEIGHT 
N o te I 

On.e MK 86 Practi ce Bomb * 
(2 17 Ibs) Note 2 

4441bs 

Two MK· 86 P ractice Bombst 
(2 17 Ibs each) Notes 2 and 3 

8 20 Ibs 

One MK 87 P ractice Bomb" 
(333 lb. ) Note 2 

560 lb. 

Two MK 87 Practice Bombst 
(333 lb. each) N o tes 2 and 3 

-
One MK 88 Practice Bomb " 
(783Ibs ) Norc 2 

1,052 lb . 

1,010 Ibs 

Fou r MK 76 Mod 4 P ractice Bombs! 
(25 lb. each) 

692 Ibs 

Si x MK 76 Mod 4 P ractice Bombs§ 
(25 lb. eacb) 

464lbs 

Four MK 106 Mod 2/ 3/ 4 Practice Bombs! 
(5 lb. each) 

612 lb. 

Three MK 89 Mod Oi l Practice Bombs§ 
(57 lb. each) N o te 4 

4 85 lbs 

Four M K 24 Mod 2A/3 Parachute Flare. ~ 
(27 lb. each) Note 5 

4 22 lb. 

*Attached to the Aero 7A- I E jector Bomb Rack 
tAttached to the AI A37B-I M ultiple Bomb R ack 
i Loaded in th e Aero 8A-1 P ractice Bomb Conta iner 
§Attached to the AI A3 7B-3 Practice M ultiple Bomb Rack 

Aero SA-I Practice Bomb 
Co,nrainer . ... . . 365 Ibs 
A / A37 B-3 Practice Multiple 
Bom b R ack ........ .. ... 87 Ibs 
AI A 3 7B -1 M ultiple Bomb 
R ack ..... ........ . . . .. 159 Ibs 
Aero 7A -I Ejector Bomb R ack (U~d 
with all wing stores) .. ... 52 lb. 

'U-SI,
1. 	 Stacion weig'hc is store weighc plus th ~ weight of a ll equipment ( p ylons and racks 


or launchers) necessary to fire or release che store. 


2. 	 We ight is for practice bomb loaded with wet sand . 

3. 	 MK 86 and MK 87 practice bombs may be carried only on stations 1 and 2 ( the 

cen terline stat ions) of the multip le bomb rack du e to tai l fin interference. 


4. 	 M.K 8 9 Mod 01 I pract ice bombs will fit only on stations 2, 3, and 4 of the 

AIA3 7B-3 practice multiple bomb rack. 


5. 	 Carriage of Bares on inboard stations of the practice multiple bomb rack is not p e r

mitted due to possible flare/airpla ne collisions after release. 


AX- 136 (4)- 1-67 
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to each course depends upon the p rogress and circumGROUND TRAINING REQUIREMENTS 
stances pertaining to each command. 

T he overall ground training syllabus for each activity 
GENERAL REQUIREMENTSvaries according to local conditions, field facilities, 

requirements from higher authority, and the imme Prior to familiarization flights in the F-8, the FAM 
diate unit commander's estimation of squadron readi pilot must: 
ness. However, in order to ensure that all F-8 pilots 
are properly indoctrinated, thoroughly briefed, and 1. Possess a curren t medical clearance. 
adequately prepared to fly the aircraft, certain specific 2. Meet p hysiolog ical requirements of the current 
courses must be standardized. An outline of those edition of OPNAV I nstruction 3740.3. 
courses and subjects which are required for all F-8 
pilots is presented below. Also presen ted are the 3. Complete the F-8 NAM T Pilo t 's Familiarization 
subjects upon which continued ground training is Course consisting of approximately 40 hours of 
based. The frequency and number of hours devoted instruction. 
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Section II 	 NAVAlR 0 1-4SHHE- 1 

4. 	 Receive lectures on the following subjects from the 
RCVW or an operating F-S squad ron: 

Powerp lants 
Electrical system 
Fuel system 
Hydraulic and pneumatic systems 
Ejection seat, canopy, and pressurization. 
Variable incidence wing 
Flight controls and emergency power package 
Trim and stabilization 
Emergency p rocedu res 
Flig ht characterist ics and operating limitations to 

include h igh speed, high alti tude fligh t 

Stall and spins ( including LTV movie) 

Prefligh t and hand signals 

Local area and facil ities 


5. 	Complete a torso harness suspension drill. 

6. Satisfactorily 	 complete a mi nimum of rwo pro 
cedures trainer fligh ts within two weeks of first 
FAM fli ght. 

7. 	Practice a d ry-run ejection in an F-S ejection seat. 

S. 	 Satisfactorily complete a blindfold cockp it check. 

9. Complete a supervised engine start and taxi 
checkout. 

10. Satisfactorily complete test on F-8 operating limits, 
normal and emergency procedures, and aircraft 
systems. 

11. Complete an appropr iate course rules examination. 

SUPPLEMENTAL REQUIREMENTS 

The following subjects as guidelines should be 
included in the normal ground school syllabus which 
is supplemental and complementary to the flig ht 
training. 

1. 	T echnical subjects 

N ATOPS Flight Manual 

Aircraft maintenance manuals 

Fire control system manuals 

Ordnance 

Auxiliary equipment 

Aerodynamics 


2. 	 Tactical subjects 

NWP and NWIP 

F-8 Tactical Manual 

Tactics publications 

Rules of engagement 


3. 	Instr ument flight planning cross-country navigation 

Flight p lanning 
Rest computer 
Current OPNA V Instruction P3710 series 
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Special equipment 


4. 	Flight safety 

AAR R EVIEWS 

Emergency procedures 

Flig ht safety equipment 

Use of emergency arresting gear 


5. I n telligence 

Mili tary situat ion in theaters 
Functions and organization of Ai r Intelligence 
Security of information 
Aircraft recognition 
Maps, charts, and aerial p hotographs 
Enemy aircraft aerial tactics 
Amphibious operat ions 
Intelligence reports 
F-8 versus enemy fighter and bomber briefs 

6. 	Communications 

Typ es of communications 
Brevity code 
Applicable communicat ions, NWP, NWIP, ACP 
Authenticator tables 

7. Survival 

P hysiological and medical aspects 
Physical fitness and first aid 
Survival on land/sea 
Pilot rescue techniques 

FLIGHT TRAINING 

The geograp hic location, the specific flight tramlOg 
concept, local command restrictions, and other factors 
influence the actual fl ight syllabus and the sequence in 
which it is completed. T h is training is accomplished 
in the CRAW and/or squadron. 

FLIGHT QUALIFICATION 
REQUIREMENTS 

FAMILIARIZATION PHASE REQUIREMENTS 

T he following criteria will be met before specific 
flight phases. 

1. 	Prior to the familiarization phase, all pilots will 
have: 

• Completed the g round training syllabus cov
ered under GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

• 	Prior landings in a swep t-wing aircraft 
• Satisfactorily 	completed three OFT /WST pro

cedures familiarization Bights, at least two of 
which must have been within two weeks of 
the first fa miliarization Bight 
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Section III NAVAIR Ol-45HHE-l 
Briefing/Debriefing 

PART 1- BRIEFING/DEBRIEFING 


BRIEFING 

The flight leader is responsible for ensuring that all 
flight members are properly briefed on the operation 
and conduct of the mission. The briefing will be con
ducted using a briefing guide and a syllabus card, if 
applicable. Each pilot in the flight will maintain a 
kneepad and will record flig ht numbers, call signs, 
aDd all other data necessary to assume the lead and 
complete the assignment if it should become necessary. 
T he following information will be covered during the 
briefi ng: 

GENERAL 

Aircraft assigned, call signs 
Eng ine start, taxi, and takeoff times 
Visual signals and rendezvous instructions 

MJSSION 

Primary 
Secondary 
Opec-ating area 
Control agency 
Time on station or over target 

WEAPONS 

loading 
Safety 
Arming, dearming 
Duds 
Special routes with ordnance aboard 
Minimum pull-out alti tude 
Jettison area 
Tow/escort 

COMMUNICATIONS 

Frequencies 
Radio procedure and discipline 

Navigational aids 
Identification and ADIZ procedures 

WEATHER 

local area 
l ocal area and destination forecasts 
W eather at alternate 
High altitude weather for jet stream, temperature, 

and contrail band width 

NAVIGATION AND FLIGHT PLANNING 

Takeoff 
Climbout 
Mission route, including ground controlling agen

cies (GCI, APC, etc. ) 
Fuel/oxygen management 
Marshall/ holding 
Penetration 
GCAor CCA 
Recovery 

EMERGENCIES 

Aborts 
Divert fields 
Bingo and low-state fuel 
W ave-off pattern 
Ready deck 
Radio failure 
loss of visual contact with fljght 
SAR procedures 
System failures 

AIR INTEWGENCE AND SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

Friendly and enemy force disposition 
Current situation 
Targets 
Safety precautions 
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2. 	 A qualified chase pilot will be assigned for a mini
mum of four familiarization flights. 

3. 	 An F-8 experienced RDO or instructor chase pilot 
will monitor all familiarization landings. 

ADDITIONAL PHASE REQUIREMENTS 

Additional requirements for various phases are: 
--" 

1. 	Instruments (Actual ) 

• Be basic 	instrument qualified in series : 
Three satisfactory simulated instrument sorties 
Three satisfactory T ACAN penetrations 
Five satisfactory GCA approaches 

• 	Have satisfactorily completed an instrument 
progress check on the instrument training por
tion of the aircraft series training syllabus and 
an in-type instrument check 

2. 	Night 

• Be instrument qualified in series 

3. 	Cross-Country 

• Have 25 hours in series 
• Be instrument qualified in series 
• Have completed a servicing checkout 
• Have had 	at least one night familiarization 

flight 

4. Air-to-Air Gunnery 

• 	Have 25 hours in series 
• 	Perform gun camera flights until considered 

qualified for live gunnery. 

5. 	 Carrier Qualification 

• 	Day qualification: 
Have completed 8 FMLF periods 
Have a minimum of 50 hours in series 

• 	Night qualification: 
Have completed 15 night FMI.P periods 
Be day carrier qualified 
Make a minimum of two day traps during the 
day of night qualification and have had a 
minimum of five day traps during the preceding 
ten days 

CURRENCY, AIRCRAFT FERRY, AND 
REQUALIFICATION REQU IREMENTS 

To be considered qualified in the F-8, the pilot must 
meet the following requirements: 

Total Time in Pilot must hiW6 Within 
F-8 Series flown ... last ••• 

10 - 100 bours 5 bours 3 months 
100 - 300 hours 10 bours 6 months 
300 hours or more 10 hours 12 months 

If these requirements are not met, familiarization 
phase requirements with the exception of NAMT 
must be completed. 
Training requirements, checkout procedUres, evalua
tion procedures, and weather minima for ferry squad
.rons are governed by the provisions contained in 
OPNAV Instruction 3710.6 series. 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

Any pilot not flying for a two-week period after 
commencing a training syllabus will complete at least 
one OFT/ WST or COT procedures trainer flight (if 
available) prior to his next F-8 flight. Any pilot not 
Hying the F-8 for a two-week period will be required 
to fiy a day flight prior to any F-8 night flight. 

Note 

Commanding Officers are authorized to waive 
minimum flight requirements and/or OFT/ 
WST or COT training where recent experi
ence in similar models warrants. 

PERSONAL FLYING EQUIPMENT 
The following equipment will be woro or carried on 
all flights unless other safety considerations indicate 
otherwise. All flying equipment will be modified in 
accordance with current Aviation Clothing and Sur
vival Equipment Bulletins. 

1. 	 Antibuffet helmet. 

2. 	Oxygen mask. 

3. 	Anti G suit. 

4. 	F1igbt suit. 

5. 	 Ankle-high laced boots. 

6. 	 Life vest. 

7. 	 Integrated torso harness. 

8. 	Sheath knife and shroud line cutter. 

9. A 	 red lens flashlight (for all night and cross
country flights). 

10. A 	 pistol with tracer ammunition, or BuWeps 
approved substitute, for all over-water flights, 
night flights, and flights over sparsely populated 
areas. 

11. 	Flight gloves. 

12. Identification tags. 

13. Anti-exposure 	 coverall on all over-water flights 
when the water temperature is 59°F (15°C) or 
below; or OAT is 32°F (O.OOOC ) or below; or 
when the combined air/water temperature is 
120°F (48.89°C) or below. Exceptions to these 
requirements are as follows: 
Not required when the water temperature is above 
50°F (lO°C) and aircraft is within gliding dis
tance of land. 
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When high ambient cockpit temperature would 16. Navigation packet. 

create a hazardous debilitating effect on the pilot, 

type commanders are authorized to grant a waiver. 17. Pocket checklist. 


14. 	Survival kit. 
Survival equipment will be secured in such a 

15. 	Operational equipment appropriate to climate or manner as to offer ready accessibility and to ensure 
the area. retention during ejection or landing. 
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Briefing/Debriefing 

OPERATING AREA BRIEFING 

Prior to air operations in and around a new area, it is 
mandatory that a comprehensive briefing be given 
covering (but not limited to) . the following: 

Bingo Fields 

Instrument approach facilities 

Runway length and arresting gear 

Terrain and obstructions 


Emergency Fields 

Fields suitable for landing but without required 
support equipment 


Instrument approach facilities 

Runway length and arresting gear 

Terrain and obstructions 


SAR Facilities 

Type 

Frequencies 

Location 


DEBRIEFING 

Immediately after the flight, all pilots will assemble 
for a debriefing and critique. It will be conducted or 
supervised by the flight leader and will cover the 
following: 

• 	 Interrogation by an intelligence officer if 

applicable 


• 	General discussion covering all phases of the flight 
• 	Operational and tactical information that can be 

given to squadron operations for relay to flight 
leaders of subsequent flights (include weather, I 
etc.) 

• 	Critique of breakups and landings 

The importance of the postflight debriefing and cri
tique cannot be stressed too highly. To derive maxi
mum benefit, constructive criticism and suggested 
improvements to doctrine, tactics, and techniques 
should be given and received with frankness, purpose, 
and in the spirit of improving the proficiency of the 
unit as well as the individual pilot. 
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Section III NAVAIR 01·4SHHE· 1 
Mission Planning 

PART 2 - MISSION PLANNING 
Refer to section XI, NW'IP 41-2, and the F-S Tactical Manual for detailed instruc
tions concerning mission planning. 

PART 3 - SHORE-BASED PROCEDURES 

LINE OPERATIONS 

ACCEPTING THE AIRCRAFT 

Check the yellow sheet for flight status, fuel load, 
configuration and armament loading. Review at least 
the ten previous B sections for the discrepancies noted 
and the corrective action taken. When satisfied with 
the yellow sheet information, sign the applicable por
tions. and proceed with the exterior inspection. 

EXTERIOR INSPECTION 

The exterior inspection is presented in figure 3-1, and 
is reproduced in the pocket checklist. During flight 
operations away from the parent organization, ensure 
that the following additional systems postflight and 
servicing procedures are completed: 

Engine accessory gear drive oil level 
Constant speed drive generator 
Viscous dampers 
Generator turbine oil level 
Wing fuel quantity (external indications) 
Liquid oxygen system 
Hydraulic systems 

The airplane may be cleared for flight with fasteners 
missing from access doors and panels provided that the 
following restrictions are observed: 

• 	No fastener shall be missing from any door or 
panel in the cockpit area. Missing fasteners 
could affect cockpit pressurization. 

• 	Not more than 10% of the tota'l fasteners in any 
row on any door or panel may be missing. Two 
fasteners in a row of 20 or more fasteners may 
be missing only when the two missing fasteners 
are separated by two installed fasteners. 

• 	The first and last fastener in any row must be 
installed. No fastener may be missing from the 
leading edge of any door or panel if an unfas
tened gap longer than three inches is created. 

• 	No fastener which performs a secondary func
tion of supporting a bracket or other equipment 
may be missing. 

COCKPIT ENTRY (See figure 3-2) 

The canopy is opened manually by the canopy release 
handle, located on the left side of the fuselage directly 
below the canopy frame. Depress the forward part 
of the handle, grasp the handle arm and pull forward 
to unlock the canopy. Raise the canopy by using the 
handle on the canopy frame. 

COCKPIT CHECKS 

Perform the following checks before connecting 
external power: 

General 

1. 	 Ejection system - INSPECTED as outlined in figure 
3-3 (MK-F5, -F5A seat) or 3-3A (MK-F7 seat) I 

2. Rudder pedals - ADJUSTED 

Left 	Side 

3. Pilot's services - CONNECTED 

4. G valve knob - AS DESIRED 

5. Speed brake override switch - NORMAL 

6. 	 Antiexposure coverall ventilation switch - NORM 

CABIN PRESS 

7. 	 Antiexposure coverall ventilation knob - AS 

DESIRED 

S. 	 Emergency droop and wing incidence guard
DOWN 

9. Wing incidence handle - MATCH WING POSITION 

10. Fuze function switch - SAFE 

11. Radar power switch - OFF 

12. Approach power compensator switch - OFF 

13. Fuel control switch - NORMAL 

14. Rudder trim knob - NEUTRAL 

15. Throttle - OFF 

16. Speed brake switch - IN 

17. Cruise droop switch - UP 


IS. Throttle friction wheel- ADJUST 


19. Emergency brake handle - OFF 

19A. Smoke abatement switch - OFF I 
20. Engine master switch - OFF 

21. Land/taxi light switch - OFF 

22. Exterior light switch - OFF 


22A. Speech Security controls - AS REQUIRED. 


23. Salvo jettison switch - OFF 

24. Yaw stabilization switch - OFF RESET 
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Shore-Based Procedures 

I 

EXTERIOR INSPECTION 
NOSE SECTIONCD Access doors and panels._____..__.. SECURED * 
Piror cover..._ .__.._.__.._____.__________.._. REMOVED 

Nose cone...._......____...________...._SECURED 

Intake duct_ __..__.. .. ....._..._.__._..__.._. NO OBSTRUcnON, 


WRINKLES, OR 
MISSING RIVETS 


AIA transducer vane._____..___ ... NO D AMAGE 

Oxygen filler ... ..__.___ CAP SECURE, ON 


BUILDUP, COVER 
CLOSED 

Gun camera window__.._____.___..___.. NO DAMAGE 

Emergency air vent_____._......_____CLOSED 

IR receiver__..__ _ ____..______________ __.CLEAN, NO 


DAMAGE 

NOSEWHEEL WELL 
Nose gear doors_______ ___________ ___ _____.SECURE 
Nose gear____..____.._________________ ______ STRUT, TIRE Spoiler_______......._________ ___ NO DAMAGE 
Approach lights__.__.____.___._______.___ .___ NO DAMAGE, Flap______.._____._ ____ __ ___ __ NO DAMAGE 

LENSES CLEAN Exrernal stores..______ ______ _.CHECK SECURITY 
Downlock... ___ ________ ________.____.___ .___.__.__INSTALLED OF RACKS, RAILS 
Armamenr disable switch__.__ _____.GUARD DOWN AND LAUNCHERS 
Underside of fuselage__c______ .__ __NO HYDRAULIC RIGHT AFT FUSELAGE 


LEAKS 
 PC No. 2 reservoir...__._____ PROPER SERVIONG 
RIGHT FORWARD fU'SELAGE Access doors and panels _ ___SECURED* 
Pylons and launchers.__ .________ SEa.IR.ED Fuel cell cavity vent ports.. ____NO OBSTRUCTION 
Ordnance_ __ ._.__ ________ .__ _______ ___._______SECURED, SAFETY Righr ventral fin _________ _ SECURE, NO 

PINS INSTALLED DAMAGE 
Formation light_~~_ _______ .NO DAMAGE Underside of fuselage_._ ______.NO FLUID LEAKS
Sratic ports__________ _____..________CLEAR Formation lights__ _ _____ ....__._______NO DAMAGE 
Hydraulic reservoir _____.______ PROPER SERVICE 
Pneumatic gageL ________PROPER PRESSURE EMPENNAGE AND TAIL CONE 

Underside of fuselage_ .__ ._.___... NO FLUID LEAKS Tail hook...__._. __ ___ _____.._.SECURE, NO LEAKS 
Lower anticollision lighL _ ____ NO DAMAGE Horizontal tail__.________._____NO DAMAGE 
Access doors and panels_____ SECURED * Vertical taiL _____________.N O DAMAGE 
Speed brake_ ___.____________.___ __.__ NO DAMAGE OR Rudder________....__..__________ .._..___.__ NO D AMAGE, 

FLUID LEAKS BATTEN REMOVED 
RIGHT MAIN WHEEL WELL Position lighL__ _______...__ ...__.NO DAMAGE 

Tailpipe___ _____ ______._________.___N O W RINKLES ORGear door and actuator......._ .__ SECURE, NO CRACKS 
Wheel weIL__ _______...____.__________ _.NO HYDRAULIC CRACKS, COLOR 

LEAKS N ORMAL 
Gear_. __._____ ____ ___.__.____.. ______.______.STRUT EXTENSION, Nozzle bearings__....._ ._______________ NO RUST OR 

TIRE INFLATION BINDING 
Brake pucks ____ ___•._________ WITHIN LIMITS Nozzle fiaps-_.._________..______._______N O DAMAGE, 
Wheel bolts_____...._ ______ ____ ______________ SECURE, NONE BINDN G OR RUST 

MISSING ON LINKAGE. 
Landing taxi lighL-______.._______ ____ NO DAMAGE Upper wing surfaces__._______ _____ __.PANELS SECURE, 
Fuel system vent port__________NOT COVERED NO WRINKLING OR 
Downlock...______ ._ .. ._______ ________ __ INSTALLED BUCKLING 
PC accumulator__._____ ___._.___ ___ ____NO LEAKS LEFT AFT FUSELAGE 
Tiedown ring________ ._ _______ ____ _________ FLUSH Repeat step 6Gear-up 10ckpin________ ______ SECURE Fuel vent____... _ ____ _.__.. .NO OBSTRUCTION 
Uplock roller.._.____..___________ ________ NO BINDING PC No. 1 reservoir ..____..___ _________.PROPER SERVICING
Main fuel line______________________ _______ __.NO LEAKS 
Chaff disable power switch pin._.... INSTALLED LEFT MAIN WHEEL WELL 

Repeat step 4 
RIGHT WING Wing fuel manual shutoff valve____ OPEN 
Check general condition________ _____.NO FLUID LEAKS Fuel selector switch._______....._ POWER OFF 
Access doors and panels___.._ _ __.SECURED* Pressure fueling cap_.______ SECURED 
Leading edge_..._.. ____._..___ _____. NO DAMAGE OR H ydraulic hand pump handle.__ .__.STOWED 

HYDRAULIC LEAKS 
Wing hinge pins._...._.._.. __ ______________ LOCKED (PANELS LEFT WING 

SPREAD AND Repeat srep 5® 
LOCKED) 


Wingfold warning fiags._____..___.._RETRACTED LEFT FORWARD FUSELAGE
@
(PANELS SPREAD Access doors and panels.._.._.___ _SECURED* 
AND LOCKED) Formation light___.____ _ ._ _ _NO DAMAGE

Donut seaL____.._____.. _. _______________ .. _____NOT LEAKING Upper anticollision light.__ .._..___ NO DAMAGE 
OR DEFORMED Pylons and launchers__ __.____SECURED 

Formation light ___ NO DAMAGE Ordnance__.._... ___________ SECURED, SAFETY 
Position light..._............ _........_.... .... NO DAMAGE PINS INSTALLED 
Aileron _...... .. ......NO DAMAGE OR Canopy__..._..._..__ .____..___..CRAZING OR 

LEAKS, BATTEN CRACKS WITHIN 
REMOVED LIMITS 

* Refer to EXTERIOR INSPECTION paragraph for information on allowable missing fasteners. 
AX - 62- 10-6 7 

Figure 3-1 
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Shore-Based Procedures 

- l 

To open center step, press 
two release latches. 

Release 
latches 

TOP STEP 

EZzRelease 
Buttons 

To open top step, press 
ower release button. 

To extend low er ste lease mech ' p, press reanlsm and pull step. 

St,ep Extension  (SSE) 
RIght Foot AX-63-1-67 

Figure 3-2 
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Shore-Based Procedures 

MK· F5, ·F5AEJECTION SYSTEM INSPECTION--- ------

'YJ.1MIId' 

Ensure that all six ejection system safety pins (sheet 3) 
are installed before entering the airplane. 

BEFORE ENTERING SEAT, CHECK: 

Check seat type (MK-F5 or -F5A) to determine 
ejection capability. 

1A Canopy interrupter release handle stowed. 

2 	Link line passed through guillotine trap 
(yellow door) and connected to parachute with
drawal line with no gap between connector 
halves. 

2A Top latch plunger not protruding from end of 
tOp latch housing*. 

2 B IndicatOr plunger flush with end of tOp latch 
plunger* . 

3 	 Parachute D-ring stowed. 

4 	 Shoulder harness-to ensure proper attachment. 

4A 	 Check that the indicator on the bottom of the 
drogue gun firing mechanism extends about 
one-half inch from the bottom of the m'echanism. 
This indicates the mechanism is cockedt 

5 	 Drogue gun trip rod (LH side) pinned to bulk
head behind seat. Red painted section of triprod 
not shJwing (should be covered by trip rod outer 
barrel) *. 

6 	 Face curtain handle stowed. 

7 	 Face curtain firing cable undamaged and con
nected to ejection gun sear. 

8 	 Canopy interrupter cable undamaged, properly 
routed, and connected to interrupter release 
pin and to canopy bulkhead, 

9 	 Drogue parachute withdrawal line routed as 
shown and lying aft and below level of canopy 
breaker points. 

10 	 Timed-release mechanism trip rod (RH side) 
pinned to bulkhead behind seat. Red painted 
section of trip rod not showing (should be cov
ered by trip rod outer barrel)*. 

11 	 Emergency harness release handle stowed and 
attached to guillotine firing mechanism. 

12 	 Lap harness - to ensure proper attachment. 

13 	 Emergency oxygen bottle pressure. Emergency 
oxygen bottle lanyard secured to structure, lan
yard quick-disconnect locked, and lanyard not 
fouled on seat or cockpit floor. 

14 	 Pull the first group of safety pins in the follow
ing order: 

a. Canopy actuator initiator pin 
b. 	drogue gun pin 
c. ejection gun pin 

(Pins and locations are illustrated in sheet 3.) 

tSeats with Air Crew Systems Change No. 56. 
*Seats with Air Crew Systems Change No. 19. 

B1ue 

Blue Leg 
Restraint 
Line 

I

AFTER ENTERING SEAT, CHECK: 

15 Secondary firing handle stowed. 
16 Leg restraint lines pulled to check snubber 

action. 
17 Emergency canopy jettison handle stowed . 
18 Remove remaining safety pins in the following 

order: 
a. Guillotine firing mechanism pin 
b. Secondary firing handle pin 
c. Face curtain pin (plane captain may re

move) 
(Pins and locations are illustrated in sheet 3.) 

19 	 Hand safety pins to plane captain who will dis
play the six pins prior to stOwing them in the 
safety pin container. 

20 	 Route leg restraint lines as shown and attach 
plug-in fittings to front of seat. The leg restraint 
lines must be hooked up at all times during 
flight to ensure that the legs will be restrained 
in the aft position following ejection. This will 
prevent leg injury and enhance seat stability 
by preventing the legs from flailing. 

Do not cross the leg restraint lines or pass 
them around the control stick. Misrouted 
lines can result in serious pilot injury upon 
ejection. 

21 	 Push leg restraining release lever and extend 
legs to normal operating position. If t~ much 
line has been released from the restraint snub
ber, raise the seat and have plane captain 
manually pull the line from the aft side of 
the snubber. 

I#MMi 
Too much slack will hinder release of 
the leg restraint lines. 

AX- 11 6 (1)- 8- 67 

Figure 3-3 (Sheet J) 
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MK -F5, ·F5A EJECTION SYSTEM INSPECTION------ --

---;;.--- Guillotine 
Parachute \ Trap Door 
Withdrawal '\ 
Line 

;; ~ ""'" I 

Drogue Gun 
Trip Rod 

)
' l __,, _ ~ 

·1'!'I.,~j!'!l'·. 'lI'IiI....I· 

See D etail A 

See Detail E 

See Detail D 

/ 

"'U"" ",n"i' A X - 11 6 (2) -8- 6 7 

Figure 3-3 (Sheet 2) 
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Shore-Based Procedures 

MK-F5, -F5A EJECTION SYSTEM INSPECTlON--------

I 
Cover Slips Over 
Stick Grip 

Pin 5 

:ru;----~~ 

:( 
Pin 4 - Guillotine Firing Mechanism 

Pin 1 - Face Curtain 

Pin 2 ~ Ejection Gun 

Pin 5 - Secondary Firing Handle 

Pin 3 - Drogue Gun 

Sear 

SAFETY PIN 
PROPERLY 
INSTALLED 

I.]U'''·, 

Figure 3-3 (Sheet 3) 
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Shore-Based Procedures 

MK-F7 EJECTION SYSTEM INSPECTION ----------

r4Nl1liti 
Ensure that all seven ejection system 
safety ?ins (sheets 3 and 4 ) are installed 
before entering airplane. 

BEFORE ' ENTERING SEAT, CHECK: 

Check seat type to determine ejection capa
bility. 

1 A 	Canopy interrupter release handle stowed. 

2 	Link line passed through guillotine trip (yel
low door) and conneCted to parachute with
drawal line with no gap between connector 
halves. Assure parachute locking pin with
drawal line is free of guillotine trap door. 

2A 	 Top latch plunger no t protruding from end of 
top latch hOllsing . 

28 	 Indicator plunger flush with end of top latch 
plunger. 

3 	Parachute D-nng stowed. 

4 Shoulder harness - to ensure proper attach
ment. 

4A 	 Check that the indicator on the bottom of the 
drogue gun firing mechanism extends about 
one-half inch from the bottom of the mech
anism. This indicates the mechanism is cocked. 

5 	Drogue gun trip rod (LH side) pinned to 
bulkhead behind seat. Red painted section of 
trip rod not showing (should be covered by trip 
rod outer barrel). 

5A 	 Rocket firing lanyard properly inserted in tie
down fitting. (Fitting is located on floor and is 
visible to pilot by viewing down the rear of the 
left hand side of the seat.) 

6 	Face curtain handle stOwed. 

1 	Face curtain firing cable undamaged and con
nected to ejection gun sear. 

8 	Canopy interrupter cable undamaged, properly 
routed, and connected to interrupter release 
pin and to canopy bulkhead. 

S 	Drogue parachute withdrawal line routed as 
shown and lying aft and below level of canopy 
oreaker points. 

Line Line 

10 Timed-release mechanism trip rod (RH side) 
pinned to bulkhead behind seat. Red painted 
section of trip rod not showing (should be cov
ered by trip rod outer barrel) . 

11 Emergency harness release handle stowed and 
attached to guillotine firing mechanism. 

12 	 Lap harness - to ensure proper attachment. 

13 	 Emergency oxygen bottle pressure. Emergency 
oxygen bottle lanyard secured to structure, lan
yard quick-disconneCt locked, and lanyard not 
fouled on seat or cockpit floor. 

14 	 Pull the first group of safety pins in the follow
ing order: 

a. 	Canopy actuator initiator pin 

b. 	 Drogue gun pin 
c. 	 Power retraCtor gun pin 
d . EjeCtion gun pin 

(Pins and locations are illustrated In sheets 3 
and 4.) 

AFTER ENTERING SEAT, CHECK: 

15 Secondary firing handle stowed. 

16 Leg restraint line~ pulled to check snubber 
action. 

17 Emergency canopy jettison handle stowed. 

18 Remove remain ing safety pins in the following 
order: 

a. 	 Guillotine firing mechanism pin 
b. 	Secondary firing handle pin 
c. 	 Face curtain pin (plane captain may re

move) 

(Pins and locations are illustrated in sheet 4.) 

A X -	 159 ( 1)- B- 67 

Figure J-3A (Sheet J} 
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Shore-Based Procedures 

MK-F7 EJECTION SYSTEM INSPECTION ----- - - --

19 Hand safety pins to plane captain who will dis snubber, raise the seat and have plane captain 
play the seven pins prior to stowing them in manually pull the line from the lower side of 
the safety pin container. the snubber. 

20 Route leg restraint lines as shown and attach 
plug-in fittings to front of seat. The leg re
straint lines must be hooked up at all times 
during flight to ensure that the legs will be 
restrained in the aft position following ejec
tion. This will prevent leg injury and enhance 

'IUM@i 
Too much slack will hinder 
the leg restraint lines. 

release of 

seat stability by preventing the legs from flail A small pilot utilizing the MK-F7 ejec
ing. tion seat should raise the seat as high as 

practical on the ground and in the traf

'@'M@i fic pattern. This is to ensure a favorable 
ejection seat center.of-gravity position. In 

Do not cross the leg restraint lines or pass the somewhat unlikely event that a small 
them around the control stick. Misrouted pilot had the seat fully lowered and was 
lines can result in serious pilot injury forced to eject at close to zero-zero con
upon ejection. ditions, a safe ejection could be jeopard

21 Push leg restraining release lever and extend 
legs to normal operating position. If too much 22 

ized due to unfavorable seat cg position. 

Small pilot: Raise the seat to the highest posi
line has been released from the restraint tion practical. 

Safety Pin 
Stowage 
Container 

See Detail B 

Parachute 
Withdrawal 
LineLine 

•.)U",·, 
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MK-Fl EJECTION SYSTEM INSPECTION - ---------

Pin 5-----"'" 

Cover slips over 
-stick grip 

Pin 2 

Pin 6 

(Rear of -~:,)'-.;:s..... 
headboxl 

Pin 3 

Pin 5 

Pin 4 
--- (Back of seat! 

"'-1JI~2+--- Pin 6 

Pin 1 - Face Curtain 

Pin 3 - Power Retractor Gu n 

Pin 4 - Drogue Gun 

~, 

Pin 6 - Secondary Firing Handle 
A X-1 59(4) - B-67 

Fig ure J-JA (Sheet 4) 
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25. Roll stabilization switch - OFF RESET 
26. Emergency pitch trim handle - STOWED 
27. Emergency power handle - STOWED 
28. AutOpilot master switch - OFF 
29. Landing gear handle - WHLS DOWN 
30. Emergency downlock release switch - OFF 

Instrument Board 

31. In flight refueling probe switch - OFF 
32. Radio altimeter - OFF 
33. Duct bypass door switch - AUTO 
34. Fuel dump switch - OFF 
35. Fuel transfer switch - OFF 
36. Armament selectOr switch - OFF 
37. Mechanical fusing switch - SAFE 
38. Master armament switch - OFF 
39. Gun arming switch - SAFE 
40. Selective jettison switch - Off 

Right Side 

41. Arresting gear handle - HOOK UP 
42. Engine anti-icing switch - Off 
43. PitOt heat switch - Off 

44. Master 	generatOr switch - OFF RESET 
45. Emergency generator switch - Off 
46. Air-conditioning manual override switch - AUTO 
47 . Cockpit temperature knob - AS DESIRED 
48. Cockpit pressure switch - CABIN PRESS 
49. Rain removal switch - OFF 
50. Defogger switch - OFF 
51. Autopilot altitude hold switch - OFF 
52. TACAN maSter switch - OFF 
53 . UHF funCtion switch - OFF 
54. IFF master switch - OFF 
55 . Cockpit emergency ventilation knob - CLOSED 
56. Instrument and console lights - AS DESIRED 

Stick Grip 

57. Pitch trim knob - NEUTRAL 
58 . Roll trim knob - NEUTRAL 
59. Radar control grip - LOCKED 

STARTING 	ENGINE 

Prestart Check 

1. 	 Starting equipment In pOSition. 

2. Fire guard standing by. 

3. Danger 	areas (figure 1-68) clear. 

4. External 	power - CONNECTE[) 

• 	Give plane captain one-finger signaL When 
signal is returned, place master generator switch 
to TEST. 

5. Landing 	gear indicators - DOWN 

• 	If landing gear indicators do not show the gear 
down, a possi ble electrical malfunction exists. 

However, 	 a down indication can usually be 
obtained by cycling the master generator switch 
between TEST and 01'F several times. 

• 	 Do nOt crank the engine until a positive down 
indication is received for all landing gear. 

6. Main fuel shutoff valve- CHECK 

• 	Give the plane capta in the drinking signal. 
When he is at the starboard wheel well, place 
the engine master switch ON. 

• 	 Plane captain will check that the main fuel 
shutoff valve opens and will signify prope r 
operation by a thumbs-up signal. 

7. Pitot heat - CHECKED 

8. Manual 	fuel control light - Off 

9. Fuel pump warning light - ON 

10. Engine oil/hydraulic pressure warning light - ON 

11. Fuel low level warning light - OFF (press to test) 

12. Fire warning light - OFF (press to test) 

13. Warning lights - PRESS TO TEST 

• 	Press to test any warning lights not illuminated 

Starting Engine (Pilot Controlled) 

1. 	 External starting source - CONNECTED 

• 	Give the plane captain the two-finger signal. 
He will check with the GTC operator and will 
return the signal when ready for Start. 

2. 	 Throttle - CRANK (momentarily) 
- IGNITE (at 5% rpm) 
- IDLE (at 12'fr rpm) 

• 	The ignition circuit remains energized for 30 
to 40 seconds. 

• 	 Ignition normally occurs within 3 seconds. 

• 	Acceleration to idle rpm is normally attained 
40 to 45 seconds after throttle is placed in IDLE. 

3. 	 Engine instruments - CHECK 

• 	After placing the throttle in idle during engine 
start, the PC-I, PC-2, and utility hydraulic 
pressures will rise rapidly to operating pres
sures. The engine oil/hydraulic pressure warn
ing light should remain on, since the oil pres
sure will still be below 34 psi (generally about 
20 psi) . If the light goes Out as soon as the 
hydraulic system pressures are up and the oil 
pressure is sti II below 34 psi, a malfunctioning 
oil pressure switch is indicated. 
Check EGT, oil pressure indicators, and tach
ometer for proper indication and that limita
tions are not exceeded. 

4. External starting source - REMOVED 
• 	Starter air supply should automatically shut off 

between 46% and 53% engine rpm. When the 
engine reaches 40% to idle rpm, give the plane 
captain the two-finger unplug signal. The GTC 
will be disconnected. 
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5. 	External electrical power - DISCONNECfED 

• 	When the engine stabilizes at idle rpm and 
main generator indicator shows ON, turn master 
generator switch OFF. 

• 	Give tbe plane captain the one-finger unplug 
signal and ensure external electrical power 
disconnected. 

6. 	Master generator switch - ON 

7. 	Main generator indicator - ON 

8. 	Attitude indicator - OFF not showing 

9. Engine, fuel, and hydraulic warning lights - OFF 

• Fuel pump warning light - OFF 

• 	Fuel boost pumps warning light - OFF 

• 	Engine oiVhydraulic pressure warning light 
OFF 

If throttle is inadvertently retarded to OFF, 

do nOt advance throttle to regain light as a 
hot start or fire will result. Allow a 30-second 
fuel drainage period, purge engine, and repeat 
STARTING ENGINE procedure. Retard 
throttle to OFF immediately if engine flames 
out. The aircraft is down until the cause is 
determined. 

Normally, no engine warmup is required. After the 
engine has stabilized to idle conditions, the throttle 
may be advanced to full power. At ambient tempera
tures below - 35°C (-31°F ), operate engine at idle 
for 2 to 5 minutes before making higber power set
tings. 

10. Communications and navigation equipment - ON 

Starting Engine (Ground Controlled) 

The ground crew will notify the pilot that the start 
will be ground controlled before cranking is initiated. 
Give the two-finger signal for the ground crew to 
initiate cranking. Move the throttle to CRANK, to 
IGNITE at 5% rpm, and then follow the normal engine 
starting procedure. 

When the start is ground controlled, automatic shutoff 
of the starter air supply will not occur. Give the two
finger unplug signal at 40% to idle rpm so the ground 
crew can shut off the starter air supply. 

If throttle is inadvertently retarded to OFF, 

do not advance throttle to regain light as a 
hot start or fire will tesult. Allow a 30-second 
fuel drainage period, purge engine, and 
repeat STARTING ENGIN E procedure. 
Retard throttle to OFF immediately if engine 
flames out. The aircraft is down until cause 
is determined. 

Normally, no engine warmup period is required. After 
the engine has stabilized at idle, the throttle may be 

Shore-Based Procedures 

advanced to full power. At ambient temperatures 
below - 35°C (- 31°F ), operate engine at idle for 2 
to 5 minutes before making higher power settings. 

UNSATISFACTORY ENGINE STARTS 

Hot Start 
If exhaust gas temperature exceeds 4500 C bur does 
not exceed 6100 C during starting, check engine and 
starter system for cause of trouble before next starting 
attempt. If EGT exceeds 610° C during starting, engine 
should be checked for cause of trouble and possible 
damage. Perform PURGING ENGINE procedure be
fore next starting attempt. 

Aborted Start I

If engine fa ils to ignite within 20 seconds after the 
throttle is placed in IDLE, place the throttle and master 
generator switch in OFF. The engine should be checked 
for cause of trouble. If necessary, perform PURGING 
ENGINE procedure before next starting attempt. 

FALSE START OR HUNG START 
If the engine ignites but engine speed remains below 
idle (68% to 70'% rpm ) and the exhaust gas tempera
ture remains below 6100 C, perform one of the follow
ing procedures: 

Below 25% rpm: 

1. 	 Throttle - OFF 

2. 	 Master generator switch - OFF 

3. 	 Troubleshooting should be performed on the de
fective starter system. 

Above 25% .rpm: 

1. 	Fuel control switch - MANUAL 

2. 	Advance throttle slowly, if necessary, to obtain 
idle rpm. 

3. 	Fuel control switch - NORMAL 

After a false or hung start on the ground, a 
check should be performed to ensur that all 
excess fuel is drained Out of the afterburner 
section . Fuel will leak out of the afterburner 
flanges and into the tail cone shroud and 
afterburner compartmen t. The shroud and 
afterburner section should be cleaned by flush
ing out fuel through drains in the tail and 
afterburner compartment. A check should 
then be made to ensure tbat no fuel remains 
that would cause an aft section fire during 
subsequent engine starting. 

If false or hung starts persist, engine should be checked 
for cause of trouble. 
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PURGING ENGINE 
To clear the engine of trapped fuel or vapors, the 
pneumatic starter is installed and rhe following 
operations performed : 

Note 
If strong tailwinds exist, it may be necessary 

to turn the airplane into the w ind prior to 

purging the engine. 


1. 	 External electrical power - CONNECTED 

2. 	 Master generator swi tch - TEST 

3. 	 Throt tle - OFF 

4. 	Fuel control switch - N ORMAL 

5. 	 Engine master switch - ON 

6. W hen 	sig nal from ground crewman ind icates that 
starter cart has reached proper load speed , p lace the 
throttle in CRANK momentarily. 

7. 	 In 15 to 20 seconds place master generator switch 
in OFF 

8. 	 Engine master switch - OFF 

Note 
Allow 30 seconds for fuel to drain before 

star tin g eng ine. 

Operation of the integral starter is limited to 

1 minute. After two unsuccessful starting 

cycles, a I5-minute cooling period is required 

before attempting a th ird start. 


GROUND CHECKS 
Note 

For each 5 minutes of static ground operation, 
cycle wing and fUgbt controls to prevent 
overheating of hydraulic fluid. 

Initial Check 
1. 	Boost p ump pressure - CHECKED 

• G ive plane cap tain the drinking signal. He will 
check the boost p ump pressures and if satis
factory give a thumbs-up signal. 

2. 	Fuel tran sfer switch - O N 

• 	Observe flicker of transfer pump caution light 
( flight instrument ligh t rheostat must be OFF). 

3. 	 Fuel tiow - CHECKED 

• Occasionally the fuel flow indication may appear 
abnormal for idle (more than a 1,000 ppb 
error) . T his is usually a phase error in the gage 
and can be corrected as follows: 
a. 	 After ensuring that the danger areas are 

clear, advance the throttle until the fuel flow 
needle has rotated clockwise to o. 

b. 	Place master generator switch O FF. 

c. 	 Retard throttle to IDLE and allow engine to 
stabilize. 

d. 	Place master generator switch ON. 

e. 	 Check main generator ind icator ON and atti 
tude indicator off flag not showing. 

f. 	 Fuel flow should now read normal. If not, 
repeat procedure. 

4. 	Landing gear downlocks - REMOVED 

• 	The p lane cap tain will display the three down 
locks after removal. 

5. 	 Fuel quantity test switch - PRESS 

• 	Main and transfer fuel quantity ind icators drop 
to zero, and return to original r eadings when 
released. 

6. 	 Hydraulic pressures - CHECK ED, W ARN JNG LIGHT 

O FF 
• All pressure gages read 3,000 ( -+- 200 ) p si. 

7. 	 Stab switches - OFF, lights ON 

8. 	 Stab switches - O N , lights OFF 

9. 	Cockpit switches - AS DRSlBED 

Manual Fuel Switch Check 

1. 	Throttle - IDLE 

2. 	 Fuel control switch - M ANUAL 

• Modulate throttle to keep engine rpm between 
65% and 74% to preven t the possibility of 
eng ine damage during acceleration. 

3. Manual fuel control light - ON 

4. 	Throttle - ADVANCE 

• 	 Check for engine response. 

5. T hrottle - IDLE 

6. 	Fuel control switch - N ORMAL 

7. Manual fuel control light - OFF 

With Wing Down 
Refer to section Vll for in formation concerning hand 
signals. 

1. 	Emergency pitch trim - CHECK 

• 	Raise the emergency pitch trim T -handle upon 
signal from the plane captain. 

• 	When directed, move the T -handle to obtain 
full UHT trim in each direction (both trim 
channels m ust be utilized to obtain full throw ) . 

• 	Monitor the nose trim indicator for movement 
in the proper d irection. 

• 	Zero the trim and stow the T -handle. 
• After the T -hand le is stowed, check the nose 

trim indicator for a value equal to the stick 
pitch trim knob setting plus 50. 

2. 	Control surfaces - CYCLE 

• 	On signal from the plane captain, "wipe out 
the cockpit" with tbe control st ick. 

• 	 Follow a rectangu lar pattern and ensure that 
the stick contacts all lateral and longitudinal 
stops. 

• 	 The plane captain will ensure that all controls 
move properly. 

Note 

If control binding occurs, maintain the 
binding position and notify maintenance 
personnel. Do not release control pressure, 
change configuratio n, or shut down until a 
thorough inspection has been made. 
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3. 	Aileron-rudder interconnect - CHECK 

• 	Apply full aileron in each direction w hile 
holding rudder pedals neu.tral. 

• Check 	 that rudder neutral light fl ashes as 
ailerons are moved. 

• 	The plane captain will check rudder deflection 
in a direCtion opposite to aileron movement. 

4. Cruise droop operation - CHECK 

• Check the leading edge droop indicator U P. 

• 	 On signal from the plane captain, place cruise 
droop switch DOWN. 

• Observe 	 droop movement and check leading 
edge droop indicator DOWN. 

• Leave 	 the cruise droop switch in the DOWN 

position. 

5. 	 Autop ilot - CHECK 

• 	Engage autopilot and check for normal opera
tion. 

• T urn off the roll stab switch and cbeck that the 
autopilot disengages and tbe autopilot light 
goes out. Return the roll stab switCih to ON 
and reengage the autopilot. Raise the emer
gency pitch trim handle and check that the 
autopilot disengages and the autopilot light 
goes out. Stow the handle and reengage the 
autopilot. As the wing is raised, check that the 
autopilot disengages and the autopilot light 
goes out. 

6. 	Wing - RAISE 

• 	On signal from the plane captain, unlock the 
wing and try to place the wing incidence handle 
to the U P position without fi rst depressing the 
release switch. Do not use excessive force. 

WARNING I 
If the wing incidence handle moves, down 
[he aircraft. There should be no forces oppos
ing the movement of the wing incidence 
handle when the button is depressed, nor 
should there be any forces which would tend 
to move the handle unassisted when it is out 
of either detent. If any such forces are noted, 
the proper rigging and condition of the inci
dence control cable should be investigated. 

• Depress 	the release switch and move the wing 
incidence handle to UP. 

• Observe that the leading edge droop, flaps, and 
horizontal tail move to the landing condition. 

• 	Check that the nose trim indicator has auto
matically correCted to a value corresponding to 
that of the stick pitch trim knob. 

• Place 	hands outside the cockpit and have the 
plane captain check the wing well for leaks, 
damage, or foreign objeCts. 

With Wing Up 

7. 	Angle of attack system - CHECK 

• Move transducer vane (RH side of fuselage, just 
aft of emergency vent door) througb entire 
range, noting operation of tbe angle-of-attack 
indicator and indexer. Cross-cbeck indexer 
and indicator within the approach range 
( figure 1- 14) 

8. Control sur faces  CYCLE 

• 	On signal from the plane captain, cycle the 
control surfaces. 

• Cbeck 	that the clean condition stops have dis
engaged. 

9. 	Aileron-rudder interconnect - CHECK 

• 	Apply full ailerOn in each direction while hold
ing rudder pedals neutral. 

• 	Rudder should not move from neutral. 

10. Rudder trim - CHE CK 

• 	On signal tram the p lane captain, rotate the 
rudder trim knob full left, full righ t, then to 
zero. 

• Check that the rudder neutral trim light is 00. 

11. Aileron trim - CHECK 

• u o 	 signal from the plane captain, rotate the 
roll trim knob full left, full right, then to zero. 

• 	Check action of ailerons and that the aileron 
neutral trim light is on when trim is at zero 

12. Normal pitch trim - CHECK 

• 	Un signal from the plane captain. rotate the 
pitch trim knob to obtain full nose-down trim, 
full nose-up trim, and then to zero. Plane cap 
rain will visually check each UHT for zero trim 
position. 

• N umerical values of the nose trim indicator 
should closely correspond to the values of the 
stick pitch trim knob. 

13. Viscous damper - CHECK 

• On 	 signal from the plane captain, push the 
control stick fully forward. When released, the 
stick should reposition smoothly to its original 
position. 

• 	Repeat the check. releasing the stick from the 
full aft position. 

• 	If the stick snaps back, or overshoots its origi
nal position, down the aircraft. 

14. Exhaust nozzle - CHECK 

• 	The plane captain will assume a position to the 
rear of the aircraft. 

• 	On signal, advance the throttle briefly to a max
imum of 75% rpm !lnd return it to IDLE . 

• 	The plane captain will confirm p roper exhaust 
nozzle operation. 

15. Brakes - CHECK 
• 	On release brake signal from plane captain, 

pump brake pedals and release. 
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• 	Plane captain will check the brake discs for 
freedom of movement. 

16. 	Arresting hook - CHECK 

• 	On signal from plane captain, place arresting 
hook handle in HOOK DOWN. 

• Place 	arresting hook handle in HOOK UP when 
cleared by plane captain. 

• Observe 	 arresting hook warning light for 
proper operation. 

17. 	InBight refueling probe - CHECK BY CYCLING IF 

USE IS CONTEMPLATED 
• 	On signal from the p lane captain, extend the 

probe. 
• Check probe out light 00. 

• 	The plane captain will inspect the probe for 
integrity add for proper operation . 

• 	Retract the probe on signal from the plane 
captain and hold the probe switch IN for 5 
seconds after the probe out light goes off. 

• Check probe out light off. 

18. 	Wiog - FOLDED (jf necessary ) 

• 	Turn the roll stab switch off and center the 
control stick. 

• 	Pull wingfold lock lever up and back until it 
engages the detent. 

• Raise 	the wingfold lever to fold the outer wing 
panels. 

• 	Do not taxi long distances with the wing panels 
folded. 

• 	Never actuate any of the wingfold controls 
without utility hydraulic pressure. 

19. 	Wing - SPREAD AND LOCKED 

• 	Turn the roll stab switch off and center the 
concrol stick. 

• Place wingfold lever down to spread outer wing 
panels. 

• 	Place wingfold lock lever down to lock the 
hinge pins. 

WARNING I 
U wingfold lock lever springs back during 
operation or an excessive force is required to 
move the lever to the lock position, down 
the aircraft. The wingfold lock system must 
be checked for proper operation and rigging 
before flight. 

• Plane captain will check that red warning flags 
are ret.racted and visually check that the hinge 
pins are locked. 

20. 	Canopy - CLOSE, LOCK. STOW HANDLE 

• 	lurn cockpit pressurization and defog off. 
• 	Pull canopy down and hold with left hand. 
• 	Actuate canopy locking handle full aft, then 

full forward, making certain that full travel 
has been achieved (over center). 
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• Check canopy lock indicatOr for locked indica
tion. 

• Stow locking handle. 
• 	Turn on cockpit pressurization. 

21. 	Oxygen - CHECK 

TAXI AND TAKEOFF 

TAXIING 

1. 	Fuel control switch - NORMAL 

• 	Do not taxi with the fuel control swiech in 
M ANUAL. 

2. 	 Throttle - 70% to 80% rpm 

• Clear area fore and aft before adding power. 
• 	The aircraft will normally move at 70% rpm 

with the brakes released. 

3. 	Brakes - RELEASE 

4. Throttle - AS DESIRED 

• 	Idle power should be adequate for normal op
eration. 

• 	Do not ride the brakes or use excessive diHeren· 
tial braking during normal taxi. 

• U 	 the aircraft tends to pull laterally in one 
direction, return to the line. 

• 	Do not taxi with the canopy open at airspeeds 
greater than 60 KlAS. When opening canopy, 
manually restrain to prevent combination of 
rotational velocity and air loads from shearing 
canopy actuator rod end shear pin. 

5. 	Nose gear steering - CHECK 

• 	Neutralize the rudder pedals before depressing 
the nose gear steering switch or the nosewheel 
will be abruptly displaced in the direction of 
rudder deflection. 

• 	If the aircraft turDS with nose gear steering 
engaged and the rudder pedals in neutral, reo 
turn to the line. 

• Steering 	will disengage above 600 angle of 
de:Bection. Brakes and power will be required 
to bring the nosewheel within the controlled 
steering limits. 

• 	If steering is sluggish, cycle the rudder pedals 
or make gende S turns to build up accumulator 
pressure. 

6. Magnetic compass - CHECK 

• Check for 	 indication of proper direction and 
for freedom of movement. 
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7. Turn and bank indicator - CHECK 

• 	Check that needle moves in the direction of 
turn and that the ball is free in the race. 

TAKEOFF 

Refer to section XI for takeoff di stances and speeds 
required at varying gross weights, temperatures, and 
field eleva t ions. Maximum thrust (CRT ) is recom
mended for takeoffs at gross weights in excess of 
30,000 pounds or if more than 10,000 feet of runway 
would be req uired using mili tary thrust. 

Instrument Checklist 

1. 	 Altimeter - SET 

2. 	 Radio altimeter - ON 

• 	Allow at least 12 m inutes warmup time to en· 
sure final accuracy. 

3. 	 Airspeed indicator - ZERO 

4. Vertical speed - ZERO 

5. 	 G yro horizon - ERECT AND SET 

6. Clock - RUNNING AND SET 

7. MA-l com pass - SET 

• 	Check t hat white synchronizing bar moves to 
the left with counterclockw ise rotation of com
pass setting knob and to the rigbt with clock
wise [mation. 

8. TACAN - ON 

9. 	Course indicator - SET AS DESIRED 

10. ADF - CHECK 

11. IFF / SIF - AS DESIRED 

12. PirOt bea t - ON 

13. Engine anti-ice - AS REQUIRED 

14. Rain removal- AS REQUIRED 

15. Engine pressure ratio indicator - SET 

• Set 	the EPR indicato r counter to the minimum 
acceptable value for existing ambient tempera
ture (figures 3-4 and 3-5). 

Takeoff Checklist 

The takeoff checklist will be completed prior to take
off. Figure 3-6 presents the short, cockpit-mounted 
checklist. 

1. 	 Fuel- CHECKED 

• 	Check for p roper qua nt ity 10 the main and 
transfer systems. 

• 	Check fuel transfer swi tch ON. 

• 	Check fue l control switch NORMAL and manual 
fuel control light alit. 

Shor-e-Based Procedures 

THRUST CHECK DATA - J57·P·20 -

OF 
MINIMUM 
PRESSURE 

RATIO °c OF 
MINIMUM 
PRESSURE 

RATIO °c 
- 38 

- 36 

- 34 

-32 

-30 

2.86 
2.85 
2.84 
2.83 
2.82 

- 38 .9 

- 37.8 

- 36.7 

- 35 .5 

- 34. 4 

40 

42 

44 

46 

48 

2.48 
2.47 
2.46 
2.45 
2.44 

4.4 

5.6 

6.7 

7.8 

8 .9 

-28 

-26 

- 24 

- 22 

-20 

2.81 
2.80 
2.79 
2.78 
2.77 

- 33 .3 

- 32. 2 

-31.1 

-30.0 

-28 .9 

50 

52 

54 

56 

58 

2 .43 
2.42 
2.41 
2.40 
2.39 

10.0 

11.1 

12 .2 

13.3 

14.4 

I 
-18 

-16 

-14 

-12 

-10 

2.76 
2.75 
2.74 
2.73 
2 .73 

-27.7 

-26 .6 

- 25.5 

-24.4 

-23. 3 

60 

62 

64 

66 

68 

2.38 
2.37 
2.36 
2.35 
2.34 

15.6 

16.7 

17.8 

18.9 

20.0 

- 8 

-6 

-4 

-2 

0 

2 

4 

6 
8 

2 .72 
2.71 
2.70 
2.69 

2.68 

2.67 
2.66 
2.65 
2.64 

-22.2 

- 21.1 

- 20.0 

-1 8.8 

-17.8 

-16.7 

-15.6 

-1 4.4 

- 13 .3 

70 

72 
74 

76 

78 

80 

82 

84 

86 

88 

2.33 
2 .32 
2.3 1 
2.30 
2.29 

2.28 
2.27 
2.26 
2.24 
2.23 

21.1 

22 .2 

23.3 

24 .4 

25. 6 

26 .7 

27.8 

28 .9 

30 .0 

31. 1 

10 

12 
14 

16 

18 

2.63 
2.62 
2.61 
2.60 
2.59 

-12. 2 

-1 1. 1 

- 10 .0 

- 8 .9 

- 7 .B 

90 

92 

94 

96 

98 

2.22 
2.21 
2.20 
2.19 
2.18 

32. 2 

33 .3 

34 .4 

35 .6 

36.7 

20 

22 

24 

26 

28 

2.58 
2.57 
2.56 
2.55 
2.54 

-6.7 

-5 .6 
-4 .4 

- 3 .3 

- 2.2 

100 

102 

104 
106 

108 

2.17 
2.16 
2.15 
2.14 
2.13 

37 .8 

38 .9 

40.0 

41. 1 

42 .2 

30 

32 
34 

36 

38 

2.53 
2.52 
2.51 
2.50 
2 .49 

-1.1 

0 

1.1 
2.2 

3.3 

110 

1 12 

114 

116 

11 8 

2.12 
2.11 
2.10 
2.09 
2.07 

43.3 
44 .4 

45.6 
46.7 

47.8 

AX - 64 -I-G7 

figure 3-4 
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2. Wing - SPREAD AND LOCKEDTHRUST CHECK DATA - J57-P-20A-

of 

- 38 

-36 
-34 

- 32 

-30 

-28 

- 26 
-24 

-22 
- 20 

- 18 
-16 

-14 
- 12 

-10 

-8 

-6 
-4 

-2 

MINIMUM 
PRESSURE 

RATIO 

2.99 

2.98 
2.97 

2.97 

2.96 

2.95 

2.94 
2.93 

2.92 
2.91 

2.90 
2.89 

2.88 
2.86 

2.85 

2.84 

2.84 
2.83 

2.82 

DC 

-38.9 

-37.8 
-36.7 

-35.5 

-34 .4 

-33 .3 

- 32.2 
- 31.1 

-30.0 
-28.9 

- 27.7 
- 26.6 

-25.5 
-24.4 

-23.3 

- 22.2 

- 21 .1 
-20.0 

- 18.8 

of 

40 
42 

44 
46 
48 

50 
52 
54 
56 
58 

60 

62 
64 
66 
68 

70 

72 
74 
76 
78 

80 
82 
84 
86 
88 

90 
92 
94 
96 

98 

100 
102 

104 
106 
108 

110 
11 2 
114 

116 
118 

MINIMUM 
PRESSURE 

RATIO 

2.60 
2.58 

2.57 
2.56 
2.55 

2.54 
2.53 
2.52 
2.51 
2.50 

2.48 

2.47 
2.46 
2.45 
2.44 

2.43 

2.42 
2.41 
2.40 
2.39 

2.38 
2.37 
2.36 
2.35 
2.34 

2.33 
2.32 
2.31 

2.29 
2.28 

2.27 
2.26 
2.25 
2.24 

2.23 

2.22 
2.21 

2.20 
2.19 
2.18 

°c 
4.4 
5.6 

6.7 
7.8 
8.9 

10.0 
11.1 
12.2 
13.3 
14.4 

15.6 

16.7 
17.8 
18.9 
20.0 

21. 1 

22.2 
23.3 
24.4 
25.6 

26.7 
27.8 
28.9 

30.0 
31.1 

32.2 
33.3 
34.4 

35.6 

36.7 

37.8 

38.'" 
40.0 
41.1. 
42.2 

43.3 
44.4 

45.6 
46.7 
47.8 

o 2.81 -17.8 

2 
4 

6 

8 

10 
12 
14 
16 

18 

20 
22 
24 

26 

28 

30 

32 
34 
36 
38 

2.80 
2.79 

2.77 

2.76 

2.75 
2.74 
2.73 
2.72 

2.71 

2.70 
2.69 
2.68 

2.67 
2.66 

2.65 
2.64 
2.63 
2.62 

2.61 

- 16.7 
- 15.6 

- 14.4 

-13.3 

-12.2 
-1 1.1 
- 10.0 

-8.9 
-7.8 

-6.7 

-5.6 
- 4.4 

-3.3 
- 2.2 

-1.1 

o 
1.1 

2.2 
3.3 

• V.isually check that wings are spread. 
• Check wingfold lock lever down. 

3. Wing - RAlSED 

• Check wing incidence handle up. 
• Visually check 	that the wing is raised aarl that 

the landing droop is.extended. 
• Check ~ing.wheels·droop warning light OFF. 

• Check cruise droop selected. 

4. Yaw and roll stab lights - OFF 

• Check stabilization switches ON, lights off. 

5. Trim - SET FOR TAKEOFF 

• Set pitch trim 0° to 3° nose up (10 nose up for 
CR.T takeoff), rudder and aileron. trim neutral. 

• Check trim neutral lights on. 

6. Speed brake - REllLACTED 

• Check speed brake switch UP and light off. 

7. Harness - LOCKED, ALL SAFETY PINS REMOVED 

• Check 	shoulder harnes!; lock lever locked in 
the forward position. 

• Strain against the harness 	to ensure that it is 
locked. 

8. Compass - SET 

TAKEOFF CHECKLlST----
(COCKPIT MOUNTED) 

A X -65-1-67 ' 
Figure 3-5 	 Ffflure 3-6 
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TAKEOFF ------------------
Wing - UP 
Cruise droop .witch - DOWN 
Throllie - Military 
Release brakes 

(TYPICAL) 

-n·l/
Speed. are for military thru.t takeoff at gro.s weight of 
28,000 pound•. At takeoff gross weights greater than 28,000 
pounds, increase wing lowering speed approximately 3 knots 
for each additional 1,000 pounds. Refer to section XI for 
additional data at other gross weights. 

Figure 
9. 	 Canopy - CLOSED, LOCKED, HANDLE STOWED, GUST 


LOCK REMOVED 


• 	Check canopy fully closed with locking handle 
in full forward position and stowed. 

• 	Check canopy gust lock removed and stowed. 
10. 	 Cockpit pressurization - ON 

11. 	Anticollision lights - ON 

12. 	 Antiexposure coverall ventilation switch - NORM 


CABIN PRESS 


r--W-A-R-N-IN-G-""'I 

A small pilot utilizing the MK-F7 ejection 
seat should raise the seat as high as practical 
while on the ground and in the traffic pattern. 
This is to ensure a favorable ejection seat 
center-of-gravity position. In the somewhat 
unlikely event that a small pilot had the seat 
fully lowered and was forced to eject at close 
to zero-zero conditions, a safe ejection could 
be jeopardized due to unfavorable seat cg 
position. 

12A. With the MK-F7 ejection seat installation, small 
pilots should raise the seat to the highest position 
practical. 

Changed 1 December 1967 

Nose gear steering \ 
used in Initial ground 
roll 

••...... 
Start nose up ratation
125 KIAS (no external stores I 

Break ground
approximately 150 KIAS.

• 
Gear - UP 

Airspeed - 170-180 KIAS 

Altitude - 200 FEET 

Wing - ON 

Downlock handle - LOCK 


ijlj@i:ti 
The gear must be retracted and the wing must be down and 
locked before reaching 220 KIAS . 

A X -67- 1-6 7 

I 


3-7 
• 	 The seat can be lowered after takeoff if desired. I 

13. 	Continuous engine ignition switch - ON 

• 	Place switch ON just before advancing throttle 
for power check. 

Takeoff (MRT jeRT) 

Refer to figure 3-7 for illustration of typical takeoff. 

1. 	 Throttle - MILlTARY 

• 	Advance throttle to MILITARY 

• 	If brakes do not hold, return to the line. 

2. 	 Engine instruments - CHECK 

• 	Check engine oil pressure and EGT for indica
tions within limits. 

• 	Check that the engine pressure ratio equals or 
exceeds the preset value. If it does not, the 
engine is not acceptable for flight. 

• 	Check engine speed within limits. If 106.3% 
rpm is exceeded, return to the line. If 106.3% 
rpm is exceeded during or after takeoff, reduce 
thrust to the minimum acceptable for flight, 
and land as soon as practicable. 

• 	Check hydraulic pressures within limits. 
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3. Brakes - RELEASE 

Release brakes and nose gear steering if en
gaged. Nose gear steering should not be en
gaged during any portion of the takeoff roll 
except in an emergency situation. 

• 	For afterburner takeoffs, move throttle sharply 
to the outboard detent after releasing brakes. A 
noticeable increase in thrust and acceleration 
will occur as the afterburner ignites. Abort the 
takeoff if the afterburner fails to ignite. A rapid 
pressure ratio rise without subsequent decrease, 
and rapid rise in exhaust temperature accom
panied by a decrease of 4% rpm indicates that 
the exhaust nozzle flaps have failed to open. 
Stop afterburning immediately. 

• 	Maintain directional control with differential 
braking until the rudder becomes effective 
(approximately 60 KIAS) 

• 	At 125 KIAS (no external stores), ease the nose 
wheel off the runway to establish takeoff atti 
tude. Refer to section XI for takeoffs with 
external stores. 

• 	The aircraft will become airborne at approxi
mately 150 KIAS. 

4. Landing gear - RETRACT 

• 	After a positive climb has been established, 
move the landing gear handle to WHLS UP. 

Check the landing gear position indicators UP 

and the warning light in the gear handle out. 

• 	Do not hold the nose gear steering switch de
pressed while retracting the gear. If the nose 
gear fails to retract fully, lower the landing 
gear and depress the nose gear steering switch 
to center the nosewheel. Release the switch and 
move the landing gear handle to WHLS UP. 

• 	Do not exceed 220 KIAS until the landing gear 
is up and locked. 

• 	If hot brakes are suspected, leave the landing 
gear down for 5 minutes to allow the wheel 
assembly to cool. 

5. Wing - LOWER AND LOCK 

• 	Lower the wing at a minimum altitude of 100 
feet (200 feet d uring FAM stage) ina positive 
climb at 170 to 180 KIAS. Increase lowering 
speed approximately 3 knots for each 1,000 
pounds in excess of 28,000 pounds. 

• 	Depress the wing incidence release switch. 
• 	Place the wing incidence handle DN. 

• 	Observe wing transition to full down and that 
the landing droop retracts. 

• 	Actuate the wing downlock handle to LOCK 

and note that the wing-wheels-droop warning 
light goes out. Do not force the downlock han
dle forward. Wait until it moves easily. If the 
handle cannot be placed in LOCK, or the wing
wheels-droop light remains on, recycle the wing. 

• 	Do not exceed 220 KIAS until the wing is down 
and locked. 
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ALLOWABLE CROSSWINDS---

FOR TAKEOFF AND LANDING 

In .... 
o z 
~ 

I 
c z 
~ 

ANGLE OF W IND RELAliVE 
TO RUNWAY - DEGREES 

AX - 68-1-67 

Figure 3-8 
• 	Wing transition will require very little stick 

movement if proper trim is used for takeoff. 

6. Droop indicator - NO BARBERPOLE 

• 	If indicator shows the droop unlocked (barber
pole), do not exceed 300 KIAS or an accelera
tion range of 0 to 3.5 g. 

7. Fuel transfer switch - ON 

• 	Check fuel transfer switch ON and note pump 
light is out. 

• 	Observe that main fuel gage holds between 
2,200 and 3,100 pounds during fuel transfer. 

Crosswind Takeoff (MRlf CRT) 

Refer to figure 3-8 for allowable crosswinds for take
off. The allowable crosswinds are reduced when carry
ing a heavy asymmetric wing store on the downwind 
side of the aircraft because of aileron trim require
ments. 

The aircraft tends to roll into the downwind wing 
and turn into the wind because of the narrow wheel 
tread and high vertical fin. However, the ailerons 
become effective at low speed and are effective in 
reducing the heel angle. 
During takeoff, oppose rolling tendency with aileron, 
while maintaining directional control with the brakes 
until the rudder becomes effective. In extreme cros~
winds, keep the nosewheel on the runway until flying 
speed (approximately 150 KIAS) is obtained; then 
lift ~ the aircraft from the runway. This technique de
creases the lift generated while on the runway, mini
mizing the tendency of the aircraft to drift laterally. 
Whenever practical, takeoffs under substantial cross
wind conditions should be individual rather than 
section. 
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Formation Takeoffs (MRT fCRT) 

Formations will normally take off in two-aircraft sec
tions. If a flight of four aircraft is involved, t he second 
section will delay the takeoff roll until the first section 
becomes airborne. Should either aircraft of a section 
abort, a radio transmission will be made stating "- 
(call sign) aborting." The other aircraft will continue 
the takeoff unless the abort occurs early in the take
off roll. 

The section leader will line up on the downwind side 
of the runway. The wingman will form in echelon 
with a wingtip separation of approximately 10 feet 
which will be maintained throughout takeoff. 

When both aircraft are in position, the leader will 
give a two-finger signal to complete the takeoff check
list and the engine turnup. When these checks are 
completed, each pilot will visually check the exterior 
of the other's aircraft. A thumbs-up signal will be 
given when ready for takeoff. 

After receiving the thumbs-up signal from the wing
man, the leader will decrease rpm 1% and. raise his 
hand to a vertical position. To commence takeoff roll, 
the leader will simultaneously drop his hand and re
lease the brakes. If afterburner is to be used, it will 
be selected by both pilots when the leader turns his 
head smartly to the left. Minor adjustments to power" 
setting may be made by the leader to compensate for 
mismatched aircraft. 

During the takeoff, the leader will monitor the p rog
ress of the wingman. When both aircraft are definitely 
airborne, the leader will retract his landing gear 
without signaling. ' When the leader observes the 
wingman's gear retracted, he will place his head 
against the headrest as the preparatory signal for 
lowering the wing. Both pilots will lower the wing 
when the leader nods his head smartly forward. After
burner, if used, will be deselected simultaneously by 
both pilots when the leader nods his head smartly to 
the right. 

Scramble Takeoffs 

Aircraft scrambles will generally occu r under varying 
conditions of radio silence. 

When assuming an alert posture that may result in 
actual launching of the aircraft, conduct the normal 
preBight, start and poststart checks. If practicable, 
conduct radio checks with the controlling agencies 
and the other aircraft of the Bight. Check radar opera
tion, observing ground radiation safety precautions. 
Shut down the engine, but leave the aircraft as ready 
for Bight as possible. Check that ground equipment 
is positioned to provide for rapid removal during 
scramble. 

If the radio is being monitored to receive the scramble 
order, observe the ground operating limitations (sec
tion I, part 2). 

Shore-Based Procedures 

When the scramble order is received, restart the en
gine and ensure that all gear downlocks and safety 
p ins are removed. When ground crew and equipment 
are clear, taxi expeditiously, but safely. Energize all 
electrical and electronic equipment. 

Complete the takeoff checklist and the engine turnup 
check before takeoff. 

CLIMB, CRUISE AND DESCENT 

CLIMB 

Refer to section XI for climb speed schedules, dis
tances covered during climb, and climb rates. 

Climbs are initiated with the aircraft in a clean or 
cruise droop condition. If climb is initiated in clean 
condition, select cruise droop as airspeed drops below 
300 KIAS. 

If afterburner is used for takeoff and a CRT climb 
is to be made. establish a steady-state climb of 450 
KIAS until intercepting 0.92 IMN. If an MRT climb 
is desired, secure the afterburner at a minimum air
speed of 300 KIAS and establish a steady-state climb 
of 350 KIAS until intercepting the climb schedule, 
During the climb, it may be necessary to modulate 
the throttle to maintain operation within exhaust gas 
temperature limits. 

CRUISE 

Refer to section IV, part 2, for a description of Bight 
characteristics, to section I , part 2 for fuel manage
ment information, and to section XI for cruise data. 

DESCENT 

Refer to section XI for time, fuel, distance and rate 
of descent data for both maximum range and constant 
speed descents and to section IV for dive recovery 
information. 

Before Descent Checklist 

1. Altimeter - SET 

2. Defogger switch - DEFOG 

• 	To avoid fogging during rapid descent, place 
defogger switch to DEFOG at least 5 minutes 
prior to descent. 

3. Cockpit temperature - AS DESIRED 

4. Pitot heat - ENSURE ON 

5. Engine anti-ice - AS REQUIRED 

6. Fuel - QUANTITY CHECKED 

7. Autopilot - AS REQUIRED 
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LANDING CHECKLIST----
(COCKPIT MOUNTED) 

AX-69-1- 67 

Figure 3-9 

Before Entering Troffic Pattern 

1. Speed brake override switch - NORMAL 

2. Shoulder harness - LOCKED 

WARNING I 
A small pilot utilizing the MK-F7 ejection 
seat should raise the seat as high as practical 
while on the ground and in the traffic pattern. 
This is to ensure a favorable ejection seat 
center-of-gravity position. In the somewhat 
unlikely event that a small pilot had the seat 
fully lowered and was forced to eject at close 
to zero-zero conditions, a safe ejection could 
be jeopardized due to unfavorable seat cg 
position. 

2A. With the MK-F7 ejection seat installation, small 
pilots should raise the seat to the highest position 
practical. 

3. Fuel- QUANTITY CHECKED 

4. Cruise droop  OUT 

5. Armament switches  OFF 
6. Radar power switch  NORMAL 

7. Radar mode switch  IR 

8. Radar range selector switch - 60 MILES 

TRAFFIC PATTERN AND LANDING 
TRAFFIC PAnERN 

Refer to section I, part 4 for maximum recommended 
landing gross weights. 
Enter the traffic pattern in a clean condition with 
cruise droop extended. At 250 KIAS (minimum) to 
350 KIAS, execute a level break. Perform cockpit 
check (cockpit mounted checklist presented in figure 
3-9) as follows: 

WARNING I 
To avoid inadvertent engine shutdown, main
tain inboard pressure on the throttle when 
reducing the throttle toward idle. 

1. Throttle - 75% MINIMUM RPM 

2. Speed brake - AS REQUIRED 

3. Land ing gear - DOWN 

• 	At 220 KIAS, move the landing gear handle to 
WHLS DOWN. 

• 	Check indicators down and the warning light 
in the gear handle off. 

4. Speed brake switch - IN 

• 	Check that the speed brake light goes out. 

5. Wing - RAISE 

• Raise the wing after lowering gear. 
• 	Unlock the wing downlock handle. 
• 	Depress the wing incidence release switch. 
• 	Move the wing incidence handle up. 
• 	Check the wing-wheels-droop warning light

OFF. 

6. Leading edge droop - CHECK FULL DOWN 

• 	Visually check droop in landing condition. 
• 	Check droop indicator DN. 

7. Arresting hook - AS REQUIRED 

• 	If hook is to be used for an arrested landing, 
check that the hook warning light is out. 

8. Hook bypass switch - AS REQUIRED 

• 	For unarrested landings, place the hook bypass 
switch in FIELD to prevent approach lights from 
flashing due to retracted hook. 

9. Continuous engine ignition - ON 
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FinD LANDING 

See figure 3-10 for typical field landing pattern. Refer 
to section XI for landing speeds and ground roll dis
tances. Permissible acceleration range in the landing 
configuration is 0 to 2.0 g. 

When making familiarization landings, use center-of
gravity loadings forward of 32% (refer to Handbook 
of Weight and Balance) and do not attempt to closely 
control the point of touchdown. Enter the downwind 
leg of the traffic pattern for final landing with a 
minimum of 1,000 pounds of fuel remaining. 

Ol-4SHHE-l Section III 
Shore-Based Procedures 

At the 1800 posltlon, the aircraft should be wings 
level, 145 to 150 KIAS, with sufficient power to main
tain altitude and airspeed. Adjust the 1800 position 
to permit approximately % mile of straightaway on 
the final approach. Plan the turn from the 1800 posi
tion to reach the 900 position at 500 feet above field 
elevation, with the angle-of-attack indexer circle 
(donut) illuminated and the power at approximately 
85%. Check the cockpit emergency ventilation port 
closed to obtain accurate readings from the angle-of
attack indicating system. 

If a mirror is available on the landing runway, fly a 
standard FMLP approach from the 900 position to 
touchdown. If no mirror is available, set up a power-on I 

rate of descent with the angle-of-attack indexer indi
cating a circle (donut), and aim for a touchdown 
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FINAL APPROACH 

"'Airspeed for 21, 100 p~unds 9(OSS weight (1,000 
pounds of fuel remaining in fighter aircraft!. For 
a irspeed at different gross weight, refer to the 
Landing Speed Chart in Sedion XI. 

Optimum approach angle of attack 
[approximately 137 KIAS I 

Optimum approach angle 
of attack 
[approximately 133 KIAS) 

NAVAIR 01 -45HHE-l 
Section III 

Shore-Based Procedures 

FIELO LANDING 
(TYPICAL) 

I'UWi@1 
Do not use Q higher angle of attack than the optimum carrier 
approach angle indicated by the reference index marker of 
the angl_f-attack indkator 

INITIAL APPROACH 
Traffic pattern altitude 
250 to 350 KIAS 
Cruise droop extended 

BREAK 
250 (minimum) to 350 KIAS 
Extended speed brake as required 

DOWNWIND 
Extend gear  220 KtAS 
Raise wing 

· ·•·•· · · 
-----~--------------~ 

180.0 POSITION 
Traffic pattern altitude 
15010155 KIAS 

90 ° POSITION 
Descending tum 
155 KIAS';' 

Figure 3- 10 
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point 500 to 700 feet beyond the runway threshold. 
Use the throttle primarily to control rate of descent, 
and the stick to control attitude. If, at any time, the 
sink rate becomes excessive, correct first by adding 
power, and then adjust attitude. It is important to 
maintain p roper touchdown attitude to p revent land
ing either on the tailpipe or nosewheel. Hold the 
donut to touchdown. 

On touchdown, the nose has a tendency to rock for
ward, and unless a small amount of back pressure is 
applied, the nosewheel will contact the runway. If 
the aircraft bounces, reestablish the proper landing 
attitude and adjust sink rate with the throttle. If a 
porpoise develops, or if doubt exists as to the success 
of the landing, execute a wave-off. 

On the roll out, adjust the fuselage attitude to pro
duce optimum aerodynamic braking. As the airspeed 
approaches 90 KIAS, the nose will fall through. Once 
the nosewheel is on the runway, normal braking may 
be applied. Apply constant friction braking and grad
ually increase back stick. Keep the stick full aft even 
after the nosewheel is on the runway since the UHT 
is still effective in creating drag. On wet tunways, 
intermittent braking may be necessary to avoid skid
ding. 

Rudder control w ill be effective down to about 60 
KlAS. 

[ CAUTION 1 
Neutralize the rudder pedals before depress
ing the nose gear steering switch or the nose
wheel will be abruptly displaced in the 
direction of rudder deflection. 

At normal landing gross weight, elect to go around 
when speed is in excess of 105 KIAS with 4,000 feet 
of runway remaining. Failure of the exhaust nozzle 
to open may result in excessive runout and high taxi 
speed. Employ normal engine shutdown to avoid these 
effects, if necessary. 

CROSSWIND LANDING 

Refer to figure 3-8 for allowable crosswinds for land
ing. The maximum perpendicular crosswind compon
ent recommended for landing is 15 knots for symmetri
cally loaded aircraft and for asymmetrically loaded 
aircraft when the asymmetric wing load is on the up
wind side. A maximum of 10 knots is recommended 
when the asymmetric wing load is on the downwind 
side. With proper technique, it is possible to land the 
aircraft safely with a component in excess of these 
limits. 

Allow extra spacing behind the preceding aircraft 
and sufficient straightaway on the final approach to 
establish a stable crab/wing low approach. Maintain 
normal approach speed, and line up so that touchdown 
will be on the upwind side of the runway. 
142 

Just before touchdown, align the aircraft w ith the 
runway by using rudder. Maintain a w ing low attitude 
with aileron. Once on the runway, use moderate aero
dynamic braking, maintaining directional control with 
rudder. Keep aileron into the wind to prevent heeling 
and to keep more weight on the upwind wheel. 

The aircraft has a tendency to weathercock (turn into 
the wind) . Oppose this tendency by using downwind 
rudder. As speed decreases and t he rudder loses effect
iveness, the weathercocking tendency also decreases. 
Nose gear steering may then be used to assist in main
taining directional control. The rudder pedals must 
be neutralized before the nose gear steering switch 
is depressed . 

Below 80 KIAS, weight distribution is generally 
equalized enough to permit normal braking. Do not 
apply excessive pressure to the upwind brake or it 
may lock, skid, and blow the tire. 

Downwind drift, sometimes erroneously interpreted 
as downwind weathercocking or weathercocking out 
of the wind occurs during a crosswind landing roll 
out. It is the result of the aircraft being literally 
blown across the runway while st ill "light on the 
gear." The effect on roll out is primarily one of ending 
up downwind on the runway relative to the point of 
touchdown. Accept the downwind drift, which will 
occur to a gtf~ater or lesser extent depending upon 
the severity of the crosswind. When landing in severe 
crosswinds (in excess of 15 knots), consideration 
should be given to landing at a gross weight greater 
than normal. Additional weight will help keep the 
aircraft on the runway and reduc(~ the downwind drift. 
When the nose falls through, continue to apply aileron 
and rudder as necessary to maintain directional con
trol. Ailerons are effective down to approximately 60 
KIAS. Above all, continue to fly the aircraft until aero
dynamic control is no longer effective. 

FIELD MIRROR LANDING PRACTICE 

PREFLIGHT INSPECTION 

Conduct a normal preflight inspection and give spe
cial attention to strut and tire condition. Check the 
angle-of-attack system as soon as possible after engine 
start. Place the hook bypass switch in the FIELD posi. 
tion to keep approach lights from flashing. 

TAKEOFF 

Conduct the takeoff as briefed. 

RADIO PROCEDURE 

Before letting down, it is advisable to call the LSO to 
ascertain that the briefed Charlie time is still good. 
The approach to the field will usually be controlled 
by tower personnel who will advise when to switch 
to control frequency. Do not make approaches without 
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radio contact with the LSO, and do not remain in 
the pattern without a radio receiver. 

Give the following report upon reachlO~ the meatball 
acquisition point and on each subsequent pass: 

Aircraft call sign 
Fuel state (nearest 100 pounds) 
"Crusader" 
"Meatball" 

If the meatball is not visible, transmit the code word 
"Clara" to the LSO. 

PATTERN 

Refer to the LSO NATOPS Manual for furtber pattern 
information, and to section I, part 4 for maximum 
recommended gross weight at touchdown. 

The break interval will be approximately 12 to 16 
seconds. Initiate subsequent turns in the downwind 
portion of the pattern when the preceding aircraft 
bears 600 relative. 

Fly a race track pattern with the 1800 position approx
imately 1~ miles abeam at an altitude of 500 feet 
above the terrain. Perform cockpit checks and cross 
cbeck the airspeecf indicatot witb tbe angle-of-attack 
indicator while on downwind. Although the airspeed 
indicator is more than adequate for attitude control, 
use the angle-of-attack indicator as the primary instru
m ent for this purpose. Check the emergency cockpit 
ventilation port closed or angle-of-attack indications 
may be erroneous. Adjust the length of the groove 
to give a wings-level descent on the glide slope of 18 
to 20 seconds (about % mile) . 

Recommended airspeed at tbe 1800 position is approx 
imately 145 KlAS. From the 180 0 position, an increase 
in power is required to effect a constant altitude turn 
to the 90 0 position. At this point, you should pick 
up the meatball. 

As the aircraft is rolled wings level in the groove, 
reduce power slightly to intercept the glide slope. 
Ideally, tbe meatball will be centered wben rolling 
wings level and the required descent initiated im
mediately. In any event, center the meatball before 
starting the descent. 

APPROACH AND LANDING 

A poor approach rarely results in a good landing. A 
good pass on tbe mirror requires: 

Angle of attack and/or speed commensurate with 
landing gross weight. 

Meatball in tbe center of the mirror/lens face. 
Aircraft lined up with the runway (or simulated 

carrier) centerline. 

At the point where tbe meatball is first observed dur
ing the turn to final approach, the difference between 
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a Roger and a high or low indication is 75 feet. At 
the ramp, tbe difference is 5.5 feet and at touchdown 
only 2 feet. As a pass progresses down the groove, 
smaller corrections are required to move the meatball 
a certain distance on tbe mirror face. A 3.25° glide 
slope is normally used during FMLP to approximate 
the rate of descent encountered when landing aboard 
a carrier. Any time the meatball is lost dose in, ini
tiate a wave-off. Maintain the optimum angle of 
attack. .Do not ovenotate, and do nor turn. 

In the FMLP pattern, do not commence another 
approach with 1,000 pounds of fuel or less remaining. 

All procedures and techniques that apply to day FMLP I 
apply to night FMLP. Exterior lights should be on 
bright and anticollision ligbts as desired. For night 
CCA pattern, refer to carrier air traffic concrol manuals. 

FIELD ARRESTMENTS 
There are several types of field arresting gear. These 
include the anchor chain cable, water squeezer and the 
MOREST type equipment. At most Air Force bases, 
and many USN / USMC fields, there is some fo rm of 
jet barrier, usually a Davis type. It is imperative to 
know the type and location of the arrest ing gear in 
use. 
In general, engage the arresting gear, or barrier, on 
the runway centerline at as slow a speed as possible. 
Where runway remaining beyond the arresting gear 
is insufficient for normal stopping, maintain sufficient 
airspeed to permit a wave-off in [he event of a hook
skip_If the arrestment is to be made at night, requ st 
to have the position of the arresting gear illuminated . 

WAVE-OFF 
When executing a wave-off, place the throttle in MRT 

(or CRT if required ) . Leave tbe landing gear and wing 
in the landing condition and level the wings while 
maintaining optimum angle of at tack. 

TOUCH-AND-GO LANDING 
When making a touch-and-go landing, allow all three 
wheels to make fum contact with the runway, then 
follow normal takeoff procedures. 

AFTER LANDING 

AFTER-LANDING CHECK 

1. 	Canopy - OPEN 

• 	Do not open the canopy in excessive wind con
ditions. 

• 	Turn cockpir pressurization and defog off. 
• 	If cockpit altitude indicator shows a negative 

reading (indicating cockpit is pressurized), 
open tbe emergency ventilation knob to relieve 
cockpit pressure before opening canopy. 
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• 	Open canopy only after clearing the landing 
runway. 

• Place 	left hand on canopy rail. Unlock canopy 
and immediately place right hand on right 
cano!>y rail. 

• 	Monitor canopy opening by holding canopy 
rails to prevent excessive opening speed and 
possible overtravel which will shear the canopy 
actuator rod-end shear pins. 

• 	Turn radar off since maximum coting is not 
available with the canopy open. 

2. Trim. knobs - NEUTRAL 

3. 	Rain removal switch - OFF 

I 4. Engine anti-ice - OFF 

5. Pitat heat - OFF 

6. Anticollision lights - OFF 

7. Yaw and roll stab switches - OFF RESET 

BEFORE SHUTDOWN 

1. 	 Wing - DOwN 

• Check wing-wheels-droop 	warning light flash
ing with wing down. 

2. Cruise droop switch - UP 

3. Wingfold - AS DESIRED 

• 	If wing panels are to be folded, the ailerons 
must be centered, yaw and roll stab switches off. 

4. Landing gear ground locks - INSTALLED 

5. Communications and navigation switches - OFF 

STOPPING ENGINE 

1. Throttle - OFF 

• 	When the engine has been operated at high 
power settings for an appreciable length of 
time, operate at 80% rpm for 3 to 5 minutes to 
allow time for cooling. This prevents seizure of 
the rotors. 

• 	Prior to shutdown, stabilize engine at 75% rpm 
for at least 30 seconds to scavenge the oil. 

• Check tachometer for free engine deceleration. 
• Plane captain 	will signal engine cu t after gear 

downlocks have been installed and wheel chocks 
are in place. 

2. Master generator switch - OFF 

• Place switch off 	by the time the engine deceler 
ates to 45% rpm. 

3. Engine master switch - OFF 

• 	Do not shut engine down with the engine mas
ter switch except in an emergency or damage 
to the engine-driven fuel pump may result from 
cavitation. 

4. Oxygen - OFF 

• If flow continues from mask after shutoff, check 
for possible inadvertent actuation of the emer
gency bottle. If bottle is actuated, do not dis
connect supply hose until emergency supply is 
depleted. 

BEFORE LEAVING AIReRAn 

1. All electrical swi tches - OFF 

2. Ejection seat pins - INSTALLED (5) 

3. Canopy actuator safety pin - INSTALLED (1) 

4. Wheels - CHOCKED 

5. Perform postflight walkaround inspection. 

NIGHT FLYING 

The instructions contained in tbe following para
graphs are supplemental to those covered in the Dormal 
VFR or IFR flight procedures. 

PREFLIGHT 

After starting the engine, check operation of all in· 
terior and exterior lights with the exception of the 
land/taxi light which is not checked in the chocks. 

Turn on the position lights during the period 30 min
utes before official sunset until 30 minutes after official 
sunrise or at any time when the prevailing visibility as 
seen from the cockpit is less than three miles. (This 
applies to aircraft in fligh t or operated on the ground, 
or if stationary and likely to cause a hazard.) 

TAXIING 

Taxi with caution and use tbe taxi ligbt as necessary. 
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TAKEOFF 

Perform the takeoff using the same techniques and 
procedures used during day flight, but be prepared 
for transition to complete instrument flight imme
diately upon leaving the runway. It is common to 
experience distracting reflections of ground lighting 
from the gunsjght glass and windshield. 

FORMATION 

The basic principles of formation remain unchanged. 
However, exercise extra vigilance since it is difficult 
to accurately determine depth, closure rate, and rela
tive motion. Fly a rendezvous bearing that is slightly 
aft and more stepped down than that employed during 
daytime operation. Rendezvous speed must be pre
briefed. 

Reduce the closure rate. If recognized to be danger
ously high, immediately break off the rendezvous to 
assure separation. Cross under and to the outside of 
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the leader's turn. When in formation, fly a position 
further aft and more stepped down to compensate 
for a lack of depth perceplion and visual references. 

Except for the last aircraft, exterior lights will be on 
dim and the anticollisjon lights will be off. The last 
aircraft will have lights set to bright with the anti 
collision lights on unless the tactical situation dictates 
otherwise (during actual weather penetrations, etc). 

During night landings, fly the angle-oi-attack and 
airspeed indicators, and use a mirror if available. 

Visual signals for lead change at night: 

• 	With two aircraft - Lead aircraft switches 
lights to BRIGHT, and Bashes them. Wingman 
switches lights to DIM when he accepts the lead. 

• 	With more than two aircraft - Leader places 
flight in echelon and proceeds as described for 
two aircraft. 

• 	With external light failure - Use flashlight 
procedures presently in effect. 

I 
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PART 4 - CARRIER-BASED PROCEDURES 

BRIEFING 

Briefi ngs will include the items outli ned in the brief
ing g uide, w ith par ticular emphasi s p laced upon bingo 
procedures , carrier's p robable launch and recovery 
cou rse, position in force, PIM, and ready deck. O pera
tions Department and Air Depa rtmen t briefi ngs cov
ering the following,procedures are required prior [Q 

actual ca rrier air -opera tio ns: 

Deck H and ling 
Air operarions 
Communica tions 
Catnpult launch 
CATCC 
SAR 

Prior ro initia l night operation, additional briefings 
concerning nig h t operations wi ll be given by t he 
flight deck officer, ca tapult officer, arresting gear offi
cer, a nd the landing signnl officeL The ready room 
wi ll be lighted for night adaptation (red ligh ts) dur
ing briefing_ In addition, pilots may wear night 
adaptation glasses w hile going from the ready room 
to the flight deck to prevent loss of night vision. 

FLIGHT DECK OPERATION 

PREFLIGHT 

Man thc aircraft when directed by air operations 
(genernlly not in excess of ,)() minutes prior to launch 
time ) . Conduct a normnl preflight with particular 
emphnsis given ro the condition of the landing gear, 
shock struts, tires, arresting hook, nnd to the unders ide 
of the fusel nge for lau nching pendant o r a rresting 
cable damage. A complcte inspection of th e a ft fuselage 
may not nl ways be possible due to aircraf t spotting. 

Leave the tiedow ns installed until the engine is 
started . During night operation, conduct lhe exter ior 
preflight using a red -lensed flashlight. Ensure that 
the exterior light switches are properly positioned 
for a poststa rt light check. Observe the general rule 
of not showing a white light on the fli g ht deck at 
night. Ensure tha t the la nd lraxi light switch is off 
prior to connecting exter na l electrical poweL Set all 
colored ligh ts to DIM . a nd ro tate the instrument and 
console lights out of OfF . T his will prevent daytime 
ill umination of the red and amber system lig hts when 
external power is a pplied. Emergency flood lig hts, 
cha rt bonrd lights, a nd extension lights may be used 
as desired . 

ENGINE START 

E ngi nes wi ll normally be starred 10 m inutes before 
launch time. Per fo rm the system functional checks 
thoroughly. Adjust the rudder pedals a nd be prep ared 
to hold the brakes w hen the tiedow ns are removed. 

POSTSTART 

Adjust cockp it light intensity to desired level. Conduct 
an exterior lights check and then the systems checks 
outlined in normal procedures. Be ready to taxi w hen 
directed . As t he carrier turns into the wind, eith er 
close the canopy or secure it w ith a lanyard to pre
vent damage by w ind or jet blas ts . Spread the ou ter 
wing panels on s ignal fro m plane director as soon as 
possible after engine turol1 p to prevent damage to the 
w ingfo ld cast ing. Cycle in flig ht refueling probe and 
check probe out light opera tion. 

TAXI 
Norma lly, any signal hy rhe plane d irector th at is 
above his waist is in teOll ' d for the p ilo t; any signal 
below the waist is in te nded for deck hand ling per
sonnel. 

T ax iing aboard ship is similar to taxiing ashore. Nose 
gear steering pe rmi ts the a ircraft to be mane u vered 
easily a nd should be used to prevent the nose gear from 
casrering and the nose from swaying with the ship's 
rol l. Keep taxi speeds under control, particula rly in 
the Ja nt.l ing area w here the deck is slippery from cable 
lubrican t. Use both hra kes to Stop sideways motion 
of the nose, since use of a single brake will only 
provide a different p ivot point and the sideways 
motion will continue. 

D uring night deck operation, the tempo is consider
ably reduced from day t ime operatio n. Slow and careful 
ha nd li ng by aircraft di rectors and pilots is manda tory . 
If any doubt exists as to the plane directo r's signa l, 
stop rhe nircraft. 

HANGAR DECK OPERATION 

Occasionally, the assigned aircraft will be manned o n 
the hanga r deck. Fo llow the same p rocedures as those 
concerning fli ght deck operation. If the aircraft is not 
already on the elevator, it will be towed or p ushed 
(w ith the pilot in the cockpit) into pc)s i ri on to be 
ra ised to the fligh t deck. The signal to stOp an ai rcraft 
t hnt is being mo ved by other than i ts own power is 
either a hand signa l o r a wh istle b last. T he whistle 
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blast signifies an immedia te or emergency Stop. Leave 
canopy open and the hard hat off to ensure hearing the 
whisrle and keep the plane director in sight at all 
times. If unable to see the plane director, or if in doubt 
of safe aircra ft movement, stop the aircraft immedi

•ately. 

LAUNCH OPERATIONS 

Refer to the applicable aircraft launching bullet in for 
offcenrer spotting and launching limi ta tions, and for 
minimum permissible endspeeds. Refer to CARRIER 
OPERATING LIMITATIONS, section I, part 4 for 
launching limitations w ith wing stores. 

CATAPULT HOOKUP 

Current deck procedures aboard CVA class carri ers 
p rovide for astern and angling approaches to both 
forward and waist catapults. Approach the catapult 
t rack slowly, lightly riding the brakes, with the Dose 
gear steering engaged. Watch tbe plane director's sig
nals, using p eripheral vision to sight down the cata
pult track. Anricipate the ini tial hold immediate ly 
after the nosewheel drops over t he shuttle. T he come 
ahead signal will be received after tbe tension bar is 
placed in the holdback. Use very slow movement to 

prevent overstressing tbe t~nsion bar . 

At night, it is very difficult to determine speed or 
motion over tbe deck. Rely on the p lane director's 
signals and follow them closely. As the catapult is 
approached, the plane director should position him
self forward of the aircraft and remain stationary. 
U se him as a visual reference to determine aircraft 
movement. It is very difficult to properly spot the 
aircraft on the catapult when the carrier is in a turn 
or l isting. 

During all catapult hookups, personnel designated as 
checkers will visually inspect the aircraft to ensure 
tbat it is sui table for fl ig ht. The inspection includes, 
but is not limited to: Checking the ent ire aircraft for 
evidence of fuel or hydraulic leaks; security of access 
panels; proper extension of struts; condition of the 
hook point; relative symmetry of control surfaces; 
proper UHT trim setting; wheels, wheel wells, a nd 
t ires for damage or foreign matter; a positive cbeck 
of wing hinge pin locks; and tha t the wing is raised . 

TRIM SmlNGS 

The recommended horizontal tail trim setting for 
catapult launching is a function of center-of-gravity 
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posi tion and end ai rspeed. The follow ing trim setting 
recom mend ations are the resu Lts of tests cond ucted at 
the Naval fur Test Center, PAtuxent River, Maryland . 
These settings can be checked at al t itude by tr imming 
the aircraft for level flight at red uced airspeed at the 
weight i nvolved w ith wheels dow n and wi ng incidence 
ha nd le up and power sett ings as near to takeoff condi
tions as p racticable : 

SYMMETRICAL LOADING 

Rudder trim - 0 

Aileron trim - 0 

H orizontal tail trim - Refer to figure 3-11 

ASYMMETRICAL LOAD Of 2,000 LB AT 30,000 
LB GRO S WEIGHT 

Rudder tr im - 0 

Aileron tri m - 5 units (full aileron trim ) un loaded 
w ing down and expected cnd ai rspeed above 160 
KIA S. W hen expeCted end airspeeds less than 160 
KlAS are antic ipated, approximately 5 pounds a il
eron stick force is req uired at the end of the power 
stroke to maintain w ings level. 
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CATAPULT LAUNCH (MRT) 

Complete all cockpit checks, except for engine turnup, 
prior to catapult hookup and tensioning. On run
through-the-deck periods, actuate the controls and pos
itively check that the aileron and rudder neutral trim 
lights illuminate as the control surfaces pass through 
neutral. Failure of either light to illuminate is a 
downing discrepancy unless the controls are near 
center and it can positively be established that the 
fault lies in the indicating circuit. During the control 
check. flight deck personnel will note freedom and 
response of all control surfaces, that they return to 
relative symmetry when pressures are released, and 
that the UHT trim is properly set. 

Dpon receipt of the standard tensioning signal , apply 
thrust and at the same time release the brakes 

and nose gear steering. When the turnup signal is 
received from the catapult officer, thoroughly check 
all engine instruments. Grip the throttle and the cata
pult handgrip firmly. When satisfied tbat the aircraft 
is functioning properly, place your head against tbe 
headrest, salute, and wait. Normally, a 3 to 5 second 
delay will occur before the catapult fires. 

Normal catapult launches provide 10 to 15 knots excess 
end-speed. The aircraft leaves tbe catapult in a near
level attitude. A slight nose-up rotation may be benefi
cial , depending upon degree and angle of deck pitch 
and the UHT trim setting. Retract the landing gear and 
lower the wing according to land-based procedures. 
Clearing turns off the catapnlt will depend upon the 
ship's catapult configuration and the policy established 
within the air wing. Check alignment of the BDHI 
( bearing-distance-heading indicator ) once in stabi
lized ftight. 

CATAPULT LAUNCH (CRT) 

The afterburner is not used under normal launch 
conditions and is not recommended at night. The 
catapult officer must know when an afterburner launch 
is to be made. 

After reaching MRT and upon receipt of the two
finger turnup signal, check the engine instruments. 
When the catapult officer signals with 5 fingers (open 
hand towards the pilot) , assume position for launch, 
select afterburner, check engine instruments, and 
salute. The catapult officer observes afterburner light 
and pilot's salute, then gives tbe fire signal. It is rec
ommended tbat a minimum speed of 300 KIAS be 
obtained before deselecting afterburner. 

NIGHT CATAPULT LAUNCH 

Follow the same cockpit procedures and signals used 
during a daytime launch. When satisfied the aircraft 
is ready for launch, signal the catapult officer by plac
ing the exterior lights master switch to ON. 
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Be prepared to establish a wings level, climbing atti
.tude on instruments. A 50 to 70 nose-up rotation is 
recommended after dearing the catapult. Do not make 
dearing turns. When established in a wings level 
climb, retract the landing gear. Lower the wing at a 
nUnimum altitude of 500 feet. At 2,500 feet, or above, 
turn exterior lights to bright and turn on anticollision 
lights. 

AIRCRAFT OR CATAPULT MALFUNCTION 

If, after establishing power at MRT or CRT, it is 
determined the aircraft is down, signal this fact to 
the catapult officer by shaking the head from side to 
side. N ever raise a hand into the catapult officer's view 
to give a thumbs down signal 01' it may be miscon
strued to be a salute and the catapult will be fired. 

The catapult officer will relay a no-go situation to the 
deck edge catapult operator by crossing his forearms 
in front of his face. He will then give the release 
tension signal and walk in front of the wing to give 
the throttle back signal. Then, and only then, reduce 
the throttle to idle. 

The same signals will be used to signify a catapult 
malfunction. Leave the throttle at MRT/CRT until 
the catapult officer walks in fron t of the wing and 
signals for power to be reduced to idle. 

If a no-go situation arises during night operation, do 
not turn on the exterior lights. Call on the land/ 
launch frequency and advise that "--(call sign) on 
catapult number - - is down." Maintain MRT until 
the catapult officer walks in front of the wing and 
gives the signal to reduce power. 

LAUNCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

When SpOtted off center, the aircraft oscillates direc
tionally during the catapult power stroke. The oscil
lations increase in magnitude with increasing forward 
center-of-gravity position, increasing main gear off
center distance and decreasing catapult pressures. Yaw 
will be noticed during the power stroke whkh will 
increase and reverse direction twice as the aircraft 
travels down the catapult. As the aircraft leaves the 
catapult, it tends to roll in the direction of the yaw. 
When spotted 6 inches off center (using minimum 
catapult pressures with a 20% MAC center of grav
ity), approximately one-half lateral stick deflection 
will be necessary to stop the roU. This control input 
is a natural reaction and should cause no difficulty. 

MINIMUM END AIRSPEED LAUNCHING 

Minimum end airspeed is determined by ability to 
rotate the aircraft to the optimum angle of attack 
when the gross weight is less than 25,000 pounds. At 
greater gross weights, proximity to the speed at which 
the aircraft drag is equal to or greater than the engine 
thrust becomes the limiting factor. 



At gross weights below 25,000 pounds, sink.-off-bow 
will be about 10 feet with moderate rotation required 
to prevent excessive sink. Do not oveccotate. A void 
the use of excessive nose-up trim which will cause a 
high rate of rotation requiring rapid forward stick 
to avoid stall. Very light buffet will be encountered 
dueing rotation. Acceleration is reduced but com
fortable, and as the usual end airspeed is attained 
acceleration becomes normal. 

At gross weights above 25,000 pounds, moderate rota
tion will prevent sink-ofF-bow. Very light buffet will 
be encountered, and acceleration is reduced but com
fortable. 

CARRIER LANDING 

Refer to field carrier landing practice, this section, 
for additional information, to figure 3-12 for illustra
tion of typical carrier landing, and to section I, part 
4 for carrier operating limitations. 

While maneuvering to enter the traffic pattern, at
tempt to determine the sea state. T his information 
will be of value in predicting problems that may be 
encountered during the ensuing approach and landing. 

If the sea state is smooth, the carrier is creating all 
(or most ) of the wind over the deck by hard steam
ing. Avoid entering the pattern at gross weights near 
the maximum since the approach speed could exceed 
the maximum engaging speed. Expect the wind to 
be down the axial deck which will result in a 100 

crosswind when lined up with the angled deck. Stack 
wash will be encountered, so expect some turbulence 
when approaching the ship's wake. Pay particular 
attention to lineup. 

With a moderate sea state, the carrier should be able 
to place the wind down the angled de<'k so lineup will 
not be a pro.J>lem. As the wind over deck increases, 
additional power will be required to fly a proper 
approach. 

If blowing spray is observed the sea State is rough and 
the carrier will be steaming to maintain Steerageway. 
The wind over deck will be gusty which will neces
sitate more frequent power and control correttions 
to maintain the glide slope. Turn earlier at the 1800 

position to avoid being long in the groove. 

PATTERN 

Enter with a level break from a course parallel to 
Foxtrot Corpen, close aboard the starboard side of 
the ship at 800 feet MSL. If in formation, maintain a 
break interval of 12 to 16 seconds. When on downwind 
leg, descend to 600 feet and perform cockpit check. 
Cross-check angle of attack and airspeed indicators for 
13 units angle of attack and proper airspeed. Check 
cockpit emergency ventilation port closed before using 
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angle of attack indications. Fly a racetrack pattern with 
the 180 0 position approximately 1y,. miles abeam 
(check distance with T ACAN, if desired) at 600 feet 
MSL. With a 30-knot wind over deck. begin the 1800 

turn to the final approach when approximately abeam 
the LSD platform. To be lined \Ip with the angled deck 
centerline. roll out immediately to the right of the 
ship's wake. When the meatball is acquired, transmit 
call sign, fuel state (nearest 100 pounds ) , "Crusader," 
and "meatball." Signify no meatball by transmitting 
the code word "Clara." 

GLIDE SLOPE 

The physical glide slope projected from the ship is I

approximately 40 Due to the wind over the deck, the• 

aircraft flies approximately a 3.25 0 slope through the 
air. However. at any given point in the approach, the 

40pilot is looking at the ship on a slope. This, of 
course, gives the pilot the feeling that he is too high. 
This feeling should be disregarded, and only the meat
ball should be relied upon for proper glide slope con
trol. Closure rate on the ship is on the order of 105 
knots. whereas on the field, closure rate is usually 
equal to true airspeed (light wind). This difference 
in "distance/ time" relationship further emphasizes the 
need for looking at, and flying the meatball all the 
way to touchdown. rather than estimating power re
quired by looking at the deck. It is necessary to carry 
a little more power on the glide slope on the ship 
than ashore, in order to maintain the proper glide 
slope and airspeed. 

FLYING THE MEATBALL 

The approach power compensator should not be used 
if operating in manual fuel control or if the wing 
cannot be raised. 

It may become desirable to make a manual 
approach, instead of an APC approach. under 
unfavorable approach conditions such as gusty 
or extremely high winds. 

The technique for flying the meatball during steady 
deck operation approximates that used during FMLP. 
However. with increasing rough seas the glide slope 
varies, particularly in the vertical plane. The glide 
slope is stabilized only to the extent that it passes 
through a point in space 1,800 to 2,200 feet astern 
(approximately half way out on the final approach). 
As the deck pitches, the glide slope deflects as neces
sary to remain focused on this point. It is apparent 
that the vertical movement of the glide slope increases 
in magnitude as distance from the focal point in
creases. Therefore, the technique used to fly the meat
ball when the deck is pitching varies with position on 
the 6nal approach. 
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Initial Approach 

After rolling wings level on the final approach, begin 
a rate of descent of approximately 600 feet per minute. 
Average out the meatball movement. Maintain a gl ide 
path that shows the same degree, or distance, of meat
ball movement above and below the datum lights. 

Middle Approach 

As the aircraft progresses into the middle third of 
the approach, meatball movement due to carrier pitch 
is at a minimum. Use this part of the approach to 
advantage. Adjust power carefully and establish the 
proper rate of descent. 

Final Approach 

As the aircraft moves into the final third of the 
approach, the meatball will again begin to cycle on 
the optical landing system. Hold the power setting and 
the rate of descent established during the middle third 
of the approach, unless instructed otherwise by the 
LSO. If the meatball goes high when approaching the 
ramp, do not attempt to center it. The ramp could be 
cycling down, and an increased rate of descent, coupled 
with a rising ramp on touchdown, could exceed air
craft design limits. If the meatball starts to go low, 
add power to stop it. In this case, the aircraft could 
be descending below the glide path, or the ramp could 
be ycling up. In either event, the aircraft is getting 
too close to the ramp and the only correction is power. 
Accept the fact that wave-off and bolter rates increase 
when landing with a pitching deck. The higher rates 
are acceptable, particularly when the alternatives are 
considered (hard landings, ramp contacts, etc). 

FOULED-DECK WAVE-OFF 

Don't anticipate a fouled-deck wave-off. Aircraft will 
repeatedly clear the landing area fractions of a second 
before the wave-off point is reached, and a clearance 
to land will be received. Let the LSO give the wave-off. 

Wave-off characteristics are good and the engine 
accelerates from approach thrust (about 84% rpm) to 
military thrust in about 2.5 seconds. 

CLOSE-IN WAVE-OFF 

Avoid a close-in wave-off whenever possible. How
ever, if it becomes necessary, move the throttle smartly 
to MRT or CRT and maintain optimum angle of attack. 

Carrier-Based Procedure$ 

Do nOt overrOtate. Maintain a wings level fligh t 
attitude. 

t e 
accept e 

WARNING
...a..~ 

f\ccept a tcuchdcwn s hc. rt c 
ne cross-deck pendent , 

but do not over r t Dte and do nct turn . 
In the even t of B r emp strike, de n t 
3~lect af terburner un less nece s sary tL 
att ain or main Di n fly ing spe e d. 
BINGO FUEL 

When the bingo fuel state is reached, clean up the 
aircraft and depart on course. Do not orbit the carrier 
awaiting instructions. Fly towards the bingo field 
and if you are in doubt as to the exact hea in • ask 
for it prior to switching frequency. Shipboard control 
may be contacted for radar monitoring. Check head
ing to the bingo field with control and ensure that 
the BDHI is set properly. If possible, relay a "feet 
dry" message to the ship. 

ARRESTMENT OPERATIONS 

Fly the aircraft on the glide slope all the way to 
touchdown and do not attempt a flare. Add power to 

MRT as the aircraft touches down. When forward 
motion has ceased, reduce power to idle and allow 
the aircraft to roll aft. Apply brakes on signal and 
immediately add taxi power. Hold brakes to arrest 
forward movement and raise the hook when directed. 
When the come ahead signal is received, release brakes 
and expedite exit from the landing area . Use brakes 
for initial directional control and engage nosewheel 
steering after forward motion is established. When 
clear of the landing area, turn stabs off and fold outer 
wing panels on signal. 

W hile the hook is retracting, the aircraft must remain 
static or a reengagement is likely. If a reengagement 
occurs, reduce power, drop the hook when directed, 
and allow the aircraft to be pulled aft. Raise the hook 
again on signal. 

Normally all night recO'geries wiu be from CATCC 
controlled approaches. The !.SO wiu assume control 
when the aircraft is approximately ooe mile from 
the ramp. Exterior ligh ts should be 00 bright with 
the anticollision lights off. Following arrestment, re
duce power to idle and immediately turn off the 
exterior lights. Allow the aircraft to roll aft, apply 
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Carrier-Based Procedures 

brakes, raise tbe hook when directed, and taxi slowly 
out of the landing area. Do not stare at tbe director's 
wands, but use them as tbe center of a scan pattern. 
W ben clear of tbe landing area, signal aircraft status 
to flight deck control. 

POSTFLIGHT 

Taxi tbe aircraft as directed. Do not use excessive 
power. Keep the engine running until the chocks and 
at least one tiedown are installed. Landing gear down
locks should also be installed prior to engine shut
down. Execute a normal shutdown when the CUt 
signal is received. Always control canopy opening rate 

by holding the rails with both bands. Install the lan
yard before opening tbe canopy since wind across 
the deck makes it difficult to do so after the canopy 
has been opened. 

If the aircraft is to be spotted on the hangar deck, open 
the canopy and remove the hard hat as you are de
scending on the elevator. Normally, taxi the aircraft 
from the elevator into the hangar bay. Expect the cut 
signal when clear of the elevator. Lower the wing and 
raise the droop prior to eng ine rundown. From this 
point, aircraft handlers will move the aircraft. Keep 
speed under control and be alert for stop signals. Hold 
the brakes after being spotted until a 3-point tiedown 
has been completed. 
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Section IV NAVAIR 01-45HHE-l 
Flight Procedures 

PART 1 FLIGHT PROCEDURES 


This section standardizes general flight and operating 
procedures to minimize confusion, maintain air dis
cipline, and to achieve maximum effectiveness in the 
air. The general briefing guide (section ITI, part 1) 
will be used to brief each flight. Any mission not 
covered by the briefing guide must be briefed by a 
qualified individual who has thorough knowledge of 
all aspects of the mission. 

TRANSITION AND FAMILIARIZATION 

The paragraphs below contain operational informa
tion which will be used in conjunction with normal 
procedures during the FAM stage of training. 

BRIEFING 

The familiarization brienng will be all-inclusive and 
will cover all emergency procedures contained in sec
tion V. 

PREFLIGHT 

The chase pilot, or another qualified pilar, will moni
tor the FAM pilot during his first preflight inspection. 

START 

The chase pilot, or another qualified pilot, will moni
tor the FAM pilot's first Hight start and poststart 
checks. 

TAXI 

The FAM pilot should call for taxi instructions and 
lead the flight to the runway. 

TAKEOFF 

The FAM pilot will call for takeoH instructions when 
ready, and will be the lead aircraft for the takeoff. 

INFLIGHT 

During the FAM stage, the FAM pilot is required to 
call off the individual items of the 3-point checklist 
(Fuel Transfer Switch - ON, Wing - Down and 
Locked, and Cabin Pressurization - ON) when he re
ports completion of the checklist to the chase pilot. 

The FAM pilot will perform all prebriefed maneu
vers, to obtain a general feel of the aircraft in both 
clean and dirty configurations. 

FAM flights will be planned so that approximately 
2,000 pounds of fuel remain upon rerurn to the home 
field. Fuel remaining checks will be given by stating 
main fuel quantity first and transfer quantity second, 
eg, two eight and one six (2,800 pounds main and 
1,600 pounds transfer). 

RETURN TO THE FIELD AND LANDINGS 

The FAM pilot will lead the flight back to the home 
field and will make the required radio calls to the 
tower. T he chase pilot will fly a wing position that 
enables him to closely monitor the FAM pilot's land
ing pattern and approach to coach him as necessary. 
A chase pilot, or a qualified ROO, must be available 
while a FAM pilot is practicing landings, and twO
way radio contact must be maintained. 1£ these condi
tions are not satisfied, the FAM pilot will make a final 
landing on the first acceptable approach. A final land
ing will be made when the FAM pilot's fuel state at 
the 1800 position first reaches 1,200 pounds or less. 

CONFIDENCE MANEUVERS 

Aileron rolls, loops, ImmeJmann turns, and CuLan 
eights will be practiced as confidence manuevers. The 
airspace will be cleared before starting, and the chase 
pilot will maintain a position that allows adequate 
clearance between aircraft and affords observation of 
the surrounding airspace. 

The minimum airspeed for all confidence maneuvers 
is 220 KIAS. 

Plan the entry to any maneuver so that the aircraft 
is level or climbing at a minimum altitude of 10,000 
feet above the terrain. Enter overhead maneuvers be· 
tween 10,000 and 15,000 feet at 500 KIAS and use a 
4 g pullup. Use afterburner for the fust half of the 
maneuver when fuel weight is 3,500 pounds or more. 
Enter rolls at an airspeed of 300 to 350 KIAS. 

Do not exceed the flight restrictions outlined in sec
tion 1, part 4. 

/ 
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PARADE AND TACTICAL FORMATION 
Note 

Refer to section VII for formation visual 
signals. 

PARADE FORMATIONS 

Only the ~our basic p arade formations ( fingertip, 
echelon, diamond and column) and free cruise forma
tion are covered. These formations are used for air
shows, fl ybys, weather penetrations, rendezvous prac
tice, nontactical point-to-point flight, and in traffic 
patterns. 

FINGERTIP AND ECHELON 

Fly the wing position on a line of bearing 35° to 40° 
aft the lead aircraft's beam, stepped down 5 to 8 feet, 
with a wingtip clearance of 5 feet (figures 4-1 and 
4-2). When flying through weather, maintain the 
same wingtip clearance and stepdown, but hold a posi
tion 45° aft the lead aircraft's beam (figure 4-3). As 
visibility decreases, decrease lateral separation and 
increase stepdown as necessary to maintain visual con
tact with the lead aircraft. 

DIAMOND 

Fly the wing position on a line of bearing 45° aft the 
lead aircraft's beam, stepped down 8 to 10 feet, with 
a wingtip clearance of 5 feet. Fly the slot position 
in column on the lead aircraft, stepped down as neces
sary to avoid excessive jetwash. The slot position is 
equidistant, and on a 45° bearing, from each wing
man ( figure 4-4). 

COLUMN 

Fly directly behind and stepped down from the pre
ceding aircraft. Maintain nose to tail clearance at all 
times, though distance between aircraft will vary with 
the type of maneuver being performed. For example, 
while parade column positions may be as close as 10 
to 15 feet during a flyby, a separation of not less 
than 50 feet is maintained while maneuvering or in 
tail chase. Maintain sufficient stepdown to avoid exces
sive turbulence from jetwash ( figure 4-5) . 

FREE CRUISE 

The fre~ cruise formation is primarily used for non
tactical point-to-point Hight for two or more aircraft. 
This formation facilitates cruise control, permits each 
pilot to look around, and allows considerable maneu
vering. Free cruise positions require nose-to-tail clear
ance so that each aircraft can slide independently to 
maintain position ( figure 4--6). 

CROSS UNDER 

When necessary to cross from one side of the leader 
to the other, adjust power to slide aft until nose-to
tail separation of 5 feet is attained. Maintain lateral 
sc;paration and descend to obtain a vertical separation 

Flight Procedures 

of 8 to 10 feet. Maintain vertical and lateral separation 
and cross under the leader's flight path. When proper 
horizontal separation is obtained on the opposite side 
of the leader, move vertically until the proper step
down is attained and then move forward to the wing 
position. 

TACTICAL FORMATIONS 

T actical formation is not an exaCt science. Both offen
sive and defensive techniques are involved. either at 
the same time or successively, in the overall offensive 
action. As such, there is not one solution to a specific 
tactical problem. Tactical formation is of necessity 
a compromise between maximum flexibility and max
imum mutual support. Information concerning spe
cific taCtical maneuvers and doctrine may be found 
in classified N aval Warfare Publications and the F-8 
Tactical Manual, NAVAIR 01-4SHHA-lT (Confiden
tial ) . 

FORMATION RENDEZVOUS IRUNNING RENDEZVOUS 

This type of rendezvous is most effective wheu aircraft" 
are launched within visual or radar range. Using a 
predetermined power setting, the leader lUes a desig
nated course or TACAN radial at 350 KIAS until the 
climb schedule is reached. The wingman accelerates 
to the applicable climb schedule using MRT (CRT 
only as necessary to expedite the rendezvous) . The 
throttle is retarded when approaching the leader (or 
desired tactical position ) to avoid using the speed 
brake to prevent overrunning. If tactical conditions 
dictate a CRT running rendezvous, the leader desig
nates a base course or T ACAN radial, uses reduced 
CRT, and maintains the climb schedule. Trailing air
craft will maintain the base course and use full CRT 
until rendezvous is effected. When the last aircraft 
calls "aboard," the leader advances power to full CRT. 

TACAN RENDEZVOUS 

-X:his rendezvous is an expeditious method of joining 

aucraft under all VFR conditions. The flight leader 

specifies the T ACAN facility, channel number, alti

tude, radial, and distance to be used. This establishes 

a point in space where the rendezvous is to be effected. 

The joinup is accomplished as shown in figure 4-7. 


ARA-25 RENDEZVOUS 

The ARA-25 is useful to join aircraft under all condi

tions, but is particularly e.ff'eCtive for a straight course 

running rendezvous. Trailing aircraft select ADF 

position with the UHF control. The flight leader 

transmits a short count every minute and includes 

altitude if climbing. Trailing aircraft maneuver as 

necessary to keep the number one needle 5° left or 5° 

right of the nose position ( the number 2 aircraft holds 
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5 Feet Wingtip 
Separation 

5 to 8 Feet 

Section IV 
Flight Procedures 

FINGERTIP PARADE 
o 

IU-Sit
1. 	 line up wingtip nav 

light with junction of 
traiUng edge of the 
wing root and fuse
lage. 

2. 	 Number 4 man line up 
canopies 10 balance 
formation. 

Stepdown 
A X - 7 1-1-67 

Figure 4-J 

ECHELON PARADE--------------

o 

Wingtip 

Feet 

1. Line up 
junction 
wing 

2. Number 
ca nopies 

wingtip nav light with 
of trailing edge of the 

root and fuselage. 
3 and 4 men line up 
to balance formation. 

5 Feet 
Separation 

5 to 8 
Stepdown 

AX-72-1-67 

Figure 4-2 
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INSTRUMENTPARADE - - -----------

3 to 5 Feet Wingtip 
Separation 

-U·lI-
Bearing is maintained by 
flying on line with trailing 
edge of wing. 

5 to 8 Feet 
Stepdown 

A X - 73_ 1-67 

f igure 4-3 

DIAMOND PARADE - - -----------

I 

5 Feet Wingtip 
Separation 

5 Feet Stepdown 

AX - 74 - 1- 67 

Figure 4-4 
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PARADE AND TAIL CHASE COLUMN ----------

PARADE COLUMN 

~*+°4 
10 to 15 Feet JJ~ 
Nose to Tail 
Clearance 

-u·nw 
Match lead aircraft 's wing a nd 
stepdown to avoid excessive 
turbulence. 

TAIL CHASE COLUMN 

~=~""'"+~4 /iI 
~=-C~~ 

N.o Less I~ ---l
Than 
50 Feet 

A X -75-1-67 

Figure 4-5 
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FREE CRUlSE---------------

o 

I, 

I 

I,, 
@ /

, 
I 

Balanced ----<..-~ ,/ 

r ,. , 

I:t 1 , ' 
Ii ,"" //.., ' I' ~" , 

. / \, '-' ", ' 
) _iih -_'; '-/ 

t.)/~\ l. .i'JT- -._~/J' .1,. / 
'_ /~l ;,-Y,, 

to 50° 

Approximately 20 Feet 

, 
Approximate ly 20 Feet 

tE) /,, 

I 

1. 	 Wing man fli es on bearing made by 
leading edge of wing. 

2. 	 Section leader flies on bearing made 
by lining up nose and trailing edge 
wingtip of lead aircraft. 

figure 4-6 
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IAeAN RENDEZVOUS 
Position 2 is 90° out
bound of the assigned 
radial. 

Position 3 is 180° of 3 ---- Position , is on the 
the assigned radial. assigned TACAN radial 

at 	 a designated dis
tance. 

Position 4 is 90° in
bound of the assigned 
radial. 

IU-"l
1. 	 Each pilot flies ahead for 1 minute, then turns to take a 30° cut to the 


assigned radial. Instrument climb schedule must be maintained. 

2. Aircraft track outbound on assigned rndial using course line indicator. 
3. 	 Division leader calls distance at which to begin ;oinup circle and when 


passing each position. This Informs each pilot of the leader's actual position 

in the rendezvous circle. 


4. 	 All aircraft begin orbit at designated distance and modify orbit as necessary 

to effect ;oinup. 


S. 	 If not on top by 45,000 feet, leader will assign an altitude to each aircraft, 

allowing 2000 feet separation between aircraft lif not under positive con

troll. 


6. 	 leader uses 30° bank and 300 knots to 30,000 feet and 0.86 above. 
A X -77- 1-67 

Figure ~7 

the leader 50 left, number 3 aircraft 50 right, etc. ) 
until the leader is visually sighted. 

If a circling rendezvous is to be made, the leader main
tains a 300 bank at a prebriefed airspeed and altitude, 
transmitting a shon count and heading every minute. 
Trailing aircraft correct: heading as necessary to place 
the number one needle on the nose position each time 
the leader transmits. Proximity to the Jeader can be 
determined by the degree of change in azimuth of 
the number one needle. As distance to the leader de
creases, the needle will change more degrees between 
counts, requiring larger correctioDS to keep the leader 
on the nose. When the leader is detected visually, a 
standard rendezvous is accomplished. 

LOW VISIBILITY RENDEZVOUS 

The initial procedures will be as previously described 
for standard rendezvous. Accomplish this type of ren
dezvous only in an emergency, when directed by 
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higher authority, or when the urgency of the mission 
so dictates. Fly the aircraft at a safe maneuvering air
speed at an altitude that will permit safe ejection. 
Establish radio contact and determine the indicated 
airspeed, altitude, and fligh t path of the aircraft to 
be joined. Place all ligbts on bright and the anticol
lision lights on. 1!endezvous firs t on a position 1,000 
feet out, slightly aft the beam (4 or 8 o'clock) of the 
lead aircraft. Cautiously close while assuring nose-to
tail clearance. Maintain a. constant relative bearing 
since changes in bearing make determination of 
closure rate difficult. Do not allow a rapid closing 
situation to develop. 

Low visibility rendezvous is conducive to 
yertigo. A high degree of caution and good 
judgement must be exercised. 



NAVAIR 01-45HHE-l 	 Section IV 

SAFETY DURING RENDEZVOUS 

Keep the aircraft ahead in view constantly and join 
the formation in order. Reduce excess speed before 
reaching the wing position to avoid overshooting. 
Abort the rendezvous if necessary by leveling the 
wings, sighting all aircraft ahead, and moving to the 
outside of the formation. 

Use only enough stepdown to ensure separation on 
the aircraft ahead. 

If "sucked" during rendezvous, move to the outside 
of the leader and join after aU other aircraft are in 
formation. 

Stop all relative motion prior to JOlDlng an inside 
wing position. A cross under to the outside may then 
be made. 

Use caution during the final steps of joinup of a run
ning rendezvous. Relative motion is difficult to dis
cern when approaching from the rear. 

INFLIGHT REFUELING 

Refer to section I, part 2, for system description. A-l, 
A-3, A-4, A-S, KC-130F and KC-13S tankers are com
patible for infiight refueling to the ~tS ~escribed 
under LIMITATIONS. The location Of the refueling 
probe, which is 40 inches from the fuselage and abeam 
the pilot when extended, creates several problems. The 
probe is not within the pilot's peripheral vision upon 
engagement; the drogue is iniiuenced by the airfiow 
around the fuselage, tending to drift outboard during 
cun-in ; the drogue is in close proximity to the canopy 
creating a possibility of canopy damage on missed 
engagements. 

LIMITATIONS 

KC-13S Tanker 

Aircraft limited to maximum internal fuel load of 
8,000 pounds JP-4 or ~,500 pounds JP-S when refuel
ing from the KC-135. 

KC-130F Tanker 

Aircraft are subject to the following limitation when 
refueling from the KC-130F : 

• 	After complete system refueling is accom
plished, limit hookup to pressurized tanker hose 
to 15 minutes. If it is required to remain hooked 
up to the tanker for longer than 15 minutes, 
ensure that the hose is depressurized, then top 
off just prior to disconnect. 

Airspeed and acceleration limitations applying to the 
inflight refueling probe are presented in section I, 
part 4. 

Flight Procedures 

PRE-REFUELING CHECK 

If the wing tank is empty when inBight re
fueling is commenced, no stop transfer check 
(wing cell pressure dump) is possible. Max
imum internal fuel load should be limited to 
7,000 pounds JP-S or 6,500 pounds JP-4 if 
operational considerations permit. 

Prior to taking on fuel and depletion of wing transfer 
fuel, place the transfer switch in PRESS DUMP and note 
the transfer fueJ quantity reading. Fuel transfer should 
cease immediately. Note the main and transfer quan 
tities for a period of three minutes, allowing main 
fuel to burn down below the level of the main fuel 
transfer Boat (3,100 pounds maximum ) . Main fuel 
quantity should decrease and transfer quanrity should 
remain constant. Return the fuel transfer switch to I 
ON. When ready for refueling, place the probe switch 
in PROBE OUT and note that fuel transfer stops. For 
this check co be valid, the pressurization system must 
be functioning and a minimum of 500 pounds of fuel 
must be retained in the wing tank to accomplish the 
stop transfer check. 

REFUELING PRECAUTIONS 

I WARNING I 
If at any time fuel is observed venting from 
the fuselage vent mast or starboard wing 
vent in significant amounts, immediately 
break away and secure iotlight refueling. FueJ 
cell rupture could be imminent. 

During inflight refueling, the main fuel quantity 
gage should increase to a maximum of 3,100 pounds 
and then continue filling ro a full indication at a 
significancly reduced rate. The pilot should monitor 
the main fuel quantity gage closely during infiight 
refueling to ensure that main fuel quantity does not 
increase through 3,100 pounds without this obvious 
slowing. If no reduction is observed, cease refueling 
immediately. 

AIR REfUELING TECHNIQUE 

When available, another pilot will monitor the refuel
ing and he will call clock position of missed engage
ments. 

Whenever possible, conduct refueling in smooth air 
at optimum altitude and airspeed and with less than 
50% receiver fuel remaining. To prepare the receiver 
aircraft, place the cruise droop down, turn off unneces
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sary electr ical equipment, and extend the probe. Since 
canopies have been broken by the drogue during 
missed approaches, p lace the helmet visor down for 
protection. 

Note 
The permissible acceleration range with the 
p robe extended is -1.0 g to 3.0 g. 

Before sliding into position, call "lining up." 

Line up behind the tanker with the probe 10 to 15 
feet directly behind the drogue and trim the aircraft. 
T he drogue will be slightly forward of the nose of 
the receiver aircraft. Check that the tanker amber 
ready light is on or obtain confirmation from the tanker 
pilot that he is ready for refuel ing before p lugging in. 

I 
Execute the approach so that the drogue passes close 
to the fuselage. Any misalignment, sideways move· 
ment or other deviation constituting a haphazard ap· 
proach, can result in a smashed canopy. Using the 
tanker and the hose as references, increase power to 
establish a 3 to 5 knot ciosure rate. This rate will 
minimize outboard drogue movement, receiver control 
problems, and will seat the probe smartly in the 
drogue coupling. The drogue will have a tendency to 
move to the left as the nose of the receiver passes it. 
Do not fence with the probe. Concentrate on flyi ng 
toward a reference point on the tanker. The gunsight 
may be used as an aid to alignment. 

When engagement is made, a slight ripple of the hose 
will occur. Ad just power to remain in ref ueling posi
tion and fly formation on the tanker. After engag
ing the drogue, and the amber light goes out, call 
"contact." 

Note 

At high closure rates, hose whip will occa
sionally follow engagement. 

If engagement does not occur, reduce power and move 
slig htly to starboard of normal hose t rail position, then 

down and straight back. Speed brakes may be used, 
but are generally not required at high altitude. 

AIR REFUELING TECHNIQUE LANDING 
CONFIGURATIONS 

Inflight refueling with the wing down, landing gear 
extended , and EPP deployed has little effect on normal 
infligh t refueling procedures. EPP extension has neg· 
ligible effect; however , gear extension will increase 
power requirements approximately 5%. Air refueling 
procedures remain the same as for a clean aircra ft. 

Inflight refueling with the wing up, land ing gear 
extended, and EPP deployed ch anges the aircraft atti
tude requiring observation of the tanker store through 
the top of the canopy rather than front wind screen. 
D rogue posi tioning prior to plug·in and ap proach 
procedures remain the same as for a clean aircraft. An 
airspeed of 200 KIAS minimum to 220 KIAS maximum 
is recommended to insure complete engagement of the 
p robe and drogue for proper fuel passage. 

BREAKAWAY 

T o break away from a successful engagement, reduce 
power and drop back at a rate of 3 to 5 knots. Main
tain alignment and altitude. The probe/ drogue con· 
nection w ill separate when the hose reaches fu ll 
extension. After breakaway, when clear of the area 
behind the hose and drogue, call "clear." 

OPERATION OF THE PROBE SWITCH 

Extend the probe p rior to the initial run and leave the 
switch in the OUT position until all runs are com
pleted. When retracting the probe, hold the switch I N 

for 5 seconds after the door light goes out to ensure 
that the probe door locks. 

AIR REFUELING SIGNALS 

Refer to section VII. 

FLIGHT TEST 

Test fl ights will be conducted in accordance with cur
rent BuWeps Instruction 4700.2 series. 
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Flight Characteristics 

PART 2 FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS 

INTRODUCTION 

Note 

Refer to section I, part 4, for limitations and 
restrictions. 

The Crusader's operating regime covers an extremely 
wide band of flight conditions ranging from the low 
speeds required for carrier operations, through the 
speeds required for long-range cruising flight, to high 
speed .flight at low and high altitudes. Flight stabiliza
tion, stick variable gain. a two·position wing. and 
fixed ventral nos are utilized to permit satisfactory 
operation throughout the fligh t envelope. 

DEFINITIONS 

The following definitions are of terms employed fre
quently in this section: 

Dynamic pressure (q) - The product of Y2 pv2l 

(sometimes called ram pressure). 

Equivalent airspeed (EAS ) - Calibrated airspeed cor
rected for compressibility factors. A constant equiv
alent airspeed maintains a constant dynamic pressure 
regardless of altitude. At sea level, true airspeed. cali
brated airspeed and equivalent airspeed are all equal. 
At altitude, equivalent airspeed is always less than 
true airspeed. 

Yaw dt~ring roll - The yaw which almost always ac
companies any rolling maneuver of any aircraft. It is 
caused by aileron or spoiler drag and by moments on 
tail and fuselage caused by rolling velocity and flow 
effectS from the ailerons. 

Adverse yaw - During a roll, yaw which causes the 
nose to move in the direction opposite to the direction 
of roll. 

Favorable yaw - During a roll, yaw which causes the 
nose to move in the direction of the roll. 

Rolljng pullout - A maneuver in which g is being 
pulled while the aircraft is rolling, such as in turn 
reversals. 

Symmetrical pullout - A maneuver in which g is 
pulled without rolling. A symmetrical pullout may be 
accomplished in a steady turn. 

Trim cha1~ge - A tendency of the aircraft to pitch, 
yaw, or roll because of the influeoce of movable com
ponents or of changing flight conditions. 

*SpoiJers are powered by power cootrol systems No.2 only. 

FLIGHT CONTROLS 

GENERAL 

All flight controls, ailerons and spoilers,* unit hori
zontal tail, and rudder. are fully powered througb dual 
power control systems in order to overcome tbe high 
airIoads encountered in high-speed flight. Artificial 
feel is provided by springs in the lateral (roll) and 
directional (yaw) control systems and by springs, 
viscous dampers, and bobweights in the longitud inal 
( pitch ) control system. This feel system provides a 
force reference against which the pilot may judge his 
control mocions. Feel forces are kept low to make 
the aircraft pleasant to fly and easy to maneuver. vari- I 
able-gain linkages are provided in the p itch control 
system to permit very small control adjustments when 
the aircraft is near trimmed conditions. The ailerons 
and rudder may also be moved abom by signals from 
the stabilization systems, but this OCcurs automatically 
without affecting stick or rudder positions or feel. 

UNIT HORIZONTAL TAIL 

The unit horizontal tail is effective from the stall to 
the highest Mach number at the highest altitude. 
Horizontal tail effectiveness, qr the g per degree of 
tail movement, varies considerably with flight condi
tions, and is least in the landing configuration and in 
high-altitude supersonic flight and most in low alti· 
tude, high-speed subsonic fught. Adequate effective
ness is present to rotate the aircraft for takeoff or for 
landing (even to the extent of bumping the tail ) and 
to pull limit g io supersonic flight at altitudes even 
above 45,000 feet. In the areas of greatest effectiveness, 
such as near Mach 0.95 at low altitudes, care must be 
taken to prevent overcootrolling. T he variable-gain 
linkage reduces these tendencies in the areas of great
est horizontal tail sensitivity or effectiveness by intro
ducing a band of insensitive control response near 
neutral stick. These characteristics are described more 
fully under MAN EUVERING FLIGHT in the Sup
plemental NATOPS Flight Manual. Longitudinal stick 
forces are also presented in the Supplemental NATOPS 
Flight Manual. 

AILERONS AND SPOILERS 

The ailerons and spoilers work together to provide 
lateral control. The ailerons are effective through most 
flight conditions but become completely ineffective 
at the stall and almost so in high-speed. low-altitude 
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flight. The spoilers improve roll performance at high 
speeds but are ineffective at the stall. However, ailerons 
are the most effective control in inducing or recovering 
from a spin. Roll rate is the characteristic that is most 
affected by the addition of the spoilers, although a 
slightly greater pitch down is encountered in low
altitude rolls. 

Lateral stick forces are light in both the landing and 
clean configurations. Clean configuration stops pro
vide a reference for observation of roll restrictions. 

RUDDER 

The rudder becomes effective at about 60 KIAS on the 
takeoff roll and remains so through all fligh t condi
tions. It provides adequate directional control for 
crosswind landings. Pedal forces are light in the clean 
configuration and are reduced even more in the land
ing configuration. 

I POWER CONTROLS 

The loss of either of the power control systems will 
produce only a slight reduction in maximum longi
tudinal control. This reduction occurs only at super
sonic speeds between 22,000 and 42,000 feet altitude. 
The greatest reduction occurs at Mach 1.1 at an alti
tude of approximately 35,000 feet. 

The loss of one of the power control systems results 
in a general decrease in response to maximum control 
inputs above 400 KIAS. Loss of response will generally 
not be apparent except at high airspeeds or during 
extreme maneuvers when PC 2 is inoperative. 

The effects of the loss of one power control system on 
maximum lateral control vary significantly depending 
upon which system is inoperative, as follows: 

• 	With PC 1 inoperative, there is no decrease in 
maximum lateral control effectiveness below 400 
KlAS, but there is a decrease of up to 50% be
tween 25,000 and 35,000 feet altitude at super
sonic speeds. The decrease in effectiveness is less 
at other altitudes. In addition, roll stabilization 
is inoperative. 

• 	The Joss of PC 2, which is the only system that 
supplies pressure for operation of the spoilers, 
results in significant decreases in maximum lateral 
control effectiveness at speeds above 400 KIAS, 
but only minor decreases below that speed. At 
speeds above Mach 0.92 below 9,500 feet altitude, 
01' at very high airspeeds (above 680 KlAS ) , lat
eral control may be inadequate to correct for an 
extreme lateral out-of-trim condition. 

Directional control is not appreciably affected by loss 
of either power control system. However, yaw stabili
zation and aileron-rudder interconnect are lost with 
PC 2 inoperative. With loss of PC 2, acceleration 
restrictions governing loss of yaw stabilization apply. 

VENTRAL FINS 
The ventral fins increase directional stability through
out the flight envelope, especially at the high Mach 
end, to permit the flight envelope to be expanded. 
These fins are fixed and the pilot has no control over 
them. 

SPEED BRAKE 
The speed brake, functioning as a controllable high
drag device, provides a quick and effective means of 
making airspeed adjustments in tactical situations and 
of limiting airspeed in dives. Precise speed adjust
ments, such as those desired in formation flying, are 
difficult to make by use of the speed brake because of 
its high rate of motion. The brake will open to itS 
full open position of 60° in about 1.5 seconds if the 
airspeed is below 475 knots EAS. Above this speed, tbe 
brake opens only an amount proportional to the speed 
because ram pressure overcomes the actuator. At 725 
knots EAS, the brake will open only about 15° and has 
lost considerable effectiveness. 
Full extension of the speed brake results in moderate 
buffeting that increases in intensity with increasing 
airspeed at subsonic speeds. Partially closing the speed 
brake will decrease or eliminate buffeting without 
causing an appreciable loss in speed brake effectiveness. 
No buffeting will be encountered · with speed brake 
operation at supersonic speeds. 

Because there is insufficient ground clearance to permit 
landing with the speed brake extended more than 30°, 
the brake is automatically closed as the wing is raised 
unless the speed brake override switch is used. 

Refer to the Supplemental N ATOPS Flight Manual 
for additional information. 

CRUISE DROOP 

The cruise droop position of the wing leading edge 
provides a means of obtaining a more efficient wing 
under certain flight conditions. These conditions and 
the corresponding improvements obtained with the 
leading edge extended to the cruise droop position are: 

Colldit;on 	 Improvement 

MRT and CRT climbs Drag is decreased. 

Subsonic turning Bight, Buffet is delayed and 
particularly above diminished. 
30,000 feet. 

Maximum cruise and loiter. Drag is reduced. 
Very low speed Bight with Stall and buffet speeds de

the wing down, such as crease, thereby providing 
inBight refueling and a greater safety margin. 
two-position wing (To take advantage of 
uansitions. this margin, cruise IUOOp 

should be extended before 
takeoff and landing. ) 
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Performance will be reduced to varying degrees under 
all other ' flight conditions if the leading edge is left 
extended to the cruise droop position with maximum 
speed as the most seriously affected item. 

Within the operating limitations, there is a mild nose
down trim change when extending the leading edge 
and a nose-up change when retracting it. Small lateral 
trim changes also may occur during leading edge 
operation. 

EMERGENCY POWER PACKAGE 

Extension of the emergency power package (Mar
quardt unit) at airspeeds up to approximately 500 
KIAS causes practically no trim change. In most cases 
a very slight vibration is the only indication that the 
un it is extended although sometimes small directional 
trim changes may occur as the speed brake is opened 
or dosed with the power package deployed. 

Above 500 KIAS, the aircraft tends to yaw left, roll 
right, and pitch down as the unit is extended. These 
trim changes increase in severity as the extension speed 
increases and become quite severe above 690 KIAS, 
constituting a serious handling problem. For this 
reason, it is imperative to reduce speed at least to the 
restriction limit and it is highly desirable to slow 
considerably more before extending the package in the 
case of electrical or power control hydraulic system 
failure. Fortunately, after all such failures (except 
for failure of both power control systems as in the 
unlikely case of a frozen engine ) , control power and 
basic aircraft stability remain adequate SO that there 
is no immediate necessity to extend the emergency 
package. The aircraft can be and should be slowed 
to less than 600 KIAS while deciding whether to 
extend the package or not. The main consideration in 
making this choice is the considerable drag increase 
which results from the extended package and leads to 
a reduction in specific range of approximately 18%. 
Whenever possible, slow down hrst, then extend the 
package if desired. The unit has been proven struc
turally and functionally sound to 740 knots EAS. 

Extension of the emergency power package in the 
landing configuration causes no trim changes and has 
no effect upon handling qualities, stall speed, or stall 
characteristics. 

STABILIZATION 

Automatic roll and yaw stabilization systems improve 
gun platform character istics, permit greater maneu
ver ing capabilities, and improve general handling 
qualities. W ith stabilization systems operative, the 
Crusader is a smooth, effective, and competitive flying 

Flight Characteristics 
and fighting machine throughout its flight envelope. 
Without stabilization, it still may be Bown success
fully through the same speed envelope but is subject 
to drastic reductions in permissible maneuvering and 
to a considerable reduction in i ts abjlity to track and 
hit a target. 

In other words, .flight stabilization improves the per
formance of the aircraft as a weapon by performing 
the following significant functions: 

• 	Damping of undesirable roll and yaw motions 
caused by air turbulence or rough control usage. 

• Stiffening the aircraft directionally, making it 
more p rone to fly with zero yaw angle. 

• 	Applying opposite rudder in all rolls so as to 
reduce the buildup of favorable yaw at high 
Mach numbers and altitudes. Application of ad
verse rudder is programmed so as to be at maxi
mum at 45,000 feet and minimum below 13,000 
feet. At low altitudes, the buildup of favorable I 
yaw is less and the correction is not required. 

Stabilization output is regulated by use of altitude 
yaw gain changers and by switching between clean 
configuration and landing configuration roll amplifier 
gains CO give the best performance under all flight 
conditions. The net result is a steadier aircraft which 
does not develop excessive yaw angles during maneu
vering .flight. All stabilization effects are accomplished 
without effort on the part of the pilot and with 00 

feedback into the controls except for an occasional 
minute roll "nibble" io the landing configuration. 

In the clean configuration, yaw stabilization is the 
more important function since it is necessary to main
tain the yaw angle as near zero as possible at all times. 
This factor accounts for the reduction in the operating 
envelope with yaw stabilization inoperative. If a fail
ure should occur at a speed above the restriction speed, 
avoid abrupt maneuvers or control motions and reduce 
speed as rapidly as practicable. 

In the landing configuration the basic roll damping 
of the aircraft is poor and roll stabilization accordingly 
is of major impor tance. Fortunately, basic damping 
improves as airspeed decreases so that loss of roll 
stabilization does not cause a serious approach or 
landing problem. With roll stabilization inoperative, 
roll damping will become marginal at airspeeds above 
180 KIAS, so avoid abrupt maneuvers, reduce air
speed, or lower the wing. 

TRIMMING 

Use of trim will reposition any of the control surfaces 
without changing the neutral position of the stick or 
rudder pedals because the trim actuators move only 
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the linkage downstream of the feel systems. Because 
of the variable gain linkage in the longitudinal sys
tem, Hying the aircraft with force applied to the stick 
(aircraft not in trim) will cause increased sensitivity 
the further the control is held from neutral. By keep
ing the aircraft trimmed under high-speed Hight 
conditions, full benefit is obtained from the variable
gain linkage in maintaining p itch attitude without 
increased control sensitivity. 

Movements of the trim knobs will result in changes 
of aircraft attitude unless compensating movements 
of the stick or rudder are made. As trim is applied, 
relax pressure on the stick or rudder pedals to de
termine the effect of the amount of trim used. T his 
will avoid overtrimming or unwanted changes of air
craft attitude. Until fami liar w ith trimming, apply 
trim in small amounts to obtain the desired attitude. 

I 
Because of the rapidity with which Hight conditions 
change at low altitudes with afterburner, precise 
trimming is difficult. Attempt minimum trimming 
during an afterburner climb below 20,000 feet u ntil 
familiar with the trimming characteristics in this 
Hight regime. 

Since roll and yaw trimming is achieved with the same 
actuators used for stabilizat ion, normal trimming will 
be lost if the stabilization system fails or is turned off. 
Remember that in such a case, any roll or yaw trim 
already applied will be removed since the actuators 
automatically return to neutral. Emergency pitch 
trimming is available if normal pitch trim circuits 
fail. 

LEVEL FLIGHT 

MAXIMUM SPEED 

Refer to the Sup plemental NATOPS Flight Manpal. 

LANDING CONFIGURATION 

Landing configuration characteristics are normal and 
satisfactory in all respects. The airplane trims fairly 
easily during the approach when not loaded with wing 
stores. All controls operate smoothly and effectively. 
However, w ith a heavy asymmetrical wing store load
ing on the airplane, full lateral trim and slight lateral 
stick force are required to maintain auitude. 

Military thrust is sufficient for most wave-offs and 
enormous extra thrust is available from the after
burner for a d.es~ration-type wave-off. 

CLEAN CONFIGURATION - SUB$ONIC 

The aircraft normally spends most of its Hight time 
in the subsonic region and has quite conventional 

characteristics there. The afterburner gives it excel
lent acceleration characterist ics u nder practically all 
condi tions. T rimmabili ty generally is good except in 
tbe trim change region of about 0.90 IMN to 1.05 
IMN, where attention to control is required if you 
desire to hold a given altitude. High-speed Bight at 
low alti tude in turbulent air is rather uncomfortable 
and disturbing because of the JOStling experienced in 
the cockpit. Sensitive pitch control will be encountered 
in low-altitude Bight at high subsonic speeds. 

With heavy asymmetrical wing stores on the ai rcraft, 
enough lateral trim is available for hands-off Bight 
except at the lower speeds in this range, where slight 
lateral stick force may be required. 

CLEAN CONFIGURATION - SUPERSONIC 

Supersonic Hight characteristics of the Crusader are 
excellent and en joyable. Control response is smooth 
and precise in pitch, yaw and roll, and trimmability 
is at its best. There is a general reduction in noise and 
vibration as soon as the aircraft goes supersonic, par
ticularly after the duct bypass door opens. The energy 
level is very high, enabling the aircraft to be zoomed 
to high altitudes or turned extensively while main
taining supersonic conditions. Acceleration in level 
Bight is fairly slow as compared to acceleration at 
subsonic speeds, but in dives airspeed increases very 
rapidly. Take care to avoid exceeding restrictions. 
Deceleration is also relatively slow unless a combina
tion of thrust reduction and speed brake is used. 

W ith heavy asym metrical w ing stores on the aircraft, 
some lateral stick force may be required in this speed 
range (in adc;ii cion to full lateral tri m ) to maintain 
attitude. 

MANEUVERING FLIGHT 

Note 

Refer to the Supplemental NATOPS F light 
Manual for Bight characteristics encountered 
during p ullouts, rolls, rolling pullouts, and 
climbs. 

DIVES 

The aircraft picks up speed q uite rapidly in dives. 
Engine thrusts and dive angle are very inHuential in 
controlling speed during dives. Thrust reduction and 
pulling the nose up w ill be found more effective t han 
speed brake extension when it is desired to reduce 
speed from very high values. Stability and control 
characteristics are generally good. 
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Dives to lower altitudes are required during F-8E 
attack missions. Be especially cautious about target 
fixation during these dives. 

As indicated under TRIMMING, malfunction of the 
yaw-stabilization system will result in the rudder 
immediately returning to neutral and the directional 
trim system becoming inoperative. If this malfunction 
Occurs at high airspeed or where a large amount of 
rudder trim is required to maintain balanced flight 
an abrupt yaw will occur. Poor damping characteris
tics under these conditions make it easy to set up 
lateral-directional oscillation if abrupt, large lateral 
or directional control movements are used. In the 
event of stabilization failure in high speed dives, 
reduce speed immediately and effect recovery using 
small slow aileron or rudder movements if required. 
Refer to the Supplemental NATOPS Flight Manual 
for additional dive characteristics. 

AEROBATICS 

Aerobatics in the Crusader are typical of most con
temporary jet aircraft. No special techniques or knowl
edge are required. Since loops and Immelmann turns 
develop considerable changes in altitude, start them 
at altitudes near 10,000 feet with at least 500 KIAS 
until familiar with the aircraft. Afterburner may be 
used during these maneuvers either as a means of 
keeping the airspeed up or of increasing the altitude 
gain. If the airspeed gets low on top, allow the air
craft to "fly through" at a low g value. Avoid pulling 
into buffeting throughout the maneuver. 

Satisfactory rolls may be performed at most speeds 
without attempting to coordinate rudder with ailerons, 
but coordination may be improved by use of rudder 
if desired. The best and smoothest rolls are obtained 
by putting in and taking out aileron rather slowly. 

ARMAMENT 

The following discussions cover flight characteristics 
during external armament separations. For the flight 
characteristics while carrying external armament, refer 
to LEVEL FLIGHT and MANEUVERING FLIGHT 
in this section. 

GUN FIRING 

Gunfire vibration in the cockpit varies considerably 
with airspeed and altitude. At high altitudes the vibra
tion is very light and is not influenced very much by 
speed. At low altitudes the vibration is higher, and 
reaches a moderate peak level around 475 KIAS. At 
higher or lower speeds, the vibration level is light but 
even under these conditions the instrument board and 
gunsight will vibrate to a moderate degree during 
gunfire. Tracking is not hampered even under the 
heaviest vibration encountered. No adverse engine 
effects result from gunfiring. 

Changed 1 December 1967 

SIDEWINDER MISSILE FIRING 

Refer to the Supplemental NATOPS Flight Manual 
and the F-8 Tactical Manual. I 
ZUNI FIRING 

Firing characteristics of Zuni rockets are similar to 
those of Sidewinder missiles. Noise level is greater 
when firing from the fuselage pylons than when firing 
from the wing pylons. At certain altitudes, firing fuse
lage Zunis can result in engine flameout if the restric
tions in Section II, Part I of F-8 Tactical Manual I 
are nOt observed. 

Avoid the area behind and below a firing 
aircraft to prevent the possibility of damage 
from fragments of LAU-W I A nose caps and 
unburned Zuni propellant. 

BOMB DROPPING 
When bombs are released from the Aero 7 A and Aero 
7A-l ejectOr racks, a slight airframe pulse is felt due 
to the action of the mechanical ejectOr foot. If a bomb 
load is released from only one side, the p ilot will be 
aware of a sudden lateral trim change. 

ANGLE OF ATTACK 

Refer to the Supplemental NATOPS Flight Manual. 


AUTOPILOT FLIGHT 
AutOpilot engagement criteria are presented in section 
I with the description of the system. Engagement of 
either the normal mode or the altitude hold mode 
while in trimmed flight will produce no noticeable 
effect on the aircraft. The following is based upon 
flight tests in which the autopilot has been engaged 
and operated throughout the level-flight operating 
envelope. 

USE OF TRIM 

Monitor directional trim while operating with the 
autopilot engaged, particularly during climbs where 
the greatest directional trim change occurs. Because 
of the automatic heading hold function that operates 
within 5° of wings-level, the autopilot will maintain 
magnetic heading by flying the aircraft in a slight 
"slip" when a directional out-of-trim condition devel
ops. If, for example, the autOpilot induces a nose-right 
yaw to maintain magnetic heading, the aircraft will 
develop a left-wing-down condition. Although the 
natural tendency is to correct the wing-down condition 
by \Ising roll trim, autopilot functioning prevents roll 
trim from making the desired change. Apply left 
rudder trim instead. 
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In a similar manner, if autopilot trim controls are 
used to correct for the left-wing-down condition, use 
your trim instead of autopilot bank control. The auto
pilot will oppose the bank control changes while 
attemp ting to maintain the reference beading. The two 
conditions required to break heading hold are a bank 
control knob displacement greater than 50 and an 
actual bank angle change greater than 50. U repeated 
corrections Jess than 50 are made with the bank con
troller, it is possible to build up large amouot~ of 
off-neutral bank with the bank control knob while the 
aircraft is maintained in wings-level flight by the 
autopilot. If the wings are then rolled more than 50 
from Ie el by a gust or by pilot correction, the heading 
hold function w ill automatically disengage and the 
aircraft will immediately bank to the setting built up 
with the bank control knob. If this occurs, restore 
normal autopilot operation by returning the bank 
controller to the wings-level position. This bank con
troller is an attitude control rather than a rate control. 
A given position of the control knob commands a 
bank attitude change of a certain number of degrees, 
rather than a continued rate of change of attitude as 
in some autopilot systems. When rolling the aircraft 
from wings-level, move the bank control knob far 
enough to roll the aircraft beyond 5° so that heading 
hold will disengage. 

ALTITUDE HOLDING 

When the autopilot is being operated in the altitude 
hold mode, two pitch signals are compared by the 
autopilot. One signal originates in the altitude con
troller, which seeks to maintain a constant pressure 
altitude by commanding nose-up and nose-down atti
tude changes, and the other originates in the pitch 
attitude reference gyro, which resists changes in pitch 
attitude. In fl ight under stabilized conditions, no dis
agreement in the two signals exists. However, as an 
acceleration or deceleration is made, angle-of-attack 
requirements change and the pitch attitude varies to 
maintain constant altitude. The change in attitude is 
resisted by the autopilot p itch attitude reference cir
cuits. As a result, the aircraft gains altitude during 
accele1"ations and loses altitude during decelerations. 
At 40,000 feet, this increase or decrease is less than 500 
feet from the autopilot reference altitude when oper
a ting between subsonic and high supersonic speeds, 
but can reach unacceptable levels at low altitudes or 
low airspeeds. For this reason, make large speed 
changes at low altitudes or at low speeds in normal 
autopilot mode only. 

While operating in the altitude hold mode, accele1"a
tions through Mach 1.0 at any altitude are smooth and 
entirely satisfactory. However, during decelerations 
through the Mach number range of approximately 1.1 
to 0.95, the rapidly changing position error of the 
altitude static pressure system causes aircraft pitching. 
Pitching magnitude increases with decreasing altitude 
and increasing rate of deceleration, reaching maximum 
at low altitudes when decelerating at idle thrust, with 
or without the speed brake extended. Through this 
Mach number range while in altitude hold mode 
excursions in pitch will require the pilot to monitor 
the autopilot with the control stick. 

WARNING I 
Transonic decelerations in "altitude hold" 
at rates faster than those produced wit b mili
tary thrust are not advised at altitudes of 
25,000 feet and below. Decelerations under 
the same conditions in "normal mode" are 
satisfactory. 

The autopilot altitude controller and pilot's altimeter 
have different stade pressure sensing requirements. 
The autopilot requires stability in maneuvering flight 
and the pilot'S instrument system requires level-flight 
accuracy. For this reason, two separate static pressure 
sources are used. The static reference for the autopilot 
is the more accurate for angle-of-attack changes and 
the pilot'S altimeter static pressure source is more 
accurate for speed changes. As a result, there are cer
tain flight conditions which may lead the pilot to 
believe, because of position error effects, that the 
altitude hold function is not operating properly. For 
instance, acceleration and deceleration between sub
sonic and high supersonic speeds with altitude hold 
engaged will result in large changes in indicated alti
tude, of which a portion is a change in the true 
altitude resulting from autopilot response to its static 
pressure reference. To fly at a certain true altitude at 
the new speed condition, disengage altitude hold, fly 
to the correct altitude considering only the position 
error of the altimeter, and then reengage altitude hold. 
Similar effects are observed in turns during supersonic 
flight because of the effects of angle-of-attack on the 
static SYStems. In this case, however, the autopilot 
reference is more accurate than the pilot'S indicator 
and the autopilot will maintain altitude near the 
engagement value. Differences between autopilot ref
erence and the pilot'S altimeter will not exist upon 
return to straight and level flight at the engagement 
airspeed. 
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WALLOW 

At some MA-l compass headings there is a tendency 
for aircraft wallow to occur when attitudes higher 
than 15° nose up are maintained while heading hold 
is engaged. Even though there are few occasions when 
such a nose-up atti tude would be required for more 
than 45 seconds it is permissible to disengage the 
heading hold made until level Hight is resumed. 

USE OF STICK 

The autopilot can be overridden by the application 
of stick force. However, since the aircraft will immedi
ately return to autop ilot engagement atti tude when 
stick force is relaxed, disengage the autopilot before 
making large pitch atti tude changes. With the auto
pilot disengaged, the stick commands changes in p itch 
or roll rate, rarher than attitude, and the aircraft will 
not return to the new autopilot engagement attitude 
when stick force is released. 

BLEEDOFF 

When the autopilot is in operation, with or without 
altitude hold engaged, electrical signals that position 
the horizontal tail consist of signals originated by the 
pitch trim knob and the autopilot correction signals. 
If a signal is being supplied by the autopilot at the 
moment of disengagement, the removal of this signal 
results in control surface travel to the position com
manded by the trim k nob position alone. If the auto
pilot, or the altitude hold function only, is disengaged, 
the pitch signal difference is bled off slowly so that 
the horizontal tail runs slowly to the new position. 
T his action appears as a condition requiring a normal 
trim change easily controlled with the trim knob. To 
avoid aircraft pitching, allow sufficient time for the 
signal differences to bleed-off before reengaging the 
autopilot. If large signal differences exist, allow 20 to 
30 seconds for settling. 

Roll trim operation with the autopilot engaged in 
the normal mode differs from operation of the pitch 
system. The roll trim knob is not effective in making 
roll attitude changes because the heading hold function 
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opposes such changes in order to maintain a constant 
magnetic heading. Because of this, abrupt roll attitude 
changes will occur at autopilot disengagement if the 
roll trim knob has been rotated witb tbe autopilot 
engaged, since roll signals are not subjected to slow 
bleed-off. 

SATURATION 

The autopilot commands corrections proportional to 
the deviation from reference attitude. As the deviation 
(error ) gets larger, the amount of correction decreases 
to a point at which greater deviation produces no 
additional correction. The autopilot is tben said to be 
"saturated." 

Saturation is used to advantage is certain instances. 
For example, the autopilot commands 3° of bank 
angle for each degree of heading error when the 
heading hold function is engaged. At this rate, a 30° I 
heading error would command a 90° bank, which 
would be excessive. To avoid this situation, the head
ing error circuits are allowed to saturate at 110 so 
that bank angles greater than 33° are not commanded 
as a result of heading error. Since saturation also 
makes the autopilot less sensitive to disturbances and 
less effective in handling large deviations, you need 
to recognize approaching autopilot saturation. 

There are three indications : 

• Reference attitude is regained moce slowly after 
a disturbance. 

• 	The pitch trim knob becomes more effective in 
changing the reference attitude. 

• A 	ligbtly damped long-period pitch osciUation 
(10 to 30 seconds ) may occur. 

If any indication of saturation appears, disengage the 
autopilot, l'etrim to the new Hight conditions, then 
reengage the autopilot. This action establishes a new 
set of autopilot neutral reference values. Note that sat
uration does not occur as a function of the time elapsed 
since engagement, but occurs because of changing 
Bight conditions. Therefore, it is not necessary to dis
engage and reengage the autopilot periodically. 
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STALLS------------
CHARACTERISTICS 

(See figure 4-8 for stall speeds ) 

NORMAL OR 19 STALLS. 

Landing Cotulition 

Stall warning is fust evidenced by prestall buffet com
mencing around 14.5 units indicated angle of attack, 
increasing in intensity to heavy buffeting, roll oscilla
tions, porpoising or poor response to lateral control at 
about 17 units. The stall is marked by a definite wing 
drop, roli, or snap roll. The horizontal tail and rudder 
remain effective throughout the stall. Ailerons become 
ineffective as the stall is reached. Recovery is initiated 
by immediately neutralizing lateral and directional 
control, positioning the stick slightly forward of neu
tral (avoiding use of ailerons ) and allowing airspeed 
to increase in whatever bank angle or pitch attitude 
exists until well out of buffet. 

Clean Cotulition 

Clean condition stall behavior is similar to the landing 
condition, with warnings and stall occurring at higber 
airspeeds. Buffet onset will occur at least 40 knO(s 
above the stall speed and intreases to heavy buffet at 
the sta lL At the stall, the wing drop will be more 
abrupt to approximately 45° but the condition can be 
aggravated into greater and faster roll departures by 
maintaining or increasing aft stick at or beyond the 
stall. With cruise droop extended, stall warnings wiU 
occur at airspeeds approximately 10 to 15 knots 
lower than with leading e~ge retracted. The stall 
will occur approximately 5 knots lower with cruise 
droop extended. 

ACCELERATED STALLS. 

Stalls in Pullouts or Turtling Flight 

Accelerated stalls will occur whenever excessive aft 

stick is used for maneuvering at subsonic speeds such 
as in pullouts or turning Rigbt. 

In a gradual approach to an accelerated stall, warning 
of the stall occurs initially in tbe form of buffeting, 
which increases to heavy buffet at the stall. In addition, 
roll oscillations (up to 30° left and right ) and por
poising will occur JUSt prior to reaching the stall At 
the stall a very abrupt roll will ocmr which can reach 
or exceed 180° of bank angle change. This can be 
accompanied by a marked increase in nose-up attitude, 
especially if ailerons are used to oppose the roll. 

If the staJ1 is approached rapidJy, warning motions of 
the airplane prior to the stall will be less apparent, 
and behavior at the stall will be more violent. At low 
airspeed or Mach numbers, all stall warnings will be 
less intense, and greater caution must be used to 
prevent inadvertent stalls. 

An accelerated stall may result from holding a high 
g level while decelerating from supersonic speed. 
Particular care should be taken to maintain speed 
with adequate thrust or nose attitude while holding 
a high g level in turns at low supersonic speeds. The 
airplane can rapidly decelerate from these speeds to 
high subsonic speeds at which the stall boundary 
decreases and the tail effectiveness increases, making it 
more Likely that an accelerated stall would be entered 
abruptly. During the deceleration, the time between 
warning (if felt ) and actual stall can be as short 
as 2 seconds. To ensure against an accelerated stall 
occurring under such conditions, maintain speed while 
holding g's or reduce the g's before decelerating. 
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STALL SPEEDS---------------
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Figure 4-8 
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Stalls in Turtl Entries and Reversals ailerons should be neutralized immediately and g 

Accelerated stalls may also result from attempting 
aileron roUs at g loads below but close to tbe stall 
boundary, such as in turn entries, turn reversals or 
turn recoveries. 

Rolls attempted under these conditions result in large 
yaw angles which can cause the airplane to stall. In 
such cases, (he usual warnings of an accelerated stall 
may not be apparent. The most positive warning of a 
possible stall entered from a roll is indicated by the 
roll behavior of the airplane. If response to the ailerons 
is very sluggish, if the roll appears to be stopping 
while the ailerons are sti ll deflected, or if there is no 
response at all to the ailerons, the roll is being 
attempted at too high a g loading or tOO Iowan 
airspeed. When any of these characteristics occur, 

RECOVERY 

Upon first signs that the stall point has been reached 
or upon recognition from the roll behavior of the 
airplane that a stall is imminent, the following recov
ery action should be taken immediately : 

1. Relax all stick and rudder forces, allowing con
trols to return to their neutral positions, then push 
stick forward of neutral as required to reduce angle 
of attack or g load. 

2. Avoid use of ailerons and allow airspeed to 

increase in whatever bank angle or pitch attitude 
exists, even if inverted, until well out of buffet. 

Never displace ailerons to raise a wing at or beyond 
the stall or to stop a snap ,"oil. It is emphasized that 

STALL 

loading reduced. 

If the ailerons are not neutralized immediately, the 
airplane may yaw and pitch into a stalled atti tude, 
or an uncontrolled flight maneuver (similar to a 
snap roll) may occur. 

To take advantage of the higher rates of roll and best 
behavior of the airplane, rolls through large bank 
angles such as in turn entries or turn reversals should 
be performed under buffet-free conditions. 

Rolls initiated at buffet onset or above should be 
limited to small lateral stick deflections and small 
bank ang le changes such as occur when tightenjog a 
turn or making tracking corrections. T o avoid the 
possibili ty of entering uncontrolled flight, rolls should 
not be attempted above moderate buffet levels. 

PROCEDURE 

the use of ailerons during stall or stall recovery will 
not produce the expected roll but will develop suffi
cient yaw to result in a spin. 

Even though the airplane may be gyrating (snap roll
ing, yawing and pitching) o r appears to be entering a 
spin, hold controls in neutral until ei ther recovery or 
a spin is clearly ind icated . Look at stick and rudder 
pedals to ensure that they are in neutral. It should n ot 
be assumed that the airplane is in a spin lmtil at least 
otle yawing turn (not roll) has occurred without 
reversing, as described under "Recognition Of T he 
Spin." 

SUMMARY 

1. 	Warning in the form of heavy buffeting, roll oscillations, porpoising, or poor 
response to ailerons always precedes the stall. 

2. 	The stall is marked by abrupt wing drop, roll, or snap roll. 

3. 	 Recovery is initiated by immediately neutralizing controls. 

4. 	 Hold neutral controls (stick slightly forward) until either recovery occurs or 
a spin is clearly indicated. 

5. 	 Do not use ailerons to stop roll or correct bank angle at or beyond stall. 

6. 	Do not attempt rapid rolls through large bank angles in buffet conditions. 
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SPINS------------

CHARACTERISTICS 


GENERAL. 

Regardless of (he flight conditions, attitudes, gyrations 
or comrol manipulations leading to departure from 
comrolled flight, and regardless of those imposed 
during uncontrolled flight, the airplane will perform 
only the one type of upright spin described below. 

Crusader spins are characterized by large frequent 
changes in pitch attitude and bank angle in the firs t 
2 to 3 turns. In these initial turns the pitvh attitude 
may rapidly change from a nose-high position near or 
above the horizon, to 400 or 500 nose down, and then 
back to the nose-high position again. In the same 
period, the bank angle may vary 45° wing down to 
45 0 opposite wing down. The nose of the airplane 
returns to a high position once in each turn. These 
large motions gradually reduce in magnirude, and 
during the third turn may reach a level as little as 
one-half to one-fourth of the initial motions. The 
behavior of the spin appears considerably smoother co 
the pilot from this time on. After the third turn, 
average pitch attitude is relatively flat, with the nose 
100 to 200 below the horizon. A complece turn occurs 
in 4 to 5 seconds. Average altitude loss is 1,400 feet 
per turn. 

Occasionally, while in a spin, the airplane will roll 
outside wing down to ao inverted attitude for a few 
seconds so that it describes part of a turn (as much as 
one-half turn) at a negative l.Og. The airplane will 
continue to roll, in the same direction that created the 
inverted attitude, to an upright attitude and will con
tinue in an upright spin regardless of how long the 
spin is maintained. The general rotation of the spin 
will remain in the same direction relative to the earth 
before, during and after the roll through the inverted 
position. It is possible that while the airplane is 
inverted, the pilot may have the sensation that a spin 
reversal has occurred. However, this is not a reversal. 
This inverted condition, when it occurs, usually 
does so in the latter part of rhe second turn and 
the first part of the third turn. However, it is not 
violent, nor does it affect abili ty of the pilot to select 

and apply proper recovery controls. The recovery does 
not appear to be lengthened or otherwise changed 
by this phenomenon. 

The most violent airplane mOlion will be encountered 
in the initial departure from controlled flight at higher 
airspeeds in accelerated stalls. The airplane cannot be 
made to enter a spin at speeds in excess of 170 knotS 
lAS; however, above this speed, uncontrolled flight I 
(such as violent snap rolls) can be generated from 
which it is possible to effect recovery providing con
trols are immediately neutralized. DUri1Jg uncontrolled 
flight, speed can be lost at very high rates up to 40 
knots per second, which may result in speed very 
rapidly droppitlg below 170 k,wts. If recovery from 
uncontrolled fligbt has not been effected before this 
time, tbe airplane will enter a spin with no break in 
the motion. In such entries the airplane may initially 
snap roll over the top or under the bottom before 
autorotation. Occasionally the airplane will perform, 
initially, a severe cartwheel type of maneuver in which 
the nose goes well above and below the horizon to 
near vertical attitudes. Independently of the manner in 
which the initial departure occurs, either through a 
snap roll or cartwheel, the resultant extreme attitudes 
will be reduced to the typical spin attitudes by the 
end of the second turn. 

AJthough, the airplane may flip right side up and enter 
an upright spin as a result of loss of flying speed in 
inverted flight, it will not perform an inverted spin. 

Spin characteristics and spin recovery procedures are 
not affected by enended landing gear and speed brake, 
or by fuselage missile pylon installations. Fuselage mis
siles installed on the airplane have a beneficial effect 
in that the spin is somewhat milder and recovery is 
fas ter. Wind tunnel tests indicate that landing condi
tion spins and recovery procedures are similar to those 
for the clean condition. 

Spin characteristics with wing stores installed have 
not been flight tested. Studies indicate that tbe wing 
stores will not have an adverse effect on spin charac
teristics. If necessary, the wing stores can be jettisoned 
for spin recovery. 
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ENGINE AND ELECTRICAL SYSTEM BEHAVIOR 
IN SPINS. 

Because of the high angle of attack encountered in a 
spin, the ability of the duct to carry air to the engine 
is greatly reduced and engine compressor stalls may 
result. This will be evidenced by loud coughing and 
banging noises which can lead to excessive engine 
exhaust temperatures. To reduce the severity of ~om

pressor stalls and engine overtemperatures, the throttle 
must be retarded to IDLE if a spin is encountered. 
Overtemperatures as rugh as 770°C have occurred 
during spins after IDLE was selected. However, in each 
case engine operation has remained normal. 

Severe compressor stalls can also result in complete 
loss of electrical power if the low pressure compressor 
rotor speed drops below normal idle values. On some 
occasions compressor stalls have persisted after idle 
thrust was selected, until 250 knots lAS and altitudes 
below 30,000 feet were achieved in the recovery dive. 

As compressor stalls cease, engine exhaust temperatures 
will return to normal and the main generator will 
automatically return to service. However, yaw and roll 
stabilization and trim systems will have to be manually 
reset to regain operation. No engine flameouts occur
red during Crusader spin investigations. 

RECOVERY CHARACTERISTICS AND PROCEDURES 


RECOVERY PROCEDURE. 

Recovery from a spin is obtained by using the fol
lowing technique: 

1. Retard throttle to IDLE. 

WARNING I 
When selecting emergency droop to aid spin 
recovery, do not unlock the wing. 

2. Extend leading edge to landing droop by ra1Slng 
emergency droop and wing incidence guard and 
moving the WING INCIDENCE handle to the full 
forward position. 

3. Place full rudder against spin; apply full aft stick 
and full lateral stick opposite to rudder (with the 
spin ) . 

EXAMPLE 

Control R'ght Spin Le/J Spit, 

Rudder Full left Full rigbt 
Stick full aft and full right Full aft aDd full left 

4. Jettison wing stores if spin recovery is not appar
ent three turns after recovery controls have been 
applied. 

5. As spin rotation stops, promptly neutralize ailer
ons and rudder, and push stick 2 to 3 inches forward 
of neutraL 

WARNING I 
Full lateral stick deflection must be applied 
since as little as Yz-inch less than ful l deflec
tion may add one additional turn to the 
recovery. 

Spin recovery may take as long as 12 seconds, 
a period that may seem considerably longer to 
the pilot. Concentrated effort must be made 
to hold correct recovery controls until recov
ery is indicated. 

For this technique to be effective, the pilot mllst be 
aware of the behavior of the airplane dur ing recovery 
from the spin. Incorrect interpretation of these char
acteristics can result in wrong use of recovery controls 
and failure to recover from the spin. The following 
paragraphs describe in more deta il the recovery behav
ior of the airplane and the appropriate actions for 
obtaining prompt recovery. 

USE OF THROTTLE. 

WARNING I 
To avoid inadvertent engine shutdown I:Jain
tain inboard pressure on the throttle when 
reducing the throttle toward idle. 

Engine operation above IDLE d uring the period 
between radical departure from normal fligh t and 
entry into true spin rotation can be beneficial in recov
ery with neutral controls. Once the spin is entered, 
however, the throttle must be at IDLE ro minimize 
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the effects of compressor stall and overtempera£ure. 
IDLE power senings will prevent overtemperature 
below 37,000 feet, but compresso.r stalls may continue. 
If neutralizing the controls does not result in imme
diate arrestment of the departure from controlled 
flight, the throttle should be retarded to IDLE imme
diately. When it) doubt as to how far the stall has 
progressed towards a spin, retard the throttle. to IDLE. 

RECOGNITION OF THE SPIN. 

Spin recovery procedures should not be attempted uotil 
the pilot is certain that a spin exists. In the Crusader 
a spin differs from other stall gyrations in that the 
nose of the airplane will continuously yaw in one 
direction. A spin should be assumed 01l1y if the yaw 
is continuous ;n one direction for at least one turn. 

DIRECTION OF ROTATION. 

Direction of rotation must be positively es1:ablished so 
that the rudder and aileron may be deflected in the 
proper direction to stop the spin. 

Direction of rotation can easily be determined by 
observing traverse of terrain over the nose of the 
airplane. Spin direction can also be determined by 
use of the needJe of the turn-and-bank indicator. 
Needle to the right indicates a .right spin, and needle 
to the left, a left spin. 

RECOVERY BEHAVIOR. 

When the leading edge is extended to landing droop 
and controls are placed to stop the spin, continuous 
rotation in the init ial direction will cease within 2Y2 
additional turns. T he only positive means of recog
nizing that rotation has stopped is by closely watcbing 
tbe traverse of the terrain. As the apparent motion of 
tbe g round past the nose is stopping or when it has 
stopped, quickly neutralize rudder and ailerons and 
push stick 2 to 3 inches forward of neutral. Failure 
to neutralize controls promptly can cause a spin in 
the opposite direction. 

As the rotation stops, a nose-down pitch will usually 
occur, followed by an increase in airspeed, and even
tual recovery to normal flying speed in a 70° to 90° 
dive. A rolling tendency usually occurs early in the 
recovery dive just after controlled flight has been 

regained. This tendency should not be opposed with 
aileron as the motion will damp as airspeed increases. 
The use of aileron at this time may develop another 
spin. 

USE OF LANDING DROOP. 

The use of landing droop results not only in more 
positive spin recovery, but also results in more p ositive 
pilot recognition of the recovery phases. Therefore, 
landing droop should be selected immediately on rec
ognition that a spin exists. T he pilot should devote his 
full attention, if necessary, to actuation of the droop 
controls. Visually observe droop control actuation, 
and if need be, release tbe stick and use both hands 
to obtain proper actuation. Releasing the stick will 
not cause the airplane to enter any other type of 
maneuver or to fall or spin any faster. There are no 
restrictions with respect to extending leading edge to 
landing droop during a spin. If a reasonable attempt 
at droop extension is unsuccessful due to buffeti ng, 
the pilot should continue the spin recovery sequence, 
but not beyond altitude limits w hich would preclude 
successful ejection. Once recovery controls are applied, 
additional attemp ts at droop extension may be made. 

TRIM SETTINGS. 

Under normal trim usage, trim settings will oot have 
significant effect upon spin and recovery character
istics. Full directional or lateral trim settings will not 
be noticeable until considerable speed is picked up in 
the recovery dive. Since the longitudinal trim setting 
existing may not be known, recovery can be hastened 
by pushing the stick 2 to 3 inches forward of neutral, as 
the spin ceases, regardless of trim position. A slightly 
steeper recovery dive may result from this technique. 

RECOVERY TO LEVEL FLIGHT. 

To avoid progressive stalls, do not lnltlate pullout 
prior to reaching at least 200 knots lAS. Available g's 
will not permit rapid round out at low airspeeds, and 
high drag from a pullout started too early will retard 
buildup of speed to safer pullout speeds. The altitude 
loss from the point at which a controlled dive is 
reached to that at which level Bight is acbieved will 
be about 6,000 to 8,000 feet. Speed brake may be ex
tended in tbe dive, after reaching at least 200 knots 
lAS, to prevent excessive airspeed buildup. Do not 
exceed landing droop restrictions in the recovery; the 
airspeed and g loadings will not exceed these restric
tions during the spin. 

SPIN SUMMARY 
(See figure 4-9) 
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SPIN 

SPIN SUMMARY 

1. 	 Initial turns involve large variations in pitch 
attitude and bank angle. 

2. 	 A spin should be assumed only if the yaw 
is continuous in one direction for one turn. 

3. 	 Retard throttle to IDLE. 

4. 	 Using emergency pneumatic system, extend 
leading edge to landing droop immediately. 

5. 	 Determine direction of spin by observing 
traverse of terrain over the nose or observing 
needle of turn-and-bank indicator. 

6. 	 Place full rudder against spin, full aft stick 
and full lateral stick opposite to the applied 
rudder (with spin). 

EXAMPLE 

Control Right Spin Left Spin 

Rudder Full left Full right 

Stick Full aft and full Full aft and full 
right left 

7. 	As continuous rotation in initial direction 
ceases, promptly neutralize ailerons and rud
der and push stick 2 to 3 inches forward of 
neutral ; visually check position of stick. 

8. 	 Hold neutral control positions until at least 
200 knots lAS is obtained in steep dive. Do 
not revert to spin recovery control positions 
unless continuing spin is clearly established. 

9. 	 Do not confuse rolling tendency in the recov
ery dive with a continuous spin or aHemp' 
to oppose the tendency. 

10. 	 In recovery dive, extend speed brake as re
quired after reaching 200 knots lAS as an 
a id in preventing excessive airspeed. 
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Altitude loss 
1,400 feet per 
turn . 

Pullout from a 
90° recove ry dive 
requires 6,000 to 
8,000 feet. 

Figure 4-9 
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PART 1 - GROUND EMERGENCIES 


ENGINE FIRE ON GROUND 

Indications 

Fice warning light -ILLUMINATED 

Fire observed 

Procedures 

With external power anJ starter connected: 

1. 	 Throttle - OFF 

2. 	 Engine master switch - ON 

3. 	 Master generator switch - TEST or ON 

4. 	Throttle - CRANK 

• Continue cranking until fire is out 

When fire is out: 

5. Master s enerator switch - OFF RESET 

6. 	Engine master switch - OFF 

If impossible to reconnect external power anJ starter: 

1. 	Throttle - OFF 

2. 	 Engine master switch - OFF 

• Before losing aircraft electrical power 

3. 	Master generator switch - OFF RESET 

4. 	 Abandon aircraft 

BRAKE FAILURE 

Procedures 

To obtain emergency (pneumatii) braking: 

1. Emergency brake handle - PULL AFT SLOWLY 

• 	Pull handle slowly to avoid locking the brakes. 
This also allows pressure to be applied evenly 
to the wheels. 

• 	Brake pressure is direCtly proportional to dis
tance handle is moved. 

• Manipulate handle to 	obtain momentary brak
ing action. 

• 	Push handle full forward to release brakes. 
• Differential braking is unobtainable. 
• 	If necessary, shut down the engine to aid stop

ping. 

2. 	 Perform short field arrestment (if possible) or 
normal carrier arrestment. 
• 	Refer to FIELD ARRESTMENTS, this section, 

part 4, for short field arrestment procedure. 
• After carrier arrestolent, leave hook down. 

HOT BRAKES 
Hot brakes can be expected when: 

Takeoff aborted 

Excessive brakes used after a landing 

Brakes dragging 


Note 

Any of the above conditions could raise tem
peratures to a point where normal takeoff 
would heat a wheel enough to produce ex
plosive failure. 

Time-temperature histories indicate that nor
mal taxiing using nose gear steering, military 
and afterburner takeoffs, FMLP and touch
and-go landings do not significantly increase 
wheel temperature. 

Procedures 

1. Taxi (or have aircraft towed) to nearest bot 

line, 
to an 

brakes 
area. 

• 	If hot brakes are discovered on the 
promptly taxi or have aircraft towed 
isolated position, and warn personnel 
dear. 

2. 	Notify tower to alert crash crew. 
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Park aircraft with wing down aod wheel axis 
pointed in safe direction. 

• 	Tire/wheel failure usually occurs after return
ing to the line. This is because maximum trans
fer of heat from the brake discs to the wheel 
usually requires 15 to 20 minutes. Therefore, 
should it become necessary to approach the 
aircraft, personnel should move toward the 
aircraft from the front or rear, never from the 
sides. 

• 	Where hot brakes result in fire, the use of dry 
chemicals in preference to C<n and foam (as 
fire extinguishing agents on tires and brakes ) 
is recommended due to metal stresses caused by 
the cooling action of ~. 

• 	The wheels require 45 to 60 minutes to get rid 
of 60% of the heat absorbed in a landing rollout 
or aborted takeoff. If an agent to accelerate 
cooling is necessary, use water by directing a 
stream to the brake in 10- to 15-second bursts 
(3 to 5 applications) with 30 to 60 seconds 
between applications. 

EMERGENCY ENTRANCE 
Refer to figu re 5- 1 for the procedure to be followed 
when entering the cockpit under emergency condi-

EMERGENCY EGRESS 
Begin egress procedure immediately after aircraft 
comes to rest. Use the following procedure for either 
water or field emergency egress. 

Procedures 

Note 

To obtain breathing oxygen -supply before 
actually leaving the aircraft, pull emergency 
oxygen "green apple." 

1. Attempt to open canopy by normal means. 

• 	If canopy cannot be unlocked and opened nor
mally by using the canopy release handle, use 
the canopy jettison handle. 

2. Shoulder harness fittings - RELEASE 

• Releases parachute. 

3. 	 Emergency harness release handle- PREss BUTTON, 
ROTATE AFT 

• 	Releases seat-harness connections. 

4. Ensure separation of leg restraint line fittings. 

5. 	 Pilot's services connections-DISCONNECT AT 
CONSOLE 

• Disconnect oxygen and antiblackout lines, and/ 
or lines from antiexposure coverall. 

6. Abandon aircraft with survival equipment. 

• 	As aircraft is abandoned, emergency oxygen 
bottle activates. 

• 	If desired, release survival equipmeot after 
abandoning by releasing hip harness fittings 
from suit. 



EMERGENCY ENTRANCE---------------

TO OPEN THE CANOPY AND REMOVE PILOT: 


1PULL THE NORMAL CANOPY RELEASE HANDLE AND 
RAISE CANOPY . . . 

OR 

IF CANOPY CANNOT BE UNLOCKED AND OPENED NORMALLY 
BY USING THE CANOPY RELEASE HANDLE, OPEN THE RESCUE 
HANDLE ACCESS DOOR ON EITHER SIDE OF THE AIRCRAFT
GRASP HANDLE AND PULL AWAY FROM FUSELAGE TO FULL 
LENGTH OF LANYARD (APPROXIMATELY 6 FEET), THEN PULL 
HANDLE SHARPLY TO FIRE CANOPY ACTUATOR CARTRIDGE. 

PULL THE EMERGENCY HARNESS RELEASE HANDLE 
ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE SEAT TO RELEASE THE~ PILOT FROM THE SEAT. 

BE EXTREMELY CAREFUL NOT TO INJURE THE PILOT WHEN FORCING ENTRY TO THE 
COCKPIT. BE EXTREMELY CARefUL NOT TO PULL THE EJECTION SEAT FACE CURTAIN OR 
THE SEAT SECONDARY FIRING HANDLE WHEN FORCING ENTRY TO THE COCKPIT AND 
WHEN REMOVING THE PILOT. 

DO NOT USE RESCUE HANDLE IF SPILLED FUEL IS IN THE COCKPIT AREA. PULLING HAN
DLE FORCIBLY OPENS CANOPY BY FIRING EMERGENCY ACTUATOR CARTRIDGE WHICH 
CAN IGNITE FUEL. IF FUEL IS IN COCKPIT AREA, USE AXE TO FORCE ENTRY THROUGH 
CANOPY. 

_g.liM 
IF IMPOSSIBLE TO OPEN CANOPY BY NORMAL OR EMERGENCY 
METHODS, BREAK CANOPY GLASS WITH FIRE AXE OR SIMILAR 
INSTRUMENT. 

FIRING OF THE EMERGENCY ACTUATOR CARTRIDGE BlOWS 
OPEN THE CANOPY LOCKS AND FORCIBLY OPENS THE CAN
OPY. IF CANOPY DOES NOT SEPARATE FROM AIRCRAFT, IT 
MAY FALL TO CLOSED POSITION BUT WILL NOT LOCK. 

Figure 5-1 



PART 2 - TAKEOFF EMERGENCIES 


FAILURE 

Abort or eject (MK-FSA or MK-F7 seats only). 

• 	 T o abort, retard throttle to OFF and depress 
brake pedals. If pedal braking is Dot sufficient, 
use emergency brake handle. If fie ld is equipped 
with arresting gear, place arresti ng hook handle 
in HOOK DOWN. If aircraft has already run 
beyond arresting gear and barricade is available, 
engage the barricade. (Refer to BARRICADE 
ENGAGEMENT, part 4, for engagement tech
niques.) 

• 	 Ground-level ejection is p ossible above 120 KIAS 
with MK-SFA seat. T here is no minimum speed 
for ground-level ejection with the MK-F7 seat. 

Immediately after becoming airborne: 

Eject (if possible). 

• Refer to E}ECfION AND BAILOUT, part 3, 
to determine safe ejection envelope following 
takeoff_ 

unsafe to eject, land straight ahead. Perf01'm as many 
f the following operations as possible: 

2. 	Airspeed - 140 KIAS MINIMUM 

W ing-As IS 

Throttle - OFF 

EPP-EXTEND 

Canopy - JETTISON 

• 	Emergency canopy jettison handle - PULL 

External stores - JETTISON (if practical) 

• Stores 	cannot be jettisoned unless landing gear 
handle is in WHLS UP. (Refer to JETTISONING 
EXTERNAL ARMAMENT, part 3, for jettison
ing procedures.) 

• 	LOcaJ directives and operational procedures 
will govern jettisoning of external stores. 

Landing gear - DOWN 

• 	Landing gear handle - WHLS DOWN 
• 	If this step and step 7 cannot both be per

formed in the time available (due to require
ment for gear handle to be in WHLS UP position 
for jettisoning ) , tbjs step shall take precedence. 

AFTERBURNER FAILURES 

Procedures 

If afterburne1' fails to light: 
Abort takeoff. 

If afterburner blows out in early stages of takeoff roll: 
Immediately abort takeoff using field arresting gear 
if necessary. 

If afterburner blows out shortly before, duri1Jg, or 
immediately after lift-off: 

Deselect afterburner and continue takeoff in MRT. 
Do not recycle the afterburner. 

BLOWN TIRE 

Procedures 

1. 	 Abort, conditions permitting. 

• 	If needed, use nose gear steering for maintain
ing directional control. 

2. 	 Perform short field arrestment. 

• 	Refer to FIELD ARRESTMENTS, part 4, for 
short field arrestment techniques. 

SUSPECTED HOT BRAKES 

Procedure 

Leave gear down for approximately 5 minutes follow
ing takeoff. 

• 	The S-minute gear-down time is required for 
wheel/brake assembJy cooling. An exploding 
wheel assembly can rupture the main fuel line 
in the wheel well. 

CARRIER 

CATAPULTING EMERGENCIES 

Procedures 

If definite loss of catapult thrust is experienced early 
in the launch and decision is made to remain on deck, 
take the following actions immediately: 

1. 	 Shut down engine. 

2. 	 Apply maximum braking. 

All Other Catapulting Emergencies 

Select afterburner immediately if additional thrust is 
needed to aid directional control and escape potential. 
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PART 3 -INFLIGHT EMERGENCIES 
ENGINE MALFUNCTIONS 
FLAMIOUT 

Procedures 

1. 	 Throttle - OFF 

• 	To prevent entry of air into the engine. fuel 
system at nose-down attitudes, leave throttle 
in this position until airstart is begun. 

2. 	 Ensure engine master switch O N, fuel transfer 
switch ON, and emergency generator switch OFF. 

• If flameout occurred because main fuel cell ran 
dry, turning on transfer fuel system may trans
fer enough fuel to permit an airstart. 

• Emergency generator switch must be in OFF 

position to prevent a load from being placed 
on the emergency generators when the power 
package is ex tended. Extending the EPP with 
a load on the generators could prevent obtain
ing electrical power for an airstart. 

3. 	Determine cause of flameout. 

• 	Pilo t- induced flameouts are those caused by in
advertently moving engine master switch to 
OFF, failure to transfer fuel, low-speed high
angle-oE-attack flight resulting in compressor 
stalls, prolonged zero-g flight, and exceeding 
the recommended nose attitudes or operating 
limits with partial or complete electrical failure. 

• 	Troubleshooting the cause: 
a. Suspect throttle cable breakage if the throttle 

loses tension and fuel flow drops to zero. 
Immediately activate igni tion and engage the 
approach power compensator (APC ). The 
APC must be engaged prior to loss of main 
generator power as the APC is energized by 
the secondary bus. 

Note 
With the landing gear in the up position, 
the APe switch must be held in the ON posi
tion. 

b. Fuel boost p11mp fai lure will be indicated by 
illumination of the boost pump warning 
light, unstable engine operation (climbing 
through 30,000 to 37,000 feet at high power 
setting), and subsequent flameout. The en
gine fuel pump light will illuminate as the 
flameout occurs. After electrical power has 
been regained by the EPP, the Euel pump 
light will be out if windmilling rpm is 
greater than 10%. A relight is highly prob
able. 

c. Main fuel exhaustion may also have the same 
symptoms as a boost pump failure, bur- the 
main fuel quantity indication and fuel flow 

should be near zero. The engine pump light 
sh?uld remain on with electrical power sup
plted. A relight is highly impro!:wble. 

d. Complete ettgi1Je-drivett fuel i~uml) jaiirlre 
s~ollid be. typified by the engine fuel pump 
light conung on and the engine flaming out. 
Airstart attempts will produce the same indi
cations as main fuel exhaustion with tbe 
exception of the fuel quantity indication. A 
relight will be impossible. 

e. Normal fllel control failure will most likely 
be indicated by unstable engine operation or 
rpm restriction before the fl ameout. The en
gi ne fuel pump light may also come on. 
Relights in manual fuel control are highly 
probable. 

f. 	Engine oil system failure with subsequent 
bearing fail ure will most likely be indicated 
by noticeable vibration, high EGT, loss of 
oil pressure and perhaps smoke in the cock
pit. A relight is impossible. 

4. 	 Perform airstart (if practical ) . 

TURBINE FAILURE 

Indications 

High EGT 

Low RPM 

Low EPR 

Compressor stalls 


ENGINE INSTABilITY 

Indications 

Erratic EGT 
Rapid reduction or fluctuation in RPM at constant 

throtde 

No increase in RPM when throttle advanced 

EPR Dot responding to throttle movement 

Compressor stall 

Physical sensation 


( If no physical sensation, verify by at least cwo en
gine gage readings.) 

Procedures 

If engine flam es out or must be sht# dOll.lTl because 
limitations exceeded: , 

Perform FLAMEOUT procedure. 

If operation unstable but not exceeding limitations: 

1. 	 Throttle setting - IDLE, ti me permitting 

) 183 



2. 	Fuel control switch - MANUAL 

• Do not hesitate to select MANUAL at any power 
setting if necessary. 

• 	The manual fuel control in the F-8 has proven 
extremely reliable, but remember, when in 
MANUAL the main fuel regulating valve is the 
throttle. Take it easy. 

3. 	Land immediately at the nearest suitable- field (pre
cautionary approach recommended). 

• 	Refer to PRECAUTIONARY APPROACH, 
part 4. 

INCORRECT OR FLUCTUATING OIL 	PRESSURE 

Indications 

Oil pressure below 37 psi or above 53 psi 

• 	Engine/hydraulic oil pressure warning light 
illuminates at or below 34 psi. 

• Pressures 	during zero or negative g operation 
do not necessarily indicate a failure. 

Oil p ressure fluctuating more than 10 psi in the nor
mal (37 to 53 psi ) range. 

• Occasionally, 	air in the oil transmitting line 
will cause a pressure fl uctuation. This, how
ever, will be a narrow range (3 to 5 psi) , rapid 
fluctuation. 

• Pressure fluctuations during zero or negative g 
operation do not necessarily indicate a failure. 

Procedures 

1. 	 Throttle - MOVE SLOWLY TO CRUISE SETrING 

(85% to 87%) 

2. 	 Avoid power changes, fl ight accelerations and 
abrupt use of speed brakes to reduce possibility 
of engine seizure. 

3. 	 Land immediately at the nearest suitable field (pre
cautionary approach recommended). 

• 	There have been instances where the engine 
continued to run for as long as an hour without 
oil pressure, but the engine has also been known 
to fail in a matter of minutes. Because of this, 
it is of the utmost importance to land as soon 
as possible after an engine oil system malfunc
tion is detected. 

• 	Refer to PRECAUTIONARY APPROACH 
part~ , 

• After 	landing, shut down as soon as practical 
to prevent further engine damage. 

STUCK THROTTLE OR ENGINE FAILS TO RESPOND 
TO THROnLE MOVEMENT 
Engine responds to approach power compensator 

If the engine fails to respond to throttle movement in 
either normal or manual fuel, there is a possibility that 
control may be regained by engaging the APe. At· 

tempt to engage the APe with the fuel control in 
normal. If successfully engaged, the APC will main
tain approximately the optimum angle of attack for 
either climbing, level, or descending flight. It will be 
necessary to hold the APe engage switch in ON until 
the landing gear is extended. Make a normal approach 
with short field arrestment. Turn off the engine master 
switch after arrestment. 

I WARNING I 
In "the event the arrestment is missed, reen
gage the APC immediately and hold the 
switch in ON until airborne. 

Engine fails to respond to the approach power com
pensator 

If engine fa ils to respond to the APe, it will be neces
sary to perform a stuck throttle approach (figure 5- 2 ) . 

The optimum stuck throttle approach is started from 
a "hoop" position approximately 4,000 feet from the 
end of the runway at 300 feet above field elevation and 
175 KlAS. These conditions are based upon an aircraft 
gross weight of 22,000 pounds, a 20-knot headwind, 
standard day conditions, and a 3Yz-degree glideslope. 
Add 5 knots airspeed per 1,000 pou nds of fuel above 
22,000 pounds aircraft gross weight. Other contingen
~es such as inability to obtain recommended approach 
atrspeed are covered within the procedure. 

Before reaching the hoop: 

1. 	Landing gear - DOWN 

2. 	 Wing - RAISE 

3. 	 IFR probe - AS DESIRED 

• Extend the infl ight refueling probe if level 
flight speed with full speed brake is above 175 
KIAS. This must be done while operating on 
main generator power. 

4. 	 Arresting hook - HOOK DOWN 

• 	Plan for long field arrestment if gear available. 

5. 	 Speed brake override swi tch - OVllRRIDE 

6. EPP - EXTEND 

• 	The emergency power package is used to pro
vide power control hydraulic pressure, speed 
brake electrical power, and roll and yaw sta
bilization (above 175 KIAS) after engine shut
down. 

• 	To extend package: 
a. 	 Master generator - OFF 

b. Emergency power handle - PULL 

c. 	Emergency generator switch - ON 
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7. 	All excess electrical power - OFF 

• 	To conserve power control hydraulic pressure 
from the EPP, turn OF F the following: 
a. 	 Exterior and interior lights 
b. TACAN master switch 
c. 	 UHF master switch 

8. 	Roll and yaw stabilization - AS DESIRED 

• Roll and yaw stabilization should be turned off 
when airspeed drops below 175 KIAS during 
the approach in order to conserve power control 
hydraulic pressure from the EPP. 

9. 	 Adjust airspeed 

• Use 	speed brake as necessary to pass through 
the hoop at 175 KIAS. If level flight speed ex
ceeds 200 KlAS in landing condition with full 
speed brake, maneuver the aircraft so as to pass 
through the hoop at 200 KlAS. 

• 	If impossible to maintain a level flight speed 
of 160 KIAS in landing condition, an approach 
can still be made if 160 KlAS can be obtained 
without exceeding 1,000 fpm rate of descent. 

Through the hoop (approximately 4,000 feet from run
way, 300 feet above field elevation, 175 KIAS): 

10. 	 Intercept glideslope 

• A 	 centered meatball (on an optical landing 
system set for a 3 Y2-degree g lides lop e ) and an 
altimeter reading of 300 feet above field eleva
tion indica.te aircraft is 5,000 feet from mirror 
touchdown point. (If the 0 1 S is not set for 3Y2 
degrees, it still may be used as a reference by 
flying a high or low meatball as dictated by 
the particular 01S setting. ) 

11. 	Engine master switch - OFF 

• 	Turning the engine master switch to OFF upon 
passing through the hoop will provide time 
for the engine to use up available fuel and the 
aircraft to decelerate to 145 KlAS at touch
down, approximately 1,000' feet down the run
way. At higher airspeeds the power required 
will consume fuel faster and vice versa. 

• 	With the engine master switch in OFF, the 
engine will continue to produce thrust for a 
period of approximately 4 seconds (at MRT ) 
to 24 seconds (a t IDLE ). 

12. 	Fly proper glideslope approach 

• 	This approach allows safe ejection prior to 
reaching 1,500 feet from the end of the runway 
at 150 feet above g round level. From this point 
a safe landing can be made w ith a dead engine. 

13. 	Airspeed - 175 KIAS 

• 	If level flight speed is above 175 K IAS, use 
speed brake to maintain as close to 175 KIAS 
as possible during the approach. 

• 	If level flight speed is below 175 KIAS, use 
speed brake only to keep from exceeding 175 
KIAS during the approach. 

After engine sloPS: 

14. Speed brake - AS IS 

• 	When the engine Stops, do not change the speed 
brake deflection. 

Over the end of the runway: 

15. 	Emergency generator switch - OFF 

• 	The emergency generator switch is placed in 
OFF to provide adequate power control hydrau
lic pressure for landing. 

• AlrJoads and utility hydraulic pressure from the 
windmilling engine will retract the speed brake 
when the emergency generator switch is placed 
in OFF. 

• 	With the emergency generator switch in ON 
( and all excess electrical power OFF ) or LAND, 

the m inimum indicated airspeed for adequate 
power control hydraulic pressure from the EPP 
is 145 KIAS. With the switch in OFF, the 
minimum speed is 140 KlAS. 

Touchdown: 

16. 	Avoid hitting nosewheel rust, w hich could lead to 
porpoising. 

FAILURE OF APPROACH POWER COMPENSATOR 
TO DISENGAGE 

System cannot be dismgaged USi1Jg 12- to n -pOttnd 
throttle force: 

1. 	 T urn off engage switch manually. 

-OR 

2. 	Break shear pin by applying 36- to 54-pound force. 

Shear pin cannot be broken: 

1. 	 Turn off master generator switch. 

2. 	Extend EPP to energ ize primary and emergency 
buses. 

System fails to disengage upon landing: 

1. 	 Apply normal override throttle force. 

-	 OR 

2. 	 Manually turn off engage switch. 

-OR

3. Turn off master generator switch. 

• 	With master generator off, nose gear steering 
w ill not be available. 

185 
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:::I 	 CDSTUCK THROTTLE APPROACH 	 - '" 
:::!::!l, 

-BEFORE REACHING HOOP: 	 cO· c;' 
Gear-DOWN 
Wing-UP 
IFIt probe - EXTEND IF EXCEEDING 175 KIAS 

WITH FUU SPEED BRAKE 
Hook - DOWN FOR LONG FIELD ARREST 
Speed brake override - OVERRIDE 
EPP- OUT/ON 
Excess eleclrical - OFF 
Alr.p.ed - ADJUST TO 175 KIAS 

Altitude - 300 FEET 
Airspeed - 175 KIAS (MAX - 200 KIAS, MIN - 160 KiAS 

NOT EXCEEDING 1,000 fPM SINKI 
Engine master switch - OFF 

- APPROACH: 
USE SPEED BRAKE IF EXCEEDING 175 KIM. 
00 NOT REPOSITION BRAKE AFTER 
ENGINE FLAMEOUT MINIMUM SAFE EJECTION ~ Sta.bs - OFF BELOW 175 KIAS AFTER 

ALTITUDE - 1SO FEET 	 ENGINE FLAMES OUT 

/' OVER END OF RUNWAY: 
Em4trgency generator switch - Off 

DISTANCE FROM 

TOUCH DOWN - FEET 


TOUCH DOWN: 
145-155 KIAS 

IJ. ___~ MIRROR 

CONDITIONS: 
1. STANDARD DAY 
2. 	2o-KNOT HEADWIND 
3. 	 GROSS WEIGHT - 22,000 POUNDS. INCREASE 


AIRSPEED 5 KNOTS FOR EACH 1,000 POUNDS ' 

IN EXCESS OF 22,000 POUNDS. 


*Approxlmately 4,000 feat from 'he end of runway AX - 8 1- 1- 6 7 
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AIRSTARTING 

FIRST AIRSTART ATTEMPT 

The fundamental starting ingredients for any air 
breathing engine will always remain the same: air, 
Iuel, and iJ:,TDition. Be aware of what the engine instru
ments are reading, and the chances of success will be 
known in advance. 

Procedures 

1. 	 Optimum airspeed - 170 TO 250 KlAS (13 UNITS ) 

• Airstarts are 	obtained most consistently below 
35,000 feet and with 170 to 250 }(lAS and 17% 
to 309b rpm. However, do not wait to obtain 
these conditions before proceeding with air
start. Proceed with airstart immediately. Air
starts have been obtained at higber altitudes 
and engine speeds up to the maximum capa
bili ty of tbe aircraft. 1£ a flameout occurs above 
35,000 feet, it is necessary to perform airstart 
procedure quickly ro utilize maximum available 
engine rpm. 

2. 	 Electrical power - AVAILABLE (extend EPP if re
quired ) . 

• 	The emergency power package is normally used 
to provide electrical power for aU-start ignition. 
However, it may be possible to obtain an air
start using only aircraft electrical power if 
engine wind milling rpm is sufficient (the gen
erator drops off the line 8 to 10 seconds after 
flameout ) and main generator indicator shows 
ON. (Refer to figure 1- 9 for engine windmill 
ing speeds. ) A high rpm, high-altitude airstart 
may be attempted by placing the throttle in 
IGNlTE and hack to IDLE. A high-rpm, low
altitude airstart may be attempted by thumbing 
the ignite microswitch and placing the fuel con
trol switch in M ANUAL without repositioning 
the throttle. Both procedures must be accom· 
plished immediately following flameout and 
prior to generator dropping off the line. 

• 	If necessary to extend emergency power pack. 
age, use the following procedure: 
a. Master 	generator swi tch - OFF (When se

lecting power source after extending EPP, 

master generator switch must be placed in 
OFF before emergency generator switch 
placed in ON or LAND to prevent complete 

loss of electrical power.) 

Inflight Emergenciel 

b. Emergency power handJe - PULL (Do not 
extend the emergency power package with 
the emergency generator switch in ON or 

LAND.) 
c. Emergency generator switch - ON 

d. Emergency power indicator light - ON 

3. 	Fuel control switch - NORMAL or MANUAL 

• 	If MANUAL position used for airstart and switch 
is left in this position for landing, do not en
gage approach power compensator during the 
landing approach. Automatic throttle move· 
ments associated with APe operation are rapid 
and could result in compressor stall and engine 
flameout. 

4. 	Throttle - IGNITE momentarily, then gradually 
advance to a maximum point slightly above IDLE. 

• 	Monitor fuel flow and attempt to meter if flow 
does not pass through the desired airs tart range 
(700 co 750 pph), which may be above or below 
the IDLE stop. 

• 	The ignition timer fires continuously for 30 to 
40 seconds. (The ignite switch should not be 
actuated more than once every 40 seconds since 
the timer cannot be reset until the cyde is 
complete.) Therefore the throttle should be 
moved to the desired setting in less than 30 
seconds. In most cases, firing of the igniters 
can be verified by noting a clicking sound in 
tbe pilot'S earphones, especially if the UHF 
volume concrol is set at a high level. 

• 	Do not attempt using contiDuous engine igni 
tion for an airstart on emergency electrical 
power. Continuous ignition is obtainable only 
when the main generator is operating. 

5. 	 Engine instruments - INDICATION OF START, WITH 

IN LIMITS 

• 	Monitor tachometer and exhaust temperature 
gages. These gages will give the first indication 
of a start. 

• Check 	oil pressure gage for normal indication 
as rpm approaches idle. 

6. 	 Throttle - DESIRED SETTING AFTER ENGINE STABI
LIZES 



• 	If loss of all fuel boost pUulpS is suspected as 
cause of fl ameout and no pumps are regained 
following airstarr, descend below 30,000 feet 
before advancing throttle out of idle. Observe 
limitations described under FUEL BOOST 
PUMP FAILURE. 

• 	If loss of engine stage of engine fuel pump is 
suspected as cause of flameout, use afterburner 
only in an emergency. 

• 	If operating in manual fuel control , move throt
tle slowly to avoid overtemperature, overspeed 
or another fl ameout. 

7. 	 Emergency generator switch - OFF 

8. 	Master generator switch - ON 

9. 	Main generator indicator - ON 

10. Hydraulic pressure - CHECK 

11. Roll and stab switches - OFF RESET, then ON 

12. Roll and yaw stab warning lights off 

UNSATISFACTORY AIRSTART 

Indications 

Ignition does not occur with in 20 seconds after 
throttle advanced to maximum point slightly above 
IDLE 

-	 OR -
Engine does not accelerate to idle speed within 45 
seconds after ignition 

-	 OR -
Exhaust temperature exceeding 610°C 

Proceed immediately with the second airstart attempt 
if sufficient time remains in the preceding ignition 
timer cycle to complete the airstart. If iosufficient 
time remains, delay the second attempt until 40 sec
onds a fter the throttle had been placed in IGNITE for 
the firs t attempt. This will allow the ignition timer to 
be reset for an additional 40-second cycle. 

SECOND AIRSTART ATTEMPT 

Procedures 

1. 	 Throttle - OFF 

2. 	 Fuel control switch - REPOSITION 

• Move 	 switch to different position than was 
used for first attemp t. 

3. 	Repe~t AIRSTART procedure from step 4. 

• 	If all airstart attempts are unsuccessful, con
form to the ejection/bailout doctr ine under 
EJECTION AND BAILOUT. Do not attempt 
bailout, ditching or dead-engine approach un
less the ejection seat malfunctions. If dead 
landing is to be made, follow the procedure 
under DEAD-ENGINE LANDING, part 4. 

• 	Simulated flameout approaches are prohibited. 

If start not obtained on second attemj#: 

4. 	Depress ignite microswicch and repeat airstart 
procedure. 

AFTERBURNER MALFUNCTIONS 
AFTERBURNER FLAMEOUT OR FAILURE TO LIGHT 

Indications 

If 	ajterbttrtzer flames out: 
EPR drops 

Thrust decreases ( below 55,000 feet ) 


Procedures 
1. 	Throttle - MOVE INBOARD IMMEDIATELY 

• 	Move throttle inboard to MRT position immedi
ately to stop afterburner fuel flow and to close 
exhaust nozzle flaps. 

2. Verify nozzle closure by noting EP R increase. 
• If JP-4 fuel is being used, before religh t allow 

from one second at sea level to 15 seconds above 
40,000 feet for afterburner ig niter valve to re
cycle. If JP-5 fuel is being used, no delay is 
required. 

AFTERBURNER FAILS TO CUT OFF 
Indication 

Afterburning continues after throttle moved in
board. 

Procedures 

1. 	 T hrottle - RETARD FOR MECHANICAL CUTOFF 

• Mechanical cutoff occurs in the 88% to 92% 
range (past afterburner aft detent stop ). 

2. 	 Do not relight afterburner unless. necessary. 

• 	Advancing throttle past aft detent stop will 
reignite afterburner. 

THROTTLE STUCK IN AFTERBURNER POSITION 

Procedure 

Pull throttle inboard, using both h ands, until burner 
detent pin breaks. 

• 	Approximately 100 pounds of force using both 
hands is required to shear the afterburner detent 
p in, moving the throttle out of burner. 

NOZZlE REMAINS OPEN 

Indications 
Abnormal lack of thrust 

• Most probably noted during runup to MRT or 
after deselecting afterburner. 

• 	If desired EPR for present fligh t condition is 
known and the nozzle is open, cockpit reading 
will be much lower than the desired figure. 

Observation by wingman 
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Procedures 
1. 	 With sufficient al titude and airspeed (recommended: 

5,000 feet, 300 KIAS ) reduce power to idle momen
tarily and rhen advance throttle to mili tary. Noz
zles should close upon advancing the throttle for 
ward from idle and remain dosed at all power 
settings above idle provided afterburner is not 
reselecced. 

If in flight and ltt1t1ble to close nozzle: 
1. 	 Ensure adequate thrust for landing. 

• 	With an open nozzle, there is adequate thrust 
for a normal landing if the aircraft is at a 
reasonable gross w eight. T hrottle settings 
approximately 3% to 5% higher than normal 
will be required to maintain approach thrust. 

• 	Afterburner should still be available for recov
ery from a low and slow siruation du ring the 
approach. 

2. 	 Burn down to a reasonable gross weight (if neces
sary ) before landing. 

NOZZLE REMAINS CLOSED 
Indications 
VP011- selecti'~g bllrt~er: 

Instantaneous increase in EPR and thrust 
- FOLLOWED BY 

Rise in EGT 

Decrease in RPM (3% to 5% ) 

Decrease in thrust 


Procedures 
1. 	Deselect afterburner. 

2. Do not relight afterburner. 

• 	Do not use afterburner again until engine has 
been ground checked for damage. 

ASYMMETRICAL NOZZLf OPENING 
Indication 
As /ightofj occurs: 

Yaw and/ or pitch 

Procedure 
Deselect and discontinue after using afterburner. 

FAILURE OF AFTERBURNER FUEL CONTROL 
MINIMUM PRESSURE SHUTOFF VALVE 
Indications 

Loss of thrust indicated by low EGT, low EPR and 
higher-than-normal RPM 

• Loss of thrUSt 	indicated by low EGT, low EPR 
and higher-than-normal RPM 

• 	 Loss of thrust (approximately 20% ) due to 
failure of exhaust nozzle to close. 

Fuel vapor coming out of tailpipe 

/ 

Procedures 

1. 	 Attempt to cycle afterburner. 

If 4ttempt to relight fails, or condition remains 
uncorrected after cycling: 

2. 	 Land as soon as practical. 
• 	Fuel flow may be as much as 10,000 pph. 

FUEL SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS 

FUEL CONTROL UNIT FAILURE 

Indications 

EPR, EGT and RPM erratic at constant throttle 
Unusual or no engine response to throttle movement 
Excessi e decrease in EGT and thrust with gain in 
altitude 

Procedures 

1. 	 Throttle - IDLE, time permitting 

2. 	Fuel control switch - MANUAL 

• 	Changeover to manual fuel metering is not 
autOmatic and can only be accomplished in 
this manner. 

3. 	 Throttle - ADVANCE SLOWLY TO DESIRED SETTIN G 

• 	Advance throttle slowly to avoid flameout, over
temperature or overspeed. 

4. Land as soon as practical. 

5. 	Do not use app roach power compensator. 

• 	Do not engage the approach power compen
sator for landing approach if still in MANUAL 

fuel control. 

ENGINE FUEL PUMP FAILURE 

Indications 

Engine fuel pump warning light - ILLU MINATED 

• 	Indicates insufficient fuel pressure from engine 
stage of fuel pump to sustain engine op eration. 
If engine continues to operate, afterburner 
stage is delivering fuel to engine. 

-	 AND POSSIBLY 

Engine flameout 

Procedures 

1. 	Do.not use afterburner, except in an emergency. 

2. 	 Land as soon as practical. 

If engine flames out 4nd no fuel flow i,uJicated: 

Relight improbable 
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If 	e11gine flames out, but fuel flow is indicated: 

Perform relight 

• 	If fuel flow indicated, the afterburner stage of 
the fuel pump is delivering fuel to the engine 
and a relight may be obtained. When this 
condition exists, use the afterburner only in 
an emergency. 

FUEL BOOST PUMP FAILURE 

Indication 

Fuel boost pump warning light - ILLUMINATED 

• 	Warning light comes on when pressure in 
engine fuel feed line, between main cell boost 
p umps and engine p umps, has dropped below 
the pressu.re required to sustain engine and 
afterbu.rner operation at high altitudes. 

• 	This warning l ight is inoperative when a~rcraft 
is operated on emergency elect.rical power. 
With the emergency generator switch in 
LAND, the boost p umps are not available and 
flight operation must be restricted to avoid 
fl ameout. 

Procedures 

To prevent flameout became of loss of boost pump 
pressure: 

1. 	Retard throttle to IDLE and descend below 30,000 
feet. 

2. 	Observe following limitations on return to base: 

• Use lowest possible thrust setting. 
• 	Do not exceed following nose-down atti tudes for 

specified amount of main system fuel remaining: 
above 1,200 pounds, - 20°; 600 to 1,200 pounds; 
- 10°; less than 600 pounds, maintain level or 
nose-up attitude. 

• 	Do not Ilse afterburner above 6,000 feet or 300 
KJAS. If afterburner used, obtain 2 g or nose-up 
attitude before reducing power. 

• 	Do not fly at negative g loads. 

ALL TRANSFER FUEL SYSTEM FAILURES 

Indications 

Steady illumination of fuel transfer pump caution 
light wi th more than 3,500 pounds of tra nsfer fuel 
remaining ind icates failure of aft transfer pump. 

Main fuel depleting with transfer fuel quantity 
remaining constant. 

Unusually low transfer rates or unexpected illumi
nat ion of low-level warning light with transfer fuel 
remaining may indica te fai lure of wing to transfer 
fuel. 
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• Low transfer rates are indicated by hjgher-than
expected quantity of transfer fuel remaining. 

Main fuel quantity indicator reads in excess of 3,100 
pounds when transfer fuel being dep leted ind icates 
transfer system shutoff fajlure. Proceed directly to 
TRANSFER SYSTEM SHUTOFF FAILURE. 

Procedures 

111 all cases e:~cePt tmnsfer system shutoff failure: 

1. 	 Check proper positioning of fuel transfer, cockpit 
pressu re, ajr refueling probe and fuel dump 
switches. 

• 	Check fuel transfer switch ON or PUMP OFF ( as 
app licable) , cockpit pressure switch in CABTN 

PRESS, infiight refueling probe switch not in 
OUT position, and fuel dump switch OFF. 

If switches correct, bul no transfer: 

2. 	 Cycle fuel transfer switch 

3. 	 Cycle air refueling probe 

4. 	Induce positive and negative g 

5. 	 Cycle speed brake, rock wings 

6. 	Cycle fuel dump switch 

If 	fuel still fails to transfer: 

7. 	 Proceed [0 FAILURE OF AFT TRANSFER PUMP 
or WING FAILS TO TRANSFER FUEL, as 
app licable. 

FAILURE OF AFT TRANSFER PUMP 

Procedures 

If ALL TRANSFER FUEL SYSTEM FAILURES pro
cedure fails to regain transfer of fuel from aft cells: 

1. 	 Plan remainder of flight to allow for unavailable 
( trapp\~d) fuel 

• 	When aft transfer pump fails, fuel remaining 
in aft transfer cells (as much as 1,200 pounds) 
will not be available. 

• 	Center of gravity will move aft of normal limits 
due to the trapped fuel in aft cells. 

• Center·of-gravity ( normal) aft limits of the 
attack aircraft will not be exceeded with full 
aft transfer fuel trapped if mOre than 2,000 
pounds of fuel remain in the main system. 

• T he cen ter-of-gravity (norma l ) aft limits of 
the fighter aircraft (with or without fuselage 
stores) will not be exceeded with full aft trans
fer fuel trapped if more than 1,000 pounds of 
fuel remain in the main system. 

2. 	 Fuel transfer switch - PUMP O FF . 

3. 	 Fuel transfer pump caution light off. 
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4. 	 Dump wing fuel before landing. 
5. 	 Attack aircraft wi th less than 2,000 pounds of fuel 

in the main system are restricted to 300 K IAS and 
normal Bying as defined by current BUWEPS In 
struction 3710.1 series. 

6. 	 If possible, land with at least 1,000 pounds of fuel 
in the main system. 

• 	The recommended center-of-gravity aft limits 
are based on. a gradual deterioration of flying 
qualities. As the center of gravity moves aft of 
the normal limi ts at landing approach speeds, 
less nose-up pitch tri m is required. At 3% aft 
of the limits, the aircraft will not maintain 
hands-off longitudinal trim and becomes sensi
tive to longitudinal stick movement. While no 
severe d ifficulties have been encountered during 
simulated mi rror approacbes and during land
ings with the center of gravity 3% aft of the 
limitS, there is a tendency to overcontrol. Nor
mal angle-oi-attack and approach speeds are 
recommended. 

WING FAilS TO TRANSFER FUEL 

Procedures 

If ALL TRANSFER FUEL SYSTEM FAlLURES pro
cedure fails to regain transfer of fuel from wing: 

1. 	 Plan remainder of flight to allow for unavailable 
wing fuel. 

• Wing fuel will not transfer by gravity. 
2. 	 Avoid using afterburner except in emergency. 

TRANSFER SYSTEM SHUTOFF FAILURE 
Procedures 
1. 	Fuel transfer switch - PRESS DUMP 

• 	Greatest danger of transfer system shutOff fail
ure is that it allows main fuel cell to over
pressurize which can result in rupture of main 
cell and collapse of engine duct. 

2. 	 Monitor main cell level and adjust as required with 
transfer switch and/or cockpit pressure switch. 

• W hen the cockpit pressure switch is placed in 
CABIN DUMP, wing pressurization is negligible. 
Maintain a close visual check on the main fuel 
quantity indicator and place cockpit p ressure 
switch in CABIN PRESS as necessary to t ransfer 
wing fuel. 

3. 	 Do not attempt air refueling. 

FUEL LEAKS 

Indication 

H igh fuel consumption, but no fuel control mal
function indicated. Visual indication by wingman. 

Procedures 

1. 	Avoid using afterburner except in emergency. 

Approach 

WARNING I 
Reverse engine cooling occurs below 205 
KIAS. Airspeeds below 205 KIAS could pro
duce an inflig ht fir e as a result of fuel vapor 
being drawn back into the engine compart 
ment. 

2. 	 Maintain a minimum of 220 KIAS clean configura
tion to the 135° position. 

3. 	Extend EPP with emergency generator switch in 
OFF. 

4. 	 P lace wing up and gear down at the 90° position. 
Maintain 175 KlAS. 

5. 	 Final approach point - L,500 feet from runway 
end, 17'5 KIAS, 150 feet altitude. Secure eng ine . 

6. 	 To preclude a possible fire from engulfing [he 
forward fuselage area , do not use a short field arrest. 

7. 	If arrest is necessary, uti lize the upwind arresting 
gear following rollout. 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS 
MAIN GENERATOR FAILURE 

Indications 

Barberpole in main generator indicator 

Loss of all electrical power 


Procedures 

1. 	 Mechanically stop afterbucning (if required). 

• 	If the afterburner is lit at the time of electrical 
failure, mechanically stop afterburning by 
retarding the throttle past the afterburner aft 
detent stOp. Movement of the throttle is then 
restricted to positions aft of the detent until 
power. from the emergency power package 
doses the afterburner shuttle valve. Thereafter, 
do not -use afterburner above 6,000 feet or 300 
KIAS. 

2. Master 	generator switch - OFF RESET momentarily, 
then ON 

• 	Moving the switch to OFF RESET and returning 
it to ON will reset the main electrical system if 
the fault was of a transient nature. 

If 	main generator cannat be reset: 

3. 	 Extend EPP as needed. 

• 	Due to the 18% loss in range and limited life 
of the emergency power package, do not extend 
package until needed. 

• 	To prevent complete electrical system failure 
when selecting a power source with the emer

-

I 	 I .... 
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geocy power package extended, the emergency 
generator switch must be in the OFF position 
before placing the master generator switch in 
the ON position, or the master generator switch 
must be in the OFF position before placing the 
emergency generator switch in the ON or LAND 

posi tion. Simultaneous application of both main 
and emergency sources of eleCtrical power can 
cause the emergency ac relay to fail ac.d thereby 
lose tbe use of the emergency generator. The 
inability of the relay to switch to an unsyn
chronized three phase load is the primary cause 
of this type failure. If the main generator has 
failed or been rurned off before deployment and 
use of the EPP, this possibility is eliminated. 

• Extend 	power package, using the following 
procedure: 
a. 	Master generator switch - OFF 

b. Emergency generator switch - OFF 

• 	Do not extend the emergency power 
package with the emergency generator 
switch ia ON or LAND. Extending the 
package with a load oa the generator 
could prevent voltage buildup to rated 
values. 

c. 	Emergency power handle - PU LL 

d. Emergency generator switch - ON 

e. 	 Emergency power indicator light illuminated. 
Failure of the emergency generator light to 
come on within approximately three seconds 
after the EPP is extended is an indication that 
the generator has not built up. If this should 
occur, place the emergency generator switch 
in OFF and allow about three seconds for the 
generator to build up. Thea rerura the emer
gency generator switch to ON. The emergency 
generator light should come on, indicating 
that the generator is operating. If the gen
erator still fails to operate, residual mag
nestism is insufficient to allow generatOr 
buildup. 

f. 	 Attitude indicator - Power off flag not 
visible (indication of ac eleCtrical power) 

g. 	Roll and yaw stab switches - OFF RESET, 

then ON 
h. Roll and yaw stab warning lights off 

4. 	Return to base and land as soon as practical. 

• 	The forward and aft transfer fuel pumps and 
all bu t the forward main boost pump are lost 
with main generatOr failure and cannot be 
regained with EPP power. (The forward main 
boost pump will continue to operate with the 
emergency generator switch in ON. ) 

• 	Do not fly at negative g loads. 

• 	Main generator reset may be attempted again 
during the flight even though the emergency 
power system is in operation. Before attempting 
to reset the main generator, place the emer

gency generator switch in the OFF position. If 
the system is successfully reset, leave tbe master 
generator switch in ON and the emergency 
generator switch in OFF. 

• 	With the emergency generator switch in ON, 

the minimum airspeed required to supply ade
quate eleCtrical power is 175 KIAS. W ith the 
switch in LAND, the minimum airspeed to meet 
electrical power needs is 145 KlAS. 

• 	Although generator failure is not in itself a 
cause for immediate landing, some failures have 
resulted in fires which are not always discern
ible to the pilot. 

5. 	 Be prepared to carry out the EMERGENCY DE
PRESSURIZATlON procedure. 

• 	If prtmary ac bus power is lost, the cockpit 
air-conditioning temperature will go full cold 
( temperature control bypass valve will fully 
dose). Fog in the cockpit may obscure vision . 

If EPP fails: 

6. 	 Perform COMPLETE ELECTRJCAL FAILURE 
procedure. 

TRANSFORMER-RECTIFIER fAILURE 

Indication 

Loss of all dc-powered systems and indicators 

Procedure 

Proceed as for MAIN GENERATOR 	FAILURE. 
• So few systems 	will remain in operation that 

the same procedure as used for main generator 
failure should be used. 

COMPLETE ELECTRICAL FAILURE 

If the main system fails and no power is obtai11ed from 
the EPP with the emergency generator switch itJ ON, 

try the LAND position. Even partial restoraliotJ of 
power, stIch as the emergency dc bus, will provide 
some useful services. If proper power is not obtained 
It'om the EPP: 

1. 	 Throttle - IDLE until below 30,000 feet; then low
est possible thrust setting 

• 	Only pressure-operated flight instruments, plus 
the tachometer and tailpipe temperature gages, 
will function. If this failure OCCW6 above 30,000 
feet and at a high power setting, there is a 
possibility of a flameout occurring due to lack 
of boost pressure and a religh t would be 
impossible. 

2. 	Observe limitations and return to base. 

• 	Do not exceed following nose-down attitudes for 
specified amount of main system fuel remaining: 
above 1,200 pounds, _20°; 600 to 1,200 pounds, 
_ 10°; less than 600 pounds, maintain level or 
Dose-up attitude. 
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a ft fc rce is suppl i ed to ens ure the pro tectiGn 
a ffc rde d by the check valves. Once t he st ick is 
relepsed to permit grasping the ejecticn control, 
ej ecti cn mus t be i mme diat e. 

• 	Do not use afterburner above 6,000 feet or above 
300 KIAS. Afterburner will light any time throttle 
advanced forward of afterburner aft detent stop if 
burner was in operation at time of failure. If 
burner used, obtain 2 g or nose-up attitude before 
reducing power. 

• 	Do not fly at negative g loads. 

3. 	Land as soon as practical. 

4. 	 Be prepared to carry out the EMERGENCY DE· 
PRESSURIZATION procedure. 

• 	With loss of primary ac bus power the cockpit 
air-conditioning temperature will go full cold 
(temperature control bypass valve will fully 
close). Fog in the cockpit may obscure vision. 

POWER 
SYSTEM 
Indications 

CONTROL 
FAILURES 

(PC) HYDRAULIC 

Engine oil/hydraulic pressure warning light
ILLUMINATED 

PC 1 and/or PC 2 hydraulic gages indicate low or 
zero pressure 

- AND POSSIBLY-
Complete loss of control (failure of both PC systems) 

FAILURE OF BOTH PC SYSTEMS 

Procedures 

1. 	Extend EPP. 

• 	With PC hydraulic emergencies requiring the 
EPP, emergency electrical power from the EPP 
is not needed; therefore, the emergency gen
erator switch should be left in the OFF position 
to allow the EPP to furnish maximum PC 
hydraulic pressure. 

~---~---

f or th~ check 
pressur e must 
[cllowing his 
force against 

va l ve s to be e ffect i ve, a ft stick 
be main t ained . Wi t h the pilot 
na t ur a l r eact l en to hel d aft s t ick 
the pitch-0ver tendency, suff i ccnt 

If EPP fails to restore control: 

W ARNING I 
Before Airframe Change 520, complete loss of 
power control system hydraulic pressure will 
result in an uncontrollable nose down pitch 
and high negative g forces. The pitchover 
effect is more severe with cruise droops ex· 
tended than with a clean wing. Therefore, 
as soon as it becomes evident that both pc sys
tems could be lost, retract the droops. Air
frame Change 520 installs check valves at the 
UHT actuators to reduce the violence of the 
pitchover. Tnis pra~ ides the pilat Ii fftOl e fllv
araBle g en. irtUlrnent for ejection Ilfta gi·..es 
.him mOHI lime to eje~ 

2. 	 Abandon aircraft. 

• 	If loss of both power control systems is evident 
and the EPP will not restore PC 1 pressure, 
abandon the aircraft prior to complete loss of 
pressure and resulting negative g pitch. Con· 
sider placing the left hand on the alternate 
firing handle if delaying ejection to the last 
minute. Following uncontrollable pitch, g forces 
may exceed pilot capability to successfully 
eject. 

FAILURE OF ONE PC SYSTEM 

Procedures 

1. 	 Return to base immediately or land at nearest 
suitable field. 

2. 	 Determine which PC system has failed . 

• 	Hydraulic pressure gage of failed system will 
indicate low or zero pressure. 
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With PC 1 inoperative: 

3. 	Roll stab is lost. If desired, EPP may be extended 
any time before landing. 

o 	 Consider approximate 18% reduction in range 
with power package extended. The package is 
not retractable in flight. If maximum range 
performance is required, defer extension of 
the package until descent and approach at 
destination.. 

With PC 2 	inoperative: 

3. 	 Aileron spoilers and yaw stab are lost. Monitor PC 1 
system pressure and extend EPP only if needed. 

o 	 The EPP has been known to cause failure of the 
PC 1 system due to vibrational effect on con
necting lines. 

o 	 Refer to PC 1 INOPERATIVE for range con
siderations with EPP extended. 

Limitations with either system inoperative: 

4. Observe flight restrictions: 

o 	 Maximum airspeed - 600 KIAS or 0.92 IMN, 

whichever is less 

o 	 Maximum permissible airspeed with either stab 
OUt in landing condition - 180 KIAS 

o 	 Maximum acceleration --.:. PC lout 4.0 g 
-	 PC 2 out) same as 

yaw stab out (Refer 
to Supplemental NA
TOPS Flight Manual). 

o 	 Bank angle not to exceed 90° 
o 	 No abrupt flight control movements 
o 	 No slipping or skidding 
• 	Minimum airspeed with EPP extended, emer

gency generator switch OFF - 140 KJAS 

5. 	 Emergency generator - OFF 

6. Land immediately at the nearest suitable field. 

o 	 Go easy on the controls during the approach. 
Due to the greatly reduced volume capacity of 
the EPP, an approach on EPP PC power should 
be planned to utilize the least amount of flight 
control deflection, especially when raising the 
wing. 

o 	 If operating on EPP PC 1 pressure after failure 
of both PC systems, a straight-in precautionary 
approach is recommended. Refer to PRECAU
TIONARY APPROACH this section, part 4. 
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• Refer to section IV for flight characteris tics en • Extend droops and raise wi ng as follows: 
countered upon failure of one PC system. a. Airspeed - 210 KIAS MAXIMU M 

UTILITY HYDRAULIC SYSTEM FAILURE 

Engine oiV hydraulic pressure warning ligh t illumj
nated 

- AND-
U tility hydraulic pressure gage indicates low or 
zero pressure 

I f failure detected before all pressure lost: 

Attempt t o extend gear and raise wing ( if 
p ractical ) . 

• 	If fuel remalnmg is sufficient to reach base in 
the landing configuration, immed iately attempt 
to extend the landing gear first and then raise 
the wing , using normal procedures. 

Land as soon as practical. 

If all pressure lost: 

Return to base. 

• 	If the fa ilure is complete, return to base early 
enoug h so that sufficient fuel remains to allow 
for fie ld preparations or in case other difficulties 
are encountered. 

Extend landing gear pneumatically. 

• A lways extend the landing gear before a ttempt
ing to raise the w ing. 

o 	 Extend land ing gear as follows: 
a. 	 Airspeed - 220 KIAS MAXIMUM 

b. 	Landing gear handle-WHLs DOWN, push in, 
rotate clockwise, and pull aft (landing gear 
hand le must be placed in WHLS DOWN to 
p rovide nose gear mechanical downlock and 

a w heel indication) . 
c. 	 Landing gear position indicators - WHEELS 

VISIBLE (if nose gear down and locked but 
main gear indicators show bar berpole, accel
erate to maximum speed permissible ( 220 
KIAS) to increase the aerodynamic locking 
force on the main gear. If main gear still not 

locked , apply positive g. ) 

Extend leading edge and raise wing pneumatically 
(i f leading edge fa ils to attain at least the cruise 
droop posit ion, do not raise w ing ). 

b. 	Down-lock handle - U NLOCK (If landing -configurarion not achieved or desired prior 
to complete loss of p ressure and unable to 
unlock wing, reduce speed to 220 KIAS or 
less and p ush over to one-half negative g to 
apply comp ression load on actuating cylinder 
and allow wing to un lock. After unlocking, 
wing can be raised with emergency air while 
in level flight. However, if all attempts to 
unlock wing fail , do no t attempt to raise 
wing. Wing cylinder locks will bind and all 
further attempts fO raise wing w ill be un

successful. ) 

c. 	 Wing incidence handle - DN ( Failure to 
p lace the wing incidence handle in DN before 
the emergency d roop and w ing incidence 
g uard is raised will result in the detent plate 
swinging outboard and binding the wing 
incitlence handle. If this occurs, push the 
detent plate inboard with index fi nger while 
pushing the wing incidence hand le outboard 

and forward with palm of hand. ) 

d . 	Emergency droop and wing incidence g uard 
- RAISED 

e. 	 W ing incidence release switch - DEPRESSED 

f. 	 Wing incidence handle - Full for ward to 
extend leading edge droop . Observe extension 
to the landing droop position ; then move 
handle in board and aft to EMERG UP position 
to raise wing. If cruise droop is the maximum 
droop attainable, the wing still should be 
raised. Do not, however, raise the wing clean. 
Raising the wing clean would result in 
hig her-than-normal approach speeds and pos
sible nosewheel-first touchdown. Nosewheel 
first touchdowns can lead to porpo isi ng and 

possible overloading of the nose g ear. 

If for any reason the wing is blown up with
out first obtaining land or cruise d roop, then 
prior to landing, and at a safe altitude, inves
tigate the handling characteristics at and be
low the speed which g ives a do nut on the 
i ndexer. Complete sta lls are no t recom 
mended . It is expected that the no rmal 
approach angle of attack will provide an 

approach speed that is satisfactory. 

4. 	Proceed to LANDING WITH UTILITY H Y
DRAULIC FAILURE. 
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LATERAL CONTROL 

Indications 

Ailerons binding 

Rolling tendency 


MALFUNCTIONS 


Suspected malfunction due to airframe or system 
damage 

Procedures 

Before raising wing: 

1. 	 Climb to at least 10,000 feet. 

If 	Wlcontrollable with wing raised: 

2. 	Lower wing and perform wing-down landing. 

• 	Refer to LANDING EMERGENCIES for wing 
down landing procedure. 

TRIM AND STABILIZATION 
SYSTEM FAILURES 

Few complications result from stabilization system 
failures. NO STAB landings present no problem. Observe 
the dean and wing-up configuration limitations listed 
for the particular failure. 

FAILURE OF YAW TRIM AND STAB SYSTEM 

Indications 

Inability to trim 

Yaw stab warning light illuminated 

Loss of autopilot functions 

Yaw oscillations 


Procedures 

1. 	Yaw stab switch - OFF RESET until out of oscilla
tion speed range, then ON 

• 	Yaw oscillations of varying intensities are 
common with a malfunctioning yaw stabiliza
tion system, but can be eliminated by turning 
the stab switch off. These oscillations are often 
associated with a particular speed area, and if 
desired, attempts should be made to reset the 
stab when out of the suspect range. 

If warning light remains lit: 

2. Yaw stab switch - OFF RESET 

• 	Yaw trim and stab are inoperative and rudder 
will return to neutral. 

3. 	Observe applicable limitations. 

• 	Refer to section I, part 4 for trim and stabili
zation system operating limitations. 

-	 . 
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FAILURE OF ROLL TRIM AND STAB SYSTEM 

Indications 

Inability to trim 
Roil stab warning light illuminated 
Loss of autopilot functions 

Procedures 

1. 	Roll stab switch - OFF RESET, then ON 

If warnit~g light remains lit: 

2. 	Roll stab switch - OFF RESET 

• 	If the EPP is io use and the roll stab switch is 
inadvertently left in ON, the roll trim and stab 
system will automatically reset itself when the 
emergency generator switch is placed in LAND. 

Energizing a previously malfunctioning system 
in this situation could produce a dangerous roll 
maneuver. For more detailed information refer 
to figure I- 54, sheet 1. 

3. Observe applicable limitations 
• 	With roll stab inoperative, do not exceed 180 

KIAS in the landing configuration. 

PITCH TRIM FAILURE 

Trim malfunctions are relatively rare, but on occasion, 
certain aircraft may become afflicted with a recurring 
"pitch oscilJation." This oscillation is normally mild, 
but may increase in intensity if allowed to continue. 
The following procedure will supply emergency trim 
and should stop the oscillation. 

Indications 

Inability to trim 
Loss of autopilot functions 
Pitch oscillation 

Procedures 

1. 	Emergency pitch trim selector switch - Either 
channel 

2. 	Emergency pitch trim T-handle - RAISE 

• 	Normal pitch trim is inoperative and emergency 
pitch trim is available by movement of the 
emergency pitch trim handle to NOSE DOWN or 
NOSE UP. 

• 	Raising the emergency pitch trim emergency 
T-handle should stop the oscillation. With the 
handle raised, however, there will be nO auto
matic retrim when wing is raised or lowered. 

If emergetzcy pitch trim doesn't respond: 

3. Select other channel. 

• Check for response in this channel. 

~-'-. 	 _. 
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INFLIGHT FIRES/COCKPIT SMOKE 
AND FUMES 

Normally, there is adequate time in the F-8 to analyze 
a fire warning indication and to take appropriate 

ENGINE OR ENGINE COMPARTMENT FIRI 

Indications 

Fire warning light -ILLUMINATED 

Other Possible Indications 

Rapid rise in EGT 

Unusual vibration 

Smoke and/or f:lames emitting from tailpipe 

Loss of fuel or hydraulic pressure 

Loss of flight controls 


Throttle - IDLE, immediately 

• 	If in afterburner, simply deselecting the after
burner may cause the nre warning light to go 
out and indicate a possible afterburner fuel 
leak. 

2. 	 Investigate for further evidence of nre. 

• Conditions 	permitting, ask wingman to check 
fuselage thoroughly. If alone, turn aircraft 
sharply and look for smoke. Look for more 
positive evidence of nre before deciding to 
shutdown or eject. 

• Remember, smoke 	in the cockpit is rarely an 
indication of fire in the F-8. 

• Failure 	of the air·conditioning turbine may be 
mistaken for engine explosion or nre. Failure 
of this turbine may be accompanied by a mufBed 
explosion, smoke in the cockp it and illumina· 
tion of the fire warning light. A suspected 
engine fire under these conditions should be 
confirmed. 

If fire not positwely indicated: 

3. 	Return to base using minimum power. 

If engine fire does exist: 

Shut down engine or eject. 

• 	If nre exists, shutting down the engine is a 
reasonable Course of action. After engine shut
down, the EPP may be extended to reenergize 
the fire warning system. 

• 	If fire warning light goes out after engine shut
down, any decision to relight rests strictly with 
the pilot. 

• 	If fire persists, eject. 

WHEEL WELL FIRE 

Indications 

Smoke or nre emitting from wheeJ well 

Explosion in wheel well area 


Procedure 

If wheel well fire does exist: 
Eject 

• T his particular kind of nre is usually caused by 
overheated wheel assemblies exploding after 
gear retraction following takeoff with over
heated brakes and wheels. 

• 	If fire ensues follow ing a carrier ramp strike/ 
landing and the aircraft bolters, select after
burner, climb to a safe altitude and eject. 

ELECTRICAL FIRE 

Procedures 

1. 	Isolate nre by deenergizing affected equipment. 

I f unable to isolate fire: 

2. 	Master generator switch - OFF 

3. 	Emergencr generator switch - OFF 

4. 	 Perform COMPLETE ELECTRICAL FAILURE 
procedure. 

COCKPIT SMOKE AND FUMES 

Procedures 

To eliminate smoke and fumes from cockfJit: 

1. 	 Throttle - RETARD 

2. 	 Temperature knob - DECREASE 

3. Defogger switch - OFF 

If condition persists: 

4. 	 Perform emergency depressurization. 

• Emergency depressurization procedure is pre· 
sented under AIR·CONDITIONING SYSTEM FAiL· 

URES. 
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NAVAIR 01-45HHE-1 Section V 
Inflight Emergencies 

AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEM FAILURES 	 erroneous angle-of-attack indications and faulty 
operation of the approach power compensator 
system.COMPLETE FAILURE 

4. Canopy - JETTISON IF REQUIREDIndications 
• 	If unable to control cockpit temperature using

Loss of cockpit pressurization and temperature preceding steps, it may be necessary to jettison 
control the canopy. 

Loss of windshield defogging and rain removal 
 It" necessarJ' to transfer Witlg fu el: 

Procedures 

5. Antiexposure coverall ventilation switch - COOL1. Descend to lower altitude ( if possible ). 

• 	In planning remainder of flight, consider the 6. Antiexposure coverall ventilation valve - OFF 

following ( in addition to items under preced 7. Cockpit pressure switch - CABIN PRESS
ing INDICATIONS ). 

• 	Monitor fuel transfer. With complete loss of 
• Electronic compartment is automatically cooled 

the air-conditioning system, fuel transfer may 
by ram air. not occur.

• 	Ram air is automatically admitted to maintain 
• 	Compl.ete fuel transfer as quickly as possible. pressurization of fuselage fuel cells. An emer

Extended operation in this condition may gency ram air scoop prevents negative pressure 
cause heat damage to the area around thein the wing tank and permits wing tank fuel 
air-conditioning relief valves in tbe equipmentdumping at a reduced rate. Wing tank fuel 
compartment.transfer is negligible. 

• Conditioned air-cooling of the radar set is lost. • If necessary to dump wing fuel, place the cock· 
pit p ressure switch in CAIUN DUMP before plac

2. Perform EMERGENCY DEPRESSURIZATION. ing the fuel dump switcb in DUMP. 

ERRATIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
EMERGENCY DEPRESSURIZATION 

Procedures 

Procedures


If air-conditioning system will not maintain desired 
temperature: When i t is necessary to depressurize the cockpit or 

when the air-conditioning system fails, proceed as1. Manual override switch - MAN 
follows: 

2. Temperature knob - AS DESIRED 
1. Cockpit pressure switch - CABIN DUMP 

• Pressure fluctuations when using manual tem
• 	Dumping cockpit pressure above 43,000 feetperature control indicate that the temperature 

may lead to adverse physiological eHects. knob is set tOO higb. Move the knob toward 
• 	Wing tank fuel transfer will be negligible. COLD to stop tbe fluctuations. 

2. Defogger switch - OFF 

COCKPIT OVDTEMPERATURE 
3. Radar power switch - OFF 

Procedures 
4. Cockpit emergency ventilation - AS DESlRED 

If cockpit temperature goes full hot and cannot be • 	When the emergency ventilation port is open,
controlled attlomatically 01" manually: do not rely on angle-of-attack indications or 

attempt to use the approach power 'Compensa1. 	Throttle - CRUISE POSITION 
tor system. Airflow over the angle-of-attack vane 

2. Cockpit pressure switch - CABIN DUMP (on as is disturbed by the vent port door, resulting in
required to defog canopy ) erroneous indications and faulty operation of the 

• Wing tank fuel transfer will be negligible. approach power compensator system. 

3. Cockpit emergency ventilation knob - AS DESIRED 

I f nuessary to transfer wing fuel:• 	When the emergency ventilation port is open, 

do not rely on angle-of-attack indications or 

attempt to use the approach power compensator 
 5. Antiexposure coverall ventilation switch - {;OOL 
system. Airftow over the angle-of-attack vane 
is disrurbed by the vent port dooc, resulting in 6. Antiexposure coverall ventilation valve - O F F 
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Cockpit pressure switch - CABIN PRESS 

• 	Monitor fuel transfer. With complete loss of 
the air-conditioning system, fuel transfer may 
not occur. 

• 	Complete fuel transfer as quickly as possible. 
Extended operation in this condition may 
cause heat damage to the area around the 
air-conditioning relief valves in the equipment 
compartment. 

• 	If necessary to dump wing fuel, place the cock 
pit pressure switch in CABIN DUMP before plac
ing the fuel dump mitch in DUMP. 

OXYGEN SYSTEM EMERGENCIES 

LOW OXYGEN PRESSURE OR QUANTITY 

If 	oxygm low pressure warning light illuminated: 

Continue flight if positive pressure noticeable and 
breathing normal 

If low qtUlntity hulicated: 

Monitor quantity closely and do not allow supply to 
become exhausted. 

• 	Normal oxygen consumption rate is one liter 
per hour. Consider rates higher than this a 
potential emergency. 

• 	If desirable to reduce oxygen consumption, 
increase ockpit altitude by opening the cockp it 
emergency air vent. Do not increase cockpit 
altitude to more than 25,000 feet because of the 
physiological effectS. 

OXYGEN SYSTEM FAILS OR MAIN SUPPLY EMPTY 

Indications 

Oxygen warning light - ON 


Gage indication 

0 '9'gen deJivery fa ils 

Difficulty in breathing experienced when wearing 
mask wi th miniature regulators. 
Hypoxia symptoms 

If hypoxia symptoms become apparent at any time 
during this procedure: 

Engage the autopilot 

1. 	Check security of mask mounted regulator. 

Check hose connections. 

Check oxygen valve - ON 

4. Check oxygen quantity. 

5. 	 Activate emergency oxygen bottle. 

• 	"Green apple" - PULL LANYARD 

• 	If mask breathing (mask with miniature regu
lators) continues to be difficult after pulling 
the lanyard, remove mask. 

6. Descend below 10,000 feet (cockpit altitude ) 

• 	Refer to EMERGENCY DESCENT for rapid 
descent information. 

CONTAMINATED OXYGEN 

Indication 

Peculiar odor in oxygen system 

Dizziness 

Nausea 


Procedures 

1. 	 If cockpit altitude is more than 10,000 feet, activate 
the emergency oxygen bottle. If cockpit altitude is 
less than 10,000 feet, remove the mask. 

2. 	 Oxygen (normal ) valve - OFF 

3. 	Engage the autopilot until the danger of pilot dis
ability has passed. 

4. 	 Descend to below 10,000 feet MSL ( 5,000 feet MSL 
at night). 

• 	An emergency or opera tional necessity may 
require remaining at a cockpit altitude of 10,000 
feet ( 5,000 feet at night) or above after the 
emergency oxygen supply is depleted. In such 
cases, descend ro below 10,000 feet MSL as soon 
as possible and continue with the procedure 
from step 5. 

5. 	 Cockpit pressure switch - CABIN DUMP 

• 	Wing tank fuel transfer will be negligible. 

• T o 	transfer wing fuel, turn antiexposure cov
erall vent switch to COOL and return cockpit 
pressure switch to CABIN PRESS. 

6. 	 Emergency ventilation port - OPEN 

• 	Due to the possibility of engine bleed air con
tamination, depressurize the cockpit. Ram air 
vent should be open at all times when not on 
oxygen. 

• 	When the emergency ventilation port is open, 
do not rely on angle-of-attack indications or 
attempt to use the approach power compensator 
system. Airflow over the angle-of-at tack vane 
is disturbed by the vent port door, resulting in 
erroneous indications and faulty operation of 
the approach power compensator system. 

7. 	 Remove mask. 



NAVAIR 01-4SHHE-l Se ctio n V 
Inflight Emerge ncies 

EJECTION OR BAILOUT pOSItIOn decreasing to 135 KIAS on final. If 
power is lost anywhere during the approacb, 

EJECTION/ BAILOUT DOCTRINE rate of descent will increase rapidly, and a 
pullup will nOt be effective. See figure 5-4 

High altitude: ( MK-F5A seat) or figure 5-4A (MK-F7 seat) 
for power-off pullup and ejection capabilityIf the aircraft is descending out of control, abandon it 
during takeoff and landing.at an altitude not lower than 10,000 feet above the 

terrain. Below 10,OOO-feet, if uncontrolled flight is • To perform a power-off pullup, apply light to 
entered (from which recovery cannot be effected) moderate aft stick force, increasing the pitch 
don't hesitate; abandon the aircraft. If the aircraft is attitude steadily until reaching the ejection 
in controlled flight and you decide to eject, head the point 10 to 20 knots above stall speed. 
aircraft out to sea or away from populated areas and • 	Do not pull excessive g. Accelerations above 
abandon it. 1.2 g will decrease possible altitude gains by 

causing the stall to occur earlier (at a higherLow altitude: 
airspeed) . 


If power lost, but sufficient time exists before ejection, 
 • 	Aircraft pitch attitude and flight path can reach 
turn the aircraft away from any populated area and as 	 high as 25 0 during the pulJup. Time for 
attempt a high-rpm low-altitude airstart (refer to effective completion of a pullup maneuver will
AIRSTARTING procedure this section, part 1). In be 	at least 6 seconds at minimum airspeed and 
no situation attempt to regain power at less than 1,500 can exceed 15 seconds when starting above 220
feet above the terrain and 250 KIAS - EJECT IMME KIAS. 

DIATELY. 
• 	Minimum safe ejection altitudes with zero sink 

rate are contained in the ejection seat descripPREPARING TO EJECT 
tions, section I , part 2. 

Procedures 
2. 	 Reduce speed (if necessary). 

1. 	Pull up, if at low altitude and with sufficient • The risk of bodily injury due to airloads or 
airspeed. striking the tail increases with airspeed as 

• A 	"pull-up" maneuver may be performed as an follows. 
aid to successful ejection at low altitudes. The a. From 0 to 400 KIAS - safe - minor forces 
pull-up increases tbe margin of safety in a low on body 
altitude ejection by increasing the time availa b. 400 to 600 KIAS - more hazardous- appre
ble for seat separation and parachute deploy ciable forces on body 
ment. However, flight test demonstrations have c. 	 Above 600 KIAS - extremely hazardous
shown that attempting a power-off "pull-up" excessive forces on body, may not clear tail
outside of certain airspeed limits will result in a (clearance above tail ensured only up to 600
loss of altitude rather than a gain. Variations in KIAS for 200-pound pilot )
flight path, weight, and wing position can vary 
the minimum airspeed required for an effective • Altitude required for safe ejection increases 
pull-up from 160 KIAS to 200 KIAS. In gliding greatly as dive angle or dive airspeed increases. 
flight, the maximum effective airspeed can vary Figure 5-5 shows these effects for the MK-F5AI 
from 210 to 230 KIAS. When above this air  seat and figure 5-5A shows these effects for the 

MK-F7 seat. speed in a glide, more altitude is lost during 

tbe flare than can be regained during pull-up. 


I 
3. Actuate emergency IFF. 

See figure 5-3 (MK-F5A seat) or figure 5-3A 
4. 	Transmit Mayday and give position.(MK-F7 seat) for effect of rate of descent on 

ejection capability. 	 5. Stow loose gear. 

Upon loss of power following takeoff with full 6. Manually lock shoulder harness. 
fuel load, 180 KIAS is required with the wing 7. Place helmet visor down. 
up and 190 KIAS with the wing down in order 
to convert airspeed into altitude. This assumes EJECTION 
no rate of descent at the time of pullup. If a 

The ejection procedure is presented in figure 5-6 anddescent has begun after power loss, a minimum 
the after-ejection procedure is presented in figure 5-7.of 210 KIAS and a maximum of 230 KIAS, 
The ejection sequence (timed firing of seat, chute, etc)wing up or down, is required. 
is described and illustrated in figure 1-25. All pi lot 

During landing approach, airspeed will nor actions required before pulling the face curtain are 
mally be approximately 150 KIAS at the 1800 presented in detail under PREPARING T O EJECf. 
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~ EFFECT OF RATE OF DESCENT ON EJECTION CAPABILITY (MK-F5A SEAT)\---------
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TAKEOFFAND LANDING EJ ECTION CAPABILITY (MK·F5A SEAT) 

CARRIER 

1,000 Feet 

Gear Down 

EFFECTIVE PULL UP AIRSPEED (lAS) 
MINIMUM 

WING UP WING DOWN 
MAXIMUM 

LEVEL: 

Full Fu~ 1 180 190 None 

1,000 to 2,000 lbs Fuel 160 170 None 

GLIDING: 
Full Fue l 200 200 230 

1,000 to 2,000 lbs Fuel 180 180 210 

Takeoff 
(Full Fuel load) Wing Down 

180 to 200 Knots 

landing 
(1,000 to 2,000 Lbs Fuel) 

180 Knots 
500 Feet 

Wo•• Off =-,~l 
(1,000 '02,000 lb. '0.1) 'P' :--=--:. ~ 

( 

w;n-Uf

1. Performance based on maximum operational ejected weight . 

2. Based on complete power failure. I neludes 2·second reaction time . 

3. Minimur 

4. Pull·up 

( 

l jection speed with zero rate of sink (ground level). 

pability based on campl€te power failure . 

150 KNOTS 
500 Feet 

Figure 5-4 (Sheet 1 ) 
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TAKEOFF AND LANDING EJECTION CAPABILITY (MK·F5A SEAT) ----------

LAND 

EFFECTIVE PULL UP AIR~PEED (lAS) 

lEVU: 
Full Fuel 

1,000 to 2,000 Lb. Fuel 

" GLIDING: ,- r L:../
,-/- J../' Full Fuel 

(- , - /- 1 000 to 2,000 Lbs Fuel 
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120 Knots (See Note 3) 

180 Knots 

Pull Up Effective 

c:::=J Pull Up Not Effective 

_ Ejection Nat Recommended 
150 KNOTS 

E"[e1U· 

1. Performance based on maximum ocerational eiected weight. 

2. Based on complete power failure , Includes 2·.econd reaction time . 

3. Minimum ejection speed wit h zero rate of sink (ground level) . 

4. Pul l· up capability based on complete power fai lure. 
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DIVE UECTION CAPABILITY {MK-F5A SEAT)--------
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Section V 
Inflight Emergencies 

EJECTION PROCEDURE 
IF TIME AND CONDITIONS PERMIT -
• Pull up, if at low altitude . 
• Reduce speed. 
• Actuate emergency IFF. 

• Transmit May Day and give position. 
• Stow loose gear. 
• Manually lock shoulder harness. 
• Place helmet visor down. 

,/.fi'@@ 
MK-F5 or -F5A seats may 
have a face curtain re
straint line installed. If 
this line is installed and 
the face curtain is pulled 
with a force vector other 
than straight down over 
the face and chest, face 
curtain travel will be 
stopped short of the 
actual position necessary 
to fire the seat. 

i".1;j@i 
Do not pull emergency 
harness handle before 
ejection. 

1
Sit erect in seat, buttocks against backrest, head 

firmly against headrest, spine straight, thighs 

firmly against seat pan, legs extended forward 

with feet on rudder pedals. Harness properly 

adjusted and tight. Grasp face curtain with both 

2
Pull face curtain out and downward in one firm, 


hands, elbows in, thumbs outboard. continuous motion. Canopy will be jettisoned. 

A slight delay in curtain travel might be noticed 
during canopy jettisoning. Continued pulling on 
face curtain will eject the seat. 

WARNING 
If in high positive or negative g flight, it 
may be impossible to reach or obtain the 
proper force vector on the face curtain. 
Use secondary firing handle. 

IF IMPOSSIBLE TO USE FACE CURTAIN 
• Grasp secondary firing handle with right hand. 
• Grasp right wrist with left hand. 
• Pull handle up sharply. 

Figure 5-6 (Sheet J) 
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Section V 
Inflight Emergencies 

EJECTION PROCEDURE -------------

IF CANOPY FAILS TO BE JmlSONED WHEN EITHER FACE 
CURTAIN OR SECONDARY FIRING HANDLE 15 PUWD OR 
IF CANOPY JETTISONS BUT SIEAT FAILS TO EJECT 

Hold face curtain or secondary firing handle 

with right hand. 


Pull canopy interrupter release handle with left 

hand. 


Continue to pull ejection control with both 

hands. 


~1~~~~~~IIIIII~~III.ttIJ 
~ WARNING P": 

, ~ Do not release the face curta in after it has been pulled. If one hand ~
.,"''''''Y.. "iIII'~
must be freed to aid ejection, grip face curtain tightly with other hand 

:liliiii to prevent curta in from blowing aft over drogue gun fir ing mech- ~ -
~ anism. Interference with drogue gun firing can prevent parachute pr.: 

~ deployment. ~ 


~'.I.lIIII.lIII'I'I'II'I'II~ 

II CANOPY FAILS TO lIE JfTTlSONED AND UNABLE TO 

ACTUATE CANOPY INTERRUmR RELEASE HANDLE 


Pull emergency canopy 
jettison handle 

OR 

Manually open Ill. 
canopy locks If 

After canopy separates, continue to 
ejection contro l to ejection seat. 

AX- 8S(Z) - 9 - 6 7 

pull 

Figure 5-6 ISheet 2' 
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AFTER EJECTION------- ---------
' IQ.@l!I[i 

During ejection, the seat is drogue stabilized. If the drogue 
chute does not deploy (characterized by continuous tumbling of 
the seat), manually separate from the seat. 

When ejecting above 10,000 feet and drogue chute deploys, allow 
time for the altitude-time-delay-g mechanisms to function. If 
the personnel chute does not automatically deploy at 10,000 feet, 
manually separate from the seat. When ejecting below 10,000 
feet, be prepared to manually separate from the seat immediate
ly if automatic release fails to Occur. 

With the MK-F7 seat, or with Martin Baker ECP 159 incorpor
ated in MK-F5, -F5A seats, the minimum altitude at which baro
static opening of the parachute occurs is raised to 11, 500 feet. 
Also, with the MK-F7 seat there is no g-limiter and consequent
ly no delay due to high speed e jection. 

TO MANUALLY SEPARATE FROM THE SEAT: 

• Pull the emergency harness release handle 

• Lunge forward to release parachute from support post 

• Push free from seat 

• Pull the parachute D-handle 

Remove the oxygen mask before landing or at any time 
breathing becomes difficult. This action provides better 
visibility and reduces the possibility of suffocation follow
ing injury or depletion of emergency oxygen supply. 

After contact, release the parachute canopy by disconnecting t he shoul
der fittin gs. Release the seat pan by disconnecting the hip fittings. 

ADDITIONAL PRECAUTIONS - OVERWATER EJECTION 

Release left hip fitting before contact with the water. With both hip fit
tings connected, the buoyancy of the seat pan will tend to cause t he pilot 
to float in a hips-high position. Also before entering the water, inflate 
the MK-3C flotation vest. 

Immediately after entering the water, release the parachute canopy by 
di s connecting the shoulde r fittings. Rapid release is desirable to pre
vent entanglement with the shroud lines. 

Completely release backpad and seat pan before ente r ing a helicopter 
rescue sling. 

A X-86-9-6 7 

Figure 5-7 
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Sedion V 
Inflight Emergencies 

BAILOUT 

Procedures 

If all attempts to eject have failed, but canopy 
jettisoned: 

1. 	 Landing gear - UP 

2. 	 External stores - JETTISON 

3. 	 Wing - LANDING CONDITION PREFERRED 

4. Airspeed - MINIMUM WITHOUT STALLING 

5. 	 Emergency harness release handle - PRESS BUTTON, 

ROTATE AFT 

6. 	 Ensure separation of leg restraint lines. 

7. 	 Pilot services - DISCONNECT AT CONSOLE 

8. 	 Full aileron trim in one direction, hold wings level. 

• 	If surface trim available. 

• 	Inverted attitudes are not advised for bailout. 
To maintain inverted flight, the tail must be 
placed several additional feet below the cock
pit, increasing the hazard of striking the air
craft. 

9. 	 While holding wings level, crawl into crouching 
position in seat. 

10. Release 	stick and dive over side opposite low wing 
trim. 

• If no trim available, dive over either side. 

11. Parachute D-handle - PULL (below 10,000 feet) 

• 	Pull D-handle immediately if below 10,000 feet. 
If above 10,000 feet, delay until reaching a safe 
breathing altitude. Remember that the para
chute wili not open automatically. 

JETTISONING EXTERNAL ARMAMENT 
Note 

Zuni packs carried on fuselage pylons cannot 
be jettisoned, nor can the rockets be fired In 

an unarmed condition. Refer to section I, 
part 4, for jettisoning restrictions. 

IElectrical power for jettisoning is supplied by the 
primary dc bus. 

Procedures 

To 	salvo: 

1. 	 Landing gear handle - WHLS UP 

2. Salvo jettison switch - LW/F-U (left 	wing stores 
and 	 fuselage upper missiles) then RW/F-L (right 

wing stores and fuselage lower missiles) 

• 	Wing stOres, along with supporting racks, will 
be cleared below the Aero 7 A or Aero 7A-l 
ejectOr bomb rack. 

To 	jetti son stores from a selected station: 

1. 	 Landing gear handle - WHLS UP 

2. 	 Armament selector switch - DESIRED STATION 

3. 	 Selective jettison switch - ON 

• 	With a wing station selected, jettisons all stOres 
or racks attached to the Aero 7 A or Aero 7A-l 
ejectOr bomb rack. 

To 	jettison rocket packs from the MER or TER : 

1. 	 Landing gear handle - WHLS UP 

2. 	Armament seleCtOr switch - DESIRED STATION 

3. 	Selective jettison switch - MER/TER STORES 

4. 	 StOres release buttOn - SQUEEZE ONCE FOR EACH 

PACK 

• 	Only the pack will be jettisoned. MER or TER 
are retained. 

FUEL DUMPING 

Procedure 

To 	dump fuel from wing: 

Fuel dump switch - DUMP 

• 	The fuel dump switch may be actuated at any 
time in flight to obtain rapid dumping of part 
or all of the wing tank fuel through the wing 
tip dump ports. 

• 	An emergency ram air scoop automatically 
provides sufficient pressure, upon loss of normal 
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pressurizauon, to dump wing fuel at a reduced 
rate. 

• There is no provision for dumping fuel from 
fuselage cells. 

• 	Optimum dumping of wing fuel is obtained 
with the fuel transfer switch in the PUMP ON 

or PUMP OFF position, tbe cockpit pressure 
switch in CABlN PRESS, and the nose slightly 
raised. 

JETTISONING CANOPY 
Procedures 

1. Emergency canopy jettison handle - PULL 

If canopy faUs 10 jet#son: 

2. Canopy locks - OPEN M ANUALLY 

EMERGENCY DESCENT 

Procedures 

To get aircraft down as rafJidly as possible: 

1. Throttle - IDLE 

2. Speed brake - EXT END FULLY 

3. Cockpit heat - lNCRllASE 

4. Defogger switch - DEFOG 

• Placing 	 tbe defogger switch in DEFOG upon 
initiating dive may be helpful in preventing 
fogging of windshield. 

S. Dive aircraft as steeply as desired. 
• 	Refer to MANEUVERING section IV, part 2, 

for informat ion on dive recovery. 
• Monitor airspeed and altitude closely during 

dive and begin pullout with adequate altitude 
for recovery. 

STALLS, SPINS AND UNCONTROLLED 
FLIGHT 

Characteristics and recovery procedures for stalls, spins 
and uncontrolled flight are contained in section IV, 
part 2. 

It is difficult to recognize uncontrolled maneuvers. 
First action should be to move the controls to neutral. 
The three major errors of technique associated with 
spins in the F-8 are: 

• Getting into tbe spin initially. 
• N ot using proper recovery technique. 
• Not abandoning the aircraft when recovery 

unsuccessful 

All of these errors are easily avoided by elinunaung 
the first one. 
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Alrspe.d VA. Angle of Attack (without e.ternal pylons' 

Inflight check: Oean, 3,000 pounds 
fuel, 300 KIAS, cruise droop out ( add 
7 knots for each additional 1,000 
pounds fuel; deduct 7 knots for each 
1,000 pounds less) _ __________________ __._10.0 

Inflight check: Landing configuration, 
3,000 pounds fuel, 150 KlAS (add 4 knots 
for each additional 1,000 pounds fuel; 
deduct 4 knots for each 1,000 pounds less) _______ _____11.0 

LOSS OF AIRSPEED INDICATOR 

In the even t of an airspeed indicator failure, the angle
of-attack indicator is sufficient to perform tbe follow 
ing maneuvers. The values are accurate only in 1 g 
flight. 

FLIGHT CONDITION ANGLE OF AnACK- UNITS 

Takeoff 
Start wing dOWlL__ ____ __________________________________________ 9.0 
Winglocked by ______ _________________________ ________ ______.14.0 

MilT Climb (crul•• droop out) 

o to 10,000 feet_______________________________________________________8.~9.0 

10,000 to 20,000 feet____________ ______ _____________________________ 9.~9.5 
20,000 to 30,000 feeL.___________________________________________ 9.5-IO.5 
30,000 to 40,000 feeL.________________ __________________________ I0.5- 11.5 

Above 40,000 feet .__ ___________________________________________________11.5 

Max Endurance 

Cruise droop in (Below 30,000 feet) 

or out (~bove 30,000 feet>- _________________________________________13.0 


Max Ran'. 
Sea level ___________________________________________________________________ 9.5 
40,000 feet __________________________________ __ ____ __ ____________________________ 11.5 

Penetration 

Speed brake down, 82%, 4,000 to 
6,000 FPM rate of descent.___________ _ _______________________13.0 

Landing 

Gear extension (wing down) 
Wing raising ___________ _.________

Carrier pattern and approacL 

____________ ___________________-12.0-13.0 
________________________________________14.0 

__________ __ _____ _______________ 13.25 
GCA pattern (landing coo.figuration ) ________________~________ 11.0 
GCA pattern (final ) ________________________________________________ 13.25 
Field landing _____________________________________________________________13.25 

W ing down landing (cruise droop out or in) ~ 
Carrier ___________________________________________________________________17.0 
Field _____________________________________________________ 16.0 

Stall Warning 

Clean (cruise droop in ) _______________________________________________ 15.5 
Clean (cruise droop out) _____ __________________________________________17.0 
Clean ( land droop out ) ____________________________________________20.0 
Landing configuration ______________________________________________ _____15.0 
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PART 4 - LANDING EMERGENCIES 

ALL LANDING EMERGENCIES 

Landing emergency information is summarIzed for 
ready reference in figure 5-8. 

Procedures 

Before enteri'lg traffic pattern: 

1. 	Dump wing fuel. 

Before landiftg: 

2. 	Expend fuselage transfer fuel. 

3. 	 Fuel dump switch - OFF 

• Place fuel 	dump switch in OFF before touch
down, even if fuel dumping has not been com
pleted, to make sure electrical power is avail
able to close the dump valve. 

4. 	 Fu~l transfer switd,. - PRESS DUMP 

5. 	Canopy - JETTISON IF DESIRED 

• Jettison canopy 	in Bight if the senousness of 
a specific emergency requires it. Do not jettison 
the canopy if a barricade engagement is to be 
made. 

After landing: 

6. 	Perform emergency egress if necessary. 

• 	The EMERGENCY EGRESS procedure is found 
in part 1 of this section. 

LANDING WITH GEAR OUT OF 
POSITION 
In all cases of failure of the landing gear to extend 
normally, try to (;xtend the gear pneumatically before 
attempting to land with the gear out of position. 

ALL LANDING GEAR UP 

Field Procedures 

Execute controlled ejection 

-OR 

If ideal conditions existj ie, minimum crosswind, ex
perienced pilot, etc.: 

1. 	Perform normal landing approach using optimum 
approach angle of attack. 

2. 	 Assure minimum sink rate on touchdown. 

3. 	 Throttle off at touchdown. 

4. 	 Engine master switch - OFF 

5. 	Master generator switch - OFF 

Carrier Procedures 
Execute controlled ejection 

NOSE GEAR TRAILlNG OR UP 

Field Procedures 

1. 	Execute normal landing without arrestment. 

• Use brakes only if necessary to avoid obstacles. 
• Fly nose 	onto runway before losing pitch con

trol to avoid sudden dropping. 
• Have runway arresting wires removed 	in land

ing roll-out area to prevent engagement of 
aircraft duct by wires. 

lust before losing pitch control: 

2. 	Throttle - OFF 

3. 	Engine master switch - OFF 

4. 	 Master generator switch - OFF 

Carrier Procedures 

If unable to divert to suitable field: 

1. 	Extend arresting hook. 

2. 	 Avoid high sink rate on landing. 

3. 	Perform barricade arrestment with all wires on 
deck (normal arrestment optional ). 

• 	Refer to BARRICADE ARRE TMENT for 
arrestment techniques. 

BOTH MAJN GEAR UP 

Field Procedures 

1. 	Have runway foamed if time permits. 

2. 	Perform short field arrestment. 

• 	Refer to FIELD ARRESTMENTS for short 
field arrestment technjques. 

Carrier Procedures 

If 	unable to divert to suitable field: 

Execute controlled ejection. 

- OR 

1. 	Extend arresting hook. 

2. 	 Perform barricade arrestment with all wires on 
deck. 

• Refer 	 to BARRICADE ARRESTMENT for 
arrestment techniques. 
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Refer to Part IV, Landing Emergencies, for additional information. ca 

D escriptio" of PailMre 

AU landing gear up 

Nose gear trai ling or up 

Main gears up 

One main gear up or trailing 

One main gear and nose gear up or trailing 

Nose gear canted 

Gear barberpole 

Nose wheel missing 

Main gears severed on landing 
(carrier, aircraft bolters) 

Shore 

Controlled ejection; or, if conditions ideal, normal 
landing with minimum sink rate at tou(:b.down. 

Normal landing. No arrestment. Fly nose onto 
runway before losing pitch control. 

Short field arrestment.tt 

Short field arrestment.tt 

Short field arrestment.tt 

Normal landing. Turn generator switch off just 
prior to touchdown. 

Treat as corresponding gear up unless determined 
to be down. 

Normal landing. No arrestment. Fly nose onto 
runway before losing pitch control.t 

Continue rollout attempting to maintain direc
tional control. 

CD 
:J 

Recommended A ction 	 n
Ii· 

Ship 	 III 

Controlled ejection. 

Barricade arrestment with hook down; * * normal arrest· 
ment optionaL!: ** 

Divert to shore for short field arrestment. If unable, 
execute controlled ejectioo or place hook down and 
make barricade arrestment. 

Barricade arrestment with book down;** normal arrest
ment optionaL!: * * z 

~ 
Barricade arrestment with hook down.* * 	 :iii 

o 
J,..Normal arrested landing. 
til 
::t: 
::z:: 
m,

Treat as corresponding gear up unless determined to ... 
be down. 

Barricade arrestment with hook down.* * 

Select afterburner and climb. If control lost, eject. 

tRemove runway arresting wires in landing roll-out area to prevent engagement of aircraft duct by wires. 
t High sink rates on landing must be avoided. 

**Divert to suitable field, if possible, and execute appropriate shorehase emergency landing. 
ttRunway should be foamed if time permits. 

A X - 87 (ll - 1- 67 

Figure 5-8 {Sheet JJ 
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LANDING EMERGEN.CIES------------------

Refer to Part IV, LaJlding EmergeJlcies, for additional information. 

·Recommended Action 
Description 0/ Failure 

One main wheel missing 

Any landing gear failure with failure of wing 
to raise 

Arresting hook failure 

-
Blown tices ,"-I ~ .. ..':~, .' 
Wing down or' land"ing after malfunction 
precautionary approach ( shore ) 

Utility hydraulic failure 

Shore 

Short field arrestment.tt 

Landing appropriate to particular gear failure.t:): 

Normal landing. 

Short field arrestment. 

Long field arrestment. Approach speed for 
wing-down landing - Corresponding to 

16 units (160-1 75 KIAS) 

Short field arrestment. 

':"' D ivert to suitable field, if possible, and execut~ appropriate shorebase emergency landing. 

ttRunway should be foamed if time permits. 

:j::j:Damage to arresting gear can be anticipated due to high engaging speeds. 


Figure 5-8 I(Sheef 2' 

Ship 

Perform a barricade arrestment in ac cordance with 
the Barricade Bulletin for the ship class involved. 

Divert to suitable field and make landing appropr iate 
to particular gear failure.:t::t: If not possible, execute 
controlled ejection. 

Barricade arrestment. '~ '" 

Normal arrestment . z,. 
Normal arrestment withou·t barricade. Approach ~ 
speed -Correspond ing to 17 units (150-160 KIAS). ;iii 

N ormal al'Cestment. 
arresting gear . 

Aircraft must be towed out of 
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ONE MAIN GEAR UP OR TRAILING 

Field Procedures 

Perform short field arrestment. 

• Refer to FIELD ARRESTMENTS for short field 
arrestment techniques. 

Just before losing roll control: 

2. 	Throttle - OFF 

3. 	Engine master switch - OFF 

4. 	Master generator switch - OFF 

Carrier Procedures 

1. 	Extend arresting hook. 

Perform barricade arrestment with all wires on deck 
(normal arrestment optional). 

• 	Refer to BARRICADE ARRESTMENT for 
arrestment techniques. 

ONE MAIN GEAR AND NOSE GEAR UP 
OR TRAILING 

Field Procedures 

1. 	Have runway foamed if time permits. 

Perform short field arrestment. 

• 	Refer to FIELD ARRESTMENTS for short field 
arrestment techniques. 

Carrier Procedures 

If unable to divert to suitable field: 

Extend arresting hook. 

Perform barricade arrestment w ith all wires on 
deck.. 

• 	Refer to BARRICADE ARRESTMENT for 
arrestmenc techniques. 

NOSE GEAR CANTED 

Field Procedures 

1. 	 Plan normal or arrested landing. 

Just before touchdown: 

Master generator switch - OFF 

• 	With generator switch off, nose gear is free to 
caster. 

GEAR INDICATOR BARBERPOLE 

Field Procedures 

1. 	A ttempt to obtain a safe indication of the landing 
gear by p neumatically actuating the gear. 

2. 	 Execute a "mini mum rate of descent" tOuch-and-go 
landing to determine if the applicable gear is down 
and locked. 

• Following a minimum descent rouch-and-go, 
repositioning of the main gear could provide 
a down-and-Iocked position_ 

3. 	 Treat as corresponding gear up or trail ing emer
gency regardless of indication. 

Carrier Procedvres 

1. 	 Treat as corresponding gear up or unsafe indication 
emergency. 

LANDING WITH DAMAGED LANDING 
GEAR/ HOOK 

NOS£WHEEL MISSING 

Field Procedures 

1. Execute normal landing without arrestment. 

• Use brakes only if necessary to avoid obstad es. 
• Fly nose onto runway before nose falls through. 
• 	Have ru nway arresting wires removed in land

ing roll-ou t area to prevent engagement of 
aircraft duct by wires. 

Just before losing pitch control: 

2. 	Fly nose onto runway. 

3. 	 Throttle - OFF 

4. 	 Engine master switch - OFF 

5. 	Master generator switch - OFF 

Carrier Procedures 

1. 	Extend arresting hook. 

2. 	 Perform barr icade arrestment with all wires on 
deck.. 

• 	Refer to BARRICADE ARRESTMEN T for 
arrestment techniques. 

BOTH MAIN GEAR SEVERED ON LANDING 
(CARRIER - AIRCRAn BOLTERS) 

field Procedure 

Continue rollout, attempting to maintain control. 

Carrier Procedures 

1. D~ n Gt select a f te rb ur n er un less 
n~ cc ssary t L s ~t 2 in c r m2in t ain f l yi ng 
speed . 
2 . Climb. 
If l oss o f c c nt r Gl exper i ~ nced: 

.1 . E j ect. 
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ONE MAIN WHEEL MISSING 

Field Procedures 

1. 	Have runway foamed if time permits. 

2. 	 Perform short field arrestment. 

• 	Refer to FIELD ARRESTMENTS for short 
field arrestment techniques. 

Carrier Procedures 

1/ unable to divert to suitable ~ld: 

1. 	Extend arresting hook. 

2. 	 Perform a barricade arrestment in accordance with 
barricade bulletins fOJ: the ship class involved. 

ANY LANDING GEAR FAILURE WITH fAILURE 
Of WING TO RAISE 

Field Procedure 

Use landing procedures appropriate to particular gear 
failure. 

• 	Anticipate damage to arresting gear due to 
high engaging speed. 

Carrier Procedure 

1/ unable to divert to suitable field: 

Execute controlled ejection. 

ARRESTING HOOK FAILURE 

Field Procedure 

Execute normal landing. 

Carrier Procedure 

1/ unable to dwert to sttitable field: 

Perform barricade arrestment. 

• Refer 	 to BARRICADE ARRESTMENT for 
arrestment techniques. 

BLOWN TIRES 

field Procedure 

Perform short field arrestment. 

• 	Refer to FIELD ARRESTMENTS for short 
field arrestment techniques. 

Carrier Procedure 


Perform normal arrestment. 


LANDING WITH WING DOWN 
Emergency wing down carrier landings are feasible 
under ideal conditions. Such things as adverse weather, 

Landing Emergencies 

pitching deck, darkness, and pilot proficiency must be 
taken into account in assessing the possibility of a suc
cessful wing down carrier landing_ If a field landing 
can be accompJjsbed, a carrier landing should nOt be 
attempted with tbe wing down because of the prob
ability of aircraft damage. Do not use the angle-of
attack indexer or approach power compensator dueing 
the approach. The compensater would produce an 
excessively fast approach if operated with the wing 
down because it bases the throttle setting on optimum 
angle of attack with the wing up. 

field Procedure 

1. 	Burn down fuel and expend armament to attain as 
Iowa gross weight as possible compatible with the 
operational situation. 

2. 	 Cruise droop - EXTEND IF POSSIBLE 

• 	If the land droop has not been blown, and if 
utility hydraulic pressure is still available, use 
the cruise droop configuration for slower ap
p roach speeds; however, any droop setting is 
accep table. 

3. 	 Approach speed - corresponding to 16 units (160 
to 175 KIAS ) 

4. 	 Perform long field arrestment. 

Light buffet may exist in the clean droop pOSltlOn at 
16 units. The approach speed corresponding to 16 units 
with cruise droop extended varies linearly from 160 
KIAS at a gross weight of 19,000 pounds to 170 KlAS 
at a gross weight of 22,000 pounds. With landing 
droop, the speeds corresponding to 16 units will be 
approximately 4 knots higher than with cruise droop. 
Clean droop should give appr:oximately the same speed 
as with cruise droop. 

Carrier Procedure 

(To be used only when field landing cannot be ac
complished) 

1. 	Wind over deck - HIGHEST POSSIBLE UP TO 45 
KNOTS 

• won above 45 knots will result in excessive 
burble. 

2. 	 OLS setting - 4° (to give good visibility and hook
to-ramp clearance ) 

3. 	No barricades since the airplane has a bolter capa
bility. 

4. 	Reduce aircraft gross weight. 

• 	Burn down fuel and expend armament to attain 
as low a gross weight as compatible with the 
operational situation. 

5. 	Cruise droop - EXTEND IF POSSIBLE 

• 	If the land droop has not been blown, and if 
utility hydraulic pressure is still available, use 
the cruise droop configuration for slower ap



proach speeds. If cruise droop is not available, 
extend the emergency landing droop if possible. 

6. Fly a 	wide pattern or a straight-in approach for a 
comfortable lY2-mile straightaway. 

7. 	Approach speed - CORRESPONDING TO 17 UNITS 

(150 TO 160 KIAS) 

Maxim um p ublished engaging speed limit of 
ship's arresting gear should not be exceeded. 

The approach speed at 17 units will be approximately 
12 knots less than the speed corresponding to 16 units. 
At 17 units the visibility is reduced such that the 
mirror will only be visible through the side w~ndshield 
panel. ' 

Tail cone damage can be expected during any wing 
down carrier landing. The flying qualities are satis
factory at 18 units for the cruise or land droop config
uration. Buffet commences at 17 units angle of attack 
for the cruise droop configuration and 20 units for the 
land droop configuration with stabilized flight pos
sible to 19 and 22 units respectively. 

In the event of a bolter, be prepared to rotate the air
craft to the attitude required to maintain level flight as 
the angled deck bow is passed. (Remember, fuselage 
attitude will be higher than usual.) 

Barricade engagements resulting from the wing down 
condition alone are not required or recommended. If, 
however, for other compelling reasons a barricade re
covery is required, a successful barricade engagement 
may be made with the wing down, using the technique 
described in this procedure. 

FIELD ARRESTMENTS 

SHORT FIELD ARRESTMENT 

Procedures 

1. ,Establish radio contact witli LSO. 

• 	An LSO in radio contact with the pilot a~d 
located in the vicinity of the arresting gear will 
assist all short field emergency arrestments. 

• 	Have position of arresting gear illuminated if 
arrestment is to be made at night. 

2. 	 Lower arresting hook early enough for full 
extension. 

• 	Normal extension time is approximately 8 
seconds. 

Ensure engagement before loss of directional 
control. 

, • 	Touch down as close to the arr~ting gear as. 
necessary to ensure lhat engagement occurs 

before directional control is affected. T his point 
could be from a few thousand feet before the 
arresting gear ( in the case of brake failure) to 
touching down in the gear (with one main 
wheel retracted ) . 

• 	Engage gear in center of runway with the nose 
gear on the deck. 

• Cross 	 the pendants, when possible, with both 
feet off the brakes and shoulder harness locked. 

• 	After engagement, the nature of the emergency 
will dictate whether to keep the engine running 
or to shut down and abandon the aircraft. 

LONG FIELD ARRESTMENT 

This arrestment will be made when a stopping prob
lem is known or susp ected to exist. Long field arrest
ments should be considered with wing down, or after 
a precautionary app roach. 

Procedures 

1. 	 Execute normal touchdown. 

After touchdown: 

2. 	 Lower arresting hook. 

• 	Allow enough t ime for fu ll extension of hook 
(approximately 8 seconds ). 

3. 	Roll out on runway centerline. 

• 	Ensure nosewheel on runway before engage
ment. 

• 	Shut down engine after decision made to remain 
on deck (to slow engaging speed). 

BARRICADE ARRESTMENT 

Do not jettison the canopy for barricade arrestment. 
The nose section and canopy are designed to pass be
neath the top cable of the barricade, but it is recom
mended that the canopy be kept closed as an additional 
safeguard against injury inflicted by the top cable. 

Procedures 

1. 	Burn down fuel as required. 

• 	Burn down fuel to attain lowest aircraft gross 
weight compatible with the operating situation. 

2. 	 Execute normal approach on meatball. 

• 	Maintain precise lineupwand speed control. A 
late wave-off cannot be given. 

• 	On some carriers, the meatball may be lost in 
the late stages of the approach as the lens 
passes behind the barricade stanchions. Be 
under positive control of the LSO and follow 
his instructions explicitly, including a "cut" 
if it is given. 
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Upon mgaging the barNcade: 

3. Throttle - OFF 

4. Engine master switch - OFF 

5. 	 Master generator switch - OFF RESET 

6. Evacuate aircraft as soon as possible. 

LANDING W ITH UTILITY HYDRAULIC 
FAILURE 

Field Procedure 

Perform short field arrestment. 

• 	The brake accumulator m<Jy provide enough 
hydraulic pressure for several normal brake 
applications. However, when the pressure is 
lost, the pneumatic bra~es (and field arresting 
~ear) must be relied upon for aircraft braking. 
Reier to BRAKE FAILURE, this section, part 1, 
for emergency braking techniques. 

• 	Refer to HYDRAULIC EMERGENCIES, this 
section, part 3, for procedures on emergency 
(pneumatic) operation of wing incidence and 
leading edge droop system and landing gear. 

Carrier Procedure 

1. Execute normal arrestment. 

• 	Have aircraft towed out of gear. 

DEAD-ENGINE LANDING 

If impossible to abandon the aircraft, perform the 
dead-engine landing as described and illustrated in fig
ure 5-9. Figure 5-10 shows the maximum power-off 
glide distances. Simulated flameout approaches are 
prohibited. 

DITCHING 

Procedures 

If impossible to abandon the aircraft: 

1. 	 Perform radio distress procedure. 

2. Wing-AS IS (if down, blow droops) 

• 	Do not change wing position for ditching. 
Ditching with the wing in the down position 
will attain a nose·high attitude at touchdown 

Landing Emergencies 

speed. Normally, the wing w ill be up only 
during takeoff or landing. Lowering the wing 
under these conditions would produce a high 
rate of sink which could not be arrested prior 
to touchdown. 

• 	If wing is down, establish landing droop con
dition pneumatically. 

3. Canopy - JETTISON 

• 	In any ditching situation, pull emergency can
opy release handle before contact. 

4. Landing gear - WHLS UP 

5. Speed brake - RETRACT 

6. Shoulder harness - LOCKED 

7. Gliqe speed - 170 KIAS desirable 
• 	If EPP is extended and emergency generator 

switch is in LAND, the minimum indicated 
airspeed for adequate power control hydraulic 
pressure from the package is 145 KIAS. With 
the switch In OFF, the minimum speed is 140 
KIAS. 

Prior to contact: 

8. Engine master switch - OFF 

9. Throttle - OFF 

10. Touchdown - 145 KIAS, NOSE HIGH 

• 	Flare the aircraft just before contact. Imme
diately after the forward motion stopS, abandon 
the aircraft. 

• 	If the aircraft is ditched in a near-level attitude, 
it will probably dive violently after contact. 

Refer to EMERGENCY EGRESS in part 1 of this sec
tion for egress procedures. 

ROUGH-FIELD LANDING 

Procedures 

If aircraft must be landed on an unprepared fieU: 

1. 	 Landing gear - EXTEND 

2. Wing-up 

3. Shoulder harness - LOCK 

Just before contact: 

4. Canopy - JETTISON 

5. Engine master switch - OFF 

6. Throttle - OFF 
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(0<Wing - DOWN; Gear - UP, leading m

edge - CRUISE DROOP 3 
Airspeed - 220 KIAS ..III 

(0Throttle - OFF cP
APPROACH TO HIGH KEY Engine master switch - OFF ::s 
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"'irspeed - 175 KIAS •••• Emergency power handle - PULLED ci" 
Wing - Up · •••• Emergency generator switch - ON III 

Gear - DOWN ••••• Roll stabilization switch - OFF RESET 
Fuel dump switch - OFF . '!' •• Yaw stabilizotion switch - OFF RESET 
Emergency generator sWitch - OFF . _.0 •• Fuel dump switch - ON 

90" POSITION 

HIGH KEY 
 • Altitude - 2,000 FEET 

: Airspeed - 170 KIASAltitude - 8,000 FEET 
• R~heck emergency generatorSharp turn over or jU$' switch- Off

short of touch down point 

z » 
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o 
VI.• ::I: 

o ::I:• m,
lOW KEY 

Altitude - 4,000 FEET (3,000 min) 
Point 5,000 feet downwind from 
intended point of touch down 

3. Lower hook for arrested landing. 

4. Avoid hiHing nosewheel first, which could 
leod to porpoising. Airspeed is the mini
mum for the EPP based on adequate power 
control system hydraulic pressure. 
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figure 5-9 
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GLIDING DISTANCE-NO THRUST 
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Figure 5-10 

3. Final approach point- l,500 feet from runway end,PRECAUTIONARY APPROACH 
175 KIAS, 150 feet altitude, approximately 88% 

A precautionary approach is recommended when (but rpm 
not limited 10) : • The pilot has an alternative of a straight-in or 

Engine oil system malfunctioning overhead approach to reach the final approach 
Both PC systems lost; operation on EPP PC 1 pres point. At this point, the'throttle may be reduced 
sure alone to IDLE. Approximately 3,000 feet will be 

• Straight-in approach recommended required to flare and touchdown 1,500 feet 
Engine persistently unstable down the runway at approximately 140 KlAS. 

• This approach allows the pilot to stay in the 
Procedures ejection envelope until a safe landing on the 
1. Extend EPP. runway is certain. 

• During an approach necessi tated by low or 
2. Use arresting gear ( if available) and consider best fluctuating oil pressu.re (oil system malfunc

approach path. tion ) , keep throttle movements and changing g 
• Make approach to runway equipped with arrest loads to a minimum. 

ing gear, if possible, and perform a long .field • It is necessary to · maintain a constant rate of 
arrestment ( refer to FIELD ARRESTMENTS descent and proper angle of attack to execute 
for long-field arrestment techniques). Consider a correct approach to a final landing. 
population density, surrounding terrain, weath • If engine flameout or loss of control experienced 
er, runway length, and other associated factors. before teaching final approach point, eject 
For maximum stopping effect, shut down engine immediately while still within safe ejection 
on touchdown. envelope. 
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Sedion VI' NAVAIR 0 1-4SHHE-1 
Simulated Instrument Procedures 

PART 1-SIMULATED INSTRUMENT PROCEDURES 
PraCtice of simulated instrument patterns and proce
dures develops and maintains tbe skills necessary for 
safe, professional instrument Bight. Make good use of 
the time allotted for this practice. 

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 

1. 	A chase pilot will aCt as Bight monitor and wiU 
ensure that the Bigbt is clear of all other aircraft at 
all times. Chase plane's position is 100 yards on tbe 
starboard quarter, level with the lead aircraft. On 
GCA tbe chase will fly the position assigned by the 
controller and will not descend below 300 feet AGL. 
The lead aircraft will go contaCt at 500 feet AGL. 

/.. 	The lead aircraft wm not go hooded until cleared 
by chase and not before reaching 2,000 feet AGL. 

3. 	Radio checks will be exchanged between aircraft at 
least once every 5 minutes. 

4. 	If radio contact is lost, go contaCt immediately and 
remain so until radio contaCt is reestablished. 1£ 
necessary, the chase pilot will pass to the right and 
pull ahead as a signal to go contact. The after
burner may be lighted when passing to ensure 
gaining attention. 

5. Always establish radio contact immediately before 
and after any channel or frequency change. 

6. Immediately 	go contaCt if chase pilot calls for a 
hard turn or a break maneuver. These are only 
called when necessary to avoid another aircraft. 

7. 	 Unless under positive radar control, caU indicated 
altitudes to the chase pilot at each S,OOO-foot inter
val during descent and at level off. 

CONFIDENCE MANEUVERS 

(INSTRUMENT AEROBATICS) 

Vertigo and unusual attitudes caused by turbulence 
are probably the most disconcerting experiences 
encountered during instrument flight. A pilot trained 
to 	 fly through unusual attitudes will more readily 
believe his instruments and will be becter prepared 
to return his aircraft to normal flight with timely, 
positive corrections. Aerobatic maneuvers, modified 
slightly to meet instrument capabilities and limita
tions, provide the necessary training. Variations of 
these maneuvers can be performed, but those discussed 
are considered minimal for indoCtrination. Use a 

routine scan pattern and praCtice maneuvers to the left 
and to the right. 

AILERON ROLL 

Start the maneuver at 350 KIAS at 30,000 feet with 
the throttle set at 90% rpm. Apply gradual back 
pressure on the stick until a 15° nose-up attitude 
(VGI ) is attained. Relax stick back pressure and apply 
aileron. The rate of roll must be slow enough so that 
the aircraft is inverted as the nose passes through the 
horizon. Continue the roll without stopping and 
recover at the starting altitude, airspeed, and heading. 

TWO-POINT ROLL 

Perform this roll in the same manner as the aileron 
roll~ However, increase the rate of roll slightly so that 
the aircraft is inverted when the nose is 5° above the 
horizon. Momentarily stop the roll when the aircraft 
is inverted, then immediately apply aileron to con
tinue the roll. The nose should be 5 ° below the horizon 
when the roll is continued. Hold only enough stick 
back pressure to remain comfortably seated. 

FOUR-POINT ROLL 

This roll closely resembles the two-point roll except 
that momentary stOps are made at each 90° of roll. 
The maneuver requires a good instrument scan, accu
rate stick control, and a good sense of timing. The 
major points that determine performance are the rate 
of roll, wing and nose position at the inverted point, 
and the heading, airspeed and altitude at the comple
tion of the recovery. 

WINGOVER 

Start the wingover at 30,000 feet, 350 KIAS, with 90% 
rp1IL Apply gradual stick back pressure until a nose-up 
attitude of approximately 30° (VGI) is attained. Relax 
back pressure and at 280 KIAS app ly aileron to roll 
at the rate necessary to obtain a 90° angle of bank 
and 220 KIAS at the top of the maneuver. At this time, 
the nose will start to fall through the horizon. Using 
the attitude gyro for reference, stop the nose-down 
movement when the high wing of the miniature air
plane approaches the horizon bar. Hold the wingtip 
on the horizon bar and begin a gradual recovery to 
level flight at the original altitude and airspeed. A 
heading change of about 120° will occur. 
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Section VINAVAIR 01 4 5HHE-l 
Actual Instrument Procedur., 

PART 2 - ACTUAL INSTRUMENT PROCEDURES 

INTRODUCTION 

Aircraft handling characteristics and stability are good 
and should not present a problem during instrument 
flight. Most difficulties encountered will be those 
caused by inadequate preflight planning and prepa
ration. Plan carefully and make allowances, insofar as 
possible, for unusual circumstances such as unexpected 
departures, dog-legging to avoid severe weather areas, 
and en route or terminal holding. Study the instrument 
approach plates for both destination and alternate 
before takeoff. 

Note 

T he anticollision lights should be turned off 
during flight through clouds when the rotat
ing lights reflect into the cockpit. (The effect 
can be vertigo-producing.) 

BEFORE TAKEOFF 

Obtain a complete weather briefing and check 
NOTAMS before filing clearance. W henever practical, 
obtain the ARTC clearance before starting the engine. 
While monitoring the tower, observe the radio ground 
operating limitations (section I, part 2 ) . After receiv
ing the clearance, start the engine and thoroughly 
check the instruments and navigation equipment. If 
the canopy is covered with frost or ice, turn the 
cockpit temperature control to full hot and the defog 
switch to DEFOG. After the canopy is clear, turn the 
defog switch OFF and readjust the cockpit tempera
ture as desired. 

Perform normal pretakeoff checks, ensuring use of 
pitot heat. Use engine de-icing, and rain removal as 
necessary. 

TAKEOFF 
Follow the ARTC clearance exactly as given. If unable 
to comply, notify the controlling agency immediately. 

Do not make an afterburner takeoff when wing }ransi
tion cannot safely be made below the overcast. 

If a formation section makes individual takeoffs, 
accomplish a prebriefed rendezvous either before 
entering the weather, or after reaching an altitude on 
top. The leader will ensure that each pilot checks 
pitot heat, engine anti-ice, navigation lights, and VGI 
when possible, before entering actual weather. 

When lowering the wing in instrument conditions, 
maintain a positive rate of climb. Lower the :wing at 
190 KlAS at an altitude of not less than 300 feet . 

H the rain removal system was used during takeoff, 
turn it off prior to reaching 200 KIAS or the wind· 
shield and air-conditioning cooling turbine may over
heat. 

CLIMB 

Ii climbing through weather in section and you lose 
sight of the leader immediately turn away from the 
flight and notify the leader and the controlling 
agency. After 1 minute, turn to the original heading 
and parallel the flight until reaching on top unless 
otherwise directed by the controlling agency. 

If necessary to change lead, do so with wings level. 
When changing lead, the flight leader will advise the 
wingman of the desired heading, altitude, geograpbical 
position, and other pertinent factors. 

PRIOR TO DESCENT 

Contact approacb control at least 5 minutes (or as 
directed by ARTC) prior to reaching the holding fix. 
Conform to the provisions of section two, FUGHT 
PLANNING DOCUMENT. Three minutes from the 
holding fix, reduce power to arrive at the fix at 250 
KlAS. Enter the holding pattern in the maooer 
prescribed. 

Obtain the latest weather information for the destina
tion, and for the alternate if required. If leading a 
flight and turbulence, low ceiling, inability to attain 
landing configuration VFR, or runway conditions are 
such that a successful section penetration is doubtful, 
break up the flight and make individual penetrations. 
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Section VI . NAVAIR Ol-4SHHE-l 
Actual Instrument Procedures 

Refer to figure 6-1 for illustration of typical jet 
penetration and T ACAN approach. 

Prior to the penetration: 

• Correct the altimeter setting. 
• Check alignment of the BDIll with the magnetic 

compass in level flight. 
• Set desired 	 course in the course line indicator 

(T ACAN penetration ) . 
• Squawk 	 IFF/ SIF mode and code as directed by 

controlling agency. 
• 	Know the missed approach procedure. 
• 	To avoid the consequences of a 40° lock-on, either 

compare T ACAN azimuth and DME with that of 
a wingman or if a UHF homer is near the T ACAN 
installation, utilize the ARA-25 (ADF) to cross
check T ACAN azimuth. 

PENETRATIONS 

STANDARD 

When ready to begin penetration, retard throttle to 
82% rpm, extend speed brake fully and lower the DOse 
to maintain 250 KIAS. Make minor throttle adjust
ments to maintain a 4,000 to 6,000 foot-per-minute 
rate of descent. 

I 
If leading a section, avoid configuration changes 
( including use of speed brake) when actually in the 
weather. Whenever possible, attain landing config
uration in VFR conditions. Signal or caU all power 
and configuration changes to the wingman. To help 
the wingman hold position, do not retard the throttle 
to IDLE with the speed brake fuUy extended or when 
changing to the landing configuration. 

LANDING CONDITION 

If a penetration is to be made with the landing con
figuration, advise approach control of the nonstandard 
approach speed. 

If leading a section, slow to less than 220 KlAS when 
approaching the penetration fix and give appropriate 
signals before lowering the land ing gear and raising 
the wing. As the fix is reached, retard throttle as neces
sary (it is common to leave too much power on) and 
lower the nose to maintain 180 KIAS. The atti tude will 
seem extremely nose low. Make throttle adjustments 
as necessary to maintain approximately a 3,500 foot
per-minute rate of descent. Initiate roundout to reach 
GCA pickup or TA.CAN gate altitude at 150 to 160 
KIAS. 

UHF/ADF 

During instrument conditions, use of the UHF/ ADF 
for penetration should be considered an emergency 

measure. When the ARC-27A ( UHF radio ) is used 
ior direction information, voice communication is 
lost. When used for voice communication, direction 
information is lost. This is a very unsatisfactory 
arrangement. 

If a UHF/ ADF penetration must be made., notify 
approach control that radio communications will not 
be possible during most of the approach_ Tell the 
controller where during the approach position reports 
will be made, and explain that during the rest of the 
approach the homer frequency will be monitored. 
Complete a radio cbeck on the homer frequency prior 
to starting the approach. 

If the penetration is being made in section, the wing
man may either remain on the approach control fre
quency, or on the homer frequency, as dictated by 
local policy. 

Note 

Refer to section VII for visual signals to be 
used for penetration/ instrument approach in 
the event of radio failure. , 

RADAR CONTROLLED 

Radar controlled penetrations and approaches are 
basically the same as tbose previously described. The 
controlling activity will normally ask for turns or 
specific IFF/SIF squawks for positive identification, 
and will transmit headings and turns which will pro
duce the desired flight path. The controlling activity 
will provide distance from destination and will direct 
descent to lower altitudes when traffic and terrain 
permit. 

LOST WINGMAN PROCEDURE 

If a wingman loses sight of the leader during a pene
tration or approach, he should immediately level off, 
maintain a wings level attitude, and notify the con
trolling activity. If this situation is compounded by 
radio failure, he should place the IFF/SIF to EMER
GE NCY and proceed as briefed or as directed by 
governing regulations. 

GCA (PAR) APPROACH 

T he aircraft handles exceptionally well in the GCA 
pattern. It is very stable directionally and is responsive 
to minor corrections about all axes. Refer to figure 6-2 
for illustration of typ ical ground controlled approach. 
Do not make approaches with more than 5,000 pounds 
of fuel remaining, and do not touch down with more 
than 3,500 pounds unless an emergency exists. 
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D escend to GCA pickup altitude and establish the 
landing configuration when d irected. Slow to 150 to 
160 KIAS, which will require 88% to 90Ch rpm and 
approximately 3° to 5° nose-up trim. Fly the donu t, 
adjust ing pitch attitude as necessary to maintain the 
desired airspeed and/or angle of attack. 

When advised to begin normal rate of descent, retard 
power to 82% to 84% rpm. W hile ho lding attitude 
constant, make smooth, but positive, throttle adjust
ments to hold the desired rate of descent. After start
ing descent, use a bank angle of not more than 10° 
for lieading corrections. Heading corrections up to 3° 
may be made with rudder alone. Bring the runway into 
your instrument scan pattern when approaching 
minimum. If the runway is not in sigh t, execute the 
missed approach procedure, being careful not to go 
below the published minimums. If the runway is 10 

sight, take over visually and complete the landi ng. 

Use of the approach power compensatOr for a single 
aircraft instrument GCA approach is encouraged. If 
utilized, engage the APC after transitioning to the 
landing configuration and closely monitor angle of 
attack and power response to ensure proper opera tion. 

A section GCA will not be attempted when the weather 
is below minimums unless dictated by operational 
necessi ty or an emergency exists (radio, nav-aid, or 
flight instrument failure). If a section approach is 
made to a runway not suitable for a safe section land
ing, the wingman will land and the leader will enter 
a box pattern for another approach. 

If you are leading a section approach, the wingman 
will assume a posi tion on the side opposite the m issed 
approach turri. The wingman will then follow all your 
configuration changes. Slow to 145 KlAS on final. 
When you see the runway or upon reaching one-half 
mile, whichever occurs last, pass the lead to the wing
man. This is the signal for the wingman to commence 
flying his own approach. After passing the lead, turn 
away from the wingman, then back to the fi nal ap
proach heading. Observe the wingman's progress. In 
case of a waveoff or bolter and a VFR pattern is not 
feasi ble, the wingman will rejoin you for another 
approach. 

If leading a section approach to a section landing, the 
leader will not pass the lead. Each aircraft will land 
and roll out in the middle of his half of the runway. 

Actual Instrument Procedures 

To preclude the danger of a decelerating app roach or 
of flying into the leader's jetwash, no attempt will be 
made to establish interval on final. 

WARNING I 
If section landings must be made, or when 
significant crosswinds exist, extreme caution 
must be exercised during lineup , touchdown, 
and rollout. 

To enter a GCA pattern from other than a penetration, 
contact approach control fo r inst ructions. Fly the 
downwind leg at 150 to 160 KIAS and the base leg 
at 150 KIAS. After comp leting the rurn to final, slow 
to 145 K IAS (section ) or fly the angle-of-attack 
donut if alone. Normal GCA fi nal approach procedures 
then app ly. 

ceA APPROACH 

The pattern and procedures for carrier controlled 
approaches are set fo rth in the CV A/CVS NATOPS 
manual. 

CCA approaches are normally made by individual air
craft. H owever, a section approach may occasionally 
be required to assist an aircraft that has experienced 
radio, nav-aid, or instrument failure. 

If you are leading a section during a CCA approach, 
the w ingman will assume a position on your right 
wing. If the approach is at night, the position is at
tained before w ing transition. The wingman will 
follow all your configuration changes. Slow to 145 
KIAS on final. When the 01S is sighted or upon reach
ing one-half mile, whichever occurs last, pass the lead 
to the wingman. This is the sigoal for the wingman to 
commence flying his own approach. A fter passing 
the lead, turn away from the wingman, then back to 
the final approach heading. Observe the wingmao's 
p rogress. In case of a waveoff or bolter and a VFR 
pattern is not feasible, the w ingman will rejoin you for 
another approach. If the wingman's Janding is success
ful, execute the normal CCA waveoff procedure and 
await vectoring and landing instructions. 
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NAVAIR 01-45HHE-l 
Sedion VI 
Weather Procedures 

PART 3 -WEATHER PROCEDURES 

ICING, RAIN, AND SNOW 

ICING 

Turn pitot heat on immediately after st:u.tlng the 
engine if there is a possibility of encountering ice 
during the fiight. To combat windshield and canopy 
icing, turn defog switch on to direct hot airflow to 
windshield and side panels, and increase the air
conditioning temperature setting to direct hotter air 
to the canopy. The rain removal system is effective 
agains t external ice on the left side and center 
windshield panels. Refer to section I, part 2, AIR
CONDITIONING SYSTEM for rain removal normal 
operation. 

The aircraft is equipped with engine anti.icing. Use 
it whenever icing conditions are suspected and d uring 
climbs and descents through marginal icing levels. 
T hough the system will de-ice, treat it only as an 
anti-icer except in an emergency. If ice is allowed to 
build up on tbe engine inlet Struts and guide vanes 
before the system is turned on, chunks of ice could be 
blown into the engine and cause compressor damage. 

The fust indication of inlet icing during cruising 
flight is a drop in eng ine pressure ratio. Be alert. to 
the possibility of a subsequent compressor stall or 
engine overtemperature. The aircraft does not have 
a structural anti-icing system, so avoid prolonge.d 
flight at known icing levels. 

Use high thrust settings (controlling airspeed with 
speed brake ) when descending in severe icing condi
tions. The heat supplied to the engine anti-icing 
system when using low power settings may be inade· 
quate to prevent ice formation. When landing on an 
ice·covered runway, make a normal touchdown and 
use aerodynamic braking during the roll-out. After 
the nose falls through, tap brakes lightly (this will 
dissipate energy/speed without locking wheels or 
blowing tires). Maintain directional control with 
rudder and nose gear steering. If necessary, shut down 
engine to aid stopp ing or perfor.il field arrestment. 
Ground roll may be twice that experienced with ideal 
runway conditions. 

RAIN 

Whenever rain is encountered, icing is possible. Ensure 
pitot heat is on and use engine anti-icing as necessary. 
Use rain removal for takeoffs and landings. Perform 
the landing approach using mirror OLS if available 
( rain on windscreen gives the illusion of being high). 
Use landing techniques described for landing on ice. 
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SNOW 

During flight in snow, follow the procedures recom
mended for flight under icing condi tions. Avoid taxi
ing in deep snow or slush before takeoff. Frozen 
landing gear microswitches may result, giving a false 
gear warning when the gear is extended for landing. 

THUNDERSTORMS AND TURBULENCE 

Avoid thunderstorms whenever possible. The condi
tions of precip itation and turbulence inside a thunder
storm or towering cumulus cloud cannot be deter
mined by external appearance. A towering cumulus 
cloud which has n ot reached hig h altitude can fre
quently contain more severe ice, hail, lightning, and 
turbulence than an extremely rough looking thunder
storm. Thunderstorms which appear to be dissipated 
can contain heavy precipitation, while some fully 
developed thunderstorms contain very little precipita
tion and turbulence. While fl.ying through stable instru
ment conditions, be alert to the possibility of suddenly 
encountering conditions of turbulence severe enough 
to throw the aircraft out of control momentarily. 

Be prepared for instrument failures. P itot tube icing, 
which can take place even with pitot heat on, will 
cause erroneous airspeed indications not easily detected 
until they become large. The angle-of-attack indicator 
may be used, but attention to level attitude on the 
attitude gyro, with the necessary rpm for desired 
airspeed, has proven the best method for flight through 
a storm. 

Put the visor of your helmet down for protection in 
the event of windshield or canopy breakage. The dark 
visor is also useful to minimize the blinding effects of 
lightning strikes. 

Severe turbulent air at high altitudes may cause the 
inlet airflow distribution to exceed acceptable limits 
of the engine, thereby inducing compressor stalls. To 
avoid compressor stalls, maintain 250 to 300 KIAS at 
all altitudes. If attempting to top thunderstorms at 
high altitudes, this airspeed range must be maintained 
even if it requires use of afterburner. Higher speeds 
cause buffeting which will result in extreme pilot 
discomfort. If severe compressor stalls are encountered, 
reduce throttle setting to IDLE and lower the nose to 
increase airspeed. Compressor stalls are generally 
accompanied by increased exhaust gas temperature. If 
temperature exceeds allowable limits, shut down the 
engine and accomplish an airstart as soon as practical. 
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R adar is useful for avoiding the centers or extreme 
tur bulence of thu oderstorms. Set antenna elevation at 
zero and fly toward the black areas on the scope, 
avoidi ng areas of br ight return. Call GCl / FA A, if 
availab le , to obtain tracki og assistance. 

Operational instrument flights may require penetra

'- tion of th understOrms and areas of extreme turbulence. 
If necessary to do so, proceed as fo Ilows: 

1. 	 Lower seat. 

2. 	 Maintain 250 to 300 KIA 

3. 	 Cruise droop - DOWN 

4. 	 PitOt heat - ENSU RE ON 

5. 	 Secure loose equipment. 

6. 	 T ighten lap belt, lock shoulder harness, and pull 
down helmet visor. 

7. 	 Turn cock p it lights on bright and place panel lights 
on . T urn anticollision lights off. 

8. 	 Continuous engine ignition - ON 

9. 	 Fly the attitude a nd heading indicatOrs while in 
extreme turbulence, because airspeed indicatOr and 
altimeter will fluctuate. Engage tht:: normal mode 
of the autopilot, if desired . Do not use the altitude 
hold function since pressure altitude will vary con
siderably in thunderstorm areas. 

COLD WEATHER 
Follow the applicable procedures recommended for 
flight during icing and snow . W ith the exception of 
decreased takeoff roll and an increased initial climb 
performance, characteristics of the a ircraft are not 
affected by cold weather . Additional ground operating 
procedures are discussed below. 

BEFORE ENTERING AIRCRAFT 

1. 	 Check that surfaces are clear of snow, ice, or frost. 

2. 	 Check that all overboard vent lines are clear. 

3. 	 Check that pitOt tube, airstream detectOr, and static 
ports are clear. 

4. 	 Check that tires are not frozen to the surface. 

STARTING ENGINE 

No special procedure for cold weather starting is 
necessary. If the engine fails to accelerate above 55% 
rpm and a warmup period of 2 to 3 minutes is no t 
possible, proceed as follows: 

1. 	 T h rottle - IDLF. 

2. 	 Fuel control switch - MANUAL 

3. 	 Throttle - Advance slow ly to 80% rp m . 

• 	 Monitor EGT. 

4. 	Fuel control sw itch - NORMAL 

GROUND TESTS 

IF the engi ne has cooled to an ambient temperature of 
-35°C (- 31°F) or be low, a warmup period of 2 to 5 
minutes with the thronle ill idle should be allowed 
before engi ne ru nu p. Carefu ll y check operati o n of 
flight controls a nd actuate hydrau lic sys te ms. 

BEFORE LEAVING AIRCRAFT 

Sh ut the engine down in the normal manner. if the 
aircraft is to be pa rked for any le ng t h of time, ensure 
that the canopy cover, intake and tai lpi pe plugs, and 
proper battens are p laced on the a ircraft. Make certa in 
that the aircraft is re fu e led i mmediately after a fligbt 
to minimize condensation in the fllel tanks. The air 
frame water drains sho uld be drained once every 24 
ho urs or on p refl igh t. 

HOT WEATHER AND DESERT 

H o t weather operation does not differ a ppreci ab ly 
from normal operation except for the items discussed 
below . 

TAKEOFF 

G reater runway d i ram;e a nd more acce lera t io n ti me 
are reqll i red in hot weat her, because the air is less 
dense . A not iceahle decrease in thrust will occur at 
all power settings. The EGT will not increase appre
ciably due to the bigher ambient tem peratures . Check 
rakeoff distances carefully. A CRT takeoff will he made 
at higher elevations, where availab le th rust fo r an 
MRT takeoff is so reduced that the dis tance requi red 
for takeoff may exceed the ru nway length. 

DESCENT AND LANDING 

H descending into warm, humid conditions, abrupt 
ca nopy fogging ca n occur. To prevent this cond i tion, 
turn heat control to increase and the defog switch on 
hefore descent. D efog output is depend enc upon 
engine rpm; therefore in a reas of high b umid i ty , use 
higher tha n normal engine rpm, concro ll ing desce nt 
with speed b rake, to achieve maximum defogging. 

BEFORE LEAVING AIRCRAFT 

In desert locations, keep the canopy and all ventS and 
duCts covered to prevent blow ing sa nd from enter ing . 
If not located in an area of blowi ng '((nd o r dust, 
leave the canopy open d ur ing the day for vent il a t ion. 
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HYDROPLANING ON WET RUNWAYS 

At a certain critical speed, hydrodynamic lift resulting 
from the builtup pressure under the tire w ill equal 
the weight of the vehicle riding on the tire. When 
this occurs, hydroplaning speed has been reached. 
Any increase in speed above this critical value will 
lift the ti re completely off the pavement leaving it 
supported by the fluid alone. This is termed total tire 
hydroplaning. 

The velocity at which tire hyd roplaning occurs is 
predictable and has been expressed in a mathematical 
formu la: 

Where Vh is the tire hydroplaning speed in knots and 
P is the tire inflation pressure in pounds per square 
inch. 

From this formula, the hydroplaning speed of the F-8 
with a ti re pressure of 300 pounds per square inch, is 
156 knots. Since the F-8 has a normal landing speed 
of 135 to 140 knots and a relatively narrow tire, hydro· 
p laning as defined, is not considered to be a significant 
p roblem in a wet runway landing. However, the 
friction coefficient problem still remains with t he wet 

or slushy runway and it must be realized that stopping 
distances will be increased considerably. The recom· 
mended technique for wet runway landing in the F·B 
is: 

1. 	 Land at minimum safe approach speed. 

2. 	 Make runway contact as early as possible. 

3. 	 Power to idle for minimum tbrust. In extreme 
cases, shutting down engine will decrease stopping 
distance; however, hydraulic boosted brakes and 
rudder control will be lost. 

4. 	 Utilize maximum aerodynamic braking (full nose 
up trim and full back stick even after nose wheel 
has made runway contact will produce additional 
drag which is independent of normal braking 
action) . 

5. 	 Do not ini t iate wheel braking above 90 KIAS. 
Initial braking should be a light pumping action to 
preclude locking brakes. G radually increase braking 
pressure as aircraft slows. 

6. 	Be aware of last available arresting gear and if it 
is doubtful that aircraft can safely stop prior to 
leaving the runway, extend the hook and engage 
arresting gear. 
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Section VII 	 NAVAIR 01-45HHE-1 

INTRODUCTION 

Communications is the process of transmItttng and 
receiving information. Transmission must be clear 
and concise to be effective, and standardized phrase
ology, or signals must be used. Communications pro
cedures and terminology are standardized by NWP's 
16(A), 32(A), 37(A), and 41(A) . Review these 
publications frequently and adhere to the instructions 
contained therein. 

RADIO COMMUN ICATIONS 

RADIO DISCIPLINE 

I 	
Note 

AFC 502 installs Speech Security Equipment. 
Refer to Section I, Supplemental NATOPS 
Flight Manual for information on this system. 

Maintain strict radio discipline at all times. Know 
what you are going to say before you depress the mike 
button, and transmit clear, concise, correct information 
on the first attempt. Use the fo llowing operating 
techniques to ensure the best results from the UHF 
(ARC-27A) radio: 

I. 	 AIlow a minimum warmup time of 1 minute prior 
to pressing the transmitter button. 

2. 	 Adjust sensitivity control to assure maximum recep
tion (refer to section I, part 2) '. 

). 	After depressing the mike button, pause momen
tarily before speaking to avoid cutting out the 
first word. 

I 
4. Know the proper procedure for presetting (or 

resetting) frequencies , refer to section I, part 2. 

5. 	Be careful with the oxygen hose/communications 
connection . If radio failure occurs, plug the oxygen 
mask hose directly into the port console oxygen fit
ting. If the failure was due to a broken lead in the 
seat pack, radio operation may be regained. If this is 
done, you must reinsert the oxygen mask hose into 
the normal receptacle to utilize bailout oxygen. The 

console oxygen fitting does not have an automatic 
disconnect; therefore , do not eject with oxygen 
hose plugged into this fitting. 

RADIO PROCEDURES 

1. 	 During formation flight, use the following pro
cedure for changing radio channels: 

• 	The formation leader wiII calI "Graycap (or 
assigned call sign) Flight, this is Graycap One, 
go channel si x." Di vision and section leaders 
will wait until wingmen have m ade the channel 
change and are heads up in the cockpit before 
changing channels. 

• 	After allowing sufficient time for the change, 
the leader wiII call " Grayca p Flight, check in," 
The number 2 aircraft in the formation will 
respond with "Graycap Two." all other aircraft 
wiII similarly acknowledge in sequence, The 
formation leader will check with those aircraft 
that do not check in. If contact is not established 
within 1 minute after a ch annel change, return 
to the channel of last contact and attempt to 

reestablish communication. 

2. 	 If the first division relinquishes the lead to any 
other division the original division calI signs will 
be retained . 

3. 	Flight leaders will ensure that their flights are 
intact after completion of each attack, either by 
radio or by visual check . 

4. 	 Guard channel (EMERGENCY) will be monitored at 
all times, but will be used only during an emer
gency. 

5. 	 In close formation, one aircraft will handle IFF/ SIF 
procedures . Other aircraft in the formation will 
have equipment on STANDBY, but will be prepared 
to take over the IFF/SIF responsibility (refer to 
section I, part 2, for IFF/SIF operation). 

HAND SIGNALS 

Hand and other visual signals are presented in figures 
7-1 through 7-13. 
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NAVAIR 01-4SHHE-l Sedion VII 

AIRCRAFT STARTING AND PRE·TAXI SIGNALS 


CONNECT AUXILIARY POWER UNIT 
- Hold extended Index finger of right 
hand against the flat palm 01 verHcal 
I.ft hand. Plane captain ,epeall sig
nal and connects powe,. 

4 

CONNECT STARTING AIR UNIT - Pilot 
holds extended Index and middle fin
gers 01 right hand a ga inst the flat 
pa lm 01 vertical le't hand. Plane cap 
tain repea ls signal and connects air. 

7 


DOWNLOCkS REMOVED - Plane cap
ta in points 3 fingers to re moved ai r
craft downlock •. Pilot observes. 

10 

EMERGENCY PITCH TR IM " OUT"
Plane captain give. reversa of . Ignal 
#8. Pilot .tows "T" ha ndle. 

2 


MAIN FUEL SHUTOFF VAlVE CHECK 
- Pilot ,al.e. fist with thumb extend
ed in drinking position. Plana captain 
goos to starboard wh.el wen and 
checks operation 01 the main fuel shut
off valve 01 the pilof turns the engine 
master switch ON Ibefo, e starting 
englnel . 

5 

DISCONNECT AIR STARTING UNIT
Pilot signals reve..e of .Ignal #4 at 
Idl. rpm. 

DISCONNECT AUXILI ARY POWER UNIT 
- Pilot signals reverse of .'gnal #1 
a t Idle rpm. 

8 


EMERGEN CY PITCH TR IM " IN" 
Plane captain forms " T" with hands 
a t wailt level and raises hands smart
ly In that position . Pilot raises pitch 
Irim handle. 

11 


RUDDER-AILERON INTERCONNECT 
Plane caplaln move. right hand, with 
fist clenched, in a rectangular pattern 
at waist level. Indicate. rudder trailing 
edge molion with open right hand. 
Pilol moves stick in a rectangular pal
tern , ensuring Ihat all 101" 01 and 
longitudinal slops a ,e conlacted. 

3 


PITOT HEAT ON/ OFF AFTER CHECK 
Plane captain grasp" index and mid
dle finge.. of left hand with rlghl 
hand al eye level. Pilot operate. pltot 
heal swllch as neceuary to perform 
check. 

6 


FUEL PUMPS PRfSSURES CHECK 
Plane captai n give. drinking oignal 
I,ame as #2) . Pilot checks malt.. 
generator switch ON Iafter starting 
eng inel. 

9 


PITCH TRIM - Plane captain extends 
one arm in franI with hand held ver
"cally. Moves hand up and down for 
elevalor Irim. Pilol acluates "T" han
dle while monitoring the pitch Irlm 
indicalo r, using both trim channels 10 
obtain full elevator th,ow In each 
direction . 

12 


CRUISE DROOP EXTEND - Plane cap
lain helds hands 'acing forward , fists 
clenched, orms benl 45· at elbows, 
wrist. stra ight, then bends wris ts for
ward. Pilot utends cr~l" droop. 

AX--90 ( 1) -1-67 

Fig ure 7-1 (Sheel lJ 
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Section VII NAVAIR Ol-4SHHE-l 

AIRCRAFT STARTING AND PRE·TAXI SIGNALS--------
13 


RAISE WING - Handa lIat, ralle arma 
from extended position. Revelle Ilgnal 
to lower wIng. 

16 


14 

FUEL LEAK CHECK - Plane captain 
.Ignals for hands oul of cockpll. 

NORMAL PITCH TRIM CHECK -Plane 
captain glvel same lignaI 01 # 9 . 

RUDDER-AILERON INTERCONNECT
Plane captain checks for disconnect. 
Same as . Ignol # 11. 

17 


AILERON TRIM CHECK - Plane cap
tain holds right for&arm vertical and 
grasps elbow with left hand. Swings 
forearm left, then rIght to IndicCite 
desired aileron trim change. Piiol actu
ates trim on .Ignal. 

RUDDER TRIM CHECK - Arm held ver
IIcal, e lbow cupped in ather hClnd, 
pCllm flat. Twist hand I.ft and right 
10 Indicate desired trim deflection. 
Pliol Clctuat8' trim on signal. 

19 

BRAKES CHECK - Both arms extended 
horbanlally, fist. clenched. Open Clnd 
clo.e hands rapidly. Pllol pumps brake 
pedal., then releos •• ,hem. 

22 

VISCOUS DAMPER CHECK - With 
opened right hand, strike clenched 
left fist, held near stomach, two sharp 
blows. Pllol execules damper check. 

HOOK DOWN
Right fist, thumb 
extended down
ward Into hori
zontal palm of 
left hand. 

HOOK UP
Righi fist, thumb 
extended upward , 
ra i . e d suddenly 
to meel horizon 
tal palm of left 
hand. 

23 


EXHAUST NOZZlE CHECK-With fore 
arm horlzontCi I and fisl closed, extend 
arm and open fls' simultaneously. Fin
gers are extended Clnd leparaled. 

~\ 

AIR REFUEliNG PROBE OUT - Hold 
arm .traight ahead with fi st clenched, 
then owing 90 0 

10 side position. Re
verse procedure for probe tn. Pilol 
actuates probe on signal. 

FOLD WINGS  Arms straight out a t 
sides, then swepl forward and hugged 
around the shoulders . 

SPREAD WINGS  Reverse fold wings 
procedure. 

WING LOCK CHECK 
hits right elbow with 
hand. 

Plane 
palm 

captain 
of left 

ENGAGE NOSE GEAR STEERING
Point 10 nose with Index finger while 
indicating direction of turn with ather 
Index finger. 

A X - 90 2. ) - 1-6 7 

Figure 7-1 (Sheet 2' 
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NAVAIR 01-45HHE-l Section VII 

GENERAL SIGNALS 

-

Day 

Signal 

Night 
Meaning Response 

Thumbs up, Or nod of head. Flashlight moved vertically 
up-and-down repeatedly. 

Affirmative. ("Yes," or, "I 
understand." ) 

Thumbs down, or turn of head 
from side to side. 

Flashlight moved horizontally 
back-and-forth repeatedly. 

Negative. ("No," or, 1'1 do 
not unde rstand.") 

Hand cupped behind ear as if 
listening. 

Question. Used in conjunc
tion with another signal , this 
gesture indicates that the sig
nal is interrogatory. 

As appropriate 

Hand held up, with palm out
ward. 

Wail 

Hand waved back and forth in 
an erasing motion in front of 
face, with palm turned for
ward. 

Letter N in code, given with 
external lights. 

Ignore my last signal. 

Employ fingers held vertically 
to indicate deSired numerals 1 
through 5. With fingers hori
zontal, indicate number which 
added to 5 gives desired num
ber from 6 to 9. A Clenched 
fist indicates O. (Hold hand 
near canopy whe n signalling. ) 

Numerals as indicated. A nod of the head. ("I under
stand" ). To verily numerals, 
addressee repeats. If origi
nator nods, interpretation is 
correct. If originator repeats 
numerals, addressee should 
continue to verify them until 
they are understood 

Make hand into cupshape, then 
make repeated pouring motions. 

I am going to dump fuel. 

Slashing motion of index finger 
aCrOSS throat. 

I have stopped dumping fuel. 

AX- 9 1-1-6 7 

figure 7-2 I 
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TAKEOFF, INFLIGHT, BREAKUP AND LANDING SIGNALS ------

Signal 

Day Night 

1. Section takeoff- leader 
r llises either foreU"m to 
vertica.l pos ition. 

2. Wingman rllises foreU"m. 

3. Leader lowers U"m. 

4. Sharp head nod to left afte r 
releasing brakell on takeo1f. 

5. Sharp head nod to right 
after takeoff. 

6. Arm and hand held straight, 
parallel to, and slightly 
above canopy rall, pivoted 
elbow and raised and 
lowered in short order. 

7. Pronounced, smooth, back 
to front and front to back 
head nod while air borne. 

Meaning 

1. I have completed my take
oU check list and Ilm relldy 
fo r takeoU. 

2. I have completed my take
off check l ist and Ilm ready 
fo r t ilkeoU. 

3. Tllkeoff path is clear, Illm 
commencing tllkeoff. 

4. Select afterburner. 

5. De-select afterburner. 

6. Prepu-e to raise or lower 
wing (NOTE: Not normally 
used for takeoU transition) . 

7. Leader is moving wing in
cldence handle at the sllme 
rate as helld nod to lower 
or rulle tbe wing respec
tively. 

Response 

1. stands by fo.r reply from 
wingman, balding U"m up 
until llIllIWered.. 

2. Wingman lower. arm and 
stands by for immedlate 
tilkeoU. 

3. Execut e section tlikeoU. 

4. Execute. 

5. Execute. 

6. Unlock wing and prepare to 
move wing handle. 

7. Execute. 

1. Leader pats sel! on the head, 2. Lead aircraft switches Lellder shl!ting lelld to wiogman. 1. Wingman pats head and 
points to wingman. lights to BRT and flashes 

them. 

3. Wingman places ligbta on 
DIM and aIIsumes lelld. 

usumes lead. 

2. Wingman places lig!as on 
DIM and aIIsumes lead.. 

3. Wingman shines Qa.eblight 
alleader, tbsn on his hard-
hat. 

Leader pals sel! on helld and 
holds up two or more fingers. 

Lellder lIhl!ting lead to division 
designated by numerals. 

Wiogman relay IIignal; divillion 
lellder desJin.ated usumes 
lead. 

Pilot blows kiss to leader. 1 Ilm leaving formation. Lellder DOds (''I understand") 
or wavell goodby. 

Lellder blows kiss and points to 
aircraft. 

Aircraft pointed out leave 
formation. 

Wingman lDdicated blows Idsll 
and execute•. 

Leader points to wingman, then 
points to eye, then to vessel or 
object. 

Directs plane to investigate ob-
Ject or vesseL 

Wiogman Ind1cated blowli kin 
and execute•• 

Division lellder holds up and 
rotates two fingers in ho rizon
tal circle, pr epu-ator y to 
bre aking off . 

Section break off. Wingman relays lIigJ1al to sec
t ion lellder. Section leader 
nods ("I understand" ) or 
waves goodbye and executes. 

Leader describes ho rizontal Series of "I's" in code, 
circle with forefin ger. given by external light!!. 

Breakup (and rendezvous). Wingman take lead, pus 'ig
oa.l after leader brealul, and 
follow. 

Landing motion with open 
hand: 

1. Followed by patting head. 

2. Followed by po inting to 
another aircraft. 

Refe rs to landing of a i rcraft, 
generally used in conjunction 
with another IIlgnal. 

1. I Ilm landing. 

2. DirectB lDdicated aircraft 
to land. 

1. Node. (' '1 understand") 
or waves goodbye. 

2. Aircraft indlcated repeat. 
signal, blows a kin and 
executes. 

A X - 9Z- '-67 

Figure 7-3 
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FORMATION SIGNALS-------------

Signal 
Meaning Response 

Day Night 

Open hand held vertically and 
moved forward or backward, 

Adjust wing-position forward 
or aft. 

Wingman moves in direction 
indicated. 

palm in direction of move
ment. 

Open hand held horizontally 
and moved slowly up or doWT\, 

Adjust wing-position up o r 
down. 

Wingman ' moves up or down as 
indicated. 

palm in direction of move
ment. 

Open hand used as if beckon
ing inboard or pushing out-

Adjust wing-position laterally 
toward or away from leader. 

Wingman moves in direction 
indicated. 

board. 

Hand opened fiat and palm I am going to dive or climb. Prepare to execute. 
down, simulating dive or climb. 

Hand moved horizontally above Level ing off. Prepare to execute. 
glareshield, palm down. 

Head moved backward. Slow down. Execute. 

Head moved forward. Speed up. Execute. 

Head nodded right or left. I am turning right or left. Prepare to execute. 

Thumb waved backward over Series of DO's in code, given Take cruising formation or Execute. 
shoulder. by external lights. open up. 

l. Holds up right (or left) l. Single letter R (or K) in l. Wingman cross under to l. Execute. 
forearm vertically, with clen code, given by external lights . right (or left) echelon or in 
ched fist or single wing-dip. direction of wing-dips. 

2. Same as above, except 2. Series of RR's (or KK's) 2. Section cross under to 2. Execute. 
with pumping motion or double in code, given by external right (or left) echelon or in 
wing-dip . lights. direction of wing-dips. 

Triple wing-dip. Division croSS under. Execute. 

Series of VV's in code, given Form a Vee or balanced form- Execute. 
by exte rnal lights. ation. 

Series of zooms. Series of XX's in code, given 
by external lights. 

Close up or join up; join up on 
me. 

Execute. 

Rocking of wings by leader. Prepare to attack. Execu te preparation to attack. 

Rocking of wing's by any othe r We are being, or are about to Standby for and execute defen
member of fiight. be, attacked. sive maneuverS. 

Lead plane swishes tail. All aircraft in this formation Execute. Leader spee ds up 
form step-down column in slightly to facilitate formation 
tactical order behind column of column. 
leader. 

Shaking of ailerons. Long dash, given with exter
nal lights . 

Execute signal; used as re
auired in conjunction with 

Execute last signal given. 

another signal. 

A X - 93 - 1-67 

Figure 7-4 
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ELECTRONICCOMMUNICATIONS ANDNAVIGATIONSIGNALS 


Day 

Signal 

Night 
Meaning Response 

Tap earphones, followed by 
patling of head, and paint to 
other plane. 

Take over communications. Repeat signals, pointing to self 
and assume communications 
lead 

Tap earphones, followed by 
palling of head. 

I have taken over commun
icationS. 

Nod (" I understand"). 

Tap earphones and indicate 
by finger- nume ralS, number 
of channel to which shifting'. 

Shift to radio frequency indi
cated by numerals . 

Repeat signal and execute. 

Tap earphones, extend fore
arm vertically , and rotate 
fingers, formed as if holding 
a grapefruit, followed by 4 
numbers. 

Manually set up ARC-27 on 
frequency indicated. 

. Repeat Signal and execute. 

Tap earphones, followed by 
question Signal. 

What channel (or frequency) 
are you on? 

Indicate channel (or frequency) 
by finger-numeral s. 

Tap earphones and point to 
plane being called, followed 
by finger-numbers indicating 
frequency. 

You are being called by radio 
on channel indicated by finger 
numbers. 

Repeat numbers. Check re
ceiving frequency and switch 
to channel indicated by orig
inator. Dial in manually, if 
necessary. 

Vertical hand, with fingers 
pointed ahead and moved in a 
horizontal sweeping motion, 
with four fingers extended and 
seperated. 

What is bearing and distance 
to the tacan station? 

Wait signal, or give magnetic 
bearing and distance with fin
ger-numerals. The first three 
numerals indicate magnetic 
bearing and the last tW() Or 
three, distance. 

Vertical hand, with 4 fingers 
extended and separated, point
ed ahead in a fore-and-aft 
chopping motion, followed by 
a question Signal. 

What is bearing to tacan sta
tion? 

Repeat signal and give bearing 
in three digits. 

Arm and vertical hand, with 4 
fingers extended and separated, 
moved ahead in a fore-and-aft 
circular motion, followed by 
question Signal. 

What is distance to tacan sta
tion. 

Repeat signal and give dis tance 
in two or three digi ts. 

Tacan bearing Or distance sig
nal, iullowed by thumhs up Or 
down. 

Tacan bearing or distance, up 
or down. 

Thumbs UP or nod ("I under
stand" ). 

Tacan-bearing signal, follow
ed by finger-numerals. 

Switch to Tacan station indica
ted. 

Repeat and execute. 

Hand held up. First and fourth 
fingers extended, moved in 
fore-and-aft chopping motion, 
followed by: 

l. 4 numbers. 

2. Question s ignal . 

3. Up or down signal. 

1. Set up UHF/ADF on fre
quenty indicated. 

2. What is UHF / ADF bear
ing? 

3. My UHF / ADF is up or 
down. 

l. Repeat signal and execute. 

2. Repeat chopping motion, 
followed by wait, Or three nu
merals indicating magnetic 
bearing. 

3. Thumbs up Or nod (" I 
understand" ). 

AX-94 (1) I 67 

Figure 7-5 (Sheet J) 
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ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS AND NAVIGATION SIGNALS ------

Day 

Two fingers pointed toward 
eyes (meaning 1FF/ S1F Sig
nals), followed by: 

l. "CUT". 

2. 3-digtt numerals. 

Signal 

Night 
Meaning 

l. Turn 1FF/SIF to "STAND
BY" . 

2. Set mode and code indi
cated: first numeral mode, sec
ond and third numerals - code. 

Response 

Repeat, then execute. 

l. Open hand held up, fin
gers together, moved in fore-
and-aft chopping motion (by 
leader). 

2. Followed by question 
signal. 

3. Followed by three-finger 
numerals. 

l. Course to be steered is 
p resent compass heading. 

2. What is your compass 
heading? 

3. My compass heading is as 
indicated by finger-numerals. 

1. Nod of head ("I under
stand" ). 

2. Repeat signal and give 
compass heading in finger-
numerals. 

3. Nod or clarify, as appro
priate. 

fi gure 7- 5 (Sheet 2J 

AX-94 (2) -1-67 
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ARMAMENT SIGNALS-------------

Signal 
Meaning Response 

Day Night 

1. Repeat signal and execute. 
either hand. 

1. Ready or safety guns, as1. Pistol-cocking motion with 
appl icable. 

2. Thumbs up- "over half"; 
naI . 

2. How much ammo do you2. Followed by question-sig
thumbs down"- "less than 
half." 

have? 

3. I am una\lle to fire. 3. Nod head ("I understand"). 
Signal. 
3. Followed by thumbs-down 

1. Arm or safety bombs, as 1. Repeat signal and execute. 
applicable. 

1. Shaking fist 

2. How many bombs do I 2. Followed by question-sig 2. Indicate with appropriate 
naI. have? finger-numerals. 

3. Followed by thumbs-down 3. I am unable to drop. 3. Nod head ("I understand"~ 
signal. 

1. Shaking hand, with fingers 1. Arm or safety rockets, as 1. Repeat signal and execute. 
extended downward applicable. 

2. Followed by question-sig 2. How many rockets do I 2. Indicate with appropriate 
naI. have? finger-numerals. 

3. Followed by thumbs-down 3. I am unable to fi reo 3. Nod head (" J understand"). 
Signal . 

AX-95-1-67 

figure 7-6 

AIRCRAFT AND ENGINE OPERATION SIGNALS 

Day 

Signal 

Night • 
Meaninf! Response 

Raise fist with thumb exten
ded in drinking pas ition. 

How much fuel have you? Repeat s ignal, then indicate 
fuel in hundreds of pounds by 
finger-numbers . 

Rotary movement of clenched 
fist in cockpit as if cranking 
wheels. 

Le tter W in code, given hy ex
ternal lights, or rotary motion 
of flashlight. 

Lower Or raise landing gear, 
as appropriate. 

Repeat signal. Execute when 
leader changes configuration. 

Leader lowe rs hook. Letter H in code, given by ex
ternal lights. 

Lower arresting hook. Wingman lower arrestinlr hook. 
Leader indicates wingman's 
hook is down with thumbs- up 
signal. 

Open and close four fingers 
a nd thumb. 

Extend or retract speed brakes, 
as appropriate. 

Repeat signal. Execute upon 
head-nod from leader or when 
leader's speed brakes extend/ 
retract. 

*When using flashlight, turn off anticollision lights. Use white light only. 

AX-96-1-67 

figure 7-7 
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NAVAIR Ol -4SHHE-l Section VII 

AIR REFUEUNGSIGNALS ------------

Signal 

Day Nigh t 

One finger turn-up signal. 

Form cone-shape with hand, 
all fingers extended aft (make 
Signal close to canopy). 

l. Cone moved afL 

2. Cone moved forward. 

Meaning 

By receiver: start turbine. 

1. By receiver: extend 
drogue. 

2. By receive r: retract 
drogue. 

Response 

Tanker execute. Receiver 
gives thumbs-up when tur
bine starts. 

Tanker execute. Receiver 
give thumbs-up if: 

l. Drogue extends proper
ly. 

2. Drogue retracts fully 
and air turbine feathers . 

Make hand into cupshape, then 
make repeated pouring motions. 

By tanker: I am going to dump 
fuel. 

By receiver: Nod Give 
thumbs-up when fuel dumping 
commences. 

SlaShing motion of index finger 
across throat. 

By tanker: I have stopped 
dumping fuel. 

By receiver: Give thumbs-up 
if fuel dumping has ceased. 

Figure 7-8 

AX-97-1-67 
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NAVAIR 01-4SHHE-l Section VII 

EMERGENCY SIGNALS BETWEEN AIRCRAFT 

VISUAL EMERGENCY SIGNALS (AIR TO AIR) 

General 

Day 

Signal 

Night 
Meaning Response 

Arms bent across 
weeping. 

forehead Horizontal motion of flash
light shone at other air-
craft. 

General emergency signal 
meaning, I am in trouble. 

Carry out squadron doctrine 
for escort of disabled air
craft. 

Landing motion with open 
hand. 

Cir cular motion of flash
light shone at other air
craft. 

I must land immediately. Assume lead if indicated 
and return to base or 
nearest suitable field. 

Point to pilot and give 
series of thumb down move
ments. 

Flash series of dots with 
exterior lights. 

Are you having difficulty? Thumbs up: I am all right 
Thumbs down: 1 am having 
trouble. 
Lights off once, then on 
steady: I am all right 
Lights flashing: I am hav
ing trouble 

'HEFOE' SIGNALS 

(Preceded by General Emergency Signal) 


Day 

Signal 

Night 
Meaning R e sponse 

One Finger One Flash HydrauliC 
Trouble 

Nod of Head: 
I Understand 

Two Fingers Two Flashes Electrical 
Trouble 

Three Fingers Three Flashes Fuel 
Trouble 

Four Fingers Four Flashes Oxygen 
Trouble 

Series of Flashes: 
I Understand 

Five Fingers Five Flashes Engine Trouble 

AX - 98- 1-67 

Figure 7-9 
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NAVAIR 01-4SHHE-1 Section VII 

ARMING AND DEARMING SIGNALS ----------
CARRIER TO ARMING AmCRAFT 

Day 

Signal 

Night 
Meaning Response 

1 Arming supervisor P istol 
cocking motion with either 
hand. 

2. Arming s.upervisor gives 
pilot 

a. Thumbs up 

b. Thumbs down 

Same 

Same 

Pilot Check all armament 
switches OFF and SAFE. 

a. Aircraft is armed and 
all personnel and equipment 
clear of area. 

b. Aircraft is down for 
ordinance. 

Pilot Execute. Raise both 
hands to view of arming super
visor of checking switch posi
tions. (Hands remain in view 
during check and hook-up. ) 

a. Hold until arming Crew 
clear of arm ing. 

b. Return to line. 

3. Dearming supervisor: 
Pistol cocking motion with 
e ithe r hand. 

4. Dearming supervisor gives 
pilot: Thumbs up. 

DEARM ING 

Same Pilot Check all armament 
switches OFF or SAFE. 

Same Pilot Aircraft is dearmed 
and crew and equip:nent clear 
of aircraft. 

Pilot Execute. Raise both 
hands to view of dearming 
supe rvisor after checking 
switch pOSitions. (Hands re
main in view during dearming.) 

Pilot Hold until arming crew 
clear of arming area - then 
return to line. 

AX-99- 1-67 

Figure 7- 10 

POST FLIGHT GROUND CREW TO PILOT SIGNALS 

Day 

1. Drinking signal followed 
by blowing into open right 
band palm. 

Meaning 
N ight 

1. S3Jl1e except with wand. Dump wing Pf'essure. 

Response 

Select fuel transfer PRESS 
DUMP. 

A X -IOO- J - 6'7 

Figure 7- 11 

EMERGENCY GROUND CREW TO PILOT SIGNALS --------

Signal 
Meaning Response 

Day Night 

1. Describe a large figure 1. Same except wim wands. Information signal for ex- Comply with engine cut or 
eight with one hand and ternaJ aircraft fire. continuous turllUP signal as 
point to the fire area wim appropriate. 
the other hand. 

2. Emergency hold signal 2. Same except with wand. Your aircraft lias hot brakes. Com ply with local hot 
followed by wiping brow brakes procedures. 
then pointing to brakes. 

AX-151- 3 - 67 

Figure 7- 12 
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Section VII NAVAIR Ol-45HHE-l 

FLIGHTSIGNALS BETWEEN AIRCRAFT ----------

PENETRATION / INSTRUMENT APPROACH (NORADIO) 

Signal 

Day Night 

Open and close 4 fingers and 3 dashes w/ external lights. 
thumb in pinching motion. 

Meaning 

Extend speedbrakes, com men
cing approach. 

Response 

E xecute when leader extends 
speedbrakes. 

Rotary movement of clenched 2 dashes w/external lights. 
fist in cockpit as if cranking 
wheels. 

Extend wheels and full flaps . Execute when leade"r extends 
wheels, flaps. 

Pointing index finger toward I dash w/external lights. 
runway/ ship in stabbing mo
tion, repeatedl y, followed by 
lead change signal. 

Landing runway/meatbal l and 
ship in sight 

Ashore: Take position for 
landing. 

Carrier: Break off and land. 

Note: Configuration change should be executed promptl y after completion of the signal . 

AX -I01-1-67 

f igure 7-13 
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Section VIII NAVAIR 01-4SHHE-l 

ANI A WG-4 System 

FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM ANIAWG·4 

DESCRIPTION 

This system integrates the EX- I6 fire control com
puter group and the ANIAPQ-83B fi re control radar 
to provide radar search, ranging and angle tracking for 
missile firing and for computation of the lead ang le 
required for firing fixed guns. The ANIA W G-4 fi re 
control system uses either radar range data or pilot's 
estimated firing range data ( fixed rang ing ) to compute 
lead angle. Lead angle signals from the computer group 
positions the gyro reticle image (pipper) in the sight 
unit to enable the pilot to use the required lead angle 
by keeping the pipper superimposed on the target. 

When radar ranging is used for gunfiring, the rada r 
set supplies target range and range rate data to the 
computer group. The computer group automatically 
computes the required lead angle for the sight unit 
presentation. The computer group also furnishes three 
separate ranging tones to the pilot; a 400-cycle signal 
to commence smooth tracking, a I,200-cycle signal 
when the target is within the range set on the fixed 
range dial, and a pulsating 400- to I,200-cycle signal to 
break off the attack to avoid collision with the target. 

For air-to-ground operation, or air-to-air operation in 
which the radar is incapable of providing reliable 
range data, the system may be used with a p reset firing 
range selected by the pilot. Effectiveness of fire control 
is then limited by the accuracy with which the pilot is 
able to judge firing range. Rang ing tones are not fur 
nished when fixed ranging is used. 

Note 

I 

Section VIn contains information regarding 
the addition of 3-position gun switches, a 
stores release switch (formerly the autopilot 
switch), and a BAT mode of radar operation. 
These additions have been included without 
formal documentation in the interest of get 
ting information to Fleet pilots at the earliest 
practicable date. Wherever one of these new 

additions is described, the old configuration 

is also described to cover unmodified airplanes. 


The fire control system sight unit has an anti tumbling 

circuit to prevent the sight gyro from tumbling dur

ing violent maneuvers. When the sight gyro pipper 

reaches maximum deflection, the antitumbling circuit 

momentarily cages the gyro so that the pipper tends 

to move toward the center of the optical field. As 

long as the flight conditions are such that the gyro 


tends to tumble, and the antitumbling circuit pro
vides an opposing tendency, the pipper will oscillate 
near the edge of the optical field. 

W hen the radar is tracking, target range, target posi
tion and missile envelope are displayed on the radar 
azimuth-range indicator. Providing the missile tone is 
heard, missiles may be fired without visual reference 
to the target; however, the target mUSt be within ' . 
ual range for a gunnery attack. Lead angle comp'"' 
tion for firing missiles is discussed under RADAl 
DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION, Supplemental 
NATOPS Flight Manual. 

The fire control radar is also employed to illuminate 
targets (with radar energy ) for AIM-9C missiles. 

Fire control system components and locations are illus
trated iri figure 8-1. A block diagram of the fire control 
system is presented in figure 8-2. Fire control system 
controls are illustrated and described in figure 8-3. 

COMPUTER GROUP EX-16 

This part of the fi re control system is used to p rovide 
a correct sight line for aiming fixed, forward fi ring 
guns. Range, range rate, and air resistance are fed into 
a computer unit. T he computer solves the fire control 
equations and supplies controlled currents to a gyro 
operated sigh t unit. T he correct sight line i presented 
to the pilot through the op tics of the sight unit. 

The system consists of the following components: 

1. 	Control Box Mk 44 Mod O. 

2. 	 Range Unit Mk 26 Mod 1. 

3. 	 Sight Unit Mk 11 Mod 7. 

4. 	Computer Mk 101 Mod 0 (with adapter Computer 
Mk 20 Mod 4). 

5. 	 Adapter Computer Mk 20 Mod 3. 

6. 	Caging Switch. 

7. 	Computer Compensator 56975-1. 

8. 	Gun Mode Resistors. 

Control Box Mk 44 Mod 0 

The control box contains the controls for energizing 
the computer group, selecting the mode of operation 
and choosing a firing (fixed) range. The individual 
controls and their functions are listed in figure 8-3. 
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NAVAIR 01-45HHE-1 Sedion VlII 
AN/AWG-4 System 

RADAR SET GROUP 

FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM AN/AWG-4 ----------

AN/APO-838 

f2\ AMPLIFIER 
\!:.) AM-4054/APO-83 

INDICATOR 
IP-626 / APO-94 

f,;\ COMPUTER SYNCHRONIZER GYROSCOPE ASSEMBLY~ CP473A/ APO-83 

SN~253 / APO-83 CN-529 / APQ-83 


CONTROL, RADAR SET 

C-2695/ APO-83 


RADAR HAN-D SIGHT UNIT CONTROL BOX RANGE UNIT 

CONTROL MK 11 MOD 7 MK 44 MOD 0 MK 26 MOD 1 


ADAPTER COMPUTER 

MK 20 MOD 3 


COMPUTER MK 101 MOD 0 

WITH ADAPTER COMPUTER 


MK 20 MOO 4 


4CAGE 5GUNSELECTOR@ @
BUTTON SWITCHES 

AX-138- 2- 6 7 


figure 8-1 
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NAVAIR 01-45HHE-l Section VIII 
AN/AWG-4 System 

FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM --------- 
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Figure 8-2 
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NAVAIR 01-45HHE-l Section VIII 
ANiAWG-4 System 

FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM CONTROLS----------

•• 
Guns selector switch installation shown. •••••• RANGE-AZIMUTH INDICATOR •• IP-626/APQ-94 

Aircraft Before AFC 502 

""~~~~.~, . 

-
f~~ , 

., ...I~I ,:.....~••• ~- L" ._ •_ - ~F,. .... 
- "'''t • ~ 'I ~ --: 


:..:. " I,
-r: ._t_ ...'I" - -, \ 
.! 

Aircraft Alter AFC 502 

J~CD 

AX- 139 ( 1 ) - 10-67 

Figure 8-3 (Sheet 1) 
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Section VIII NAVAIR 01-45HHE-l 
AN/AWG-4 System 

FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM CONTROLS----------

Nomenclature 	 Function 

1. Remote radar track lamp Comes on whenever radar track lamp comes on. Indicates target lock-on. 

2. 	 Upper guns selector switch OFF - upper guns trigger circuit disconnected. Missile tones available. 

Center ON - upper guns trigger circuit completed to guns trigger switch. Missile 
tones availa ble. 

Forward ON* - upper guns trigger circuit completed to guns trigger switch. Gun 
firing tones available. Missile tones not available. 'GARO available with radar mode 
switch in ARO. 

3. Lower guns selector switch 	 OF!' - lower guns trigger circuit disconnected. M issile tones available. 

Cen ter ON -lower guns trigger circuit completed to guns trigger switch. Missile 
tones available. 

Forward 	ON ,. -lower guns trigger circuit completed to guns trigger switch. Gun 
firing tones available. Missile tones not available. GARO available with radar mode 
switch in ARO. 

4. Radar mode switch 	 RADAR, NOR - radar set energized for normal operation. 

RADAR, 	 ARO - also used to initiate GARO mode with the armament selector switch 
in GUNS (before AFC 493), or with one of the gun selector switches in forward 
ON (after AFC 493). 

5. 	 Radar power switch STBY - applies power to maintain radar and IR operation 10 standby condition. 

NOR - places radar and IR sets in operation in search mode. 

HO) - places radar set in operation in search mode with provision for automatically 
switching to home on jamming operation if jammed while tracking. 

6. Fixed range dial Permits selection of estimated range for firing guns when FIXED ranging is employed, 
and of maximum optimum range for firing guns when RADAR ranging is employed. 

7. Fire control power switch ON - supplies power to fixed lamp switch and to the fire control computer circuits 
through the gyro switch. 

8. Sight fixed lamp switch In either ON position, energizes one of the dual filameots in the fixed reticle lamp. 

9. Sight dimming knob Controls intensity of fixed and gyro reticle (pipper) illumination. 

10. Sight gyro switch In either ON position, energizes one of the dual filaments in the gyro reticle lamp and 
supplies power to the computer circuits and sight unit gyro motor. 

11. Range switch RADAR - selects radar-supplied ranging information for lead computation. 

FIXED - selects pilot·estimated ranging information for lead computation. 

12. Sight gyro caging bunon 
(Aircraft before AFC 502) 

Aircraft before AFC 493-momentarily depressed and released, cages Or uncages 
the sight unit gyro if the armament selector switch is in GUNS position and the 
sight gyro switch is ON. (Gyro automatically caged when armament selector is 
out of GUNS position on these aircraft.) 

Aircraft after AFC 493-momentarily depressed and released, cages or uncages the 
sight unit gyro with the sight gyro switch in ON. (Gyro not automatically caged 
by moving armament selector out of GUNS on these aircraft.) 

*If either of the guns selector switches is in the forward ON position, gun tones are available, missile tones not available, and 
GARO mode is available with radar mode switch in ARO. 

A X - 139 (2.)-10- 6 7 

Figure 8-3 (Sheet 2) 
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NAVAIR 01-45HHE-l Section VIII 
ANI AWG-4 System 

FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM CONTROLS 

N omenclature Function 

13. Sight gyro caging switch 
(Aircraft after AFC 502) 

CAGE - Aircraft before AFC 493 - cages sight unit gyro if armament selector switch 
in GUNS and sight gyro switch ON. Turns off pipper light if sight gyro switch is 
in the forward ON position. (Gyro caged automatically when armament selector 
out of GUNS on these aircraft. ) 

Aircraft after AFC 493 - cages sight unit gyro with sight gyro switch ON . Turns 
off pipper light if sight gyro switch is in the forward ON position. (Gyro not 
caged auromatically by moving armament selector out of GUNS on these aircraft.) 

UNCAGE - (switch must be pulled straight out before it can be moved from the 
CAGE to the UNCAGE position.) 

Aircraft before AFC 493 - uncages sight unit gyro if armament selector switch 
in GUNS and sight gyro switch ON. 

Aircraft after AFC 493 - uncages sight unit gyro if sight gyro switch ON. 

AX- 139 ( 3 ) - 10-67 

figure 8-3 (Sh eer 3J 

Changed 1 December 1967 2S0A /2S0 B 





NAVAIR 01-45HHE-l 	 Sedion VIII 
AN/AWG-4 System 

- Range Unit Mk 26 Mod 1 	 The gyro mirror refleers the pipper image on its 

The range unit supplies three tones to the pilot's head
phones. These tones are a 400-cyc1e prefiring tone, 
1200-cyde firing or alert tone, and 400/1200-cycle 
breakaway tone. A switch on the front panel of the 
range unit is used to select a bias range that deter
mines when tbe prefiring tone will be heard. The bias 
ranges that may be selected are 0, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 
(hundred yards). Breakaway range is selected by mak
ing the proper wiring connection on a terminal board 
inside the range unit. The breakaway ranges that may 
be selected are 1500, 1200,900, and 600 feet. Both bias 
range and breakaway range must be set on the ground. 
When tracking a target, the 4OO-cycle prefiring tone 
is applied to the headphones when the target range 
equals the tiring (fixed) range plus the bias range. 
The 400-cyde tone informs the pilot that the fi re con
trol system has transferred from fixed ranging to radar 
ranging. When firing range (preset on the fixed range 
dial) is reached plus one half the range rate, the 1200
cycle tone is heard. When breakaway range is reached 
plus one balf the range rate, the alternating 400/1200
cycle breakaway tone is applied to the headphones, 
warning the pilot to pull away from the target. 

Sight Unit Mk 11 Mod 7 (Figures 8-4 and 8- 5) 

The function of the sight unit is to indicate to the 
pilot the correct point of aim. This is accomplished 
by a movable pipper whicb is positioned according to 
the turning rate of the aircraft and to information 
received from the Computer Mk 101. The fixed image 
is boresighted with the guns and always indicates the 
gun line. The gyro reticle image, or pipper, is a donut 
shaped image which is used in sighting the' target. 
The position of the pipper depends upon three vari
ables: 

1. 	 The rate of turn of the aircraft. 

2. 	An electrical current into tbe sight unit called "sen
sitivity current." 

3. 	An electrical current intO the sight unit called "ele
vation current." 

The Gyro Mk 35 Mod 3 is a basic part of the sight 
unit and contains a motor-driven gyroscope. Gyro
scopic action is produced by high speed rotation of 
the gyro mirror and dome. This assembly is mounted 
by a universal joint arrangement so that its axis is free 
to tilt in any direction. Thus when the aircraft turns, 
the sight unit also turns around the gyro, and the gyro 
tends to remain pointed in the original direction. 

optical path. Precession of the gyro with relation to 
the sight unit housing displaces the pipper on the 
reflector plate. The pipper indicates the direction the 
gyro is pointing. As mentioned previously, when the 
sight unit turns (along with tbe aircraft) the gyro 
tends to remain pointing in the original direction. As 
the axis of the sight unit becomes displaced from the 
gyro axis, a torque is imposed through the effect of 
the range current on the gyro attempting to line its 
axis with the sight unit axis. The range current flows 
through the coils of wire around the gyro to produce a 
magnetic field. For an elementary understanding of 
the sight unit, the range current and coils of wire may 
be thougbt of as an electromagnet attached to the sight 
bousing which tends to line up the gyro axis with ~he 
airplane. When the airplane turns, and hence the 
sight unit housing, the magnetic force tends to keep 
the gyro lined up with tbe turning aircraft and the 
gyroscopic effect tends to keep the gyro pointing in 
the original direction. As a result of the gyro's natural 
.resistance to the magnetic force, the gyro axis will 
follow the movement of the aircraft but will lag 
behind it. The angular displacement of the pipper 
will equal the lead angle required for that particular 
attack run. 1£ tbe turning rate is constant, the pipper 
will Jag the fixed image by a constant amount, and 
the indicated lead angle will be constant. A smaller 
turning rate (less app lied g) generates a correspond
ing smaller lead angle, all other factors remaining 
constant. 

If the range to tbe target is very long, the range cur
rent will be small, the magnetic force will be small, 
the gyro lag will be large, and the indicated lead 
angle will be large. This should eem logical since the 
farther the, projectile must travel, the greater the lead 
angle must be in order to score a hit. On the other 
hand, if the range is short and the turning .rate of the 
aircraft is the same as before, the range current will 
be large and the lead angle will be small. The mag
nitude of the range current is determined by infor
mation supplied to Computer Mk 101 . 

The lead angle discussed above is due to the relative 
motion between two aircraft, or kinematic lead. The 
amount of kinematic lead developed depends upon 
tbe rate of turn of the aircraft and the amount of 
range current in the range coils. Tbere are, however, 
additional factors for which compensation must be 
made. For instance, the gun line must be elevated to 
compensate for the drop of the projectile due to g,rav
icy. This gravity lead is generated in the sight unit by 
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NAVAIR 01~45HHE-lSection VIII 
AN/AWG-4 System 

SIGHT UNIT, MK 11 MOD 7~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Condenser Lens 
Assembly 

Mirror 

Condenser 
System 
Housing 

Lamp 

Fixed Reticle 
Lamp Housing 

Mounting Ring Refledor Plate 

Objedive Lens 

Instrument Dryer 
MK 5 Mod 0 

Front Reflector 
Plate 

Terminals 
and Connec
tion for 
Gyro MK 35 
Mod 1 

Fixed Reticle 
Mirror 

Cable Adaptor Socket 
Assembly 

AX~ 102-1-67 

Figure 8-4 
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NAVAIR 01·45HHE·l Sedion VIII 
ANjAWG-4 System 

SIGHT UNIT DlSPLAYS-------------
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AX- 103-1- 6 7 

Figure 8-5 

means of current supplied to a set of elevation coils. 
This current is supplied in such a way as to change 
the effective center of the range electromagnet. 

The gravity correction causes the gyro to be ofIset 
downward. Kinematic lead is now generated with 
respect to this new "zero" point. In addition to gravity 
drop, the elevation current (produced in Computer 
Mk 101) compensates for other factors such as accel
eration (g's ). 

The azimuth coil current is no longer considered a 
variable in gyro displacement. Azimuth current is a 
constant value preset within the computer. 

Computer Mk 101 Mod 0 

Computer Mk 101 Mod 0 is the brain of the system. 
Ic accepts data on the attack conditions, makes the 
computations for firing guns and causes the sight unit 
to generate the requited lead angle. The computer 
solves nonlinear algebraic equations from which are 
derived three output currents. These three currents are 
supplied to the sight unit to control the sensitivity of 

the gyro to angular motion and to offset the pipper in 
elevation and azimuth for gravity drop, acceleration 
and angle of attack, as applicable. 

Performance Data 

Range . _________ 8,000 [0 600 feet 

Range rate ______.__ 0 to minus 2,000 feet per second 

Altitude_____________.0 to 50,000 feet'" 

Acceleration ___. _______0 to 6 g's 

Aircraft velocity__ ______ ______Rated aircraft velocity 

Maximum lead angle______Approx. 100 or 177 mils 

Minimu,m tracking time .___ l to 2 seconds (guns ) 

Ambient temperature for 
accurate computation_ _._ - 50 to + 65°C 

Warmup time___________ 3 minutes minimum 

Attack angle_______ ± 140 which can be offset 

Launcher angle_.______ ._ ± 180 mils 

*This is the limit of the pressure transmitter. .Errors caused by 
higher altitudes will in general be very small. 
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Section VIII NAVAIR Ol-45HHE-l 
ANIAWG-4 System 

Acceleration and Gravity-Drop Inputs 

The force measured by the accelerometer (the num
ber of g's) is the force perpendicular to the wings of 
the aircraft. This is the resultant of the force of gravity 
and the centrifugal force produced when flying a 
curved path, as shown in figure 8-6. As the bank angle 
increases, the centrifugal force increases, and the re
sultant increases. It can be shown mathematically that 
for level turns, accelerometer force is proportional 
to the secant of the bank angle. For level turns, there
fore, the output from the accelerometer is an indica
tion of bank angle. 

FORCES ACTING ON ACCELEROMETER

I~ 
Centrifugal Force 

Force measured by 
accelerometer 
(Number of G'sl 

Gravity 
Force 

Bank Angle of Aircraft 

figure 8-6 

AX-l 0 4 -1-67 

The diagram of figure 8-7 shows that the magnitude 
of the elevation current is made up of two compo, 
nents - the computed gravity drop plus the accel
erometer output. This current causes the pipper to be 
deflected downward along the ladder markings (paral
lel to the elevation coils) . The computed gravity drop 
causes a 50-mil deflection ( the assumed gravity drop 
for this example ) , and the accelerometer output in
creases this deflection until the pipper is 50 mils from 
the center of the fixed image in a true vertical direc
tion. It can be seen that the required output from the 
accelerometer will be larger if the bank angle of the 
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aircraft is larger; and since the output of the .accel
erometer depends upon the bank angle, it is possible 
to design the accelerometer so that its output will pro
duce the required increase in pipper deflection. 

The pipper is now at the correct vertical distance to 
correct for gravity drop, but it is displaced to the left 
SO that one would expect the kinematic-lead effect to 
pull the pipper far beyond the desired position for in
dicating tbe correct point of aim. Because of this. the 
kinematic lead is purposely decreased, so that the com
bination of killematic lead and accelerometer output 
will produce the correct point of aim. 

Adapter Computer Mk 20 Mod 3 

The computer Mk 101 Mod 0 is designed for use with 
a wide range of weapons and aircraft installations. The 
Adapter Computer Mk 20 Mod 3 is a plug-in aircraft 
characteristics unit making the computer compatible 
with the gun installation. 

Caging Switch 

The caging switch, located above the left-hand con
sole, permits caging and uncaging of the sight unit 
gyro. To determine mode of operation of the sight 
(caged or uncaged) the sight power switch must be 
ON and the range dial should be set at a range ocher 
than minimum. The caging switch is then depressed. 
If the pipper moves up (2-4 MILS) then slowly down, 
the sight is uncaged. If tbe pipper moves down (2-4 
MILS ) then slowly up, the sight is caged. It can easily 
be determined if the gyro pipper is caged or uncaged 
while airborne by applying g'5, activating the cage 
button and observing pipper deflection. 

Note 

The 3-position gun switches can be in any 
position while determining the gunsight 
mode of operation. 

Computer Compensator 56975-1 

The <:omputer compensator assembly is located on 
the left-hand side of the equipmear compartment 
adjacent to the MK 101 Mod 0 computer. The com
pensator is adjusted by maintenance personnel to 

compensate for the MK 101 Mod 0 computer variations 
in supplying lead information to the gunsigh t. 

Guns Selector Switches 

The guns seleclOr switches greatly simplify tbe actions 
required of the pilot when changing from a missile 
attack co a guns attack and vice versa, and eliminate 
all gun functions of the armament selector switch 
located on the armament control panel. The guns se
lector switches are located on the left side wall of the 
cockpit. 
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EfFECT OF THE ACCELEROMETER -----------
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Figure B-7 

The pilot can select either two or four guns to be 
armed during his missile attack, while retaining mis
sile firing tones. If it becomes necessary to change to a 
guns attack, the pilot needs only to move either of 
the gun selector switches to the forward posit ion. This 
action will cut out the missile firing tones, and allow 
tbe gun firi ng tones to be received. 

If i t becomes necessary to change to a guns attack in 
aircraft without the guns selector switches, the arma
ment selector switch must be moved to the GUNS 

position. 

GARO and BAT Modes 

The GARO (guns automatic ranging only ) mode pro
vides for rapid detection and automatic lock-on of 
gunfire targets located w ithin tbe field of view of the 
slaved radar antenna and within 600 to 2,100 yards of 
the attacking aircraft. 

The GARO scope d isplay is a narrow B scan that 
rem ains centered in azimuth with the range strobe 

sweeping between 600 to 2,100 yards, depending upon 
the three-position strobe switch located on the radar 
control panel. The narrow B scan represents the radar 
beam, approximately 10.5 ° in diameter and depressed 
4° from the aircraft datum line. When tbe target ap
pears as a blip within the B scan (600 to 2,100 yards 
range) the radar set automatically locks on the target 
and switches to the track mode. Lock-on 1S limited to 

pure pursuit tracking. 

The BAT (Boresight Acquisition Track) radar mode 
is similar to the GARO mode, but with many im
provements. In search mode, the scope display is simi
lar to GARO. The three-position range strobe switch 
is replaced with a variable range strobe potent iometer 
to give the pilot the capability of range strobe posi
tioning from 600 yards to 4 miles. The radar antenna 
is slaved w ith the aircraft datum line. Following tar
get acquisi tion, the radar will angle track within the 
gimbal limits of the radar. A range meter giving tar
get range a'nd missile envelope is also incorporated, 
The range meter improves the pilot'S capabili ty of de· 
termining guns/missile envelopes. Refer to Section 
VIII, Supplemental NATOPS Flight Manual for addi
tional information. 
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GUNNERY SYSTEM 

Description 

The gunnery system incorporates four Mk 12 Mod 0 
20-millimeter guns located in gun bays on each side of 
the fuselage, and includes the related systems and 
equipment necessary for gun operation. The guns are 
installed two to a bay and mounted one above the 
other. Access to the bays is provided through a for
ward hinged door and an aft removable panel. Loading 
and unloading is accomplished through the forward 
door. The aft panel must be removed for gun instal
blCion and removal, and for boresighting. 

The guns are normally installed at a 1 degree depres
sion angle measured from waterline 100, but provisions 
are included for installation at a 2.5 degree depression 
angle for ground strafing. A rear mount attached to 
aircraft structure supports the aft end of the gun and 
provides the slideway for the gun receiver during gun 
recoil and counterrecoil. A front mount for each gun 
retains the gun slide-and-tube assembly during recoil 
and counterrecoil, and incorporates double eccentrics 
for boresighting the guns. A retaining ring installed 
over the end of the slide-and-tube assembly secures 
the guns to the front mOunt. The quick-release pift 
used to clamp the retaining ring is itself safetied with 
a pin to ensure that the quick-release pin does not 
disengage during gun firing. A removable panel pro
vides access to each gun front mount for gun installa
tion and removal, and for boresighting. The for
ward end of the gun slide-and-tube assembly projects 
through a floating metallic gas seal which is part of 
the gun blast fitting. The gas seal prevents the gun 
gases from being blown back into the gun bay during 
firing. 

The guns have a Mk 7 Mod 2 pneumatic gun feed 
mechanism which draws the ammunition from the 
boxes, strips it from the beJc, and positions it in the 
throat of the gun receiver to be chambered. A remov
able ammunition box for each gun is installed in the 
upper fuselage above the gun bays. A hinged door on 
each 3ide provides access to the boxes. The ammuni
tion belt is conveyed through a fixed chute which ex
tends into the upper gun bay. A flexible feed chute 

attaches to the fixed feed chute and to aircraft StruC
ture at its upper end, and to the gun feed mechanism 
at its lower end. A chute for ejected cases and one for 
links extend from the gun and feeder, respectively, 
into the expended case and link compartment below 
the gun bay. A panel at the forward end of each of 
these compartments provides access for cleaning out 
the compartments after firing. 

The gun bays and expended case and link compart
ments are ventilated (purged) to remove explosive 
gases during gunfire by means of two doors on each 
side of the fuselage. The forward door opens into the 
airstream to admit purging ram air, which dumps all 
gun gases out through the rear door. The doors are 
pneumatically actuated and are automatically con
trolled through the trigger switch. The source of air 
pressure for operation of the gun feed mechanism, the 
gun chargers, and the gun bay vent doors is the 1,100
cubic-inch air bottle. A minimum pressure shutoff 
valve is installed in the gunnery system line from the 
air bottle to prevent complete drainage of boccIe pres
sure in the event of gunnery system leak. Pneumatic 
quick:disconnects are installed within the gun bays "in 
the "feeder," "ready," and "safe" air pressure lines to 
each gun to permit gun servicing. After AFC 506, two 
manual loading valves (one in each gun bay) are also 
installed for gun servicing. These valves (or the quick
disconnects before AFC 506) are used by ground per
sonnel to route pneumatic air for loading and stripping 
the first ammunition round into the feeder mechanism 
of each gun. Refer to figure 8-8 for gun system ar
rangement and to figure 8-9 for gun system controls. 

The gunnery system is electrically controlled. The 
electrical system consists of a circuit for energizing 
the armament bus (which is also common to the 
rocket and missile electrical system), a circuit for 
charging all guns simuJcaneously, a circuit for ener
gizing the gun vent door system, and a circuit for 
firing the guns. Power requirements are supplied by 
the secondary dc bus, the armament bus, and the sec
ondary ac bus phases A and B. 
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GUN SYSTEM ARRANGEMENT ------------
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Figure 8-8 
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GUNNERY SYSTEM CONTROLS ------------

Guns selector switch installation shown. 

N omenclature 	 Function 

1. 	Trigger switch' Depressed to first d etent - starts gunfire cameras and, with guns selected, opens gun 
vent doors. 

Depressed to second detent - energizes gun firing circuit with appropriate gu n 
selector switch in ON.t 

2. 	Master armament switch O n - W ith landing gear retracted, connects secondary dc power through the arma· 
ment bus and m aster arm relay to the gun arming switch and the trigger switch. 
Connects secondary ac bus p ower to th e gun inter lock. 

3. 	G u ns arming switch READY - energizes gun charging valve to charge a ll guns. Connects firing circuit to 
guns selected (after AFC 493, Or all four guns before A FC 493), and connectS gun 
compartment vent circuits. 

SAFE - returns and holds gun bolts in out·of·battery position. 

4. 	U p per gUDS selector switch OFF - upper guns trigger circuit disconnected. M issile tones available. 
Center ON - upper guns trigger circuit completed to guns trigger switch. Missile 

tones available. 
,Forward ONt - upper trigger circuit completed to guns trigger switch. Gun firing 

tones available, missile tones not available. GARO or MARAT available with radar 
mode switch in ARO. 

5. 	 Lower guns selector switch OFF -lower guns trigger circuit disconnected. Missile tones available. 
Center ON - lower guns trigger circuit completed to guns trigger switch. Missile 

tones available. 
Forward ONt - lower guns trigger circuit completed to guns trigger switch. Gun 

fi ring tones available, missile tones not available. GARO available with radar mode 
switch in ARO. 

tlf either of the guns selector switches are in the forward ON position, gun tones are available, missile tones are not available, and 
GAllO or MA RAT is available with radar mode switch in ARO. 

AX-140-11-67 . 

Figu,e 8-9 
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GUN FIRING CIRCUIT (Figure 8-10) 

Placing the guns selector switches in center or forward 
posi tion (or placing the armament select swi tcl? in 
GUNS in the case of airplanes without guns selector 
swi tches) and closing the trigger swi tch to the second 
detent connects 28 volts dc through the READY position 
of the guns ready/safe switch to energize the gun 
firing relay . Power source is the trigger circuit breaker 
off the armament bus. Firing voltage for the guns is 
supplied by the gun interlock control through the 
closed contacts of the gun firing relay. Power source 
for the interlock is the guns circuit breaker off the 
secondary ac bus, phase A. The circuit is completed 
through the energized gun interlock relay. This relay 
is energized any time the master armament switch is 
in ON. The gun interlock control produces two out-of
phase trains which provide desynchronized gun firing. 

Note 

The master armament switch must be placed 
in ON at least I minute before firing guns to 
allow the gun control interlock to warm up 
and deliver firing voltage. 

The firing circuit to the guns is interrupted by gun 
vent door switches until the forward gun vent doors 
open to admit purging air. This ensures that explosive 
gun gases will be purged from the gun compartment 
during firing. A limiting resistor is placed in parallel 
with each pair of guns (upper and lower) to limit 
the amount of current anyone gun can draw. Thus, 
if one gun of a pair develops a short circuit due to a 
jam or grounded firing pin, the other gun of the pair 
will still fire. 

Note 

If the forward gun vent door on either side 
fails to open, the guns on that side will not 
fire. 

An interrupter switch on each gun feed mechanism, 
operated by the feeder motor shuttle valve, prevents the 
chambered round from firing until the feeder is on the 
return stroke. This prevents the feeder from lagging 
behind the gun during cycling and causing a jam. 

SHORTED ROUND FIRING CIRCUIT 

A circuit is provided for burning out and firing 
shorted rounds. The circuit is not energized until a 
shorted round is encountered. Then the normal firing 
pulse is bypassed and lIS-volt secondary ac bus power 
is supplied through the bypass relay to fire the round. 
After the shorted round is fired, normal firing is 
resumed. 
An interlock bypass (current-sensing) relay is pro
vided for each gun. Since the upper and lower pairs 
of guns are fired by separate pulse trains out of time 
with each other (to provide desynchronized firing of 
upper and lower guns), two of the interlock bypass 
relays are connected in parallel with the firing pulse 
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to each pair of guns. A small resistance is placed in 
parallel with the coil of each interlock bypass relay. 
During firing of a normal round the firing pulse will 
follow the path of least resistance, the shunting re
sistor, causing insufficient current flow through the 
relay coil to energize it. The firing pulse is thus routed 
through the normally closed contacts of the relay to 
the gun. In the event of a shorted round, the heavy 
current drain resulting from the short will cause suf
ficient current flow through the relay coil to energize 
it. When the relay energizes, 11S-volt secondary ac 
bus power is connected through the normally open 
contacts of the relay to burn out and fire the shorted 
round. (This firing voltage will be of a pulsating 
nature at 20 to 60 volts reading on a voltmeter, ac 
scale.) As the relay is initially energized, the firing 
pulse from the gun interlock holds the relay enC'r
gized with ground supplied through a normally open 
contact of the relay. Therefore, the relay will remain 
energized for the duration of that firing pulse, then 
will deenergize as the pulse is chopped off by the gun 
interlock. Normal firing is then resumed upon the next 
pulse of the gun interlock, if the round has fired. 

GUN CHARGING CIRCUIT 

Armament bus power energizes the gun charging 
valve when the guns switch is positioned to READY. 

This position enables 28-volts dc power from the gun 
charger circuit breaker to energize the solenoid on 
the gun charging valve. The valve ventS the safe air 
pressure on the gun chargers to atmosphere, enabling 
the constant ready air pressure to drive the chargers 
forward, placing all gun bolts in battery position. 
Returning the guns switch to SAFE reapplies "safe". 
air line pressure to the gun chargers. 

Note 

It is recommended that the guns arming 
switch be placed in READY as soon as feasible 
after takeoff. (In aircraft with AFC 493 , this 
can be done without arming the trigger 
switch as long as the gun selector switches 
remain off. Before AFC 493, the trigger switch 
is made hot when the arming switch is placed 
in READY.) Placing the arming switch in I 

READY early in the flight is a precautionary 
measure to ensure gun charging in the some
what unlikely event of a slow, undetected 
pneumatic leak in a gun feeder. Were a leak 
of this type to occur and the pilot waited until 
a latter stage of the mission to move the 
switch to READY, air pressure might be too low 
to permit gun charging. Airframe Change 506 
lessens the chance of such air leaks, and adds 
check valves so that only one, instead of all 
four guns would be lost from a leak. 

GUN BAY VENT DOOR CIRCUIT 

Closing the trigger switch to the first position, with 
the master armament switch in ON, energizes the 
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Figure 8-10 
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camera isolating relay. Secondary dc bus power from 
the vent doors circuit breaker is then connected 
through the closed contacts of this relay to energize 
the solenoid on the vent control valve. The valve then 
positions to pneumatically open the gun compartment 
vent doors. 

SYSTEM COMPON ENT FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTIONS 

Gun Assembly 

The gun assembly consists of a Mk 12 Mod 0 20
millimeter gun, a Mk 7 Mod 2 feed mechanism, a 
Mk 1 Mod 1 synchronizing switch, and other com
ponents necessary to adapt the assembly for instal
lation. 

Mk 1 2 Mod 0 Gun 

The Mk 12 Mod 0 20-millimeter gun is a combination 
blow-back, gas-operated weapon designed to fire elec
trically primed ammunition at a rate of approximately 
1,000 rounds per minute. The gun is fitted with a 
Mk 7 Mod 2 pneumatic gun feed mechanism which 
draws the ammunition from the ammunition box, 
strips it from the links, and positions it in the throat 
of the gun. 

The Mk 11 Mod 3 barrel is a 31 Y2-pound, 52Y2-inch
long, 9-groove unit with a gas port at the midpoint 
to extract gases for operation. of the breech unlocking 
mechanism. The muzzle is threaded to receive a barrel 
extension. 

The recoil mechanism is a spring mechanism which 
checks the motion of the recoiling parts of the gun 
and returns it to battery. The arrangement consists of 
an external flat helical spring assembly and a housed 
ring spring assembl y. The rear trunnions of the recoil 
housing provide the attaching point for the airplane 
front mount adapter. During firing the recoil mech
anism is held in position by the front mount adapter 
(which is secured to airframe structure) while the 
gun mechanism recoils and counterrecoils with the 
discharge of each round. 

The receiver assembly houses or supports all working 
parts of the gun mechanism and provides attaching 
surfaces for the feed mechanism. The receiver body 
contains lands (at the lower edges) which ride the aft 
mount slideway during recoil and counterrecoil. 

The breech block is the reciprocating mechanism in the 
receiver that loads the round into the chamber, closes 
the breech by means of the bolt, and ejects the empty 
case after firing . The bolt riding within the breech
block extends a firing pin to Contact the electrical 
primer of the round when the breech is closed. Al
though a Mk 1 Mod 1 synchronizing switch is incorpo
rated on the gun, the electrical circuit to the round is 

complete as soon as the bolt extends its firing pin. The 
breechblock and bolt are locked against a key in the 
base of the receiver when the gun mechanism is in 
battery . They are then unlocked by the gas mech
anism which starts the breechblock rearward after a 
round has been fired . 

The gas mechanism which unlocks the breechblock 
and starts it rearward immediately after a round has 
been fired derives its motion from a piston within the 
gas bracket . Expanding gases from behind the pro
jectile are ported through a hole at the barrel mid
point into the gas bracket to power the piston. The 
piston, through a sleeve, piston rod, and yoke, unlocks 
the breechblock by driving two pushrods rearward. 

The buffer, or air spring, is a pneumatic device which 
buffs and stops the rearward movement of the breech
block and returns it to battery. The assembly is dove
tailed intO the rear of the receiver and maintained at 
a 1,000 psi precharged air pressure through a line 
from the gun charger fitting. 

Mk 7 Mod 2 Feed Mechanism 

The Mk 7 Mod 2 feeder is a pneumatic pistOn, motor
type feeder designed to feed the ammunition from the 
ammunition box, strip it from the links, and position 
it properly in the throat of the gun receiver. It is 
equipped with a shuttle-valve-operated switch which 
interrupts gun fire when the feeder lags behind the 
gun during firing. The circuit to the firing pin is com
plete only when the feeder is on the return stroke. The 
feeder throat assembly contains 'the cams and pawls to 

hold the belt of ammunition while rounds are stripped 
from the link and positioned in the throat of the 
receiver. The cover drive assembly contains the air 
motOr and feed pawls to move the ammunition and the 
guides to convey the links over the tOp of the throat 
assembly. The cover assembly is secured to the throat 
by four press-and-turn cover latches. The feeder 
motor is protected against excessively fast cycling 
after all ammunition has been fired by a last-round 
lock. This lock holds the drive slide when no ammu
nition remains at the pickup point. The mechanism 
is positioned on the receiver so that the aft end of the 
throat assembly is indexed to the normal witness marks. I

The tie bars from the recoil trunnion fitting to the 
feeder should be adjusted so that the tie bar quick
disconnects can be connected when the feeder is aligned 
to the receiver. The static air pressure for the feeder is 
600 to 700 psi and is regulated by a pressure reducer 
(regulator) in each gun bay. A feeder motor shuttle 
valve interrupter switch prevents the chambered round 
from being fired until the feeder is on the return stroke. 

This arrangement prevents the gun from cycling faster 
than the feeder and thus causing a jam. 
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RANGE TONE TEST 

1. 	 Radar power switch - STBY 

o 	 Observe warmup time restrictions . 

2. 	 Radar power switch - OPR NOR 

3. 	 Sight gyro switch - ON 

4. 	Sight fixed lamp switch - AS DESIRED 

5. 	 Sight dimming knob - AS DESIRED 

6. 	 Fire control power switch - ON 

7. 	 Range switch - RADAR 

8. 	 Fixed range dial- OPTIMUM RANGE 

o 	 Set dial at 1,500 to 2,500 feet. 

9. 	Guns selectOr switches - FORWARD ON 

or (for aircraft without guns selector switches), 
Armament selectOr switch - GUNS 

10. Missile/AFCS volume - AS DESIRED 

11. Radar mode switch - NOR or ARO 

12. Obtai n radar lock-on. 
o 	 Lock on to target while range is greater than the 

setti ng of the fixed range dial. 

13. Close range to target. 
o 	 The 400-cycle tone will be heard when the tar

get range is equal to the sum of the settings of 
the fixed range dial and the bias range switch 
of range unit Mk 26 Mod 1. If the range tOne is 
not heard, recheck setting of the Missile/AFCS 
volume. Increase volume with care. A marked 
increase in volume will occur when the system 
switches the range tone frequency from 400 to 
1,200 cycles. 

o 	 If the bias range switch is set at "0," the 400
cycle tone will not be heard but a 1,200-cycle 
tone will b~gin when target range has decreased 

to the value set on the fixed range dial plus one 
half the range rate . 

o 	 The range tone frequency will change to 1,200 
cycles when target range decreases to a value 
equal to the fixed range dial setting. 

o 	 When target range decreases to the breakaway 
range, the range tone will alternate rapidly be
tween 400 and 1,200 cycles. Discontinue closure 
to avoid collision with the target 

o 	 All ranging tOne will cease when radar lock-on 
is lost. 

FIXED RANGING 

To utilize fixed ranging for air-to-ground or air-to-air 
gunnery attacks, make the following control settings: 

1. 	 Sight gyro switch - ON 

2. 	 Sight fixed lamp switch - AS DESIRED 

3. 	 Sight dimming knob - INTERMEDIATE POSITION 

4. 	 Fire control power switches - ON 

5. 	 Range switch - FIXED 

6. 	 Fixed range dial- AT ESTIMATED FIRING RANGE 

7. 	 GllOS selector swi tches - CENTER OR FORWARD ON 

Upper or lower guns may be armed separately by 
placing appropriate switch into the arming posi
cion or (for aircraft without guns selector 
swicches), Armament selector switch - GUNS 

8. 	 Sight gyro caging switch - GYRO UNCAGED 

9. 	 Guns arming switch - READY 

o 	 To complete arming of all guns, place the master 
armament switch in ON. Observe precautions for 
live guns described under Normal Operation. 
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FUSELAGE STORES SYSTEM 

Note 
In the following writeup substitute "trigger switch" for "stOres release switch" 
in the case of aircraft not equipped with the stOres release switch. 

CARRYING EQUIPMENT 

Fuselage stOres carrying equipment consists of single 
or dual fuselage pylons and launchers. Wi th single 
pylons and launchers, two Sidewinders (AIM-9) mis
siles or four Zuni rockets in two Zuni packs can be 
carried . With dual pylons, four AIM-9 missiles or 
eight Zuni's can be carried. The LAU-7 / A launcher is 
used for carriage of rocket packs and AIM-9B, AIM
9C, or AIM·9D missiles. The Aero 3A launcher is used 
when carrying AIM-9B missiles or Zuni rockets. 

Firing circuits, detents, launcher power supplies, and 
cooling nitrogen for the AIM·9D are contained in the 
LAU·7/A launcher. The armament circuits provide 
input signals to cockpit indicatOrs and the missile re
lease computer to identify the type missile mounted 
on each launcher. Aircraft services required by the 
launcher are standby and firing power, pilot'S headset 
connection, and coaxial cable from the radar range 
gate synchronizer to the AIM-9C. 

COCKPIT CONTROLS 

Cockpit controls used with the fuselage stores system 
are illustrated and functionally explained in figure 
8-11. 

SIDEWINDER MISSILE SYSTEM 

Refer to the Supplemental N A TOPS Flight Manual 

FUSELAGE-MOUNTED ZUNI ROCKETS 

For aircraft without AFC 480 (autOmatic 
ignition actuatOr); when firing Zuni missiles 
above the altitude specified in the External 
Armament Limitations table (figure 2-1) of 
the F·8 Tactical Manual (Confidential) place 
the continuous ignition switch to ON (or 
manually depress the ignite microswitch) 10 
seconds prior to firing to prevent a possible 
flameout. 

Zuni rockets are supersonic, unguided 5.0-inch folding
fin rockets. The rockets are supplied in three sec
tions - motOr, warhead, and fuze. A wide variety of 
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FUSELAGE STORE SYSTEM COCKPIT CONTROLS --------

I 

• 
••••••• 

N omen clatllre 	 Flmctio1~ 

1. 	 Stores release button (or trigger Dep ressed - fires selected fuselage system store. 
switch on aircraft not equipp d 
with the scores release button) 

2. 	Armament selector switch MSL or F US LH-U, LH -L, RH-L, RH-U; MSL - Permits selection of one of four fuselage 
missile sta tions. Switch au tomatically steps to next clockwise fuselage position when 
a missile is fired. Energizes missile release computer for type of missile loaded 
on selected sta tion. Connects missile acquistion tone signal to headset. Sight unit 
gyro is autom atically caged if fire control computer group is energized. 

Wit 	G, L or R - Permits selection of one of the two wing pylon stations. Switch is 
manually placed in the position to be fired, and will not step automatically after 
firing_ Sight unit gyro is automatically caged if fire control com-buter grottp is 
energized. 

on - Safe position ; disconnects firing circuit. Also permits check of gun mode 
resistors. Sight unit gyro is automatically caged if computer group is energized. 

3. IR light O n indicates Sidewinder missile having infrared guidance is loaded on station selected 
by armament select switch. 

AX-141 (1 ) -2-67 

Figure 8-, J (Sheet 1J 
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Section VIII NAVAIR 01 -4SHHE-l 
Fuselage Stores System 

FUSELAGE STORE SYSTEM COCKPIT CONTROLS--------

N omendature 	 Ftmction 

4. Radar light On indicates Sidewinder missile having radar guidance is loaded on station selected 
by armament seleCt switch. 

5. Missile tuning meter Maximum clockwise d 'flection indicate frequency of AIM·9C missile receiver is runed 
properly. 

6. 	Missile tuning/ lead launch switch LO - adjusts AIM-9C missile guidance receiver to a lower frequency. 
Hl - adjusts AlM·9C missile guidance receiver to a higher frequency. 
Centered - rune ci rcuit open and deviated pursuit computer output removed from 

radar s~t. 
LEAD - ( lower centered position ) - tune circuit open and deviated pursuit com· 

puter output applied to radar set. 

7. 	IR Missile cooling switch ON - Supplies power from secondary de bus ro nitrogen cooling bottle circui t ill 
each LAU-7/A launcher. When MK 29 missile is bein g carried, should be turned 

ON at least one minute before firing. 
OFf - deenergizes cooling system. 

8. Missile/ AFCS volume knob Controls volume o f missile acquisition tone and rone signals generated by fire 
control compurer group from LOW ro HIGH. 

9. Selective jettison switch 	 ON - Jettisons srores selected by armament selector switch w ith landing gear hand le 
in the WHLS UP positio n. 

OFF - deenergizes jettison system. 

10. 	Master armament switch ON - \'{Iith landing gear retracted, connects second ary de po wer throug h a rmament 
bus and master arm re lay to gun armi ng switch and trigger swiech and stores reo 
lease burton. Connects secondary ac bus power (0 g un interlock. 

1J. Salvo jettison switch LW/F-U - Jertisons stores being carded n lefr wing p ylon and upper fuselage 
pylons with landing gear handle in the WHLS U P position. 

IIW / F-L - Jertisolls stOres being carried on right wing pylon and lower fus lage 
pylons with landing gear handle in the WR l S UP posicion. 

Centered  deenergi2es salvo jettison system. 

A X - 141 (2)-2- 67 

Figure 8-J J (Sheet 2) 

interchangeable warheads is available as well as prox
imity, contact, and time-delay fuzes. 

Zuni rockets are carried in twO externaUy-mounted 
LAU-33/ A rocket launchers ( total of four rockets ) 
on airplanes having single pylons or three l.AU-33/ A 
rocket launchers and one LAU-35/ A rocket Launcher 
(total of eight rockets ) on airplanes baving dual 
pylons. The rocket launchers operate electrically with 
power supplied by the fuselage stores system and are 
secured to the pylons with Aero 3A or LAU-7 / A missile 
launchers. The Zuni cocke launcher has a mode se
lectOr switch ( figure 8- 13 ) for single or ripple rocket 
firing. The mode seleccor switch is positioned before 
Bight and cannot be changed after takeoff. In SING LE 

FIRE position, only one rocket is fired from the 
launcher when the stores release switch is actuated. 
In RrPPLE position both rockets are fired approxi· 
mately O. Lsecond apart with only one actuation of the 
stores release switch . 
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Fuselage Zuni Rocket Launcher 

LAU-33/ A or LAU- 35/A 

The Zuni rocker launcber is a 47.6-pound, 93.5-inch 
long. dual·rube, single or ripple fi r ing lau ncher. Two 
types of cocket launchers are req u ired to mainta in safe 
fin clearance from the fuselage. The LA -33/ A 
launcher can be installed on any pylon position except 
the lower left-hand posicion of the dual py lon. The 
LAU-35/ A launcher is used only on the lower left
band position of tbe dual pylon. The rocket launcher 
can carry two Zuni rockets and is capable, under nor 
mal conditions, of twenty-five firings per rube before 
replacement of the launcher: I ll ustrations of a typ ical 
rocket launcber and an LA U-7/A are p resented in 
figure 8-12. 

T he Zuni rocket is held in the launcher firing rube by 
a detent pawl. The detent pawl engages the detent 
groove in the forward end of rhe rocker moror. W hen 
the Zuni rocket is fired, approximately 2,000 po unds 
of thrust is required to overr ide the detent paw l. 



NAVAIR Ol-45HHE-l Section VIII 
Fuselage Stores System 

FUSELAGE ZUNI ROCKET LAUNCHER AND LAU-7/ A -------

Outer 

Housing 


\ 
Power 
Supply 

Lau-33/A or 
Lau/ 3S/A Airborne 
Rocket Launcher 

Receiver 

Launcher Stop Firing 
Pin No.1 

\ 
Fuselage 
Zuni Firemode 
Switch (See 
.Figure 8-131 

Tube 
No.2 

Firing 
Aft HangerPin No. 2 

Umbilical 

AX- 109- 1- 6 7 

Figure 8-12 
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Section VIII NAVAIR 01-4SHHE-l 
Wing Stores System 

WING STORES SYSTEM 

Note 

In the following wr iteup substitute " trigger switch" for "stores release switch" 
in the case of aircraft not equipped with the stores release swiech. 

Current app roved stores and thei r limi tations are 
presented in the F-8 Tactica l Ma nual, NAVAIR 01
45HHA-lT (Confidential). Stores weight and com
pat ibility information is presented in figure 1-73. 

W ing store system cockpit controls are illustrated and 
described in figure 8-14. W ing store system external 
controls are illustrated and described in figure 8-13. 

CARRYING EQUIPMENT 

Wing Pylons 

Wing pylons are mounted on the lower center sect ion 
of the left-hand and right-hand wings. Each pylon in
cludes provisions for installation of an Aero 7A or 7A-l 
ejector rack. Internally, the pylo n houses a circuit 
breaker, diode and switch panel, a relay rack and an 
arming unit. The upper section of the pylon has an 
airfoil-shaped casting with mounting holes and store 
monnting provisions. The lower section consists of 
trailing edge skins and access doors. T he left-hand side 
of the pylon has two access doors, main and aft. T he 
right-hand side has three doors: forward , main, and 
aft. The pylon weighs 179 pounds, has an overall 

length of approximately 126 inches, w idth of approx
imately 5 inches, and an average height of 17 inches. 
Figure 8-15 illustrates w ing p ylon access doors and 
panels and the Aero 7A-I rack. Figure 8- 13 illustrates 
pylon electrical switches wh ich must be p reset before 
flight. 

AERO 7A-l Ejector Rack 

T he Aero 7 A-I four-hook ejector rack assembly con
sists of a housing contain ing a dual careridge breech, 
four tandem hooks, two pistons, an e jector foot assem
bly, mechanical linkage connecting the hook searS to 

the ejector sleeve assembly, and two pairs of ad justable 
sway braces. The forward and aft hooks are 30 inches 
apart; the two inner hooks are 14 inches apart. Ejec
tion is accomplished as follows : ( a) Electrical deto
nation of the cartridge creates pressure in the breech 
(one cartridge and one dummy is installed in the 
breech); (b) the ejector sleeve moves upward and, 
through mechanical linkage, raises each hook sear; 
(c) the hooks open; and (d) the ejector foot, moving 
downward , forces the store clear. The rack is bolted 
to the wing pylon by four bolts. Electrical cables con
nect the rack to aircraft systems. 

AI A37B- l Multiple Bomb Rack Assembly 

The Multiple Bomb Rack Assembly ( figure 8-14 ) is 
divided for descriptive purposes in to the following as
semblies: adapter assembly, wiring support assem bly 
and bomb rack assembly. 

Adapter Assembly 

The adapter assembly, a hexagon aluminum extrus ion, 
forms the main support for t he mu lt iple bomb rack 
assembly hardware. Six bomb racks are bolted to the 
adapter assembly in two g roups; three forward and 
three aft. Attach points on the adap ter assembly pro
vide for 3D-inch or 14- iach spacing of suspension lugs. 
Four p ads are p rovided on the adapter assem bly as 
bearing areas for ejection rack sway braces. 

Support Assembly 

The suppOrt assembly consists of a tail cone assembly, 
a stepper switch and an electr ic fuzing harness and 
wiring assem bly. T he tail cone assembly at the aft end 
of the adapter assemb ly contains the release mode se
lector sw itch (figure 8-13 ) , an electrical receptacle for 
a "homing" test uait attachment and a momen ta ry-on 
tOggle swi tch for use in con ju nction wi th the "hom
ing" test unit. The re lease mode s ~ lector switch, preset 
before takeoff, selects single or dual bomb release, or 
bom b train relea~e with t iming intervals o f 15, 30, or 
60 m illiseconds. A " homing" test set (ground suppOrt 
equi pment) is used to ensure that the stepper swi tch is 
properly homed before takeoff. The e lectr ical harness 
is coup led to the airp lane aOf'n al-release electrica l 
lead, the mechan ical arming lead and the electrical 
fuzing lead. Breakaway type di!>ca nnects on the har
ness assembly prevent da mage to the aircraft w ir ing if 
the multiple bomb rack assembly is jettisoned from 
the AERO 7 A-I ejector rack. 

Bomb Rack Assembly 

Each of the six bomb racks has its own integral wir
!ng, a breech mechanism, a nose and tail arming unit 
for mechan ically armed bombs, ::I electric fuzing unit 
fo r electrically fuzed bombs, susp ension hooks, and 
sway braces. Jamscrews are pro ,ided for sway brac
ing. T he shou lder-moun ted stores rest against the 
adapter assembly structure and are sway braced on th e 
outboard side only. T he two lower bomb racks each 
have two pairs of sway braces. H ooks on the individ ual 
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NAVAIR 01-4SHHE-l Section VIII 
Wing Stores System 

WING AND FUSELAGE STORE SYSTEMS EXTERNA CONTROLS-----

Wing Pylon 

Dual Zuni Packs 

VIE.W LOOKING FORWARD 

AI A37B· 1 Mu ltiple 
Bomb Rack 

C-'-I--Q· 
LAU· 10/ A Zuni 
Launcher 

••• 

AI A37B·3 Practice 
Multiple Bomb Rack 

•••••••• 
(1):J 

Aero SA·1 Practice 
Bomb Container 

:~ 

o o ',' )' 0~ • . J 
" . . . /1 ~ 

• 

o o 

' Switch also appears on opposite side wh en airplane loaded symmetrically. 

tSwitch also appears on opposite side. AX- 14 Z( 1 ) -Z- 6 7 


Figure 8-13 
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Section VIlI NAVAIR Ol-45HHE-l 
Wing Stores System 

WING AND FUSELAGE STORE SYSTEMS EXTERNAL CONTROLS -----

C \b-------s}: 	 \§J ~ 
AI A37B-6 	 •• 

M ultip le Ejector 

Rock (M ER-7) •••••• • 

~..... 
C~ 

A /A37B -5 
Triple Ejector 
Rock (TER-7) VIEW LOOKING FORWARD 

N omenclalure 	 FUllct ion 

I. Fuselage ZUNI fire-mode sw itch* SI NG LE FIRE - p resets electrical fi ring circuit to fire one ZUNI rocket with each p ress 
o f the stores release button. 

RIPPLE - presets electrical firing circuie in ZUN r pack to fire both ZUNI rockets with 
one p ress of the stores release button. T here is a 95-mill isecond in terval between 
rocket firings. 

2. P ylon MER/TER swiecht RKT - completes an electrical C!CCUlt to fire rockets and pod s to be jettisoned from 
the wing MER or TER. 

BOMB - completes an electrical circuit to relea e bombs fro m the M ER or TER. 

3. Triple-m ulti ple rack SING E - for firing or dropping scores from selected wi ng py lon o nly . Either or 
fi re-mode switch t both pylo ns set in SINGLE mode w ill cause both pylo ns ro actuate in SINGLE mode. 

DUAL - for fi ring or d rop ping certain stores from both wing pylons simul taneously. 
If switch in each p ylon is in this posicio n a nd multip le bomb racks or wing Zuni ; 
( LAU-lO/ A ) lau nchers are bei ng used , pylons are electrically ~onnecled and will 
be activated cogether when stores release button is depressed regardless of which 
wing p ylon is selected . ( Dual release o f single bombs attached rurecrly to ejeccor 
racks is not possible even though both swirches are in DUAL posicion.) 

4. 	Fuzin g switch t ELEC - when electrically-fuzed bom bs are used. Causes illuminat ion of ELEC FUSING 
l ight i n armament panel ligh t group when wing pylon is selec ted. 

MECH - w hen mechanically fuzed bombs are used. Causes MECH FUSING l ight in 
armament panel ligh t group to illuminate w he n wi ng pylon is selected. 

SAFE - used if any store other tha n elect rically or mechanically fuzed bomb is to be 
released. No light on armament panel. 

5. 	W ing Z u ni fi re-mode swirch*t SINGLE - presets electrical fir ing circuit o f LA U-lO/A Zu ni launcher to fire one 
Z uni rocket w ith ea,·h stores release button depression. 

RIPPU: 	- presets electrical firi ng circuit of LAU-lO/A Zuni launcher to fire all four 
Zuni rockets at 9 5-millisecond in tervals with o ne depressio n of the stores release 
button. 

':' Switch also appears o n opposite side w hen ai.plane loaded symmetrically. 
t Switch aiso appears on opposite side. 
t The LAU-32B/ A a nd LAU-56/A rocket pack alo ha ve the SINGLE/R IPPLE fire option. 

A X -142 ( 2 ) - 2 - 67 
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NAVAIR OT-45HHE-l Section VIII 
Wing Stores System 

WING AND FUSELAGE STORE SYSTEMS EXTERNAL CONTROLS-----
Nomenclature Function 

6. Release mode selector switch * SINGI..E - permits release of one bomb from multiple bomb rack with each depression 
o f the stores release buttOn. 

DUAL - permits release of (w.o bombs in tandem from the multiple bomb rack with 
each press of the stores release button. 

. 015 SEC ( N O ELEC FUZE ) - permits release of all bombs loaded on muciple bomb 
rack at 0.015 second inre(vals with each stores release depression. Only mecbani
cally fuzed bombs can be used in this mode. 

.030 SEC - permits release of all bombs loaded on multiple bomb tack at .030 second 
intervals with each stores release depression . 

.060 SEC - permits release of ali bombs loaded on multiple bomb rack at .060 second 
intervals with one stores release button depression. 

7. Stepping switch index knob'" Indicates the bomb release sequence position for the practice bomh container and is 
used to select the bomb drop sequeoce. 

8. Starion selector switch* Provides for selective release of practice bombs from the practice multiple bomb 
rack. Before fligbt, the selector switch must be set at position number one when 
carrying six bombs, or position number two when carrying Lhree bombs . 

---
9. TER mode switch';' SINGLE - presets TER co relea.e one bomb from the rack in TER firing order ( eorer, 

left, right ) with eacb stores release button depression . 
SALVO  presets the TER to release all bombs from tbe rack in T ER fi.ring order with one 

squeeze of the stores release button. 
RKTS - presets the TER to £ire one rocket pod (single or ripple fire is preset in the 

pod) with each press of the stores release button. Stepping to the next pod occurs 
each time the button is released. 

10. MER mode switch* 
a m  position not used with this aircraft. 

SINGLE  presets MER to release one bomb from the rack in ME.R firing order (aft 
center, forward center, aft left, forward left, aft right, forward right ) with each 
depression of the stores release button. 

DUAL  presets MER to release two bombs from the rack in MER firing order ( ccnter, 
left, right) with each depression of the scores release button . 

SALVO  presets the MER to release all bombs in MER firing order (aft center, forward 
center, aft left, forward lefr, aft right. forward eighe) when stores release button 
is depressed. 

1IICTS - presets the MER to fire (single or ripple fire is preset in the pod) with each 
press of the stores release button. Stepping to the next pod in the MEl! liring se
quence occurs each time the stores release button is released. 

CBU - position DOt used with this aircraft. 

"'Switch also appears on opposite side when airplane loaded symmetrically. AX- 14a (3) - 2- 67 

figure 8-'3 (Sheet 3) 
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WING STORES SYSTEM COCKPIT CONTROLS ---------
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AX-143 ( 1 ) -2- 6 7 

Figure 8-14 (Sheet J) 
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NAVAIR 01-45HHE-l Section VIII 
Wing Stores System 

WING STORES SYSTEM COCKPIT CONTROLS 
N omenclatttre 	 Function 

l. 	Stores release switch (or trigger Depressed - energizes missi le or bomb releasing circuit as determined by armament 
switch on aircraft not equipped selector switch. 
with stores release switch) 

2. 	 Armament selector switch WING L or R - permits selection of one of the two wing pylon statio ns. Switch is 
manually placed in the position to be fired, and wil l not step au tomatically a fter 
firing. Sight unit g yro is automatically caged if fire control computer g rou p is 
energized. 

3. Armament panel or missile MECH FUZING or ELEC FUZING - indicates type of fuzing used on external StOres 
selected lights being carried on wing pylon selected. 

4. 	Mechanical fuzing switch SAFE - normal position of switch. Also used if mechanically fuzed bom bs are to be 
dropped unarmed. Prevents bomb arming wire from being pulled. 

TAIL - position selected before releasing tail-fuzed bombs. Will cause retention of 
bomb arming wire and subsequent arming of bombs as they are released. 

NOSE - position selected before releasing bombs with both nose and tail fuzing. 
Will cause retention of bomb arming wires and subsequent arming of bombs as 
they are released. 

5. 	 Selective jettison switch ON - jettisons stores selected by armament selector switch w ith landing gear handle 
in the WHLS UP position. With a wing pylon selected, jettisons all stores attached 
to the AERO 7A-I ejector bomb rack, including any multiple racks or launchers. 

MER / TER STORES - placing the switch in this position with the landing gear handle 
in WHLS UP and the pylon M ER/ TER mode switch in RKT position, permits one 
rocket pack to be jettisoned from the M ER or TER of the selected wing pylon with 
each depression of the stores release button . With both triple-multiple rack fire
mode switches in DU AL, simultaneous jettisoning from the left and right pylons 
occurs. 

OFF - deenergizes select jettison circuit. 

6. 	Master armament switch O N - with landing gear retracted, connects secondary dc power th rough armament 
bus and master arm relay to gun arming switch, stores release button, and trigger 
switch. Connects secondary ac bus power to gun interlock. 

7. Salvo jettison switch LW / F-U - jettisons stores being carried o n left wing pylon and upper fuselage 
pylons with landing gear handle in the W HLS UP position. 

RW / F-L  jettisons stores being carried o n right w ing pylon and lower fuselage 
pylons with landing gear handle in. the W H LS U P position. 

8. 	Arming delay switch 2, 4.5, 8, 20 - selects one o f four arming delay options of 2, 4.5, 8, or 20 seconds. 
Arming delay is time lapse between bomb release and bomb arming_ Options are 
selectable in Hight. 

9. 	 Firing delay switch Inst, .004, .010, .025, .050, 5 and 20 - selects one of seven possible firing delays in 
seconds. Firing delay is the time to detonation after impact. Options are selectable 
in Hight. 

I 

11. 	Function switch VT (proximity), IMP (impact), of EXT (external) selection according to type of 

fuze in use. 
+300, +195, -195, and -300 (volts) selection according to type dc fuze i n use. 

10. 	Interlock override switch ON - allows pilot to select the potentially hazardous 2-second arming delay option 
with the arming delay switch. 

OFF - normal guarded position of switch. Causes 4.5 second arming to be selected 
in the event the arming delay switch is inadvertently placed in the 2-second 
position. 

12. HV DC test button and light Functions are described in the text. 

Figure 8-1 4 (Sh eet 2) 

AX-143 (2)-2-67 
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Section VIII NAVAIR 01~45HHE-l 
Wing Stores System 

WING PYLON AND EJECTOR BOMB RACK ---------
WING PYLON ACCESS DOORS AND PANELS 

LEFT~HAND WING PYLON 

I 
/ 

t f 	 f 
541 	 539 and 540 537 and 538 536 

RIGHT~HAND WING PYlON 

I 
/ 

t t 	 t 
643 	 641 and 642 639 and 640 638 

PANEl ACCESS PANEL ACCESS 
NO. NO. 

536 Eledrical Compartment 638 Eleddeol Comparlment 
537 Eieclor Rack I LH I 639 Eieetor Rock 'lH) 
538 Eieelor Rack 'RH) 640 Electar Rock IRHI 
539 Circuit Breolre, I LH 1* 641 Circuit Breaker I lH 1 
540 Circuit Breolrer I RH I 642 Circuli Breaker (RHI. 
541 Retoy Rock 643 Relay Rock 

*Refer to figure B-13 for pylon-mounted annument switches which 
are adjacent to the circuit breaker panels. 

AERO 7 A-l £JECTOR BOMB RACK 

Sway 
Brace 

Sway Brace 
Adjustment Bolt 

Aero 7 A Ejector Rack 

AX- lt O- 1-67 

Figure 8-J5 
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NAVAIR 01-45HHE-1 Section VIII 
W ing Stores System 

MULTIPLE BOMB RACK ASSEMBLY ----------
Release Mode Selector 
Switch (See Figure 8-131 

-::; 

Sway Brace Pads 

AX-11'-1-67 

Figure 8-J6 

racks are spaced 14 inches apart and are independently 
self latching. For ground operation, a manual release 
lever at the front of the rack is provided for opening 
the hooks. Release of the individual bombs during 
flight is accomplished by the firing of a Mk 17 Mod 0 
separation cartridge in each bo:nb rack. Firing of the 
cartridge actuates an overcenter toggle to effect release. 
Safety lockpins are provided to prevent accidental 
manual or electrical release while the bomb rack is 
loaded. The safety lockpin must be released and re
moved from the rack before flight. 

The bomb rack fuzing sequence is as follows: 

aft center - position 1 


forward center - position 2 


aft left - position 3 


forward left - position 4 

aft right - position 5 

forward right - position 6 


Changed 1 December 1967 

AIA37B·3 (PMBR) Practice Multiple Bomb Rack 

The AIA37B-3 practice multiple bomb rack is de
signed to carry from one to six practice bombs. The 
bomb racks are carried on the wing station ejector 
rack's 14-inch or 30-inch suspension. The AIA37B-3 
PMBR (figure S-17) consists of a body assembly des
ignated MAK-531A37B-3, and six release assemblies 
designated SDK-lSIA37B-3. The body and release as
semblies contain an electrical system providing sequen
tial release of the bombs. The electrical system consists 
of a station selector (figure S-13) and intercabling to 
each of the six release assembly receptacles and to the 
aircraft cable receptacle. The selector will be set on 
No. 1 when carrying six bombs or on No. 2 when 
carrying three bombs. 

Triple and Multiple Ejector Racks (MER & TER) 

The AIA37B-6 Multiple Ejector Rack provides carriage 
and individual release and ejection of six stores, three 
rocket packs, or three CBU dispensers from a single 
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Section VIII NAVAIR 01-45HHE-1 
Wing Stores System 

PRACTICE MULTIPLE BOMB RACK ASSEMBLY--------
Leading Particulars Bombs Carried 

Length .. .. 65.12 inches 6 MK 76 
Width ... . 21.6 inches 3 MK 89 
Height ....... .... . 14.2 inches 6 MK 106 
Weight ........ ... ... .. 87 pounds 
Operating Voltage . . ...... 28 volts 
Bomb Stations .... 6 
Suspension Lug Spacing .. 14 or 30 inches 

4 

3/"< 

.____2 

5 

WBd W.'

I 1. AIA37B-3 Practice Multiple Bomb Rack 5. Sway Brace 

2. Wing Pylon 
6. Suspension Lug

3. Electrical Cable-Bomb Rack To Aircraft 

4. Cable Extraction Lanyard 7. Station Selector Switch (See Figure 8-13 for details) 

AX-112-1-67 

Figure 8-17 
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MER Electrical 

A/A37B-6 

CBU Harness 
Assembly 

MULTIPLE EJECTOR RACK (MER) 

';;7""___ Rocket Harness 

Assembly 

Individual Rack 
Assembly Ejector 
Unit (6 Places) 

Suspension Lug 
Attach Points (Typical) 

TER Controls 
TER Electrical ISee Figure 8-13) 

Rocke! or CBU 
Harness Assembly 

Individual Rack 

NAVAIR 01-45HHE-l Section VIII 
Wing Stores System 

TRIPLE AND MUiJIPLE EJECTOR RACK ASSEMBLIES 

MER Controls 

ISee Figure 8-13) 


AdjltSlable Sway 

Brace (Typical) Nose Cone 


Assembly 


AdjltS!able Sway 
Brace (Typical) 

TRIPLE EJECTOR RACK (TER) 

A X -115-1 - 67 

I 


Assembly Ejector 
Unit (3 Places) 

A/A37B-5 

Figure 

wing pylon. The AIA37B-5 Triple Ejector Rack pro
vides carriage and individual release and ejection of 
three stores from a single wing pylon. 

The triple and multiple racks each basically consist of 
a structural member which attaches to the wing p ylon 
and supports individual ejector unit assemblies (six 
on the MER and three on the TER). Each ejectOr unit 
assembly provides for store carriage, sway bracing, 

8-18 

electro-mechanical arming, electric fuzing, store sens
ing, release and ejection of the stores through an elec
trically initiated ejection cartridge, and a manual 
release for removal of stores on the ground. For jettison 
or emergency release, the racks can be jettisoned with 
stores from the Aero 7A-I racks by means of the salvo 
or selective jettisoning systems. Jettisoning of rocket 
packs from the MER or TER, with the MER or TER 
being retained, is possible through the use of a MERI 
TER STORES position of the select jettison switch. 
The MER and TER are illustrated in figure 8- 18. 

Changed 1 December 1967 275 



NAVAIR 01 -4SHHE-1Section VIII 
Wing Stores System 

WING-MOUNTED ZUNI ROCKETS (LAU- l 0 / A) 

LAU-lO/A rocket packs can be carried on the Aero 7A 
or 7A-I ejector racks, one pack per wing pylon; or on 
the multiple or triple ejector racks (MER or TER), 
two packs per MER or TER. 

LAU-l0/A or Aero 7A, 7A-l Ejector Rack 

The LAU-lOlA rocket launcher is a tubular casing 
capable of carrying and firing four 5-inch Zuni 
rockets. The rocket launcher is approximately 140 
inches long, has a 14-inch diameter, and weighs ap
proximately 533 pounds loaded or 105 pounds empty. 
One LAU-lO/A rocket launcher may be installed on 
each wing-mounted Aero 7 A or Aero 7A-I ejector rack. 

The LAU-lOlA rocket launcher has a treated paper 
frangible fairing installed on the forward end of the 
launcher. The fairing shatters when the first rocket is 
fired. The LAU-lOlA rocket launcher has two firing 
modes, single and ripple. In the single-fire mode, one 
rocket is fired from the rocket launcher each time the 
stores release switch is depressed. In the ripple-fire 
mode, all four rockets are fired approximately 100 mil
liseconds apart. The mode selector switch for single
fire or ripple-fire is located on the aft end of the rocket 
launcher (see figure 8-13). The mode selector switch 
is positioned before flight and cannot be changed after 
takeoff. Refer to figure 8-20 for a wing Zuni preflight 
checklist. 

The LAU-lOlA rocket launcher is suspended by sus
pension lugs from the Aero 7 A or Aero 7A-I ejector 
rack attached to the wing pylon. The lugs are engaged 
in retention hooks recessed in the body of the ejector 
rack. The rocket launcher electrical circuits are con
nected to the circuits of the wing stores system by an 
adapter harness. Energizing the firing circuits of the 
wing stores system provides the power to fire the Zuni 
rockets. 

With the mode selector switch in SINGLE, the 28-volt 
dc firing voltage from the wing stores system is routed 
by an intervalometer in the rocket launcher to only one 
rocket tube. To apply a firing pulse to the other rocket 
tubes, the firing voltage must be removed by releasing 
the stores release switch, and then reapplied by actuat
ing the switch again. The intervalometer will then 
step and apply the firing voltage to the next rocket 
tube. The sequence must be repeated until all rockets 
have been fired. 

With the mode selector switch in RIPPLE, the firing 
voltage is routed by the intervalometer to all rocket 
tubes. The intervalometer then returns to it! home 
position and will not recycle until the firing voltage is 
first removed and then reapplied. When at rest, the 
intervalometer shorts the firing pins of all rocket tubes 
to ground. 

The triple-multiple rack firemode switches (3, figure 
8-13) control whether rockets will fire from one 

or both LAU-lOlA launchers when the trigger is 
squeezed. Both switches must be placed in the same 
position: SINGLE for firing rockets from one LAU-lO/A 
at a time, or DUAL for firing rockets from both LAU
WIA's simultaneously (regardless of which wing pylon 
is selected with the armament selector switch). If one 
switch was placed in SINGLE and the other in DUAL, 

only rockets from the selected LAU-lO/A launcher 
would fire. 

A shorting device is provided with the rocket launcher 
to maintain the firing circuits in a safe condition dur
ing the loading operation. The shorting device is in
stalled on the launcher's forward electrical connector. 
The launcher electrical connectors are wired in p aral
lel and placing the shorting device sliding bar in the 
safe position shorts all launcher firing circuits to the 
ground pins of the connector. 

When the jettison circui ts of the wing stores system 
are energized, power is applied through an adapter 
harness to the explosive charge in the ejector rack 
ejector mechanism to release the hooks and kick the 
launcher and rockets free of the pylon. The LAU-101A 
rocket launcher has no provisions for jettisoning the 
rockets. If a no-fire occurs, a second attempt may be 
made to fire the rocket. 

Normal Operation 

1. 	 Armament select switch - WING R or WING L cor
responding to wing station to be actuated. 

2. 	 Triple-multiple rack firemode switches - SINGLE 

or DUAL corresponding to number of stations to be 
actuated for one setting of armament select switch. 

3. 	Mode selector switch - SINGLE or RIPPLE corre
sponding to rocket launcher firing sequence desired. 

4. Stores release switch - DEPRESS. 

Select Jettison Operation 

Place select jettison circuit in operation by placing the 
armament select switch in WING R or WING L corre
sponding to wing station to be actuated and select jet
tison switch in ON. 

Salvo Jettison Operation 

Place jettison system in operation by placing the salvo 
jettison switch in Lw/F-U or Rw/F-L corresponding to 
wing station to be actuated. 

LAU- l0/A on MER or TER 

A maximum of two LAU-lOlA packs can be carried 
on each MER or TER. Limitations preclude loading 
except on centerline and outboard stations of the MERI 
TER (forward stations on MER). Several switches 
must be preset before flight to achieve the desired 
firing modes. LAU-lOlA mode switches are set to 
SINGLE or RIPPLE, as desired. The triple-multiple rack 
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firemode switch in each wing pylon is set to DUAL or 
SJNGLE (0 select dual (left and right ) or single pylon 
actuation. The MER/ TER mode switch in each pylon is 
set to RKTS, and the MER/ TER mode selector switch on 
the aft end of the MER or TER is set to RKTS to com
plete the circuit. 

After firing (he first pack (SINGLE or RIPPLE) , the pilot 
releases the stores release switch. This causes the 
stepper switch to step to the next loaded pack in the 
MER/ TER firing order (center, left, right ) . The next 
loaded pack wiU fire when the stores release switch 
is depressed again. 

Rocket pack firing and jettisoning modes are presented 
in figure 8-19. Cockpit-mounted switChes are illus
trated and described in detail in figure B- 14. Externally
mounted (MER, TER, and pylon-mounted ) switches 
are illustrated and described in figure 8-13. 

Select Jettison Operation 

To jettison LAU-W/A packs, along with the MER or 
TER, the armament selector switch is placed to left 
or rigbt wing and the selective jettison switch placed 
in ON. The selected pylon will release MER or TER 
and packs. 

To jettison rocket packs individually from the MER 
or TER, the re tention of the MER or TER, the arma
ment selector switch is p laced to left or right wing 
and the selective jettison switch is placed in MER/TER 

STORES. Each time the stores release button is squeezed, 
one pack will be jettisoned from the selected MER 
or TER. The empty racks must have hooks open and 
the mechanical fuzing switch in the NOSE position for 
automatic stepping over the empty racks. Otherwise, 
the stores release button must be squeezed for each 
empty rack. 

Salvo Jettison Operation 

Place jettison system in operation by placing [he salvo 
jettison switch in LW/ F- U or RW/F-L corresponding 
to wing station to be actuated. 

2.75-INCH ROCK" SYSTEM 

Packs containing 2.75-inch rockets can be carried and 
fired from wing pylons. Packs can be carried on the 
Aero 7A or 7A·l ejector racks, one pack per wing 
pylon; or on the multiple or triple ejector racks (MER 
or TER ) , two packs per MER or TER. The packs 
presently authorized foe carriage on the Aero 7 A or 
7A-l ejector racks are the Aero 7D, LAU-3AJ A, LAU
32A/ A, LAU-32B/ A, LAU-56/A and Aero 6A, 6A-I 
and 6A-2. Packs presently approved for carriage on 
the MER or TER are the LAU-3A/A, LAU-32A/A, 
LAU-32B/A, and LAU-56/ A. For current listing, at 
any time, of packs authorized for use on the aircraft 
refer to the F-B Tactical Manual, NAVAIR 01-45HHA
1 T (Confidentia l) . Weights of packs are contained in 
figure 1- 73 and the procedure for jettisoning them is 
presenced under JETTISONING MISSILES/WING 
STORES FROM ATTACK AIRCRAFT. 

2.75-lnch Rocket 

The 2.75-inch FFAR (folding 6n aircraft rocket ) , pop
ularly known as the "Mighty Mouse," weighs IB.5 
pounds, is 4B.3 inches long, and has available for its 
use a choice of warheads and fuzes to suit mission 
requiremencs. 

2.75-lnch Packs on Aero 7A or 7A-l 

One 2.75-inch rocket pack can be suspended from tbe 
Aero 7A-1 ejector rack on each wing pylon. The LAU
32/A and Aero 6A series packs each carry seven rock
ets. The Aero 7D and LAU-3AJA packs each carry 
nineteen rockets. All packs are expendable and are de
signed to ripple-fire their stores. Electrical power for 
firing the rockets is supplied by the secondary de bus. 

A LAU-32A/ A or Aero 6A series pack consists of seven 
paper/ plastic tubes containing rockets and surrounded 
by an ourside casing which is capped at each end by 
a streamlined frangible fairing. The firing impulse is 
distributed to the seven rockets at a rate of 100 rounds 
per second by an iotervalometer attached to the aft 
bulkhead. The LAU-32B/ A is similar, but is con
structed of aluminum and has the option of single 
or ripple fire. Aero 6A series packs are outfitted with 
KMU-52/A single-fire intervalometers when used on 
training missions. 
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WING STORE RELEASE MODES------------

MER / TER PYLON SWITCHES COCKP IT 

STORE CONTROLS 
(SEE NOTE 11 SWITCHES MER / TER 3 / MULT RACK MER / TER A RMAMENT

(IF ANY) RElEASE MOD E FI REMODE PYLON SELECT 
SELECTOR SWITCH SWITCH SWITCH 

+ Land R Pylon 
- - Switches in - Select Desired 

SINGLE Wing (L or R) 

, ! 
Single Bombs 
Single Release 

~ /~ 
I 

SI NGLE or RI PPLE=:v= Land R Pylon 
Select Desired(See Note 2) - Switches in -
Wing (L or R)SINGLE Shown SINGLE 

1/ 
Single Rk, Packsy Single Firing 

+ 
WING -L 

Land R Pylon - (Select WING- -
Switches in DUAL R for single 

t!,~ 'II Sing'e Bombs 
release option) 

V Simultaneous 
Release 

__/A J 

~ 
SI NGLE or RI PPLE 

Land R Pylon
(See Note 2) - - WING- L or R 

Switches in DUAL 
- Single Rkt Packs SINGLE Shown 

t . I Simultaneous 
W 1,/ Firing

! t/ 

A SINGLE, DUAL, 

~ 
or SALVO as 

Land R Pylon 
I/lI i<i" - Switches in BOMB WING  L or R 

desired. (DUAL SINGLE_ il 
on MER shown) 

, i! Bombs on 
M ER or TER 
Single Release 

~= 
I 

SINGLE, DUAL, 
.015 , .030, or 

Land R Pylon 
.060 SEC. 

t !! - as desired. 
Switche ' in - WING  Lor R 

_ rt Bombs on (SINGLE setling 
SINGLE 

. t! MBR shown)
Single Release 

AX-144 ( 1 )  2-67 

Figure 8-19 (Sheet 1) 
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WING STORE RELEASE MODES-----------
COCKPITMER/ TER PYLON SWITCHES 

CONTROLS 
(SEE NOTE 1) 

STORE 
SWITCHES ARMAMEN T MER/ !!R 3/MULT RACK MER / TER
(IF ANY) FIREMO DE SElECT 

SELECTOR 
PYlONRELEASE !!'lODE 

SWITCHSWITCH SWITCH 

fA 	 SlrqGLE or RIPPLE Land R Pylon 
RKT Select Desired(See Note 2) Switches inRKTS 

(See Nole 4) Wing (L or R)~ 	 SINGLESINGLF. Shown 

;: ",P......
I MER o rTER 


SingiiiFiring 


SINGLE, DUAL, 
or SALVO as 

land R Pylon BOMB- desired. (DUAL WING - L or R 
Switches in DUA L on MER shown 4' , Bombs on ~ rt[J both sid es)MER or TElt 

t! 	 \U rtwr= Simulta neous 
Rol.a•• 

$WA SINGLE, DUAL, 
.015, .030, or 

"7 .060 SEC. 

-
Land R Pylon 

as desired. Switches in - WING- Lor R",' . , Bombs on (SINGLE setting DUAL 
,t! ' ! MBR shawn - bath
ISimul taneous sides)

Release 

/) I 
SINGLE or RI PPLE RKTl and R Pylon RKTS WING-L or R 

Switches in DUAL
(See Note 2) 

(See Note 4) 
Rocket Pocks~ SING LE Shown 


o n MER or TER
i~' rI 
Simultaneous

t' Firin; 
, 

l. 	Select desired 
pylon 

2. Sel Jett Sw 
No Effect I
No Effect -MERjTERNo Effect 

Nate 3 STORES positionan Jettisoningon Jettisoning on Jettisoning 
3. Depress stores. " f) Individual 

release switchPack=+= 
to jettisonJettisoning 
each pack 

Salvo Jell. Sw. 
LW/F·U (left 
MER or TER with 

+ 	 packs, upper 
No Effect No EffectNo EffectNo Effect fu selage stores) 
on Jettisoning on J ettisoningon Jettisoningon Jettisoning 

RW/F-l (right
STORES on MBR, MER or TER with' (J MER, or TER packs, lower 

(§ Salvo Jellisoning fuselage stores) 

AX-144(2)-2-67 

Figure 8-19 (Sh eet 2J 
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WING STORE RELEASE MODES-----------

1. 	 When a MER/ TER statio n is left em pty, the sto res hanger must be open an d the 
mechanica l fuzi ng switch on the armament co ntrol pan el placed in the NOSE 
position. Otherwise, automatic stepping over the e mpty station wi ll not occu r. 

2. 	 On ly th e lAU- l 0/A, LAU -56/ A and l AU -32 B/A rocket pocks have th e option of 
SINGLE or RIPPLE fire. All other rocket pocks presently app roved for the F-B a re 
RIPPLE-fire o n ly . 

3. 	 With the triple-multip le rock firemo de switches in DU AL, jettisoning will occur from 
bo th pylons simultaneously . In SINGLE, on ly the sel ected pyl on will jettiso n. 

4. 	 If the switch is inadvertently pl a ced in the BOMB position, rocke t pack (s 1 wilt be 
iettisoned whe n the stores re le ase switch is d e pressed. 

AX-	 144(3 )- 2- 67 

Figure 8-19 (Slteet 3) 
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WING ZUNI (LAU·l0 IA) PREFLIGHT CHECK 


Intersections of table show necessary external switch 
positions to obtain desired wing pylon and LAU 
10/A firing modes. Before checking modes, make 
sure that the shorting device in each LAU-lO/ A is in 
the safe position and one safety pin is installed in 
each ejector rack. 

wzs - Wing Zuni fuemode switch ( 5, figure 8-13 ) 

TMRS - Triple-multiple rack firemode switch ( 3, figure 8-13 ) 

FS - Fu:r.ing switch (4, figure 8-13 ) 

LAU-IO/A 
FIRING MODE 
DESIRED LI-I and RH Pylons 

Acruate Separately 

PYLON MODE DESIRED 

LH and RH Pylons 
Actuate Together 

Single Fire L WZS (LH and RH)  - •• - - Single 
2. TMRS (LH and RH) - - -  - Single 
3. FS (LH and RH ) -- ---  --Safe 

1. WZS ( LH and RI-I ) - ----- Single 
2. TMRS ( LI-I and RI-I ) -  - -- Dual 
3. FS (Ll-landRH) -- ------Safe 

Ripple 1. WZS (LI-I and RH) - -  -  - Ripple 
2. TMRS ( LI-I and RH ) - - -  - Single 
3. FS (LH and RH) ---  ---- Safe 

1. WZS (LI-I and RH ) - - -  - - Ripple 
2_ TMRS (LH and RH ) - - -  - Dual 
3. FS (LH and RH) -  - -- -- - Safe 

*Single Fire ( LI-I) 
and Ripple (RH ) 

1. WZS ( LH) - -  .. - - . .. . - -Single* 
WZS (RH ) .... -  .... .. . Ripple* 

2. TMRS ( LH and RH ) - - . - - - Single 
3. FS (LH and RI-I ) -  .. - .. - - Safe 

Not Recommended*'" 

* Reverse switch positions for single fire (RH) aod ripple (LI-I ) 
**li 	nonsymmetrical LAU-lO/A fuing is desired, it should be accomplished by separate actuation of LI-I and 

RH pylons. 

Wli/@I 
When using a mixed wing store load consisting of a LAU-lOl A launcher on one pylon 
and a multiple bomb rack on other, make sure the triple-multiple rack firemode switches 
are placed in SINGLE. Placing tbe switches in DUAL would result in simultaneously firing 
Zunis from one side and dropping bombs from the other. 

A X - II3-I-67 

Figure 8-20 
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LAV -3AIA and Aero 7D packs are similar in construc
tion to the LAU-32A I A, LAU-32BI A and Aero 6A 
series packs except for the larger number of rockets 
contained. T he nineteen rockets are fi red in nine pairs 
and one single at the rate of 100 firi ngs per second . 
Before takeoff on a mission utilizing the rocket packs, 
the triple-multiple rack firemode switch in each pylon 
(figure 8-13) must be set and checked. W ith both 
swi tches set in SINGLE, or one switch in SI NGLE and the 
other in DUAL, only the selected pylon will fire its 
rocket pack w hen the stores release switch is squeezed. 
W ith both swi tches in DU AL, both pylons w ill fire with 
either pylon selected. 

Note 

Before takeoff and in designated arm ing area, 
check that arming switches are safe and keep 
hands in view of arming personnel w hile 
arming is performed. 

On training missioos utilizing t he Aero 6A series 
packs, the installation of the single-fire intervalometer 
w ill require a separate squeeze on the stores release 
switch to fire each rocket (or pair of rockets in DUAL 

p ylon mode ) . 

Jettisoning is the same as described for the LAU-lOl A 
pack on the Aero 7A or 7A-l ejector rack. 

2.7S-lnch Packs on MER or TER 

T wo packs, mounted centerline and outboard (forward 
stations on MER ) , is the maximum number that can 
be caJ;"ried on each MER or T ER. Several switches must 
be preset before flight to achieve the desired firing 
modes. Packs with firemode selector switches are set 
to SINGLE or RIPPLE, as desired. The triple-multip le 
rack firemode swi tch in each wing pylon is set to DU AL 

or SINGLE to select sing le or dual pylon actuation. The 
MERI TER mode switch in the pylon is set to RKTS, and 
the MER/ TER mode selector switch on the aft end of the 
MER or TER is set to RKTS to complete the circuit. 

T hese fi ring modes, along with switch settings required 
to obtain these modes, are presented in figure 8- 19. 
Cockpit-mou nted switches are ill ustrated and described 
in deta il in fi gure 8-14. Externally mounted (MER, 
TER, and pylon-mou nted ) swi tches are illustrated and 
described in figure 8-13. 

With the release mode properly selected, the stores 
release button is depressed to fire the rockets. 

Jettisoning is the same as described for jettisoning 
LAU-lOlA packs from the MER or TER. 

2.7S-lnch Rocket Firing Procedure 

To fire 2.7S -inch rocket packs according to preset 
modes, proceed as follows: 

1. Master armament sw itch - ON 

2. Armament selector swi tch - WING (L or R) 

3. Stores release switch - SQUEEZE 

BOMBING SYSTEM 

Description 

The wing stores system provides the electrical circuits 
required to select, fuze, monitor, energize, control, and 
release or jettison bombs. The system accommodates 
eight conventional bombs in groups of two, four, and 
eight. The selection of a wing sta tion is made with the 
armament select swi tch located on the armament con
trol panel. An identification circuit provides cockp i t 
indications of the type of store loaded at the selected 
wing stat ion and also indicates the fuzing require
ments of the store. Two fuzing circuits provide for 
arming the bombs. One circu it connects fuze function 
control system power to electrically fuzed bombs. The 
other circuit provides an arming unit which pulls tbe 
arming wires from mechanically fuzed bombs. A re
lease circuit controls release of the wing pylon stores. 
W hen sing le bombs are loaded, the circui t fires the 
ejector cartridge w hich energizes the e jector mech
anism in the AERO 7A-I ejector rack to eject the 
bomb. When multiple bomb stores are carried, t he cir
cuit supplies releasing power to the multiple rack. A 
jettison circuit is p rovided for jettisoning bombs indi
vidually or simultaneously with the r ight-hand or left
hand fuselage stores. 

Wing Stores System - Bombs 

The wing store system - bombs p rov ides the adapter 
harnesses and bomb racks necessary to adapt the wing 
stores system ro accommodate four 250 pound bombs, 
four 500 pou nd bombs, one 1,000 pound bomb, or one 
2,000 pound bomb for each wing. Single bombs are 
loaded on the Aero 7 A- I ejector racks which are se
cured in the wi ng pylon by four bolts. Aero 7 A ejector 
racks are used for mechanically fuzed bombs and Aero 
7 A ·l ejector racks are used for mechanically or elec
trically fuzed bombs. Multiple bombs are loaded on 
multiple bomb racks, m ultiple ejector racks, or triple 
e jector racks which are attached to Aero 7 A or 7 A-I 
e jector racks. Electrical fuzing power for the bombs 
is supplied by the fuze fu nction control system. D C 
voltage is available to cbarge dc-type bomb fuzes, and 
rf power is provided to cbarge rf-dc bomb fuzes. Me
chanical fuzing for si ngle bombs is provided by an 
arming uni t in tbe wing pylon. Mechanical fuzi ng for 
bombs loaded on mu lt iple racks is provided by arming 
units in the rack. The control, monitor and power 
circui ts of the wing stores system are connected to the 
bomb racks by adap ter harnesses. 

Bomb Release Modes 

The mode of release of any bomb or bombs depends 
upon the setting of both the cockpit-moun ted switches 
and the externally-mou nted swit hes in the racks and 
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pylons. All modes of bomb release, along with switch 
settings required to obtain these modes, are presen ted 
in figure 8-19. Cockpit-mounted swi tches are illus
trated and described in detail in figure 8-14. Exter
nally·mounted switches are illustrated and described in 
figure 8-l3. A multip le bomb rack preflight check 
is presented in figure 8-2l. 

W ith the release mode properly selected, fuzing con
trols are set as requi red. If mechanically-fuzed bombs 
are loaded, the mechanical fuzing switch is placed in 
TAlL for bombs with tail fuzes only, or in NOSE for 
bombs w ith borb nose and tail fuzes. If electrically
fuzed bombs are loaded, the fuze function control panel 
must be preset as required (refer to Fuze Function 
Control AN/AWW-2A System). The stores release 
button is depressed to release the bombs. 

If there are empty racks on the multiple bomb rack and 
SINGLE mode is selected , tbe stores release switch must 
be squeezed to step over each en pty rack. Automatic 
step ping over empty racks can be achieved with the 
multiple and t r iple ejector racks (MER and TER ). 
Automatic stepping occurs if the hooks of the empty 
racks are left open and the mechanical fuzing switch 
is placed in the NOSE position. 

Mechanics of Bomb Release 
When a single bomb is loaded on an Aero 7 A or 7A-I 
ejector rack, the bomb is suspended by suspension lugs 
pro jecting from the bomb casing. The lugs are engaged 
in retention hooks recessed in the body of the ejector 
rack. Bombs requiring electrical fuzi ng have the 
molded plug of the Aero 7A-I ejector rack inserted in 
the side of the bomb. Bombs requiring mechanical 
fuzing have arming w ires inserted in the arming unit 
located in the w ing pylon. Bom b releasing and fuzing 
power is connected to the ejector rack by adapter har
nesses. 

Energizing the wing stores system releasing circuits 
applies power to the ejector rack. The explosive charges 
actuate the linkage in the rack to open the hooks and 
extend an ejector foot to kick the bomb clear of the 
pylon. When electrically fuzed bombs are dropped, 
the fuzing umbilical of the e jector rack arming un it is 
extended with the bomb. T he arming uni t applies the 
fuzing voltage to the bomb when the bomb has 
dropped approximately 3· inches and continues the 
voltage until the bomb has dropped approximately 5 
inches. T he umbilical breaks away at approximately 6 
inches. W hen mechanically fuzed bombs are dropped, 
rhe arming wires are pulled free of the vane-type bomb 
fuzes and the bomb is armed by subsequent action of 
the vane. 

The multiple bomb rack or multiple or triple ejector 
rack (MER or TER) is suspended from the Aero 7 A 
or Aero 7A· l ejector rack, which is installed in the 
wing pylon. Bomb releasing and fuzing power is con
nected to the multip le bomb rack and the Aero 7 A or 

Aero 7A· I ejector rack is connected to tbe wing stores 
system jettison circui ts by adapter harnesses. 

Energizing the w ing stores system jettison circuits 
applies power through the adapter harness to the exp lo
sive charge in (he Aero 7 A or 7A-I ejector rack to 
release tbe hooks and kick the multiple bomb rack, 
with the bombs at tached, free of the wing pylon. 
Refer to CARRYING EQUIPMEN T for a descrip t ion 
of the multiple bomb rack and the MER and TER. 
Refer to figure 8-21 for the mult iple bomb rack p re
flight check. 

Adapter Harnesses 

Bomb stores are adapted to the wing stores system by 
means of the following adapter harnesses: 

CV21-907710-1 ... Pylon to MER/TER (aft adapter) 
CV21-907710-2 .,. Pylon to MER/TER (rf adapter) 
CV2 1-907710·3 ... Pylon to Aero 7A-l (single bombs, 

dual release capability) 
CV21-207705-G ... P ylon to single LAU-I0/A adapter 
CV21-207705-1O ... P ylon to Aero 7A-l (single LAU

10/A installed) 
CV21-207705-11 ... P ylon to Aero 7A-l (MBR or 

MER/TER attacher) 
CV21-207705-17 ... Pylon to Aero 7A-l (fuzing single 

bombs) 
CV21-207705-18 ... Pylon to MBR (MBR power and 

fuzing) 
Jettisoning 

Refer to STORES JETTISONING. 

Fuze Function Control Set AN/AWW-2A 

Description 

The AN/AWW-2A set provides high-voltage electrical 
energy for charging rf (radio freq uency) and dc-type 
bomb fuzes. The set provides 28 possible combinations 
of arming and firing delays for rf-fuzed bombs. Any 
one of the 28 combinations can be selected whi le i n 
flight. Four options of dc voltage of different potentials 
and polarities are provided for dc-type bomb fuzes. 

Control of the set is provided by a F uze Function Con
trol C-8147 / A WW-2A, which is mounted on the left 
console. The other component of the set is the AM· 
4708/ A WW-2A Amplifier-Power Supply. 

Controls are illustrated and described in figure 8-14. 

Preflight Test (Either Type Fuze .in Use) 

Place the master armament switch .in ON. Move the 
function selector switch to any position other tban 
SAFE. Press the HV DC TEST pushbutton. Pressing the 
pushbutton causes the wheel well interlock to be by
passed, permitting the regulated power supply to· func
tion and be checked for normal operation. If the HV 

DC light comes on, the equipment is operating satis
factorily. If the light fails to come on, the HV DC TEST 
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MULTIPLE BOMB RACK PREFLIGHT CHECK---------
_#-liM

The table shows necessary external switch positions 
to obtain desired pylon and MBR modes. Befote Under present limitations, carriage of bombs on 
checking modes, make sure that one safety pin is the inboard stations of the bomb rack is not 
installed in each eiector rack anll loaded bomb rack. permitted . If only two bombs are loaded, they
If mechanically-fused bombs are loaded, make sure should occupy stations 1 and 2. 
that twO Fahnestock clips are installed on each 
arming wire and the wire is not kinked or burred. 

TMRS - Triple·multiple rack firemode switch ( 3, figure 8·13) 

RMS - Release mode selector switch (6, figure 8· 13 ) 

FS - Fuzing switch (4 figure 8·13 ) 

BOMB RELEASE 
MODE DESIRED 

PYL.ON 

LH and RH Pylons 
A ctume Separately 

MODE DESIRED 

LH and RH PyloflS 
Actuate Togethet' 

Single (1H and RH ) L TMRS . . " . - SINGLE (1H and RH) 
2. RMS ."." .. SINGLE (LH and RH) 
3. I=S ·"·""··· ELECT or MBCH* * 

1. TMRS . ... · D UAL (LH and RH) 
2. RMS .... ". SINGLE ( LH and RH) 
3. FS ".. - ... "ELECT or MECH* * 

Dual Tandem ( LH and RH ) 1. TMRS . .... SINGLE ( LH and RH) 
2. RMS ...... DUAL ( LH and RH) 
3. FS .... . ... ELECT or MECH* * 

1. TMRS ···· ·DUAL (LH and RH) 
2. RMS ...... DUAL ( LH and RH) 
3. FS .. .. . . " -ELECT or MECH** 

Bomb T rain (1H and RH ) 1. TMRS _.. ". SINGLE (1H and RH) 
2. RMS ." ... ..015 SEC, .030 

SEC, or .060 
SEC (LH and RH ) 

3. FS ..... "•. ELECT or MECH* * 

1. TMRS "···· DUAL (LH and RH) 
2. RMS ...... .015 SEC, .030 

SEC, or .060 
SEC (LH and RH) 

3. FS .... _.. • ELECT or MECH** 

*Single ( LH ) and 
Dual Tandem (RH) 

1. TMRS· ··"· SINGLE (LH and RH) 
2. RMS ..... . SINGLE (LH) * 

RMS .. - ...DUAL (RH)'" 

Not Recommended* ':, * 

3. FS ... .... - ELECT or MECH"'* 

...Single ( LH) and 
Bomb Train (RH ) 

1. TMRS .. _ . . SINGLE (LH and RH ) 
2. RMS ······ SlNGLE (LH)* 

RMS .... _ . . 015 SEC, .030 

Not Recommended * ... * 

SEC, 
SEC 

or .060 
(RH) * 

3. FS ······"· ELECT or MECH** 

*Dual T andem (1H) 
Bomb Train (RH ) 

and 1. TMRS ·· _.. SINGLE (LIi and RH) 
2. RMS ..... - DUAL ( LH ) * 

Not Recommended*** 

RMS ... ".. .015 SEC, .030 
SEC, or .060 
SEC (RH) * 

3. FS . - " ..... ELECT or MECH** 
-

*Left· and right·hand pylon modes can be reversed from those shown. 

**ELECT for electricaUy fu sed bombs; MECH for mechanically fused bombs. 


***If nonsymmetrical bomb release is desired it sbould be 
accomplished by separate actuation of LH and RH pylons. 

it'iU(.]I1 
When using a mixed wing store load consisting of a multiple bomb rack 00 one pylon 
and a LAU· lO/ A launcher on the other, make sure the triple·multiple rack firemode 
switches are placed in SINGLE. Placing these switches in DUAL would result in simul 
taneously firing Zunis from one side and dropping bombs from the other. 

AX- tt 4-t - 67 

Figure 8-21 
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pushbutton should be held depressed, and the press-to
test feature of the light used. If the HV DC light still 
does not come on, the bulb needs replacing. If the light 
does come on, the equipment is malfunctioning. 

Normallnflight Operation With RF-Type Fuze 

Note 
To avoid unnecessary equipment running 
time, it is advisable to leave the function 
switch in SAFE until approaching the target. 
Arming and tiring delays can be set when 
convenient. 

Arming and tiring delay options are selected by means 
of two selector switches on the AWW-2A control panel. 
The options can be safely selected at any time with 
the function switch in SAFE. The firing delay switch 
is used to select the time to detonation after impact. 
Selections available are .004, .010, .025, .050, 5, or 20 
seconds, or INST (.instantaneous ) . The arming delay 
switch is used to select one of four arming delay op
tions of 2, 4.5, 8, or 20 seconds. The arming delay is 
the time lapse between bomb release and bomb arming. 

Note 

An interlock override switch is provided to 
avoid the potential hazard of inadvertently 
selecting 2-second arming with a short firing 
delay. Should the firing delay switch be posi
tioned at the INST, .004, .010, .025, or .050 
firing delay options, and 2-second arming 
should be inadvertently selected in error, the 
weapon could arm, and fire upon impact in 
2.050 seconds or less. This potential hazard is 
eliminated by an interlock circuit which pre
vents the selection of 2-second arming unless 
the operator intentionally places the inter
lock override switch in ON. 

T he four arming delay options and seven firing options 
make for a total of 28 possible combinations of arming 
and firing combinations. Options are obtained through 
generation of rf signal frequencies to the rf fuze. The 
frequency, or combination of frequencies, for a par
ticular option is selected when the arming and fir ing 
delay switches on the control panel are set by the pilot . 
Frequencies are generated by means of eight crystal 
controlled oscillator modules in the amplifier power 
supply. 

Approaching the target, the pilot· turns on the master 
armament switch and places the AWW-2A function 
switch in a position corresponding to the type rf fuze 
in use. Fuze types selectable are VT (proximity). IMP 

(impact), or EXT (external). With the applicable fuze 
type selected, the HV DC light should come on to indi
cate the ready status of the equipment. With the HV DC 

ligh( on, depressing the stores release swirch will arm 
and fire the bombs in accordance with the selected 

Wing Stores System 

options. Refer to HV DC LIGHT FAILS T O ILLUMl
NATE for procedures co be followed if the light does 
not come OQ. 

When the release button is depressed, a + 300 volt dc 
signal supplies energy for charging the fuze. Super
imposed on the signal is the rf frequency or frequencies 
which selecrs the arming and fi ring delay. Rf fuzes 
contain tuned circuits which sense the presence of their 
resonant frequencies and actuate, or "blow," rf squibs. 
The actuated rf squibs apply fixed values of resistance 
to R-C timing circui ts in the fuzes. This establishes 
the time constants for the selected firing and arming 
oprion. 

After the bombs have been released, the function switch 
should be retucned ro SAFE. 

Interlock Override Switch (RF Fuzes Only) 

Should the pilot desire 2-second arming, the interlock 
override switch must be placed in ON. This requires 
raising a cover guard over the switch, and holding i t 
raised to permit placing the switch in ON . The pur
pose of the switch is to ensure that a 2-second arming 
selection is intentional. With the switc hin OFF, 4.5
second arming will be selected regardless of whether 
the arming delay switch is in the 2 or 4.5 second posi
tion. The override switch does not override or bypass 
the aircraft whee! well interlock that closes when the 
aircraft is airborne and the landing gear is raised and 
secured. Loweriug the cover guard with the override 
switch in ON will return the switch to OFF. 

Normal Inflight Operation With DC-Type Fuze 

Note 

To avoid unnecessary equipment running 
time, it is advisable to leave the function 
switch in SAFE until approaching the target. 

The four voltage options of the function switch, +300, 
+ 195, - 195, and - 300 volts, are for use strictly with 
dc-type fuzes. The voltage selected depends on the 
particular fuze in use. Arming and firing delays are 
not selectable in flight, as they are tbrough the arming 
and firing delay switches for rf-type fuzes. I

Approaching the target, the p ilot turns on the master 
armament switch and places the function switch to the 
proper voltage for the dc fuze in use. The HV DC light 
should come on to indicate the ready status of the 
equipment. Refer to HV DC LIGHT FAILS TO ILLU
MINATE for procedures to be followed if the light 
does not come on. When the release button is,depressed, 
the selected voltage option is applied to a capacitor in 
the dc fuze. Afrer the weapon has left the aircraft, the 
capacitor discharges to supply [he energy to charge 
the fuze. 

After the bombs have been released, tbe function selec
tor switch should be rerurned to SAFE. 
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HV DC LIGHT Fails to Illuminate 

If the HV DC light fails to illuminate, or illuminates 
initially and then extinguishes, move the fu nction 
switch to SAFE, then return it to its previous position. 
If the light still doesn't come on, depress the press
to-test light feature. If the light still fails to illumi
nate, try depressing the press-to-test feature and the 
HV DC TEST button simultaneously. (The HV DC TEST 

switch is used inflight to determine whether an appar
ent malfunction of the regulated power supply is 
caused by failure of the wheel well interlock to close 

and make proper contact.) If the light still fails to 
come on, assume proper operation of the equipment 
and proceed with the mission. If the light comes on 
when the HV DC TEST button is pressed, but fails to 
illuminate when the function switch is moved to an 
operating position, hold the HV DC TEST button de
pressed as an emergency measure when the stores 
release button is actuated. If the light comes on when 
the press-to-test feature and the HV DC TEST button are 
pressed simultaneously, but fails to illuminate under 
any other of the preceding conditions, the aircraft has 
a dead weapon load that cannot be armed and fi red. 

STORES WEIGHT AND COMPATIBILITY 

A weight and compatibility table, figure 1-73, pro metrical loading. Practice bomb and flare comhinations 
vides information on stores loading. Wing and fuselage are also included in the table. 
configurations are shown for symmetrical and asym-

MISFIRES 

When a misfire occurs on any external store other than 
a Sidewinder missile, release the stores release switch 
to disarm the firing circuit. 

WARNING I 
If a Sidewinder missile carried on a LAU-7 / A 

launcher misfires, disarm the firing circuit by 


placing the master armament switch in OFF. 

To fire guns or additional missiles, return the 
switch to ON (the misfired missile firing cir
cuit will not rearm). For a misfired Side
winder missile on an Aero 3A launcher, re
lease the stores release switch to disarm the 
firi~g circuit. 

Do not point a Sidewinder missile, including 
a misfired Sidewinder missile, at any friendly 
ta~get. If possible, hold misfire 15 minutes 
before returning to base or ship. 
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STORES JETTISONING 

Note 

In the following writeup substitute "trigger 
switch" for "stores release switch" in the case 
of aircraft not equipped witb the stores release 
switch. 

T here are twO jettison circuits, salvo and select ive. 
T he salvo circuit permits immediate jettisoning of all 
stores (except fuselage-mounted Zuni rockets) through 
the movement of a single switch. The selective circuit 
allows for the selection and jettisoning of individual 
stations (excep t fuselage Zuni stations) when time 
and circumstances are more permitting. (Note that it is 
impossible to jettison Z unis from fuselage pylons using 
either of these circuits. If it becomes necessary to get 
rid of Zuni rockets, they can only be nred armed using 
the normal firing procedure. The empty Zuni packs 
must tben be retained, for they are nonjettisonable. ) 
Stores jettisoned by these circuits separate in an u n
arm ed and unguided condition. Electrical power for 
salvo or selective jettisoning is supplied by the emer
gency dc bus. This permits jettisoning on main gener
ator power or on emergency electrical power supplied 
by the ram air turbine with the emergency generator 
switch in ON or LAND. The master armanent switch 
need not be placed in ON for salvo or selective 
jettisoning. 

Jettisoning of Aero 6A and 6A-l rocket packs 
is not recommended. Jettisoning of empty 
Aero 6A-2 and LAU-32/A rocket packs is not 
recommended. Safe separation is not assured. 

Flight limitations which must be observed w hen jet
tisoning stores or fi ring the fuselage Zunis are pre
sented in the EXTERNAL ARMAMENT LIMITA
TIONS figure in the Supplemental N ATOPS Flight 
Manual. 

PROCEDURES 

To salvo: 

1. 	 Landing gear - UP 

2. 	 Salvo jettison switch - LW/F-U, RW/F-L 

• 	 The salvo jettison switch ( fig ure 8-14) has two 
positions: LW/ F-U for jettisoning stores from 
the left wing pylon and simul taneously jetti
soning (launching unarmed and unguided ) 
Sidewinders from upper fuselage pylons, and 
RW / F-L for jett isoning stores from the rigbt 
wing pylon and at the same time jettisoning 
Sidewinders from lower fuselage pylons. 

• 	 Wing stores, along with supporting racks, will 
be cleared below the Aero 7 A or 7 A-I ejector 
bomb rack. 

Selective jettisoning: 

1. 	Landing gear - UP 

2. 	 Armament selectOr switch - DESIRED STATION 

3. 	 Selective jettison switch - ON 

• W ith a wing station selected, jettisons all stores 
or racks attached to the Aero 7 A or 7A-I ejec
tor bomb rack. 

jettisonitlg rocket packs from the MER or TER: 

1. 	Landing gear handle - WHLS U P 

2. 	 Armament selector switch - DESIRED STATION 

3. 	 Selective jettison switch - MER/ 'fER STORES 

4. Stores release button - SQU EEZE ONCE FOR EACH 

PACK 

• 	 Only the pack will be jettisoned. MER or TER 
are retained. 

A lternat'e bomb jettiSOtlitlg (for 'retmtiOtl of bomb 
rack ): 

Follow BOMB DROPPING PROCEDURE (electricaL 
or mechanical fuzing ) wi tb following exception: 

Safe-standby-ready or mechanical fuzing switch (as 
applicable ) - SAFE 

• 	If the main electrical generator is operating 
and there is sufficient rime, an alternate method 
of jettisoning bombs is to follow tbe applicable 
BOMB DROPPING PROCEDURE in this part 
wi th the following exception: for electrically 
fuzed bombs, place the safe-standby-ready 
switch ( figure 8- 14) in SAFE; or, for mechan
ically fuzed bombs, place the mechanical fuzing 
switch ( figure 8-14) in SAFE_ When the store 
release button is depressed, the bomb or bombs 
will be released in an unarmed state according 
to their preset releasing mode. An advantage 
of this jettisoning procedure is the retention of 
any bomb rack below the Aero 7A or 7A-! 
ejector bomb rack. 
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TOW TARGET SYSTEMS 


BANNER TOWED TARGET EQUIPMENT 

Equipment consists of the banner, armored cable tow
line, chain, and a release ring whicb is attached to the 
standard arresting hook-operated tow release fitting for 
banner targets prior to takeoff. A drag takeoff method 
is used to launch the target. The entire length of tow
line is laid out in a squat "S" pattern along the tow 
aircraft takeoff run with the center leg of the "S" 
parallel to takeoff, and the far forward rum of the 
"S" placed opposite the estimated takeoff point. Tbis 
procedure reduces the abrasion of tbe target before 
becoming airborne. Upon rerurn from the towing mis
sion, the target and towing gear are released over the 
recovery area by lowering tbe arresting hook. For 
additional information concerning takeoff methods of 
banner targets, refer to section III of current NAVAIR 
28-lOA-501 , "Handbook of Operation and Service In
structions for Aerial Targets and Associated Equip
ment." 

Flight Operations 

Optimum operational parameters are outlined in figure 
8-22. 

Observe cooling flow limitations applicable 
to target towing as shown in section I, part 4. 

CENTER-Of·GRAVITY TOW SYSTEM 

The center-of-gravity tow system consists of a tow reel, 
fuselage sheave fitting, launcher, pilot'S control box, 
and target. Except for the pilot'S control box, all com
ponents mount externally on existing pylons or on 
special adapters designed for this purpose. The Delmar 
Engineering Laboratories 216 Installation Kit and Air
craft Armament Change 398 is required to modify the 
aircraft for center-oi -gravity target towing. 

Reels 

The Aero 43 or 43M tow reels mount by use of an 
adapter on the port SIDEWINDER pylon location and 
are powered by a variable pitch, wind driven rurbine. 
The Aero 43 reel c.an carry the D-12116-10 stepped
diameter towline which is 25,600 feet i n length. The 
AERO 43M reel can carry the D -12116-9 stepped
diameter towline which is }1,500 feet in length. 

Note 

Tbese reels may carry otber constant or 
stepped-diameter towlines. Current armament 
bulletins should be consulted for additional 
information. 

Launcher 

T he LAU-37/ A center-of-gravity launcher is used to 
lead the towline from the reel and fuselage sheave 
(trunnion pulley) to the target and bold the target in 
position 00 the airplane except when the target is 
deployed. 

Control Box 

The pilot's control box may be mounted in the star
board console or other accessible location and has all 
tbe instruments and switches required to control and 
monitor tow reel functions. The instruments indicate 
turbine pitch and rpm, and a couneer indicates feet of 
towline deployed. Control switches include a master 
switch which controls electrical power to the reel, a 
cable drum brake switch, a turbine pitch control switch 
which is used to control reel-out or reel-in turbine rpm 
and a target unlatch switch which is used to release 
the target from the launcher. A cable cutter switch is 
provided for emergency cutting of the towline at the 
launcher. On some control boxes, the brake and target 
unlatch switch may be combined in a 3-positioo switch. 

Targets 

The TDU-22/B and TDU-22A/ B targets are 6 feet 
long, nonrotating, center-of-gravity towed shapes con
sisting of a 7-incb diameter fiber glass body, 4 stabiliz
ing tail fins, and components for radar and infrared 
augmentation. 
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BANNER TOWING OPERATIONAL PARAMETERS ----------

CondilWn Wing Gear KLAS Ret11arks 

Takeoff Up Down Normal takeoff. CRT recommended. 

Oimh 
Sea level to 

10,000 
10,000-20,000 
20,000-30,000 

Up 

Up 
Down 

Up 

Up 
Up 

160 

L80 
225 

Maintain af-rerburner 
altitude. 

in a steep climb to the desired 

Level Off Down Up Stabilize at 
tow speed 

Observe cooling flow limitations (see section 1, part 4) . 

Letdown 
Above 10,000 

Below 10,000 

Up or 
down 

Up 

Up 

Up 

180 (max) 

160 

Maintain power to keep windshield d ear and provide 
power margin for chase pilot maneuvering. 

Banner Drop Up Up 150-L60 Adhere to local course rules. Minimum aircraft altitude 
500 feet AGL. To release banner drop arresting hook. 
After drop, raise hook. 

AX- 152- 3 - 67 

AERO 43 and AERO 43M Reels, LAU-37 / A 

Launcher - Operating Procedures 

The master switch must be left ON throughout 
the flight_ This switch controls the turbine 
pitch, reel brake, and in tbe LAU-37 / A, the 
latch motor. When this switch is turned off, 
pitch control is inoperative, brake will auto
matically be OFF, and the LAU-37 / A unlatch 
motor will be inoperative. 

To avoid pitch control motor damage, do not 
overcomrol rpm by constant pitch adjust
ments. A 400 rpm drift is permissible. 

Do not put the brake ON while reel is operat
ing, except in an emergency. If the brake is 
placed ON with the reel operating, towline 
breakage and complete reel failure may occur. 
Stop the rpm with pitch control. If the length 
counter is not indicating any movement and 
rpm indicates 0, the brake may be placed ON. 

In case of aircraft electrical failure, all sys
tems will remain in the same position as they 
were prior to the failure, with the exception 
of tbe brake, which will autOmatically be OFF. 

The system is on the primary electrical bus 
and will be regained following the deploy
ment of the emergency power package. Emer
gency generator switch must be in the ?>N 
position and left in the ON position for the 
operation of the tow reel and brake. 

Preflight Check 

The following operations shall be performed prior to 
boarding the airplane: 

1. 	 Check security and general condition of launcher. 

2. 	 Check circuit breaker (LAV-37/ A ) IN and cable 
cutter cartridge is installed. 

3. 	Check target security in launcher. 

4. 	Check ignition frequency on side of target (TDU
22A/B). 

5. 	 Check security of launcher electrical leads. 

6. 	Check security and alignment of fuselage sheave 
and that wire is properly routed through the 
pulleys. 

7. 	 Check security of reel and reel electrical leads. 

8. 	 Check ground safety pin in place on reel. 

9. 	Check turbine blades in feathered position (0 
pitch ) and for unrepaired 

10. Check towline length on sic. 

Poststart Check 

The following operations shall be performed after air 
craft poststart checks with a ground crewman standing 
by: 

1. 	Master switch ON 

2. 	 Check brake ON 
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3. 	 Check lights on launcher (two) illuminated (LAU
37/ A ) 

4. 	 Check turbine operation as follows: 

(a) Check rpm and pitch indicator at O. 

( b ) Check counter at (00000 ). 

(c) Crewman will pull ground safety pin. Check 
operation of pitch control upon signal from 
crewman. 

(d ) After turbine check be sure to set l Y2 units IN 

pitch for AERO 43M reels, 3 units IN pitch for 
AERO 43 reels. 

(e) Recheck brake ON. 

Takeoff and, Climb 

1. 	Trim for balanced flight. 

Note 

For both normal field takeoff and catapult 
launch, approximate trim settings are: lateral 
~ unit right wing down; direcrional - rud
der 3 o 'clock position. 

2. 	 Accelerate and climb to launch altitude observing 
local ceurse rules. Do nOt exceed 400 KIAS or 0.9 
IMN. 

Lcwnch and Reel Oul 

1. 	 Launch straight and level, balanced flight, 25 5 ± 5 
KIAS. Launch below 20,000 feet is recommended. 

2. 	Check turbine pitch at 1Yz units IN Aero 43M 
reels, 3 units IN for Aero 43 reels. 

3. 	 Reel brake switch OFF. 

4. 	 Actuate unlatch switch and observe upper (red ) 
launcher latched light go out. 

5. 	 Im mediately hold OUT pitch until target separates 
from the launcher saddle and clears the launcher 
and the airplane. Commence timing. See note under 
COUNTER FAILURE (EMERGENCY PROCE
DURES). 

Do not hold the turbine pitch control switch 
in the OUT position until the upper (red) 
launcher latched light goes out. If the tow reel 
drum is permitted to rotate without towline 
slack being taken up by tbe target, a loop will 
form in tbe towline. This loop can cause mis
sion fa ilu re and damage to [Ow system equip
ment. 

Nole 

After the target leaves the launcher, the lower 
(amber ) target in light will go out. Approxi 
mately 30 seconds after the (amber ) target in 
light goes out, the (red) launcher latched 
light will come back on indicating that 
launcher actuator and linkage are in the latch 
position and ready to automatically engage 
the target upon recovery. 

6. 	 After the target clears the launcher and aircraft 
(200 feet streamed ) , establish desired turbine rpm. 
W ith the Aero 43, do not exceed 4000 rpm. With 
the Aero 43M, operations should be confined to a 
range of 0 [Q 2700 rpm and 3600 to 4100 rpm to 
minimize turbine blade fatigue due to vibration. 
Commence climbing if required. 

7. 	 Maintain reel speed by momentary actuation of the 
turbine pitch switch to IN or OUT position, which
ever is needed. 

Avoid overcontrol of the rpm. A 400 rpm 
drift is permissible. Under normal reeling 
conditions the reel is controlled only by actu 
ation of the turbine p itch control switch. The 
tow system brake switch must not be placed 
in the ON position during reel rotation unless 
emergency conditions necessitate immediate 
reel stoppage. This p recaution is necessary to 
avoid towline breakage and excessive brake 
wear. 

Note 

Turbine rpm is a funcrion of towline length, 
airspeed, altimde, and turbine pitch. With 
constant pitch, turbine rpm will slowly 
change as operating conditions are varied. 
The tachometer indicator and couateI' shall 
be monitored when the brake system is in the 
OFF position. 

8. Maintain 250-to-280 KJAS (optimum) until the 
full scope of the towline is deployed. Observe towline 
limitations. 

Do not reel-out towline in excess of the maxi
mum permissible length (24,000 feet for D· 
12116-10; 30,000 feet for D-1 2116-9 towlines). 

9. 	Within 500 feet of desired towline length, slowly 
toggle IN pitch to obtain 1,000 rpm and then to 
obtain 0 rpm as the desired length is reached. 

10. Be sure rpm is at 0 ( this requires about 2 to 4 unirs 
of IN pitch), and the counter indicates no move
ment. 
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TOWING LIMITATIONS -------------
TDU-22/ B AND TDU-22A/B TARGETS, 

0-12116-9 AND -10 TOWLINES 

ti 40,000 T OW ING U MIT FOR 
AERO 43 ONLY ~ 

I 
f;I;I 	 TOWING FOR 

AllRO 43.M ONLY 

~ 30,000 

MAXIMUM STREAMED LENGTH 


D-121 16-10 24,000 IT
-< 
0·1211 FTI 20,000 

LIMIT FOR D-12116-9 AND -10 TOWLINES 

ALL STR.EA.MED LENGTHS 


10,000 


For Towing Limitations Below 
10,000 Ft, See Figure 3. 

SL 
260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 

INDICATED AIRSPEED - KN<YrS 
A X -153-3-6 7, 

Figure 8-23 

1 L 	Note pitch required for 0 rpm and record pitch 
and airspeed for reference later. See RECOVERY 
PROCEDURE. 

12. 	Place the brake switch ON. 

Note 

For towing above 340 KIAS, change pitch to 
o to 1 unit IN. 

Towing 

Observe cooling flow limitations applicable 
to target towing as shown in section It t5art 4. 

1. 	Observe towing limitations. Tow speed as prescribed 
by exercise. See figures 8-23 and 8-24. 

2. 	 Turns should be held to 20 degrees angle of bank 
and acceleration of 1.5 G 's. Do not make any rapid 
"5" curns. 

3. 	 For low altitude towing (target altitude 1,000 feet 
or below) a slow rate of descent to towing altitude 
is necessary. Target overshoot will approximate rate 
of descent. 

4. 	 Towline droop varies with airspeed, altitude and the 
towline used (approximately 7 percent streamed 
length for ave-rage conditions). 
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lOW ALTITUDE TOWING LIMITATIONS ----------
0-12116-9 AND 0-12116-10 TOWLINES, SEA LEVEL TO 10,000 

FEET TARGET ALTITUDES, TDU-22/B AND AlB TARGETS 

S 
~ 
~ 

I 

~ 
Z 
~ 
Q 

~ 
~ 

25,000 

20,000 

15,000 

10,000 

5,000 
270 300 350 400 

INDICATED AIRSPEED - KNOTS 
AX 154-3-67 

I Recovery Procedure 

Note 
pitch was changed, restore pitch setting and 
rspeed. See item 11 of LAUNCH AND 
~EL OUT. 

1. 	 Brake switch - OFF 

Note 
First reel-out SO feet of towline to relieve 
undercutting on reel spool. 

Figure t-24 

2. 	 Actuate the turbine pitch control switch to IN as 
required to obtain tbe desired rpm. See item 6 of 
LAUNCH AND REEL-OUT. 

3. 	 Check upper (red ) launcher latched light ON. 

4. 	 Before towline lengtb bas been reduced to 500 feet, 
establish 255 ( -I- 5) KIAS in level, balanced flight, 
and 500 rpm. 

5. 	Before towline length has been reduced to 100 feet, 
establish rpm for a recovery rate of approximately 
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100 feet per minute and make no hher pitch ad
justment witb length less than 100 feet. 

Note 

Recovery rate may be determined by timing 
reel-in of 50 feet of towline (elapsed time of 
30 seconds indicates 100 feet per minute) . 
Calculated speed is 260 rpm for the Aero 43 
reel and 200 rpm for tbe Aero 43M reel. Ac· 
tual values may vary as much as 200 rpm for 
individual reels due to tachometer inaccuracy 
at low speed and varying spool load. 

Maintain the aircraft in stable fligh t during 
final recovery of the target. Moderate maneu
vering or air turbulence may cause some oscil
lation of the target as it approaches the 
launcher, with possible recovery difficulty or 
target loss. If severe oscillation of the target 
occurs during recovery, immediately stop reel
in by acruaring the turbine pitch control 
switch to the OUT position. Let Out additional 
towline and repeat recovery procedures. 

Towline ang le rapidly increases to approxi
mately 60° as target approaches launcher. 

Note 

If darkness prevents monitoring of the tar
get, completion of the target recovery wiU be 
indicated by an abrupt reduction of turbine 
rpm to zero and counter stoppage. 

T he " target in" light may not illuminate due 
to 	the slow recovery rpm. 

6. 	 Increase IN pitch to fully seat the target in the 
launcher saddle (5 units maximum ) . Both lights 
will be illuminated when the target is secured. 

7. 	Place brake switch in the ON position. 

8. Reset PRE-LAUNCH pitch position. 

Letdown and Landing 

1. 	Make normal letdown and landing. Hung ordnance 
entry is recommended if target is not indicating 
latched. 

Do not fold the wings until the target has 
been removed. 

2. 	Ensure that the ground crew man has reinstalled 
the tow reel lockpin before turning the reel master 
switch OFF or securing the engine. 

Emergency Procedures 

I WARNING I 
If it becomes necessary to eject from the air
craft during towing operations, depress cable 
cutter button prior to ejection, if possihle. 

Target Loss on Launching or Towline Failure 

1. 	 Brake - ON 

2. 	 Turbine - FEATHER 

Target Loss From End of Long Towline 

1. 	Use recovery procedure. 

2. 	When towline whipping is observed at launcher, 
stop reel and cut the remaining towline. 

Counter Failure 

Note 

Squadron experience will determine average 
reeling times for streanling -9, -10, or other 
selected towlines. Use this experience for de
termining reel-out and reel·in times in the 
event of counter failure. 

To Cut Towline 

A number of factors should be considered 
prior to cutting the towline. If the reel is 
inoperadve, or if reel operation is considered 
hazardous, the only course of action is to cut. 
Ensure that the target and towline will not 
fall in areas where personal injury or property 
damage may result. Attempt to obtain ap
proval from the controlling agency and re
check aircraft location prior to cut. 

In the event of cutter failure, with towline 
streamed, a normal landing may not be made. 
Consider as follows: 

1. 	 Field with unobstructed approach. 

2. 	Drag-off over water or land. 

Note 

If there are indications that target aod/ or 
wire have been dropped after using the cable 
cutter, attempt to get a definite radar con
fumarion from Range Cootrol. 

1. 	 rpm - ZERO 

2. 	Brake - ON 

3. 	 Cable cutter - DEPRESS 

4. 	Turbine - FEATHER 
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Reel Overspeed 

Note 

The tow reel contains an overspeed switch set 
at 6000 rpm (Aero 43) or 6200 rpm (Aero 
43M) and a relay which will automatically 
apply the reel brake when overspeed occurs. 
As the brake is applied, the tachometer indi
cator will suddenly drop to zero. The brake 
will remain engaged uncil electrical power to 
the reel has been interrupted. 

Reel overspeeds may result from towline 
breakage during reel-in with a long cable 
scope and at high aircraft speed, or if the oper
ating rpm is excessively higb and the system 
is not properly monitored. 

Step 1 is essential to prevent uncontrolled 
overspeed during reset of the system. 

1. Actuate t he turbine pitch control swi tch to feather 
turbine blades. 

2. 	Tow system brake - ON 

Note 

It is recommended that the towline be cu t. 
1£ continued operation is not intended, delete 
step 3. 

During the period that the master switch is in 
the OFF position, the tow reel brake will be 
disengaged . It is essential that the reel mas
ter switch be returned to ON as rapidly as 
possible. 

3. 	 Briefly cycle the tow system master switch to OFF 

and then immediately to ON position. 

Inadvertent Flare Ignition (IDU-22A/B) 

Spurious flare ignition occasionally occurs due to mal
function of flare command circuitry. If this occurs with 
the target streamed, no action is required. If flares 
ignite while the target is in the launcher, jettison of 
target is required to prevent burning of adjacent air 
craft wing panels. 

1. 	Cable cutter - DEPRESS 

2. 	Target unlatch switch - ACTUATE 

3. 	 Target will fall from launcher. 

Note 

If spurious flare ignition occurs prior to take
off and fire hazard exists, perform steps 1 and 
2 and taxi clear of the target. 

The above procedure is required to ensure 
that the target leaves the launcher. Do not 
attempt a normal target launching. 

YDU-22/B larget Operating Procedures 

No special p rocedures are required for this passive type 
target. 

TDU-22A/B Yarget Operating Procedures 

Note 

The flight procedures for IR targets do not 
differ significantly from those prescribed in 
the preceding paragraphs. However, the "AlB" 
target is heavier than the " / B" target and 
incorporates a remote con trolled flare firing 
system, and requires more pilot attention. 

The flare firing system utilizes a predeter
mined UHF frequency, a tone generator, and 
associated equipment. 

Preflight 

Obtain flare frequency and check this with the fre 
quency written on the target. 

Poststart 

Switch ARC 27 to squadron common and check tone 
generator. 

Note 

Flares w ill be installed in the target by the 
ordnance crewman in the arming area. Ensure 
that the target safety pin is pulled by the 
crewman after the flares are inStalled. 

When IR targets are in the launcher a safety 
switch in the target cuts off all power to tbe 
target Bare receiver preventing inadvertent 
flare ignition by transmissions from the tow 
or other aircraft. 
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Flight 	 After Landing 

Note 
Note 

When the pilot of the missile firing aircraft 
After landing, taxi to the de-arming area. Thedesires a flare to be ignited, he will transmit 
ordnance crewman will remove the targetfor a "Hot Shot." Tow pilot will select the 
and/ or flares and install safety pins in theflare 6ring frequency and transmit the tone 
reel. Do not fold wings until the target hasfor 8-10 seconds. The pilot m ust wait at least 
been removed. 10 seconds between attempts. If flares are not 

firing, 12 flare attempts may be made before 
aborting the mission. 

CENTER-Of-GRAVITY TOW SYSTEM CHECK LIST 

AND ESSENTIAL OPERATING PROCEDURES 

Preflight Check 

Note 

For TDU-22A/B Targets, obtain flare fir ing 
frequency. 

Launcher 

1. 	Mounting - SECURE 

2. Circuit breaker - IN 

3. 	Cutter cartridge - INSTALLED 

4. Electrical leads - SECURE 

T arget 

1. 	Mounting - SECURE 

2. 	 TDU-22A / B - FREQUENcY 

Towline 

1. 	 Sheaves - MOUNTING AND ALIGN MENT 

Reel 

1. 	 Mounting - SECURE 

2. 	 Electrical leads - SECURE 

3. 	 Safety pin - IN 

4. 	 Towline length - NOTE 

5. 	Turbine blades - FEATHERED 

6. 	Turbine blades - CONDITION 

Poststart Check 
1. 	Master switch - ON 

2. 	Brake switch - ON 

3. 	Counter - 00000 

4. 	Turbine rpm - ZERO 

5. 	 Pitch indicator -IYz units IN (Aero 43M ), 3 uni ts 
IN (Aero 43) 

6. 	Reellockpin ~ OUT 

7. 	 Launcher lights - ON 

8. 	 Flare tone - TEST 

9. 	Flare target power switch - ON 

10. Takeoff trim - SET 

Prelaunch Check 

1. 	 Airspeed - 225 (±5) KIAS 

2. 	 Trim - LEVEL BALANCED FLIGHT 

3. 	 Turbine pitch -lYz units IN (Aero 43M), 3 units 
IN (Aero 43) 

4. 	 Brake switch - OFF 

Launch Procedure 

1. 	 Launcher unlatch swi tch - ACTUATE 

2. 	 Observe UPPER RED launcher light 

3. 	W hen light goes out, actuate and hold pitch switch 
in OUT position. Note time. 

4. 	 After target clears launcher con trol turbine rpm 
by using the pitch switch. Avoid numerous changes 
in rpm. 

Operating Limitations 

Aero 43 Tow Reel 

Max stowed - 400 KIAS 0.9 IMN 

Airspeed (reeling ) - 250 to 280 KIAS (optimum ) , 
400 KIAS, 0.9 IMN (max) 


Maximum turbine rpm 4000 
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Max towing - 400 KIAS, 0.9 IMN below 39,000 It 
alt, 350 KlAS, 1.2 lMN above 30,000 ft or towline 
limit. 

Aero 43M Tow Reel 

Max stowed - 400 KlAS, 0.9 IMN 

Airspeed (reeling) - 250 to 280 KIAS (optimum ), 
400 KIAS, 0.9 IMN (max) 

Turbine rpm - 0 to 2700, 3600 to 4100 

A void prolonged operation at 2700 to 3600 rpm 

Max towing - 400 KIAS, 1.5 IMN or towline limit. 

To Stop Reel For Towing 

1. 	Operate pitch control to obtain zero rpm 

2. 	 Observe the counter indicating no movement 

3. 	 Note indicated pitch 

4. 	Actuate brake switch to ON 

5. 	 Set turbine pitch to ZERO units at towing above 340 
KIAS 

6. 	 Note time 

7. Observe towing limitations 

Prerecovery Check 

1. 	 Airspeed - 250-280 KlAS, 0.9 max lMN 

2. 	Turbine pitch - As used to stop reel 

3. 	Launcher lights - Top red light on 

4. 	Brake switch - OFF 

Recovery Procedure 

1 Reel out 50 feet of towline. 

2. 	Change pitch to obtain desired recovery rpm ob
serving operating limitations. 

3. 	 Before towline length is 500 feet, check: 

(a) Airspeed - 255 ( ± 5) KIAS 

(b) Trim - Level balanced .Bight 

( c) Turbine rpm - 500 

4. 	Before towline length is 100 feet, establish rpm for 
recovery rate of 100 feet per minute. 

5. 	Do not make further adjustments in pitch with 
length less than lOO feet. 

6. 	 When target is in launcher, increase pitch until both 
launcher lights are ON (5 units max). 

7. 	 Actuate brake switch ON. 

8. Reset prelaunch pitch position. 

Postlanding Check 

1. 	Do not fold wings 

2. 	Taxi to dearm area if using TDU 22A/B 

3. 	Reel lockpin - IN 

4. 	 Ordnance man remove .Bares 

5. 	 Flare target power switch - OFF 

6. 	Master switch - OFF 

Emergency Procedures 

1--W-A-R-N-IN-G-, 

If it becomes necessary to eject from the air
craft during towing operations, depress cable 
cutter button prior to ejection, if possible. 

Target Loss on Launch or Towline Failure 

1. 	 Brake - oN 

2. 	Turbine - FEATHER 

Target Loss From End of Towline 

1. 	Recover towline until whipping is observed at 
launcher 

2. 	Cut towline 

Counter Failure 

1. 	 Utilize time taken to stream to affect recovery 

To Cut Towline 

1. 	RPM - zERO 

2. 	Brake - ON 

3. 	Cable cutter - DEPRESS 

4. 	Turbine - FEATHER 

Reel Overspeed 

1. 	Brake Automatic at 6000 rpm 

2. 	Turbine - FEATHER 

3. 	 Brake switch - ON 

4. 	Cut towline. Or, if necessary to continue operations: 

5. 	 Brie.By cycle master switch to OFF, then immediately 
to ON. 

Flare Ignition (Target in Launcher) 

1. 	Cable cutter - DEPRESS 

2. 	 Launcher unlatch switch - ACfUATE 

3. 	 If on deck, taxi dear of target. 
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ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES 


Note 

AFC 490, Part IV, installs Shoehorn India in 
F-8H aircraft. A description of the chaff dis
penser, which is a part of the Shoehorn India 
installation, follows. Refer to Supplemental 
NATOPS Flight Manual (Confidential) and 
the supplement to the F-8 Tactical Manual 
(Secret) for the remainder of the Shoehorn 
India writeup. 

DESCRIPTION 

The AN/ ALE·29A Chaff Dispenser System is a coun
termeasure system for ejecting chaff or other decoys 
into the atmosphere during flight to decrease the effec· 
tiveness of enemy radar. Two chaff dispensers are in
stalled in the aft engine access door on the bottom of 
the fuselage. Each dispenser contains 30 tubes for indi
vidual payload units which are ejected by gas pressure 
generated by an electrically initiated impulse cartridge. 

The system is controlled by a chaff control panel in 
the right·hand console, a chaff manual fire button on 
the left-hand longeron, and a chaff programmer in the 
right main landing gear well. The programmer con
trols the modes in which the dispenser stores are dis
pensed. These controls and their functions are pre
sented in figure 8-25. The contents of one dispenser 
tube is a burst. The number of bursts selected comprise 
a salvo. 

While the aircraft is on the deck, a safety pin is placed 
in the chaff firing power disable switch located in the 
right main landing gear well. The system is in a ready 
status when the chaff firing disable switch pin is re
moved, the landing gear handle is in "WHLS up" and 
the chaff select switch is in FWD, AFT or BOTH. The 
system is powered by the secondary dc bus. 

Chaff Dispenser System Controls and their functions 
are presented in figure 8-25. 

MANUAL OPERATION 

If no automatic sequence is in progress when the chaff 
manual fire button is depressed, one salvo will be dis
pensed as selected on the programmer. For example, 
assume control settings on the programmer as follows: 
bursts switch set to "4" and bursts interval switch set 
to "0.3" seconds; the chaff select switch in the cockpit 
is set to select the AFT dispenser; and the chaff manual 
fire button is depressed momentarily . This will release 
one dispenser tube of chaff from the aft dispenser and 
0.3 seconds later another tube, etc, until four tubes, or 
bursts, have been expended . This is termed one salvo. 
The manual cycle is then complete until the button is 
again depressed. If the chaff select switch in the cock
pit is moved to BOTH, then the previously described 
cycle will occur in both the forward and the aft dis· 
pensers simultaneously when the manual fire button 
is depressed. 

If an automatic sequence is in progress when the man
ual fire button is depressed, one extra burst (dispenser 
tube) will be released from the dispenser selected. The I 

only exception to this oc:curs when a manual pulse 
coincides exactly with a pulse from the automatic pro
grammer. In such a case, only the automatic ejection 
will occur. 

AUTOMATIC OPERATION 

The type of automatic release obtained when the auto
fire button is depressed depends entirely upon the set
ting of the chaff selector switch in the cockpit and the 
(preflight) setting of the programmer switches. For 
example, assume the chaff selector switch is set to FWD 
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PROGRAMMER AND DISABLE SWITCH 
(See Detail A for Programmer Panel! 

CHAFF CONTROL PANEL 
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Figure 8-25 (Sheet J) 
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CHAFF SYSTEM CONTROlS-------------

Nomenclature 	 Function 

1. 	 Chaff manual fire button Pressed and released when automatic sequence not in progress, dispenses on salvo. 
Number of bursts comprising salvo and time between bursts is determined by 
programmer (preflight) settings. 

Pressed and released when automatic sequences in progress, dispenses one extra 
burst from dispenser selected. If manual pulse coincides exactly with a pulse from 
the automatic programming, only one burst will be dispensed. 

2. Chaff select 	switch OFF - deenergizes chaff system. Stops dispensing in progress. Resets the programmer 
to the starting position of the automatic dispensing sequence as determined by 
setting of burst and salvo switches. 

AFT - selects aft chaff dispenser and arms autofire button and chaff manual fire 
button. 

FWD - selects forward chaff dispenser and arms autofire button and chaff manual 
fire button. 

BOTH - selection permits simultaneous chaff release dispensions from FWD and AFT 

dispensers and arms autofire button and chaff manual fire button. 

3. Auto fire button Depressed and released, initiates automatic dispensing as determined by settings on 
programmer. 

4. Subtractive counters Indicates number of unfired chaff packages remaining in FWD and AfT dispensers. 

5. Counter set knobs 	 Set subtractive counters to number of chaff packages in each dispenser. 

6. Salvo interval switch Selects the interval (in seconds) between salvos. (For automatic dispensing only.) 

7. Bursts interval switch Selects the interval (in tenths of a second) between bursts. 

8. Bursts switch 	 Selects the number of bursts to be fired in each salvo. 

9. Reset button 	 Depressed and held for 6 seconds to reset sequence switches. 

10. Salvos switch 	 Selects the successive number of salvos to be automatically dispensed. 

11. Firing power disable switch Pin installed - prevents inadvertent actuation of chaff system during deck operation. 

Pin removed - completes chaff system electrical circuitry. 

AX- 165(2)- 10-67 

Figure 

and programmer switches are positioned as follows: 
salvo interval set to 2 seconds, burst interval set to 0.4 
seconds, burst switch set to 3, and the salvos switch 
set to 16. 

When the autofire switch is momentarily depressed, 
automatic release is initiated. Three dispensers tubes 
will be emptied with a 0.4 second delay between each 
tube. After a delay of 2 seconds, another salvo of three 
dispenser tubes will be emptied, etc, until 16 salvos, 
or 48 dispenser tubes have been emptied. The 30 tubes 
in the forward dispenser will empty their contents 
first, then 18 tubes in the aft dispenser go next (when 
the selected dispenser is empty the programmer auto
matically switches dispensers). 

With the chaff selector switch in BOTH, chaff is dis
pensed automatically from both dispensers in the man
ner previously described for one dispenser. 
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RESETTING 

A reset switch (manual) is provided on the programmer I

panel to reset sequence switches. With electrical power 
applied to the system and with the ALE-29A function 
switch in any position except OFF, depressing and holding 
the reset button for 6 seconds resets the sequence switches 
to their beginning positions (top of firing order). 

Note 
When a full load of chaff is installed, the system 
must be reset. Otherwise, it will be impossible to 
,release all of the chaff packages and there is no 
way to reset the system in flight. Resetting is un
necessary when a partial load remains from a 
previous flight and it is desired to fire only the 
remaining portion. 
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PART 1-STANDARDIZATION 


EVALUATION PROGRAM 

CONCEPT 
The standard operating procedures prescribed in this 
ma.nual represent the optimum method of operating 
the aircraft. The NATOPS Evaluation is intended to 
evaluate compliance with NATOPS procedures by 
observing and grading individuals and units. This 
evaluation is tailored for compatibility with various 
operational commitments and missions of both Navy 
and Marine Corps units. The prime objective of the 
NATOPS Evaluation program is to assist the unit 
Commanding Officer in improving unit readiness and 
safety through constructive comment. Maximum bene
fit from the NATOPS Evaluation Program is achieved 
only through the vigorous support of the program 
by commanding officers as well as the flight crew
members. 

DEFINITIONS 
The following terms, used throughout this section, 
are defined as to their speciJic meaning within the 
NATOPS program. 

NATOPS EVALUAnON 

A periodic evaluation of individual flight crewmember 
standardization consisting of an open book examina
tion, a closed book examination, an oral examination, 
and a flight evaluation. 

NATOPS REEVALUATION 

A partial NATOPS Evaluation administered to a flight 
crewmember who has been placed in an Unqualified 
status by receiving an Unqualified grade for any of his 
ground examinations or the evaluation flight. Only 
tbose areas in which an unsatisfactory level was noted 
need be observed during a reevaluation. 

QUALIFIED 

That degree of standardization demonstrated by a very 
reliable fligh t crewmember who has a good knowledge 
of standard operating procedures and a thorough un
derstanding of aircraft capabilities and limitations. 

CONDITIONALLY QUALIFIED 

That degree of standardization demonstrated by a 
flight crewmember who meets the minimum acceptable 
standards. He is considered safe enough to fly as a 
pilot in command or to perform normal duties with

out supervision but more practice is needed to become 
Qualified. 

UNQUALIFIED 

That degree of standardization demonstrated by a 
flight crew member who fails to meet minimum accept
able criteria. He should receive supervised instruCtion 
until he has achieved a grade of Qualified or Condi
tionally Qualified. 

ARIA 

A routine of preflight, flight or postflight. 

SUBAREA 

A performance subdivision within an area, which is 
observed and evaluated during an evaluation flight. 

CRITICAL AREA 

Any area or subarea which covers items of signifcant 
importance to the overall mission requirements, the 
marginal performance of which would jeopardize safe 
conduCt of the flight. 

EMERGENCY 

An aircraft component, system failure, or condition 
which requires instantaneous recognition, analysis, and 
proper action. 

MALFUNCTION 

An aircraft component or system failure or condition 
which requires recognition and analysis, but which 
permits more deliberate aCtion than that required for 
an emergency. 

IMPLEMENTATION 
The NATOPS Evaluation program shall be carried out 
in every unit operating naval aircraft. Pilots desiring 
to attain/ retain qualification in the aircraft shall be 
evaluated initially in accordance with OPNAV In
struction 3510.9 series, and at least once during the 
twelve months following initial and subsequent evalu
ations. Individual and unit NATOPS Evaluations will 
be conduCted annually; however. instruction io and 
observation of adherence to NATOPS procedures must 
be on a daily basis within each unit to obtain maxi
mum benefits from the program. The NATOPS Co
ordinators, Evaluators, and Instructors shall admin
ister the program as outlined in OPNAVlNST 3510.9 
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series. Evaluees who receive a grade of Unqualified 
on a ground or flight evaluation shall be allowed 30 
days in which to complete a reevaluation. A maximum 
of 60 days may elapse between the date the initial 
ground evaluation was commenced and the date the 
evaluation flight is satisfactorily completed. 

GROUND EVALUATION 
Prior to commencing the flight evaluation, an evaluee 
must achieve a minimum grade of Qualified on the 
open book and dosed book examinations. 

T he oral examination is also part of the g round evalu
ation but may be conducted as part of the fl ight evalu
ation. To assure a degree of standardization between 
units, the NATOPS Instructors may use the bank of 
questions contained in this section in preparing por
tions of the written examinations. 

OPEN BOOK EXAMINAnON 

Up to 50% of the questions used may be taken from 
the question bank. The number of questions on the 
examination will not exceed 100 or be less than 50. 
The purpose of the open book examination portion 
of the w ritten examination is to evaluate the pilot's 
knowledge of approp riate publications and the air
craft. T he maximum time for this examination should 
not exceed 4 hours. 

CLOSED BOOK EXAMINATION 

Up to 50% of the closed book examination may be 
taken from the question bank and shall include ques
tions concerning normal procedures and aircraft iim
itations. The number of questions on the examination 
will not exceed 100 or be less than 50. Q uestions des
ignated critical w ill be so marked. An incorrect answer 
to any question in the critical category will result in a 
grade of unqualified being assigned to the examination. 

ORAL EXAMINATION 

The questions may be taken from this manual and 
drawn from the experience of the Instructor/Evaluator. 
Such questions should be direct and positive and 
should in no way be opinionated. 

OFT / WST PROCEDURES EVALUATION 

An OFT may be used to assist in measuring the pilot's 
efficiency in the execution of normal operating pro

cedures and his reaction to emergencies and malfunc
tions. In areas not served by the OFT facilities, this 
may be done by placing the pilot in a cockpit and 
administering appropriate questions. 

GRADING INSTRUCTIONS 

Examination grades shall be computed on a 4.0 scale 
and converted to an adjective grade of Qualified or 
Unqualified. 

Open Book Examination. 

To obtain a grade of Qualified, an evaluee must obtain 
a minimum score of 3.5. 

Closed Book Examination. 

To obtain a grade of Qualified, an evaluee must obtain 
a minimum score of 3.3. 

Oral Examination and OFT P rocedure Check. (If con
ducted) . 

A grade of Qualified or Unqualified shall be assigned 
by the Instructor/ Evaluator. 

FLIGHT EVALUATION 
The number of fligh ts required to complete the evalua
tion flight should be kept to a min imum ; no:rmally one 
flight. The areas and subareas to be observed and 
graded on an evaluation flight are outlined in the g rad
ing criteria with cri tical areas marked by an asterisk 
( * ). Subarea grades will be assigned in accordance 
with the grading criteria. These subareas shall be com
bined to arrive at the overall g rade for the fl ight. Area 
grades, if desired, shall also be determined in th is 
manner. 

FliGHT EVALUATION GRADING CRITERIA 

Only those subareas provided or required will be 
graded. T he grades assigned for a subarea shall be de
termined by comparing the degree of adherenc to 
standard operating procedures with ad jectival ratings 
listed below. Momentary deviations from standard op· 
erating procedures should not be considered as unquali
fying provided such deviations do not jeopardize flight 
safety and the evaluee applies prompt corrective action. 
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Qualified 

Conditiotlatty 
Qualified 

Ur/qualified 

Qualified 

Unqualified 

Qualified 

Unqualified 

PREFLIGHT/LiNE OPERATIONS 

QuaUfied 

Conditionally 
Qualified 

U1/ q uali fied 

Qualified 

Unqualified 

FLIGHT PLAN 

Completed the flight plan and clearance in accordance with governing 
instructions. Special factors, if required by the mission or aircraft con
figuratio n, are computed and recorded where applicable. Completed fijght 
planning without error . Fuel consumption was properly computed. 
Ensured that maps and charts were available. Weather factors and 
NOTAMS were used in planning the nusslOn. LID/ IFR departure pro
cedures were obtained if required, and planned accordingly. 

Same as "qualliied," but with minor discrepancies which did not adversely 
affeCt successful completion of the mission or jeopardize safety. 

Flight p lanning was incomplete or resulted in discrepancies which would 
possibly prevent successful completion of the mission. 

BRIEFING 

Briefing was conducted in accordance with NATOPS Briefing Guide 
and/or requirements of the mission. Applicable mission card used. 
Thorough knowledge of the assigned mission was exhibited. Sufficient 
rime was allowed for the briefing and questions by members of the flight. 
Flight responsibilities were outlined for each member of the fligh t. 

Briefing not conducted in accordance with the NATOPS Briefing Guide 
and/or requirements of the mission and factors affecting mission accom· 
plishment were omitted. Insu.fficient time allowed for briefing. Flight mem
ber responsibilities were Ilot defined. 

PERSONAL FLYING EQUIPMENT 

Had all required items of personal equipment necessary for the mission 
and area over which the flight was to be conducted. 

Did not possess all items of personal ilying equipment. 

AIRCRAFT ACCEPTANCE 

Checked the ten previous yellow sheets ( if available) for previous 
discrepancies and corrective action taken. Checked fuel load, armament 
load, pertineat aircraft data, and aircraft statuS prior to accepting the 
aircraft. 

Same as "qualified," but omitted checking minor pertinent data and 
corrective action taken and/ or aircraft statuS data. 

Failed to inspect previous yellow sheets for discrepancies and corrective 
action taken and/or aircraft statuS data. 

PRETAXI PROCEDURES 

Used correct B / T procedures, standard visual signals, and pretaxi checks 
with the fl ight as briefed with no unnecessary deviations, omissions, or 
delays. 

Failed to use correct R/ T procedures, standard visual signals, and pretaxi 
checks with the flight. Deviated and omitted procedures as briefed to 

extent that misunderstanding resulted in unnecessary delays in departing 
on the m ission. I 
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TAXI AND TAKEOff 

Qualified 

Conditionally 
Q ualified 

Unqualified 

Qualified 

Conditionally 
Qualified 

Unqualified 

Qualified 

Conditionally 
Qualified 

Unqualified 

TAXI 

Taxi clearance was obtained prior to departing f1 igbt line/ deck Spot a rea. 
Taxiing was accomplished as briefed and in accordance with safe speed 
and interval requirements. P roper positioning on the catapult was 
accomplished without delay and with proper response to plane director's 
signals. Aircraft systems were operated at prescribed intervals and man ner 
du ring normal taxi and extended ground operation. 

Minor difficulties were experienced in obtaining taxi clearance. Taxiing 
was accomplished as briefed and in accordance with speed a nd interval 
requirements. Positioning on the catapult was accomplished with minor 
delays in responding to plane director 's signals. Operation of systems was 
completed but at greater intervals than recommended. 

Departed flight line / deck spot area without taxi clearance and taxied 
cont rary to instructions from controlling agency. Taxi speed unsafe fo r 
field / deck conditions. Improper respo nse to catapult director's signals, 
causing excessive delays in aircraft la unching operations. Aircraft systems 
not operated. 

ATC CLEARANCE 

Required minimu m transmissions to understand clearance. Read back 
correctly. 

Required r epeat tranSll1lSS10ns to understand clearance. Transmissions 
required additional questions and calls. 

Proceeded without being certain of clearance. Req uired repeated trans
missions. Was unable to communica'te and give information w ithout 
excessive delay and words. Poor radio discipli ne. 

TAKEOFF 

Received and acknowledged takeoff clea rance. Execmed engine runup, 
instrument checks, and necessary visua l signal . Brake release was smooth, 
and good directional control was maintained. For catapult launch, tbe 
brakes were released and UHT was properly trimmed prior to launch. 
Lift-off was accomplished as required by field/woD conditions, and a 
smooth tra nsition was accomplished to the clean condition with aircraft 
in positive climbing attitude and safe separation above the g rou nd/water. 

Same as "qualified," except for minor deviations in procedu re and tech
nique not detrimental to flight safety. 

Did not receive and acknowledge takeoff clearance. Failed to use signals 
or used improper signals. Exhibited poor or unsafe technique o n direc
tional control, catapult launch, lift·off, transi tion, and climb attitude. 
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DEPARTURE 

Qu,djfjet/ 

Unqu,djfied 

Qualified 

Conditionally 
Qualified 

Unqualified 

Qualified 

Conditionally 
Qualified 

Unqualified 

Conditionally 
Qualified 

Unqualified 

Qualified 

Conditionally 
Qualified 

Unqualified 

*Critical area 

LlD/ IFR DEPARTURE * 

Departure was executed in accordance with clearance. 

Departure not in accordance with traffic rules and/ or traffic clearances. 

VFR DEPARTURE 

Departure executed in accordance with local traffic rules and / or traffic 
clearance. Level off is accomplished as briefed. 

Same as qualified," except for minor deviations. 

Departure not in accordance with traffic rules and/or traffic clearance. 

RENDEZVOUS* 

Executed and facilitated rendezvous in accordance with procedures as 
briefed or currently prescribed. 

Executed and facilitated rendezvous, except for minor procedural errors 
a nd delay. Rendezvous accomplished so as not to be detrimental to 

mission completion. 

Rendezvous executed in a manner that indicated a lack of knowledge of 
required procedure. Resulting delay caused mission accomplishment as 
briefed to be adversely affected or delayed. 

IFR PROCEDURES EN ROUTE 

Conducted flight as briefed or as cleared by controlling agency. Observed 
good radio discipline. Gave position reports clearly and in proper sequence. 

Conducted flight as briefed or cleared, except for minor deviations not 
affecting limits of clearance. 

Did not conduct flight as briefed or cleared. 

VFR PROCEDURES EN ROUTE 

Conducted flight as briefed and/ or as dictated by the mission/tactical 
situation. Formation was maintained to facilitate optimum tactical 
employment, lookout doctrine and flight progress to the operating areal 
destination. 

Same as "qualified," except for minor deviations, but not to the extent of 
precluding successful completion of the mission. 

Did not conduct flight as briefed and/ or as dictated by the mission 
tactical situation, resulting in poor tactical employment and/or loo kout 
doctrine to the detriment of mission completion or safety. 
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MISSION 

Those sec(jons of the miSSIOn areas which are covered in this manual, Weapons System 
Tactical Handbook, and NWP/ NWIP's w ill be conducted and evaluated in accordance with 
the procedures contained in the applicable publications and the criteria outlined below. 

Performed assigned or alternate mission, as briefed, in accordance with 
required p rocedures. W as thorough in the p roper selection, conduct and 
execurion of those aspects of the mission or tactical situation, culminating 
in safe and efficient mission accomplishment. 

Conditio-mJly Same as "qualified," except for minor deviations, indicating a lack of 
QU4Ufied required knowledge or adherence (0 required procedures, not adversely 

aJIecting successful mission accomplishment. 

UnqUillified 	 Lack of knowledge or adherence to required procedures resulted in 
unsuccessful mission accomplishment. 

RECOVERY 

IFR HOLDING/ MARSHAL PROCEDURES 

Qualified 	 Entered holding/ marshal pattern at the assigned altitude and in accord· 
ance with published procedures. Slowed (0 appropriate entry and holding 
airspeed within prescribed time limitations. Remained within pattern 
limits. 

Conditionally 	 Entered holding pattern with minor deviations from published procedures. 
QUilUfietl Slow in reaching prescribed holding airspeed. Minor deviations in 

pattern, but within limits. 

Unqualified Improper pattern entry. Did not hold as cleared. 

EXPECTED APPROACH TIME 

Qualified 	 Made expected approach time within time limits or requested an 
amended clearance. 

UnqUilliped 	 Expected approach time was made in excess of time limits and/or an 
amended clearance was not requested. 

PENETRATION (TACAN, RADAR, ADF)* 

Complied with procedures and instructions received. Completed appro
priate checks prior to reaching initial approach fix / marshal point. Used 
proper power settings and descent ,attitude and configuration. Intercepted 
penetration course using correct tracking procedures and leveled off at 
proper penetration turn, and/or minimum penetration/gate altitude. 

Conditionally Same as "qualified," except for minor deviations from procedures, and / or 
Quali fied instructions received. 

Unqualified 	 Major deviations and omissions from procedures, instructions, and/or 
checks. 

LOW APPROACH* 

QUIIli{ied 	 Executed low approach as pUblished and/ or instructed. Completed pre
landing checks and executed safe aircraft configuration transition. Reached 
minimum altitude at or prior to reaching visibility minimums, from 
which a successful straight-in or a circling approach to a landing could 
be made. 

Conditionally Same as "qualified," except for minor deviations from procedures and 
Qualified errors in aircraft control. 

UnquaUfied Major deviations from procedures and errors in aircraft control. 
(Continued) 

*Cridcal area 
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RECOVERY (Continued) -------________________________ 

Qualified 

ConJitio-tly 
Qu4lified 

UnqUlllified 

QUIIlified 

Conditionlllly 
Qualified 

UnqUlllified 

ConditionilUy 
Qualified 

Unqualified 

*CriticaI area 

GCA/CCA* 

Used proper voice procedures and complied wirh instructions received. 
Performed landing checks, and transition was completed as prescribed. 
FINAL: Maintained glide slope and heading. If occasionally off, accom
plished appropriate and positive corrections. 

Same as "qualified," except for minor deviations from procedures/ 
instructions and/ or checks. FINAL: Same as "qualified." 

Major deviations from procedures, instructions and/or checks, requiring 
a missed approach. 

MISSED APPROACH * 

Followed missed approach/ wave-off/ bolter procedures as published or 
instructed. Did not descend below minimum alt itude. Established a 
positive climb attitude. Airspeed did not fall below final approach speed. 

Same as "qualified," except for minor deviations from procedu.es and 
errors in aircraft control. 

Major deviation from procedures and errors in aircraft control. 

VFR RECOVERY SHORE BASED/SHIP BASED* 

Pattern entry was made as prescribed by local course rules, and/or 
instructions received. Landing check list completed. Break pattern and 
altitude at the 1800 position as prescribed. Final approach speed at 
optimum. Touch down between first 500 and 1,000 feet of runw ay or 
on mirror touchdown deck area. 

Same as "qualified," except for minor deviations at break, pattern, or 
altitude at the 1800 position. Final approach speed w ithin limit. Touch
down between first 500 and 1,500 feet of runway or on mirror touchdown 
deck area. 

Exceeded the above limits. Landing gear and wing ttansitioned above 
airspeed limits. Did not complete landing check. Touched down before 
first 500 feet or past 1,500 feet down the runw ay, or disregarded LSO 

instructions. 

'-----
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COMMUNICATIONS 

Qualified 

Conditionally 
Qualified 

Unqualified 

Qualified 

ConditimJIZUy 
Qualified 

UnqulZlified 

Qualified 

Unqualified 

RIT PROCEDURES 

Complied with procedures prescribed by military and FAA regulations. 
Transmissions were made correctly on the proper frequency in minimum 
time, and without interruption of other transmissions. Monitored fre
quencies at appropriate time. Transmissions were received, understood, 
properly acknowledged and complied with in mInimum time. Familiar 
with communications equipment and facilities. Utilized backup facilities 
without hesitation. 

Same as "qualified," except for minor deviations or delays which indicated 
a lack of thorough familiariry with procedures and equipment, but which 
did not preclude successful completion of mission or jeopardize safery. 

Failed to transmit or receive mandatory reports through omission or lack 
of familiariry with equipment or procedures. Violation of military/FAA 
regulations, culminating in a flight violation. 

VISUAL SIGNALS 

Used standard visual signals correctly and without confusion. No delay 
due to questionable signals. 

Same as "qualified," except for minor deviations or delay. 

Used improper signals, resulting in misinterpretation and confusion. 
Excessive delay or noncommunication caused by questionable signals. 

IFF/ SIF PROCEDURES 

Used proper route codes facilitating timely compliance with all interro
gation instructions. 

Failed to use equipment properly, resulting in confusion and undue delay. 

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES * 

Qu.Ji!ied 

ConditionlZlly 
Qualified 

Unqualified 

Properly analyzed the emergency situation (if any actually occurred) 
and took appropriate action without deviation, error, or omission_ 

Properly analyzed the emergency situation and accomplished all required 
action safely, but not necessarily in the proper sequence. 

Not up to standards of "conditionally qualified." 

*Critical area 
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Qualified 

Conditionally 
QUiZlified 

Unqualified 

Qualified 

Conditionally 
QUiZlified 

Unqualified 
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AND DEBRIEFING 

AIRCRAFT SHUTDOWN, INSPECTION AND RECORDS 

Aircraft shutdown procedures as prescribed. Aircraft postflight inspection 
and yellow sheet completed without error or omission. 

Same as "qualified," except for minor deviations and omissions not 
affecting continued flight safety. 

Errors or omissions in shutdown check/ inspections or yellow sheet entries 
that could jeopardize safety of personnel and/or the aircraft. 

FLIGHT DEBRIEFING 

Provided thorough information in chronological order of events occurring 
during mission. Debriefed the flight and gave error analysis with definite 
corrective action indicated. 

Same as "qualified," except for minor deviations and omissions not 
affecting value of mission debriefing. Debriefed the fl ight with adequate 
error analysis. 

Unfamiliarity with debriefing requirements. Inadequate Big ht debriefing. 
No error analysis of corrective action given. Totally inadequate infor· 
mation for other pilots in the flight. 

fLIGHT EVALUATION GRADE DETERMINATION 

T he following procedure shall be used in determining 
the flight evaluation grade: A grade of Unqualified 
in any critical area will result in an overall grade of 
U nqualified for the flight. Otherwise, flight evaluation 
(or area) grades shall be determined by assigning the 
following numerical equivalents to the adjective grade 
for each subarea. Only the numerals 0, 2, or 4 will be 
assigned in subareas. N o interpolation is allowed. 

Unqualified .................................................. 0.0 


Conditionally Qualified .............. ... ....... ...... 2.0 


Qualified ....... ... ................ ........ ... . .... ... ........... 4.0 


To determine the numerical grade for each area and 
the overall grade for the flight, add all the points as
signed to the subareas and divide this sum by the num
ber of subareas graded. The adjective grade shall then 
be determined on the basis of the following scale. 

0.0 to 2.19 - Unqualified 

2.2 to 2.99 - Conditionally Quali.fied 

3.0 to 4.0 - Qualified 

EXAMPLE: (Add Subarea numerical equivalents) 

4+2+;+2+4 156 = 3.20 Qualified 

FINAL GRADE DETERMINATION 
The final NATOPS Evaluation grade shall be the 
same as the grade assigned to the Evaluation flight. 
An evaluee who receives an Unqualified on any ground 
examination or the flight evaluation shall be placed in 
an Unqualified status until he achieves a grade of Con
d itionally Qualified or Qualified on a reevaluation. 

RECORDS AND REPORTS 
A NATOPS Evaluation Report (OPNAV Form 
3510-8) shall be completed for each evaluation and 
forwarded to the evaluee's commanding officer. 

This report shall be filed in the individual flight train
ing record and retained therein for 18 months. In addi
tion, an entry shall be made in the pilot flight log 
book under "Qualifications and Achievements" 
follows: 

Qualifi cation Date Signature 

NATOPS (Aircraft (Crew (Authenticating (Unit which Admin
(Date)EVAL. Model) Position) Signature) istered EvaI.) 
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NATOPS EVALUATION 
QUESTION BANK 
The following bank of questions is intended to assist 
the unit NATOPS Insrructor/Evaluator in the prepa
ration of ground examinations and to provide an ab
breviated study guide. The questions from the bank 
should be combined w ith locally originated questions 
as well as questions obtained from the Model Manager 
in the preparation of ground examinations. 

CLOSED BOOK 

1. 	 To maintain currency in F-8 aircraft, a pilot must 
meet what requirements? 

2. 	 Any pilot not flying the F-8 for a two-week 
period will be required to complete what prior 
to any F-8 night fl ying? 

3. 	 How can the operation of the rudder-aileron in
terconnect be checked from the cockpit? 

4. 	 What should the pilot check when stowing the 
"T" handle after checking emergency trim? 

5. 	 What is desired when performing a "VISCOUS 
DAMPER CHECK"? 

6. 	What should be accomplished prior to folding 
the wings? 

7. 	In what position should the rudder be prior to 
actuating nose-gear steering? 

8. 	 How often should the wing and control surfaces 
be cycled to prevent over-heating of hydraulic 
fluid and pumps? 

9. 	How long does it take for the hook to cycle full 
down after actuation of the handle? 

10. 	Why should engine be operated at approximately 
75% RPM for 20 seconds prior to shutdown? 

11. What is the minimum airspeed and altitude for 
lowering the wing? 

12. 	 How many times should the pilot attempt to light 
the afterburner on takeoff? 

13. What procedure should be followed if an uncon
trolled lurch in either direction occurs as the 
nose wheel touches down on landing? 

14. 	What is the maximum recommended speed at 
which normal braking can be commenced? 

15. What is the maximum recommended crosswind 
component for landing the F-8? 

16. 	What position should the fuel t ransfer switch he 
in prior to catapulting? 

17. What is the minimum altitude above the terrain, 
during IFR conditions, that radio channel changes 
will be made ? 

18. 	What is the recommended RPM, airspeed, and 
rate of descent for penet ration? 
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19. 	 What is the only absolute indication of a locked 
canopy? 

20. 	What action should be taken if the wing inci
dence handle moves without depressing the re
lease switch? 

21. 	How can positive determination that wings are 
locked after spreading be made? 

22. 	What does an illuminated transfer pump light 
indicate? 

23. 	What indicated airspeed should be used on in
strument climbs? 

24. 	Why must the cockpit emergency ventilation port 
be closed for accurate angle-of-attack indications 
aDd proper operation of the approach power com
p ensator system? 

25. 	What is the maximum fuel weight for entering 
the GCA pattern? 

26. 	What is the minimum refusal speed for all take
offs? 

*27. 	 What is the maximum indicated airspeed that 
the F·8 will enter a spin condition? 

28. 	The approach power compensator will not retard 
the throttle below what setting? 

29. 	What actions will override or disengage the ap 
proach power compensator? 

30. 	Why should the helmet visor always be down for 
infligbt refueling? 

*31. 	The limiting airspeed for extending or retracting 
the cruise droop is lAS? 

*32. 	The limiting ajrspeed with the cruise droop ex
tended is lAS? 

33. What are the operati.ng pressures and limits of 
the : 

a. 	 PC-l System Ib lb. 

b. PC-2 System lb lb. 

c. 	 Utility System Ib lb. 

d. Emergency PC System lb lb. 

34. Maximum allowable temperature during ground 
starting is ? 
For what period of time?_______ 

35. 	 What speed restrictions must be observed with a 
loss of the roll stab system ? (Landing Configu
ration ) 

36. 	What speed restriction must be observed with 
loss of stabilization? (Clean configuration ) 

*37. 	What is the ma.ximum allowable rolling p ullout 
"G" load?~______ 
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38. W hat are the limiting airspeeds for actuation of 
the following : 

a. 	Landing gear_______ 

b. W ing ______ 

c. 	 Wing Jock_______ 

d. MarquardtL-_____ 

*e. Landing droop'______ 

f. 	 Canopy_ _____ 

*39. 	What is the maximum allowable airspeed (lMN) 
at: 

a. 	 SL to 10,000 feetL..______ 

b. 25,000 feetL...______ 

c. 	 35,000 feetl-______? 

d. 45,000 feetL..______ 

*40. 	What is the maximum allowable symmetrical 
"G" load at: 

a. 	 30,000 feeLt______ 

b. 	 40,000 feerL..______ 

c. 	 50,000 feetL.._______ 

*41. 	What is the negative "G" load limit of the air-
p lane ? 

*42. 	Rolls in excess 0 ....£___degrees are prohibited. 

43. 	What are the limits of the acceleration range in 
the landing configuration? 

*44. What are the acceleration and airspeed limita
tions with t he landing droop extenderlu ____ 

45. T he normal oil pressure range is___psi to 
___psi. 

46. G ive the maximum gross landing weights and op
erating weights for the fo llowing situations? 

a. 	 Field takeoff _______ 

b. Field landing, _ ______ 

c. 	 Catap ulting, _ ______ 

d. Arresting_ ______ 

47. 	The permissible acceleration range and speed 
range with the inftight refueling probe extended 
is to "G" and lAS. 

48. What rectriction is placed on continuous negative 
"G" operation? 

*49. 	Give the following engine speeds: 

a. 	 Absolute maximum RPM_ ______ 

b. Normal RPM at standard day temperature 

c. 	 Sea level idle RPM_______ 

*50. 	Temperature limits for maxi mum thrust and mil 
itary th rust are: 

a. 	 Above 30,000 feet MAX IMUM______ 
MILITARY_ _ ____ 

b. Below 30,000 feet MAXIMUM _ _____ 
MILITARY_ ____ 

51. 	 At airspeeds 1.50 IMN or 600 knots lAS w ha t 
thrust setting should be maintained and why? 

52. 	The minimum oil pressure at idle RPM is 

-------? 


53. 	What are the R PM and temperature limits for 
maximum continuous eng ine operations? 

54. 	What are the EGT and oil pressure limits for 
zoom climbs above 50,000 feet? 

*55. Lis t the fundamental steps for obtaining an air
start under the following conditions. The flame
out has just been experienced and wa:; o ther than 
pilot induced. Engine windmill RPM too low to 
susta in main generator operation and altitude 
may not permit more than one attempt. 

56. W hat constitutes an oil system fai lure? 

57. W hat is the p roper procedure for handling an 
oil system failure including an approach co a 
field ? 

*58. 	Approximately how long will the engine con 
tinue to produce thrust at its established setting, 
at sea level, after placing the engine master 
switcb to "OFF" ? From seconds at idle 
power to seconds at MRT. 

59. W hy is it more desirable to leave tbe Emergency 
Generator w itch in the "ON" position during an 
attemp ted airstart even though a given F·8 pro
vides current for ignition in "LAN D "? 

60. 	What instrument provides the mO$t rapid indica
tion of an airstart taking place? 

61. 	 Illumination of the engine fuel pump light 
means? 

62. 	Aircraft fuel boost pump fa ilure wi ll likely cause 
a flameout when using a high power setting above 
______feet? 

63. 	 How soon should ignition occur during an air· 
start? 

64. 	The engine should accelerate to idle speed within 
____~seconds after d uring an air-
start. 

65. 	After selecting "MANUAL" fuel control, a com
plete electrical failure is experienced. The fuel 
control will automatically return to "NORMAL" 
until electrical power is regained ? True____ 
False_____ 
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66. 	1£ afcerburning continues after the throttle is 
moved inboard, how may it be secured otherwise? 

67. 	Outline the procedures to be followed upon illu
mination of the FIRE warning light while air
borne, with and without a wingman. 

68. 	The cockpit pressurization switch also controls 
wing fuel cell pressurization? True______ 
False _____ 

69. 	If oxygen contamination is suspected, one need 
only pull the "GREEN APPLE" to utilize bail
out oxygen. True False: ______ 

70. 	Describe the procedure for executing a "No N ose 
Gear" field landing, with and without arresting 
gear. 

71. Describe the procedure for executing a field land
ing with one main gear retracted, with or with
out arresting gear. 

72. 	Aerodynamic braking should be used to the ut
most after a wing down field landing where no 
arresting gear is available. T ru..,e_______ 
False:__________ 

73. 	What is peculiar to a bolter after an attempted 
wing down carrier landing? 

74. 	Describe the most desirable cockpit emergency 
egress procedure. 

75 . 	List t he steps in normal ejection. 

76. 	If the canopy does not jettison when the face cur
tain is pulled the pilot should then ? 

77. 	Describe the bailout procedure. 

78. 	Why is it not advisable to roll inverted and fall 
or drop out of the cockpit vice the recommended 
bailout method? 

79. What is the minimum/maximum airspeed in 
gliding flight which will permit an effective (alti 
tude gain ) power off pullup? 

80. 	 Illumination of tbe engine fuel pump light may 
be an indication of a fuel control malfunction. 
True False______ 

81. 	What is the minimum airspeed at which the 
RAT can be expected to supply both electrical 
pClwer and power control hydraulic pressure? 

82. 	Outline the procedure for switching to manual 
fuel contfol in fl ight. 

83. 	If the engine fuel pump light comes on in flight 
and the engine continues to function normally, 
the likely cause is ____________ 

84. 	If the RAT is extended with the Emergency Gen
erator Switch in the "ON" position what must 
the p ilo t do to regain p roper RAT electrical 
power? 
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85. 	While performing a supersonic dash at 38,000 feet 
a generator failure is experienced. Outline the 
procedure for combating the situation and de
scribe the approach and landing if abnormal. 

86. 	If electrical power is being supplied by the RAT, 
the landing gear may be retracted only if tbe 
Emergency Generator Switch is in the "ON" posi
tion. True False'----_____ 

87. 	Outline the procedure for extending tbe landing 
gear and raising the wing after experiencing a 
utility hydraulic failure. 

*88. 	If a main landing gear is extended but indicates 
barberpoled, actuating the emergency pneumatic 
system is desirable. True False'-____ 

89. 	T he wing should not be raised if the landing 
droop cannot be extended pneumatically with a 
utility failure. True False~______ 

90. 	When, if at aU, should the RAT be extended 
after experiencing loss of PC-l? 

91. 	A % loss of range sbould be anticipated 
with the RAT extended. 

92. 	What is tbe minimum airspeed for adequate hy
draulic pressure from tbe RAT with no electrical 
load? 

93. 	When Emergency Pitch Trim is in use there will 
be only degrees of automatic rerrim when 
the wing is raised. 

*94. 	List the steps for stall and spin recovery, include 
spin recognition and recovery recognition. 

*95. 	When should a precautionary type approach be 
made? 

96. 	What can tbe pilot do to close the exhaust nozzle 
jf he has determined it bas stuck open when 
afterburner was deselected? 

97. 	W hat general steps should be taken to correct 
continuous compressor stalls in flight? 

*98. 	If a nose gear steering malfunction is known to 

exist and the nose gear is observed cocked well 

off to one side, tbe pilot should execute an ar
rested landing as first recourSe. True'______ 

Falsp~_ _____ 

*99. 	During a higb speed (0.92 IMN) descent the 
aircraft commences a tail wagging oscillation 
which is apparently increasing in intensity. How 
should this be combated? 

*100. W hat is tbe desired fuel flow for an airstart? 

101. 	 Describe the precautionary landing pattern. 

102. After experiencing smoke in the cockpit a pilo t 
elects to dump cockpit pressure by use of the 
emergency RAM air vent. During a subsequent 
Letdown he encounters icing and his airspeed 
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indicator fails. Undaunted he switches to his 
angle-of-attack instruments and continues his 
approach. He dirties up and he picks up the 
"Donut" (A/AO). At the top of the glide slope 
the plane yaws violently and enters a spin. 
What happened? 

103. Serious 	wheel overheating problems arise after 
an aborted takeoff or from stopping after a nor
mal landing. Why does the tire/wheel failure 
not occur until 15 to 20 minutes later? 

*104. Explain the landing procedures required for 
both ship and shore for the following conditions. 

a. 	Main gear tire blown: 

(1) 	SHORE 
(2) 	SHIP 

b. One main wheel missing - strut intact: 

(1) 	SHORE 
(2) 	SHIP 

c. 	N ose gear up or trailing: 

(1) 	SHIP 
(2) 	SHORE 

d. One main gear up or missing: 

(1) 	SHIP 
(2) 	SHORE 

e. 	All gear up: 

(1 ) 	 SHIP 
(2) 	SHORE 

*105. List the preparations, configuration, final speed, 
fuel weight and roll out procedures for a field 
wing down landing. 

*106. During a carrier landing both main landing 
gears are lost. What action is required? 

*Indicates critical questions. 

OPEN BOOK 

1. 	 Give maximum range speed (IMN) for the fol
lowing altitudes: 

10,000___ 15,000___ 25,000___ 

35,000 45,000,___ 

2. 	 Give maximum endurance speeds (IMN and CAS) 
for the following altitudes : 

IMN CAS 
SL 
15,000 

20,000 _________ _________ 

30,000 ________________ 

40,000 __________________ 

3. 	 Complete the following range and endurance com
putations: 

Altitude 
(1) 

10,000 
(2) 

20;000 
(3) 

35,000 
(4) 
SL 

(5) 
SL 

Fuel 
Remaining 
(pounds) 

Range this 
altitude 

Range at 
optimum 
al titude 

Endurance 
at this 
altitude 

Endurance 
optimum 
altitude 

Optimum 
altitude 
for range 

Optimum 
altitude for 
endurance 

4. 	 Solve the following maximum range p roblem 

Given: Aircraft configuration , and 
flight altitude of 30,000. 

Find: Flight Mach No. ______ 

Specific Range 

True Airspeed 

Fuel Flow 

Distance and duration 
w/3700 Ib fuel 

Fuel required and 
duration for 50 nmi 
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5. 	 Combat Radius Problem. 6. Combat operations at military thrust? (Use plan
ning data in Supplement Flight Manuals)Given: The distance to a combat area is 370 nmi. 

Climb using MRT power under standard condi tions. 
Cruise out and back at maximum range altitude and Mach No. Altitude T ime Fuel 
airspeed. Wind conditions are 45 knots headwinn on 
cruise out and 60 knots tai lwind on cruise back. Use 0.90 45,000 	 1,600 lb 
no wind for climb and descent. Fuel is fu ll load of 
JP-5 at 6.8 Ib per gallon. Allow 2,500 Ib for combat 0.96 	 24.s min 2,000 lb
and 250 lb for start and taxi. 

Find: Using configuration or Standard 0.80 10,000 2,5001b 
( photo ) find the fuel, distance, time and flight speeds 
for the flight phases as dep icted in t he chart below. 0.85 30,000 5.5 min 

SOLUTION TO COMBAT RADIUS PROBLEM 

Mach 
Fuel No. 

PHASE Config. Alt. Temp. Fuel Remaining Distance Time or CAS T AS Wind GS 

B 
Start T axi (S tand) 

B 
Climb ( MRT ) ( 

B 
Cruise Out ( 

Combat and B 
Climb ( 

Cruise Back C 

Descent C 

7. 	Combat operations at maximum thrust? (Use plan
ning data in Supplement Flight Manuals) 

Mach No. Altittlde Time Fuel 

0.75 30,000 	 1,5001b 

1.3 30,000 7 min 

1.05 50,000 	 2,0001b 

1.4 45,000 10.5 min 

8. 	Combat radium MRT climb? (Use planning data in 
Supplement Flight Manuals) 

Cruise Out Distance Combat 
Altitude Fuel 

450 nmi 2,0001b 

40,000 470 nmi 

35,000 1,0001b 

30,000 370 nmi 

9. Fighter mission combat radius: (Use planning data 
in Supplement Flight Manuals) 

Given Find 

Combat area 400 nmi 
from base of operations 

Fuel 

Average MRT combat 
time of 8 minutes at 
40,000 feet and 0.94 
IMN 

Distance 

Time 

5 minutes at CRT at an 
average altitude of 
35,000 feet, flight speed 
of 1.2 IMN 

Flight speed 

Standard day with full 
load of JP-5 fuel, 
weight - 6.8 pounds 
per gallon 

(factors as required in 
chart in question 5) 
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10. A 	pitch-up maneuver to attack a high alti tude 
target should us.ce____.Aaltitude for optimum 
performance. 

11. 	On a zoom climb, the droop should be extended 
at speed. 

12. 	There are five major factors that determine the 
envelope of a Sidewinder. What are they? 

13. 	The forward gun vent door on the starboard side 
failed to open when fir ing the guns. What limita
tions are automatically imposed upon gun firing? 

14. 	When speed is increased from 1.0 IMN to 1.7 
IMN at a constant altitude, what is the' percent
age increase in fuel flow? 

15. 	With the landing gear handle in the up position, 
explain the missile jettison sequence. Which bus 
supplies the power? What is the state of the mis
sile after firing? 

16. 	The sight unit gyro is automatically caged when 
the armament selector switch is in which position 
or positions? 

17. 	On a combat mission you lose your generator and 
subsequently utilize the emergency power pack
age. You are now faced with a substantial loss of 
effective range and what portion of your arma
ment system? 

lB. 	The Mk 12 20mm gun fires at the approximate 
rate of rounds per minute. 

19. 	Why is it not advisable to recharge the guns after 
an apparent jam? 

20. 	Both ac and dc current are necessary to fire the 
guns. True False_____ 

21. 	 Is it possible to jettison the missile after a gen
erator failure and subsequent emergency power 
package operation? 

22. 	Must the master arm switch be on to jettison the 
missiles? 

23. 	The master arm switch must be placed in on at 
least before firing the guns to allow 
the gun control interlock to warm up and deliver 
firing voltage./ 

24. 	 The disturbed line of sight system used in the F-B 
is designed to solve all factors of the lead-angle 
problem except trajectory shift. True'_____ 
False, ______ 

25. 	The inside dimension of the gyro pipper is__ 
______mils. 

26. 	The average wing span of the MIG-15, 17, 19 is 
32 feet. At a range of feet, I;2 the 
wing span of a MIG-15, 17, 19 will fill the inside 
dimension of the gyro pipper. 

Standardizatio n Evaluation Program 

27. 	 Insofar as lead-angle solution is concerned, the 
radar un it furnishes anud_____ 
information to the fire control system. 

* * * * * 
Items 2B, 29, and 30 asmme a fixed range 
dial setting of 1,500 feet, a bias range 
setting of 900 feet, and a breakaway set
ting of 600 feet on the range uni t. 

2B. 	 With radar in search, the lead-ang le solution is 
theoretically correct at a range of feet. 

29. 	 Assuming a closure rate of 450 feet per second 
on the target with radar locked on and range 
toggle switch in "radar," the prealert (400 cycle) 
tone should come on at feet. Firing 
(1,200 cycle) tone will be heard at feet 
and breakaway tone at feet. 

30. 	After prealert tone is sounded, the gyro pipper 
will move (toward?) (away from?) the fixed 
pipper as the range decreases. (Assuming con
stant G run). 

31. 	For co-speed condition of firing below approxi
mately 40,000 feet, S/W maximum range is a 
function of______ 

32. 	For co-speed condition of firing above approxi
mately 40,000 feet, S/W maximum range is a 
function of______, 

33. 	If you have a positive rate of closure over the 
target, both mInimum maximum firing ranges 
will decrease. True False_____ 

34. List 	the conditions that must be met prior to fir
ing a Sidewinder. 

35. Define the following: 

CAP 

DADCAP 

RESCAP 

TAPCAP 

LOCAP 

BARCAP 

36. 	After having been trapped and signaled that you 
are going down No.1 elevator, at what point do 
you open the canopy and remove your helmet? 

37. 	What is the catapult officer's signal to light the 
burner? 

3B. 	 On the cat and after turnup, what is the correct 
"I am down" sigpal for both day and night? ~ 

39. 	What is the correct pilot procedure after receiv
ing the burner signal from the cat officer? ( List 
the three steps.) 
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40. W hat is minimum altitude for lowering the wing 
after a night Cat shot? 

41. What is the minimum altitude for switching 
lights to bright and flashing after a n ight cat 
shot? 

42. 	The proper numerical angle-of-attack setting for 
an F-8 carrier approach is units. 

43. 	How many degrees of nose-up attitude are set on 
the gyro-horizon immediately after a night cat 
shot? 

44. 	Nosegear steering should not be used in taxiing 
out of the ship 's arresting gear until forward 
motion is established. W hy not? 

45. 	 What lights are off for a night carrier approach? 

46. Following a night shipboard arrestment, at what 
point are all exterior lights turned off? 

47. 	If the nose gear fails to retract after a catapult 
shot, return the handle to wheels down. What is 
the probable cause and how is it rectified? 

48. A 	 cross check of airspeed and ' angle of attack 
should be made at the 1800 position to ensure 
that they coincide. True False ____ 

49. 	 Give the correct procedure for a carrier wing
down landing. 

50. 	Barricade engagements resulting from a w ing 
down condition alone are not required or recom
mended. True False ______ 

51. 	Should a wing-down landing with the leading 
edge in the landing droop position be attempted? 

52. 	The F-8 may be completely refueled by using the 
inflight r fueling probe. True Falsi-<=-___ 

53. 	 Proper operation of the probe switch is: Just 
prior to the initial run, the probe shall be ex
tended and the switch left in the posi
tion. Upon comp letion of t,e runs after rut: probe 
is retracted. hold the switch in the po
sition for 5 seconds arter door light goes out tD 
ensure that the probe door locks. 

54. 	The prefueling check performed airborne in
cludes placing the fuel transfer switch in the 
p ressure dump position tD ensure that transfer 
ceases immediately. True False,____ 

55. 	When ready for air refueling, placing the probe 
switch to position will also stop fuel 
transfer. 

56. 	 In the event the refueling probe will not retract 
when switch is placed in the in position, it will 
be necessary to place the switch in'-----_____ 
position to begin fuel transfer. 
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57. 	To mlO1mize drogue and receiver cDntrol prob
lems, it is recommended that the receiver pilot 
maintain a closure rate of_ ____to____ _ 
knots. 

58. 	On a number of occasions the drogue has struck 
and broken the canopy of the receiver aircraft. 
For this reason, aerial refueling is conducted wi th 
the helmet visor______ 

59. 	Continuous negative G flight is limited to___ 
seconds. 

60. 	 The oil cooler door automatically opens atL___ 
IMN. 

61. 	Describe the function of the oil cooler door 
switch. 

62. 	The first indication of an air start is usually noted 
on the________ 

63. 	During static ground conditions, engine accelera
tion for idle to military should be accomplished 
within'-----_ _ _______ 

64. 	During military thrust check before takeoff, the 
_ _________provides the most reliable 
indication of proper engine operation. 

65. 	What mil specification engine oil is used in the 
J57 engine? 

66. 	Over filli ng of the engine oil system may result 
in and________ 

67. 	What is the capacity of the engine oil tank? 

68. 	What is the rated thrust of the basic engine? 
With AlB? 

69. 	The tachometer records______-.lrpm. 

70. 	Maximum rpm is,______%. 

71. 	Operating in manual fuel control, tD what alti
tude will altitude compensation be provided? 

72. 	For takeoff and ground operation, AlB is limited 
to______--lminutes. 

73. 	When the engine fuel pump warning light is on, 
engine operation is restricted to_______ 

74. The inflight refueling probe switch must bc
to take on fuel during aerial refueling. 

75. 	The indicatiDn of a fuel transfer shutoff failure
is,_	 ____________ 

76. 	The fuel pump warning light in the cockpit indi
cates______________ 

77. 	How is wing fuel transferred? 

78. 	How many fuel booster pumps work .on the 
power package extension electrical power? 

79. 	How may the engine fuel shutoff valve be opened 
or closed without electrical power? 
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BO. 	 During fuel transfer in flight, the main fuel quan
tity indicator will normally read betwee:uo ___ 

l\nd pounds. 

81. 	How does the cabin pressure switch effect the 
aircraft fuel system? 

B2. 	Utility hydraulic system provides hydraulic power 
for the operation of what systems? 

83. 	Utility hydraulic pressure may surge to,____ 
pressure when actuating any of the systems. 

84. 	How are hydraulic failures indicated to the pilot? 

85 . 	Roll stabilization operates off of what hydraulic 
system? 

86. 	Yaw stabilization operates off of what hydraulic 
system? 

87. In the event of hydraulic failure, what system is 
regained by deploying the ram air turbine, assum
ing no fluid has been lost? 

88. 	Will the low hydraulic pressure warning light go 
off when the ram air turbine is supplying hy
draulic pressure to the PC-I system? 

89. 	What are the maximum deBections of the aileron 
and unit horizontal tail that can be obtained by 
the pilot? 

90. 	What is the maximum deBection of the rudders 
that can be obtained by the pilot? 

91. 	With the ram air turbine supplying hydraulic 
pressure to PC-I, what position should the roll 
stabilization switch be in prior to switching the 
generator to the land position? Why? 

92. 	With loss of either PCI or PC-2, what action 
should be taken? 

93. Can 	the tail hook be lowered with a utility hy
draulic failure? 

94. 	Roll stabilization signals are automatically ini
tiated by_______ __________ 

95. Yaw stabilization and st iffening signals are ini
tiated by _ ______________ 

96. W ith the emergency power package extended, in 
order to p revent energizing a malfunctioning sys
tem, the roll stabilization switch should be placed 
in the off position before the emergency gener
ator switch is placed in land. True:______ 
False Why? 

97. T he yaw moves the rudder poM'er 
control cylinder linkage to reposition the rudder 

Standardi:r;alion Evaluation Program 

in the direction required to'_ _______the 
aircraft or provide yaw and 

98. 	In the clean condition, the yaw______ 
_ ______--'mllJodifies signals from the accel
erometer as altitude changes. Gain i,,-s_____ 
in the landing condition. 

99. 	When is the rudder aileron interconnector actu

ated? 

100. 	The potentiometer 
initiates signals to the amplifier for rudder aileron 
interconnect actuation. 

101. 	Does movement of the three trim kpobs displace 
the control stick? 

102. 	Roll trim and damping operate from what elec
trical bus? 

103. 	Yaw trim and damping operate from what elec
trical bus? 

104. 	In the event of pitch t rim failure, what emer
gency method may be used to regain pitch trim? 

105. 	What is the maximum speed restrictions with no 
yaw stab? Roll stab? 

106. 	The V in the window of the generator control 
panel indicates power is connected 
to tbe bus ( es ) . 

107. 	The off Bag in the window of the gyro horizon 
indicates power is not connected 
to the bus, or that'--_______ 

has failed . 

lOB. 	 A barberpole in the window of tbe generator con
trol panel indicates that pow«;t is 
DOt connected to the bus (es) or 
t bat has failed. 

109. 	Placing the emergency generator switch in the on 
position supplies power to the snd 
______buses (with RAT extended)_ 

110. 	Placing the emergency generator switch in the 
land position supplies power to th"-e_____ 
and buses (with RAT extended)_ 

Il l. 	The emergency power indicator light on the gen
erator control panel shows thatL________ 

It w ill be illuminated with the emergency gen 
eratOr switch in the following positions,___ 
___________owy, __________~ ___________ 

( with RAT extended ). 
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112. N ame the buses Emergency, Primary, or Second 
ary w hich supply the power for the operation of 
[he following: 

( 1) 	Fire control system __________ 

(2) 	Transfer fuel pump (s) _______ 

(3) 	R oB tri m and stabilizationL--_____ 

(4) 	IFF ____________ 

(5) 	Yaw tr im and stabilizationL-_____ 

(6) 	ARA-25 

(7) 	Engine master switch, _ _______ 

(8) 	W ing fuel dump' _________ 

(9) 	Main fuel quantity_________ 

(10) Oil cooler door_ _________ 

(11) Tacan _____________ 

(12) Missile jettison'--__________ 

(13) Tail hook retractionL-________ 

(14) Fuel flow _ ___________ 

( 15) Gyro Horizo,uo_ __________ 

(16) Engine ignition and timer______ 

( 17) AlB electrical operationL--______ 

( 18) In-flight refueling capability_____ 

( 19 ) W ing pressurizationL--________ 

(20) Fire detectionL--___________ 

113. 	Name the 10 cockpit instruments which will re
main operative with no electrical power 

(1) - --  (2) _ _ _ (3)--

(4) ___ (5) ____ (6) _ _ _ 

(7)-- (8)____ (9)--

( 10) ____ 

114. 	Actuation of the following controls will produce 
normal results with no electrical power (up and 
down; on and off). 

True False 

( 1) 	Landing gear handle 

(2) 	Wing-fold actuating 
lever 

( 3) 	Hook handle 

(4) 	Wing incidence handle _ __ _ _ _ 

(5) 	Cockpit pressure 
:and dump switch 

(6) 	Defog control switch 

(7) 	Cruise droop switch 

(8) 	P ressure suit vent 

control 


(9) 	G suit control 

( 10) Changing preset 

U H F frequency 


115. W hen operating on emergency electrical power, 
w hat steps must be taken to illuminate external 
aircraft ligh ts? 

116. 	Explain what occurs when the canopy actuator 
cartridge fires. 

117. 	 Immediately after ejection, the_____drogue 
withdraws the drogue. 

118. 	Explain the function of the timed release mech
anism. 

119. 	Explain the function of the barometric altitude 
limiter. What does it activate? 

120. 	Ejection at airspeeds from stalling to'_____ 
results in relatively minot forces exerted on tbe 
body. 

121. 	With loss o f power from 1800 position to landing, 
would a pull-up prior to ejection be effective? 

122. 	At 175 knots on takeoff and wing-up, you experi
ence a complete power failure. W ould a pull-up 
prior to ejection be effective? 

123. 	On an ejection attempt the canopy fails to jet. 
tison. What steps are now necessary to e ject? 

124. 	If ejection is not possible, what is the correct bail
out procedure? 

125. 	What are the necessary procedures if the auto
matic ejection functions do not occur by 10,000 
feet? 

126. 	The capacity of the aircraft's LOX system i~ 

127. 	At what system capacity does the low level warn
ing light illuminate? 

128. 	If it becomes desirable to decrease oxygen con
sumption, what action is required? 

129. 	If contamination is suspected in the main LOX 
System, what action should be taken? Why? 

130. 	How is the LOX System capacity checked? 

131. 	What is the relationship between the collapsed B, 
steering circle, and fine steering dot with respect 
to target azimuth and elevation? 

132. 	Describe the range rate gap in the steering circle. 
What speeds are represented by the clock code? 
What is the difference between clockwise and 
counterclockwise rotation of the range rate gap? 

133. 	Describe the probable AAS-15 Jetection cone for 
a non-afterburning shielded-tailpipe target? An 
afterburning target? 
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134. 	What three indications are necessary to validate 
an IR lock..()D? 

l35. Define the antenna t ilt "thumb rule" for target 
detection with respect to target distance and rela .. 
ti ve alti tude differential? 

136. Describe the calibrated vertical that extends from 
the steering circle. What does its length repre.. 
sent? What are the two cases in which a success
ful pitch.. up can be made? W hat maneuvering is 
allowed for when the calibrated vertical just 
reaches the gap in the artificial horizon bar? 
What maneuvering techniques will increase the 
length of the calibrated vertical? 

137. 	IR controls are parallel to radar controls in opel'· 
ation. what does the radar gain control become? 
What does the radar B contrast control become? 
Why is it necessary to retune these controls when 
switching back and fonh between m and Radar 
modes of operation? 

138. 	Describe the method to establish pilot com
manded lead with the deviated pursuit computer. 
What parameters are necessary to establish au to
matic lead? What are reh leads generated and 
what happens at missile maximum range plus two 
miles fo r the following? 

a. Sidewinder IA (AIM..9B) 

b. Sidewinder l RAH (AIM..9D) 

c. Unshadowed Sidewinder SARAH (AIM..9C) 

d. Shadowed Sidewinder SARAH ( AIM..9C ) 

139. 	What does the deviated pursuit computer auto
matically do for Sidewinders AIM ..9C and AIM.. 
9D for high closure rate fuzing? What is the 
closure rate that the fuzing change over occurs? 

140. W hat are the altitude line firing limitations on 
the AIM..9C SARAH missile? 

141. 	What two cases will cause the collapsed B to be 
separated from the steering circle? 

142. 	The HOl mode of Radar operation enables the 
antenna to track what type jamming sources 
while the Radar remains in a passive mode? 

NATOPS EVALUATION FORMS 
I n addition to the NATOPS Evaluation Report (figure 
10-1), a NATOPS Flight Evaluation Worksheet is/are 
p rovided for use by the Evaluator/Instructor during 
the evaluat ion fl ight. AU of the fl ight areas and sub.. 
areas are listed on the worksheet w ith space allowed 
for related notes. 

I 
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NATOPS EVALUATION REPORT FORM 

-
NATOPI EVAlUATION REPORT 
OPNAV FORM 35 10-8 (865) 0107·7'23·1)000 

NAME ( Last, /i.sl ;1;11,0/) SERV ICE NU/vt3 ER 

$CUADROI'i/uNIT AI RCRAFT MCOEL C REW PO SI TION 

TOTA L PILOT/ F UGKT HOURS TOTAL HOU RS IN ~L DATE OF LAST EVALUATI ON 

NATOPS EVALUATION 

REQUIREMENT 

OPEN 800t<. EXAMINATION 

ORAL EXAMINATION 

DATE COMPLET ED 
o 

GRADE 

co ---
u 

·EVAL UATION FLIGHT 

F LIG~T OUR. ... T IO~ A1RCR"'FT SUM O, OV II:I'IAL L F ' NA L GRACE 

FlEMARI(S OR EVALUIO. TO Il. / IN$TRUCT O R 

o C HE CK II<" CO N T IN" U~ O ON I'IE V C;I'I U : SIDE 

GFlAOE , ....... E OF I!:V"L U .. T O R. / INST RU G TOR 


I "O'",U.' 

·WST, OF T, COT , or coc!p rJ cbCcA in aCCOT(Juru;; u:i/ b OPN/\ VfNST J':; IO.9 ( t! flecl iv~ e d,lion ). 

A X - 157- 3-67 

Figure 10-1 
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INDEX 

A 

Acceleration 


fuel system indications, 109 

indicator, 47 


Actual instrument procedures, 223 

before takeoff, 223 

CCA approach, 225 

climb,223 

GCA (PAR) approach, 224 

introduction, 223 

lost wingman procedure, 224 

penetrations, 224 

prior to descent, 223 

takeoff, 223 


ADF direction finder group AN/ARA-25, 75 

Aerobatics; 167, 222 

Afterburner 


exhaust nozzle, 14 

exhaust nozzle, 14 

operadon, 13 


Afterburner malfunctions, 188 

afterburner fails to cut off, 188 

afterburner flameout or failure to light, 188 

asymmetrical nozzle opening, 189 

failure of afterburner fuel control minimum pressure 


shutoff valve, 189 

nozzle remains dosed, 188 

nozzle remains open, 189 

throttle s"tuck in afterburner position, 188 


After eiection, 208 


After landing, 143 

after-landing check, 143 

before leaving aircraft, 144 

before shutdown, 144 

stopping engine, 144 


Ailerons and spoilers, 163 

Air-conditiooing system, 15 


air-conditioning and pressurization, 19 

controls, 16 

defogging, 19 

normal operation, 21 

rain removal, 19 

system, 18 


Air-conditioning system failures, 197 

cockpit ovenemperature, 197 

complete failure, 197 

erratic temperature control, 197 


Air intelligence and special instructions, 122 

Air refueliog, 53 


signals, 162 

techniques, 161 

technique landing configurations, 162 


Aircraft 

accepting, 124 

catapult malfunction, 148 

description, 3 

engine operation signals, 241 

fuel schematic, SO 


general arrangement, 4 

operating limitations, 107 

refueling, 241 

servicing and handling, 100 

starting and pre-taxi signals, 233 


Airspeed 

limitations, 107 

Mach number indicator, 47 


Airstarting, 187 

first airstart attempt, 187 

second airstart attempt, 188 

unsatisfactory airstarr, 188 


All landing emergencies, 211 

All-weather operation, 221 


actual instrument procedures, 223 

simulated instrument procedures, 222 

weather procedures, 228 


Altimeter, 47 

Altimeter, radio (radar set AN/APN-22); 77 

Angle of attack 


indicating, 19 

indica tions, 20 

indicator, 47 


Antiblackour system, 22 

controls, 22 


Approach power compensator, 23 

controls, 24 


ARA-25 rendezvous, 155 

Armament, 167 


angle of attack, 167 

bomb dropping, 167 

external weight and compatibility table, 113 

gun firing, 167 

operating limitations, 112 

sidewinder missile firing, 167 

signals, 240 

Zuni firing, 167 


Arresting hook, 25 

arresting hook, 25 

controls, 26 


Arrestment 

field, 143 

operations, 151 


Attitude indicator, 47 

Automatic pilot, 27 


altitude hold, 27 

auitude limitations, 28 

bank controller, 27 

controls, 28 

disengagement, 31 

heading hold, 27 

modes, 30 

normal operation, 27 

operation, 29 

trimming limitations, 31 

use of stick, 31 


Autopilot flight, 167 

altitude holding, 168 

bleedoff, 169 

saturation, 169 

use of stick, 169 

use of trim, 167 

wallow, 169 


B 
Barricade arrestment, 216 

Before takeoff, 223 

Bingo fuel, 151 

Bleedoff, 169 

Bomb dropping, 167 

Brakes 


failure, 179 

hot, 179 

speed, 81 


Brakes, wheel; 92 

control, 93 

wheel brakes, 92 


Breakaway, 162 

Briefing; 122, 146, 154 


air intelligence and special instructions, 122 

communications, 122 

emergencies, 122 

general, 122 


(Bold-Faced Type Denotes Illustration) 
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Index 

mission, 122 

navigation and flight planning, 122 

operating area briefing, 123 

weapons, 122 

weather, 122 


Briefing/debriefing, 122 

briefing, 122 

debriefing, 123 


c 
Camera, data recording; 63 

Camera, gun system; 99 

Canopy, 31 


conlrols, 32 

Carrier, 182 


catapulting emergencies, 182 

Carrier-based procedures, 146 


briefing, 146 

carrier landing, 149 

flight deck operation, 146 

hangar deck operation, 146 

launch operations, 147 


Carrier landing, 149 

arrestment operations, 151 

bingo fuel, 151 

carrier landing, 150 

close-in wave-off, 151 

fl yi ng the meatball, 149 

fouled deck wave-off, 151 

g lide slope, 149 

pattern, 149 

postflight, 152 


Catapult 

hookup, 147 

launch (CRT), 148 

launch (MRT), 148 

malfunction, 148 

provisions, 99 

'rim setting, 147 


CCA approach, 225 

Center-of-gravity limitatio ns, 112 

Characteristics 


definitions, flight; 163 

flight, 163 

launching, 148 

recovery, 174 

spins, 173 

stall, 170 


Climb 223 

Climb, cruise, and descent; 139 


climb 139 

cruise, 139 

descent 139 


Cockpit 

checks, 124 

controls, 262 

entry, 124 

entry, 126 

left console, 6 

pressurization, 15 

right console, 7 


Coder group AN/APA-89, 77 

Cold weather, 229 


before enterting aircraft, 229 

before leaving aircraft 229 

ground tests, 229 

starting engine, 229 


Command radio set AN/ARC-27A, 74 

command radio controls, 73 

IFF radar conlrols, 76 


Communications procedure, 23 1 

hand signals, 232 
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introduction 232 

radio communications 232 


Communications, 122 

flight evaluation, 308 

proced ure, 231 

radio, 232 

signals, electronic and navigation; 238 


Compass MA-l; 60 

conlrols, 61 


Compensator, approach power; 23 

Concept, 301 

Confidence maneuvers (ins trument ae robatics), 222 


aileron roll, 222 

four-point roll, 222 

two-point ro11,222 

wingover, 222 


Consoles 

left , 6 

righI, 7 


Cooling flow limitations, 110 

for largel towing, III 


Cruise droop, 164 

Currency, aircraft ferry, and requalifications requirements, 119 

o 
Danger areas 


engine ground operation, lOS 

Data recording camera set KS-76A, 62 


controls, 63 

Dead-engine landing, 217 


dead engine landing (typical), 218 

gliding dislance - no thrust, 219 


Debriefing, 123 

Deck, operation 


flight, 146 

hangar, 146 


Definitions, 301 

area, 301 

conditionally qualified, 301 

critical area, 30 I 

emergency, 301 

malfunction, 301 

NATOPS evaluation, 301 

NATOPS reevaluation, 301 

qualified, 30 I 

subarea, 301 

unqualified, 301 


Definitions, flight characteristics; 163 

Defogging, 19 

Direction finder (ADF) group AN/ARA-25, 75 


ADF conlrols, 75 

Ditching, 217 

Dives, 166 


ejeclion capabilily (MK-F5A seat), 205 


E 
Effect of rate of descent on ejection capability, 201 

Ejection or bailout, 199 


after ejeclion , 208 

bailout, 209 

div e ejection capability (MK-F5A seat), 202 

effect of rale of descenl on ejeclion capability (MK-F5A seat), 201 

ejection, 199 

ejection/bailout doctrine, 199 

ejection procedu re, 206 

ejection sequence, 36 

preparing to eject, 199 

procedure, 206 

ta~eoff and landing ejeclion capabilily (MK-F5A seat), 201 


Ejection seat, 33 

components, 35 

controls, 34 

ejection sequence, 36 


emergency release from seat, 33 

normal operation, 33 
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MK-FS, -FSA ejection system inspection, 127 fuel , 11 

MK-F7 ejection system inspection, 128B 
 limitations, 110 
MK-F7 ejection components, 38C oil, 8MK-F7 ejection controls, 38B 

oil,12MK-F7 ej ection seat, 38 
MK-F7 ejection sequence, 380 operating iimitations, 110 
pilot 's equipment, 39 operation, 8 

Electrical supply system, 38A stabilized engine windmilling speed, 13 
electrical supply, 40 starter requirements, 103 

electrical supply system controls, 42 starting; 130, 146 

electronic equipment, 72 stopping, 144 


Electrical system malfunctions, 191 Engine malfunctions, 183 
complete electrical failure, 192 engine instability, 183 
main generator failure, 191 failure of approach power compensator to disengage, 185 
transformer-rectiner failure, 192 flameout, 183 

Electronic communications and navigation signals, 238 incorrect or fluctuating oil pressure, 184
Electronic countermeasures, 296A 

stuck throllie approach , 186
automatic operation, 2%A stuck throttle or engine fails to respond to throttlechaff system contrals, 2968 

movement, 184description, 296A 

manual operation, 296A 
 turbine failure, 183 

Emergency Exterior lights, 43 
depressurization, 197 controls, 44 

descent, 210 External armament 
egress, 180 weight and compatibility table, 113 
emergencies, 122 External stores limitations, 112 
en trance, 180 
entrance, 181 
ground crew to pilot signals, 243 

power package, 165 

signals between aircraff, 242 


Emergency procedures, 178 

ground emergencies, 179 

inflight emergencies, 183 F 

landing emergencies, 211 

takeoff emergencies, 182 


Engine, 8 
compressor stalls, 13 Failures 
controls, 9 . aft transfer pump, 190 
cooling flow limitations, 110 afterburner; 182, 188 
description, 8 afterbllrner fuel control minimum pressure shutoff valve ,189 
duct bypass door, 12 air-conditioning system, 197 
electrical system behavior in spins, 174 arresting hook, 215 
external electrical power requirements, 103 brake, 179 
fire on ground, 179 complete elec trical, 192 
fuel, 8 engine, 182 
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engine fuel pump, 189 

fuel boost pump, 190 

fuel control unit, 189 

fuel system, 190 

landing gear, 215 

main generator, 191 

power control hydraulic system, 192A 

transfer system shutoff, 191 

transformer-rectifier, 192 

trim and stabilization system, 195 

turbine, 183 

utility hydraulic system; 194, 217 


Field, 182 

afterburner failures, 182 

blown tire, 182 

engine failure, 182 

suspected hot brakes, 182 


Field arrestments; 143,216 

long field arrestment, 216 

short field arrestment, 216 


Field mirror landing practice, 142 

approach and landing, 143 

pattern, 143 

preflight inspection, 142 

radio procedure, 142 

takeoff, 142 


Final grade determination, 309 

Fire 


detector, 45 

delector syslem conlrols, 45 


Fire control system AN/AWG-4 

computer group EX-16, 246 

description, 246 

effect of Ihe acceleromeler, 255 

fira conlrol syslem AN/AWG-4;241 

fire conlrol syslem block diagram, 248 
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emergency power package, 165 

flight controls, 163 

introduction, 163 

level flight, 166 

maneuvering flight, 166 

speed brake, 164 

spins, 163 

stabilization, 165 

stalls, 170 

trimming, 165 

ventral fins, 164 

f;'ra control sy~tem controls, 249 

forces acting on acceleromete~, 254 

sight unit, MK-ll Mod 1; 252 

sight unit display, 253 


Flight 

level, 166 

maneuvering, 124 

signals between aircraft, 244 

test, 162 

training, 118 


Flight characteristics, 163 

armament, 167 

autopilot flight, 167 

cruise droop, 164 

definitions, 163 


Flight controls; 46, 163 

ailerons and spoilers, 163 

general, 163 

power controls, 164 

rudder, 164 

unit horizontal tail, 163 


Flight deck operation, 146 

engine start, 146 

POStStan, 146 

pre flight, 146 
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taxi, 146 

Flight evaluation, 302 


communications, 308 

departure, 305 

emergency procedures, 308 

flight evaluation grade determination, 309 

flight evaluation grading criteria, 302 

mission, 306 

mission planning/beiefing, 303 

postflight procedures and debriefing, 309 

preflight/line operations, 303 

recovery, 306 

taxi and takeoff, 304 


Flight instruments, 47 

acceleration indicator, 47 

airspeed indicator, 47 

altimeter, indicator, 47 

angle-of-attack indicator, 47 

a ttitude indicator, 47' 

rate-Of-climb indicator, 47 

turn-and-bank indicator, 47 


Flight procedures, 154 

flight test, 162 

formation rendezvous, ISS 

inflight refueling, 161 

parade and tactical formation, 155 

transition and familiarization, 154 


Flight procedures and characteristics, 15 3 

flight characteristics, 163 

flight procedures, 154 


Flight qualification requirementS, 118 

additional phase requirements, 119 

.currency, aircraft ferry, and requalification requirements; 119 

familiarization phase requirements, 118 

general requirements, 119 


Flying, night; 144 

personal equipment, 119 


Formation rendezvous, 155 

ARA-25 rendezvous, 155 

diamond para<le, 157 

echelan parade, 156 

fingertip parade, 155 

free cruise, 159 

instrument parade, 157 

low visibility rendezvous, 160 

para<le and tail c~ase column, 158 

running rendezvous, 155 

safety during rendezvous, 161 

TACAN rendezvous, 155 

T ACAN rendezvous, 160 


Formotion signals, 237 


Fuel 

availability, 109 

dumping, 209 


Fuel system, 48 

acceleration limitations, 109 

cell pressurization and venting, 49 

controls, 51 

dumping, 53 

fueling, 100 

management, 49 

quantities, 48 

weights, 48 


Fuel system malfunctions, 189 

all transfer fuel system failures, 190 

engine fuel pump failure, 189 

failure of aft transfer pump, 190 

fuel boost pump failure, 190 

fuel control unit failure, 189 

fuel leaks, 191 

transfer system shutoff failure, 191 

wing fails to ttansfer fuel, 191 


Fuselage stores system, 262A 

carrying equipment, 262A 

cockpi t con trois, 262A 

fuselage mounted Zuni rockets, 262A 

fuselage .tore system cockpit control., 263 

fuselage Zuni rocket launcher and LAU-7/ A, 265 

Sidewinder missile system, 262A 


G 

GCA (PAR) approach, 224 


ground controlled approach (typical), 227 

Gear, landing; 57 


controls, 59 

landing gear, 58 


General 

briefing, 122 

flight controls, 163 

requirements, 117, l-l9 

signals, 235 

spins, 173 


Gliding distance - no thrust, 219 

Ground emergencies, 178 


hrakc tailure, 179 

emergency egress, 180 

emergency entrance, 180 

engine fire on ground, 179 

hot brakes, 179 


Ground evaluation, 302 

closed book examination, 302 

grading instructions, 302 

OFT/WST procedures evaluation, 302 

open book examination, 302 

oral examination, 302 


Ground trai ning requirements, 117 

general requirements, 11 7 

supplemental requirements, 118 


Gun camera provisions, 99 

Gunnery system, 256 


fixed ranging, 262 

gun bay vent door circuit, 259 

gun charging circuit, 259 

gun firing, 260 

gun firing circuit, 259 

gun sy.tem arrangement, 257 

gunnery system controls, 258 

range tone test, 262 

shorted round firing circuit, 259 

system component functional description, 261 


H 
Hand signals, 232 


air refueling signals, 241 

aircraft and engine operating signal., 240 

aircraft starting and pre-taxi signals, 233 

armament .ignal$, 240 

arming and dearming signal., 243 

electronic communications and navigat ion signals, 238 

emergency graund crew to pilot .ignals, 243 

emergency .ignals between aircraft, 242 

flight .ignals between aircraft, 244 

formation signal., 237 

general signals, 235 

HEFOE signals, 242 

post-flight ground crew ta pilot .ignals, 243 

takeaff, inflight, breakup and landing signals: 236 

Visua.l emergency signals (air ta air), 242 


Handling, 103 

danger areas, 103 

minimum turning radius, 103 

nose steer{~g, 64 

nase steering cantrals, 64 
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Hangar deck operation, 146 

HEFOE signals, 242 

Hot brakes, 179 

Hot weather and desert, 229 


before leaving aircraft, 229 

descent and landing, 229 

takeoff, 229 


Hydrnulic power control supply, 68 

chart, 69 


Hydraulic utility supply, 94 

servicing, 102 


Hydroplaning on wet runways, 230 


Icing, rain and snow, 228 

icing, 228 

rain, 228 

snow, 228 


Identification set AN/ APX-6B, coder group AN/APA-89; 77 

IFF radar controls, 76 

Implementation, 301 

Indicating system, angle-of-attack, 19 

Indicators, 47 

Indoctrination, 117 


flight qualification requirements, 118 

flight training, 118 

ground training requirements, 117 

personal flying equipment, 119 


Inflight emergencies, 183 

afterburner malfunctions, 188 

air-conditioning system failures, 197 

airstarting, 187 

ejection or bailout, 199 

electrical system malfunction, 191 

emergency depressurization, 197 . 

emergency decent, 210 

engine malfunctions, 183 

fuel dumping, 210 

fuel system malfunctions, 189 

inflight fires/cockpit smoke and fumes, 1% 

jettisoning canopy, 210 

jettisoning external armament, 209 

lateral control malfunctions, 195 

loss of airspeed indicator, 210 

oxygen system emergencies, 198 

power control (PC) hydraulic system failures, 193 

stalls, spins and uncontrolled flight, 210 

trim and stabilization system failures, 195 

utility hydraulic system failure, 194 


Inflight fires/cockpit smoke and fumes, 196 

cockpit smoke and fumes, 1% 

electrical fire, 196 

engine or engine compartment fires, 196 

wheel well fire, 196 


Infiight refueling; 54, 161 

air refueling signals, 162 

air refueling technique, 161 

air refueling technique landing configurations, 162 

breakaway, 162 

controls, 54 

limitations, 161 

operation of probe switch, 162 

pre-refueling check, 161 

p robe control, 53 

refueling precautions, 161 


Instruments 

aerobatics, 222 

boards, 5 

flight, 47 

markings, 107 

markings, 108 

procedures, actual; 223 


procedures, simulated; 222 

Interior lights, 57 


controls, 56 

Introduction 


actual instrument procedures, 223 

communication procedures, 232 

flight characteristics, 163 


J 
Jet penetration and TACAN approach, 226 

Jettisoning 


canopy, 210 

external armament, 209 

stores, 287 


L 
Landing 


emergencies, 212 

with utility hydraulic failure, 217 

with wing down, 215 


Landing emergencies, 211 

all landing emergencies, 211 

barricade arrestment, 216 

dead-engine landing, 217 

ditching ,217 

field arrestments, 216 

landing with damaged landing gear/hook, 214 

landing with gear out of position, 211 

landing with utility hydraulic failure, 21 7 

landing with wing down, 215 

precautionary approach, 219 

rough field landing, 217 


Landing gear, 57 

controls, 59 

landing gear, 58 


Landing with damaged landing gear/hook, 214 

any landing gear failure with failure of wing to raise, 215 

arresting hook failure, 215 

blown tires, 215 

both main gear severed on landing (carrier - aircraft 


bolters), 214 

nosewheel missing, 214 

one main wheel missing, 215 


Landing with gear out of position, 211 

all landing gear up, 211 

both main gear up, 211 

gear indicatOr barberpole, 214 

landing emergencies, 212 

nose gear canted, 214 

nose gear trailing or up, 211 

one main gear and nose gear up or trailing, 214 

one main gear up or trailing, 214 


Lateral control malfunctions, 195 

Launch operations, 147 


aircraft or catapult malfunction, 148 

catapult hookup, 147 

catapult launch (CRT), 148 

catapult launch (MRT), 148 

catapult trim setting, 147 

launching characteristics, 148 

minimum end airspeed launching, 148 

night catapult launch, 148 

trim settings, 147 


Level flight, 166 

clean condition - subsonic, 166 

clean condition - supersonic, 166 

landing configuration, 166 

maximum speed, 116 , 


Lights 

exterior, 43 

interior, 57 

interior controls, 56 
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Limitations, operating 

armament system, 112 

center-of-gravity, 112 

cooling flow, 110 

engine, 110 

external armament weight and compatibility table, 113 

external stores, 112 

fuel availability, 109 

fuel system acceleration, 109 

instrument markings, 108 

trim and stab system; 82, 109 

weight, 112 


Line operations, 124 

accepting aircraft, 124 

cockpit checks, 124 

cockpit entry, 124 

cockpit entry, 126 

eiection system inspection, 127 

exterior inspection, 124 

exterior inspection, 125 

false start or hung start, 131 

ground checks, 132 

purging engine, 132 

starting engine, 130 

unsatisfactory engine starts, 131 


Loss of airspeed indicator, 210 

Lost wingman procedure, 224 


M 
MA-l compass, 60 

Malfunctions 


afterburner; 188, 189 

electrical system; 191, 192 

engine; 183, 184, 185, 186 

fuel system; 189, 190 

lateral control, 195 


Maneuvering flight, 166 

aerobatics, 167 

dives, 166 


Map case, 99 

Martin-Baker ejection seat, 33 


emergency release from seat, 33 

Minimum turning radius, 104 

Mirrors, rear visiorr, 99 

Misfires, 286 

Mission planning, 124 


N 
NATOPS evaluation question bank, 310 

NATOPS evaluation forms, 319 

NATOPS evaluation report form, 320 

Navigation equipment 


direction finder (ADF) group AN/ARA-25, 75 

MA-l compass, 60 

TACAN,79 


Night flying, 144 

formation, 145 

preflight, 144 

takeoff, 145 

taxiing, 145 


Normal procedures, 121 

briefing/debriefing, 122 

carrier-based procedures, 146 

mission planning, 124 

shore-based procedures, 124 


Nose gear steering system, 64 

controls. 65 

nose gear steering system, 64 


Nozzle, afterburner exhaust; 14 


o 
Oil system, 8 


oil syslem, 12 


NAVAIR 01·45HHE·l 

servicing, 102 

Operating limitations, 106 


acceleration, 109 

armament system, 112 

center-of-gravity, 112 

cooling flow, 110 

engine, 110 

external armament weight and compatibility table, 113 

external stores, 112 

fuel availability, 109 

fuel system acceleration, 109 

instrument markings, 107 

maneuvers, 109 

trim and stabilization systerp, 109 

weight, 112 


Operation 

all-weather, 221 

preflight/line, 303 

signals, aircraft and engine; 241 


Oxygen system, 66 

controls, 67 

duration, 66 

nol'mal procedure, 66 

servicing, 102 


Oxygen system emergencies, 198 

contaminated ox)(gen, 198 

low oxygen pressure or quantity, 198 

oxygen system fails or main supply empty, 198 


p 
Parade and tactical formation, 155 


column, 155 

cross under, 155 

diamond, 155 

fingertip and echelon, 155 

free cruise, 155 

parade formations, 155 

tactical formations, 155 


Penetrations, 224 

landing condition, 224 

radar controlled, 224 

standard, 224 

UHF/ ADF,224 


Personal flying equipment, 119 

Pilot, automatic; 27 

Pitch .chematic, 85 

Pneumatic supply system, 70 


servicing, 102 

supply, 71 


Post flight ground crew to pilot signals, 243 

Power control hydraulic supply system, 68 


power control supply controls, 70 

power control supply system, 69 

servicing, 102 


Power control (PC) hydraulic system failures, 192A 

failure of both PC systems, 192A 

failure of one PC system, 192A 


Precautionary approach, 219 

Pressurization, cockpit; 15 

Prior to descent, 223 


jet penetrations and TACAN approach, 226 

Probe, refueling control, 54 


Procedures 

actual instrument, 223 

carrier based, 146 

communications, 231 , 308 

ejection procedure, 206 

emergency, 178 

evaluation, OFT/WST; 302 

flight, 154 

lost wingman, 224 

normal, 121 
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postflight, 309 

radio; 142, 232 

recovery, 174 

shore-based, 124 

simulated instrument, 222 

stores jettisoning, 287 

weather, 228 


R 
Radar set (radio altimeter) ANIAPN-22; 77 

Radio communications, 232 


radio discipline, 232 

radio procedures, 232 


Radio equipment, 72 

command radio controls, 73 

command radio set ANIARC-27A, 74 

direction finder (ADF) group AN/ARA-25; 75 

electronic equipment, 72 

identification set AN/APX-6B, coder group AN/APA-89; 77 

navigation (TACAN) AN/ARN-21B, 79 

radar set controls, 78 

radar set (radio altimeter) AN/APN-22; 77 


Rain removal, 19 

Rate-of-climb indicator, 47 

Rear vision mirrors, 99 

Records and reports, 309 

Recovery 


behavior, 175 

characterstics, 174 

level flight, 175 

procedures; 172, 174 


Refueling 

check, 161 

precautions, 161 

signals, air; 162 

techniques, air; 161 

techniques, landing configurations, air; 162 


Refueling, in flight; 53 

control., 55 

probe control, 53 


Requirements 

additional phase, 119 

currency, aircraft ferry, and requalification, 119 

familiarization phase, 118 

flight qualification, 118 

genera l; 11 7, 119 

ground training, 117 

supplemental, 118 


Roll .chematic, 83 

Rough-field landing, 217 


s 
Safety inspection ports, 97 

Safety precautions, 222 

Seat, ejection (see e jection sear) 

Servicing, 100 


aircraft servicing points, 101 

Shore-based procedures, 124 


after landing, 143 

climb, cruise, and descent, 139 

field arrestments, 143 

field mirror landing practice, 142 

line opera tions, 124 

night flying, 144 

taxi and takeoff, 134 

touch-and-go landing, 143 

traffic pattern and landing, 140 

wave-off, 143 


Simulated instrument procedures, 222 

confidence maneu vers (instrument aerobatics), 222 


Smoke abatement, 8 

control., 82 


Speed brake; 81, 164 


Spins, 173 

characteristics, 173 

direc tion of rotation, 175 

engine and electrical system behavior in spins, 174 

general, 173 

recog nition of the spin, 175 

recovery behavior, 175 

recovery characteristics and procedures, 174 

recovery procedure, 174 

recovery to level flight, 175 

.pin, 176 


spin summa ry, 175 

trim settings, 175 

use of la ndi ng droop, 175 

use of throttle, 175 


Stabilization; 82, 109, 165 

chart, 83 

controls, 86 


Stabili.ed windmilling speed, 13 

Standardization evaluation program, 300 


concept, 301 

definitions, 30 I 

final grade determination, 309 

flight evaluation, 302 

ground evaluation, 302 

implementation, 302 

NATOPS evaluation forms, 319 

NATOPS evaluation question bank, 310 

records and reports, 309 


Stalls, 170 

accelerated stalls, 170 

characteristcs, 170 

normal or 1 g stalls, 170 

recovery procedures, 172 

.tall .peed., 171 

stall summary, 172 


Stalls, spins and uncontrolled flight, 210 

Stores jetti soning, 287 


procedures, 287 

Stores weights and compatibility, 286 

Stuck throttle approach, 186 

Systems, air-conditioning, 15 


T 
T ACAN (radio navigation), 79 


controls, 80 

Takeoff and landing ejection capobility (MK·F5A seat), 202 

Takeoff emergencies, 182 


carrier, 182 

field, 182 


Takeoff, inflight, breakup and landing signals, 236 

Target towing, III 

Taxi and takeoff, 134 


allowable crosswinds for takeoff and landing, 138 

takeoff, 135 

takeoff checklist (cockpit mounted), 136 

takeoff (typical), 137 

taxiing, 134 

thrust check data - J57·P·20; 135 

thrust check data - J57.P·20A; 136 


Thunderstorms and turbulence, 228 

Touch-and-go landing, 143 

Tow target systems, 288 


banner towed targe t equipment, 288 

banner towing operational parameters, 289 

center of gravity towing sys tem, 288 

center of gravity towing system checklist, 295 

low altitude towing limitations, 292 

towing limitations, 291 


Towing, target; III 

cooling flow limitations, 110 
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Traffic pactern and landing, 140 

crosswind landing, 142 

field landing, 140 

field landing (typical), 141 

landing checklist (cockpit mounted), 140 

traffic pattern, 140 


Transition and familiarization, 154 

b~ietjng, 154 

confidence maneuvers, 154 

infiight, 154 

preflight, 154 

return to field and landings, 154 

start, 154 

takeoff, 154 

taxi, 154 


Trim and stabilization system, 82, 109 

chart, 83 


controls, 86 

limitations, 109 

pitch schematic, 85 

roll schematic, 83 

yaw schematic, 84 


Trim and stabilization system failures, 195 

failure of rol! trim and stab system, 195 

failure of yaw trim and stab system, 195 

pitch trim failure, 195 


Turn-and-bank indicator, 47 

Turning radius, minimum, 104 

Two-position wing, 88 


controls, 91 

incidence change, 89 

operation, 88 

wing and leading edge schematic, 90 


U 
Utility hydraulic supply, 94 


servicing, 101 

supply system, 94 

system, 102 


Utility hydraulic system failure, 194 


V 

Ventral fins, 164 

Visual emergency signals (air ta air), 242 


W 

Wave-off, 143 

Weapon systems, 245 
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fire control system AN/AWG-4; 246 

fuselage stores system, 262 

gunnery system, 256 

misfires, 286 

stores jectisoning, 287 

stores weight and compatibility, 286 

tow target systems, 288 

wing stores system, 266 


Weather procedures, 228 

cold weather, 229 

hot weather and desert, 229 

hydroplaning on wet runways, 230 

icing, rain, and snow; 228 

thunderstorms and turbulence, 228 


Weight limitations, 112 

Wheel brakes, 92 


controls, 93 

wheel brakes, 92 


Windmilling speed, stabilized engin0113 

Wing 


tank fuel dumping, 53 

Wing stores system, 266 


bombing system, 282 

carrying equipment, 266 

multiple bomb rack assembly, 273 

multiple bomb rack preflight check, 284 

practice multiple bomb rack assembly, 274 

triple and multiple ejector rack assemblies, 275 

2.75 inch rocket system, 277 

wing and fuselage stores system external control, 267 

wing mounted Zuni rockets (LAU-10/A), 276 

wing pylon and ejector bomb rack, 272 

wing stores release modes, 278 

wing stores system cockpit controls, 270 

wing Zuni (LAU-l01 A) preflight check, 281 


Wing, two-position; 88 

controls,91 

incidence change, 89 

normal operation, 88 

wing and leading edge schematic, 90 


Wingfold, 	95 

controls, 98 

safety inspection ports, 97 

warning flags, 96 

wingfold, 95 


y 
Yaw schematic, 84 
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